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Permanent Resolution of Severe

Second Trimester Oligohydramnios

After Transabdominal Amnioinfusion

MARTIN E. OLSEN, M.D. and M. MARK TASLIMI, M.D.

Introduction

Second trimester oligohydramnios, a decrease in

the amount of amniotic fluid, has been associated

with renal anomalies, 1 multiple other congenital

anomalies,2 placental insufficiency, 2 '4 intrauterine

growth retardation, 2 '4 skeletal dysplasia,4 and a high

perinatal mortality rate.
2 -4

Most literature on second trimester oligohydramnios

reports a generally poor prognosis. Barss et al
4

dis-

cussed 12 cases and reviewed 16 others from the lit-

erature; only one pregnancy resulted in a living child.

It is noteworthy, however, that 13 of these cases

were electively terminated; four of the abortuses had

a normal phenotype. Mercer and Brown 2 described

34 cases of second trimester oligohydramnios, of

which only 6 (18%) resulted in healthy term babies.

Improved perinatal survival has been noted when the

oligohydramnios was idiopathic."
1

Serial transabdominal amnioinfusions have been

performed as therapeutic intervention; Fisk et al
6 per-

From the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. James H. Quillen

College of Medicine. East Tennessee State University, Johnson City (Dr.

Olsen) and the Division of Matemal/Fetal Medicine. Department of Obstet-

rics and Gynecology. University of Tennessee College of Medicine, Chatta-

nooga (Dr. Taslimi).

Reprint requests to Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, James H.

Quillen College of Medicine, PO Box 70569, Johnson City, TN 37614 (Dr.

Olsen).

formed two to six amnioinfusions on nine patients

with oligohydramnios from multiple etiologies. Three

pregnancies resulted in living children. We are un-

aware of any previous reports concerning the perma-

nent reaccumulation of amniotic fluid in patients

with second trimester oligohydramnios.

Case Report
A 22-year-old white gravida 1, para 0 was referred to our

facility in July of 1989. Oligohydramnios had been noted on a

25.5-week ultrasound examination. A previous ultrasound at

12.5 weeks’ gestation confirmed the 25.5-week gestational age.

The patient denied any leakage of fluid from the vagina, but

she had been admitted to another hospital for dehydration ap-

proximately two months prior to the referral. She had had a

myomectomy in December of 1988, and the operative note re-

vealed deep myometrial penetration, making the patient a pri-

mary cesarean section candidate. Alpha-fetoprotein at 19

weeks was well within the normal range.

Upon referral, an ultrasound examination was performed by

a perinatologist, and oligohydramnios was confirmed. No fetal

anatomic abnormalities were noted, although the resolution of

the ultrasound examination was suboptimal due to the

oligohydramnios. When a second ultrasound a week later

showed persistent oligohydramnios, to improve sonographic

resolution 500 ml of normal saline were infused transabdomin-

ally into the amniotic cavity. This did enhance the resolution of

the ultrasound examination, which again revealed normal fetal

anatomy. No cause of the oligohydramnios could be identified.

A small amount of the instilled normal saline was withdrawn

for analysis, and showed a 46XX karyotype. Gram stain

showed no organisms or white blood cells, and bacterial,

chlamydial, and cytomegalovirus cultures were all negative.

JANUARY, 1993 7
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Weekly ultrasound examinations were performed for the re-

mainder of the pregnancy, documenting continued accumula-
tion of fluid; oligohydramnios did not reoccur.

Due to her history of myomectomy, the patient had an elec-

tive low transverse cesarean section at 38.5 weeks’ gestation,

with delivery of a liveborn female infant weighing 7 lb 93A oz,

with Apgar scores of 8 and 9. No meconium was present, and

the infant’s physical examination was unremarkable. Mother
and infant were discharged home in good condition on the

third postoperative day.

Discussion

The presence of oligohydramnios in this case was

determined with subjective grading by an experi-

enced examiner; this is common practice and has

been found to be reliable and predictive of outcome .

5

We do not believe the etiology of this patient’s

oligohydramnios was related to rupture of the mem-
branes; in our experience, the performance of trans-

abdominal amnioinfusion in the presence of ruptured

membranes will result in subsequent significant vag-

inal leaking of fluid. We believe our case is unique in

that the amniotic fluid spontaneously reaccumulated

after the amnioinfusion of normal saline. This has not

been previously reported to our knowledge. Although

the oligohydramnios was idiopathic, it is possible

that the amnioinfusion assisted the fetus in overcom-

ing an unknown insult and progressing to a healthy

term birth. The amnioinfusion was definitely valu-

able in improving ultrasound resolution.

Second trimester oligohydramnios is associated

with high perinatal mortality, but normal children

have resulted from such pregnancies. We are con-

cerned that patients with idiopathic second trimester

oligohydramnios may be advised to terminate preg-

nancies that could result in acceptable outcomes. We
recommend the diagnostic use of transabdominal

amnioinfusion to improve the ultrasound surveillance

of fetal anatomy. Further experience may reveal a

therapeutic role for transabdominal amnioinfusion in

patients with second trimester oligohydramnios.
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Hemolytic Disease of the

Newborn Due to Anti-c

R.B. SAENZ, M.D.

Introduction

Since the introduction of Rhogam immunization

against RhD antigens for RhD-negative pregnant

women, hemolytic disease of the newborn has be-

come increasingly less common. There are, however,

many other Rh antigens which can cause a similar

presentation if not detected early enough to anticipate

the need for prompt definitive treatment. I present a

case of c-isoimmunization resulting in severe hemo-

lytic disease of the newborn, with review of the

pathophysiology and management of this rare Rh-

group antibody.

Case Report
A 36-year-old white gravida 3 came to our practice for

pregnancy confirmation. Her first pregnancy had been unre-

markable, resulting in the term vaginal delivery of a healthy

male infant. Her second pregnancy resulted in the term vaginal

delivery of a healthy female infant. Anti-c had been noted on

routine prenatal screening during that pregnancy. The patient

had had serial amniocenteses during the second pregnancy to

monitor for any indication of hemolytic disease, but none had

developed. She was accepted into our obstetrical care program

with plans to monitor this pregnancy by serial ultrasound and

antibody titers.

At her initial prenatal workup, history revealed a blood

transfusion ten years earlier (after the first, but before the sec-

ond pregnancy) in connection with a serious motor vehicle ac-

cident. History was otherwise insignificant. Physical examina-

tion revealed a 12-week size uterus, although gestation was 15

weeks by dates. Screening laboratory data were within normal

limits except for an antibody screen positive at 1:256 for anti-c

(blood type A positive), and a low maternal serum alpha-

fetoprotein (MSAFP).
Dating ultrasound estimated gestational age at approxi-

mately three weeks younger than menstrual dates. MSAFP was
repeated, but remained low, even after correcting for adjusted

gestational age. Repeat ultrasound showed normal interval

growth. Although elevated MSAFP levels correlate well with

fetal neural tube defects, some studies have also indicated a

relationship between low MSAFP levels and Down's syn-

drome. Genetic amniocentesis was performed in the office.

Amniotic fluid analysis revealed normal 46XX fetus, normal

amniotic fluid AFP. and no evidence of hemolysis. Repeat

serum antibody screen at 21 weeks showed anti-c albumin titer

of 1:2 and in Coombs phase at 1:64. Pregnancy progressed

uneventfully except for “poor weight gain" (10 lb total).

From the Department of Family Medicine, University of Tennessee Col-

lege of Medicine, Memphis.

Reprint requests to 1301 Primacy Pkwy., Memphis, TN 38119 (Dr.

Saenz).

At 35 weeks, the patient noted a few contractions and de-

creased fetal movements. Office non-stress testing was nonre-

active. Ultrasound showed no abnormalities, and a biophysical

profile of 8/8. The cervix was 1 cm dilated, so the patient was

admitted to our antepartum service for monitoring and obser-

vation. Cervical dilation progressed to 2 cm, and terbutaline

was begun for preterm labor. Three decelerations were noted

during 24-hour monitoring: one to 90 beats per minute, two to

120 beats per minute—all lasting less than one minute.

Coombs titer was 1:256 anti-c. Labor was arrested, and the

patient was discharged home the following day taking oral

terbutaline.

One week later (35.5 weeks by ultrasound. 38 weeks by

dates) the patient, still taking oral terbutaline, again presented

herself with spontaneous contractions every two to five min-

utes. Monitor strip showed late decelerations and a few vari-

able ones, all for less than one minute (Fig. 1). The patient was

placed in left lateral position, the terbutaline dose was doubled,

and a concurrent urinary' tract infection was treated with intra-

venous cefazolin (Ancef). Urine culture later revealed

Klebsiella pneumoniae. The following day, biophysical profile

was noted to be 6/8. On the third hospital day, the patient’s

tracing was noted to have some variable decelerations with late

return. On the fourth hospital day, contractions became
stronger despite tocolytics, and were accompanied by persis-

tent late decelerations to 110 beats per minute and decreased

beat-to-beat variability (Fig. 2).

Emergency cesarean section was performed for fetal dis-

tress by our faculty and the resident on the obstetrical service.

A tight nuchal cord was noted, but a live female infant was
delivered with Apgar scores of 5 at one minute and 7 at five

minutes. Initial assessment by the neonatologist in attendance

noted “blueberry muffin appearance,” 4+pale. hepatomegaly 6

cm below right costal margin, and splenomegaly 5 cm below
left costal margin. The infant required Plasmanate for hypoten-

72492 72493 72494

Figure 1 . Preterm labor.
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sion and 10% dextrose in water (DioW) for hypoglycemia.

Portable chest x-ray showed early respiratory distress syn-

drome. The infant was transferred to the neonatal intensive

care unit and placed under an oxygen hood. Laboratory data

are summarized in Table 1.

Follow-Up. The infant had exchange transfusions, one par-

tial and two complete, over the first 72 hours. Her conjugated

hyperbilirubinemia was treated with a short course of pheno-

barbital, and she responded well. She was discharged at 19

days of age with a hematocrit of 31%, reticulocyte count of

2.2%, and total bilirubin of 5.1 mg/dl. Her hepatosplenomegaly

and jaundice had for the most part resolved. She was followed

as an outpatient with serial examinations, hematocrits, reticulo-

cyte counts, and bilirubin levels. By age 14 weeks, her anemia

had completely resolved, and she has done well since that time.

Pathophysiology

The immunologic process responsible for produc-

ing hemolytic disease of the newborn due to anti-c is

not unlike that encountered in the more classic cases

of anti-D isoimmunization. A “c-negative” mother

who has been exposed to c-antigen, either through

previous blood transfusion or previous pregnancy

with a “c-positive” fetus, produces anti-c IgG. This

antibody then crosses the placenta and attacks the

“foreign” erythrocytes of the “c-positive” fetus, re-

sulting in the hemolysis that causes the typical stig-

mata of erythroblastosis. 1

Some 40 Rh antigens have been described to date.

The most common, the D-antigen, is the most impor-

tant clinically, and thus the one that gives the “Rh-

positive” designation if it is present on the erythro-

cytes, or “Rh-negative” designation if absent.

D-negative cells, however, may express other Rh an-

tigens, such as C. c, E, e, some combination thereof,

or some other rare variant. D-positive cells, likewise,

may or may not express one of the other antigens.

Thus an Rh-positive (D-positive) mother who lacks,

but has been sensitized to, another more rare antigen,

such as c, carrying a fetus with that antigen may de-

velop antibodies to it. In our patient, the Rh-positive

(D-positive) mother, who lacked c-antigen but had

been previously sensitized by a blood transfusion, de-

veloped anti-c antibodies, which caused the hemoly-

sis in her Rh-positive (D-positive, but also c-positive)

infant.
2

Discussion

The first case report of hemolytic disease of the

newborn due to anti-c was published in Lancet, in

1944, by McCall et al.
3 Since then, a number of other

cases have been reported. A large series was re-

corded in Norway by Astrup and Kornstad4 in 1977.

Most cases reported have noted “mild to moderate”

hemolytic disease, with only a few cases requiring

exchange transfusion. Only three fatal outcomes have
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TABLE 1

INFANT S LABORATORY DATA IMMEDIATELY AFTER DELIVERY

Age pH PC02 P02 %02 Hct Miscellaneous Comments

Birth 7.259 48.1 25.4 Coombs positive Cord blood

10 min 7.244 33.6 90.1 26 Glucose 20 1 00% oxyhood

35 min 7.295 48.6 39.6 98% Glucose 48 1 00% oxyhood

53 min 7.286 46.3 36.5 Glucose 48 1 00% oxyhood

70 min Total bilirubin 9.3

(Direct bilirubin 3.8)

Blood cultures negative

105 min 20.5

been reported.4 -5
It is of note that higher anti-c titers

in the mothers (>1:512) seemed to predict severe

disease in the infants, although in several moderate to

severe cases the mother had titers of 1:8 or less.
4

These data indicate the need for prenatal antibody

screening for patients with all blood types, not

merely those found to be Rh-negative. Should anti-c

be detected, titers should be monitored to term, with

appropriate antenatal fetal assessment for signs of he-

molytic disease. Based on our experience, as well as

that of Astrup and Kornstad, perhaps cordocentesis

with assessment of fetal hematocrit might be a more

reliable indicator of hemolytic disease. Delivery

should be planned for a facility with a neonatologist

on staff and the capability for exchange transfusion if

necessary. Since Rh(c)-immune globulin is not avail-

able, subsequent pregnancies of multigravidas with a

history of anti-c isoimmunization should be consid-

ered at high risk for recurrence and monitored

accordingly. L X
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And Now for the Rest of the Story

BARBARA R. HOSTETLER, M.D.; TED ROSENTHAL, Ph.D.;

DAVID MURAM, M.D.; and DEBBIE CROM, PNP

Introduction

It is a rare case in medicine that does not require

communication between all involved parties. No-

where is this more important than for the patient with

a complicated medical history whose care requires

the skills of multiple specialists. The critical nature

of such interactions amongst physicians was the topic

of a recent Loss PreventionSeminar.* * The following

case presentation strongly validates the need for doc-

tors to confer with each other about such patients.

Case Presentation

The patient, a 24-year-old nurse, was a long-term survivor

of a childhood cancer. She reported to us that several months

before her visit to us, she had suffered a serious bout of heart

failure of unknown etiology. She had barely survived, and was

just now being allowed to return to work. She further related

that her cardiologist had discontinued her contraceptives to

prevent development of blood clots, and had instructed her that

she should never become pregnant, because her heart was too

weak and she would never survive the pregnancy. The cardiol-

ogist had recommended sterilization as being in her best interest.

While she had initially been quite devastated by the news,

she had considered the situation carefully, had discussed it

with many people, and now she was resigned to her fate. “I am
lucky to be alive and if I can't have my own children, then that

is the way it has to be.” She even reported having consulted

another cardiologist who had concurred. Her story was corrob-

orated by a close relative who had accompanied her to our

office that day.

While she had not brought any records from the primary

cardiologist, she provided a verbal account of cardiac catheter-

ization and echocardiograms. She reported a residual ejection

fraction of less than 20%.
Given the patient’s age and the potential for hemodynamic

compromise during surgery, we discussed various options in-

cluding a long-acting progestational agent, e.g., Norplant. This

would pose no cardiac risk and would be easily reversed

should her situation change. She agreed to this alternative pro-

vided the plan was acceptable to the cardiologist, even though

she continued to insist that she could never have children.

We proceeded to review the available medical records,

which contained mainly history about her cancer. We finally

found a series of correspondences between her cardiologist and

the cancer clinic regarding the initial hospitalization for the

heart condition that she had described. The letters documented
that the aforementioned tests had been done, but those results

were not in the chart and documentation of her recent evalua-

tion was not yet available. The record also contained a letter

from the second cardiologist who corroborated the patient’s

From the Departments of Obstetrics and Gynecology (Drs. Hostetler and

Muram) and Psychiatry (Dr. Rosenthal), University of Tennessee College of

Medicine, and the Department of Ilematology-Oncology, St. Jude Children’s

Research Hospital (Dr. Crom), Memphis.

Reprint requests to Dept, of Obstetrics and Gynecology, UT College of

Medicine, 853 Jefferson Ave., Memphis, 114 38103 (Dr. Hostetler).

*Sponsored jointly by State Volunteer Mutual Insurance Company and

the Tennessee Medical Association, August 1992, Memphis.

story. It was not evident from the letter, however, that this

physician had had access to the patient’s recent medical record

or that he had discussed the case with the primary cardiologist.

We then proceeded to contact the referring cardiologist and

were given a much different assessment of the situation. The
cardiologist reported that the patient had indeed suffered a se-

vere case of viral endocarditis. He had discontinued her contra-

ceptives pills and had told her that she should not get pregnant

then, nor until after she had made a significant recovery. De-

spite the patient’s conclusions, he had never recommended
sterilization. In fact, he had seen her recently and had informed

her that she had made excellent recovery thus far. He expected

that her prognosis was very good, and pregnancy in the future

was by no means out of the question. He agreed that the

Norplant was a good choice of contraception for her.

Discussion

One could not pick a better case to illustrate the

importance of physician-physician communication

regarding “shared” patients. Here we had an articu-

late and seemingly well-informed patient, who also

happened to be a nurse, adding legitimacy to her

story. We had no obvious reason to doubt the accu-

racy of her account. It is a common mistake in med-

icine to assume that patients who happen to be health

care professionals are somehow shielded from the

emotional and psychological stresses that serious

health problems generate for all patients. We unfairly

credit them with the capacity to see their condition

more clearly than other patients. How this particular

patient drew the conclusions that she did about her

condition is open to conjuncture.

The more important points are that her conclu-

sions were seriously incorrect, and that she managed

to convince many other people, including a second

cardiologist and her own gynecologist, of the truth of

her story. She had persuaded her own gynecologist to

perform the sterilization procedures, and for some

reason had changed her mind at the last minute. It

was only because she decided to seek care at the medi-

cal center for her surgical sterilization that she was

not rendered permanently and unnecessarily infertile.

Medicine has become increasingly complicated,

and there seems never to be enough hours in the day

to accomplish all our tasks. However, in this day and

age of multidisciplinary patient care, an investment

of a few minutes on the phone to directly communi-

cate with other involved physicians is worth the pre-

vention of potentially irreversible damage to a

patient’s health. /~ X
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Trauma Rounds

Distal Esophageal Rupture Following Blunt Trauma

TOM C. THOMPSON, M.D. and BLAINE L. ENDERSON, M.D.

Introduction

Esophageal rupture secondary to external blunt

trauma is a rare injury. Blunt rupture of the distal

esophagus is even more unusual. Review of the litera-

ture since 1900 reveals only seven cases.'-3 Esophageal

injury from blunt trauma is usually accompanied by and

often obscured by associated injuries. This report pre-

sents an automobile crash victim with multiple injuries,

including rupture of his distal esophagus. In order to

identify this injury a high level of suspicion must be

maintained in any patient admitted with significant

thoracoabdominal injuries.

Case Report
A 23-year-old man was the unrestrained driver of an auto-

mobile that struck a utility pole. He was unresponsive on the

scene and was transported by helicopter to the University of

Tennessee Medical Center in Knoxville. He was intubated en

route for his head injury but remained hemodynamically stable.

Vital signs upon arrival included a Glasgow coma scale of 6.

blood pressure of 104/60 mm Hg, and a pulse rate of 100/m in.

Physical examination revealed a distended abdomen, decreased

left-sided breath sounds, and multiple facial lacerations. Chest

x-ray revealed increased density over the medial portion of the

left lung, pneumomediastinum, and a left clavicle fracture (Fig.

1). Other x-rays revealed fractures of the left pubis and sa-

crum, and the mandible.

The patient remained hemodynamically stable throughout

his initial assessment. CT scans of the head and abdomen
showed a small left temporal hemorrhagic contusion, a grade II

splenic laceration, bilateral pneumothorax, left hemothorax,

right upper lung collapse, extensive subcutaneous emphysema,
and bilateral acetabular fractures. Chest tubes were placed bi-

laterally prior to operative repair of facial lacerations and

fractures.

On the second full hospital day the patient showed a sus-

tained decrease in oxygen saturation with decreased left-sided

breath sounds. Placement of an anterior chest tube improved

oxygenation, but a left-sided air leak persisted. Bronchoscopy

revealed no airway disruption.

During the third hospital day oxygen saturation continued

decreasing, with increasingly thick secretions. Bronchoscopy

showed purulent secretions in the right upper lobe, and fever

continued to 102.5°F, although his WBC count actually de-

creased from admission levels. Sputum cultures obtained on

bronchoscopy grew Branhamella species, alpha-hemolytic

streptococci, and Staphylococcus aureus. Persistent left pleural

effusion on chest x-ray, with accompanying persistent pneu-

momediastinum. prompted an esophagram, which revealed ex-

travasation at the distal esophagus into the posterior mediasti-

num (Fig. 2).

From the Department of Surgery, University of Tennessee College of

Medicine at Knoxville.

Figure 1. Admission chest radiograph, demonstrating pneumome-
diastinum, pulmonary contusion, and clavicle fracture.

Figure 2. Initial contrast esophagram, showing esophageal leak. The
superior collection of contrast material is in the mediastinum, indi-

cated by its configuration and distance from the nasogastric tube.
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Figure 3. Postrepair esophagram with contrast, demonstrating fistula

drained by a chest tube. This fistula healed with time and conserva-

tive therapy.

A left thoracotomy with drainage and a two-layer repair of

a left posterior perforation of the distal esophagus was per-

formed, and two chest tubes were left in place. Due to sus-

tained ventilator dependence and a persistent right upper lobe

pneumonia the patient later had a tracheostomy and a gastros-

tomy. The patient was maintained on intravenous antibiotics,

total parenteral nutrition, and closed thoracostomy drainage of

his left empyema.
On postoperative day 7, foul-smelling drainage was noted

at the thoracotomy incision, for which the superficial wound
was opened and treated with frequent dressing changes. An
esophagram obtained on postoperative day 12 revealed an eso-

phageal-pleural fistula that was draining through the posterior

chest tube (Fig. 3). The chest tube was irrigated daily and all

chest tubes were eventually removed, the posterior tube being

replaced with a rubber catheter for continued irrigation.

The patient was successfully weaned from mechanical ven-

tilation and decannulated. Follow-up esophagrams revealed

that the fistula was closing, and the drain was slowly advanced

and discontinued. Tube feeding was initiated on postoperative

day 30 and the patient began taking an oral diet on postopera-

tive day 41. He was discharged from the hospital on postoper-

ative day 5 1 tolerating an adequate oral diet. Follow-up studies

of his esophagus have revealed normal function.

Discussion

Distal esophageal rupture as a result of blunt trauma

is rare. High-speed motor vehicle crashes, falls, and ap-

plication of the Heimlich maneuver account for the few

cases reported in the surgical literature .
13 Injury to this

region is more commonly iatrogenic or a result of pen-

etrating trauma.

The mechanism of esophageal injury from external

blunt force is most likely a pressure phenomenon, sim-

ilar to that of Boerhaave’s syndrome. Compression of

the distal esophagus between the sternum and the tho-

racic vertebrae creates pressure sufficient to cause distal

rupture, as in this case. The left posterior portion is an-

atomically the weakest area of the distal esophagus .

4 -5

Blunt trauma of sufficient force to injure the esoph-

agus will usually be associated with other chest injuries,

such as rib fractures, pneumothorax and/or pneu-

momediastinum, and hemothorax, as well as injuries to

abdominal viscera. Signs and symptoms of esophageal

injury are shared with many of those injuries. Most

commonly, these include dyspnea, and chest and ab-

dominal pain. The radiologic finding of pneu-

momediastinum should alert one to the possibility of

esophageal injury, although this finding is certainly not

limited to esophageal damage.

Esophageal study using water-soluble contrast mate-

rial is diagnostic in most cases. The sensitivity is im-

proved when a barium esophagram is applied if the

water-soluble medium fails to localize an injury .
6 En-

doscopy may be indicated in cases of continued suspi-

cion in spite of negative contrast studies. Although as-

sociated injuries may make early diagnosis of an

esophageal perforation difficult, persistent pleural effu-

sion, mediastinal and/or cervical air, early temperature

elevations, and a rising WBC count are signs that

should raise the suspicion of esophageal injury.

Primary esophageal repair via thoracotomy is the

preferred treatment if the integrity of the esophageal

wall allows. In addition, mediastinal or parietal pleura

may be used to buttress the repair. In this case, although

esophageal integrity was sufficient to hold suture, sur-

rounding inflammatory changes prevented use of a but-

tress. Pleural drainage, nasogastric decompression, nu-

tritional support, and broad spectrum antibiotics are

other elements of a successful treatment regimen. Ap-

plication of these supportive elements without operative

repair has been successful in cases of contained perfora-

tions without evidence of sepsis .
1 Drainage with proxi-

mal diversion and possibly exclusion of the injured seg-

ment may be necessary when esophageal integrity is

such that primary repair is not feasible.

This case demonstrates several important points re-

garding injury to the esophagus by blunt trauma. A high

index of suspicion is required to diagnose esophageal

injury in the face of other more obvious and often asso-

ciated chest findings. In addition, proper drainage, de-

compression, and nutritional support are key elements

to a successful outcome. /~ ^
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Vanderbilt Morning Report

A Patient With Congestive Heart Failure

Case Report
A 34-year-old man was admitted complaining of dyspnea

on exertion, orthopnea, right upper quadrant abdominal pain,

and lower extremity swelling for two weeks. He had been ad-

mitted to a hospital at age 11 for a cardiac problem, the nature

of which he could not recall.

On physical examination he appeared healthy, with a blood

pressure of 120/80 mm Hg and pulse 70/min. Jugular venous

pulsations were present at the angle of the jaw when he was

supine at 30°. Cannon a-waves were present. The cardiac im-

pulse was diffuse. A grade 2/6 high-pitched systolic murmur
beginning at Si but ending before S 2 was heard at the left

lower sternal border. The murmur did not radiate, nor was its

character altered with postural changes. A tender liver edge

was palpable 4.0 cm below the right costal margin. There was

moderate edema of the lower extremities.

Radiograph of the chest revealed a markedly enlarged car-

diac silhouette, without an aortic knob. Cephalization of blood

flow and exaggeration of pulmonary vasculature were present.

ECG revealed a third degree atrioventricular (AV) block with

a ventricular rate of 70 beats per minute. Left axis deviation

was present. Q-waves were seen in leads III and aVF.

Two-dimensional echocardiography showed the anatomic

right ventricle (RV) and tricuspid valve functioning as the sys-

temic outflow tract, and conversely, the left ventricle and mi-

tral valve were serving as the pulmonary outflow tract. The

chamber of the anatomic RV was markedly enlarged (3.1 cm)

and the wall was hypertrophied; the ejection fraction of the

anatomic RV was approximately 30%. All valves were normal

except for the anatomic tricuspid valve, which was displaced

into the ventricular cavity. No septal defect was demonstrated.

A diagnosis of corrected transposition of the great arteries was

made.

The patient was initially treated with furosemide 120 mg
intravenously with satisfactory diuresis. Furosemide 80 mg
orally twice daily was continued, and after two days of treat-

ment, there were no signs of heart failure. He tolerated a test

dose of captopril 6.25 mg well and was treated with captopril

25 mg three times daily. However, his systolic blood pressures

were less than 100 mm Hg and he became dizzy and weak. He
tolerated captopril 12.5 mg satisfactorily.

Medical records obtained from the hospital where he was

examined in 1968 revealed data quite similar to those discov-

ered during the recent hospitalization, and a diagnosis of cor-

rected congenital transposition of the great arteries with pul-

monic stenosis had been made.

On hospital day 5 the patient was discharged with complete

resolution of his congestive heart failure on a regimen of furo-

semide 80 mg twice daily and captopril 12.5 mg three times

daily.

Discussion

Congenitally corrected transposition of the great ar-

teries refers to a constellation of developmental abnor-

Presented by Timothy Gensler, fourth year medical student, Vanderbilt

University School of Medicine, Nashville.

malities of the heart and the great vessels that was first

described by Von Rokitansky in 1875. This abnormality

accounts for less than 1% of patients with congenital

heart defects. The pulmonary artery and the aorta are

transposed, and in addition, the ventricles and their re-

spective AV valves are inverted, resulting in an aberrant

circulatory pathway that is still compatible with life.

Oxygenated blood returning from the lungs into the left

atrium passes through the anatomic tricuspid valve into

the anatomic RV. It is then pumped by the RV through

the aortic valve and aorta into the systemic circulation.

Other anomalies associated with this condition are ven-

tricular septal defects (66%), pulmonic valve atresia or

stenosis (70%), and AV conduction disturbances. 1 -2

Although corrected transposition of the great arteries

may be detected at birth or during the neonatal period,

it may not be discovered until adulthood. Fatigue, dys-

pnea, and chest pain are early symptoms. Syncope and

congestive heart failure occur less frequently. 1 Charac-

teristic findings on physical examination include a loud

second heart sound, a moderately intense systolic ejec-

tion murmur, heard best at the mid-left sternal border,

that does not radiate, 2 and an early, short, high-pitched

diastolic murmur. 1 Cannon a-waves are seen in patients

with complete AV block.

The chest roentgenogram presents a characteristic

picture, with absence of the aortic knob, a straight or

gently curved convex upper left heart border, and a

prominent pulmonary artery that may create a “water-

fall'’ appearance as it slopes inferiorly. 1 The ECG re-

veals second or third degree AV block approximately

50% of the time. 1 Left axis deviation, the absence of

Q-waves in leads I, V5 ,
V6 , and the presence of abnor-

mal Q-waves in leads III and aVF are also important

findings on the electrocardiogram. 2 Echocardiogram

permits visualization of the AV discordance and trans-

posed great vessels. 3 Cardiac catheterization with an-

giography reveals chamber sizes and pressures, the

presence of septal defects, and valvular competency.

The longevity of patients who survive into adulthood

is uncertain, since it is never certain how well the ana-

tomic RV will act on a systemic pump.4 -5 Moreover the

severity of other abnormalities, such as valvular incom-

petencies and ventricular septal defects, influences the

survival time. Second or third degree AV block may
develop secondary to the displacement of the conduc-

tion system by the ventricular inversion. 1

Management of corrected transposition in adulthood
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includes treatment of congestive heart failure, prophy-

laxis for and treatment of infective endocarditis, and

pacemaker placement of symptomatic AV block. 2
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A Patient With Fever and Pain

Case Report

A healthy 60-year-old woman presented herself to her phy-

sician for the evaluation of pain in the right buttock, which

began gradually two weeks earlier. The patient attributed it to

overactivity. It worsened and radiated down the right leg to the

knee during the two days prior to examination. A history and

physical examination suggested musculoskeletal pain. Analge-

sics and bedrest were prescribed without relief. During the next

several days, fever and chills developed, and she could no

longer walk because of pain in the right buttock and thigh. She

was admitted to the hospital.

Temperature was 102°F, pulse 110/min, respirations 20/min,

and blood pressure 150/90 mm Hg. On examination, the head

and neck, lungs, abdomen, and cardiovascular system were all

normal. There was diffuse tenderness in the right gluteal re-

gion, but the spine and paraspinous muscles were not tender.

Straight leg raising test was difficult to interpret because of

pain. Neurologic examination was normal.

Intravenous dilaudid was required for comfort. Radiographs

of the right hip and pelvis were normal, as was a bone scan. A
CT scan of the pelvis revealed inflammation of the psoas mus-

cle without definite abscess, and an MRI confirmed the pres-

ence of inflammation of both the psoas and iliacus muscles.

Antibiotic therapy was started empirically with ampicillin-sul-

bactam. The patient was transferred to Vanderbilt Hospital for

evaluation.

Cultures of the blood grew Staphylococcus aureus sensitive

to methicillin. Antimicrobial therapy was continued with

nafcillin. Fever declined during the next three days with grad-

ual resolution of pain. An echocardiogram revealed no valvular

abnormalities. A Hickman catheter was placed for continuing

parenteral antibiotic therapy at home for six weeks.

Discussion

Pyomyositis is an infection of skeletal muscle in

which the accumulation of pus begins intramuscularly.

There usually appears to be no specific site of origin. It

occurs more frequently in the tropics. 1 Patients with di-

Presented by Paul J. Sabbatini, M.D., Hugh J. Morgan chief medical

resident, Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville.

abetes mellitus or whose immunity is suppressed are

more likely to have this type of infection, though there

may not be any predisposing factors.

Muscles of the lower limbs and trunk are involved

more frequently, and a single muscle group is usually

involved. Pain begins insidiously followed by fever,

muscle tenderness, and swelling; enlargement of re-

gional lymph nodes is uncommon. Trauma precedes the

onset in less than half of cases. Leukocytosis is usually

present. Enzymes indicating necrosis of muscle may or

may not be increased. A peripheral eosinophilia is

sometimes found in patients with tropical pyomyositis. 2

Cellulitis, osteomyelitis, septic arthritis, thrombophlebi-

tis, rupture of a muscle, streptococcal necrotizing fasci-

itis, or a psoas abscess are other conditions that should

be considered. 2

Staphylococcus aureus is responsible for 95% of

cases, and group A streptococci accounts for 1% to 5%
of the remaining cases. Initial empirical therapy should

include a beta lactamase-resistant penicillin. Surgical

drainage is required if fever continues despite appropri-

ate antibiotic therapy. Streptococcal necrotizing fasciitis

requires immediate surgical debridement of all necrotic

muscle. 3

Psoas abscess should be considered a distinct cate-

gory of myositis due to its proximity to the kidneys,

spine, and other abdominal structures. It may result

from contiguous spread of an osteomyelitis, pyelone-

phritis or perinephric abscess, or other intra-abdominal

infection. The etiologic agent will reflect the site of

origin. 2 / ^
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Department of Health Report

Assessment and Care Coordination Teams:

An Innovation in Caring for Children

PATRICIA B. DISHMAN, M.P.A.

Tennessee has an innovative new way of taking care

of children in state custody. In the fall of 1991. the De-

partment of Health's Bureau of Health Systems Devel-

opment began implementation of a new program de-

signed to improve the quality of services provided to

children appearing before the juvenile courts who are at

imminent risk of state custody or who are committed to

state custody.

The Children’s Plan, initiated by Governor Ned
McWherter in February 1991. is a creative approach to-

ward making Tennessee's children’s sendee deliver)'

system more family-focused and community-based, as

well as more responsive to the needs of individual chil-

dren. Gov. McWherter’s plan grew out of an increasing

concern over the growing number and cost of commit-

ments and the fragmented system that existed for pro-

viding care to these children and their families.

Previously, children were committed by juvenile

courts to the care of one of four state departments: Ed-

ucation. Human Services. Mental Health/Mental Retar-

dation. or Youth Development. Children are committed

for various reasons, including abuse, neglect, unruliness,

delinquency, and psychiatric evaluation. Provision of

treatment and services too often depended on funding

sources and availability of placement spaces instead of

on an assessment of the child's needs, and children fre-

quently were placed inappropriately. The placements

were often too intensive, generating unnecessary costs.

The new plan calls for comprehensive assessment,

development of a detailed treatment plan, and provision

of case management services for each child. The plan

also emphasizes the development of needed prevention

services, such as family preservation services and spe-

cialized treatment programs. The plan has four major

goals: (1) to reduce the number of children in state care;

(2) to provide more appropriate placement and services;

(3) to improve management of the children’s services

delivery system; and (4) to maximize the collection of

federal funds through refinancing.

The plan provided for the establishment of ten rural

From the Bureau of Health Systems Development, Tennessee Depart-

ment of Health. Nashville.

and four metropolitan “assessment and care coordina-

tion teams” (ACCTs) operated under the supervision of

the community health agencies. Each ACCT is staffed

by case managers who have experience in managing

services or programs for children and have educational

backgrounds in the fields of social work, psychology,

nursing, or education.

ACCT case managers attend juvenile court hearings,

conduct assessments of selected children at the request

of the courts or other state departments, and perform

assessments and ongoing case management for all chil-

dren committed to state custody. For children and fam-

ilies who are at imminent risk of state custody, a re-

source called "Home Ties,” a family preservation

program, may be accessed by the ACCTs with the ob-

jective of keeping these families together and avoiding

out-of-home placement.

This new case assessment/management service pro-

vided by the ACCTs is the key component of the

Children's Plan. For children who must be committed

to state custody, the ACCT will secure a thorough as-

sessment of the child's needs, develop an individualized

plan of care for the child and family, secure an appro-

priate placement for the child, monitor the progress of

the child and family, modify the plan of care as needed,

and oversee the progress of service providers delivering

services to the child and family.

The ACCT program is designed to assist and com-

plement services already provided to children by private

contract agencies and the Departments of Human Ser-

vices, Youth Development. Education, and Mental

Health/Mental Retardation. Personnel from these agen-

cies will deliver services and insure that other provi-

sions specified in the plan of care are implemented.

These services include child protection and advocacy,

foster care recruitment, family reunification, probation

and aftercare supervision, intensive mental health treat-

ment. and specialized educational sendees.

Many children have a variety of problems and can

benefit from programs and services offered by different

departments. Historically, children served by a depart-

(Continued on page 19)
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month

Headache—An Important Symptom

J. KELLEY AVERY, M.D.

Case Report
The patient was a 25-year-old man who would not have

aroused the interest or concern of many physicians on the first

visit. He reported to the board certified family physician of the

HMO to which he belonged with a five-day history of a

pounding occipital headache. He gave no history of trauma, but

had a history of excessive beer drinking, the regular use of

marijuana, and the occasional use of cocaine. He reported no

previous headaches. Examination revealed no significant ab-

normalities. His blood pressure was recorded as 140/88 mm
Hg. A cursory neurologic examination was within normal lim-

its, and there was no tenderness over the occipital region. He
was treated symptomatically with a mild tranquilizer and aspi-

rin, and instructed to return to the clinic if he was unimproved

in “several days.”

One week after the first encounter he was seen again by the

same physician with the same symptoms. The headache was

still described as “pounding,” and located principally in the

occipital region. Again the examination was considered nor-

mal. The patient stated that he was sleeping a little better. His

blood pressure was unchanged. This time the diagnosis entered

on the examination form was “headache of undetermined ori-

gin." A synthetic codeine preparation was prescribed. The re-

cord indicated that the physician planned a CT of the head and

a neurologic consultation if the symptoms were not improved

in a few days. Laboratory work, including a CBC and urinaly-

sis, was reported as normal.

Five weeks after the initial visit, the patient was seen again

with the same complaints of persistent, unrelenting headache.

He reported only slight relief from the medication that had

been prescribed. This time, the examiner reported some wors-

ening of the pain on movement of the head, and thought there

was a “prominence” on palpation of the occipital area. X-rays

of the cervical spine were reported to show some “straighten-

ing,” which was thought to be due to muscle spasm. An order

was written to refer to a neurologist.

The patient was examined by the neurologist the following

day. The specialist reported that there was no evidence of “root

or cord disease”; he prescribed an NSAID and requested that

the HMO arrange for physical therapy. He was examined by

another HMO physician, a board certified internist who pre-

scribed a muscle relaxant and ordered physical therapy. It was

not until four days later that the physical therapy treatments

began. The physical therapist reported to the HMO internist

that the patient “looses his balance easily, complains of dizzi-

Dr. Avery is chairman of the Loss Prevention Committee, State Volun-

teer Mutual Insurance Company, Brentwood, and associate director of Med-

ical Affairs, St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville.

The Case of the Month is taken from actual Tennessee closed claims. An

attempt is made to fictionalize the material in order to make it less easy to

identify. If you recognize your own case, please be assured that it is pre-

sented solely for the purpose of emphasizing the issues presented.

ness, and still has constant pain.” Ten days later the patient

reported to the emergency room (ER), but was told by the

HMO’s precertification nurse that he could not be certified as

an emergency patient and was to see the original physician

who first examined him at the HMO clinic. The ER physician

did record “normal neuro” and felt that the difficulty was
“musculoskeletal pain, anxiety, and depression,” for which he

prescribed a mild antidepressant. The following day the young

man was examined by his original doctor who reported, “Still

having excruciating headache and doesn’t want to go to work.”

A stronger narcotic was prescribed, along with an antihista-

mine decongestant, since the family physician’s examination

suggested some middle ear effusion. The record of this en-

counter ended with the statement, “Disability papers put on

medical director’s desk.”

Three days after this visit, the patient went to the ER in a

small town near the medical center where his examinations and

treatment had started. He received some “pain medicine” for

his severe headache on this first visit to the small town ER. He
returned with the same symptoms twice and, on the same day

and during the last visit, he experienced respiratory arrest. A
CT was done showing “cerebral edema and a possible poste-

rior fossa tumor.” The patient was transported by helicopter to

the medical center, where an EEG was compatible with brain

death. An autopsy showed a medulloblastoma.

Loss Prevention Comments
This was an undesirable patient! He gave a history

of regular alcohol and drug abuse. In all probability, the

first examiner was not convinced that the patient was

not continuing to abuse drugs and that his symptoms

were, in some measure, due to that. The same physician

saw his patient with some regularity for over a month.

On the fourth visit x-rays were done, which showed

only some straightening of the cervical spine. At that

time he properly consulted a well-qualified neurologist,

whose examination supported the normal neurologic

findings reported from the beginning of the patient’s

illness.

Perhaps the most tragic thing that occurred in this

sad story was the HMO’s refusal to allow admission to

the hospital. They insisted that the patient was not sick

enough to be hospitalized and referred him back to his

primary care physician. At that time the patient was ex-

periencing dizziness and difficulty maintaining his bal-

ance, in addition to his unrelenting head pain. Within a

week the young man was dead!

Even though headache is one of the most common
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complaints that we deal with, it can be an extremely

important symptom. This story chronicles a textbook

picture of some organic etiology of the pain. It was un-

relenting. As soon as the first dose of medicine wore

off, the second was needed. More and stronger medi-

cation was required to control the pain, and finally,

about six weeks after onset, definite neurologic signs

appeared.

Three physicians had a chance to make a timely di-

agnosis. The family physician, of course, had the long-

est exposure to the patient. Should he have made a re-

ferral to the neurologist sooner? The internist, the senior

member of the HMO clinic, who had approved the con-

sultation, was informed by the physical therapist about

the problems with dizziness and balance. This informa-

tion may have been available to the HMO doctors as

long as two weeks before the young man’s death. As

the senior physician of this group, and a board certified

internist, should he have initiated a return visit to the

neurologist or directly ordered an outpatient CT? Then

there is the neurologist. He is supposed to be an expert

in these matters! Should he have ordered a CT examina-

tion as a part of his consultation? If he had, would the

HMO have approved such an examination just on the

basis of unrelenting and worsening head pain? During

the investigation and development of this litigation, it

became increasingly apparent that the jury's answers to

all of these questions during trial would probably have

been, “Yes!” The case was settled on behalf of all the

physicians involved. r ^

Department of Health Report . .

.

(Continuedfrom page 17)

ment were limited to programs budgeted by that depart-

ment and often did not receive other services they might

need. To aid in the implementation of the Children’s

Plan, a centralized contract process has been developed.

Agencies providing treatment to children contract di-

rectly with the Department of Finance and Administra-

tion, rather than with specific departments having

custody of children. Because the ACCT's plan of care

identifies agencies who will provide specific services

for individual children, the new process stipulates that

agencies define the type of child they will serve and the

scope of services they can provide. This process enables

the ACCTs to arrange placements appropriate to the

needs of each child, regardless of the state department

to which the child is committed.

The ACCTs were developed regionally with each

team receiving five weeks of intensive training prior to

the time they became operational. The first team be-

came operational in February 1992, with other teams

continuing to be added throughout the year. A plan to

“grandfather” in children who entered state custody

prior to ACCT implementation is being developed. All

of those children should be added to the ACCT service

delivery system by the end of 1993.

The Children's Plan signals a new era in providing

children's services in that parents and local communi-

ties will share responsibility with the state. Fewer chil-

dren will have to be removed from their homes, and

those who are will be able to return to their families

sooner. The Children’s Plan is based on the belief that

families are the most ideal custodians for children—not

governmental agencies. r ^
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Radiology Case of the Month

GLENN NABORS, M.D. and ROBERT E. LASTER JR., M.D.

Case Report
A 71-year-old man went to his doctor’s office with painless

swelling in the left anterolateral neck region which he had first

noticed three months ago. He denied any change in the size of

the mass over that time, and had no other complaints or history

of malignancy. Physical examination revealed a 1- to 2-cm

nontender mass in the midcervical region on the left just lateral

to the trachea. The mass was firm and was movable in the

axial plane, but vertical motion was restricted. Laboratory data

were within normal limits. Consider the history, examine the

CT scan and angiogram in Figs. 1 and 2, and select the most

appropriate diagnosis.

(1) Branchial cleft cyst

(2) Paraganglioma

(3) Lymphoma
(4) Aneurysm

(5) Metastatic thyroid adenopathy

Discussion

The axial CT in Fig. 1 was obtained at the C3 level

and was performed after intravenous administration of

contrast material. A 2-cm diameter rim-enhancing mass

is seen on the left between the external carotid artery

anteromedially and the internal carotid artery

posterolaterally. The mass is in close proximity to the

Figure 1. The paraganglioma (arrow) is situated between the external

and internal carotid arteries (arrowheads) in the region of the bifurca-

tion; it enhances peripherally.

From the Department of Radiology, Methodist Hospital, Memphis.

internal carotid artery, but does not appear to invade the

vessel. Centrally the nonenhanced portion of the mass

has a soft tissue density.

Left carotid digital subtraction angiogram (Fig. 2)

shows a hypervascular mass at the carotid bifurcation

splaying the internal and external carotid arteries, with

its vascular supply via external carotid branches. This

appearance is virtually pathognomonic of a carotid body

tumor. Of the choices, only aneurysm would be ex-

pected to enhance this intensely and would be seen aris-

ing directly from the artery.

Paragangliomas, also known as carotid body tumors

when located in the common carotid bifurcation, arise

from paraganglionic cells of neuroectodermal origin.

They most commonly present themselves as slow-grow-

ing, painless upper cervical masses, but larger tumors

can produce dysphagia from mass effect, pain, and cra-

Figure 2. The glomus tumor (arrow) is seen as an enhancing mass
splaying the carotid bifurcation.
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nial nerve involvement. 1 Paragangliomas occur in mul-

tiple sites in approximately 10% to 20% of cases. They

are usually benign, metastasizing hematogeneously in

less than 5% of the cases. 2 Complete surgical excision

is usually employed, since unresected tumors grow re-

lentlessly and encompass adjacent structures. 3

Angiography provides definitive diagnosis in most

cases.4 The early angiographic phase shows tortuous

vessels supplying the tumor, followed by a late phase

with intense homogeneous enhancement progressing

centrally from the periphery. CT scanning has been the

initial diagnostic imaging modality in evaluating carotid

body tumors. Recently MRI with Gd-DTPA enhance-

ment has been suggested as the initial study of choice,

providing similar sensitivity, but more specificity, with

superb soft tissue contrast, than CT. 5

"I’m practicing

medicine the way I

think it should be

practiced, sans the

paperwork and

administrative

overload.”

Owen Brodie,

MD, joined

CompHealth s

locum tenens

medical staff in

^ |
iT^BnSSlPlin 1989, after 21

years in private

practice. Since

then he's worked in temporary assignments

in state facilities, filled in for attending physicians,

covered for private practitioners across the country.

ANSWER: (2) Paraganglioma.
A pilot. A historian. A board-certified psychiatrist.

Southern to a fault. Owen Brodie knows...
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CARE Program Update

CARE Program Targets Media and Legislators as

Part of Health Care Information Campaign

ROBERT BOWERS, M.D., Chairman

TMA Communications and Public Service Committee

The CARE program, TMA’s communications and

public relations effort, has launched several new initia-

tives this year for the benefit of individual members and

the TMA.
• Editorials. On a regular basis, leaders of local

medical societies receive ready-to-use editorials reflect-

ing TMA's position on important philosophical and po-

litical issues. These editorials provide local leaders with

prepared information which they can send on their let-

terhead to local reporters, news editors, and opinion

leaders. During this election year, these editorials pro-

vide an especially important vehicle for discussing our

perspective on health care issues.

• CARE Notes. Every other month, TMA physicians

and their office managers receive a master copy of

CARE Notes , a newsletter which physicians can make
available to their patients by copying the camera-ready

document. In easy-to-understand language, this newslet-

ter explains the physician’s perspectives on topics such

as health care reform and the reasons for the high cost

of medical care.

• Legislative Committee Support. The TMA Legisla-

tive Committee—with the help of CARE—has identi-

fied TMA physicians across the state who will receive

professional media training so they can help articulate

the TMA legislative message in special media visits.

After learning how to effectively convey their ideas to

reporters and editors, these physicians will be involved

in a statewide media campaign. Working with TMA's
legislative staff, the physicians will meet with as many

media representatives as possible prior to the legislative

session (most likely in January) to discuss several issues

important to TMA members. The group will focus on

two issues important to TMA physicians—self-referral

and the 2% gross receipts tax to help fund Medicaid.

• Mini-internships. CARE supported and observed

pilot programs in Memphis and Chattanooga that edu-

cated reporters, editors, legislators, and business lead-

ers
—

“interns”—about the challenges and problems

faced by physicians. Called mini-internships, partici-

pants spend as much as two days with physicians to

better understand and appreciate their concerns. The

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society completed its

first mini-internship program in August. Three community

leaders spent a half day with physicians, observing first-

hand the practice of medicine. The Chattanooga-Hamil-

ton County Medical Society plans to launch its intern-

ship program later this fall. Others are planned for 1993.

• Spokesperson Network. Several TMA physicians

are continuing their spokesperson role for TMA this year.

Every other month, these physician representatives re-

ceive background information and research on top TMA
initiatives, a list of possible media questions and suggested

responses, a copy of the media release issued, and the

phone numbers of all other network participants. At the

same time, reporters are sent a media advisory on a

TMA issue and urged to call the local TMA spokesperson

for comment and perspective on the issue. These physi-

cians have agreed to be available for media interviews

and to express the philosophy of the TMA membership.

This is a time of great political and public interest in

America's health care system. Physicians have a stake

in the outcome of reform initiatives and are in a unique

position to provide accurate information to the nation’s

opinion leaders. By taking an active part in this debate,

physicians can influence their own destiny.

The CARE program is a tool just as effective as our

stethoscopes in the effort to improve the health of the

nation. /~ ^
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Charles Ed Allen

Exporting Death

Our nation spends huge sums of money and great effort in an attempt to prevent

the entry of cocaine, heroin, and marijuana from other countries. We even send

agents and military equipment to foreign nations to disrupt production and trans-

portation of these addictive and harmful substances. I do not disagree with these

endeavors, and most Americans would concur that such instruments of disability

and death should be barred from the United States.

Tobacco, while not illegal, accounts for more disability and death worldwide

than does the use of illegal substances. Our national policy is to promote exporta-

tion of tobacco. An article titled, “The Worldwide Smoking Epidemic,” by the

AMA Council on Scientific Affairs (JAMA 263:3312-3318, 1990) reveals the dis-

tressing fact that the U.S. government has pressured other nations to open their

markets to tobacco importation. This enables international tobacco conglomerates,

including some based in the United States, to promote tobacco use to citizens of

the recipient countries, including targeted groups such as women and young peo-

ple, similar to what has been done in this country. Nations to which the United

States has exported large quantities of tobacco in recent years include Japan, Bel-

gium-Luxembourg, Hong Kong, Saudi Arabia, and Singapore. What an outcry

would ensue should another country want to send agents and military equipment to

the United States to prevent the production and exportation of tobacco!

It is regrettable that our federal government does not recognize that we are

espousing a double standard. Tennessee Medical Association policy is that we

support the efforts of the American Medical Association to achieve a ban on all

advertising and promotion of tobacco products. The ban should also apply to our

government's promoting the use of American tobacco products in foreign

countries.
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Loss Prevention

As you must already have found out if you have

been anything like a regular reader of these pages, I

spend an evening every month out at our professional

liability carrier’s offices in company with a number

of others of your colleagues and a group of friendly

lawyers (there is such a thing; and a good thing, too)

delving into the slip-ups, real or imputed, of others of

our colleagues who have wound up on the down-side

of the judicial system, euphemistic for having been

sued by some disaffected patient, or his survivors.

The process has its occasional lighter moments, but

sometimes it seems those are contrived just to keep

us from crying, largely, it again seems, about injus-

tices wrought not by our colleagues but by lawyers

unfriendly to them. Mostly, though, it is a pretty de-

pressing exercise. The size of the suits often runs to

seven figures, and then some (if you lost count, that’s

millions), though the demands for settlement have so

far stayed mostly in the five and six figure bracket. It

makes you think twice about defending against even

an unmerited attack, particularly when the plaintiff is

a woebegone PMSOB or a bad baby, even though

the baby would have been bad despite anybody’s

best efforts. The hooker is that the jury doesn’t know

that, and it is usually possible for the plaintiff’s attor-

ney to buy the services of one or another of the ren-

egade hired guns that our profession has produced,

who is able to persuade the jury that such was not the

case even when it clearly was.

Is it any wonder, then, that loss prevention has

become the darling, not to say the sine qua non, of

the State Volunteer Mutual Insurance Company

(SVMIC), the professional liability carrier for most

of us? And not just them, either. Loss prevention is

an insurance industry-wide catchword. As an exam-

ple, just today I got from the national office of my
college fraternity a newsletter that carried an article

on loss prevention, having to do with the fraternity’s

activities aimed at the control of hazing and alcohol

abuse and such.

In this issue of the Journal we carry a couple of

articles that demonstrate very clearly for even the

densest, or perhaps better the least perceptive, among

us the need for constant vigilance, which loss preven-

tion hinges on, considering the double jeopardy that

we can find ourselves in without even half trying.

In the first paper, entitled “And Now for the Rest

of the Story,” a troubled situation that was a disaster

looking for a place to happen was turned into a non-

event by appropriate communication between the

several doctors looking after the patient, thereby

forestalling the otherwise inevitable consequences. It

so happened that they were, you might say, actually

looking out for their patient. Loss prevention is and

always has been a sine qua non for proper patient

care, though it didn't used to be called that; it was

just called good medical care. Good care is of course

just as good a reason for attention to loss prevention

today as it ever was, but in these unsettled, even par-

lous, times, attention to it is more necessary than

ever, even if there were no other reason for it than
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just to keep the sharks off our backs. That first piece

recounts how, in the face of numerous opportunities

for disaster, communication between all of the in-

volved doctors saved the patient from the serious

consequences of inappropriate treatment. In addition

to saving the doctors the inconvenience of a lawsuit

and the mortification of losing it, it also prevented

the loss of a chunk of the carrier’s money—which

means yours. That is loss prevention in action.

In our Loss Prevention column, though, neither

the doctor nor the patient fared so well. The first rea-

son they didn’t is one that has been around for as

long as there have been GOMERs, which is as long

as there have been emergency rooms. The patient

was an undesirable, with a past history of both alco-

hol and hard drug abuse. That is, of course, not a

reason but simply an excuse, but it is one that often

surfaces with a deviation from the acceptable stan-

dard of care. No one really listened to the patient's

story, or really evaluated him properly, and the

Emergency Room, on orders from on high (likely

some high school dropout ribbon clerk) sent him

packing. Take a couple of aspirin, and see your doc-

tor tomorrow, they said. Don’t call us; we’ll call you.

It was embarrassing that he died, but most likely no

one in the HMO noticed.

The second reason both doctors and patient fared

poorly is more complex in both its roots and its

branches, and it is a reason that we are going to have

to contend with for probably the rest of our career in

medicine. The only future difference will be that it

will loom continually larger before our faces. It is,

unlike the previous one, a reason and not an excuse.

The reason is the concept of the HMO.
I say it is the concept of the HMO rather than the

HMO itself because the problem is generic. The

HMO can survive only by thrift, and there is unfortu-

nately the perhaps unusual usually unfortunate case

in which the patient was unfortunate in having had

thrift instead of the necessarily more expensive nec-

essary practice practiced on him. Such was the fate

of the patient and his doctors and so on who inhabit

our Loss Prevention column this month.

You had better get used to it, because that is how
things are going to be, only worse, regardless of what

form medical practice takes in the future. Other peo-

ple, usually less than competent, and sometimes

frighteningly less than competent, to tell you what

you can or cannot do to, for, or with your patient are

the very ones who are going to be telling you what

you can or cannot do to, for, or with your patient.

There will, of course, be an appeal mechanism, but if

it is a question of an emergency versus not an emer-

gency, your patient can be dead before you get a de-

cision. And guess who it is that will get sued. Not the

HMO, you can bet—or at least not the HMO by it-

self. And probably not at all. After all. Doctor, it is

you, not the HMO, who are the patient’s doctor.

Therefore proper medical care was—and is—up to

you. You should have tried harder! You should, they

would say—the jury of your alleged peers (not med-

ical peers; just “peers” before God and the U.S. Con-

stitution, which includes just about everybody) would

say—that you should have risked being stuck with

the bill and admitted him anyway, regardless of the

HMO.
Loss prevention has to do with learning to work

within an unfriendly system, a system that is un-

friendly to both the consumer (your patient) and the

supplier (you). You should not anticipate respite or

succor. The climate is due to become less and less

friendly as time goes by. It is not a matter of things

getting worse before they get better. You can bet

there isn't going to be any better.

J.B.T.

And So, On to 1993

I had a struggle with a title for this piece; in fact I

had a struggle getting my act together for doing any-

thing at all about the new year. Considering what is

facing the world generally, mentioning new year and

happy in the same breath seems a bit of a travesty. If

the purpose of this missive is simply to wish a happy

one for you, then I do. If on the other hand it is to

have anything to do with prognostication, or even

just plain reporting of the facts of the matter, then the

appropriate choice of descriptive terms becomes un-

certain at best, not to say restricted.

Let’s, in the first place, take the United States.

There is an election coming up, which will have

come and gone by the time you read this, so you will

know its outcome. I haven’t that luxury, but I doubt

I'd know how to handle it even if I did have. I per-

sonally find it hard to be my usual ebullient self re-

garding what I think its outcome will be, but there

are others at least as wise and perceptive as I who are

convinced otherwise, and in any case none of us re-

ally has a good, clear crystal ball. Life goes on.

The world's economy is on either an upswing or a

downhill slide, depending. Most of those who under-

stand about such things know which it is, but it

would be helpful for those of us who don’t if they

could reach some sort of consensus—and an accurate

one. Since they can't, that simply adds to the world's
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confusion and discomfiture. To this day the fate of

European economic unity remains in doubt. Also in

doubt is whether such unity would or would not be in

the best interests of the United States, were it to

come about. In any case, we have nothing to say

about it. The almighty dollar has not been for some

time.

The amount of ill will loose in the world is vast,

and in various of the world’s geopolitical subdivi-

sions the citizenry is engaged in mayhem aimed at

their fellow citizens, in some instances with genocide

in mind. In other places where they are not so en-

gaged they would be if the occasion presented itself.

Mostly this is, or at least should be, to the surprise of

no one, since those same citizens have engaged in

such hostile and murderous activities for centuries at

least, and in some instances for millennia. It must

pain God deeply that so much of the slaughter is

being carried out in His name and with His imputed

blessing and support.

Nothing of any of this is subject to temporal limi-

tations or influence other than those that might be

imposed by seasonal variations. One year slides im-

perceptibly into the next. Time passes quickly when

the present moment has a good chance of being one’s

last. It is of course a not unexpected event that the

old face constantly. For the young it is stark tragedy.

So why should we bother with New Year’s greetings,

anyway?

You remember the old admonition, don’t you?

“Smile; things could always be worse. So I smiled,

and sure enough, things got worse.” Things being al-

ways relative, it is unquestionably hard at any given

time to convince about 99% of the world’s popula-

tion, and a substantial proportion of our own people,

as well, that things could really get much worse than

they are. In this, things have really not changed much

except that the facility of modem communications is

such that expectations have become greatly ex-

panded, even inflated beyond reason. Most of the

world’s problems can be traced to failure to have

those expectations satisfied. The disaffected are al-

ways on the lookout for someone to blame, not rec-

ognizing that in so doing they make themselves a

part of the problem instead of a part of the answer.

You and I look out with eyes of privilege onto a

world filled with needs that are often little met or not

at all. Much, maybe even most, of our own efforts

are directed at trying to meet as many of those needs

as we can for as many people as we can. The ability

to do that is certainly one of our greatest blessings,

and one that external sources (read governmental) are

doing their level best to abridge. What goes on in

other arenas and elsewhere in the world certainly has

its effects on how we discharge our responsibilities

in caring for our patients, and have therefore to be of

concern to us. Nevertheless, such concerns are pe-

ripheral to our mission, and cannot be allowed to dis-

tract us.

What I covet for you, then, in sending this wish

for a blessed, happy, and prosperous New Year, is

that you will continue being able to care for your

patients in the way you know they should be cared

for, with a minimum of bureaucratic interference,

and with a reasonable return for your efforts. Though

there are those in government who think they know

how to make that happen, their goals are generally

not our goals, and I am pessimistic about not only

their methods, but their motives, as well. I can offer

no formula for bringing any of it about, and no assur-

ance that any of it will come to pass. I tender it only

as a sincere wish for us and for our patients.

Happy New Year!

J.B.T.

P.S. Knowing, as we go to press, how the elction came out,

I have nothing to add. Peace.

TMA Members Receive

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award during Octo-

ber 1992. This list, supplied by the AMA, does not

include members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Beginning Jan. 1,

1993 each application for the PRA must also verify

participation in Category 2 CME activities.

Thomas M. Bulle
,
M.D., Kingsport

Kenneth B. Carpenter , M.D., Knoxville

Walter E. Derryberry, M.D., Cookeville

Mark R. Doman, M.D., Johnson City

Joseph H. Fishbein, M.D. , Nashville

Francis W. Gluck Jr., M.D. , Nashville

Vernon Hutton Jr., M.D. , Nashville

Morris L. Fovejoy, M.D. , Tullahoma

James D. Rucker, M.D. , Germantown

G. Michael Schmits, M.D. , Signal Mountain

Harold P. Smith, M.D., Nashville

Owen C. Taylor, M.D., Cleveland

Martin H. Wagner, M.D., Nashville
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David Shields Carroll

,

age 75. Died October 25, 1992.

Graduate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society.

James D. Lane

,

age 67. Died October 24. 1992. Graduate

of University of Tennessee College of Medicine. Member
of Consolidated Medical Assembly of West Tennessee.

Thomas France Stevens, age 75. Died October 24, 1992.

Graduate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Knoxville Academy of Medicine.

new member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new

members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

Jerald Bell Jay J. Jones

Luvenia W. Bender Dale Scott Kirby Jr.

Carlos E. Bendfelt Chris Ledes

Stephen Bennett Steven Lopez

Martha Buchanan Bridgett Lowe
Margerie Burness J. Mark Maddox
James Alfred Chiverton Larry Markham
James K. Cole William Kendall Mays
William C. Cole Paul McCuny
DeAnn Copley Cheryl McLemore
Steven S. Crider Karie Ann McLevain

William Culbert Jr. Sue Davenport Miller

Kenneth E. Cutshall Alvin J. Miller Jr.

Mike Dube Brooks G. Morelock
Lisa Duncan Carl Timothy Morris

James Ellzy II Phillip Lynn Nichols

Amy L. Erikson Steve Norman
Anthony Todd Everhart Dorothy Palmore

Jason B. Fields Lisa E. Payne

Michael Fields Jennifer L. Quesinberry

Charlie Fluellen Jr. Wendy Nannett Saint

Gary Gallo David Smith

Sandy Gulati Crystal Southerland

Leigh Karen Harkleroad Elizabeth Lee Stone

Jeremy Harrison Laura Urban

Danese F. Hayes Paul Vincent

Timothy E. Huber Sandra Graves Williams

Perry D. Jernigan Jackie York

BRADLEY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Kevin W. Smith, M.D., Cleveland

CHATTANOOGA-HAMILTON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Vijaya Apareddy, M.D., Chattanooga

Jeffrey S. Balser, M.D., Chattanooga

Alfred C. Hanscom, M.D., Chattanooga

Timothy Wilson, M.D., Chattanooga

CONSOLIDATED MEDICAL ASSEMBLY OF
WEST TENNESSEE
James Fuller, M.D. , Jackson

Shirish S. Joglekar, M.D., Jackson

James O. Morgan III, M.D., Jackson

LAKEWAY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Robert A. Lane, M.D., Morristown

NORTHWEST TENNESSEE
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Michael J. Heck, M.D., Dyersburg

Stevens D. Melton, M.D., Dyersburg

WASHINGTON-UNICOI-JOHNSON COUNTY
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Fawwaz Ibrahim Hamad, M.D. , Johnson City

Sam W. Huddleston IV, M.D., Johnson City

(Students)

John Abercrombie

Dale Absher

Marc L. Allesandria

Bill Allen

Stephanie Anderson

Serge-Alain Awasm
Tracey Bailey

Kelly Baker

James Batson

Jill Becker

pei/onol new/

Greg Elam, M.D., Martin, has been elected a Fellow of the

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.

John B. Thomison, M.D., editor of the Journal of the

Tennessee Medical Association since 1971. has re-

tired from editorship of the Southern Medical Jour-

nal, effective after the December 1992 issue. He has

edited the Southern Medical Association's Journal

for the past 16 years, and he has now been named
editor emeritus. Dr. Thomison will continue to serve

as editor of the TMA Journal.

announcement/

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS

NATIONAL

Feb. 7-10 Southeastern Surgical Congress—Innisbrook,

Tarpon Springs, Fla.

Feb. 11-15 Society of University Surgeons—Westin
Hotel. Seattle

Feb. 12-14 American Academy of Pain Medicine—Dou-
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bletree Hotel at Horton Plaza, San Diego
Feb. 12-15 American Association for Geriatric Psychia-

try—Intercontinental. New Orleans

Feb. 18-23 American Academy of Orthopaedic Sur-

geons—San Francisco

Feb. 22-24 Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation Symposium:
Status 93 (sponsored by Univ of Fla)—Sher-

aton World Hotel, Orlando

Feb. 23-27 American College of Nuclear Physicians

—

Marriott, Orlando

March 4-6 American Association of Orthopaedic Medi-
cine—Alladin, Las Vegas

March 4-6 American Psychosomatic Society—Omni,
Charleston, S.C.

March 8-14 American Medical Directors Association

—

Pointe at Squaw Peak, Phoenix

March 10-14 Association for Academic Psychiatry—Hyatt

Regency, Albuquerque, N.M.
March 11-13 American College of Legal Medicine—Hil-

ton, Las Vegas

March 12-17 American Academy of Allergy and Immunol-
ogy—Hilton. Chicago

March 14-18 American College of Cardiology—Anaheim
Cal.

March 14-18 Society of Toxicology—Convention Center,

New Orleans

March 15-18 American Institute of Ultrasound in Medi-

cine—Hilton Hawaiian Village, Honolulu

March 17-20 American College of Nuclear Medicine

—

Hyatt Regency, La Jolla, Cal.

March 18-21 Society for Adolescent Medicine—Hilton,

Chicago

March 24-27 American Society for Clinical Pharmacology
and Therapeutics, Hilton Hawaiian Village,

Honolulu

March 24-28 American Society for Dermatologic Sur-

gery—Omni, Charleston, S.C.

March 27-31 American Society for Clinical Hypnosis

—

Sheraton, New Orleans

March 27-31 Society for Magnetic Resonance Imaging

—

Hilton and Towers, San Francisco

March 27-April 1 American Society for Clinical Pathologists

—

Hyatt Regency, Chicago

March 28- April 1 American Physiological Society—Hilton,

New Orleans

March 28-April 3 American Society for Clinical Nutrition

—

New Orleans

STATE

April 14-17 Tennessee Medical Association, 158th An-

nual Meeting, Hyatt Regency Hotel,

Knoxville

: MOVING? Send Us Your Address
|

!
Please notify us six weeks in advance. I

! Old Address !

Name
;

;
Address

;

I City/State/Zip I

! New Address !

;

Address
;

;
City/State/Zip

;

I
Effective Date of New Address I

I Send to: TMA, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909 !

L J

Actions of the Tennessee State

Board of Medical Examiners

July 1992

Name: William L. Algea III, M.D. (Millington)

Violation: Conviction of a felony; drug addiction;

license summarily suspended in April 1989.

Action: Per agreed order, license placed on pro-

bation for three years; must pass next SPEX exami-

nation; restricted to prescribing only Schedule III,

IV. and V medications; must maintain a log of all

controlled substance prescriptions.

Name: James M. Anthony, M.D. (Memphis)

Violation: Alleged drug abuse; alleged sexual

misconduct; prescribing controlled substances not in

accordance with professional practice.

Action: License summarily suspended.

Name: Richard P. Garvin, M.D. (Murfreesboro)

Violation: Violating patient confidentiality.

Action: Per agreed order, reprimanded; assessed a

$500 civil penalty.

Name: George H. Lin, M.D. (Parma, Ohio)

Violation: Medicaid fraud.

Action: Per agreed order, license retired.

Name: Leslie B. Shumake, M.D. (Memphis)

Violation: Insurance fraud; overprescribing.

Action: Per agreed order, license placed on pro-

bation for one year; assessed a $500 civil penalty;

must attend courses on pharmacology and medical

ethics.

September 1992

Name: Harvey Anderson, M.D. (Hohenwald)

Violation: Practicing medicine while license was

suspended.

Action: License revoked; assessed civil penalties

of $2,000.

Name: Walter Barnes, M.D. (Nashville)

Violation: Failure to renew license; gross mal-

practice; unprofessional conduct.

Action: Per agreed order, assessed civil penalties

of $8,000.

Name: Elmer Blottsford, M.D. (Ridgetop)

Violation: Prescribing amphetamines for weight

control.

Action: Per agreed order, permanent retirement of

license.

Name: John M. Byrnes, M.D. (Smyrna)

Violation: Employed a physician assistant who
was not certified.

Action: Per agreed order, assessed civil penalties

of $3,000.

Name: James Hamilton, M.D. (Nashville)

Violation: Prescribing medications to himself.

Action: Reprimanded.
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Highlights of the TMA Board of Trustees Meeting

October 11, 1992

The following is a summary of the major actions taken by the Board of Trustees of the Tennessee Medical Association

at its regular fourth quarter meeting in Nashville, October 1 1, 1992.

Student Education Fund Board

CME Accreditation Fee

Schedule

Medi-Guard

Tennessee Medicare Access

Program

Task Force on Annual

Meeting Design

Scientific Affairs Committee

Communications and Public

Service Committee

Address by Lt. Governor Wilder

Tennessee Commission on

Aging

Sports Medicine Committee

Review of Resolutions

Committee Appointments

Medical Laboratory Inspections

Contract Review Policy

Specialty Society

Administration

1993 Committee Appointments

TMA Headquarters

THE BOARD:

Agreed to recommend to the TMA Student Education Fund Board of Directors that

Dr. E. Conrad Shackleford fill a vacancy on the Board.

Approved the CME Committee’s recommendation to change the basis for TMA’s
CME accreditation fee schedule from number of “beds” to the number of physicians

served in an institution’s CME program and to increase accreditation fees for 1993.

Endorsed a Tennessee National Guard program designed to use National Guard med-

ical personnel to assist local health agencies in providing basic medical diagnostic

services to 39 Tennessee counties. TMA's endorsement calls for local medical socie-

ties and/or local hospital staffs to be directly involved in the implementation process.

Agreed to conduct a special campaign to educate physicians regarding the procedures

for waiver of copayment and deductibles for financially needy patients.

Approved in concept an alternative annual meeting program design proposed by the

Task Force on Annual Meeting Design; agreed to use specific Task Force recommen-

dations as the basis for a Board-sponsored resolution to be introduced to the 1993

TMA House of Delegates.

Agreed to recommend to the TMA House of Delegates a Bylaws amendment increas-

ing the number of regular members of the committee from five to ten.

Directed the Communications and Public Service Committee to investigate the feasi-

bility and costs of a toll-free telephone line to TMA Headquarters.

Listened to an address by Tennessee Lt. Governor John Wilder (D-Somerville) en-

couraging TMA physician members to become more personally involved in legisla-

tive affairs in addition to supporting the Association's activities.

Approved a request for TMA staff support and assistance in developing plans for

creating a joint educational program with the Tennessee Commission on Aging on

elder abuse issues.

Agreed to approve and recommend a sports preparticipation examination form devel-

oped by the Sports Medicine Committee in cooperation with the Tennessee Secondary

School Athletic Association.

Reviewed each TMA resolution adopted in 1986 and adopted positions on each for

recommendation to the TMA House of Delegates.

Appointed Dr. Robert A. Vegors, Jackson, to the Communications and Public Service

Committee; appointed Dr. Fred Ralston Jr., Fayetteville, to the Committee on Legis-

lation and Governmental Affairs.

Agreed to request the State of Tennessee to perform all inspections required by the

Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act of 1988.

Reaffirmed TMA’s policy of directing in-house legal counsel to not review legal

documents of TMA member physicians.

Adopted an hourly rate increase for charges applied for providing administrative ser-

vices to medical specialty societies.

Reviewed a list of members of TMA's standing and special committees in preparation

for consideration of member appointments to committees in January 1993.

Received a report from Chief Executive Officer L. Hadley Williams that TMA has

secured and signed another lease, bringing the lease occupancy rate in the TMA
Headquarters office building to 100%. /~ y
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American Medical Association
Physicians dedicated to the health of America

For Your Benefit

AMA Key Policies Include In PRO Program
Success! Throughout 1992, the AMA’s
Board of Trustees, Council on Medical

Service, and AMA staff have combined

to play a critical role reshaping the PRO
program to embrace key AMA policy.

In the Fourth Scope of work, starting

April 1, 1993, HCFA will:

• replace the existing Quality

Intervention Plan “point system” with

a more “educational” Quality Review
Process;

• require physician reviewers to be

licensed in the state where the services

are performed and to routinely care

for Medicare beneficiaries;

• compel PROs to actively use

practicing consultants in relevant

specialties when drafting new re\

criteria or changing existing critei

and to consider comments from s

medical associations in formulatin

criteria;

• for the first time, require PROs
allow physicians to ask for

reconsideration of final notice of

;

quality concern determination;

• charge PROs to assess the pote

impact on physician reviewers if

names are released to the physici

being reviewed; and

• minimize case-by-case review ir

of pattern analysis.

AMA "Waived" Advocacy Lightens Lab Burdens

The CLIA Advisory Committee
unanimously recommended that the

minimally regulated “physician

performed” category of clinical

laboratory tests be established. This

category of testing was vigorously

advocated by both the AMA and twenty

two specialty societies. The CDC
expected to accept the recommen
also supported by HHS Secretary

Louis Sullivan, MD. The AMA wi

with the CDC to discuss types of

to be included in the “physician

performed” category.

Materials included are excerpted from Member Matters, a monthly publication sent to all members of the American Medical Associat



ANESTHESIOLOGISTS AND SURGEONS:
COULD YOU USEAN EXTRA $9,000?

yearly stipend which could total in excess of

$9,000 in the Army Reserve’s Specialized

Training Assistance Program (STRAP).

You will have opportunities to continue

your education and attend conferences, and
we will be flexible about scheduling the time

you serve. Your immediate commitment
could be as little as two weeks a year, with a

small added obligation later on.

Get a maximum amount ofmoney for a

minimum amount of service. Find out more
by contacting an Army Reserve Medical

Counselor.

(901)388-9876

ARMY RESERVE MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

S
r*

a

l

I
Cl

RESIDENTALERT:
IF YOU COULD USE OVER $25,000 A YEAR-

ANSWER THIS AD.

The U.S. Army’s Financial Assistance

Program (FAP) will subsidize training in cer-

tain specialties totaling over $25,000 a year.

Here’s how it breaks down - an annual

grant, plus a monthly stipend and reimburse-

ment of approved educational expenses.

You will be part of a unique health care

team where you will find many opportunities

to continue your education, work at state-of-

the-art facilities, and receive outstanding

benefits.

So, ifyou are a resident who could use

over $25,000 a year, contact an Army Medical

Counselor immediately.

(901)725-5852

ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

0

Ifyou’re a resident in anesthesiology or

surgery, the Army Reserve will pay you a
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IMPACT Members—1992

with the members of the 98th General Assembly, those of

you who are IMPACT contributors will be due a great deal

of the credit for that success.

If you do not find your name on this list, our records do
not reflect that you were a member of IMPACT for 1992.

Memberships are now being accepted for 1993. Annual dues

are $500 for the Governor’s Club and $150 for sustaining

membership. TMA’s future legislative success depends on

our continued participation in the political process. Your
contribution will be much appreciated and will be put to

good use.

As Chairman of the Board of IMPACT (Independent

Medicine’s Political Action Committee—Tennessee), I am
pleased to present the following list of IMPACT members for

1992 as of November 16. Over 1,300 TMA members have

recognized the importance of united participation in the politi-

cal process by contributing to IMPACT this year. This repre-

sents approximately 20% of the total TMA membership. We
are most proud of the substantial growth in Governor’s Club

membership this year. Over 130 physicians have contributed

$500 to join the Governor’s Club for 1992, a 1 15% increase

over our 1991 membership. To those of you whose names are

included on the list below, please accept my sincere thanks.

You can be assured that legislators do pay attention to

those who help them get elected and stay in office. To the

extent that organized medicine is successful in working

ACKELL, ADELE B
ADAMS, JEFFREY THOMAS
ADAMS, ROBERT RALPH
ADAMS, WESLEY F

ADAMS, WILLIAM MILTON JR
ADKINS, ROBT BENTON
ADKINS, ROYCE TERRELL
ADWELL, CHARLES EDWARD JR
AIKEN, MARC A

AKINS, STEVEN L

AL-ABDULLA, ABDUL-SAHIB M
ALEXANDER, CLYDE VINSON
ALFORD, ROBERT H
ALFORD, WILLIAM CUTTER JR
ALI , MAYSOON SHOCAIR
ALLEN, JAMES LESTER
ALLEN, L DIANNE
ALLEY, EDMOND LYNN
ALPER, CHARLES H
ALVAREZ, RICHARD G
AMBROSE, PAUL SEABROOK
ANDERSON, ALLEN F

ANDERSON, EDWARD EUGENE
ANDERSON, EDWIN B JR
ANDERSON, JOE PAT
ANDERSON, MARK D

ANDERSON, WILLIAM CLYDE
ANTONUCCI, RICHARD A

APTOWITZ, FREDERICK
ARCHIE, DAVID S

ARKIN, CHAS RICHARD
ARNOLD, FREDRICK S

ARNOLD, HENRY GRADY JR
ARNOLD, IRA L

ARONOFF, PHILIP MELVIN
ATKINS, JERRY FRANKLIN
ATWOOD, JOHN WESLEY
AUSTIN, JOHN LINDSAY
AUSTIN, STEPHEN B

AVERETT, STEPHEN L

AVERY, ROBERT BRUCE

BACON, STUART PETER
BAGBY, RICHARD A JR
BAILEY, JOSEPH C

BAILEY, W KEVIN
BAILEY, WILLIAM P JR
BAKER, RICHARD DUDLEY
BAKER, ROBERT F

BAKER, THURMAN DEE
BALES, DONALD W
BALLINGTON, KAREN LOUISE
BANKS, SAML LOUIS
BARD, RALPH M
BARNES, JAMES WALTER JR
BARNES, MAURICE C JR
BARNES, ROBERT L III

BARNES, SAM TAYLOR
BARNETT, ROBT BURTON

BARRY, FREDERICK JAMES
BASKIN, REED CARL
BAYLOSIS, ROBERTO B

BEALE, HOBART H
BEALS, JOE DUNCAN
BEAN, MICHAEL WM
BEARD, MARVIN ROBISON
BEASLEY, JIMMIE L

BEATTY, BRIAN CRAIG
BEATY, JAMES HAROLD JR
BEAVER, WALTER RICHARD
BEAVERS, LANA SHARON
BEAZLEY, WILLIAM COOPER
BECHTEL, JACK T JR
BECKNER, THOMAS FOLSOM III

BEELER, T CRAIG
BELL, JOHN HENRY
BELL, RICHARD BRYAN
BELL, WILLIAM M

BHAT, NARAYANA B
BIBLE, MICHAEL W
BICE, CHAS ROBT
BIGBEE, WALLACE BURNS
BIHL-MIRANDA, PATRICIA M
BILBREY, RICHARD LEE
BINDER, SAML S

BINGHAM, TERRY M
BIRDWELL, DAVID ALLEN
BISE, STANLEY L

BISHOP, EUGENE L JR
BLACK, WILLIAM D
BLACKWELL, CAROLYN FISER
BLAIK, ZIAD
BLEVINS, MELVIN LEE
BLOCK, CLEMENT H JR
BLOUNT, HENRY C JR
BLYTHE, JOS ALFRED III

BOALS, JAMES WM
BOAZ , LONNIE R III

BOBO, ROBERT THOMPSON
BOEHM, ROBERT M

BOERNER, JAMES L

BOLIN, MARION G
BOLTON, TRAVIS LEON
BONE, GEORGE
BONNER, KEVIN JOSEPH
BOOHER, ROBERT W
BOOTH, GLENN H JR
BORTHWICK, THOMAS R
BOSTON, BARRY
BOWERS, ROBT EUGENE
BOXELL, JOHN FREDERICK
BOYD, ALLEN STREET JR
BOZEMAN, CHARLES H II

BRACK.IN , HENRY B JR
BRADLEY, JOEL F

BRADSHAW, JAMES C JR
BRANNON, C TRAVIS
BRAREN, H VICTOR

BRATTON, CHRIS H
BRATTON, EDGAR K

BREITEN, LESLIE B
BREMER, JOYCE F
BRESSMAN, PHILLIP L

BREWER, RANDALL J
BRICE, CHARLES TERRY
BRIMI, JOHN BENJ
BRIMMER, ROBERT A II

BRINNER, RICHARD A
BROADSTONE, PAUL A
BROADWELL, FREEMAN EDWARD
BRONSTEIN, MAURY W
BROWN, EDWARD FRANCIS
BROWN, GERON JR
BROWNE, HARRY G
BRUEGGEMAN, MICHAEL
BRUNER, JOSEPH PAUL
BRYAN, DAVID
BRYAN, JOHN MILTON
BRYANT, MAX VINCENT
BRYANT, RODNEY CRAIG
BUCHANAN, RICHARD DURR
BUCHNER, WILLIAM FRANCIS JR
BUCKLEY, MADISON H JR
BUCKSPAN, GLENN S

BURBANK, SALLY WILLARD
BURGER, CHARLES W
BURKHART, JOHN MCLAIN
BURKHART, PATRICK H
BURLESON, DAVID G
BURNETT, LONNIE S

BURNS, E BRANTLEY JR
BURNS, RANDEL PHILLIP
BURRELL, JOHN S

BUSHKELL, LAWRENCE L

BYRNE, GREGORY L

BYRNES, JOHN M

CADENA-CUCTA, GUILLERMO
CAGLE, DIEDRE
CALDWELL, EDWARD PRICHARD
CALDWELL, GARY BLAINE
CALDWELL, THOMAS C JR
CALDWELL, WILLIAM RUDOLPH
CALLAWAY, HENRY A JR
CALLAWAY, JAMES MILLER
CAMPBELL, MORRIS DEAN
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM RUSSELL
CANALE, DEE JAMES
CANCELLARO, LOUIS A

CANCIO, CONSOLACION V
CANNON, JESSE J JR
CAREY, JACK WILLARD JR
CARR, HENRY AUSTIN
CARRUTH, LARRY
CARTER, BELVIA
CARTER, RICHARD S

CASEY, GARY QUILLEN

David Bames, M.D.

Chairman

IMPACT Board of Directors

CASEY, ROBERT REID
CASSELL, NORMAN M
CASTELNUOVO-TED, P

CATANESE, MARLENE ANN
CATE, RONALD C

CATLIN, ROGER W
CATTAU, EDWARD LEROY JR
CAUDLE, SCOTT OKRINA
CHAMBERLAIN, MORROW II

CHAMBERLIN, MARIAN L

CHAPMAN, JOHN L

CHARY, KANDALA RAM
CHRI STOFERSEN

,
MARK R

CLARENDON, COLIN C

CLARK, CURTIS B
CLARK, MARC LEWIS
CLARK, S KATHLEEN
CLARK, WARNER L

CLARY, THOMAS L

CLEMENTS, JOEL BENJ
CLEMONS, DONALD E

CLINE, RICHARD
CLOSE, LOUIS WARD
COBB, R MICHAEL
COBBLE, DOUGLAS CATRON
COBLE, ROBERT V
COCHRAN, ROBT TAYLOR
CODDINGTON, ROBT CHAS
COGGESHALL, JACK W
COHEN, THOMAS LEONARD
COLE, F HAMMOND JR
COLEMAN, RONALD S

COLES, JOHN H III

COLLIER, ROBT HOYAL JR
COLLINS, DAVID NEWTON
COLLINS, ROBERT S

COMAS, FRANK VILANOVA
CONN, ERIC HADLEY
CONRAD, DANIEL E

CONRAD, JAMES FRANCIS
COOGAN, JOAN C

COOGAN, PHILIP S

COOK, W GREGORY
COREA, CHAS JOS
COREY, DAVID ANTHONY
CORRELL, DONALD CHARLES
COUCH, BILLY LANIER
COUGHLIN, DENNIS JR
COWAN, JOHN DAVID
COWDEN, DAVID ANTHONY
COX, CHAS WM
COX, JOE DAVID
COX, LARRY H
COX, MICHAEL THOMAS
COX, SUE CLARKE
CRAFT, PHIL DOUGLAS
CRAVEN, RUFUS EDGAR
CRAWFORD, DONALD A
CRAWFORD, JOHN D
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GOVERNOR’S CLUB MEMBERS

The individuals listed below elected in 1992 to go above and beyond the call of duty in their support of IMPACT
and the political action efforts of Tennessee medicine. They are the 1992 members of the Governor's Club, which

requires a $500 annual commitment to IMPACT. In this list you will find many members of the TMA Board of

Trustees and the Committee on Legislation. These leaders of your Association know firsthand the stakes involved in

our political advocacy efforts and the large role IMPACT plays in maintaining the independence of our profession.

To them go our special thanks for a job well done.

ADCOCK, FRANK JOHN III

ADKINS, THOMAS G
AHLER, ALBERT JULIAN
ALI , SUBHI DAWUD
ALLEN, CHAS EDWARD
AMBROSIA, JOHN M
AMONETTE, REX ALLEN
AVERY, JAMES KELLEY
BAILEY, ALLAN H
BALLARD, THOMAS K
BARNES, DAVID R

BECK, LARSON DALE
BLANTON, MARVIN A III

BOOKOUT, MARK WILLIAM
BOURLAND, ROBT LEON JR

BOURLAND, WILLIAM LANDESS
BROTHERS, JOHN CUNNINGHAM
BRYANT, JOHN FRANK
CAMERON, ROBT LYNN
CARRUTH, CYNTHIA
CHESNEY, JOHN TUCKER
CLASSEN, JEANNINE ARCHER
CLAYTON, THOMAS EDWARD
COONCE, DANIEL F

CRAIG, JAMES THOMAS JR
CROWDER, VIRGIL HOLT JR
CRUTCHFIELD, JAMES DONALD
CURREY, THOMAS ARTHUR
DANIEL, ESLICK EWING
DARLING, CHAS ELLETT JR

DASH, LAMARR A

DELVALLE, RENE CARLOS
DERRYBERRY, JOHN S

DISTEFANO, DEBORAH D

EASON, HAMEL BOWEN
EASON, JOHN H
EDMONSON, ALLEN S

FERGUSON, JERE W
FLEMING, JAMES CHRISTIAN
FREEMAN, JERRE MINOR
GASTINEAU, JERRY LEE
GERKIN, DAVID GEORGE
GETTELFINGER, THOMAS C
GORMAN, PAUL W
GRIGSBY, WM PAUL
GRONEWALD, W ROBT
GUTCH, WM JOHN III
HANES, THOMAS EUGENE
HARGROVE, R LESLIE
HERRING, ROBERT WILLIAM JR
HERTZ, CHARLES S JR
HIGDON, DENNIS ALAN
HOLLIER, PAUL A
HORNSBY, JERRY
HORTON, MARSHALL
HOUSE, BEN FRED
HOUSTON, MARK CLARENCE
HOVIS, WM MARVIN
HUDGINS, J CARMACK
HUNTER, THOMAS A
HYDER, NAT EDENS JR
JEFFRIES, GLENN EDWARD
JERKINS, GERALD RAY
JOHNS, 0 TOM
JOHNSTON, WILLIAM D

JONES, ALBERT A III

KIDD, CHARLES E JR
KIMBERLIN, G DANNY

KING, JAMES D

KIRKPATRICK, ROBT DEAN
KRUGER, SYLVIA LYNNE
LAMB, JOHN WM
LATOUR, DANA L

LAZAR, RANDE H
LONG, THOMAS E

LUCKMANN, KENNETH F

MAGGART, MICHAEL L

MAGUIRE, J KIMBRO JR
MANSON, JAMES EDWARD
MCALEAVY , JOHN C

MCCALLUM, OSCAR M
MCCONNELL, CONN M
MCCRAVEY, JOHN WELLS
MCCRUDDEN, BRIAN E

MILEK, MICHAEL A

MILLER, JESSE A JR
MILLER, PHILIP G
MITCHELL, HAYS
MORSE, WM HAL
NESBITT, THOMAS E JR
NORWOOD, CHRISTOPHER W
PALMER, ROBERT E IV

PAREY, STEPHEN EDWIN
PATTON, ROBT CARROLL
PEARSON, RICHARD MCQUISTON
PEYTON, RICHARD R

PORTER, LESTER L III

PRIEST, EDWARD M II

PRUITT, RONALD E

RADER, GREGG M
RADER, KAREN T
RICHMOND, JAMES P JR

RODNEY, WILLIAM M
ROYAL, JAMES RICHARD
SALYER, HOWARD LEE
SANDERS, CLARENCE RAMEY
SAVAGE, H BRYANT
SENDELE, ROBERT L

SHEA, JOHN JOS JR
SHELTON, THOMAS B
SHOEMAKER, KENNETH E

SMITH, BRUCE A

SPIOTTA, EUGENE JOS
STALEY, HOMER LEE
STANLEY, DAVID GRANVILLE
SUNDAHL, C GERALD
SWINDLE, JAMES TYLER
TEMPLETON, THOMAS S

THOM I SON, JOHN B
VARNER, C FERRELL JR
WALLACE, SIDNEY L

WATSON, DONALD C

WEIR, WILLIAM STRICKLAND
WELCH, DAVID B
WESLEY, RALPH E

WESLEY, RAYMOND
WESTMORELAND, DENNIS G
WHITE, CHARLES WESLEY
WILLOUGHBY, JOS LEEPER
WITHERSPOON, FRANK G JR
WOOD, BURGIN HENRY
WORDEN, JAMES P
WORTHINGTON, W HALL
YOUNG, ROBT ROGER JR

CRAWFORD, WALTER MORGAN JR
CREDICO, JOHN DOMINIC
CRENSHAW, JAMES HARRIS
CRESON, THOMAS K JR
CROOK, JERRALL PAUL JR
CROWDER, JACK ROBERTS
CUNNINGHAM, DALE PRESTON
CUPP, HORACE BALLARD JR
CURLE, RAY EUGENE
CURLIN, JOHN PASCHAL
CURREY, THOMAS WOODRUFF
CURTIS, THOMAS H
CUSHMAN, ARTHUR ROBT

DALTON, JOHN CHARLES
DAMSHALA, NALINI K

DANIELL, MALCOLM BUTLER
DAVIDSON, RANDALL L

DAVIS, JOHN V
DAVIS, KAREN FISHER
DAVIS, THOMAS JOEL JR
DAVIS, WILLIAM GRAY
DAWOUD, SAMIR RIAD
DAY, GEORGE LOUIS
DEAL, VIRGIL T

DEAYALA, RALPH E

DEDICK, PAUL
DEMING, WOOD M
DENGLER, JOHN MARTIN
DERRYBERRY, WALTER E

DEW, RICHARD ALLAN
DEWITT, JAN ALLEN
DICKINSON, ELIZABETH B
DIEZ D’AUX, ROBERT C

DITTUS, JANET L

DOANE, DAVID G
DODD, HALBERT B
DOELL, ROBERT J
DONAHUE, DAVID J
DONALDSON, ROBERT C

DONNELL, JAMES HAROLD
DONOVAN, DANIEL H
DONOVAN, MARK L

DOSSETT, BURGIN E JR
DOUGLAS, DALE E

DOWNEY, WILLIAM LEE
DRAGUTSKY, MICHAEL STEVEN
DRAKE, ARNOLD MANNAS
DRAKE, JAMES ROBT
DRAY, ROBERT J

DRESSLER, STANLEY JAY
DRINNEN, DANL BROOKS
DRIVER, CLARENCE
DUCKWORTH, HUGH
DUDNEY, ELIJAH MORGAN
DUFFY, KAREN BARR
DUGGIRALA, VIJAYA J

DUKE, ROBERT AUBREY
DUKE, ROGER
DUNCAN, THOMAS RAY
DUNDON, MARY CATHERINE
DUNKERLEY, ROBT C JR
DUNNEBACKE, ROBERT H

EASTERLY, JAMES F JR
ECKSTEIN, CHARLES W
EDWARDS, LELON 0 JR
EDWARDS, NICHOLAS HENRY

EDWARDS, WILLIAM H JR

EDWARDS, WM H

EFIRD, WALTER GUY III

ELAM, LLOYD CHAS
ELDER, ROBERT F

ELLENBURG, DONALD T

ELLENBURG, LUKE LAMAR JR
ELLINGTON, ERIC PATRICK
ELLIOTT, MICHAEL B
ELLIS, ERIC R
ELLIS, JAMES LEE JR
ELLIS, JOHN CLYDE
ELLIS, THOMAS W
ELROD, PARKER DAVID
ENTMAN, HOWARD
EPLEY , JOHN M
EPPS, JOHN MICHAEL
ERLICH, WOLF J
ESTEP, DENNIS PAUL
ESTES, TERRELL C

EVANS, SAMUEL D
EVANS, THOMAS S

EVERETT, JOHN E

EVERETT, LEON
EVINS, STARLING CLAUDE
EZELL, ROY CLAY

FALVEY, WILLIAM DAVIS
FANCHER, WILLIAM H
FANNING, DAVID
FAULKNER, CHAS TAYLOR
FAUST, LARRY M
FEILD, JAMES RODNEY
FELCH, JAMES W
FENNEWALD, CLARENCE L

FERNANDEZ-CRUZ , PAZ A

FERRELL, M CRAIG

FIEDLER, GEO ADOLPH JR
FINCH, WILLIAM TYREE
FINCHER, JOHN A JR
FISHER, BENJ
FISHER, DANIEL FRANKLIN
FISHER, JACK
FITTS, JAMES MORGAN JR
FLANAGAN, WILLIAM H
FLATT, STEVEN G
FLICKINGER, TED LAWRENCE
FLINN, CARL EDWIN
FLORA, DON ATLEE
FORD, AUGUSTUS C

FORONDA, ARMANDO CABOT
FOSTER, LARRY J
FOSTER, NELSON RAY
FRANCIS, HUGH JR
FRANCISCO, JERRY THOS
FREDERIKSEN, RAND TERRELL
FREEMAN, COY
FREEMAN, MARK PEARCE
FREEMON, DAVID NOBLE
FRENCHMAN, KHUSHRU H
FROST, CHAS LESTER
FRY, MELLON ALMA JR
FRYE, AUGUSTUS H JR
FRYE, JEFFREY L

FULK, CHARLES S
FURLOW, WILLIAM LOOMIS
FURMAN, JOHN ROBERT
FURR, FRED M
FUTRELL, DANNY W

GAILLARD, THADDEUS B
GAITHER, DOUGLAS HAMILTON
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GALINDEZ, ELAINE
GALLOWAY, RUSSELL E

GANTT, PICKENS A
GARBARINO, A J JR
GARBER, BRIAN H
GARDNER, BENNY A
GARDNER, LAWRENCE G JR
GARMAN, RICHARD W
GARRETT, GLENN SANDERS
GARRIOTT, DAVID KENT
GARST, STEVE W
GASTON, ROBT B
GAYDEN, JOHN 0
GEDDIE, DANL CLARK
GELFAND, MICHAEL S

GEORGE, WILBURN E

GIBSON, CARL EUGENE
GIBSON, JAMES W JR
GILES, JAMES W
GIPSON, BRUCE MARTIN
GIPSON, STEPHEN LAVON
GITSCHLAG, GARY N
GITSCHLAG, KAMILIA F

GLASGOW, ROBT MORRIS
GLASGOW, SAMUEL MCPHEETERS
GLASSELL, EDWIN C

GLAZER, MARK D

GLUCK, FRANCIS W JR
GODFREY, JAMES HODGE
GOLDFARB, MARK S

GOODE, FLETCHER HOWARD
GOODMAN, CHAS EDWARD JR
GOODMAN, MICHAEL WM
GOULDING, CLARENCE E JR
GOWDER, TIMOTHY DENNIS
GRAFTON, EDWIN G JR
GRAHAM, RANDAL 0
GRAVES, CHAS G JR
GRAVES, HERSCHEL A JR
GRAY, MCDONALD
GREEN, NEIL EDWARD
GREEN, PAUL A JR
GREENE, RICHARD S

GREER, PATRICK RODDY
GREER, WILLIAM C

GREMILLION, DANIEL E JR
GRIFFEY, WALTER P JR
GRIFFIN, WILLIAM C

GRIGSBY, DAVID A

GRIME, HARVEY H
GRINDE, STEPHEN E

GRISE, JERRY WADE
GRISOLANO, JAMES MARTIN
GROSSMAN, ALLAN M
GURNEY, CHAS BRYSON
GUYTON, JOS L

GYURIK, CATHERINE E

HACKWORTH, JOHN BIBLE JR
HAGENAU, CURTIS JAMES
HAHN, JAN T

HALEY, ROBT LEO JR
HALFORD, JACK RICHARD
HALL, DANNY
HALL, RONALD DAKER III

HALL, WILLIAM C

HAMEL, STEVEN C

HAMILTON, JAMES RICHARD
HAMILTON, RALPH F

HAMPTON, BERT ALLAN
HANNA, WAHID T

HARDIN, ROBT ALLEN
HAREN, VINCENT JAMES
HARNESS, JAMES W
HARMUTH, CHARLES ROBERT III

HARRIS, ARTHUR SALE
HARRIS, BUFORD TERRELL
HARRIS, DAVID J JR
HARRIS, GEORGE A
HARRIS, JOHN JOEL
HARRISON, STEPHEN A
HARTLEY, FREDERICK C

HARTMAN, RONALD D

HARTZHEIM, PAUL D

HARVEY, HATHAWAY K
HARWELL, WM BEASLEY JR
HASKINS, JOSEPH M

HAWKINS, CHAS W
HAWKINS, RAYMOND JR
HAWKINS, STEPHEN S
HAYES, CAULEY WILBUR JR
HAYS, DANNY
HAYS, JAMES WM
HAYS, ROBT DANL
HAZLEY, ANDREW JOHN
HEARD, GEORGE J
HECHT, JEFFREY S

HEINY , JEROME JAMES
HENDERSON, REGGIE A

HENDERSON, ROBERT R

HENRY, JAMES E JR
HERNANDEZ, GUSTAVO E

HERRICK, C NEIL
HERRON, BRUCE EMERSON
HERZOG, JOHN L

HESTER, RAY WILLIS
HICKERSON, WILLIAM L

HIGGINBOTHAM, THOS WAYNE
HIGH, JAMES MARSHALL
HILL, ROBT S
HILTON, JAMES ISAIAH
HIMMELFARB, ELLIOT HARVEY
HINES, ELBERT E III

HINES, LEONARD HARVEY
HINES, ROBERT STICKLEY JR
HINES, STEPHEN L

HIRE, ERVIN A

HITCH, JAMES PARKS JR
HIXSON, JACK DOAK
HOFFER, PHILLIP FRANKIN
HOLBROOK, JOHN L

HOLCOMB, RANDALL L

HOLLIDAY, HUGH DOUGLAS
HOOD, DEWEY WOODROW
HOOD, MICHAEL T

HOOKER, MICHAEL D

HOOS, RICHARD T

HOPKINS, JACK T

HOPKINS, SHARON D

HOPP, STANLEY G
HOROWITZ, DAVID HARVEY
HOUSTON, CHARLES STEPHEN
HOWARD, ROBT G
HOWSER, JOHN PATTON
HUA, VIN-PAUL
HUDDLESTON, CHAS IRVING
HUDSON, LARRY D

HUFFMAN, CHARLES D
HUFFMAN, JOHN DAVID
HUMMEL, JOHN VERNON
HUNT, JOE
HUNT, NOEL CLARENCE
HUTSON, CHAS COMBS
HYMAN, STEVE A

IKARD, ROBT WINSTON
INGRAM, JOHN JACKSON III

JABBOUR, J T

JACKSON, JAMES W
JACKSON, JOHN M JR
JACKSON, ROBERT LEWIS
JACKSON, STEPHEN W
JAGGERS, JOHN S

JAMES, DABNEY
JAMES, HAL PEARSON
JAMESON, CHET HOUSTON III

JARVIS, S CRAIG
JAYAKODY, FRANK LORENZ
JEFFRES, EARL M
JEKOT

,
WILLIAM J

JEMISON, DAVID MARSHALL
JENNINGS, JEFFORY G
JERNIGAN, JERRY MARSHALL
JERNIGAN, JOHN FORREST
JERNIGAN, THOMAS W
JOE, PENN QUORK
JOHNS, KARLA J

JOHNSON, CALVIN JOHN
JOHNSON, CLIFFORD
JOHNSON, DANIEL V
JOHNSON, FRANK P JR

JOHNSON, H KENNETH II

JOHNSON, J PAUL JR
JOHNSON, JAMES GIBB
JOHNSON, JANET K
JOHNSON, JOHN C
JOHNSON, LARRY HOLLIDAY
JOHNSON, SUE PAINE
JOHNSON, WILLIAM FRANK JR
JONES, DAVID W
JONES, DAVID SCOTT
JONES, FRANK EMERSON
JONES, JAMES WESLEY
JONES, MILES J
JONES, R LUBY
JORDAN, CHAS EDWARD III

JORDAN, EDWIN CONSTANTINE

KAPLAN, HERMAN JACOB
KAPLAN, HYMAN M
KAPLAN, ROBT JOEL
KAPPA, JEFFREY RAY
KAZMIER, W JAN
KEE, JIMMY W
KELLETT, GARY LEON
KENNEDY, WM ENNIS
KENT, STEPHEN W
KERLAN, ROBT ASHLEY
KERLEY, HAROLD EUGENE
KHATRI , HARESH H
KI DWELL, E R JR
KILEDJIAN, VARTKES
KILROY, ANTHONY WALDO
KIMBALL, NOAH BRADEN
KIMBRELL, KEITH M
KIMBROUGH, STEPHEN M
KINCAID, WM RALPH
KING, BILLY W
KING, DARREL CHAMBERS
KING, TRUMAN FRANKLIN
KIRBY, CHARLES A
KIRKLAND, RONALD H
KLEIN, KARL
KLIEFOTH, A BERNHARD III

KNICKERBOCKER, FRED RAY
KNIGHT, JOSEPH C

KNIGHT, ROBERT T

KNIGHT, WILLIAM H
KNOWLING, ROBT EDWARD
KOJA, ABED A

KOONCE, EDWARD D

KRETH, TIMOTHY KERWIN
KRICK, JOSEPH G
KULP, ROY
KURITA, GEORGE I

KUTTY, I N
KUYKENDALL, SAM J
KYGER , KENT
KYLE, CLYDE A JR
KYLE, CLYDE ALEXANDER III

LABRADOR, DANIEL P JR
LACEY, DAVID W
LADLEY, HERBERT DEROSS

LAMB, RAY
LANE, RICHARD GEOFFREY
LANGFORD, MICHAEL D

LAPHAM, CRAIG A
LATOUR, PAUL A
LAW, WILLIAM M JR
LAW, WILLIAM M SR
LAWRENCE, ROY FINCH
LAWRENCE, THOMAS L

LAWSON, JOHN FULLER
LAWSON, M WENDELL
LAY, JOHN DANL
LAZARUS, STEPHEN M

LECH, RONALD
LEDBETTER, BUFORD B
LEE, LING HONG
LEE, ROBT HENRY
LEFTWICH, RUSSELL B

LEMINGS, STEPHEN
LETT, JAMES C

LEVENTHAL, MARVIN R
LEVITCH, MELVYN ABRAHAM
LEW, IRA EUGENE

LEWIS, ALLEN DAVID
LEWIS, DONALD RAY
LEWIS, RODGER PATRICK
LEY, JOSEPH ANTHONY
LIEBERMAN, PHILLIP LOUIS
LIGON, DOUGLAS WISTER
LIMBACHER, JOHN P
LINDER, TIM
LINDERMUTH, JOHN R
LINDSAY, JAMES
LINN, JOHN EDWARD
LIPSEY, GEORGE GARTLEY
LITCH, MELVIN JR
LITTLE, JAMES P

LIU, CHUNG-YUEN
LOCKE, JOEL R

LONG, DAVID DALE
LONG, IRA MORRIS
LOOPER, FRED B
LOVE, VARNA MAE PEYTON
LOVEN, KEITH H
LOWE, REGINALD S JR
LOWERY, E RAY JR
LOWRY, FRANK H
LOWRY, ORLANDA RAYMOND III

LOY, WM ALLEN
LUBOW, LAWRENCE D

LUTON, OAKLUS SAML
LYNCH, EVERETTE G
LYNCH, MICHAEL HARDY
LYNCH, THOMAS P

MABRY, EDWARD HAYS JR
MACDONALD, R SCOTT
MACKLER, DONALD F

MADIGAN, ROBT REGIS
MAHAN, BEN BOB
MALEY, BRUCE B
MANDELL, ALAN I

MANDRELL, JOE THOS
MANI, VENK
MANNING, RICHARD 0

MARCELO, BERNARDINO D

MARCELO, JOSEF INA Q
MARSH, CLARENCE BRUCE
MARSHALL, JOHN M
MARSIDI , PAUL
MARTIN, BETSY HARRIS
MASSINGALE, H LYNN
MATTHEWS, JOHN T
MCABEE ,

WENDELL
MCADOO, MICHAEL A

MCAMIS , JOHN CARL
MCCALL, CHARLES
MCCALLEN, PERRY BOIES
MCCORMACK, HAROLD ARTHUR
MCCULLOUGH, BILLIE S

MCDONALD, MICHAEL BAIRD
MCEWAN, ROBERT C JR
MCGAHA , SAMUEL W
MCGEE, JAMES W
MCGOWAN, JUDSON C

MCGOWAN, LESLIE R

MCGOWAN, RONALD L

MCKAY, CHARLES E

MCKEE, DAVID EARL
MCKELLAR, DUNCAN
MCKENZIE, JEROME F

MCKISSICK, WILLIAM R
MCKNIGHT, DAVID T

MCKNIGHT, RUSSELL DELBERT
MCLEAN, GEORGE WALLACE
MCLEMORE, WAYNE L

MCMAHON, CLETUS JOSEPH
MCMILLIN, RODNEY M
MCMURRAY , JOHN MARK
MCNULTY, JOHN STEPHEN
MCPHERSON, WARREN F

MELVIN, FRANK MICHAEL
MERCADO, AVELINO VELASCO
METCALF, JOSEPH IV

METCALF, THOMAS H
METHVIN, RAY ELWIN
METZGER, WM EDGAR
MEYER, ALVIN HENRY JR
MEYER, DAVID
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MEYERS, ANTHONY I

MILLER, ANDREW HERRON
MILLER, CARTER F JR
MILLER, DAVID STUART
MILLER, MARK P

MILLER, MICHAEL M

MILLER, WILLIAM 0
MILLIS, JAMES BROWN
MINTEER, WILLIAM J
MITCHELL, CHARLES STONE
MITCHELL, DOUGLAS PARK
MITCHELL, FOY B

MITCHELL, JARLATH J

MITCHUM, ALBERT JACKSON
MOBLEY, JOE DICK JR

MOFFATT, WILLIAM LEE III

MOFFETT, STEVEN R
MOLONY, WILLIAM LAWRENCE
MONGER, RALPH HORACE JR

MONTGOMERY, CHAS ALEXANDER
MONTGOMERY, TONY JOHNSON
MOORE, JOHN H III

MOORE, JOHN DAVID JR

MOORE, JOHN T JR
MOORE, KENNETH LYNN
MOORE, LEE
MOORE, ROBERT SAYLOR
MOORE, W R
MORAN, HOUSTON
MOREAU, GORDON A

MORGAN, STEVEN W

MORISY , LEE RICHARD
MORRIS, STEVEN ALLEN
MORRISON, LARRY BURT
MORRISON, THERESA
MOSRIE , AZETT JIMMIE
MOTLEY, THOMAS EARL
MOYERS, JAMES RICHARD
MUKHERJI , BARUNDITYA
MULLINS, W MICHAEL
MUNN, CHARLES W

MURPHY, CYNTHIA DABNEY
MURPHY, JAMES GARNETT
MURPHY, PATRICK J
MURRAY, IAN FARRELL
MURRAY, R SMITH
MURRAY, ROBERT C JR
MURREY, WM HARWELL
MUSE, WM SCOTT JR
MUTHS, FREDERICK A

NADEL, ALAN MARC
NAGALLA, LAKSHMAN R
NAGLE, LAWRENCE S

NAKASHIMA, JAMES J
NASH, TIMOTHY A
NEHLAWI , MOHAMMED M
NEMEC, DEWEY G
NERY-MANALO, NORA
NESBITT, TOM EDWARD
NETTERVILLE, JOHN T JR
NEWTON, NICHOLAS
NICHOLS, ROBERT
NOBLES, EUGENE RODMAN JR
NOE, HORACE NORMAN
NOONAN, JAMES ROTHWELL
NORMAN, DWIGHT MICHAEL
NORRIS, HUNTER WILLINGHAM
NORTON, DOUGLAS EDWARD
NOXON, JEAN K
NUNNERY, JAMES A

O'CONNELL, JOHN F
ODOM, ALAN C

ODOM, STEVE G
OGLE, EVELYN B
OKRAH, AMOS
OLINGER, RODNEY GLENN
ORCUTT, THOS WM
ORLAND, RICHARD A
OSBORN, FRANK JACKSON
OSSOFF, ROBERT H
OUTLAN, JOHN EDWARD
OVERFIELD, RONALD EDWIN
OVERHOLT, BERGEIN F

OVERHOLT, ROBERT MARION

OWENS, JAMES HARVEY
OZAWA, T TED

PAGE, GENE RUFFNER
PANG, JIM JR
PARIS, TREVOR HAMBLING
PARROTT, JAMES A
PARSONS, PAUL D

PASIPANODYA, ALPHONSE
PATEL, PRAVIN
PATTERSON, LARRY E

PAYNE, STANLEY ROSS
PAYNE, STEVEN D

PEARSON, JAMES M
PEARSON, RANDALL E

PEAVYHOUSE, JOEL Q
PECACHE, CONCHITA T

PEDIGO, THURMAN LEE
PEDIGO, W JOEL
PEEBLES, FRED NEAL
PEEDEN, PAULA Z

PEELER, HARRY LEE
PEELER, MOLLY M
PERRIN, MILLARD FOY
PETERS, SCOTT W
PETERSON, THOMAS R

PETRILLA, DIANE L

PETROCHKO, NICHOLAS
PETTY, ALBERT M
PHELPS, KENNETH J JR
PHELPS, WM CHAS
PHILLIPS, MICHAEL S

PINSON, E LOUISE
PITCOCK, JAMES ALLISON
PLACE, JAMES G
PLATT, WILLIAM MARSHALL
POLING, RODNEY A

POLLY, STUART McGRATH
POOL, MICHAEL L

PORTER, F RAYMOND
PORTERA, CHARLES ANTHONY
PORTERFIELD, JAMES G
POSMAN, CLIFFORD L

POTDAR ,
ANILKUMAR S

POWERS, LAURA B

PRATT, EDWARD S

PRATT, STEPHEN M

PRESUTTI, HENRY J

PRIBOR, HUGO C

PRICE, JAMES ALFRED JR
PRICE, NEIL M
PRITCHER, G MARK
PROFFITT, WM I

QUARLES, WILL G JR

RABON, RANDAL J
RADOFF, FREDRIC M

RAJASHEKARAIAH , K M
RALSTON, J FRED JR
RAMER, WARREN CARLTON JR
RAPER, CHAS ALLEN
RAULSTON, KENNETH L JR
RAY, JONATHAN H
RAYNE, FREDERICK S

REARDON, PETER
REAVES, JOHN ANDREW
REDDEN, RUTH ANNE
REECE, RICHARD R

REED, PAUL EMORY
REEVES, MICHAEL L

REGESTER, ROLLAND F JR
REID, MICHAEL L

RESTA, BART J
REYNOLDS, CHARLES W
RHEA, KARL BYINGTON
RHEA, WILLIAM GARDNER JR
RHENEY, MOLLY McLEMORE
RICE, STEVEN NICHOLAS
RICHARDS, AUBREY THOS
RICHARDS, BRUCE EARLE
RICHARDS, SHERRIE ANDERSON
RICHARDSON, DONALD RAY
RICHARDSON, JAMES W JR
RICKS, PHILLIP M
RIDLEY, ROBERT WENDELL

RIGGS, WM WEBSTER JR
RISSLING, DELORIS E

RITTENBERRY, ANDREW B JR
ROADS, TIMOTHY R
ROBERTS, DAVID FRANKLIN
ROBERTSON, GEO WM
ROBERTSON, JAMES BUFORD
ROBERTSON, JON HOBSON
ROBERTSON, RANDOLPH H
ROBINSON, WILEY THOMAS
ROBISON, B KEITH
ROCHESTER, JOHN CRAWFORD
RODRIGUEZ, EMILIO J

ROGERS, CARL W
ROGERS, RICHARD A

ROJAS, NORBERTO
ROLLINS, EDWARD S

ROONEY, JOHN J
ROSE, RICHARD C III
ROSE, WALTER B
ROSEN, BARRETT FRANK
ROSENBLUM, HOWARD H
ROSSER, ROBERT A
ROUTON, WILLIAM ROBERT
ROWE, WM EDWARD

RUEFF, DAVID ANTHONY
RULEMAN, CHESTER ALLAN
RUSSELL, HENRY P
RUSSO, WM LOUIS
RUTHERFORD, RICHARD T

RUTLEDGE, JONES FLANAGAN
RYLANDS, JOHN CRAIG

SACKS, HAROLD SAMUEL
SAFLEY, CHAS FRANKLIN JR
SAMAHA, JOSEPH K

SAMMONS, LEHMAN CLARK
SAMPLES, RANDALL GARY
SAMS, JOSIAH B
SANDER, CRAIG J
SANDERS, DAN SUMNER III
SANDERS, HARVEY STANFORD
SANFORD, ROBERT ALEXANDER
SANNER, ROBERT F

SANTI, MICHAEL THOMAS
SATTERFIELD, WM T JR
SAUER, MARK A
SAWYERS, JOHN L

SCARIANO, JACK E JR
SCHLAMP, ALLEN LEE
SCHLEIFER, GROVER F III

SCHMITS, G MICHAEL
SCHOETTLE, G PHILLIP JR
SCHULTENOVER, STEPHEN JOHN
SCHULTZ, RICHARD L

SCOTT, DANIEL J JR
SCRUGGS, FENTON LEE
SCRUGGS, JERRY L

SEALS, JAMES L

SEGAL, ROBERT HENRY
SEMMER, JOHN R
SERRELL, PAUL BURT
SESHUL, MICHAEL BOYD
SHACKLEFORD, ELBERT C

SHAH, JAYRAJ C

SHAPIRO, MARVIN LOUIS
SHARP, DONALD ALAN
SHAW, JAMES WILLIAM
SHAW, JOHN L JR
SHEA, MARTIN COYLE JR
SHELL, DAN H III

SHELTON, GEO WASHINGTON
SHERIDAN, WILLIAM F JR
SHORE, JAMES WM
SHUCK, EDWIN H JR
SHULL, HARRISON J JR
SHULTZ, THOMAS FRANCIS
SHUPP, DAVID L

SHURLEY , WILLIAM R III

SIKES, J GREGORY
SIKES, JAMES C

SILER, RITA ANNE
SIMMONS, JOHN D

SIMONTON, RALPH W JR
SIMPSON, OSCAR L JR
SINER, JOHN ROBERT

SKAU, RANDELL S
SKELTON, M ANGELA
SMALLEY, LEE ALAN
SMITH, ARCHIBALD Y III
SMITH, C GRAY
SMITH, CLYDE E

SMITH, GALEN R
SMITH, JACK CALVIN
SMITH, KEN W
SMITH, KENNETH DALE
SMITH, LANG G
SMITH, RICHARD S

SMITH, ROBT JOS
SMITH, ROBT LLOYD
SMITH, SAMUEL A

SMITH, STEVEN M
SMITH, SULLIVAN K
SMITH, THOMAS ANDERSON
SMITH, WILLIAM DAVID
SMITH, WILLIAM N
SNODDY, JANET ELIZABETH
SNOWMAN, BRENDA
SNYDER, DOWEN ERVIN
SOIKE, DAVID R

SOLOMITO, VINCENT LEE
SOLOMON, DALE E

SOMAYAJI, BUNTWAL N
SOTERES, PETE SPIROS
SPEARS, WILLIAM KYLE
SPENGLER, DAN M
SPIOTTA , EUGENE J JR
SPIVEY, OSCAR SMITH
SRINIVAS, NAVEEN
ST CLAIR, DAVID SMITH
STALLWORTH, WILLIAM PARK
STANLEY, RICHARD E III
STANTON, PAUL EUGENE
STENSBY, JAMES G
STEPHENS, JOSEPH W
STEPHENS, RAJ K
STERNBERGH, W CHAS JR
STEVENS, GEO MILLER III
STEWART, DAVID G
STEWART, WM DAVID
STIMPSON, CHARLES L

STOCKTON, DAVID L

STOLL, BRIAN D
STONE, JAMES PATTERSON
STONECIPHER, LOWELL F

STRADER, LORENZO D

STRANGE, GLEN J JR
STRICKLAND, WILLIAM GARRISON
STRIPLING, JACK CLEMENTS
STROUD, MARY E THOMPSON
STUBER, HARRY L

STUMB, PAUL RUST
SUGGS, CHARLES L III
SUGGS, CHAS L JR
SULKOWSKI, VIKTOR P
SUMFEST, JILL M

SUMMITT , ROBERT LAYMAN
SURBER, JERRY LEE
SUTHERLAND, ARTHUR J III

SWANSON, ROGER THOMAS
SYDNOR, ELMER W

TABOR, DAVID C

TABOR, OWEN BRITT
TALTON, BROOKS M JR
TANTIHACHAI , SITHIPOL
TATE, STEVEN M
TATUM, ROBERT K

TAYLOR, DEAN GATES
TAYLOR, KENNETH M
TAYLOR, OWEN C

TAYLOR, ROBT CRESTON
TAYLOR, WM WOOD JR
TEAGUE, PAUL FORD
TEJWANI , INDURANI A

TEMPLETON, JOHN WAGGONER
TEPPER, BERNARD
TERRY, RICHARD B
THOMAS, JAMES LOUIS
THOMAS, OSWALD HENRY
THOMAS, STEVEN MICHAEL
THOMAS, T DARRELL
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THOMPSON, JOHN K VERHEECK, KENNETH WELLES, EDWARD HUNTER III
THOMPSON, TERRY L VILLENEUVE, VICTOR WEST, JAMES M
THOMPSON, THOS REECE VINCENT, JAMES L WESTERFIELD, LARRY H
THOW, GEORGE BRUCE VINSON, HAROLD WALLACE WESTMORELAND, M WAYNE
THRELKELD, MICHAEL GAVIN VIRE, C GORDON WHEELER

,

ARVILLE VANCE
THRELKELD, WM CLEAGE VOOKLES, JOHN THORN WHITE, CHARLES JR
THURMAN, STEPHEN S WHITE, CHAS EDWARD
TILLMAN, RONALD C WADE, DWIGHT ROBT JR WHITE, J JOHNNY
TITTLE, JOE EVAN WADLINGTON, WM B WHITE, JERALD WAYNE
TOBAN, M MOATAZ WAHL, ROBT WILHELM WHITE, LAMAR ARTHUR
TOLHURST, GEORGE F WALKER, FRANCES CAROLYN WHITSON, MICHAEL L
TOMICHEK, RICHARD C WALKER, PARKS W JR WIESMAN, H JAMES
TOOMS, ROBT EDWIN WALL, JAMES WHELAND WIKE, SIDNEY ALFRED
TOSH, ROBT H WALPOLE, HOWARD T JR WILBURN, CHARLES D
TOYOHARA, HIROSHI WALSH, JOHN THOMAS WILKENS, CHAS HENRY
TOZER , KENNETH WALTERS, WILLIAM J WILLETT, DWIGHT H
TRAVIS, LAWRENCE WARREN WARE, ROBT EDWIN WILLIAMS, BEVERLY D
TRAYLOR, THOMAS REID WARMBROD, JAMES G JR WILLIAMS, ELIZABETH A
TREADWELL, GEORGE H III WARNER, JOHN J WILLIAMS, HENRY JACKSON
TRENT, BILLY CARL WATERHOUSE, GEORGE WILLIAMS, JENNY LYNN
TUBERVILLE, AUDREY WHALEY WATLINGTON, JOSEPH T WILLIAMS, JOHN O JR
TUCKER, ROBT TAYLOR JR WATSON, DAVID THEODORE WILLIAMS, OLIN
TUCKER, WILLIAM HENRY WATSON, SCOTT DALE WILLIAMS, RICHARD LARRY
TURNER, BRUCE IRWIN WATTS, DAVID REED WILLIAMS, ROBERT HENRY
TURNER, HARRISON D WEBB, JIMMY FRANKLIN WILLIAMS, THOMAS WOLFORD
TYRER, AUSTIN ROY JR WEBB, JOHN V WILLIAMS, WAYNE PATRICK

WEBER, ALVIN JULIAN III WILLIAMS, WILLIAM T
UPCHURCH, D THOMAS WEBSTER, RAYMOND HARRIS WILLIS, ROBERT A
UTLEY, ANNE CLARK WEEKS, ALBERT E WILSON, ARTHUR J

WEEMS, THOS DOYLE WILSON, DAVID M

VANDERGRIFF, WM LOWELL WEIGHT, GLEN R WILSON, DAVID D

VANN, HAROLD FRANCIS WEISSFELD, STEVEN C WILSON, EARL K

VEGORS, ROBERT A WELDON, THOMAS DARRELL WILSON, G- DEAN

WILSON, JAMES PHILLIP
WILSON, JAMES MARION
WILSON, ROBERT JOHN III

WINSOR, MICHAEL JON
WINTON, GEORGE B
WITT, PETER C

WITTKE, PAUL EDWARD
WOLFE, JAMES HARDY
WOLFE, WAYNE HARVEY
WOMACK, CHARLES T III
WOOD, GEORGE W II

WOOD, ROBT HANCOCK JR
WOODALL, JESSE C JR
WORTHAM, GEORGE F III

WORTHINGTON, JULIAN MACK
WORTHMAN, JOHN FREDERICK
WRAY, TAYLOR M
WRIGHT, GEORGE D

YARBROUGH, SCOTT
YATES, RAYMOND BERNARD
YIUM, JACKSON JOE
YORK, DOUGLAS CLIFTON
YOUMANS, WM TINSLEY
YOUNG, LARRY CRESTON
YOUNG, RUTH T

YOUNGER, ROBERT E III

YOUREE, CYNTHIA C

ZELLEM, RONALD T
ZIMMERMAN, THOMAS F

ZIRKLE, GEO ANDREW JR
ZIRKLE, JOHN W
ZIRKLE, PETER KEVIN

Uncollected Receivables CanTurn

¥>ur Profit Picture

UpsideDown.
Seemingly attractive write-offs paint an ugly picture when you think of

their cost in terms of equivalent sales.

Say you take an average 6% profit and write off $2,000 in bad debts. You

would have to generate additional revenue of more than $33,000 to recover

the loss.

I.C. System can help your profit picture stay right side up. We’re experts

at debt collection. In fact, over 1,000 business and professional associations

endorse us, including yours. 'X Of\f\ QOC /TOO A
Call I.C. System today. l~0UUOZl3“0004

Endorsed by Tennessee Medical Association

I.C. System
• The System Works
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An A+ rating

from A.M. Best Company
and sixteen years in business

is SVMIC today.

SVMIC— exclusively

approved by the Tennessee
Medical Association— has

a sixteen year history of

providing the best medical
liability insurance to

Tennessee physicians at

affordable premiums.
Our success is proven

by an A+ rating— a
rating which speaks for

competent underwriting,

cost control, efficient

management, adequate
reserves for undischarged
liabilities, net resources

and soundness of

investments.

By Doctors for Doctors

State Volunteer Mutual
Insurance Company

^ 101 Westpark Drive o Suite 300
P.O. Box 1065 o Brentwood, Tennessee 37027

615-377-1999 o 1-800-342-2239Physician Insurers Association of America



TfflA continuing medkol
education oppoflunitk/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA’s joint sponsorship of CME activities. As an accredited

sponsor, TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician’ s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education, Tennessee

Medical Association, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909

.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician’s practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff, access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

Feb. 17

Feb. 28-Mar. 5

March 1-2

March 5-6

March 26-27

April 2-3

June 15-19

June 15-19

Issues in the Office Practice

Infectious Diseases—Snowmass Village,

Colo.

Vanderbilt/Tennessee Annual Perinatal/Neo-

natal Meeting

Management of Chronic Airway Obstruction

Current Concepts of TM Joint Disease and its

Management
Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-

shop 1993

10th Annual Family Medicine/Primary Care

Update

Contemporary Medical Imaging X—Destin,

Fla.

July 12-16 Contemporary Clinical Neurology XVI—Hil-

ton Head, S.C.

Aug. 6-7 Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-
shop 1993

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (615) 322-4030.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day

to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician's re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit

:

AMA Category 1 of the Physician’s Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP. and Continuing Education Units from

Meharry Medical College. Application: For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses, Ph.D., Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville,

TN 37208. Tel. (615) 327-6235.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

Memphis

Feb. 8-1

1

Update in Obstetrics and Gynecology

—

Grand Cayman Island

Feb. 14-19 Clinical Medicine—Kauai. Hawaii

Feb. 19-20 Laparoscopic Hysterectomy: Hands-On
Training Workshop

Feb. 20-21 Radiology Conference

Feb. 25-27 Seating the Disabled

March 6-13 Surgical Gynecology and Obstetrics—Steam-

boat Springs, Colo.

March 13-19 26th Annual Review Course for the Family

Physician

March 25-27 Southern Society for Research in Psychiatry

April 1-3 Symposium on Critical Care & Emergency
Medicine—Hot Springs, Ark.

May 6-7 Update 1993

May 6-7 General Surgery Update

July 31-Aug. 7 Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics and Gyne-

cology—Destin. Fla.

Sept. 8-10 25th Memphis Conference on the Mother,

Fetus, and Newborn

Knoxville

April 4-7 The National Sportsmedicine Conference
’93—Orlando

April 17-18 Dermatology Conference
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April 17 Ophthalmology Conference

May 3-5 16th Annual Family Practice Update & Re-
view—Gatlinburg

May 14-16 14th Otolaryngology for the Primary Care
Physician—Gatlinburg

June 8-9 Pediatric Advanced Life Support Provider's

Course—Gatlinburg

June 10-12 38th Great Smoky Mountains Pediatric Sem-
inar—Gatlinburg

June 24-26 8th Annual Infectious Diseases Conference

—

Nashville

June 30-July 2 99th Upper Cumberland Medical Society

Meeting—Fall Creek Falls, Pikeville

Sept. 13-15 15th Annual Obstetric Office Ultrasound
Workshop

Nov. 1-3 13th Annual Smoky Mountains Seminar in

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Nov. 11-12 10th Annual Alzheimer's Disease Sympo-

sium—Gatlinburg

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan, Office of

CME, University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave„ Memphis,
TN 38163, Tel. (901 ) 528-5547.

IN SURROUNDING STATES

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—MISSOURI

•Feb. 27 Women and Men in Health Care
March Malpractice

March 27-29 Aesthetic Plastic Surgery: Facial and Body
Contouring

For information contact Cathy Caruso, Office of CME,
Washington University School of Medicine, Box 8063, St.

Louis. MO 63110, Tel, (800) 325-9862.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

MRI EDUCATION FOUNDATION, INC.

May 6-9 Intense MRI Ortho Weekend—Cincinnati

Sept. 19-24 Intense Total Body, Ortho, Neuro MRI Re-
view—Cincinnati

Oct. 28-31 Intense MRI Ortho Weekend—Cincinnati

For information contact Tom O’Connor, Director, MRI Ed-
ucation Foundation, Inc., 2600 Euclid Ave., Cincinnati. OH
45219, Tel. (800) 282-3404.

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

March 6-13 Update in Clinical Medicine—Vail, Colo.

April 30-May 2 Pathology of HIV—Arlington, Va.

May 13-16 Central Atlantic Seminar in Anesthesiol-

ogy—Washington, D.C.
June 12-16 Board Review in Family Practice

July 21-25 15th National Lesbian and Gay Health Con-
ference and 11th Annual AIDS/HIV
Forum—Houston, Tex.

For information contact John F. Vargo, George Washington
University Medical Center, Office of CME, 2300 K Street

NW, Washington, DC 20037. Tel. (202) 994-4285.

FOR INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE - WE’RE #1

30 .9%* ANNUAL COMPOUNDED NET RETURN FOR PAST 6.7 YEARS

'MONEY MANAGER REVIEW' RANKS CAMBRIDGE EQUITY ADVISORS THE #1 PERFORMING

MONEY MANAGER IN THE COUNTRY THE PAST FIVE YEARS

AN INITIAL $ 100,000 INVESTMENT ON OCTOBER 21, 1985 WOULD BE WORTH $626,397

THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30, 1992

INDIVIDUALLY MANAGED PORTFOLIOS HAVE INCLUDED STOCKS LIKE HOME DEPOT,

DELL COMPUTER, AMGEN, WAL-MART, AND OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE

*WE INDIVIDUALLY MANAGE PERSONAL AND RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS AT THE BROKERAGE FIRM
OF YOUR CHOICE. REFERENCES PROVIDED UPON REQUEST

CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION

CAMBRIDGE EQUITY ADVISORS
5214 MARYLAND WAY, SUITE 309, BRENTWOOD, TENNESSEE 37027

(800) 426-1391 (615) 371-9002

RATE OF RETURN IS CALCULATED ON TIME-WEIGHTED BASIS AND IS NET OF ALL FEES AND COMMISSIONS. RESULTS INCLUDE REINVESTMENT
OF INCOME. RETURNS FROM 1985-1989 ARE FROM AUDITED MODEL PORTFOLIO AND THOSE AFTER THIS DATE ARE ACTUAL ACCOUNTS
MANAGED OVER $100,000. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE CONTINUED PERFORMANCE.
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In the Heart of

Tennessee...

. . . a unique group
of internists, pediatricians, gastroenterologists,

otolaryngologists and ophthalmologists is

looking for partners. Managed so that each

specialty group is its own profit center, all

members benefit from self-determined

compensation. You have the benefits of working

in the same building with other specialists

without the headaches.

NOTHER UNIQUE FEA TURE is the

community. Located just outside Nashville,

we are the fastest growing county in Tennessee

and have been named the second most dynamic

exurb in the U.S.

*CALL DEBBY POPE 1-800-369-3672

OR SEND YOUR CV TO:

UO-11 P.O.BOX 4076
MURFREESBORO, TN 37133-4076

FAX: 615 / 893-1795

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

MIDDLE TENNESSEE—immediate full-time and part-

time positions available in small but growing commu-

nity of Lewisburg, Tennessee, approximately 45 min-

utes to 1 hour south of Nashvile. State-of-the-art

emergency department with excellent emergency-

trained nurses (all critical care and ACLS certified) and

good medical staff backup. We prefer primary care

physicians with emergency department experience

and/or Board eligible or certified status—must have

ACLS certification. Low volume with excellent com-

pensation and medical malpractice paid. Flexible hours,

no overhead, excellent opportunity for quality physi-

cians. Both short-term and long-term positions avail-

able NOW.

Contact:

Jerry Lee Surber, M.D

Best Care Medical Group, Inc.

P.O. Box 1215

Lewisburg, TN 37091

Phone (615) 359-6241, ext 332, 333

(615) 255-1961 (Nashville line)

Send CV and copies of Tennessee medical license,

DEA certificate, and current ACLS card.

MEDICAL ONCOLOGIST
We are currently seeking a medical oncologist to join

a well-established practice in association with a 365-

bed, not-for-profit hospital in the Southeast. The hospi-

tal has annual revenues of approximately $133 million.

Candidate will be a board-certified or board-eligible on-

cologist. First year income of $150K. Second year in-

come includes semi-annual bonus based on productiv-

ity and will be at least $150K up to $250K or higher

depending on productivity. Profit sharing plan with imme-

diate vesting available after second year. Partnership

probable after second year. Contact Mr. John J. Baumann,

Vice President of J.J. & H., Ltd. at (404) 952-3877.

OPHTHALMOLOGIST
MISSISSIPPI: Small town charm and lifestyle: Caring,

confident ophthalmologist wanted for exciting opportu-

nity with progressive established eye practice in Co-
lumbus, Mississippi. Seeking to add an associate,

leading to a partnership. Excellent potential for sur-

gery. Highly trained staff does refractions. Beautiful

city of 30,000 with many varied recreational, social,

and cultural activities. Competitive financial package
with excellent fringe benefits allowing for a balanced

personal and professional life.

Contact Albert Laws, M.D., at (601) 328-1254 or (601)

328-1259, or write: 2475 Fifth Street North, Columbus,
MS 39701.

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs
from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, 4389 Highway 11-E, Bluff City, TN 37618.

Phone: (615) 538-3138. (EOE)

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

Southeastern Kentucky

Emergency Department physicians needed for hospi-

tals in southeastern Kentucky. Low to moderate vol-

umes. Leave behind on-call responsibilities, private

practice headaches, and uncontrollable schedules.

Gain competitive remuneration. Professional liability in-

surance can be procured on your behalf.

For information, call Liz Shannon at (800) 235-2014, or

send CV to Coastal Emergency Services of Kentucky,

PO Box 639, Dept. SJA, Whitley City, KY 42653.
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TfflA “sa?1
The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking

practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office, PO Box 120909, Nashville. TN 37212-0909—1615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 40, graduate of Ameri-

can University of the Caribbean in 1983—seeks an academic, re-

search, or public health position, preferably in Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2177

PHYSICIANS WANTED

INTERNIST—needed in Winchester in Middle Tennessee to join a

group practice. Must be board eligible working toward certification.

Needed July 1993. PW-1140

PULMONARY MEDICINE/CRITICAL CARE PHYSICIAN—age 32,

graduate of University of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1986

—

seeks a group practice in a suburban or large city location in Middle

Tennessee. Board certified—internal medicine; board eligible—pulmo-

nary medicine. Currently finishing fellowship. Available August 1993.

LW-2183

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEON—needed in Dyersburg in West Tennes-

see to join a group practice. Must be board eligible working toward

certification. Needed January or July 1993. PW-1141

HEMATOLOGIST/ONCOLOGIST—age 44, graduate of Maulana

Azad Medical College (India) in 1972—seeks a practice in any loca-

tion in Tennessee. Board certified—hematology. Available now.

LW-2184

FAMILY PRACTITIONER/INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—
needed in Memphis to join a group practice. Monday through Friday

office with no OB. Needed now. PW-1142

PHYSICAL MEDICINE/REHABILITATION PHYSICIAN—age 42,

graduate of Eastern Virginia Medical School in 1988—seeks a prac-

tice in Memphis. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2185

PEDIATRICIAN, FAMILY PRACTITIONER or GENERAL PRACTI-
TIONER—needed in LaFollette in East Tennessee to join a group

practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1143

PLASTIC SURGEON—age 33, graduate of University of Alabama

School of Medicine in 1986—seeks a solo or group practice in a

suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board certified. Avail-

able July 1993. LW-2187

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Knoxville to join a group prac-

tice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1144

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 30. graduate of University of Virginia

School of Medicine in 1989—seeks a group practice in a suburban or

large city location in East Tennessee. Currently finishing residency in

anesthesiology. Available July 1993. LW-2188

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—needed in Paris in West
Tennessee to join a group practice with 12 or 24 hour shifts. Needed
now. PW-1145

PHYSICAL MEDICINE/REHABILITATION PHYSICIAN—age 30,

graduate of Ponce School of Medicine (Puerto Rico) in 1989—seeks

a group practice in a suburban or large city location in Tennessee.

Board eligible. Available July 1993. LW-2189

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in McKenzie in West Tennessee
to join a group practice. Must be board certified. Needed now.

PW-1146

INTERNIST—age 28, graduate of University of Missouri School of

Medicine in 1988—seeks a part-time practice opportunity in West

Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2190

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Somerville in West Tennessee
to join a partnership practice. Must be board certified. Needed now.

PW-1147

INDUSTRIAL/OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 44,

graduate of University of Virginia School of Medicine in 1974—seeks

a solo or urgent care clinic practice in Tennessee. Board certified

—

emergency medicine. Available now. LW-2191

DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGIST—needed in Crossville in Middle Ten-

nessee to join a group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed July

1993. PW-1148

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 31, graduate of Univer-

sity of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1990—seeks a practice in

East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2192

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—needed in Nashville to

join a group practice. Must be board certified in internal medicine,

emergency medicine, family practice, or occupational medicine or

board eligible if a recent graduate. Needed now. PW-1149
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YOCON
YOHIMBINE HCI

Description: Yohimbine is a 3a-15a-20B-17a-hydroxy Yohimbine-16a-car-

boxylic acid methyl ester. The alkaloid is found in Rubaceae and related trees.

Also in Rauwolfia Serpentina (L) Benth. Yohimbine is an indolalkylamine

alkaloid with chemical similarity to reserpine. It is a crystalline powder,

odorless. Each compressed tablet contains (1/12 gr.) 5.4 mg of Yohimbine

Hydrochloride.

Action: Yohimbine blocks presynaptic alpha-2 adrenergic receptors. Its

action on peripheral blood vessels resembles that of reserpine, though it is

weaker and of short duration. Yohimbine’s peripheral autonomic nervous

system effect is to increase parasympathetic (cholinergic) and decrease

sympathetic (adrenergic) activity. It is to be noted that in male sexual

performance, erection is linked to cholinergic activity and to alpha-2 ad-

renergic blockade which may theoretically result in increased penile inflow,

decreased penile outflow or both.

Yohimbine exerts a stimulating action on the mood and may increase

anxiety. Such actions have not been adequately studied or related to dosage

although they appear to require high doses of the drug. Yohimbine has a mild

anti-diuretic action, probably via stimulation of hypothalmic centers and

release of posterior pituitary hormone.

Reportedly, Yohimbine exerts no significant influence on cardiac stimula-

tion and other effects mediated by B-adrenergic receptors, its effect on blood

pressure, if any, would be to lower it; however no adequate studies are at hand

to quantitate this effect in terms of Yohimbine dosage.

Indications: Yocon* is indicated as a sympathicolytic and mydriatrie. It may

have activity as an aphrodisiac.

Contraindications: Renal diseases, and patient's sensitive to the drug. In

view of the limited and inadequate information at hand, no precise tabulation

can be offered of additional contraindications.

Warning: Generally, this drug is not proposed for use in females and certainly

must not be used during pregnancy. Neither is this drug proposed for use in

pediatric, geriatric or cardio-renal patients witn gastric or duodenal ulcer

history. Nor should it be used in conjunction with mood-modifying drugs

such as antidepressants, or in psychiatric patients in general.

Adverse Reactions: Yohimbine readily penetrates the (CNS) and produces a

complex pattern of responses in lower doses than required to produce periph-

eral a-adrenergic blockade. These include, anti-diuresis, a general picture of

central excitation including elevation of blood pressure and heart rate, in-

creased motor activity, irritability and tremor. Sweating, nausea and vomiting

are common after parenteral administration of the drug. 12 Also dizziness,

headache, skin flushing reported when used orally. 13

Dosage and Administration: Experimental dosage reported in treatment of

erectile impotence. 1
-3 -4

1 tablet (5.4 mg) 3 times a day, to adult males taken

orally. Occasional side effects reported with this dosage are nausea, dizziness

or nervousness. In the event of side effects dosage to be reduced to V2 tablet 3

times a day, followed by gradual increases to 1 tablet 3 times a day. Reported

therapy net more than 10 weeks. 3

How Supplied: Oral tablets of Yocon® 1/12 gr. 5.4 mg in

bottles of 100’s NDC 53159-001-01 and 1000’s NDC
53159-001-10.
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AVAILABLE AT PHARMACIES NATIONWIDE

PALISADES
PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.

219 County Road
Tenafly, New Jersey 07670

(201 )
569-8502

1 - 800 - 237-9083
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Introduction

. Increased interest in the burden on the elder care-

giver is demonstrated by the frequency of published

studies. Most research on elder caregiver burden has

been descriptive, however, and few prospective stud-

ies have been reported. 1
' 3 This study used a prospec-

tive research design to identify correlates, measurable

at the time of hospital discharge, of elder caregiver

burden six weeks after a frail elder’s hospital dis-

charge. In extending previous research these corre-

lates were organized as a predictive index that used

data available at hospital discharge to estimate per-

centile rank of the caregiver’s perceived burden at

six weeks. Cross-validation of this index demon-

strated its potential value for use in hospital dis-

charge planning for prognostic assessment of care-

giver burden of care.

Previous research has found emotional ill health

in caregivers, especially anxiety and depression, to

be related to increased perception of burden. 4,5 These

negative quality of life outcomes may be avoidable,

given some method to identify at-risk caregivers in

advance. To provide accurate prognosis of caregiver

burden it is necessary to measure reliable correlates

of caregiver burden and to use these data prospec-

tively to identify those caregivers at increased risk

for high burden of care. Researchers have looked to
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cine, Memphis. Dr. Paton is now with the Department of Social Work, Uni-
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Reprint requests to Department of Preventive Medicine, University of

Tennessee College of Medicine, 66 N. Pauline, Suite 232, Memphis, TN
38163 (Dr. Graney).

various domains to identify correlates of caregiver

burden. A chief correlate of perceived burden has

been social restrictions, and caregivers report that so-

cial restrictions cause their most severe problems. 6

This finding provides an important clue to identify

prospectively those caregivers at increased risk for

high burden of care. Reasoning that caregiver social

restrictions are likely to be consequent to lower elder

functional health and resources, we tested functional

health variables and demographic variables to de-

velop an index with which caregiver burden can be

predicted in advance.

Subjects and Methods

Sample—This study was part of a larger study

conducted in Memphis. Patients from both interven-

tion and control groups of a clinical trial of geriatric

assessment and rehabilitation who had caregivers

who regularly provided some assistance, and who

agreed to be interviewed, were eligible for inclusion

in this study (N=126 elder-caregiver pairs). In gen-

eral, this diverse sample of 126 medical and surgical

patients can be considered representative of older pa-

tients who may be referred to a regional geriatric re-

habilitation agency at discharge following an episode

of acute care hospitalization. A detailed description

of the sample has been previously published. 7

Measurement—Comprehensive assessments of el-

ders were completed when hospitalized elders were

ready for discharge. Caregiver burden for each elder

was measured during a telephone interview six

weeks after discharge using scales from the Kosberg

Cost of Care Index (CCI), 8 and demographic infor-

mation about caregivers was also recorded during the
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telephone interview.

Two CCI subscales, the CCI Physical and Emo-

tional Health subscale and the CCI Personal and So-

cial Restrictions subscale, were summed. 8 Percentile

rank on this index of caregiver burden at six weeks

after discharge of the frail elder served as the out-

come measure for analysis in this study.

For the eight variables that comprised the predic-

tion model, scoring was as follows: Degree of func-

tional health for walking, dressing, self-medication,

and bathing were scored from 1 to 5; 1 means cannot

perform, 2 means requires assistance of both equip-

ment and another person, 3 means requires assistance

of another person, 4 means requires assistance of

equipment only, and 5 means totally independent.

Three variables, caregiver’s gender (1 meaning male,

2 meaning female), continence (1 meaning continent

of both bowel and bladder, else 0), and elder resi-

dence (1 meaning private home, else 0), were dichot-

omies. Degree of caregiver-elder relationship was

scored from 1 to 6, with 1 being a caregiver who was

neither a relative nor living-in, 2 a live-in non-rela-

tive, 3 a relative other than sibling, child, or spouse,

4 a sibling, 5 a child, and 6 a spouse.

Statistical Analysis—To construct a model ex-

plaining variation in caregiver burden, demographic

and functional variables collected from elders prior

to hospital discharge and from their caregivers were

entered in a multiple linear regression model with

caregiver burden percentile rank as the dependent

variable. We tested variables from the following do-

mains: self-reported functional health and illness,

clinical trial group assignment (geriatric rehabilita-

tion unit or usual care), and demographic variables.

Demographic variables tested were elder’s education,

income, and caregiver gender, race, age, education,

and income.

Data were analyzed using SPSSX procedures CON-
DESCRIPTIVE, CROSSTABS, and FREQUENCIES
for univariate analysis, and REGRESSION for multi-

variate analysis. 9 To assess predictive index perfor-

mance, reported and predicted burden of care were

defined as at or above (high burden) or below (low

burden) the median. Predictive index performance

was assessed using standard measures of diagnostic

test performance: sensitivity, specificity, positive pre-

dictive value, negative predictive value, and percent

correctly predicted. 10 Sensitivity of the predictive

index was calculated as the percent of caregivers

who experienced high burden of care who were cor-

rectly identified by the model. Specificity was calcu-

lated as the percentage of caregivers who experi-

enced low burden of care who were correctly

identified by the model. Positive predictive value was

calculated as the percentage of caregivers who were

predicted to experience high burden of care who ac-

tually scored at or above the median. Negative pre-

dictive value was calculated as the percentage of

caregivers who were predicted to experience low

burden of care who actually scored below the me-

dian. Percentage correctly predicted was calculated

as the numbers correctly predicted to experience high

or low burden of care, divided by the sample size.

The positive likelihood ratio was calculated as the

odds of correct prediction of high burden using the

model, divided by the odds of correct prediction of

high burden based on the prevalence of that outcome,

which is equal to sensitivity divided by the quantity

one minus specificity.
11 The statistical significance of

the model was assessed in two ways: first, as the

likelihood that the results obtained in successfully

identifying high-risk caregivers represented sampling

error, with the observed prevalence of high burden of

care serving as the basis for the null hypothesis (a

difference of proportions test); and, second, as an

overall test of the likelihood that predictions of high

risk and low risk were correct significantly more

often than could be accounted for by chance (a chi-

square test).

Results

One hundred twenty-six elder-caregiver pairs pro-

vided data for this study. Of 155 elders in the clinical

trial from which the 126 were recruited, 19 elders

died prior to the caregiver interviews, four elders re-

fused to participate, and six had no caregiver who

regularly was involved in their care. Table 1 shows

characteristics at the time of enrollment in this study

of the 126 hospitalized older people included in this

study.

The caregiver burden percentile rank (see Subjects

and Methods) was used as the dependent variable in

multiple regression analysis to assess health and de-

mographic variables for inclusion in the prediction

model. Variables with a univariate P value of 0.10

TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF 126 ELDERS AND
CAREGIVERS AT RANDOMIZATION

Variable Elder Caregiver

Age (yr, mean±SD) 78.8± 7.1 58.1 ±14.4

Sex (% female) 77.0 68.9

Marital status (% married) 23.8 23.0

Race (% white) 84.1 84.1
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were candidates for the model, and variables whose

multivariate P values were 0.10 or more were in-

cluded in the prediction model. P values were set to

0.10 to develop a model containing an increased

number of potentially useful variables. Eight vari-

ables met the multivariate criterion for inclusion in

the prediction model: (1) degree of caregiver-elder

relationship, (2) walking ability, (3) continence, (4)

caregiver gender, (5) dressing ability, (6) self-medi-

cation ability, (7) bathing ability, and (8) elder resi-

dence. These eight variables explained 41% of vari-

ance in the caregiver burden percentile rank scores.

Index variables’ beta coefficients are shown in Table

2. The sum across products of each item’s score mul-

tiplied by its beta coefficient, plus the constant,

yields a predicted percentile rank for caregiver bur-

den at six weeks.

For cross-validation assessment of prediction

index performance, both reported and predicted per-

centile rank scores were dichotomized at their medi-

ans, with results as shown in Table 3. Statistical anal-

ysis of this table yielded estimates of prediction

index performance as follows: sensitivity of 72.9%,

specificity of 68.7%, positive predictive value of

67.2%, negative predictive value of 74.2%, percent

correct of 70.6%, and a positive likelihood ratio of

2.33. The proportion of high-risk caregivers who
were correctly identified by the index was signifi-

cantly higher than that which would be expected

based on prevalence (Z= 3.3, P < 0.001, test of sig-

nificance of difference between independent propor-

tions). The overall performance of the index in iden-

tifying correctly high-risk and low-risk caregivers

was also excellent (x
2 = 21.7, P < 0.001).

Discussion

Eight variables explained 41% of variance in care-

giver burden six weeks after frail elders were dis-

TABLE 2

PREDICTION INDEX CUMULATIVE VARIANCE EX-

PLAINED, BETA COEFFICIENTS, AND SIGNIFICANCE

R2

Beta

Coefficient P
Variable (Cumulative) (Final Step) (Final Step)

Caregiver-elder relationship 0.10 8.98 0.0001

Walking 0.19 5.25 0.009

Continence 0.26 -17.32
,

0.0002

Caregiver gender 0.32 14.07 0.003

Dressing 0.36 5.90 0.006

Self-medication 0.38 -5.21 0.01

Bathing 0.40 4.63 0.08

Elder place of residence 0.41 11.64 0.10

Constant -42.29

TABLE 3

PREDICTED AND REPORTED CAREGIVER BURDEN

Predicted

Low High Total

Low 46 21 67

Reported High 16 43 CDLO

Total 62 64 126

charged from a hospital. When combined as a predic-

tive index these variables demonstrated good

performance in identifying caregivers at risk for high

burden. Several index variables have been found to

be important in other studies of caregiver burden. For

example. Young and Kahana 12 found that females

experienced more burden as caregivers, and our find-

ings verify their results.

Increased level of elder independence in walking,

dressing, and bathing were significantly related to in-

creased caregiver burden at six weeks. This counter-

intuitive finding may result from frail elders with

some degree of independence requiring more super-

vision than others. In addition, increased caregiver

expectations of moderately impaired elders may in-

fluence burden: To be eligible for this study, all el-

ders had some functional disability, and even the

most independent elders enrolled were moderately

impaired. Thus, caregivers may expect more im-

provement from the less-impaired elders, and feel

burdened when this expectation is not realized by six

weeks.

Increased level of elder independence in taking

medicines and continence were associated with lower

caregiver burden. Both self-medication and conti-

nence measure functional and cognitive factors. De-

creasing ability to perform cognitively dependent ac-

tivities has consistently been associated with

increased burden,4 and continence is often the issue

around which institutional placement decisions re-

volve. Previous studies have found increased burden

in caregivers who shared residence with their el-

ders. 5,13 Our study confirms this in the finding that

burden was increased for those caregivers whose el-

ders resided in private homes.

There is need for replication to validate the

generalizability of our findings. This study was lim-

ited to functionally dependent elders who were re-

cently hospitalized in a large community hospital. All

elders lived within 50 miles of a large metropolitan
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area and had resources for post-hospital care avail-

able to them.

Our results document that caregiver burden is a

complex phenomenon, affected by both demographic

and functional factors. Data on the eight variables in

the elder care burden prediction index are easily ob-

tainable with a short review of demographic and

functional information with patients and their care-

givers. When weighted and combined as an index,

these eight variables use information available at the

time of hospital discharge to predict future caregiver

burden. This burden of care percentile rank index

may be useful for health care personnel, especially

social workers involved in discharge planning, to

identify objectively caregivers at increased risk for

“caregiver burnout” caused by a high burden of elder

care. Interventions begun at the time of the elder’s

hospital stay and discharge, particularly counseling to

identify appropriate community and health services

resources available to caregivers, could potentially

increase the quality of life for both caregivers at risk

for high burden of care, and for their elders, 7~ y
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Antibiotic-Associated

Pseudomembranous Colitis With Toxic

Megacolon After Cesarean Section

KENNETH H. CLARK, M.D.; THOMAS W. JERNIGAN, M.D.; and TONY HALEY, M.D.

Introduction

Antibiotic-associated pseudomembranous colitis

with toxic megacolon is a rare but extremely serious

disease causing fatalities in approximately one-third

of cases.
1 ’ 2 We present the case of a post-cesarean

section patient who developed antibiotic-associated

pseudomembranous colitis (AAPMC) that progressed

to toxic megacolon. This case points out the diffi-

culty of diagnosing AAPMC and toxic megacolon

postoperatively. The physician tends to initially as-

cribe the patient’s symptoms to postsurgical compli-

cations, and valuable time may be lost before the di-

agnosis of AAPMC and toxic megacolon is made.

Case Report
The patient was a 28-year-old white gravida 1, para 0

whose estimated date of confinement was one week prior to

admission, which was consistent with her last menstrual period

and an ultrasound examination at 16 weeks. All routine prena-

tal studies were normal. The patient had been given a 2,000

calorie American Dietetic Association diet because of weight

gain and morbid obesity; she weighed 350 lb, and her total

weight gain during pregnancy was 60 lb. She had completed

two courses of antibiotics prenatally for urinary tract infec-

tions. At the time of admission she had been taking cephalexin

for seven days for bronchitis.

When she was admitted to the hospital at 41 weeks gesta-

tion on Oct. 30, 1992, the cervix was 5 cm dilated and 80%
effaced; there was a cephalic presentation at -2 station, with

intact membranes. The patient progressed normally in labor

and reached complete cervical dilation, but over a two-hour

second stage of labor the infant's head did not descend into the

pelvis, thought due to persistent occiput posterior presentation

as well as secondary arrest of descent due to cephalopelvic

disproportion. The contraction pattern was excellent both in

duration and intensity.

Under spinal anesthesia, cesarean section was done

through a midline abdominal incision and a transverse uterine

incision. The infant was delivered with the help of an assistant

pushing the infant's head up from the vaginal vault. A viable

From the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology (Drs. Clark and

Jemigan) and the Department of Surgery (Dr. Haley), James H. Quillen

College of Medicine, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City.

Reprint requests to Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, James H.

Quillen College of Medicine, East Tennessee State University, PO Box

70569, Johnson City, TN 37614 (Dr. Clark).

female infant was delivered with Apgar scores of 6 and 9 at

one and five minutes respectively, and birth weight of 3,289

gm. The abdomen was closed without difficulty with a modi-

fied Smead-Jones closure using No. 2 Prolene interrupted

sutures. The patient received cefoxitin intraoperatively and

postoperatively.

Two days postpartum, the patient became febrile. Blood

cultures were performed and ceftriaxone therapy was initiated

with presumptive diagnosis of endomyometritis. Four days

postpartum, ileus occurred, with increasing distention of both

the small and large bowel and continued fever. Treatment with

clindamycin and gentamicin was initiated. She began to have

severe shortness of breath secondary to abdominal distention.

Surgical gastrointestinal consultation was obtained, and at col-

onoscopy, pseudomembranes were evident throughout a large

portion of the colon. Partial decompression was performed and

oral vancomycin therapy was begun. A biopsy of the trans-

verse colon revealed acute colitis consistent with pseudo-

membranous colitis, though the Clostridium difficile toxin titer

was negative. The respiratory distress necessitated her transfer

to the medical intensive care unit. A chest x-ray at that time

showed diffuse infiltrates bilaterally, consistent with adult re-

spiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). Therapy with multiple

antibiotics and ventilatory support continued, and an explor-

atory laparotomy was performed on postpartum day seven for

a preoperative diagnosis of toxic megacolon. A distal small

bowel and total colon resection with Hartman’s procedure was

performed. When cultures of the peritoneum taken at the time

of surgery eventually grew enterococcus, intravenous metroni-

dazole was added to the antibiotic treatment regimen. A tran-

sient rise in serum hepatic enzyme levels was noted postoper-

atively and attributed to ischemic hepatopathy. Chest x-ray on

postpartum day 17 (post-bronchoscopy) showed a pneumotho-

rax on the right, which was treated with chest tube placement.

The patient progressed well and actually was much im-

proved but on postoperative day 11 (postpartum day 18) she

acutely decompensated, with a fever of 105°F, tachypnea,

tachycardia, and diaphoresis. Her systolic blood pressure

dropped into the 40s, necessitating dopamine support. An
emergency reexploration of the abdomen was unrevealing. The

patient's condition continued to deteriorate, and she was coma-

tose throughout the last several days of life, with acute renal

failure and no activity on several EEGs. She was declared

brain dead on day 2 (postpartum day 20) after her emergency

reexploration.

Discussion

AAPMC has accompanied various clinical condi-

tions such as heavy metal poisoning, ischemic heart

disease, uremia, and intestinal obstruction. 3 In 1954
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PSEUDOMEMBRANOUS COLITIS

Pettet et al
4 reviewed 107 cases of patients who had

developed pseudomembranous enterocolitis follow-

ing recent surgical procedures. They found no single

associated drug or drug combination that had been

used frequently enough to indicate a direct causal re-

lationship. They postulated that the normal balance

of the intestinal flora may be upset in some cases by

intestinal obstruction, in other cases by therapy, and

in some cases by factors as yet not understood. We
now know that AAPMC is an adverse reaction to vir-

tually any antibiotic except vancomycin that alters

the intestinal flora; it is not dose-related. 5 The use

of such antibiotics as lincomycin, clindamycin, ampi-

cillin, and cephalosporins have all been reported

preceding the development of an overgrowth of C.

difficile , the toxin of which produces the pseudo-

membranous colitis.
2 ’3 ’6

The clinical features associated with AAPMC are

watery diarrhea (90% to 95% of cases), crampy ab-

dominal pain (80% to 90%), fever of 100-104°F

(80%), and leukocytosis (80%). Tedesco 3 divides the

patients into two groups: (1) Patients who have diar-

rhea and are still receiving antibiotics. The antibiotic

is immediately discontinued, and within 48 to 72

hours the abdominal cramps and fever resolve and

diarrhea gradually dissipates. (2) The second group

develops diarrhea and colitis either days or weeks

after the antibiotic course has been stopped, or they

continue to receive antibiotics in spite of diarrhea

and are subsequently found to have AAPMC. This

group shows increased morbidity and mortality.

The specific therapy for the overgrowth of C. dif-

ficile is oral vancomycin in a dosage of 0.5 to 2 gm
daily, although metronidazole and bacitracin have

been successfully used. 3 7 '9 Abdominal cramps, fever,

and diarrhea usually subside within 48 to 96 hours,

with a gradual reduction in cytopathic stool toxin ti-

ters over three to seven days. 3

Toxic megacolon may be a complication of

AAPMC. The criterion for the diagnosis of toxic

megacolon is acute dilatation of all or part of the

colon to a diameter greater than 6 cm, with associ-

ated systemic toxicity. 10 Morris et al
1 found that in a

collected series 65% to 71% of the cases of toxic

megacolon were eventually operated upon. Colec-

tomy was performed in 73% of those requiring sur-

gery. Ileostomy, cecostomy, or decompressive colos-

tomy was performed in 26% of the patients. The

mortality from the collected series was 35%; Morris

et al
1 postulate that this reflects the poor state of the

patients by the time surgery was finally considered.

Our literature search disclosed no other cases of

AAPMC with toxic megacolon associated with

pregnancy or cesarean section, though Templeton 11

did report a case of AAPMC and toxic megacolon

five weeks after abdominal hysterectomy. His patient

had an eight-day course of clindamycin for minor

wound sepsis following hysterectomy, and was

treated with vancomycin and recovered without fur-

ther complications.

Conclusion

The recommended first line treatment for

AAPMC is oral vancomycin. The patient who devel-

ops an ileus, preventing the antibiotics from reaching

the colon rapidly, may be a candidate for a rectal

tube, which would allow rapid saturation of the

bowel. Based on our experience, surgery should be

considered at the earliest indication that the patient

has developed toxic megacolon. r
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Trauma Rounds

Base Deficit as a Guide to Injury

Severity and Volume Resuscitation

MICHAEL C. CHANG, M.D.; EDMUND J. RUTHERFORD, M.D.; and JOHN A. MORRIS JR., M.D.

Introduction

Base deficit, defined as the amount of base required

to titrate one liter of whole blood to a normal pH at

normal physiologic values of Pao2 ,
Paco2 , and tempera-

ture, has been shown to correlate with oxygen debt and

lactic acidosis in hemorrhagic shock .
1

It may be used as

a rapid initial indicator of severity of shock and perfu-

sion deficits in trauma patients, and as an indicator of

the status of volume resuscitation .

2 The following case

illustrates the clinical utility of measurement of base

deficit by arterial blood gas analysis during the evalua-

tion and subsequent resuscitation of a severely injured

patient.

Case Report
A 17-year-old female passenger in a single car crash was

found unconscious at the scene with a systolic blood pressure

of 78 mm Hg. Injuries included a complex open fracture of the

right femur and a closed left tibial fracture. MAST trousers

were placed on the patient and all compartments were inflated.

Resuscitation was begun with Ringer's lactate (RL) solution

and the patient was transported to the Vanderbilt University

Medical Center, where, after a 17-minute extrication and 15-

minute transport time, her initial blood pressure was 80/45 mm
Hg, temperature was 33.8°C, and an initial arterial blood gas

(ABG) analysis showed a pH of 6.95 with a base deficit of
- 18.6 mmol/L. Further evaluation of her injuries revealed the

open right mid-shaft femur fracture with complete disruption

of the popliteal artery, vein, and sciatic nerve, bilateral superior

and inferior pubic rami fractures, and the previously noted

closed left tibial fracture. Bilateral No. 8 French subclavian

introducers were placed, and volume resuscitation was contin-

ued with RL solution. A diagnostic peritoneal lavage was neg-

ative. She was then taken to the operating room for exploration

and subsequent amputation of the right leg at the level of the

soft tissue injury. Her intraoperative hemodynamic lability was

characterized by hypothermia, hypotension, and severe meta-

bolic acidosis. Her initial arterial pH in the operating room was

6.9 with a base deficit of -19.7 mmol/L. Despite continuing

crystalloid resuscitation, transfusion with 6 units of packed red

blood cells, and the administration of 200 mEq (4 ampules) of

NaHCO 3

, she arrived in the surgical intensive care unit (SICU)

with a pH of 7.07, a base deficit of —10.2 mmol/L, and a

serum lactate level of 4.7 mmol/L.

From the Department of Surgery, Division of Trauma, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, Nashville.

Resuscitation was continued in the SICU, where over the

next 12 hours she received a total of 7 liters of RL and 3 units

of packed red blood cells. During this time her base deficit

normalized to a level of —1.8 mmol/L, and the serum lactate,

which peaked at 6.0 mmol/L, dropped to 2.8 mmol/L. She de-

veloped adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) within the

first few hours of arrival in the SICU as manifested by bilateral

pulmonary infiltrates, severe V/Q mismatch and hypoxemia,

and normal filling pressures. She received high levels of ti-

trated ventilatory support, from which she was weaned over

the next several days. Throughout the entire SICU stay she

maintained good organ function, and was extubated and trans-

ferred to the ward on hospital day 15. Total IV fluid and blood

requirements for the first 24 hours after injury were 23 liters of

RL solution and 9 units of packed red blood cells.

Discussion

Hemorrhagic shock is a hypovolemic condition that

ultimately leads to severe perfusion deficits first at the

macrocirculatory and then at the microcirculatory lev-

els. If untreated, this results in organ failure at the cel-

lular level and subsequent death. Shock is best thought

of as an imbalance between oxygen supply and demand,

where the demand for oxygen exceeds the available

supply and leads to cellular ischemia and death. This

imbalance in oxygen transport leads to cellular acidosis

and the production of metabolites, the two most com-

monly measured being the serum lactate level and the

base deficit.

Traditional indicators of the severity of hypovolemic

shock, such as heart rate and blood pressure, are late

measures of poor perfusion, and are therefore insuffi-

cient for evaluating and treating traumatic shock .
3 -4 The

relationship between oxygen delivery and consumption,

as well as the cumulative oxygen debt in these patients,

has been shown to correlate with the incidence of sub-

sequent organ failure and survival .
5 This is consistent

with the concept that reduced tissue oxygenation due to

maldistributed or inadequate tissue perfusion limits

organ function and metabolism and adversely affects

outcome .

5

Both the serum lactate level and base deficit have

been shown to be useful and accurate in this setting .
1

The measurement of the base deficit has the added ad-
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Figure 1. Distribution of base deficit and mortality of the entire

population.

vantages of being both rapid and easily attainable, being

available in almost any emergency department. 6 Base

deficit has also been shown to be an accurate reflection

of volume deficit in hemorrhagic shock. 7 This is partic-

ularly useful in elderly patients who may be normoten-

sive but remain at significant risk of accumulating a sig-

nificant oxygen debt. 6

The accurate and early determination of the severity

of shock and injury remains the most important infor-

mation in the evaluation and treatment of trauma pa-

tients. In a review of 3,791 trauma admissions in which

an ABG was measured within the first 24 hours of

admission, Rutherford et al 6 found that a base deficit

of more than — 15 mmol/L was associated with an over-

all mortality of 69.7% (Fig. 1). Patients less than 55

% years old without a head injury and a base deficit of

M —15 mmol/L have a probability of mortality (Pm) of

O 0.25 (Fig. 2). For either older patients (>55 years old)

^
without a head injury or young patients with a closed

A head injury the corresponding base deficit associated

L with a Pm of 0.25 was —8 mmol/L. This information

j was found to be independent of admission systolic

blood pressure (classified as BP < or > 90 mm Hg)

(Fig. 3). This information would be especially useful

clinically in patients in whom resuscitation was begun

prior to or early during hospital admission, and may
have a “normal” blood pressure but still be sustaining a

significant, ongoing metabolic insult that would other-

wise go undetected. Such patients would perhaps bene-

fit from aggressive measures to prevent further in-

creases in oxygen debt, such as truncating emergency

department evaluations and/or operative procedures.6

In addition to evaluating injury severity, the base

deficit may also be used as an indicator of volume def-

icit and as an index of volume resuscitation in these

patients. In a review of 209 trauma victims, Davis et al 2

found that the volume of fluid required for resuscitation

was greater in patients with the more severe base defi-

cit. Furthermore, the base deficit increased (became

more negative) despite volume resuscitation in 23% of

the patients, and of these, 65% had continuing hemor-

rhage. This suggests that a base deficit that does not

improve or worsens may indicate continuing blood loss

even in the face of stable vital signs. Also, base deficit

has been shown to return more rapidly towards normal

than serum lactate during volume resuscitation during

Mortality Curves
1= Aq e < 55 / No CHI

2= Age>55/No CHI or Ag e < 55/CH

I

Figure 2. Mortality curves for (1) age <55 years without a head injury

and (2) age <55 years with a head injury or age >55 years without

a head injury.

Mortality Curves
1= Age < 55 / No CHI

2= Age >55/No CHI or Age<55/CHI
sol id=bp>90, doshed=bp<90

Figure 3. Mortality curves with the effect of blood pressure.
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hemorrhagic shock. 1 This, combined with the shorter

turn-around time and wider availability of base deficit

measurements as compared to lactate measurements,

makes the base deficit even more useful in this context.

Volume resuscitation that results in an improvement in

base deficit should be continued until the base deficit

returns towards normal. A base deficit that worsens or

does not improve should prompt the physician to look

for other signs of continuing blood loss and occult injury.

Measurement of the base deficit also has utility in

the prediction of outcome mortality in multiple blunt

trauma patients. When examined alone and in combina-

tion with other variables in patients with blunt liver

trauma, base deficit was shown to correlate in a long

normal fashion with mortality, and was shown to be

more predictive of mortality than plasma lactate levels. 8

In this group of patients the level that corresponded

with a 50% mortality rate was —11.8 mmol/L and a

level of —26.0 mmol/L was associated with a 95% mor-

tality. When combined with admission Glasgow Coma
Scale (GCS) in this study, the base deficit and GCS
together had the greatest likelihood of prediction of out-

come. Furthermore, Rutherford et al 6 found base deficit

to add information to and enhance the predictive ability

of both the Revised Trauma Score9 and TRISS, 10 thus

making a case for its inclusion in future trauma and

ICU scoring systems.

Summary
Base deficit is an expeditious and sensitive measure

of both the degree and duration of inadequate perfusion,

and has utility in the clinical evaluation and manage-

ment of victims of trauma. It is rapid, accurate, and

widely available, and as such may be very useful in the

initial evaluation of these patients; it may also be used

to help guide and assess the adequacy of volume resus-

citation. It has in addition both clinical value and re-

search potential in predicting outcome in these patients,

and may be a useful tool to both the clinician and the

researcher. /~ S
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Vanderbilt Morning Report

Fever and Rash in a Young Woman

Case Report
A healthy 19-year-old man presented himself to Vanderbilt

Hospital because of the development over the past week of a

tender “inflamed" lesion on his left cheek. He had been seen

four days earlier by a dermatologist, who believed the lesion

was due to cystic acne. Oral prednisone was prescribed, and

the lesion decreased slightly in size, but fever, chills, headache,

and diarrhea had begun suddenly the day before admission to

Vanderbilt Hospital. He noted the gradual appearance of a

“rash” on his abdomen, palms, and the dorsum of his feet, and

his eyes were “red and irritated.”

Physical examination showed an ill man with a temperature

of 102°F, blood pressure 100/70 mm Hg, pulse 90/min, res-

pirations 20/min. A 1.5-cm fluctuant erythematous papule

was present over the left zygomatic arch. Pupils were equal

and reactive; marked bilateral conjunctival erythema was

present. His neck was supple, and there were no enlarged

lymph nodes. The pharynx was erythematous but without ex-

udate. Examination of the heart, lungs, and abdomen were

normal. No edema was present. Neurologic examination was

normal. An erythematous, confluent blanching rash was
present on the dorsum of the hands and feet and over the

entire abdomen.
Laboratory data included sodium 133 mEq/L with BUN 13

mg/dl and creatinine 1.1 mg/dl. PT and PTT were normal. Uri-

nalysis showed 40 white blood cells and bilirubin was present.

The WBC count was 18,600/cu mm (5% bands), PCV 48%,
and platelet count 228,000/cu mm. Radiograph of the chest

was normal.

The patient was admitted with the diagnosis of early staph-

ylococcal toxic shock syndrome. After blood and urine cultures

were obtained, empiric antimicrobial therapy was started with

intravenous nafcillin, and incision and drainage of the facial

lesion was performed. Gram stain showed gram-positive cocci

in clusters. Blood cultures remained negative, and the patient

rapidly improved. Medication was changed to dicloxacillin on

the third hospital day, and the patient was discharged with a

wound drain in place; it was removed after one week with

satisfactory healing.

Discussion

Toxic shock syndrome was initially described in

1927 as “staphylococcal scarlet fever.” 1 It received

more attention in 1980 with the occurrence of an

epidemic in menstruating women associated with the

use of super-absorbent tampons. 2 Staphylococcus

aureus associated with the syndrome has been found to

produce toxic shock syndrome toxin (TSST-1), an

enterotoxin, in 40% of nonmenstrual cases and nearly

all cases associated with menstruation. In strains that do

not produce TSST-1, other enterotoxins are present that

Presented by Paul J. Sabbatini, M.D., Hugh J. Morgan chief medical

resident, Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville.

are strong in-vitro inducers of interleukin- 1 . In addition

to cases associated with the use of tampons, the syn-

drome has been associated with other staphylococcal

infections, including empyema, osteomyelitis, peri-

tonsillar abscess, and subcutaneous abscess as in this

patient. 3

Common symptoms and signs include fever, diffuse

myalgia, arthralgia, and diarrhea. The classic rash is a

diffuse, blanching, macular erythroderma that generally

fades in two to three days. The rash is usually followed

in five to ten days by desquamation. Nonexudative

pharyngitis, “strawberry tongue,” and conjunctivitis are

common, and diffuse muscle tenderness is often pres-

ent. Laboratory abnormalities may include hypocalce-

mia, thrombocytopenia, azotemia, elevated hepatic en-

zymes, elevated CPK, and abnormal urinary sediment.

Blood cultures are frequently negative. 2 The constella-

tion of symptoms proposed by the Centers for Disease

Control for diagnosis include fever, diffuse erythro-

derma with subsequent desquamation, hypotension,

clinical or laboratory evidence of involvement of three

organ systems such as renal, muscular, hepatic hemato-

logic, or mucous membrane abnormalities, and no other

obvious cause of the illness. Atypical cases that do not

meet all criteria are frequently reported, suggesting a

wide spectrum of severity. 3

Treatment includes supportive care and an anti-

staphylococcal penicillin such as nafcillin. Drainage and

irrigation of the infected area, along with foreign body

removal (sutures, tampons), are important adjuncts to

therapy.4

Toxic shock syndrome should be considered in the

presence of any unexplained febrile, exanthematous

multisymptom illness. Cases of toxic shock syndrome

associated with subcutaneous lesions or surgical wound

infections show that a life-threatening illness may result

from seemingly innocuous or subtle infections at the

site. 2
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An Unusual Pneumonia

Case Report
A 61 -year-old man was admitted to St. Thomas Hospital

complaining of increasing shortness of breath. A recent diag-

nosis of cardiomyopathy had been made following two myo-
cardial infarctions, one in 1982 and the second four weeks be-

fore this admission, when an echocardiogram revealed diastolic

dysfunction and anteroseptal hypokinesis. The ejection fraction

was estimated at 40%. When discharged from the hospital, fu-

rosemide, oral nitrates, and a calcium channel blocker were

prescribed. Two weeks after discharge he noted increasing

shortness of breath, which increased to the point that he was

dyspneic at rest and required a wheelchair. He had a nonpro-

ductive cough and low-grade fever, and a radiograph of the

lung revealed a few patchy areas of diffuse infiltrate. His WBC
count was normal. He was treated with an oral fluoroquinolone

antibiotic for 14 days without improvement.

On the day of admission, he looked ill and was in moderate

respiratory distress; he had lost 10 lb in four weeks. There was

no history of nausea, vomiting, orthopnea, or chest pain. He
had stopped smoking in 1982. There was no known exposure

to tuberculosis, and he had not traveled. There was no history

of asthma or hypersensitivity. The blood pressure was 108/60

mm Hg, pulse 82/min, respirations 26/min. and temperature

100.6°F orally. The remainder of the physical examination was

normal except that scattered rales were heard over both lungs.

The jugular veins were not distended.

He was treated with broad-spectrum antibiotics and in-

tranasal oxygen. Arterial oxygen saturation was 93% while he

was receiving 4 liters oxygen per minute. Cultures of the blood

were negative, and examination of the sputum revealed no spe-

cific etiologic organism. Repeat chest radiograph showed an

increase in diffuse infiltrates that were primarily peripheral.

Bronchoscopy with transbronchial biopsy revealed lympho-

cytes and eosinophils.

Discussion

Since Loffler first described the association of pul-

monary infiltrates with pulmonary and/or peripheral

blood eosinophilia over 50 years ago, the classification

of eosinophilic pneumonia has expanded to include dis-

eases of known and unknown etiology. 1

In 1969, Liebow and Carrington 2 described a chronic

eosinophilic pneumonia (CEP) in patients who had pro-

gressive dyspnea, fever, weight loss, peripheral blood

eosinophilia, and a chest radiograph showing peripheral

Presented by Thaddeus Beeker, M.D., chief medical resident, St.

Thomas Hospital, Nashville.

pulmonary infiltrates. This syndrome is twice as likely

to occur in woman as in men, and the peak incidence is

in the fourth decade of life. 1 A history of asthma is

present in 50% of patients. A peripheral eosinophilia is

seen in 90%. The hallmark on the chest radiograph is a

peripheral infiltrate described as the “photographic neg-

ative of pulmonary edema.”2 As more experience is

gained in diagnosing this disorder, this radiographic

finding may be present in only 30% of patients, the

other patients having diffuse infiltrates. Bronchoalveolar

lavage is a useful diagnostic technique. 3 -4 Broncho-

alveolar fluid with more than 25% eosinophils has been

found to be representative of eosinophilic pneumonia in

patients without asthma or other systemic infection. 5 A
rapid response to steroid therapy is characteristic of

CEP.

In addition to the chronic form, acute eosinophilic

pneumonia (AEP) has been described as having a sud-

den onset of dyspnea, fever, hypoxemia, and

bronchoalveolar eosinophilia. The acute form is less

often associated with peripheral eosinophilia, asthma, or

female gender. AEP likewise responds quickly to corti-

costeroids but is less likely to relapse than the chronic

form.

The differential diagnosis of pulmonary infiltrates

with eosinophilia is extensive. It includes broncho-

pulmonary aspergillosis, asthma, fungal infections, sys-

temic lupus erythematosus, sarcoidosis, Churg-Strauss

vasculitis, parasitic infections, and Hodgkin’s disease. 2 -6

CEP should be considered in any patient having periph-

eral infiltrates on chest radiograph. Recognition and

treatment of this disorder can lead to rapid clinical

improvement. r y
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Department of Health Report

HIV Reporting in Tennessee: Impact and Trends

LAUREL WOOD

On Jan. 1, 1992, the Tennessee Department of

Health (TDH) implemented an HIV reporting require-

ment. The requirement was instituted recognizing that

adequate prevention and control measures against HIV
disease could be provided only by looking at the entire

disease spectrum rather than just at AIDS, the end re-

sult. During a 1991 TDH-sponsored survey of Tennes-

see physicians most likely to see HIV+ persons, the

vast majority (86%) expressed support of HIV reporting

by name. Both the TDH and physicians recognized that

HIV information could assist with partner notification

efforts and allow early patient referral to appropriate

medical, social, and community services.

In spite of these benefits, there was considerable spec-

ulation at the time that this move would have a negative

impact on HIV counseling and testing (C&T) with

many high-risk persons not appearing due to fear of po-

tential discrimination. However, a comparison for sim-

ilar time periods before and after the implementation of

reporting indicates C&T activity has more than doubled.

During the first six months of 1991, 9,634 persons

received HIV counseling and testing at a TDH C&T
site. During the same period in 1 992, 20, 1 65 persons were

tested, for a 107% increase. A comparison of the two

time periods also indicates increased positivity rates in

women, blacks, and individuals infected through injecting

drugs or through heterosexual transmission. Although

persons indicating homosexual/bisexual risk decreased

as a percentage of those being tested, there was actually

an increase in the real numbers of persons being tested

when 1991 figures are compared with 1992 (1,420 vs.

1,642, respectively). The increase in numbers of persons

testing positive in the “no identified/acknowledged risk”

category may be the result of the publicity surrounding

Magic Johnson, causing an increase in testing of high-

risk persons who were unwilling to acknowledge any

high-risk behavior. Table 1 provides a more detailed

look at testing results in TDH C&T locations.

In addition to the information obtained from C&T
sites, which serve a self-selected population, a more

comprehensive picture may be obtained by looking at

HIV reports. From Jan. 1 through Aug. 31, 1992, 644

From the Tennessee Department of Health. Ms. Wood is director of the

Department’s AIDS Program.

HIV reports were received by the TDH. The majority

(380, or 59%) of persons with HIV were reported by

non-health department health care professionals, includ-

ing private physicians (14%) and personnel at hospitals

(23%), laboratories (12%), blood banks (3.5%), correc-

tional facilities (3.5%), and other private sector loca-

tions (3%). The other 264 (41%) were persons testing

positive in the TDH C&T sites and other clinics.

These HIV reports provide a more current profile of

the epidemic in Tennessee than AIDS case reports do,

since they represent infection occurring as much as

TABLE 1

COUNSELING AND TESTING ACTIVITY, TDH SITES,

FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 1991 AND 1992

Jan-June Jan-June

1991 1992

(n=9,634) (n=20,165)

# (%) # (%)

Total HIV + 318
( 3) 401

( 2)

Tested, by Gender

Male 5,275 (55) 9,786 (49)

Female 4,359 (45) 10,379 (51)

HIV+ Tests, by Gender

Male 282 (89) 324 (81)

Female 36 (11) 77 (19)

Tested, by Race

White 6,332 (66) 12,453 (62)

Black 3,154 (33) 7,449 (37)

Other 148
( 1) 263

( D
HIV+ Tests, by Race

White 171 (54) 161 (40)

Black 141 (44) 234 (58)

Other 6 ( 2) 6
( 2)

Tested, by Self-Reported Risk

Homosexual/Bisexual 1,420 (15) 1,642 ( 8)

Heterosexual 1,698 (18) 3,314 (17)

STD diagnosis 0 ( 0) 1,902 ( 9)

Sex using/for Drugs 411
( 4) 1,393 ( 7)

No acknowledged risk 5,885 (61) 1 1 ,043 (55)

Other 220
( 2) 871

( 4)

HIV-t- Tests, by Self-Reported Risk

Homosexual/Bisexual 217 (68) 221 (55)

Heterosexual 59 (19) 86 (21)

STD diagnosis 0
( 0) 15

( 4)

Sex using/for Drugs 7
( 2) 12

( 3)

No acknowledged risk 32 (10) 62 (16)

Other 3
( 1) 5

( 1)
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TABLE 2

TENNESSEE CASE REPORTS FOR AIDS AND HIV*

BY GENDER, RACE, AGE, AND RISK FACTOR

AIDS HIV

(n=2,184) (n=644)

# (%) # (%)

Gender

Male 2,032 (93.0) 514 (79.8)

Female 152
( 7.0) 130 (20.2)

Race

White 1,551 (71.0) 293 (45.5)

Black 606 (27.8) 345 (53.6)

Other 27
( 1-2) 6

( 0.9)

Age

Birth - 12 27
( 1.2) 12

( 1-9)

13 - 19 13
( 0.6) 22

( 3.4)

20 - 29 574 (26.3) 268 (41.6)

30 - 39 1,011 (46.3) 239 (37.1)

40 - 49 389 (17.8) 79 (12.3)

Over 49 170
( 7.8) 24

( 3.7)

Mode of Transmission

Homosexual/Bisexual male 1,504 (68.9) 304 (47.2)

Injecting drug user 212
( 9-7) 111 (17.3)

Homosexual male and IDU 165
( 7.6) 35

( 5.4)

Heterosexual intercourse 124
( 5.7) 81 (12.6)

Adult hemophiliac 62
( 2.8) 5

( 0.8)

Adult transfusion 60
( 2.7) 6

( 0.9)

Adult risk undetermined** 32
( 1.5) 91 (14.1)

Mother HIV+ (perinatal) 15
( 0.7) 9

( 1.4)

Pediatric hemophiliac 7
( 0.3) 2

( 0.3)

Pediatric transfusion 3
( 0.1) 0

( 0.0)

*HIV reports: 1/1/92 - 8/31/92

AIDS reports: 1982 - 8/31/92

** Majority of cases remain under investigation. The increased level of persons

indicating “no identified risk” is due to reports being received just after people

have been diagnosed, when they may be less likely to identify a risk. Additionally,

these reports are received from medical providers for whom time may be inade-

quate to delve into risk behaviors with the patient.

seven to ten or more years ago. A consideration of age-

specific information of these HIV cases provides an

ominous look at the future of HIV infection in Tennes-

see. Twenty-two (3.4%) of the state’s HIV reports were

of persons 13 to 19 years of age; the overwhelming ma-

jority of these were women (15, or 68%) and blacks

(17, or 77%).

Across all age groups, increasing HIV infection is

indicated not only among women, blacks, and adoles-

cents, but also among persons infected due to heterosex-

ual intercourse and injecting drug use. Less than half of

HIV+ persons indicated homosexual/bisexual behavior

as the primary mode of transmission, compared with

69% for AIDS case reports. Table 2 provides a compari-

son of AIDS and HIV reports across a variety of variables.

As clearly indicated by the data from both TDH
C&T sites and the first six months of HIV reporting, the

“face of AIDS” is changing within the state. Tennes-

see’s medical providers must remain vigilant to the possi-

bility of HIV infection in patients who heretofore may
not have been considered at risk. The new world of HIV
infection is not a distant possibility, either in time or geo-

graphic location. It has arrived in Tennessee. IT S
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month

Who’s My Doctor?

J. KELLEY AVERY, M.D.

Case Report
Fourteen years after two visits to the primary care physi-

cian one week apart for an upper respiratory infection, the pa-

tient went to this physician with a history of having checked

his blood pressure in the supermarket and getting a reading of

200/105 mm Hg; he made the appointment to have his blood

pressure checked. Examination revealed a moderately over-

weight 54-year-old man with a blood pressure of 180/94 mm
Hg. Otherwise the examination was not remarkable. A beta-

blocker and a mild diuretic were prescribed and he was told to

return in three weeks. He returned at the appropriate time, feel-

ing better, and with a 6-lb weight loss and a blood pressure of

160/88 mm Hg. No return visit was scheduled.One month later

the patient was sent to the emergency room (ER) of a large

hospital in a major city with a note from his physician. The ER
physician saw the man, who was complaining of chest pain,

some diaphoresis, and marked apprehension about his condition.

The examination in the ER consisted of the usual physical,

which was essentially normal. The blood pressure was 145/90

mm Hg, pulse 1 10/min, and a chest normal to percussion and

auscultation. An EKG revealed the characteristic findings of

acute ischemia and the chest x-ray was reported as showing

“an abnormality in the right superior mediastinal contour

which may simply be related to ectasia of the vasculature. I

could not entirely exclude adenopathy or mass in this area.

Follow-up is recommended as felt to be clinically indicated.

Impression: Right superior mediastinal abnormality. Ectatic

vasculature vs mediastinal mass or adenopathy. Follow-up or

captured tomography is recommended.”
The man was admitted with the diagnosis of myocardial

ischemia and hypertension. On the next day the chest x-ray

again was reported to show a “nodular appearing infiltrate pro-

jects into the right upper lung area.” An apical lordotic view

was suggested to help to more precisely define the abnormality.

A cardiac catheterization showed severe coronary athero-

sclerosis and some dyskinesia involving the anterior wall of

the left ventricle. The following day the patient had a CAB
with six-vessel bypass grafting.

The man did well after surgery. There were almost daily

chest x-rays, without specific reference to the previously de-

scribed lesion. A letter to the referring physician on the fifth

postoperative day described the excellent progress of the pa-

tient. Reports of all the x-rays taken in the hospital were sent

to the primary care doctor. The discharge summary, which

contained a reference to “pulmonary nodules,” was sent to the

Dr. Avery is chairman of the Loss Prevention Committee. State Volun-

teer Mutual Insurance Company, Brentwood, and associate director of Med-

ical Affairs, St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville.

The Case of the Month is taken from actual Tennessee closed claims. An
attempt is made to fictionalize the material in order to make it less easy to

identify. If you recognize your own case, please be assured that it is pre-

sented solely for the purpose of emphasizing the issues presented.

cardiologist and the family physician (FP). The patient was

discharged with an appointment to see the cardiologist in two

weeks.

The patient was followed by the cardiologist with letters to

the FP until about three months after surgery.

For the next year, the patient was followed by his FP. He
was seen intermittently for medication refills, blood pressure

checks, etc. On one occasion, the patient was seen by his FP
for a “sinus infection.” The history on that occasion indicated

that he had “spit up some bright red blood.” Antibiotics were

given, and the condition appeared to clear. The patient contin-

ued to do well until 14 months after the surgery, when he

called the FP’s office complaining of right shoulder pain.

Symptomatic treatment was prescribed over the phone, and he

was instructed to come in if the pain persisted. Two months

later he did come in with continued pain in the right shoulder.

Every two weeks after that time, the patient came in to seen his

doctor with continuing pain in the left chest and shoulder. He
was treated symptomatically on each occasion.

The FP did a chest x-ray on one of the visits about 18

months after the initial report of a possible mass in the right

upper chest. This film showed a well-defined lesion in the right

chest which was diagnosed as bronchogenic carcinoma, which

proved to be inoperable. The patient was given palliative treat-

ment, including x-ray therapy to the right chest.

Loss Prevention Comments
This case represents an example of the frequent fail-

ure to make a timely diagnosis and to initiate treatment.

With too much regularity, these cases turn on a report

or test that is overlooked or not received in the first

place. In this instance, the FP felt that the consultants

would follow up on a finding of such severity, and, in a

progress note a few days before discharge, the surgeon

stated, “Will check the chest x-ray and get sputum cul-

tures.” The cultures were obtained, but the chest x-ray

was not repeated. Even the discharge summary talks

about the “pulmonary nodules” and states that the pa-

tient is “discharged with an appointment to see the

cardiologist.”

Where does the ultimate responsibility lie in a case

such as this one? I am sure that those of us who regu-

larly refer patients to a medical center for tertiary care

would contend that the FP could reasonably conclude

that the consulting surgeon and/or the cardiologist

would follow up on this new finding first discovered on

the admission chest film. In fact, a good case could be

made for delaying this kind of surgery until some defin-

itive diagnosis could be made with regard to the possi-
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ble disease in the right chest. In reality, this man was

subjected to a life-threatening operation when, depend-

ing on the circumstances, he might well have chosen to

avoid such a surgical exercise had he known that he had

a malignancy in his lung that was inoperable.

On the other hand, the surgeon and the cardiologist

would contend that they were justified in leaving the

further investigation of the chest condition to the FP.

No matter on which side of this issue you find your-

self, you must conclude that the practice of all three

physicians involved was below the expected standard of

care. The FP should have made note of the reports of

the chest x-ray and repeated those studies when the pa-

tient returned to his care. It must be noted that the car-

diologist saw this patient for two months following the

operation and did not investigate the chest findings. The

surgeon, who was the attending physician in the hospi-

tal, stated that the chest condition would be re-studied

before discharge. It was not!

To underline the vagaries of the legal environment in

which we have to live, only the FP was sued and only

the FP had to be reported to the Data Bank! Under the

current State Supreme Court ruling establishing the doc-

trine of Comparative Negligence, all three physicians

could have been found negligent whether or not they

had been named in the plaintiff’s action. The patient

obviously believed that his doctor was his family physi-

cian , and held him responsible for not following up on

the abnormal chest x-ray. r S
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CARE Program Update

Tennessee Physicians Join National Effort

To End Domestic Violence

ROBERT BOWERS, M.D., Chairman

TMA Communications and Public Service Committee

Battering is the single major cause of injury to

women. This chilling FBI statistic reveals the level of

violence in American homes.

Domestic violence has reached epidemic proportions

in this country. Consider these numbers:

• A quarter of all couples in the United States are

believed to be in violent relationships.

• Attacks by husbands on wives result in more inju-

ries requiring medical treatment than rape, auto acci-

dents, and muggings combined.

• Twenty-five percent of all female suicide attempts

are related to battering.

Women aren’t the only victims of domestic violence.

In half of the homes where women are battered, chil-

dren also are beaten.

Children exposed to this violence grow up believing

that violence is normal and an acceptable outlet for ag-

gression or anger. Eighty-five percent of the men in

prison and 90% of rapists report they were raised in

violent homes.

The frail elderly also are targets of abuse. In Tennes-

see last year there were 2,800 reports of abuse, neglect,

or exploitation of persons over age 60. Twenty-one percent

of the victims were abused or neglected by relatives.

Physicians can play a crucial role in breaking the

generational cycle of violence. The Tennessee Medical

Association has joined forces with the American Medi-

cal Association for the Physicians’ Campaign Against

Family Violence.

This campaign needs your grassroots support. The

people in your community need to know that physicians

care about domestic violence and are willing to lend a

hand to end abuse.

Victims of domestic violence often suffer in silence,

too ashamed to talk about the abuse. Because of this

silence, medical professionals seldom identify these vic-

tims. Thirty-five percent of women visiting hospital

emergency rooms are there for symptoms related to

continuing abuse, yet only 5% are identified as domes-

tic violence victims.

Local medical societies are an ideal place for physi-

cians to learn about the scope of domestic violence. An
orientation seminar for local physicians can provide in-

formation about how to recognize the signs of domestic

violence and help victims find appropriate support

services.

There are 30 domestic violence shelters across Ten-

nessee where women and their children may seek a safe

haven while trying to rebuild their lives. Physicians

need to familiarize themselves with the services pro-

vided by these shelters, as well as services available

from other agencies.

Many Tennessee counties already have domestic vi-

olence advocacy teams in place. These teams are com-

posed primarily of law enforcement and social service

personnel. Physicians can provide important insights to

those advocacy teams. In counties where these organi-

zations don’t exist, the TMA urges physicians to join

forces with hospital and other personnel to create such

advocacy groups.

Physicians don’t have to leave their offices to sup-

port an end to domestic violence. Asking patients the

right questions can elicit a wealth of information about

the source of injuries. Never ask, “What did you do to

deserve this?” Most victims already inappropriately

blame themselves for the abuse. Instead, physicians

may ask, “Did someone push you or was someone

threatening you?” This nonjudgmental questioning is

more likely to elicit honest answers.

Physicians are uniquely positioned to help curb fam-

ily violence. AMA research indicates 80% of Ameri-

cans feel they could tell a physician about family vio-

lence. The trust from patients is already there. It’s time

for Tennessee’s physicians to find the right tools for

dealing with this problem. r S
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Special Item

In a Heartbeat

DAVID E. REISER, M.D.

On July 3, 1991, Dr. Rick Sims, a second-year resident in

Anesthesiology at the University of Colorado Health Sciences

Center, was found dead in a call-room in University Hospital.

The cause of death was an overdose of Sufenta, a potent intra-

venous narcotic, which he had self-administered. In the ensu-

ing days, the event quickly became a media circus, with sensa-

tional accounts of his addiction and death saturating the

newspapers and local TV news channels. What these accounts

failed to address was the human dimension of the tragedy. Dr.

Sims was a physician of intellect, charm, and great promise.

He was 28 when he died. He left behind a wife, Beth, also 28,

and two young daughters, Jennie, age 2, and Betty, 4 months.

He left parents who grieve deeply for him. And he left his

teachers and peers at the University of Colorado in a state of

bewilderment, grief, and shock. Everyone involved felt a

gnawing sense of helplessness and guilt. How could his addic-

tive illness have advanced so far without detection? Why had

no one intervened? Once again, a young physician of promise

was dead from the twin diseases of alcoholism and drug addic-

tion. It was not the first time, and it will not be the last.

In the months since her husband’s death, Beth Sims has

spoken on several occasions to groups of medical students,

house officers, and physician spouses. Her message is straight-

forward: tragedies such as Rick’s are not inevitable. Addictive

disease, while a serious problem, does not have to turn into a

deadly one. A person suffering from addiction no longer has to

face an inevitable downward spiral of hopelessness, loss, pub-

lic disgrace, and the end of a medical career. Help is available,

and people do recover. Beth makes the point, moreover, that

no professional license is worth a human life.

In order to recover, however, afflicted physicians and their

families must first come out of the shadows and accept help.

This is something that virtually every addicted physician re-

sists stubbornly. To resist help is in the very nature of the

disease. Recovery almost always begins with detection and

confrontation by family, colleagues, and friends. When such a

confrontation cannot be effected (and it is seldom accom-

plished easily), addictive disease will invariably progress and

get worse.

With these realities in mind, Beth agreed to meet with the

Colorado Physician Health Program (CPHP) for an interview.

We initially wondered if we should publish the interview under

a pseudonym. But in the end, with Beth's agreement, we de-

cided to use real names. So much notoriety, innuendo, and

media insensitivity had already surrounded her husband's death

that we all decided it would be more helpful, and healing, to

publish the interview without disguise.

We met Beth at her place of employment. She has a strik-

ing presence—a petite, dark-haired woman with luminous, co-

balt-blue eyes, quick, decisive gestures, and a firm no nonsense

handshake. She approached the interview with friendliness and

just a hint of formality, but her grief and pain quickly became

apparent.

This article is reprinted with permission from the Colorado Physician

Health Program Newsletter, April 1992.

Dr. Reiser is editor of the Newsletter.

CPHP: Why don't you begin wherever you feel it is

appropriate?

Beth: They found Rick in a call-room at University

Hospital on July 3 and ... he was dead. He had over-

dosed on Sufenta. He had had a problem for a while. I’d

caught him. He’d come home eight or nine days before,

late, and told me that he had a problem. Like all ad-

dicts, he said he could handle it and it wasn’t a big deal.

He thought he could lick the problem if I’d support

him. I thought about asking him to leave the house. But

I didn’t. Even now, I'm not sure I would have done it

any differently.

I had found a needle in the bathroom under a throw-

rug nine months before that. That time it was morphine.

I had caught him one other time, using Versed. There

were a number of other times that I suspected it, but

couldn't prove it. And of course, like all addicts, he

lied.

We do know, in retrospect, that quite some time be-

fore all this, he’d been at a CPHP meeting. It wasn’t a

confrontation directed at him. It was one of those orien-

tation sessions for residents that they do. Rick was

there. Several people from CPHP remember him. But

somehow, when we had our last major confrontation,

eight or nine days before his death, CPHP never came up.

CPHP: Which is one of the problems with this ill-

ness. The disease fights to survive at all costs. When,

looking back on it, do you think Rick's problem began?

Beth: Maybe college. Maybe even high school. I

never saw anyone who could drink as much as he could

and still appear to be sober. It would be nothing for him

to have three or four huge eight ounce tumblers of Jack

Daniels and Coke over ice on a given evening. He was

doing that even back in college. Almost every night. It

never seemed to affect him. One time he said to me,

“I’m not an alcoholic because I only like Jack Daniels

and if they don’t have that, I don’t drink at all.” And,

for many years, that was true.

I first recall really being troubled by his drinking

when he was in his third year of medical school. I went

with a friend to a self-help group at that point. Actually,

I started going because I was working with a woman
whose husband had a definite problem, and she wanted

me to bolster her resolve, so she wouldn’t have to go to

the meetings alone. I said, “Sure, I don’t have any prob-
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lem with going to those meetings. Rick is always study-

ing, or out playing poker with his friends, anyway.”

From the outset, Rick hated my going there. Be-

cause, you know, it was obvious what effect all this had

on me. Even though I had gone not consciously think-

ing that I was there because Rick had a problem, I

would go and all these women would be sitting around,

talking about how to better themselves and the kind of

a position they were in because of their alcoholic

spouse, and it was easy for me to begin to decide,

“Well, maybe Rick is an alcoholic, after all.” He drank

too much. Too often. Way too much. And it never ap-

peared to affect him at all. How can you drink that

much and not get drunk? Unless you have a problem.

What I learned at the group began to open my eyes.

Ultimately, I quit going after several months. It was

a summer thing. I had had the time and told myself in

the fall that I had gotten too busy. But I had also begun

to sense that it was causing me more problems in some

ways than it was solving. It was rocking the boat, to say

the least. It certainly threatened Rick. So, I quit going

and a short time later I got pregnant with our older

daughter, Jennie. To be honest with you, I started to feel

like a hypocrite. Here I was, getting pregnant. If I really

was acknowledging that this man was an alcoholic, then

why was I going out and getting pregnant? The truth is,

for why I quit going, is that, in the end, it was just

easier . .

.

CPHP: It sounds like you and Rick both said a si-

lent prayer that, maybe, if you just hoped hard enough,

the problem would somehow recede and go away, and

you could go on with the life you had planned for

yourselves.

Beth: That’s right. That’s exactly right. You just

hope that it will all go away ... So that’s what we did and

nine months later, we had a baby. It happened real fast,

too. I was pregnant within a month of starting to try.

You know, I think part of the problem was, for so

long Rick was so lucky. He was lucky and charming. I

remember, he was pulled over for a DUI about three

months before he died. He was 1/1 00th of a point under

the legal limit ... So they let him sit there for several

hours until he was legal and then let him go. No ticket.

No reprimand. If it had been me. I'd have been ticketed.

Maybe put in jail! But Rick seemed to be charmed.

He’d always squeak out of trouble.

CPHP: Do you sometimes wonder, if Rick hadn’t

been such a Golden Boy, if he hadn’t been so graced,

and charming . . .

Beth: That he might still be alive? All the time! Or

if I'd pushed the point more. I feel guilty. His parents

feel guilty. We all let him squeak by. He was the luck-

iest person. He was truly charming. And he always got

away with it—always. Until he didn't get away with it,

and it was too late. You can’t help wondering what the

implications were, of your letting him get away with it.

so many times, even though at the time you thought you

were doing it because of his career, because this time he

was really going to try. You thought you were doing it out

of love. And, in a way, you were. Doing it out of love.

And now. I’ve got a daughter who is just like him.

It's really spooky sometimes. She has exactly the same

traits he had.

CPHP: And you’re worried that . .

.

Beth: Positively! I mean, what am I going to tell

these kids about their father? At some point they have

to know. Fortunately, she’s only 3. I don't have to tell

her for a while. But, yeah, she scares me. She works

me, and charms me, just like he did.

But getting back to Rick: I was about three months

pregnant with our younger daughter, Betty, when I

caught him with the needle the first time. He was near

the end of his internship. It was morphine. I remember

wondering, “Why would an intern have morphine?”

I was in the powder room and I remember that I told

myself I was just neatening things up. So, I moved a

throw-rug and found it. But I think I’d gone in there

looking. He wasn’t acting right that evening, weaving,

slurring his speech a little . . . Oh, I remember! He’d

come down to the laundry room that evening, unusually

cheerful. I was folding clothes and he asked if he could

help. I didn't even think he knew where the laundry

room was! This was most definitely not normal. “Uh
uh,” I said to myself. “What’s wrong?” He was standing

there smiling, weaving. So, I discovered the needle that

night and confronted him.

“What’s this doing in the bathroom?” I said.

And he lied to me.

I remember, I was incensed. Incensed, hurt, and angry.

And I remember—he was scared. I threatened to kick

him out that night. To leave him. And I was serious. I

was going to tell his parents. I was going to tell the

whole world. And now, I think, if only I had. If only I’d

followed through on that threat, I wonder what might

have happened. Would it have turned out differently?

And he told me, he promised me—and this would be

the only promise he would ever break in the 12 years I

knew him—he promised me that if he ever did it again,

he would move out.

The second time I caught him, I said, “That’s it! You
are out of here! I don’t want your stuff here. I am not

raising my children in this kind of environment! Pack

your bags and get out!”

But he pleaded.

“No,” he said. “I want to stay. We can work this out.

I want to do something about this. Together. I know we
can handle it if we just stick together.”

How do you ignore that? When this is the person

you love? This is the father of your children. And you

so desperately want to believe that it’s true.

So, he promised, once more. And that was the last

time I caught him. It was eight days before he died.

I remember, we talked that night about Narcotics

Anonymous. He was going to solve this problem. We
would do whatever it took.
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But I also recall something else from that night.

Something very disturbing. I had found another needle.

It was a real small gauge needle. And I had called him

at the hospital and confronted him.

“You’d better get your story straight,” I said. “Be-

cause I think you’ve been lying to me.”

I remember that he said he’d be right home, and it

ended up being an hour and a half. He said he’d just

been driving around. But you know—this is terrible, but

I think he needed the time to shoot more drugs before

he was emotionally prepared to face me that night.

He came home, anyway, that much later, and said,

“Beth, I think I’ve got a serious problem.”

For the first time he said he was willing to do any-

thing. He was willing to go to counseling. He was will-

ing to go to Narcotics Anonymous. He knew he had a

really serious problem and he was finally ready to con-

front it.

He was full of sincerity and contrition that night . . .

But the next morning, it was a whole different story.

The denial, the defensiveness all came back.

To be honest with you, up to the very end I don’t

think I had any idea of how really serious this situation

had become. I kept hoping that, if I just didn't look, it

would somehow go away.

CPHP: It’s very possible that he was feeling the

same emotions himself. If he just shot up one last time,

and gave himself a few more precious hours of psy-

chological peace, then, in the morning, he’d find the

strength and resolve to lick the problem, for once and

for all.

Beth: That morning, anyway, after all the promises

of the night before, he started to back-peddle. I remem-

ber he was really concerned about losing his career. I

mean—that was a big deal! He didn’t want to teach

high school chemistry or work in a lab. He couldn't

imagine any life, other than being a doctor. And so on

and so forth. And in truth, he'd always wanted to be a

doctor. Since he was a kid. He never ever wanted any-

thing else. So, in the end, I relented on my threats. One

last time. And then, a week later, he was dead.

CPHP: Were you surprised by his death?

Beth: Yes and no. It wasn’t completely unexpected.

When his Chairman phoned me, he asked me if he

could come over and talk with me, that something had

happened to Rick. I knew it must have something to do

with drugs. I didn’t know if he’d been caught stealing

them, or if he was dead. I admit, the thought did cross

my mind. But, no, deep down I wasn’t surprised.

CPHP: How has it been for you since Rick’s death?

Beth: There are good days and bad days. If I think

only about today, it’s easier than if I think about the

things that will never be. I always wanted a 50th wed-

ding anniversary. We wanted another baby. That will

never happen. I mean, I could have another baby, but

we were going to have another baby.

CPHP: You still miss him a lot.

Beth: Every day! Every minute! And some days, I

get really angry and I think, “If I had to have him back

the way he was, lying to me, that ... I wouldn’t want

him . .
.” And then I think, “Oh yes I would!” I realize

that I’d take him back for an hour. For a minute. For-

ever. Because—he didn’t know. He just didn’t know. It

was too unbelievable that this was really happening to

him. That his life was ending this way, when he’d had

so much going, so much promise. When he was so

young. Yet—how could it ever happen, that anybody so

bright would not know? I'm still not sure I understand

it, really.

CPHP: You know, it hasn't been that long.

Beth: Things stick out . . . Picking out the casket

was horrible. I think that anybody who has an addiction,

or contemplates suicide, should have to go visit a fu-

neral home and pick out a casket for someone they love.

It’s an incredibly cruel thing to do to somebody. The

decisions I had to make. Was I going to bury him or

cremate him? I mean, I knew that everyone dies. But, to

die at 28, with such an incredibly bright future ahead of

him. Somebody so lucky. How could it happen to him?!

CPHP: This is still pretty painful for you, bringing

all this up again.

Beth: Yes. But in an odd way, it helps. It’s some-

thing you have to go through.

CPHP: It is very much appreciated. But let me ask,

while we’re on the subject, why do you do all these

things? Speaking to medical groups? Giving interviews

such as this one?

Beth: Because nobody should have to go through

this. Nobody should have to do this. Nobody should

have to bury their 28-year-old husband, because they

didn't know what addiction really does.

And that was me. I didn’t know. And if Rick knew

how serious this whole thing was, he either didn’t be-

lieve it, or he didn’t want to believe it. He just couldn’t

hang on to the reality of where the addiction was actu-

ally taking him. Where it would end. And where it did

end. Nobody should have to go through that.

CPHP: If somebody out there reads this article,

someone who is addicted, or someone who loves some-

one who is addicted, and you could tell them one

thing—what would that be?

Beth: That there are more important things than los-

ing your medical license. Like, losing your life.

CPHP: There’s a bit of “what if’ in this next ques-

tion, but, for the reader—knowing what you know
now, are there things you wish you could have done

differently?

Beth: You have to be very careful when you allow

your mind to start with the “what if’ scenarios. It can be

really dangerous. That leads to guilt. To the useless pain
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and the really dark times. And yet, you can’t help ask-

ing yourself, “What if . .
.?” I would ask myself, even if

you didn’t.

Let’s see: Given what I now know, I wish I would

have called his Chairman. I didn’t know about CPHP. If

I could have had two things, and if I could go back,

that’s what I would have done—called his Chairman,

and called CPHP.

CPHP: So, you think that, maybe if word gets out

more about CPHP, so that people have it firmly in their

minds that it's there . . .

Beth: If I'd known about it, and if I’d really be-

lieved that it was anonymous, and was really safe, I

would definitely have called. Over the last year, I

thought about calling any number of people, any num-

ber of times. But you're scared. You don’t know who

can really be trusted when someone suffers from this

disease. I didn't know who was safe. And, in retrospect,

I have to say one more time: I really didn’t know how
unimportant a medical license really is.

CPHP: Is there anything about the system of educa-

tion that Rick was a part of that you think should

change?

Beth: I think that maybe some people with this dis-

ease should think twice about Anesthesiology as a spe-

cialty. I imagine that Rick wouldn’t agree with that. But

maybe, for him, it was just too dangerous. At some

point, you have to be able to stand up for yourself. You
have to be able to say, “Maybe Anesthesiology isn’t a

good thing for me, with my disease. Maybe it’s too dan-

gerous for me to go into.”

I think mandatory drug testing might not be a bad

idea. Six months ago, I never would have said that. I

would have fought that idea tooth and nail. How dare

anybody violate my constitutional rights and blah, blah,

blah. But, I’m sorry! So your privacy is invaded? Once
or twice. Big deal. You want to talk about invaded pri-

vacy? You should have reporters call you, wanting to

know about your husband.

“So, tell me, was he an addict?” . . .

“So, tell me, did he steal drugs from the hospital?”

That’s invaded privacy!

CPHP: Does this interview feel a little like the same

thing?

Beth: No, not at all. First of all, we’re doing this for

a reason. There’s a purpose for this. And second, all

they wanted was the dirt. They didn’t know, or care

about, where we met, that we went to the high school

prom together. That we were high school sweethearts.

That Rick was straight-A in college, and Phi Beta

Kappa. All they wanted to know was, “Were the allega-

tions true that he stole drugs?” All they wanted was the

dirt. They didn’t want to know that he was a wonderful

daddy. And that he loved his children. And that he did

a lot of good in his life, and helped a lot of people even

in the short time that he was a doctor. They only

wanted to know the negative part.

But, no matter how he died, it had no effect on the

good he did. Or the good person he really was. In spite

of everything, I have no regrets. If I’d have known 12

years ago that we would only have 12 years. I’d have

done the same thing. In a heartbeat. r y

If you can identify with Beth’s story, and are worried about

someone you care about, call the Tennessee Medical Foundation

Impaired Physician Program at (615) 385-3319 for confidential

assistance.
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HELP FOR IMPAIRED PHYSICIANS
Through the Tennessee Medical Foundation Committee on Impaired Physicians, the As-

sociation helps doctors who are suffering from alcoholism and drug addiction. The thrust

of the program is rehabilitative, not punitive. The Committee is composed of physicians

who have special expertise in these areas, some from personal experience. Effective

treatment for these illnesses is achieved most easily when the disease is detected early;

family, friends, and associates are urged to avoid misguided sympathy which enables the

condition to deteriorate.

HELP US TO HELP

Call the TMF Impaired Physician Program at (615) 385-3319; outside Nashville call

collect. Telephone message service available around the clock.
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Charles Ed Allen

A Higher Calling

As the medical profession comes under increasing stress from various agencies

attempting to modify or control the practice of medicine, we are inclined to seek

legislative relief. At times we must oppose proposed legislation that would ad-

versely affect us, our patients, or the general public.

Some controversies are related more to economics than to medical care. A cur-

rent example of this is physician self-referral, wherein a physician has ownership

interest in an entity such as a diagnostic center or ambulatory surgery center, to

which a patient is referred but in which the physician provides no professional

service.

The American Medical Association Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs in

its Report E (1-92) defines two circumstances in which self-referral is ethical: “(a)

where the facility was established in response to patient need, i.e., where existing

facilities were inadequate in numbers, quality, or location in a material way and

alternative financing was not available, and (b) where the facility is an extension

of the physician’s practice, i.e., where the physician is involved in the service or

supervises the service provided at the facility.” f

Further explanation by the Council in the same report states, “The Council’s

opinion is directed at passive investments with no real involvement by the physi-

cian or connection to the physician’s practice—the referral of patients done purely

for profit.”

I am convinced that whenever we enter the legislative arena, our efforts must be

directed toward improved medical care and protection of the public health. We are

licensed by the state to practice medicine so that this necessary service may be

available to the citizens of Tennessee. Our only strength lies in our ability to

provide medical care. When we work for the public good, we can then expect

strong support by our constituency and by those who represent them in the legisla-

ture. If our goal is to enhance the financial position of physicians, then we are open

to severe criticism and censure of our profession. The very essence of profession-

alism in medicine is that our first obligation is to our patients. If service to our

patients becomes secondary to financial considerations, then the practice of medi-

cine will cease to be a profession. We as physicians have a higher calling.
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editorials

You Take What You Get

Once upon a time, when I had hair, it was red.

What I have left still is, though it has sometimes

been categorized as sandy. That might be because it

has some white hairs sprinkled in with it, but then

again it might not be; it did lighten up some as I got

older. When I was little, though, there was no doubt

about it; it was red. I never thought anything about

that, because there were about as many red-heads as

all other color heads put together on both sides of my

family, including my mother and her father. That I

guess is not remarkable, considering my heritage is

almost exclusively Scottish and Scots-Irish.

Red-heads have a reputation for being hot-headed.

I’ve never been exactly sure whether that is because

they inherently are because some biologic phenome-

non makes them that way, are only imputed to be

because of the association of the color red with heat,

or just become so because of the razzing they get as

children from their peers about their colorful mop.

Maybe it’s some of all three, but my mother was a

rather placid even if strong-willed person, whose re-

sponse later on when I complained about my mis-

treatment was, “Sticks and stones can break my
bones, but words will never hurt me.” Maybe they

didn’t hurt her, but they did me. I found out when I

started school that there aren’t as many red-heads

around in the general population as in my family;

actually, there were pretty close to none. In fact, only

in Scotland have I found very many.

Being called Red didn’t hurt at all, but somehow

that never stuck as a nickname. Carrot-top was not so

bad, either. What would make me lose it sometimes,

though, was the sing-song ditty, “Red-headed pecker-

wood settin’ on a fence, try in’ to make a dollar outa

fifteen cents.” That not infrequently got to be fol-

lowed by, “Temper, temper, little man. Try to keep it

if you can.” Frequently, even usually, I couldn’t, and

mature thought has led me to wonder why I couldn’t.

I guess Mother was right, but it took me years to get

to where the fallout from being a red-head bothered

me only when I got out in the sun. Words had noth-

ing to do with that. Of course, by the time it no

longer bothered me, the heckling had ceased anyway,

as it’s only children who do things like that, isn't it?

It is, isn’t it? Well, isn’t it? . . . The other day I got

in late on a conversation on National Public Radio

having to do with ethnic slurs just in time to hear a

man say, “White people say our lips are too thick.

What do they mean, our lips are too thick? I mean . . .

lips are lips. How can they be too thick?” That isn’t

something children said, is it? Or maybe it is, but it

isn’t something they said first. They have to leam

things like that somewhere, and it isn’t from other

children. Every now and then I listen to some of

today’s stand-up comedians, and I have to grant you

a lot of them, maybe even most of them, are pretty

funny, though often deplorably tasteless. Their stock

and trade is by and large biting wit—such things

as, like, man, your lips are too thick. How come

your lips are too thick? Hunh? How come? Or some-

thing like that. Those people aren’t nearly so funny,

at least they aren’t as funny to me, as Jack Benny

or George Burns, for instance—really funny men

—
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the butt of whose jokes was almost exclusively

themselves.

Now that the elections are over, the media people

have run out of things to badger us with, and they’re

scraping the bottom of the barrel again. As so often

happens, they are manufacturing situations them-

selves. The rivalry between Vanderbilt and that state

school over in Knoxville that in deference to

Vanderbilt’s football coach shall remain nameless for

game purposes here, is always good for a few media-

type laughs. The only problem is that more often

than not those things get out of hand, and somebody,

or more often somebodies, winds up with egg on his

face, and somebody else hurt or angry. Another thing

I have found out over the years is that not only does

my mother’s good advice not always hold up for me
in practice, but it also doesn't with a whole lot of

other people besides. The damage from sticks and

stones generally heals up a whole lot quicker.

What I am about to recount is so tasteless that it

wouldn’t bear repeating except that it is a perfect ex-

ample of what I’m talking about. A sports announcer

in Nashville, in engaging in what he later said was a

parody (he called it a “spoof,” of what I don't think

was ever entirely clear to anybody) had the character

he was parodying ask, referring to Vanderbilt’s foot-

ball coach, Gerry DiNardo, who that wop was across

the field. I think that after the smoke, which was con-

siderable at the time, cleared, nobody believed that

the culprit meant anything personal by it, but the fat

was in the fire, so to speak, and fat in the fire bums

hot for a good while, and creates a lot of smoke

while it does. It did that time. The ramifications of it

are several, and are continuing to unravel. What does

bear repeating is Coach DiNardo’s rather obvious,

and staid, response, which was that if that is what

they say about “us” in public—by us I gather he

meant his fellow Americans of Italian extraction (the

distinction from Italians is intentional, even though

both deserve the same consideration—for both the

same and different reasons)—I wonder what they say

about us in private. There was enough embarrass-

ment to go ’round without digging for any more. It

had everybody grasping for straws, and the air was

thick with apologies. Coach DiNardo accepted the

apology, and has since remained becomingly quiet,

about that at least. Guess who it was that wouldn't let

it die.

That was sure enough an embarrassment, and it

makes everybody, or maybe only nearly everybody,

including yrs. truly, feel like going up to Coach

DiNardo and apologizing in the name of the commu-

nity, except that most of us, again including me,

would be too ashamed to even mention it to him.

That embarrassment has sort of taken the edge off

what I think is another major embarrassment, and

one with a lot more damage inherent in it. I feel

about it exactly the same way I do about the affront

to Coach DiNardo and his lineage.

There is a conundrum proposed, as I recall by

Plato, but maybe by someone else, that goes, “All

men are liars. I am a man; therefore I am a liar,” the

implication being that you cannot therefore believe

him when he says that all men are liars, and so he

may or may not then be lying when he says all men
are liars . . . and so on and on. In any case, that is not

a bad policy to adopt as a working assumption when

dealing with the media. In particular, everything hav-

ing to do with sports has to be considered suspect, at

least locally, and I suspect generally, except the

scores of the various contests, which I guess are

largely accurate. Keeping that in mind, one needs to

be careful in attesting to the accuracy of the reports

about this second embarrassment, which, based on

available information anyway, far exceeds the

bounds of common decency. At the same time, I

must confess to having long since given up expecting

common decency, compassion, or sensitivity in uni-

versity administrations, alumni, or sports fans gener-

ally where their athletic programs are concerned.

Though neither I nor any of my family have any

personal connections with the University of Tennes-

see, as a citizen of Tennessee I feel like hanging my
head in shame over the shabby treatment inflicted by

the university on Coach Johnny Majors, by almost all

standards a not unsuccessful football coach. In fact, it

seems to me that he has brought uncommon honor to

his school. His sin is that he lost too many games to

Alabama, a dereliction he shares with most of the

Southeastern Conference coaches, and has never won

a national championship, another club with an ex-

ceedingly large membership nationwide. I say all this

as a loyal Vanderbilt fan who has suffered mightily

at the hands of Johnny Majors (one win, 14 losses),

and so do not count him among my favorite people.

To be viewed with the same jaundiced eye,

which puts the available information in double jeop-

ardy, are subsequent disclaimers by the university ad-

ministration that the trouble was all Johnny Majors’

doing in the first place, a patently transparent maneu-

ver calculated to take the not inconsiderable heat

generated by the incident off themselves. Meanwhile,

Coach Majors has, at least in public, accepted it all in

good grace. In public is of course where it counts,

even if privately he swears and bangs his head

against the wall. So long as the media don’t get wind

of it, that’s OK, for my money. His public facade is

one of ignoring all the hoopla and injustice and just
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going about the business of winning his last regular

season game as coach of the University of Tennessee

(there. I’ve said it!) Vols. Though I will be disap-

pointed if he wins that game, he really deserves this

last one. I only regret it will have to be at

Vanderbilt’s expense.

These two events should make for an interesting

afternoon come Saturday, when the football teams of

the two schools square off yet once again. The out-

come is always unpredictable, even when the odds

are lopsided, because of imponderables the odds-

makers know nothing of. Those of us who know

what some of them are can’t take advantage of them

because, as the saying goes, the imponderables don't

compute. A vast amount of copy has been run off the

presses, and a lot more loose words are hanging

loose in the air about the events of the past days,

nearly all of them trivial. As to Coach DiNardo’s re-

fusal to mention his opponent by name, the talented

but loose-mouthed quarterback of the Big Orange ob-

served that it only proves that the Commodores are

competing on a lower level than the Vols. One of the

few intelligent remarks to come out of it all was

made by a UT linebacker, who said it didn’t bother

him that DiNardo wouldn’t name the university.

However he did it, he said. Coach DiNardo had in-

stilled into his team a burning desire to play at over

100% of their capability, which is after all what’s

important in a coach.

Pondering these events only confirmed to me yet

once again the inordinate attention paid to and en-

ergy expended on not the sports themselves but on

athletic programs. To top it off came the headline

story on the sports page of the Thanksgiving Day

Nashville Tennessean about dissatisfaction to the

point of mutiny by Vanderbilt’s football seniors,

who, it is alleged by the story’s source, a disaffected

senior player, are referred to in a derogatory manner

by Coach DiNardo as “Watson’s boys” (former

Vanderbilt Coach Watson Brown, who recruited the

seniors). This was, of course, a juicy pregame mor-

sel, designed to destroy Vanderbilt morale for the

game, and the Tennessean characteristically played it

to the hilt. Such pregame jockeying for position has

never admitted either rules or bounds. You have to

admire the timing, if nothing else!

What set this piece in motion was a noteworthy

bit of wisdom given the press a day or so earlier by

Marcus Wilson, Vanderbilt’s stellar fifth year senior

quarterback. Asked by reporters whether or not he

had any comments for them about all of this, he said

that stuff was for the media and the fans; he had

enough to do, he said, to concentrate on football. He

said he was disappointed, of course, not to finish his

Vanderbilt career with a winning season. But, he

said, you take what you get.

J.B.T.

P.S. A few days later the University of Tennessee’s

football team gave Coach Johnny Majors his

final victory in a hard fought game that saw the

lead see-saw back and forth in the fourth quar-

ter from one team to the other. One commenta-

tor observed that Vanderbilt didn’t lose the

game; they just ran out of time. In what one

Vanderbilt player called a class act. Coach Ma-

jors, before going to his own team, went quietly

to the Vanderbilt locker room and moved

among the players, congratulating them on a

fine performance. He didn’t have to do it; it was

simply a gentleman’s gesture of good will. He

left as quietly as he came.

Recriminations continue to fly thick and

fast, but that is the media’s game. The princi-

ples of this story went in workmanlike fashion

about their job of entertaining their fans, most

of whom on both sides appreciated their efforts,

and left, taking what they got. It would be to

everyone’s advantage if the media would take a

lesson from them, but then the media always

want more.

Puttering

put-ter v. -tered, -tering, -ters. -intr. To occupy

oneself in an aimless or desultory manner, -tr.

To waste (time) in idling: puttered away the

hours in the garden.

dod-der intr. v. -dered, -dering, -ders. 1. To

shake or tremble, as from old age; totter. 2. To

progress in a feeble, unsteady manner.

dod-der-ing adj. Feeble-minded from age;

senile.

The dictionary, contrary to what a lot of, or

maybe even most, people think, can make pretty in-

teresting reading. It's full of surprises, entertaining

even for people who have no real interest in words,

and if you have such an interest, it’s even more fas-

cinating. In my excursion just finished, for instance,

I found that doth and do-eth are defined the same

way, as the archaic form of the third person singular

present tense of do\ yet they don't in fact really mean

the same thing, or maybe better, they aren’t exactly

synonyms. That is because the verb to do has more

than one meaning. Since that is a digression. I’ll

knock it off here, and let you finish it up yourself in
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case you’re interested, which you likely aren’t. In

fact, there’s a good chance you’re bored stiff already.

I already knew all that stuff about puttering and

doddering, or at least I thought I did, and I was just

trying to clear it up for you before I got into a discus-

sion about it. Then, lo and behold, I found there are

two separate and distinct definitions of doddering.

One is given as the participle of dodder, and the

other is given as an adjective all by itself. The adjec-

tive means senile, the other one just unsteady; there’s

a heap of difference, and that heap takes on added

significance as one becomes progressively unsteady

with the passing years, but not feeble-minded, or so

one hopes.

Well, so much for definitions. I’ll leave that now

with only the admonition that doddering may, or

even likely does, involve puttering, but not necessar-

ily vice versa. Nearly everybody putters some,

though some people probably don’t putter enough;

such folks probably bum themselves out. Puttering in

the sense of “puttering around in the garden” is a

great shock absorber, and not necessarily time

wasted. But that again isn’t what this piece is about.

What it’s about is the first part of the definition of

putter.

I have lately come to the conclusion that the

young ought to knock off writing about things in-

volving the old (the cut-off age of which I’m decid-

edly unsure of; I think it likely varies not only with

the individual, but with the aspect of aging you hap-

pen to be considering), since half the time the young

haven’t the foggiest notion whereof they speak, and

only a little more of a notion the rest of the time. I

have a lot of confidence in observing that very few if

any septuagenarians of my acquaintance, which in-

cludes me, would go along with the pontification of

23-year-old Robert Browning’s Rabbi Ben Ezra that

“the best is yet to be—the last of life for which the

first was made.” I’ll bet by the time of his death the

77-year-old poet fervently wished to have eaten those

words and expunged them from the record long

since. His last words could well have been, “Forget

it!” A lady of my acquaintance who is at latest count

a few years on the skid-side of 40 wanted to know, if

life is, as has been said, better after 40, whether or

not I had found out how long it takes before it starts

getting better. I hadn’t. So much for the best is yet to

be.

Now, keeping all that in mind, and having dis-

posed of idling as necessarily time wasted, let’s get

back to the first part of the definition of puttering. I

admit to having spent a fair amount, even an inordi-

nate amount, of time in my life in nonproductive pur-

suits, some of it idling and some not, but I didn’t

then and don’t now consider such activity puttering.

Nevertheless, I never used to putter in the sense of

desultory occupation of my time. Now I do.

Desultory as such occupation may be, though,

aimless it certainly ain’t. This is just another instance

in which youth doesn’t know what the hell it’s talk-

ing about. I see people, not always “up in years,”

though that is clearly the tendency, puttering around

the room or whatever, and / know what they’re

thinking, whereas outsiders don't. What they’re

thinking, those absent-minded professors and such,

isn’t great thoughts about the economy, or the uni-

verse, or things like that, or even the grocery list and

other such mundane minutiae. What they're thinking

is, “Where did I put my glasses when I took them

off?” or “Where did I leave my teeth?”—things like

that, all the while wandering around peering under,

into, around, and over familiar objects, and wonder-

ing, and wandering, and looking.

Or sometimes they may not be looking for any-

thing tangible, but only look like they’re looking for

something. What they may be doing is looking for

what they are going to do next, given the assortment

of choices facing them. Making those choices gets

harder and harder, mostly because there are so many

considerations, generally having to do with whether

they are up to it, or anyway think or feel like they are

up to it, or not. So they wander about, lost in

thought, facing their quandary in all sorts of strange

ways or places, such as maybe under the morning

newspaper, or in a vase, or on the breakfast table.

You know—or maybe you don’t—just puttering

around. Just about everybody does some of that

sometimes, I guess, but maybe not. I forget.

In actual fact, though, what they (we) are more

apt to be wondering is, “What the hell was it I started

out looking for, anyway?” and go poking around try-

ing to find a clue. That
K
s puttering, and maybe dod-

dering, too; it may be desultory, but it sure ain’t aim-

less. It’s serious business. I’d say that if you don’t

think so, try it sometime, except that you can’t. You
can’t, that is, until it blind-sides you. One can only

hope that it isn’t also doddering. One would almost

certainly know if it were doddering according to the

first definition, a synonym for which would be

“feeble.” According to the second definition, though,

one might not know, its synonym being “feeble-

minded.” It might be interesting, even important, to

note that used that way the word is an adjective only,

as in “doddering old fossil.” As a verb or noun the

mental connotation is lost, and only physical debility

is implied.

Once you find yourself to have become a putterer,

and make your peace with it, you might find it’s
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rather fun, unless it frustrates you not to have been

able to find out what it was you were looking for.

Chances are, though, that if you couldn’t find out, it

wasn’t important anyway. As Confucius has been

said to have said about something else, when it is

inevitable, lie back and enjoy it. I intend to; doing so

makes aging more graceful.

J.B.T.

in mcmofkwn

Dean W. GoIIey, age 87. Died August 3, 1992. Graduate of

University of Wisconsin Medical School. Member of Chat-

tanooga-Hamilton County Medical Society.

William Thomas Hamilton , age 69. Died November 13,

1992. Graduate of University of Tennessee College of

Medicine. Member of Memphis-Shelby County Medical

Society.

Durwood L. Kirk , age 68. Died December 10, 1992. Grad-

uate of Tulane University School of Medicine. Member of

Chattanooga-Hamilton County Medical Society.

Thomas Fisher Warder, age 77. Died November 23, 1992.

Graduate of Vanderbilt University School of Medicine.

Member of Nashville Academy of Medicine.

TMA Members Receive

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award during No-

vember 1992. This list, supplied by the AMA, does

not include members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Beginning Jan. 1,

1993 each application for the PRA must also verify

participation in Category 2 CME activities.

Richard B. Bell, M.D., Murfreesboro

Robert C. Bone, M.D. , Lebanon

Phillip L. Bressman, M.D., Nashville

William E. Feist, M.D., Chattanooga

Michael C. Ferrell, M.D., Franklin

James H. Growdon Jr., M.D., Nashville

George L. Holmes III, M.D., Nashville

James W. Jackson, M.D., Dickson

Ronald J. Johnson, M.D., Memphis
David H. McConnell, M.D. , Newport

Debra L. McGinn, M.D., Kingsport

Albert J. Mitchum, M.D., Clarksville

Alfred /. Shousha, M.D., Nashville

new member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new
members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

BRADLEY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Ronald Toolsie, M.D., Cleveland

CONSOLIDATED MEDICAL ASSEMBLY OF
WEST TENNESSEE
Nicolas Burns Appleton, M.D., Milan

John J. Ball, M.D., Jackson

Alan Carter DeJarnatt, M.D., Jackson

Benny Cortez Houston, M.D., Jackson

Keith Kirby, M.D., Humboldt

Gary Randall Oakes, M.D., Jackson

HAWKINS COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Manuel S. Verzosa, M.D. , Rogersville

LAKEWAY MEDICAL SOCIETY
William B. Harris Jr., M.D., Morristown

MAURY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Carol Broadway, M.D., Columbia

James Claude King, M.D., Columbia

MEMPHIS-SHELBY COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Kerry Owen Cleveland, M.D., Memphis
Joseph S. Fahhoum, M.D., Memphis
Donna M. Hufana, M.D., Memphis
Robert Wayne Miller, M.D., Memphis

MONTGOMERY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Laurie Ann Harris-Ford, M.D., Clarksville

Quentin A. Humberd, M.D., Clarksville

William Driver Shippen Jr., M.D., Clarksville

OVERTON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Richard Miller, M.D., Livingston

PUTNAM COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
James Davis McKinney, M.D., Cookeville

Gloria Anne Reckrey, M.D. , Cookeville

ROANE-ANDERSON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Ronald K. Wray, M.D., Oak Ridge

SULLIVAN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
J. William Boyle, M.D., Kingsport

John R. Hereford, M.D., Kingsport

Jeri Mills, M.D. , Kingsport

SUMNER COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Jimmy Vernon Wolfe, M.D.

,
Madison
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announcement/

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS

NATIONAL

March 4-6 American Association of Orthopaedic Medi-

cine—Alladin, Las Vegas

March 4-6 American Psychosomatic Society—Omni,
Charleston, S.C.

March 8-14 American Medical Directors Association

—

Pointe at Squaw Peak, Phoenix

March 10-14 Association for Academic Psychiatry—Hyatt

Regency, Albuquerque, N.M.
March 11-13 American College of Legal Medicine—Hil-

ton. Las Vegas

March 12-17 American Academy of Allergy and Immunol-

ogy—Hilton, Chicago

March 14-18 American College of Cardiology—Anaheim
Cal.

March 14-18 Society of Toxicology—Convention Center,

New Orleans

March 15-18 American Institute of Ultrasound in Medi-

cine—Hilton Hawaiian Village, Honolulu

March 17-20 American College of Nuclear Medicine

—

Hyatt Regency, La Jolla, Cal.

March 18-21 Society for Adolescent Medicine—Hilton,

Chicago

March 24-27 American Society for Clinical Pharmacology

and Therapeutics, Hilton Hawaiian Village,

Honolulu

March 24-28 American Society for Dermatologic Sur-

gery—Omni, Charleston, S.C.

March 27-31 American Society for Clinical Hypnosis

—

Sheraton, New Orleans

March 27-31 Society for Magnetic Resonance Imaging

—

Hilton and Towers, San Francisco

March 27-April 1 American Society for Clinical Pathologists

—

Hyatt Regency, Chicago

March 28-April 1 American Physiological Society—Hilton,

New Orleans

March 28-April 3 American Society for Clinical Nutrition

—

New Orleans

April 1-3 American Surgical Association—Stouffer

Harborplace Hotel, Baltimore

April 1-3 International Society for Heart & Lung
Transplantation—Boca Raton Resort Hotel,

Boca Raton, Fla.

April 1-4 American College of Physicians—Grand

Hyatt, Washington, D.C.

April 3-7 American Fracture Association—Adam’s
Mark, St. Louis

April 4-7 American Society of Abdominal Surgeons

—

National Study Center for Continuing Medi-

cal Education—Tampa, Fla.

April 14-18 American Association of Suicidology—St.

Francis, San Francisco

April 17-20 American College of Preventive Medicine

—

Adam’s Mark, St. Louis

April 17-21 American Association for Pediatric Ophthal-

mology and Strabismus—Westin Mission

Hills, Palm Springs, Cal.

April 18-20 American Society for Laser Medicine and

Surgery—Marriott, New Orleans

April 19-20 American Broncho-Esophagological Associa-

tion—Century Plaza, Los Angeles

April 19-24 American Cleft Palate-Craniofacial Associa-

tion—Vista International Hotel. Pittsburgh

April 20-22 American Laryngological, Rhinological, and

April 24-29

April 24-30

April 25-28

April 25-28

April 25-28

April 25-May 1

April 28-30

April 28-May 2

April 29-May 2

April 30-May 2

April 14-17

Otological Society—Century Plaza, Los
Angeles

American Association of Neurological Sur-

geons—Sheraton, Boston

American College of Occupational and Envi-

ronmental Medicine—Hilton, Atlanta

American Association for Thoracic Sur-

gery—Hyatt Regency, Chicago

American Group Practice Association—Ra-

mada Renaissance Techworld, Washington,

D.C.

Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiolo-

gists—Sheraton Harbor Island, San Diego
American Academy of Neurology—Hil-

ton/Sheraton Centre, New York, N.Y.

Society for General Internal Medicine

—

Crystal Gateway Marriott. Arlington, Va.

Mid-America Orthopaedic Association

—

Westin Resort. Hilton Head Island, S.C.

American Society of Addiction Medicine

—

Westin Bonaventure, Los Angeles

Christian Medical and Dental Society—Sher-

aton Tara, Danvers, Mass.

STATE

Tennessee Medical Association, 158th An-

nual Meeting, Hyatt Regency Hotel,

Knoxville

CORRECTION
In the Department of Health Report, entitled

“Breast Cancer and Mammography Screening in

Tennessee” (J Tenn Med Assoc 85:563-564, Decem-
ber 1992), the first two sentences of the last

paragraph should read, “Current breast cancer

screening guidelines recommend that an asymptom-

atic woman should have an annual breast examina-

tion performed by her physician, a baseline mammo-
gram by age 40, a screening mammogram every one

or two years between the ages of 40 and 49, and

annually thereafter.”

David Locke Named to TMA Staff

David R. Locke has

recently joined the staff of

the Tennessee Medical

Association as executive

assistant in the govern-

mental affairs department.

He has been involved in

health care legislative af-

fairs for more than eight

years.

Mr. Locke, age 32, has prior government relations expe-

rience with the Ingram Group of Nashville as a regional

director of governmental affairs and as a vice-president of

the Hospital Alliance of Tennessee, Inc.

David is a graduate of the University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, with a bachelor's degree in American Studies.

David and his wife, Cindy, live in Franklin.
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Actions of the Tennessee State Board of Medical Examiners

October 1992

Name: Gary McAllister, M.D. (Jellico)

Violation: Disciplinary action by Kentucky

Board of Medical Examiners for misrepresentations

on license application.

Action: License placed on probation for one year;

may not perform surgery or dispense drugs for

which a DEA registration number is required while

on probation.

Name: Randall Pedigo, M.D. (Knoxville)

Violation: Indiscriminate prescribing; alcohol and

drug abuse; unprofessional conduct.

Action: Must sign and maintain compliance with

a contract with the TMF Impaired Physician Pro-

gram; must submit quarterly reports to the Board;

must annually appear before the Board to have his

progress monitored and evaluated.

Name: Francis Pimental, M.D. (Harrison)

Violation: Allowed wife to write and sign pre-

scriptions; indiscriminate prescribing.

Action: License revoked.

Name: James Williams, M.D. (Nashville)

Violation: Overprescribing.

Action: License suspended for one year.

Name: Mose C. Woodfin (Nashville)

Violation: Unprofessional conduct; gross mal-

practice; indiscriminate prescribing.

Action: Agreed to retire from practicing medicine

in lieu of disciplinary action.

November 1992

Name: Edgar Bratton, M.D. (Hartsville)

Violation: Overprescribing; gross malpractice.

Action: Per agreed order, license restricted; must

complete continuing education courses; must obtain

Board’s permission to reapply for DEA (cannot re-

apply for at least one year); must enter day treatment

program at Cumberland Heights.

DISTINGUISH YOURSELF WITH THE

TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION MASTERCARD
Reward yourself with the credit card that

gives you the recognition of being a mem-
ber of the TMA. Accepted at 9 million

locations worldwide, the TMA Gold Mas-

terCard® is one of the best credit cards

available today because it gives you un-

matched security, value and an edge in

facing financial challenges.

Enjoy the advantages oftheTMA Gold

MasterCard without risk ... it is issued

absolutely free of an annual fee for one

full year. The annual fee after the first

year is a low $40 and the competitive

Annual Percentage Rate is just 16.9%.

Other distinct features include a line of

credit up to $50,000 and immediate cash

availability. Extensive travel benefits and

CALL NOW TO APPLY!

services provided at no extra cost, include*:

• Up to $1,000,000 Common Carrier

Travel Accident Insurance

• Supplemental Auto Rental Collision/

Loss Damage Insurance

• Up to $3,000 Supplemental Lost

Checked Luggage Protection

• Emergency Cash & Airline Tickets

MBNA America® is one of the world's

leading issuers of credit cards.

Committed to servicing our members'

needs, MBNA America® offers cardhold-

ers 24-hour-year-round Customer Satis-

faction, one hour processing for credit

line increase requests, a lost card regis-

tration service and an emergency replacement

card service.

MasterCard® is a federally registered Service Mark of

MasterCard International. Inc., used pursuant to license

MBNA America® is a federally registered Service Mark of

MBNA America Bank, N.A. The information about the cost

of the card described above is accurate as of 2/92, to find

out what may have changed call 1 -800-847-7378 ext. 5000

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

1-800-847-7378, ext 5000
Be sure to use the priority code when calling: PFIZ .

'Transaction Fee For Bank and ATM Cash Advances:

2% of each Cash Advance: $2 Minimum, $25 Maximum;

Transaction Fee For Premium Access Check® Cash Advances:

1% of each Cash Advance: $2 Minimum, $10 Maximum.

Late Payment Fee: $15 Over-the-Credit-Limit-Fee: $15
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Turn of the century

trephine for cranial surgery

and tonsillotome for

removing tonsils.

We’vebeen defending
doctors since

these were the
state ofthe art.

"hese instruments were the best available at

he turn ofthe century. So was our professional
iability coverage for doctors. In fact, we
honeered the concept of professional

)rotection in 1899 and have been providing
his important service exclusively to doctors

ver since.

You can be sure we’ll always offer the most
complete professional liability coverage you
can carry Plus the personal attention and
claims prevention assistance you deserve.

For more information about Medical
Protective coverage, contact your Medical
Protective Company general agent.

mm

J. Michael Luther, 5115 Maryland Way, Suite 320

Brentwood, Tennessee 37027, (615) 377-0704, (800) 280-1205



American Medical Association
Physicians dedicated to the health of America

For Your Benefit

AMA advocates unity in health system reform
In his keynote address at the American
Medical Association’s Interim Meeting,

AMA President John Lee Clowe, MD
noted that elements of the AMA’s
Health Access America plan appeared

in platforms of both political parties

during the November election. These

elements are expected to be

incorporated into most of the legislation

likely to come before the 103rd

Congress. The AMA wants to enhance

physician involvement in public and

private regulation of medical care,

encourage implementation of mark(

oriented reforms, and prevent advee

patient care that would result from e

controls or stringent global budget:

Most of the major players in the hell

system reform debate “realize that

they can’t achieve reform without ti

participation of the medical profess r.

Medicine must speak with one voic

in the health system reform debal

Most look to the AMA as the voicef

organized medicine in this process

change,” he said.

AMA urges safeguards for patients
7
computer records

AMA testimony before the federal

Task Force on Privacy of Private Sector

Health Records pressed for more
complex security for computerized

patient records to protect privacy and

to avoid legal problems. The AMA
emphasized that patient records must

remain confidential, accurate,

comprehensible, and free from

unauthorized access. The AMA
recommends that physicians and ot;r

health care providers be expected t .is

reasonable safeguards, since there

no fail-safe protection.

New AMA guidelines focus on elder abuse
The AMA has issued its first guidelines

on elder abuse, urging physicians and

other health care professionals to be

more alert to signs of neglect or

mistreatment of older patients by
families or other care givers. An
estimated two million U.S. elderly are

mistreated each year. “A physician may
be the only person outside the family

who sees the older adult regularly,” said

AMA Board of Trustee, Palma E.

Formica, MD.

questions to screen for mistreatme

into routine care.

The AMA guidelines recommend
physicians incorporate standard

• Be aware that abuse may be phy

psychological, financial or material

any combination of these.

• Be aware that in institutions, elc
’

abuse may be perpetrated by a sff

member, another patient, an intrucn

a visitor.

• Many states require physicians t

report suspected elder abuse to

designated state agency.

• Your duty to report suspected a is<

supersedes doctor- patient

confidentiality issues, most expert a;

Materials included are excerpted from Member Matters, a monthly publication sent to all members of the American Medical Associatic



\A health reform strategies for 1 993

With the election of President-elect

Clinton and the new Congress, the

American Medical Association and the

federation will have both opportunities

and challenges regarding health policy.

Many aspects of Clinton’s proposals for

health system reform are consistent

with the AMA’s own Health Access

America. AMA leaders have already

held discussions with Clinton’s health

transition team. The AMA wants to

enhance physician involvement in public

and private regulation of medical care,

encourage implementation of market-

oriented reforms, and prevent adverse

patient care that would result from price

controls or stringent global budgets.

Health Access America. In any reform

plan, the AMA will continue to advocate

key principles contained in Health

Access America. The AMA will be a

very aggressive advocate for patients

and their physicians.

Federation Unity. Nearly all state

medical associations have endorsed

Health Access America while some
national specialty societies have

developed their own health care reform

proposals. The AMA will emphasize

our similarities to allow intensified

coalition-building during the next

critical months. Unity on key health

reform principles will provide us with

strategic leverage with the

Administration and Congress.

Managed Competition. President-elect

Clinton appears to favor managed
competition where insurers, hospitals,

and physicians would be encouraged to

develop local “health networks.” The
AMA will:

• develop policy specifications to make
sure the AMA remains at the forefront

of the managed competition debate.

• lobby to include acceptable provisions

and modify objectionable proposals.

• help physician members respond to

managed competition.

Negotiations. The AMA will continue

to seek relief from the antitrust laws to

allow physician negotiation with both

the federal government and private

sector, and to pursue self- regulation.

Thanks to our long-term advocacy of

health system reform, the AMA and the

federation are well-positioned and well-

equipped to be key players in the

forth-coming debate.

i ids included are excerpted from Member Matters, a monthly publication sent to all members of the American Medical Association.



Tennessee medical professionals

can cut their workers'

compensation insurance

premium costs with the

Dodson Plan!

TMA endorsed the Dodson Plan in 1979 as a way for

association members to help control their workers'

compensation insurance premium costs.

Because earned dividends depend on the claim

expenses of all TMA members, they cannot be
guaranteed. However, Dodson dividends have
been returned 1 1 out of 13 years!

By making employee safety a top priority, TMA
members are improving their chances of earning

a dividend each year like the 20% return of premium
worth $198,435.00 paid in 1990!

The Dodson Plan can put you one step closer

to premium savings! Call today . .

.

1
-800-825-3760

Ext. 2990

underwritten

Casualty Reciprocal Exchange
member

DODSON GROUP
9201 State Line Rd.

Kansas City, MO 64114
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Tmn continuing medical
education opportunitic/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Councilfor Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA’s joint sponsorship ofCME activities. As an accredited

sponsor, TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician' s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education, Tennessee

Medical Association, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909

.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician’s practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff, access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

March 1-2

March 5-6

March 26-27

April 2-3

May 20-22

May 27-29

June 15-19

June 15-19

July 12-16

Vanderbilt/Tennessee Annual Perinatal/Neo-

natal Meeting

Management of Chronic Airway Obstruction

Current Concepts of TM Joint Disease and its

Management
Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-

shop 1993

Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck

Surgery

17th Annual Sonography Symposium

10th Annual Family Medicine/Primary Care

Update

Contemporary Medical Imaging X—Destin.

Fla.

Contemporary Clinical Neurology XVI—Hil-

ton Head, S.C.

Aug. 6-7 Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-
shop 1993

Oct. 21-23 Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

Dec. 2-4 Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (615) 322-4030.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day

to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician’s re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician's Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP, and Continuing Education Units from

Meharry Medical College. Application: For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses, Ph.D.. Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville,

TN 37208, Tel. (615) 327-6235.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

March 6-13

March 13-19

March 25-27

April 1-3

May 6-7

May 6-7

July 31-Aug. 7

Sept. 8-10

April 4-7

April 17-18

April 17

May 3-5

May 14-16

June 8-9

Memphis

Surgical Gynecology and Obstetrics—Steam-

boat Springs, Colo.

26th Annual Review Course for the Family

Physician

Southern Society for Research in Psychiatry

Symposium on Critical Care & Emergency

Medicine—Hot Springs, Ark.

Update 1993

General Surgery Update

Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics and Gyne-

cology—Destin, Fla.

25th Memphis Conference on the Mother,

Fetus, and Newborn

Knoxville

The National Sportsmedicine Conference
’93—Orlando

Dermatology Conference

Ophthalmology Conference

1 6th Annual Family Practice Update & Re-

view—Gatlinburg

14th Otolaryngology for the Primary Care

Physician—Gatlinburg

Pediatric Advanced Life Support Provider’s
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June 10-12

Course—Gatlinburg

38th Great Smoky Mountains Pediatric Sem-

June 24-26

inar—Gatlinburg

8th Annual Infectious Diseases Conference

—

June 30-July 2

Nashville

99th Upper Cumberland Medical Society

Sept. 13-15

Meeting—Fall Creek Falls, Pikeville

15th Annual Obstetric Office Ultrasound

Nov. 1-3

Workshop
13th Annual Smoky Mountains Seminar in

Nov. 11-12

Obstetrics and Gynecology
10th Annual Alzheimer’s Disease Sympo-
sium—Gatlinburg

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan, Office of

CME, University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,
TN 38163. Tel. (901) 528-5547.

EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN
VIRGINIA: Buchanan General Hospital in southwest

Virginia is seeking an emergency department physi-

cian. Primary care specialty. This 12,000 volume ED
has 12 or 24 hour shifts. Flexible scheduling and no

on-call. Hiking, fishing, golfing, skiing, and boating are

a few activities you can enjoy during your time off in

this lovely community.

Contact Dorothy Haines Houlihan, Coastal Emergency

Services of Richmond, Inc., 101 Gateway Centre Park-

way, Suite 211, Dept. SF, Richmond, VA 23235.

Phone (800) 277-6638.

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

MIDDLE TENNESSEE—Immediate full-time and part-

time positions available in small but growing commu-
nity of Lewisburg, Tennessee, approximately 45 min-

utes to 1 hour south of Nashville. State-of-the-art

emergency department with excellent emergency-

trained nurses (all critical care and ACLS certified) and

good medical staff backup. We prefer primary care

physicians with emergency department experience

and/or Board eligible or certified status—must have

ACLS certification. Low volume with excellent compen-

sation and medical malpractice paid. Flexible hours,

no overhead, excellent opportunity for quality physi-

cians. Both short-term and long-term positions avail-

able NOW.

Contact:

Jerry Lee Surber, M.D., Director

BESTCARE MEDICAL GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 699

Antioch, Tennessee 37011

Phone (615) 834-1602

Send CV and copies of Tennessee medical license,

DEA certificate, and current ACLS card.

BE AN AIR FORCE
PHYSICIAN.

Become the dedi-

cated physician you
want to be while serving

your country in today’s Air Force.

Discover the tremendous benefits

of Air Force medicine. Talk to an

Air Force medical program manag-
er about the quality lifestyle, quali-

ty practice and 30 days of vacation

with pay per year that are part of a

medical career with the Air Force.

Find out what it takes to qualify.

Call

USAF Health Professions
Toll-Free

(800) 423-USAF

MEDICAL ONCOLOGIST
We are currently seeking a medical oncologist to join

a well-established practice in association with a 365-

bed, not-for-profit hospital in the Southeast. The hospi-

tal has annual revenues of approximately $133 million.

Candidate will be a board-certified or board-eligible on-

cologist. First year income of $150K. Second year in-

come includes semi-annual bonus based on productiv-

ity and will be at least $150K up to $250K or higher

depending on productivity. Profit sharing plan with imme-

diate vesting available after second year. Partnership

probable after second year. Contact Mr. John J. Baumann,

Vice President of J.J. & H., Ltd. at (404) 952-3877.

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs

from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, 4389 Highway 11-E, Bluff City, TN 37618.

Phone: (615) 538-3138. (EOE)
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The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking
practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

INTERNIST—age 39, graduate of East Tennessee State University

Quillen College of Medicine in 1989—seeks a solo or group practice

in East or West Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2174

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 40, graduate of Ameri-

can University of the Caribbean in 1983—seeks an academic, re-

search, or public health position, preferably in Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2177

GENERAL SURGEON—age 49, graduate of Cairo University (Egypt)

in 1969—seeks a solo, group, or institutional staff practice in East or

Middle Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2182

HEMATOLOGIST/ONCOLOGIST—age 44, graduate of Maulana

Azad Medical College (India) in 1972—seeks a practice in any loca-

tion in Tennessee. Board certified—hematology. Available now.

LW-2184

PHYSICAL MEDICINE/REHABILITATION PHYSICIAN—age 42,

graduate of Eastern Virginia Medical School in 1988—seeks a prac-

tice in Memphis. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2185

PLASTIC SURGEON—age 33. graduate of University of Alabama

School of Medicine in 1986—seeks a solo or group practice in a

suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board certified. Avail-

able July 1993. LW-2187

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 30, graduate of University of Virginia

School of Medicine in 1989—seeks a group practice in a suburban or

large city location in East Tennessee. Currently finishing residency in

anesthesiology. Available July 1993. LW-2188

INTERNIST—age 28, graduate of University of Missouri School of

Medicine in 1988—seeks a part-time practice opportunity in West

Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2190

INDUSTRIAL/OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 44,

graduate of University of Virginia School of Medicine in 1974—seeks

a solo or urgent care clinic practice in Tennessee. Board certified

—

emergency medicine. Available now. . LW-2191

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 31, graduate of Univer-

sity of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1990—seeks a practice in

East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2192

PHYSICIANS WANTED

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Nashville to join a group prac-

tice. Must be board certified. Needed now. PW-1134

FAMILY PRACTITIONER/INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—
needed in Memphis to join a group practice. Monday through Friday

office with no OB. Needed now. PW-1142

PEDIATRICIAN, FAMILY PRACTITIONER or GENERAL PRACTI-
TIONER—needed in LaFollette in East Tennessee to join a group

practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1143

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Knoxville to join a group prac-

tice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1144

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—needed in Paris in West
Tennessee to join a group practice with 12 or 24 hour shifts. Needed
now. PW-1145

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in McKenzie in West Tennessee
to join a group practice. Must be board certified. Needed now.

PW-1146

DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGIST—needed in Crossville in Middle Ten-

nessee to join a group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed July

1993. PW-1148

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—needed in Nashville to

join a group practice. Must be board certified in internal medicine,

emergency medicine, family practice, or occupational medicine or

board eligible if a recent graduate. Needed now. PW-1149

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Knoxville to join a solo practice

with group holdup. Physician retiring after 40+ years. Must be board

eligible. Needed July 1993.

PW-1150

INTERNIST, FAMILY PRACTITIONER or PEDIATRICIAN—needed
in Memphis to join a solo, nonprofit agency. Approximately 25 to 30

hours per month. Needed now. PW-1151
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Primary Hepatic Actinomycosis—
Diagnosis by Percutaneous

Transhepatic Needle Aspiration

JASON D. MORROW, M.D. and KATHLEEN M. NEUZIL, M.D.

Introduction

Actinomycosis is a chronic, progressive, suppura-

tive disease caused by organisms of the families Ac-

tinomyces and Arachnid , which are gram-positive,

anaerobic to microaerophilic bacteria that are normal

inhabitants of the oral mucosa in humans. Infections

most often are cervicofacial and are noted for form-

ing external sinuses and spreading unimpeded by tra-

ditional anatomical barriers. Abdominal involvement

of actinomycosis occurs in 23% to 53% of reported

patients. 1 The majority of these patients have had

prior surgery for an inflammatory bowel condition,

most commonly acute appendicitis. Hepatic involve-

ment occurs in no more than 15% of cases of abdom-

inal actinomycosis. 1 Hepatic infection most com-

monly ensues from organisms carried to the liver via

the portal vein from a focus in the bowel. Occasion-

ally, however, it may occur by direct extension from

contiguous viscera or via the hepatic artery during

disseminated infection. 1 Rarely, hepatic involvement

From the Division of Infectious Diseases, Department of Medicine (Dr.

Neuzil) and the Division of Clinical Pharmacology, Department of Pharma-

cology (Dr. Morrow), Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Nashville.

Dr. Morrow is a Howard Hughes Medical Institute Physician Research

Fellow.

Reprint requests to Division of Clinical Pharmacology, Department of

Pharmacology, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Nashville, TN
37232 (Dr. Morrow).

may be primary, that is, without any other known

focus of infection. The diagnosis of abdominal and,

in particular, hepatic actinomycosis is often delayed,

and usually requires invasive surgical procedures,

such as laparotomy, to obtain tissue or fluid for cul-

ture and pathologic examination. 2 Nonetheless, sev-

eral recent case reports have shown that the diagnosis

of hepatic actinomycosis may be made by less inva-

sive means such as liver biopsy or needle aspiration,

although this diagnostic approach is not currently

standard practice. 3 ' 5 Thus, because of the rarity of he-

patic actinomycosis, especially in the absence of in-

fection at other sites, and the potential importance of

less invasive methods for identifying this disease, we

report a case of primary hepatic actinomycosis diag-

nosed by percutaneous transhepatic needle aspiration

of a liver abscess. The identification of the pathogen

by this means made laparotomy unnecessary. Needle

aspiration of hepatic lesions should thus be consid-

ered in cases of possible infection with Actinomyces

species.

Case Report
The patient was a 69-year-old white man with a history of

heavy alcohol use, recurrent acute pancreatitis, peptic ulcer dis-

ease, and diverticulitis admitted for three to four weeks of

worsening epigastric pain. He had a history of multiple abdom-

inal operations. In 1988, the patient had had a cholecystectomy

for stone disease, and in 1989 he had pancreatitis complicated
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by a pancreatic pseudocyst, for which he had a Roux-en-Y
pancreaticojejunostomy and cyst duodenostomy. He did well

until August 1991 when he developed worsening sharp, persis-

tent right upper quadrant abdominal pain. His appetite de-

creased over the ensuing four weeks accompanied by a 10-lb

weight loss. He also had several episodes of shaking chills and

fever. One week prior to admission, the abdominal pain in-

creased in intensity and radiated to his back. The patient denied

nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, melena, or blood in his stool. On
admission, he appeared chronically ill. He was orthostatic and

his temperature was 102.3°F orally. His lungs were clear and

heart examination was normal. His abdomen was soft, with

right upper quadrant tenderness. His liver was enlarged, ex-

tending four finger breadths below the right costal margin, and

splenomegaly was also noted. His bowel sounds were normal.

Stool was heme-negative. Laboratory examination showed nor-

mal electrolytes and renal function. His bilirubin was 0.7 mg/dl

(normal 0.2 to 1) and SGOT and SGPT were normal. Alkaline

phosphatase was slightly increased at 1 14 IU/L (normal 26 to

88). Amylase was 44 U/L (normal 20 to 140). His hematocrit

was 32% (normal 42 to 52) and his white blood cell count was

5,800/cu mm with a differential count of 90% neutrophils, 7%
lymphocytes, and 3% monocytes. Urinalysis was unremark-

able. Chest x-ray was normal. Upright and flat radiographs of

his abdomen showed a few small bowel air-fluid levels. Blood

and urine cultures subsequently showed no growth.

Because of a concern over an intra-abdominal infectious

process or pancreatitis, the patient had a CT scan of his abdo-

men (Fig. 1 ), which revealed multiple abnormal areas of mixed

attenuation in his liver most notably in the right lobe and ante-

rior left lobe, suggestive of abscess. Further, there was ques-

tionable dilation of intrahepatic ducts. Ultrasound confirmed

the abnormal areas noted on CT scanning, but minimal ductal

dilation was found. Further, there was no evidence of biliary

stones. The pancreas appeared slightly enlarged but was other-

wise normal. Subsequently, a CT-directed aspiration of the

large anterior left lobe liver lesion was performed using a 20-

gauge Turner biopsy needle. The aspirate yielded several mil-

liliters of pus, which contained numerous neutrophils; gram

stain showed gram-negative and gram-positive cocci and gram-

negative rods. Aerobic cultures subsequently grew group D
streptococci. Anaerobic cultures yielded Bacteroides fragilis

and a filamentous, branching, gram-positive, non-acid fast or-

Figure 1 . CT scan of the abdomen showing multiple liver lesions

most notably in the anterior portion of the left lobe and the right lobe.

ganism identified as an Actinomyces species, probably

A. israelii.

The patient was initially treated with mezlocillin and met-

ronidazole. Based on gram stain and culture results, these were

changed to ceftazidime, gentamicin, and metronidazole. Fur-

ther, high doses of penicillin G, 3 million units IV every four

hours, were given. Within six days, the patient defervesced.

Subsequently, he had further workup of his gastrointestinal

tract. Transhepatic cholangiogram revealed no stones or stric-

tures in the biliary system. Esophagogastroduodenoscopy

showed gastric varices without esophageal varices. Because of

this, an abdominal angiogram was performed and revealed

splenic vein thrombosis, which was believed to account for his

varices and splenomegaly. Over the next three weeks, the pa-

tient improved dramatically, although he developed transient

neutropenia believed due to penicillin therapy. As a result dox-

ycycline, 100 mg IV every 12 hours, was substituted. Follow-

up CT scan at four weeks showed nearly complete resolution

of the liver abnormalities. After six weeks of intravenous ther-

apy, the patient was given oral doxycycline for six months. He
subsequently had complete resolution of his infection.

Discussion

Hepatic actinomycosis is an unusual clinical en-

tity. Most often it is associated with infection at other

sites in the gastrointestinal tract.
1 Rarely, no other

site of infection is identified, and the hepatic involve-

ment is termed “primary.” Since 1928, only 20 cases

of primary hepatic actinomycosis have been reported

in the world literature,
6 although it has been sug-

gested that the incidence of documented hepatic dis-

ease may be increasing due to improved anaerobic

culture techniques. 7

Most cases of hepatic actinomycosis occur in per-

sons who have had previous abdominal inflamma-

tion, trauma, or surgery. The organism is generally

believed to travel to the liver from a primary focus

via the portal vein, but factors which influence the

organism’s ability to result in abdominal infection

are poorly understood. 8 In the patient reported herein,

several factors probably predisposed him to infection.

First, he had had extensive abdominal surgery con-

sisting of a cholecystectomy and a Roux-en-Y

pancreaticojejunostomy. Further, he had a history of

diverticulitis. Although no other primary site of in-

fection could be documented, it can probably be as-

sumed that infection originated somewhere else in

the gastrointestinal tract.

Clinically, hepatic actinomycosis often presents it-

self as a subacute, localized illness characterized by

fever and wasting as in this case. 9 Jaundice is rare

and liver function tests may or may not be abnormal.

Reported patterns of hepatic involvement may vary

from a solitary hepatic mass mimicking a neoplasm

to multiple hepatic abscesses.

Until recently, it was generally accepted that the

diagnosis of hepatic actinomycosis required invasive

surgical procedures, such as laparotomy, to obtain

tissue for pathology or culture. 2,10 With the increased
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availability of sensitive scanning techniques to local-

ize liver abnormalities, however, several recent case

reports have shown that a diagnosis of hepatic acti-

nomycosis can be made using either percutaneous

liver biopsy or fine needle aspiration .

3 ' 5 Tissues ob-

tained from percutaneous biopsy have shown the

presence of organisms or characteristic sulfur gran-

ules associated with actinomycosis while fine needle

aspiration has yielded positive stains and cultures.

The importance of establishing a diagnosis of actino-

mycosis by this means is the avoidance of a major

surgical procedure in an otherwise ill patient. Thus,

based on this case report and others, initially employ-

ing less invasive techniques to diagnose hepatic acti-

nomycosis appears warranted.

The therapy of hepatic actinomycosis is primarily

antimicrobial .

1 Penicillin in high doses, initially in-

travenously and then orally, is recommended for at

least several months. The tetracyclines are also effec-

tive and recommended in the patient who cannot tol-

erate penicillin. Because of the frequent occurrence

of other bacteria in actinomycotic infections, as in

this patient, initial therapy with agents effective

against gut flora is also prudent. Response to therapy

can be assessed by sequential imaging studies.

The role that surgical procedures play in the ther-

apy of hepatic actinomycosis is unclear. It has pre-

viously been argued that surgical therapy of abdomi-

nal actinomycosis in the antibiotic era is important

primarily for drainage and curettage of abscess cavi-

ties .

8 Further, it is widely held that hepatic abscesses

due to pyogenic bacteria should be drained .

11 None-

theless, several studies have documented the efficacy

of antibiotics alone in the treatment of pyogenic liver

abscesses, especially in cases of multiple small

abscesses .

12 - 13 Further, this report and two others

have documented the ability to cure hepatic actino-

mycosis abscesses with antibiotics alone, even when
the cavities are not particularly small, as in this

case .

414 On the other hand, percutaneous drainage of

actinomycotic abscesses employing CT or ultrasound

guidance represents a fairly noninvasive alternative

to surgery and should probably be attempted before

open surgical drainage is performed. Thus, perhaps

the best approach to follow with regard to therapy of

actinomycotic liver abscesses is to administer antibi-

otics with or without percutaneous drainage and re-

serve surgical drainage for the patient who does not

improve. r /
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Introduction

Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
was first recognized in Europe in the 1960s, soon

after the commencement of methicillin antibiotic

therapy for staphylococcal infections. 1 Since that

time MRSA has been a problem of increasing con-

cern worldwide. 2 MRSA colonization and infection

represent a serious cause of morbidity and prolonged

hospital stay in the United States with currently 5%
to 50% of nosocomial Staphylococcus aureus isolates

being methicillin-resistant. 3 Isolated cases of nosoco-

mial MRSA are rare, as this organism can be un-

knowingly spread throughout health care institutions

between patients and hospital staff.
4 8 Antibiotic ther-

apy for colonized patients may result in the emer-

gence of new resistant strains.
9

This study was designed to assess patient charac-

teristics for MRSA, by site, among patients hospital-

ized at the Department of Veterans Affairs Medical

Center (DVAMC), Nashville.

Materials and Methods

Medical and microbiology laboratory records

were viewed of DVAMC inpatients who had a mini-

mum of one positive isolate of MRSA detected over

the time period of May 1990 to May 1991. Cultures

were done for clinical indications, not surveillance.

The sample size was 130 isolates. MRSA isolates

were defined by ^ 10 mm inhibiting zone surround-

ing a 1 fxg oxacillin disc after 24-hour incubation. 10
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Charts were analyzed retrospectively for patient

characteristics for MRSA infection. These were clas-

sified into four domains: Organism—sensitivity pat-

tern, source—community-acquired (if detected within

one week of hospital stay) or hospital-acquired (if

detected after one week of hospital stay), site; Envi-

ronment—ward, treatment service; Host—age, diag-

nosis (cancer, alcoholism, chronic obstructive pulmo-

nary disease [COPD], cardiovascular disease,

dementia, wound infection, AIDS), length of stay, re-

cent surgery within the past month or during the hos-

pital stay, mental status (alert, reduced), diabetes, pe-

ripheral vascular disease, renal insufficiency (serum

creatinine > 2 mg/di), urinary catheter present, IV

therapy, feeding tube, immunosuppressive therapy,

ventilator, decubitus ulcer, malnutrition (serum albu-

min < 3.5 gm/dl), severity of infection (colonized

[asymptomatic] or infected [fever, laboratory evi-

dence of pneumonia or urinary infection]), admission

origin (from home, nursing home, outside hospital,

re-admission within one month of discharge home,

re-admission within one month of discharge to a

nursing home); Outcome—survival.

Statistical Analysis

Data were entered into SPSS software. Linear

multiple regression was performed on univariate as-

sociations with P 0.10. Odds ratios for association

of patient characteristics with specific sites of posi-

tive cultures were calculated on variables with r ^ 1

,

with 95% confidence intervals (Table 1).

Main Results

Ninety-one (70%) charts were available through

the medical records department for complete analy-
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sis. There were no differences in MRSA isolates with

respect to source, site of infection, sensitivity pattern,

or ward among complete and incomplete records.

Three percent of MRSA-positive patients were ad-

mitted to the Nashville DVAMC from nursing

homes; 26% were admitted from outside hospitals

and 45% from home (Table 1). The majority of hos-

pital-acquired MRSA isolates (52.5%) represented

symptomatic infections, while the majority of com-

munity-acquired isolates (75%) represented colo-

nized patients (P = 0.02).

Sputum and wound cultures accounted for 73.9%

of total MRSA isolates—46.2% and 27.7% respec-

tively. Deep tissue infections with MRSA were asso-

ciated with a 41% mortality rate. Wards containing

vascular surgery patients were associated with higher

rates of MRSA isolation.

MRSA infection was no more common for dia-

betic patients than for normoglycemic patients. Addi-

tionally, antibiotic sensitivity patterns for MRSA iso-

lates did not differ between diabetics and

nondiabetics. There was no significant association

with multiple antibiotic therapy and prevalence of

MRSA infection.

Subjects had site-specific MRSA infections. When
univariate associations were analyzed with P 0.05,

and r 5=1, odds ratio (95% Cl) analysis indicated

that specific patient characteristics for these sites in-

cluded (1) Wound—peripheral vascular disease 5.9

(4.7-7. 1), mental status 3.3 (2.9-3. 8); (2) Sputum

—

ventilator 4.4 (3.6-5. 2), COPD 2.3 (2.0-2. 6), immu-

nosuppressive therapy 2.3 (1.2-3.4); (3) Blood—ven-

tilator 5.0 (4. 1-5.9) (Table 2).

With P 0.10, further analysis additionally indi-

cated (1) Wound—urinary catheter 4.5 (2. 7-6. 3); (2)

Sputum—IV therapy 3.8 (3. 1-4.5); (3) Blood—recent

TABLE 1

PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS: MRSA ISOLATES
N=91; Age Mean 63 (32-84 years)

Percent

Origin of Admission

Home 48

Hospital transfer 22

Admission within 30 days, discharge home 18

Admission within 30 days, discharge nursing home 8

Nursing home 3

Other 1

Major Diagnoses*

Cardiovascular disease 51

CVA 33

COPD 35

Cancer 26

Alcoholism 24

Dementia 23

MRSA Isolates

Sputum 46

Wound 28

Urine 7

Blood 11

Other 8

'Presence of multiple diagnoses in the same patient.

surgery 4.8 (3.9-5. 7); (4) IV site—malnutrition 4.0

(3. 3-4. 7). No additional associations (r ^.1) were

identified even when the P value was set as high as

0.30.

Discussion

Our results indicate that in cur hospitalized popu-

lation, MRSA infection and colonization is site-spe-

cific and closely associated with peripheral vascular

disease, altered mental status, urinary catheters, mal-

TABLE 2

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS
AND SITE OF MRSA ISOLATE

Site MRSA—Odds Ratio (95% Cl)

Risk Factor Wound Sputum Blood IV Site

Urinary catheter 4.5 (2. 7-6. 3)
— — —

Peripheral vascular disease 5.9 (4. 7-7.1) — — —
Mental status 3.3 (2. 8-3. 8)

— — —
IV therapy — 3.8 (3.1 -4.5) — —
Immunosuppressed — 2.3 (1.2-3.4) — —
COPD — 2.3 (2.0-2. 6)

— —
Ventilator — 4.4 (3. 6-5. 2) 5.0 (4.1-5.9) —
Surgery — — 4.8 (3.9-5. 7)

—
Malnutrition — — — 4.0 (3.3-4. 7)
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nutrition, feeding tubes, immunosuppressive therapy,

ventilatory support, COPD, IV therapy, and recent

surgical procedures. This suggests that patient char-

acteristics for MRSA include conditions that affect

skin integrity, impair host circulation or immune

response, or result in the need for indwelling

devices. 8,10

Efforts at controlling MRSA transmission should

be directed at cohorting patients and modifying iden-

tified patient characteristics for susceptible patients.

These measures are also important for preventing

hospital-acquired infections of any sort. MRSA in-

fections are not inherently more pathogenic than

other Staphylococcus aureus strains, but do present

special problems related to the cost of treatment, the

cost of treating all suspected infections as if they

were caused by MRSA, and delayed effective treat-

ment if resistance is not appreciated. Although seri-

ous infection with MRSA is a great risk for hospital

patients, total eradication of MRSA may not be pos-

sible. Its presence is often associated with the sever-

ity of the general medical condition, and in the case

of MRSA colonization, may not be an independent

contributor to mortality. 1 1,12 r X
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Special Item

High PSA

LAMAR FIELD, Ph.D.

The acronym “BSA” was familiar to me from long

interest in the Boy Scouts of America. But the acronym

“PSA” was a new one to me when my internist intro-

duced it in 1990; PSA for me turned out to have in

common with BSA only the following of a tortuous

trail, a trail quite unlike those Boy Scouts enjoy. The

outcome, which began so innocuously, developed in

such an unexpected way that I hope my experience on

the trail will lead others who are needful to set forth on

the same trail. I learned that PSA is like a seat belt in

an automobile ... if you need it, you had better have it.

Here I ought to explain first that my internist is a

very cautious gentleman, the kind that might use a belt

along with his suspenders just to make sure no avoid-

able disaster occurs; in the 30 years I have reported to

him for periodic checks, it seems to me that at one time

or another, for one reason or another, he has put me in

the hands of most of the medical specialties represented

in Nashville, which surely equal or exceed the per-ca-

pita content of such specialties at any place in the

known universe or beyond. Still, since nothing really

had come of these earlier excursions, I felt no apprehen-

sions about humoring my internist in this rather new

PSA test; it would be merely one more routine invasion

of my corpus.

As time went on, the meaning of PSA became

clearer. I found that it stands for prostate specific anti-

gen. Now, I need to backtrack and remark that in the

plastic model I eventually saw, the prostate is a gland in

men that surrounds the exit tube from the bladder. God
put it there to provide fluid that would carry semen

from the testicles out of the body. You'd think that as a

man grew older and less likely to need this business for

reproduction that the prostate gland would shrink. Not

so! As one grows older, the damn thing can grow from

the normal size of a walnut to that of an orange (at least

in my case). The fancy words for this ambitious pro-

gression are “benign prostate hypertrophy (or hyperpla-

From the Department of Chemistry, Vanderbilt University, Nashville.

Dr. Field is professor emeritus of the Department.

Reprint requests to Vanderbilt University, Station B, Box 1507, Nash-

ville, TN 37235 (Dr. Field).

sia),” but it will surprise no one that urologists, who
need the words continually, use the nickname of BPH.

There’s no big problem with BPH, incidentally; if

the growth reaches a point where flow of urine is ob-

structed, the urologist can shave off enough tissue to

restore good function; he will tell you and me that this

is a transurethral resection, but he’ll tell the hospital that

the patient will be in for three or four days for another

acronym, a TUR. So there’s nothing really scary about

See editorial comment in this issue.

this rather common problem. But a scary part comes

when certain cells in the prostate declare their indepen-

dence and wage civil war against normal cells. Far

worse, these culprits move into seminal vesicles (tubes

through which semen moves from the testicles), then

into lymph nodes, and then into bone. The civil war in

bone becomes a worry for any lover of life on the

human planet. “Malignant” is a generous way to de-

scribe these rebels. Obviously, the thing to do is to wipe

out every' last one of the aggressive rascals . . . and the

wipe out should occur before the invaders have trooped

out into bone, preferably as early as possible in the

sneaky seditious attack.

Which brings us around to the “specific antigen”

part of PSA. The meaning of the word “antigen” in

PSA can be illustrated by hay fever. Exposure to pro-

teins in the pollen of certain plants, such as ragweed,

leads the body to manufacture an antibody that can in-

teract as a defense against the invading protein. Such a

protein is called an antigen. Later exposure to the anti-

gen leads to a highly specific interaction with the anti-

body—virtually a hand-in-glove relationship. This inter-

action leads to the sneezing and wheezing so well

known to sufferers from hay fever. The point is that

antigen-antibody interactions are both highly sensitive

and extraordinarily selective and can be well evidenced.

Now, when the prostate is upset, as by a malignancy, a

complex protein (with a kind of sugar hung on to pro-

vide specificity to the prostate) wanders from the pros-
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tate into the blood stream. This fellow is the prostate

specific antigen. Immunologists are expert at develop-

ing antibodies that will respond very specifically to par-

ticular antigens, and the antibody developed to the pros-

tate specific antigen permits the highly sensitive and

selective PSA test that we're talking about (if you really

want the complex details, see your favorite immunolo-

gist). Of course, one can always hope that a high PSA
result comes from some kind of out-of-whackness in the

prostate other than a malignancy.

All of which brings us full circle back to my inter-

nist. You will recall he wanted my blood sample

checked not only for all the bundle of items in his rou-

tine “blood profile” but for the PSA as well. The PSA
test by now has become virtually routine, but I suspect

my internist wanted it for me when it first became

available because he had marveled at my orange-acious

prostate sufficiently already to push me into six-month

visits to a urologist during the previous years (who was

equally impressed by the size of this achievement).

Well, in August of 1990, my PSA stood at the

enviably low level of 2.3. I had made my cautious inter-

nist happy by submitting to the test, but as so often with

his tests and referrals, the result once more could be

called a ho-ho-hum. In February of 1991, the PSA was

only 3.2, a routine ho-hum. In November of 1991, the

PSA was 5.5, more of a hum-m-m, however, than a

ho-hum. The urologist called for an ultrasound scan of

the prostate; he can look at and also photograph the

prostate by this means, as a base point. A little nodule

showed up, but it was probably only a calcification that

bore watching. But in 1992, events moved apace.

May 8, 1992: PSA 6.8; the urologist thought that

cancer had become a worry as the level continued to

rise and a needle biopsy seemed wise. I was told there

would be no pain. True enough, the ultrasound-guided

sampling felt no more than the sharp flip of one’s fore-

finger on the forearm, they tell me because there are no

nerves in the area sampled. Again I expected a ho-ho-

hum report. An contraire! The pathologist’s report

stated malignancy was found in four of the five samples

submitted. This was far removed from even the

hum-m-m response. I was told that it indicated diffuse

disease. To my confident assertion that the report surely

must be based on someone else’s data, the response was

an emphatic “not a chance.”

May 19: Having at last persuaded me that I really

had errant cells aboard, my urologist sent me along to a

radiologist for a bone scan to learn whether the invad-

ing army had moved out of the prostate and headed for

bone, its preferred first target elsewhere. A little squirt

of the radioactive technetium into my veins, I learned,

would localize in any points of bone that had been in-

vaded and would show up as “hot spots” on film. In a

couple of days, my urologist relayed that there were no

hot spots and therefore that the cancer had not moved

out of the prostate (yet!). But a counterattack to the

invasion was necessary and, even though prostate can-

cers move relatively slowly, the sooner the better. The

options were: (1) Castration (move on, I said, I can’t

change from singing bass to tenor this late in my 70

years). (2) “Radical” removal of the prostate and atten-

dant seminal vesicles. (3) Chemotherapy. (4) Radiation.

I argued for (3) and/or (4), but I was told that since I

was healthy the best route to a long happy life was (2),

the radical prostatectomy. So, the conclusion was to

proceed with this surgery, and an appointment was set

for May 22 with the urological surgeon in the firm, for

whom I would be No. 238, a reassuring measure of his

success. At this point I let my internist in on what had

been going on . . . after quibbles, questions, and squirms

on my part he said, “You’re missing the main point

about the surgery!” “And what might that be,” I in-

quired. His convincing retort was, “You won't die of

prostate cancer!”

May 22: In the office of the surgeon, we explored

dates: “As soon as you can, trot to the Red Cross and

deliver two pints of blood a week apart,” I was told,

“just in case it’s needed.” (That phrase again; perhaps it

wasn't needed, but my wise and frugal surgeon put it

back in me anyway during the surgery.) Two hours

later, my “autologous” blood was on its way into a Red

Cross packet. Further cheer was imparted: “You'll be

about six days in the hospital, about ten days more on a

catheter, and about six weeks before resuming normal

activity. Continence will be no problem, although pa-

tience may be necessary. As for impotence, who knows

. . . the important thing is to get all of the cancer and

beyond that the outcome will depend on nerves that are

left, age, etc. ... the answer may be unclear for us up

to a year.”

June 9: The day of my Grand Opening. At 7 am I

checked in at the hospital. All my statistics were

plopped into the computer, I was relieved of several

tubes of blood from each arm, checked for clotting time

with a tiny slit in my forearm, and sent to a room to

await “preparation.” About 1 1 am I was given a couple

of pills and shortly after was wheeled out on a gurney.

As I left the room, I remarked to my wife that the pills

were having no effect whatever. The next thing I knew,

it was 6 pm, and I was in the recovery room. I found I

had been adorned with four tubes: one for epidural an-

esthetic ran into my spine through my back, a second

was an IV tube that dripped saline fluid and antibiotic

from separate sacks into my left arm, a third was a drain

from my tummy to a measuring bottle, and a fourth was

the prognosticated catheter, which consisted of a tube

that ran from my bladder through my guess-what to an-

other measuring bottle.

My wife told me that the surgery lasted about three

hours and that I requested a book to keep me company

during the night in the recovery room; that may be so,

but I certainly do not remember any such book. All that
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I really recall, besides being peered at rather frequently

by a nurse, is my delight in being carted into a regular

room after a restless night.

The urologists thought that the surgery had removed

all of the tumor but that it had been a vicious one (and

sneaky too, he could have added, since its presence

might have remained unknown for months had it not

been for the PSA!); however, only the pathology report

that would appear later would really tell the tale.

June 10-13: On arrival in my room I eagerly antici-

pated breakfast, only to be told, no luck ... I could

have ice chips, so long as I didn't overdo and get

bloated. All day on the 10th and 11th, however, al-

though I was ravenous, I was surprised at how eagerly I

anticipated my “liquid diet” of juice and bouillon (with

ice chips for dessert). Despite my craving for more en-

ergy-rich food, on the 1 1th (two days after surgery), the

nurses had me climbing into a chair and then walking

briefly. Walking was a bit of a nuisance because I had

to haul along with me a stand on wheels from which

dangled my IV tubes, my catheter-collecting bottle, and

my epidural anesthetic dripper; the fourth little tube that

drained my abdomen could be accommodated by pin-

ning the small collecting bottle to my nightie that (par-

tially) concealed me from my public as I strolled.

I was a bit dubious as to consequences when the

anesthetic drip was removed on the 1 1th; to my delight,

though, there was no discomfort thereafter, except for a

“not uncommon” itching that began after a bit but sub-

sided in about a day. Three days later after surgery, on

the 13th, my surgeon decreed “soft food”; I heard this

with trepidation, but the news turned out to be good

because “soft food” was essentially regular stuff (but

with maybe a poached egg instead of two-over-easy).

He also instructed removal of another tube, the IV for

the antibiotic and saline, a parting that caused me no

sorrow.

The pathology report now had come in, and I lis-

tened with some interest as he reported that although

the connections to the bladder and prostate were clear

of errant cells, the seminal vesicles showed traces, so

that possible migration into tiny adjoining channels

might require radiation; the telling point would be

whether the PSA would show the hoped-for drop to

zero after a month. The tumor, I was told, was an ag-

gressive one, about 8 to 9 on a scale of 10, and was

about to burst through the capsule enclosing the pros-

tate; had it done so, my impression is that the invaders

would have been in the position of the Allied Forces

breaking out of the Normandy Beachhead in W.W. II.

Before June 13 was done, my mobility was improved

by change of the elaborately calibrated catheter recepta-

cle to a strapped-on leg bag, so that I could walk quite

a bit; my mood was further improved by exchange of

my flight nightie for pajamas.

June 14: This Sunday was good-news day because

about noon my surgeon backed up his six-day estimate

of hospitalization by declaring I could go home! “Just

take a deep breath while I remove the abdominal drain,”

he remarked, as he smoothly pulled out what looked

like a huge tongue depressor that terminated the quar-

ter-inch tube that I had borne. He assured me that in

discomfort everything would be downhill after this re-

moval, a comfort I was pleased to hear but suspected

might be optimistic as I gazed at the 29 staples that held

me together from belly button as far down as the inci-

sion could run. The nurse delegated to remove the sta-

ples was amused by my apprehension and instead of

acceding to my plea for a general anesthetic—or at least

a local—cheerfully set to work with her staple remover.

She was deft, the remover was effective, and to my de-

light, as she snapped the little fellows out, I was shortly

entertaining her with witty conversation. To my relief,

the extractions presented no more problem than a few

twitches.

With my 700-ml leg bag now in place and with

supply of a 2,000-ml bag for substitution when not

traveling, I was ready to go. I was told I could walk

until tired, could shower the next day, and had no other

restrictions than not to lift more than ten pounds for

six weeks, not to sit in a straight chair for more than

an hour at a time, and not to drive for 30 days, all

of these being measured from the date of the surgery.

On the way home, my wife and I acquired an

antibiotic (Cephalexin), which I was to take for ten

days, and a bunch of pain pills, which I never needed;

indeed, throughout the process, although discomfort

was apparent now and then, real pain never was a

problem.

June 15-16: I was prepared for trouble, so naturally

I easily imagined that I had found it. A swelling devel-

oped in the midpoint of the incision that looked as if

half a hen’s egg had been hidden under it overnight.

Also, a little blood developed in stools. A worried call

to the surgeon was reassuring: the swelling was just a

soft-tissue response, the egg was merely the buried su-

tures, and the blood was just from mild hemorrhoids

(which indeed disappeared after a bit of mineral oil

made me a regular fellow).

June 17-20: The 17th afforded one of my first eight-

hour sleeps, my constitution now evidently having

adapted to sleep while connected to the “big bag”

(2,000 ml). Walks of a couple of miles became comfort-

able. Since the surgeon was to leave for a two-week

vacation, I went in for an office check and was again

reassured that all was well.

June 23: For this day, the last of my coming-out

parties, I laid in a goodly assortment of all kinds of

diapers available and then reported for removal of the

catheter. As before, the apprehension far exceeded the

realization; during conversation with the male nurse the

catheter was removed smoothly while I scarcely real-

ized what was afoot (excuse the malapropism).
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June 24-July 7: I was up about four times a night

during this period, but continence seemed to be devel-

oping well; the diapers were exchanged for shields, but

although control seemed in hand during sleeping and

walking, an occasional squirt on rising mandated con-

tinued use of shields. Another scary but vain worry de-

veloped on the 29th . . . blood appeared in the urine in

increasing amounts over the 12-hour period. Although it

then cleared completely, to assure that my insides were

not coming loose, I phoned the covering urologist. As

with my earlier cries of wolf, I was again reassured . . .

“after all the work with your insides, such bleeding at

later dates was quite common and resulted merely from

minor and temporary uncorking of tiny blood vessels”;

sure enough this episode never recurred.

July 1: My instructions permitted driving, so off I

went to Vanderbilt University to check my mail. All

seemed well; the incision was healed except for a little

hole about the middle that drained slightly.

July 7: Today I reported, one month after surgery,

for a general check and a blood sampling for the hoped-

for zero level of PSA, since there was no longer any

prostate (unless some malignant cells had hidden in tiny

orifices and escaped removal). Would the result show I

was clear of danger or would an above-zero response

show a need for radiation? It was crossing-fingers time.

July 9 : “Cold turkey” without diapers went well

from 9 to 5, but I used a precautionary simple “shield”

for a meeting. The incontinence aspect was proceeding

well.

July 10: The surgeon reported that the PSA level

was found to be “less than 0.1%. Undetectable.” He was

“real pleased with the result; couldn’t have been better.”

Needless to say, he was not alone in being “real

pleased.” Had the result been significant, a recheck in

two weeks would have been needed, and a positive

value at that point would have meant radiation. So . . .

nothing more medically would happen until August 4,

when I was to report for another check.

July 21: The six-week proscription, “don’t lift more

than ten pounds and never strain,” expired today. Also,

I could now go to work full time, although I was less

pleased to learn that I could resume mowing the lawn.

The continence aspect seemed totally under control; as

of today a diaperless day-and-a-half had led to no leaks

whatever, so I donated the remaining diapers to the Sal-

vation Army.

July 31: The last little scab had disappeared from

my incision, and I now had a nice 8-inch scar from my
belly button south as a souvenir and a reminder to be

grateful for the people who invented the PSA and for

the skill of my internist and urologist. r y
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Trauma Rounds

Superior Mesenteric Artery Repair

Following Penetrating Trauma

DAVID M. SAILORS, M.D.; DONALD E. BARKER, M.D.; and R. PHILLIP BURNS, M.D.

Introduction

The majority of civilian penetrating visceral arterial

injuries are from small-caliber handguns and are usually

associated with intra-abdominal visceral injuries as well

as non-visceral intra-abdominal vascular injuries. We
present a case of penetrating injury to the superior mes-

enteric artery and discuss its management.

Case Report
A 42-year-old man presented himself to Erlanger Medical

Center after sustaining gunshot wounds to the abdomen from a

large-caliber handgun. The patient was alert, with a systolic

blood pressure of 90 mm Hg and a pulse rate of 132/min. His

abdomen was distended, and two entrance gunshot wounds
were noted, one in the left upper quadrant of the abdomen and

the other in the right posterior axillary line above the iliac

crest. After large-bore intravenous catheters were placed in the

left subclavian and right femoral veins, the patient received 3

liters of crystalloid solution and 1 unit of O-negative blood in

the trauma resuscitation room. His blood pressure rose to 1 17

mm Hg systolic and his pulse decreased to 108/min. Chest

x-ray demonstrated no acute changes. A one-shot IVP demon-
strated normal kidneys and proximal ureters; urine and gastric

aspirates were free of blood. Broad-spectrum parenteral antibi-

otics were administered and the patient was transferred to the

operating room for exploratory celiotomy.

Upon entering the peritoneal cavity through a midline inci-

sion, approximately 1,200 ml of free blood was encountered

and a large pulsatile hematoma was noted at the base of the

small bowel mesentery. A major mesenteric vascular injury

was suspected, and proximal control of the abdominal aorta

was obtained at the aortic hiatus. The left-sided viscera (colon,

pancreas, spleen) were rotated medially, and proximal control

of the superior mesenteric artery was obtained at its origin. The
hematoma at the base of the small bowel mesentery was then

entered, and when a transverse injury of the superior mesen-

teric artery was identified at the level of the enteric branches

(Fullen, zone IV), primary arteriorrhaphy of the damaged ar-

tery was performed. Injuries to the proximal jejunum and right

colon at the ileocecal valve were initially controlled with Bab-

cock clamps to minimize spillage of intestinal contents, and the

jejunal injury was primarily repaired. The ascending colon and

the distal ileum were transected between stapling devices and

the injured area at the ileocecal valve resected. The stapled

ends of the distal ileum and ascending colon were placed in the

From the Department of Surgery, University of Tennessee College of

Medicine, Chattanooga Unit.

peritoneal cavity and not reanastomosed at this time due to the

patient’s severe coagulopathy. The abdomen was packed open
and the patient was transported to the trauma intensive care

unit (TICU).

The coagulopathy was corrected in the TICU, and 36 hours

after initial celiotomy, the patient was returned to the operating

room for reexploration of the abdomen. The repaired superior

mesenteric artery was inspected and found to be patent, and

there was no evidence of bowel ischemia. An ileocolic anasto-

mosis was performed to reestablish gastrointestinal tract conti-

nuity, the peritoneal cavity was irrigated, and the abdominal

incision was closed primarily. The patient experienced no post-

operative complications related to his abdominal injuries.

Discussion

Despite modem vascular surgical techniques, injuries

to the superior mesenteric artery continue to carry a

high mortality. In a combined series of 1 16 patients re-

ported by six separate authors 16 (Table 1), the overall

survival rate was only 58%.

In 1972, Fullen et al 1 described a classification sys-

tem for superior mesenteric arterial injuries. Zone I in-

juries involve the superior mesenteric artery beneath the

pancreas, zone II injuries involve the superior mesen-

teric artery beyond the pancreas at the base of the trans-

verse mesocolon between the proximal pancreatico-

duodenal and middle colic branches, zone III injuries

involve the superior mesenteric artery distal to the mid-

dle colic branch, and zone IV injuries involve the supe-

TABLE 1

MORTALITY FROM SUPERIOR MESENTERIC ARTERY INJURY

Author No. of Patients % Survival

Fullen
1

8 62.5

Graham2
45 61

Lucas
3

15 67

Kashuk
4

6 67

Sirinek
5 20 70

Accola
6

22 32

116 58
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rior mesenteric artery at the level of the enteric

branches. Zone I and II injuries can be managed by li-

gation of the superior mesenteric artery at its origin

from the aorta or just beneath the pancreas, since the

extensive collateral How between the middle colic and

pancreaticoduodenal branches of the superior mesen-

teric artery will allow gut viability to be maintained.

Ligation should be limited, however, to situations where

repair is inadvisable due to extensive vascular injuries

and hemodynamic instability. Zone III and IV injuries

should be repaired by primary arteriorrhaphy, interposi-

tion graft repair, patch angioplasty, or reimplantation of

the superior mesenteric artery. Accola et al 6 note that

(1) repairs should avoid a proximal suture line near an

associated pancreatic injury, (2) the superior mesenteric

artery should be reimplanted into the lower aorta, avoid-

ing associated injuries, and (3) the repair should be cov-

ered with retroperitoneal tissue.

Many maneuvers have been described for exposing

the suprarenal aorta and superior mesenteric artery, in-

cluding a direct approach through the base of the mes-

entery, medial rotation of left-sided intra-abdominal vis-

cera,7 -8 complete medial rotation of all left-sided

intra-abdominal viscera (Mattox maneuver),9 and right

colon mobilization with a Kocher maneuver. In this

case, we first rotated the intra-abdominal viscera medi-

ally, allowing proximal vascular control of the suprare-

nal intra-abdominal aorta as well as proximal control of

the superior mesenteric artery. Next, the hematoma was

entered and the injury isolated and repaired. A “second

look” operation was performed to assess intestinal via-

bility and restore gastrointestinal continuity.

Summary and Conclusions

Superior mesenteric artery injuries remain a chal-

lenge to even the most experienced trauma surgeon and

continue to carry a significant mortality in spite of ag-

gressive management. If possible, primary arteriorrha-

phy should be performed, as mortality has been shown

to increase6 with more complex methods of repair. This

probably emphasizes the severity of the vascular injury

and hemorrhagic complications rather than the compli-

cations of the repair itself. /
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Vanderbilt Morning Report

Thrombotic Episodes

Case Report
A 36-year-old man presented himself to the Metropolitan

Nashville General Hospital emergency department complain-

ing of progressive swelling of his left upper extremity for the

preceding week. The patient initially noticed a prominent ve-

nous pattern on the upper part of his arm, followed by the

development of tender swelling of his entire left arm. He could

not recall any antecedent trauma. There had been no fever,

paresthesias, warmth, or numbness. The patient denied intrave-

nous drug abuse. He had developed ischemia of the left lower

extremity six months earlier, which had required a femoral ar-

tery embolectomy, a revascularization procedure, and finally

the amputation of his left leg above the knee. A two-dimen-

sional echocardiogram at that time revealed no thrombi in the

left ventricle, and protein C, protein S, antithrombin III, and

triglyceride levels were all normal. He was taking oral dipyri-

damole 25 mg three times a day at the time of admission.

On admission, he was afebrile. There was circumferential

swelling of the left upper extremity with mild tenderness but

no pitting on palpation. His left radial pulse was palpable and

there was neither neurological deficit, erythema, nor axillary

adenopathy. There was a prominent venous pattern on his arm

and the left side of his chest.

A venogram of the left upper extremity revealed nearly ab-

sent deep venous circulation with extensive collateral flow. His

WBC count was 5,000/cu mm, hematocrit 33%, platelet count

93,000/cu mm, prothrombin time (PT) 12.4 seconds, and an

activated partial thromboplastin time (PTT) 28 seconds. Anti-

cardiolipin antibody was positive.

Anticoagulation therapy with heparin, initiated at first, was

changed to oral warfarin, and his swelling completely resolved.

He was discharged from the hospital in satisfactory condition

taking a daily dose of warfarin.

Discussion

This patient exhibits many of the clinical manifesta-

tions of the antiphospholipid antibody syndrome (APS).

Lupus anticoagulant tests and ELISA or radioimmuno-

assays for cardiolipin antibodies are different methods

used to detect antibodies to phospholipids. Both lupus

anticoagulant and the anticardiolipin antibody are asso-

ciated with the same major and minor clinical manifes-

tations, the four major ones being venous thrombotic

events, arterial thrombotic or vasculopathic events, re-

current pregnancy loss, and thrombocytopenia. 1 Any one

of the first three major manifestations, in the presence of a

valid and reliable test for antiphospholipid antibodies, pro-

vides sufficient evidence on which to base a diagnosis of

this syndrome. Serologic tests must be positive on at least

two occasions more than three months apart.

Minor manifestations continue to be described. Cuta-

neous manifestations that are well established include

Presented by Thomas J. Lewis Jr., M.D., chief medical resident, Metro-

politan Nashville General Hospital.

livedo reticularis and leg ulcers in the absence of venous

insufficiency. Migraine headaches, chorea, and transient

ischemic cerebral episodes have also been reported.23

Although initially described in association with sys-

temic lupus erythematosus, antiphospholipid antibodies

have been discovered in patients with other autoimmune

diseases, drug-induced lupus, acquired immunodefi-

ciency syndrome, and in otherwise normal people.

The presence of lupus anticoagulant is suggested by

a prolonged activated partial thromboplastin time

(APTT) in approximately 80% of cases 3
; the thrombin

time (TT) is normal. The abnormality in APTT is not

corrected by the addition of an equal volume of normal

plasma, as would be expected if a clotting factor were

deficient. Because patients may have one antibody sys-

tem and not the other, to fully identify patients at risk it

is best to perform tests for both the lupus anticoagulant

and the anticardiolipin antibody.

Several mechanisms for thrombosis occurring in as-

sociation with antiphospholipid antibodies have been

proposed. Most of these focus primarily on dysfunction

of the endothelium in the formation of thrombus. Anti-

phospholipid antibodies have been shown to inhibit pro-

stacyclin, to enhance platelet aggregation, and to inter-

fere with protein C and antithrombin III activity.

Fetal survival rate is less than 15% in pregnant

women with antiphospholipid antibodies who are un-

treated. 3 Thrombosis of placental vessels and placental

infarction are frequent, though these are not universal

findings. Inhibition of prostacyclin, with subsequent va-

soconstriction and placental ischemia, has also been

proposed as a mechanism for fetal loss.

Treatment of APS is still evolving. Patients with

antiphospholipid antibodies with no history of a throm-

botic event need not be routinely anticoagulated as a

prophylactic measure. Anticoagulation is recommended

in the presence of a history of arterial or thrombotic

events as long as antiphospholipid antibodies can be de-

tected. Corticosteroids plus aspirin, as well as low-dose

heparin, have been used successfully to prevent fetal

loss during pregnancy. Steroids and other immunosup-

pressive agents are generally not employed otherwise in

this syndrome. These agents have potentially significant

side effects, and anticoagulation alone has proven to be

an effective treatment. 1 S
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CARE Program Update

From Lab Tests to Lawsuits:

Improving Physician-Patient Communication

ROBERT BOWERS, M.D., Co-Chairman

TMA Communications and Public Service Committee

Poor communication leads to litigation.

That’s the consensus among judges, attorneys, and

insurance professionals involved in medical malpractice

lawsuits. When physicians fail to communicate effec-

tively, the result may be a lawsuit.

The Scripps Howard News Service has compiled a

list of the top ten reasons physicians in the United

States were sued from Jan. 1 1985, through June 30,

1991. They include:

• Problems related to comprehensive patient inter-

view and evaluation.

• Excessive consultations with other physicians,

• Problems related to diagnostic interview and

evaluation.

In reality, all these complaints are about poor com-

munication. In too many cases, they lead to lengthy,

expensive lawsuits with unreasonably high awards to

plaintiffs.

Of course, patients today seem increasingly willing

to file suit. For instance, the number of liability suits

rose from three claims per 100 physicians prior to 1981,

to ten claims per 100 physicians in 1985.

In this litigious climate, Tennessee physicians have

little choice but to practice defensive medicine, ordering

extra tests and obtaining second opinions, steps that add

to the cost of health care.

Clearly, there is a need for reform of the malpractice

liability system. The Tennessee Medical Association

(TMA) supports such reform and is actively lobbying

for change.

In the meantime, Tennessee physicians can help

themselves by doing exactly what the CARE program

has been recommending: develop communication skills

that satisfy the needs of patients. It begins with im-

proved listening skills and a willingness to thoroughly

discuss both pleasant and unpleasant outcomes with pa-

tients and their families.

Nashville’s 1st Circuit Court Judge Hamilton

Gayden, who has presided over numerous medical mal-

practice cases, believes many patients file suit because

of unrealistically high expectations about medical care.

The way to prevent this is through sound, honest, open

communication.

“Medicine is such an inexact science compared to

other areas of negligence,” Judge Gayden says. “There

needs to be more informed consent on the part of pa-

tients and families that the result may not turn out

well.”

Nashville attorney Randall Kinnard, of Kinnard and

Smith, has 17 years of experience representing patients

in medical malpractice cases. Kinnard says he turns

down most requests for representation because they do

not involve true malpractice. Most of the time, patients

are simply angry about rude or abrupt behavior by

physicians.

“Too often when a catastrophe has occurred, the

physician acts like he's done something wrong. Instead

of coming out and talking to the family about it and

being straightforward, the physician runs and hides,”

Kinnard explains. “That conduct, number one, is com-

pletely discourteous and would make any average per-

son angry.”

Kinnard believes today’s physicians could learn

valuable lessons from their predecessors. “Physicians

need to go back 20 or 30 years to the way medicine

used to be practiced, with a lot of hand-holding,”

Kinnard says. “Literally hold hands with the family and

tell them you're very sorry. Don't be afraid to say

you're sorry. That doesn't mean you're negligent; it just

means you're sorry something bad happened.”

Physicians must do a better job of communicating

with patients. Take the time to listen to patients’ fears.

Talk with family members and make sure they under-

stand the risks of various procedures. Above all, we

should not be afraid to demonstrate compassion for

their pain and loss. Those extra minutes of personal

communication may eliminate the need for weeks,

months, even years, of litigation. r /
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Department of Health Report

Oak Ridge Health Studies Agreement

MARY I. YARBROUGH, M.D., M.P.H.

The Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR) was established

by the U.S. government in 1942 as part of the World

War II effort to produce an atomic bomb, better known

as the Manhattan Project. The ORR served as a site of

nuclear fuel production. Now, at most facilities associ-

ated with the Manhattan Project (including the ORR),

studies are underway to investigate potential adverse

health effects that occurred or were exacerbated by off-

site release of toxic or radioactive contaminants.

Four principal lines of activity preceded the use of

uranium and plutonium fueled weapons against Japan in

August of 1945: uranium supply, uranium-235 produc-

tion, plutonium production, and bomb development. 1

Uranium-235 and pilot plutonium production were car-

ried out at ORR. The three facilities at Oak Ridge, K-25

(Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant), Y-12, and the

Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL, previously

X-10), were not only sites for nuclear fuel processing

and reprocessing, but after the war remained active in

the production of radioisotopes, reactor development,

nuclear weapons components production, waste manage-

ment, and an array of engineering and scientific support

functions worldwide. Much of the information pertain-

ing to operations on the ORR has remained classified

and restricted since the facilities’ inception. As a result,

the sources and exposure pathways of environmental

contaminants are relatively unknown to the general public.

On July 30, 1991, the state of Tennessee and the

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) entered into the

Health Studies Agreement, which reflects DOE’s sup-

port of the state to coordinate independent health-re-

lated studies that will assess potential human health

risks from past and present ORR operations. It is the

state's intention to achieve a better understanding of the

effects toxic and radioactive materials released from the

ORR may have had on the health status of populations

that surround it. DOE will provide to the state $12 mil-

lion in financial support over the next five years for

activities set forth in the agreement. DOE will also pro-

vide copies of or access to all data, reports, and other

information necessary to carry out provisions outlined

in the agreement.

There are five elements of the Health Studies Agree-

ment. The first is an assessment of the feasibility of

carrying out health studies in the off-site populations.

This assessment, which comprises what is known as

From the Environmental Epidemiology Section, Tennessee Department

of Health, Nashville. Dr. Yarbrough is the director of the Section.

“Phase I,” will be based on: review of the quality, quan-

tity, and usefulness of existing data on toxic and radio-

active substances used or produced in past and present

operations; analysis of potential exposure pathways

from environmental releases; and relevant characteris-

tics of potentially affected populations, both temporally

and geographically.

The second and third elements of the agreement call

for a technical panel and a steering panel to be ap-

pointed by the state. The function of the technical panel

is to aid the state in the selection of a contractor to

perform Phase I, the feasibility assessment. The steering

panel will oversee the contractor and recommend fur-

ther action based on the findings. In addition, the panel

is to provide information to and liaison with the public.

The fourth element provides for quality improve-

ment of the state’s cancer registry and the development

of a birth defects registry. Under the fifth element, there

will be a review of the occupational medical program

on the ORR.
As of November 1992, six months of work on the

12-month feasibility assessment has been completed.

The technical panel was appointed and assisted in the

design of the Request for Proposal for the project con-

tractor. ChemRisk, a division of MuLaren/Hart Environ-

mental Engineering Corporation, was selected as the

contractor through a competitive bid process. The steer-

ing panel, the Oak Ridge Health Agreement Steering

Panel (ORHASP), was appointed by Commissioner of

Health H. Russell White. It comprises 12 members, in-

cluding five technical experts, an ORR worker, a Ten-

nessee Department of Health representative, a DOE rep-

resentative, a member from the Environmental Quality

Advisory Board to the City Council of Oak Ridge, and

three at-large representatives from medical and environ-

mental areas in the state. Health professionals, commu-
nity leaders, civic organizations, and other interested

parties are being informed of the ORHASP and commu-
nity meetings. There is also a newsletter, the Oak Ridge

Health Studies Bulletin.

Phase I is scheduled for completion in the spring of

1993. Following Phase I, the ORHASP will determine

if further action is needed, such as dose reconstruction

of off-site contaminants or an epidemiological study of

potential health results. / Z?
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month

Deadly Delay

J. KELLEY AVERY, M.D.

Case Report
For the previous eight years, this 69-year-old man had been

seen by his family physician (FP) for hypertension, gout, glau-

coma, degenerative joint disease, and a variety of routine com-

plaints. He was a moderately heavy smoker, was overweight,

and had a history of hematuria for which he had been referred

to a urologist, but no definite diagnosis was made as to the

etiology of the complaint. Treatment of the hypertension con-

sisted of a mild diuretic and a low salt diet. The documentation

of his blood pressure readings during this time ranged between

180/90 mm Hg (under treatment) and 220/110 mm Hg when
treatment was interrupted. Documentation of the encounters

between the patient and his doctor was poor, with visits usually

being documented with the impression only and no other indi-

cation of blood pressure, treatment, advice, or instructions as to

return visits. He had been hospitalized once during this interval

for acute gout. Bell’s palsy (right), and hypertension. The treat-

ing physician in the hospital had been the consulting internist.

Following the patient’s discharge from the hospital, the inter-

nist wrote to the referring physician: “Thanks for the referral

of (patient’s name) during his recent admission. The discharge

diagnosis: (1) Bell’s palsy, (2) hypertension, and (3) gouty ar-

thritis. He will be returning to see me in follow-up care.’’

This man was seen by the internist twice following this

hospital stay. On these two visits PA, lateral, and oblique

views of the chest were documented, with a final interpretation

of some pleural thickening that was not thought to be of signif-

icance, and cardiomegaly, presumably due to the man’s

longstanding hypertension. There was no documentation of

treatment or change. The patient was seen only twice by his FP
between this hospital stay and his final admission.

About two years after this patient’s last visit to his internist,

he had right flank pain with radiation to the right groin. By
8:30 in the evening the pain became so intense that relief was

absolutely necessary, and he reported to the emergency room
(ER) of the hospital where both his FP and internist were on

the medical staff. History revealed some “tarry” stools, but he

denied any urinary tract symptoms.

The ER physician’s examination revealed temperature

97.2°F, respirations 20/min, pulse 88/min, and blood pressure

180/110 mm Hg. Medications being taken were recorded as

Timoptic, Naprosyn, Zyloprim, Corgard, Lasix, and Micro-K.

About 30 minutes after the patient arrived the shift changed

and another ER physician took over. Again, this doctor re-

corded the complaint of severe pain in the right flank radiating

to the groin, with nausea but no vomiting. The patient told of

three black stools the day of admission and hematuria two

months earlier. He stated that his gout was in remission. Phys-

ical examination of the abdomen showed a mass in the right

lower abdomen slightly below and lateral to the umbilicus. The
bowel sounds were thought to be normal. Rectal examination

Dr. Avery is chairman of the Loss Prevention Committee, State Volun-

teer Mutual Insurance Company, Brentwood.

The Case of the Month is taken from actual Tennessee closed claims. An
attempt is made to fictionalize the material in order to make it less easy to

identify. If you recognize your own case, please be assured that it is pre-

sented solely for the purpose of emphasizing the issues presented.

revealed bright red blood at the os. Guaiac was 4+. The pros-

tate was normal and the impression was probable right ureteral

calculus. About one hour after his arrival in the ER the patient

was given 1 mg Dilaudid. The blood pressure was recorded at

190/120 mm Hg. More narcotic was given, and an hour later

the patient was asleep, with a blood pressure of 130/80 mm
Hg. The laboratory reported WBC count 1 1,300/cu mm, RBC
count 5,180,000/cu mm, hemoglobin 15.3 gm/dl, hematocrit

46.7%, platelets 308,000/cu mm. Urinalysis showed 2 to 5

RBC/HPF. KUB x-ray showed extensive degenerative changes

in spine and right hip, and a normal gas pattern. No abnormal

mass or calcification were seen.

The ER physician called the FP on call for the patient’s

doctor and discussed hospital admission. The patient was ad-

mitted about three hours after he came to the ER, with admis-

sion orders by the ER physician to “Notify Dr. (patient’s phy-

sician) at 7 am of patient’s admission and room number. Notify

Dr. (covering physician) of any changes in condition tonight.

IVP in am as soon as possible after 4 am.” Orders were written

for the urine to be strained for stones, and for narcotics to

control pain. The nurse’s admission note stated: “New admit,

no acute distress. Denies any urinary difficulty. Family states

he has passed some bright red blood per rectum tonight.” He
required narcotics once during the early morning hours, but

two hours later he was “calling out” in pain, needing more
medication. He complained of severe right groin pain radiating

to the back. The IVP was done about 9 am. The report indi-

cated only an enlarged prostate. Otherwise the examination

was normal.

When the patient returned from X-ray he was said to be

cool and clammy. He denied pain but complained of “feeling

bad.” The blood pressure was measured at 184/112 mm Hg.

The charge nurse was notified of the elevated blood pressure.

The diaphoresis reported as following the injection of the dye

subsided in about 30 minutes, but within 15 minutes the blood

pressure was recorded at 210/120 mm Hg. The charge nurse

called the doctor’s office. She learned at that time that the

answering service had not notified the attending FP at 7 am as

instructed. At 1 1 am, the nurses were still waiting for a call

from the FP. The blood pressure remained high. The internist

who had previously seen the patient was on the floor and, on

request of the nurses, ordered 20 mg of Procardia sublingually.

In a short time the blood pressure was recorded at 158/90 mm
Hg, and the internist would have seen the man but both the

patient and his wife refused an examination by him. The fam-

ily specifically requested another internist.

It was 3 pm when the attending FP came to the hospital to

see his patient. His examination found the abdomen to be

“very obese—bowel sounds normal—no tenderness of

masses.” At 5 pm the attending FP wrote an order for the re-

quested internist to see the patient. Shortly afterward the re-

quested internist examined the patient and ordered a stat CT of

the abdomen with the presumptive diagnosis of a ruptured and

leaking abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA). Prior to this exami-

nation, the nurse’s notes recorded: "Diaphoretic. Moist and

clammy. Placed in Trendelenburg.” The blood pressure was not

recorded this time, but one could assume that it was low. Volume
expanders were ordered, and the patient was transferred to ICU.
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At 5:15 pm the laboratory reported WBC count 17,200/cu

mm, RBC count 4,740,000/cu mm, hemoglobin 14.3 gm/dl,

and hematocrit 42.5%. The CT report indicated an aneurysm

involving the lower abdominal aorta below the renal arteries

measuring 5 cm in diameter and projecting toward the right.

There appeared to be some "reaction” in the mesentery adja-

cent to the aneurysm. At about 6 pm, the internist examined the

patient again and wrote as a progress note: "The BP is up to

1 10 systolic. There is a pulsating mass in the right lower abdo-

men. No bruits are heard and the abdomen is quiet.” A vascu-

lar surgeon was consulted immediately.

At 8 pm blood work was reported as WBC count 10,000/cu

mm. RBC count 2,780.000/cu mm. hemoglobin 8.4 gm/dl, he-

matocrit 25%, and platelets 212,000/cu mm. A note was writ-

ten by the surgeon, timed by him as 9 pm to 4 am, describing

the surgery for the ruptured AAA. Times recorded in the oper-

ating room (OR) show that the patient arrived in the OR at

8:45 pm. The anesthesiologist arrived 30 minutes later, and the

surgeon did not begin the operation until about two hours after

the patient got to the OR. Cardiac and renal complications in

the postoperative period caused the patient’s death.

A lawsuit was filed against four physicians: The FP. the

surgeon, and the internist were all charged with delay in the

diagnosis and treatment of this patient. Punitive damages were

demanded for "willful and wanton negligence.” The anesthesi-

ologist was charged with causing cardiac failure and respira-

tory difficulty by injudicious administration of fluids during

the surgery.

In the development of this case, the physicians pointed

fingers at each other, making settlement much more difficult

and expensive. Finally the surgeon bore the chief responsibility

because of his delay in treating this severe emergency. The
FP was charged with a significant amount of the settlement for

his delay in seeing the patient after his admission to the hospi-

tal. A lesser part of the settlement was charged against the

anesthesiologist.

Loss Prevention Comments
The standard of care in our profession demands that

we put our patients first. In the case of both the FP and

the surgeon, there were reasons at the time that seemed

to mitigate the actions of each. In the aftermath of the

death of the patient, these reasons were seen as excuses

only and could in no way justify the FP’s delay in see-

ing his patient for at least four hours after he learned of

the man’s admission, but about 12 hours after the actual

admission. Although the surgeon said he was involved

with another emergency, there could be no reason why
another surgeon was not called if the first one was not

immediately available. The surgeon’s progress note was

seen as an effort to hide the true facts of his delay. This

surgeon had a reputation of holding on to patients at all

costs rather than asking for help from his colleagues.

There were no physicians willing to testify that he was

within the standard of care in this case. The anesthesiol-

ogist, in retrospect, could have been severely criticized

for the amount of fluid given during and immediately

after the surgery.

In view of the very real chance of a “shock” verdict

by a jury sympathetic to the patient’s widow and his

children and willing to “punish” the doctors for what

they might well have believed to be careless and uncar-

ing behavior toward a patient in a very real medical

emergency, settlement of this suit was considered

necessary. r /
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”
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AMA 1992 Interim Meeting Report

Address of the AMA President

JOHN L. CLOWE, M.D.

Since June, I have attended the national conventions

of our two major political parties. I have crisscrossed

the nation for the meetings of many of the medical so-

cieties you represent. I have met many physicians and

listened to what is on their minds.

And let me tell you. after several decades of observ-

ing and battling physician apathy to the great issues that

confront medicine, I have been absolutely amazed this

year, this surprising year, to see physician apathy re-

placed by interest, energy, and action.

For example, not long before Thanksgiving, I spoke

to a dinner meeting of the Orange County Medical So-

ciety in California. The turnout was so much bigger

than they'd expected that they had to open a second

dining room and do a TV hookup to televise my re-

marks to the overflow.

Now. believe me, I know the crowd wasn't there on

my account. They were there on their own account!

And their patients!

In fact, wherever I have gone this year, the meeting

sponsors have told me that physicians who have never

before attended their medical society meetings are at-

tending now. And many of these are young physicians,

the ones who used to think they were too busy to bother

with organized medicine.

Suddenly they realize how important we are. Be-

cause suddenly, they realize the future of their profes-

sional lives is at stake. They have to know what’s going

on. They have to give input to what happens to medi-

cine. They have to get involved.

There is another reason apathy has turned to action.

It is that medicine's effort at outreach and inclusion are

paying off. The work of the Council on Long Range

Planning is bearing fruit.

There is a new Advisory Committee on Minority

Physicians. The AMA is sending out weekly Spanish-

language news releases spotlighting articles from JAMA
and the specialty journals. Many of you, in your socie-

ties, have similar outreach efforts that are working well.

That is the good news. So many more physicians

getting involved in organized medicine . . . and I'm

pleased. So many young physicians among them. And

so much more outreach.

The bad news is, well, the best way to explain the

bad news is to repeat some of the questions that newly

This address was delivered to the AMA House of Delegates at its In-

terim Meeting in Nashville in December 1992.

involved physicians ask me everywhere I go.

They ask: “What’s going to happen to our clinical

and economic autonomy if we have to negotiate con-

tracts with managed care plans?”

They ask: "Why can’t all of medicine get together so

we can be effective in Congress?” And. they ask: “Why
isn't there a unified voice in American medicine?”

These are straightforward questions. And they de-

serve straightforward answers from this House.

Now, those of you who have been around as long as

I have know that we have been struggling with these

questions for years. Well, that’s got to change.

In this surprising year of change, we must come to

resolution. We must present a unified front.

Time is running out, and we can't put this off any

longer. We must do it now!

My friends, medicine must have a single voice.

The Congress, and Mr. Clinton and his emerging ad-

ministration, are interested in medicine’s position on

health care reform. No matter how much one specialty

may believe it has come up with an innovative answer,

a unique answer, a new answer, the truth is, time has

run out for innovative, unique, or new.

This nation has already considered a lot of interest-

ing and innovative policy ideas. It has already moved

close to consensus on the major health care issues. Now
all that remains is the process of compromise, legisla-

tion, and law. And in that process, medicine must have

one voice, a voice of authority, a voice of concern for

the public and our patients.

The debate for health care reform has been going on

for a long, long time. And the AMA has been a

thoughtful advocate of much-needed change for many

years. Remember, we introduced Health Access Amer-

ica nearly three years ago. And it has set the pace for

candidates, congressional representatives, and think

tanks alike.

For example, elements of Health Access America are

evident in state health reform plans from Hawaii to Ver-

mont. They appeared in both parties’ national presiden-

tial platforms. And they are included in virtually every

major plan that is now on the congressional negotiating

table, or that is likely to end up on that table in the

much-mentioned “First Hundred Days.”

Right now, the AMA is being sought out by every

major player in the health care debate. Most realize they

can’t achieve reform without the participation of you,
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the medical profession. And most look to the AMA as

the medical profession’s voice in the process of change.

Now. here at the opening of this interim session of the

House of Medicine, we all understand that each individ-

ual specialty, each individual state, each individual sec-

tion, has its own agenda to push.

But that's what the House of Medicine is all about,

giving a hearing to every point of view.

But once that hearing is complete, once the debate is

closed, once the vote is taken, we must all support the

policy of the whole House of Medicine.

We must have a single voice.

Now, more than ever, this is an imperative we can-

not ignore. If we don’t unify behind a basic policy, it

will confuse the public. It will put the whole profession

in a difficult position with the new administration. It

will give legislators the impression that medicine is di-

vided. And there’s no sport that legislators enjoy more

than “divide and conquer!"

Please understand, we don’t have to agree totally in

order to work together for a common cause. But some-

how we have to agree to agree.

We must share a common cause; the cause of patient

care. That makes the whole profession of medicine far

greater than any of its parts. It’s really that simple. It's

that noble. It’s that important.

So, here at this meeting, let's hash out our differ-

ences. Let’s argue the issue one last time. Debate for

hours, if need be. We’ve done it before, when issues

warranted.

Here in Nashville, when we conclude our delibera-

tions, we must leave our private disagreements in these

chambers. We must emerge with a unified plan to ap-

proach the government and the legislators. We must ap-

pear in public as a single, unified profession. If we do,

the harmony will be heard throughout the land. If we do

not, believe me, the discord will reverberate all the way
to Washington, D.C., and our profession, and our pa-

tients, will be the ones who will be hurt the most.

As we open this House of Delegates at the end of

this surprising year, it’s not surprising at all, but some-

how very, very appropriate, to be here at Opryland. This

is, after all, the perfect place to find professional har-

mony! And this is the perfect time.

In this Holy Season that is supposed to be a time of

harmony and hope and joy for so many different peo-

ples throughout the world, just think of the tragic divi-

sions we witness on the television news every night.

Somalia. Sarajevo. Even the supposedly-unified nation

of Germany, where we see how fragile unity can be.

In my inaugural address last summer, I quoted a fa-

vorite saying: “Some people make things happen. Some
people watch things happen. And some people wonder

what happened.”

Please, let’s make things happen here in Nashville.

Let’s find one single voice for medicine. Let's leave

Opryland singing with that voice—singing loud and

clear, in harmony, and at peace. r y

IntroducingA Bill That

Actually Gets Smaller Over Time.
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the dollar.

Don’t wait to collect what’s yours. Put I.C. System
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1-800-325-6884

Endorsed by Tennessee Medical Association
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Making Right Decisions

At the TMA Annual Meeting in April 1992, I presented a recommendation for

public education and for expanded school health education programs beginning in

kindergarten and extending through grade 12. The purpose of this program is to

intensively educate students about health problems that may occur or may be

avoided by their personal decisions in the conduct of their lives.

The TMA Board of Trustees endorsed a resolution encompassing this plan to be

submitted to the AMA House of Delegates. With modification by the House of

Delegates, the resolution was adopted in December 1992, and is now AMA policy.

The two provisions of the AMA policy are. “That the American Medical Associa-

tion serve at the national level as a participant in health education activities, work-

ing with other organizations who have common goals for educating the public in

preventive medicine and positive healthy lifestyles,” and “That the AMA develop

a model plan to assist each state and county society and auxiliary to help promote

the inclusion of comprehensive health education in grades kindergarten through 12

of local schools by working with other interested organizations.”

Through educational programs we have the ability to help the children, youth,

and adults of our state and nation to avoid the many health problems that result

from wrong choices. The TMA, our State Auxiliary, and our local societies and

auxiliaries must join forces with other interested organizations to ensure that effec-

tive health education is presented in every grade of every school in Tennessee.

Some of our auxiliaries are already involved in promoting school health education

programs. Let us build on their accomplishments.

In making right decisions, knowledge is strength. Early and intensive health

education will provide the knowledge. We in Tennessee have the opportunity to

lead our nation into a new era of good health.

#?• JSL
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With One Voice

I have often wondered to what extent the drive

toward independent thinking has influenced the deci-

sion of individuals to enter the practice of medicine

as a career. I have concluded, correctly or not, that it

is considerable. I have based that conclusion on years

of watching doctors function. Certainly there is to be

found no group anywhere that is more dedicated to

maintaining their independence. So great is that drive

that we, like the lemmings, appear to be set on pro-

pelling ourselves off a cliff of our own making to our

own doom, both as a profession and as an effective

voice in our own affairs. If we are to be able to con-

tinue as advocates for our patients, a role that has

been placed in serious jeopardy by both governmen-

tal and private sector intrusion, and to continue exer-

cising any independence at all in our thinking, then

we must be willing for once in our lives to subordi-

nate that compulsion for being absolutely indepen-

dent, to the necessity for speaking with one voice to

the public.

That necessity was presented to the House of Del-

egates of the American Medical Association (AMA)
meeting in Nashville last December, by its President,

John L. Clowe, M.D., as a clear, ringing challenge.

The Journal carries his address before the House

elsewhere in this issue. His optimistic note was af-

firmed by the American College of Surgeons (ACS),

for years at odds with the AMA despite the dedicated

labors within the AMA by many of its members,

having once again just recently taken its rightful seat

in the House. But even as it did so, division once

again reared its head when, even as the House was

meeting, and after the President’s call for unity, the

American College of Physicians (ACP) released its

own plan for health care for all citizens in a report

that was bitterly critical of the AMA as being insen-

sitive to and uncaring as to the needs of the medi-

cally indigent. Though the report was unanimously

denounced by ACP members of the House as being

the product of the ACP's Board of Regents, which

they assured the House is itself insensitive to the

wishes of the membership of the ACP, and bent only

on furthering its own political agenda, the implicit

message had already been transmitted to Washington

and to other interested parties that disunity once

again reigned in the House of Medicine, and that

medicine could therefore be written off with impu-

nity as a force to be reckoned with in the upcoming

deliberations of the new administration and

Congress.

Friends and colleagues, for the continued welfare

of both medicine as a profession, and our patients,

we cannot allow that to happen. I commend Dr.

Clowe’s remarks to your attention, and to your ac-

tion, as well. We must all, every one of us, do every-

thing in our power to unite medicine, and never

knowingly do anything to divide it. It is by now not

news that a house divided against itself cannot stand.

We must assure ourselves that, heeding the admoni-

tion of President Clowe, everything we do is a part of

the answer, and not a part of the problem.

J.B.T.
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A New Year’s Retrospective, or,

A Tremulous Look Down the Pike

As one might guess, if he didn’t already know it

from experience, which I can't imagine he wouldn’t

if he'd been around very long at all, looking toward

and being at the new year are, as with every other

thing prospective and contrariwise retrospective,

mules of two vastly different hues, as unforeseen

worm cans make their appearance. I am about to in-

dulge in a mixed bag here, involving my tremulously

and tentatively peering down the pike from the van-

tage point of a year that has even now just barely

appeared, or, if you prefer, from the vantage point of

one that has just now ended, again just barely. I now

have a little more information that might possibly be

useful than I had when I was looking toward the new

year. I hate to say so, but that too is, yet once again,

just barely. Such information as has come my way is

insufficient to assure me one way or another whether

I might or might not fervently long for the reemer-

gence of 1992, a quandary that only a short time ago

would have been incomprehensible, seeing as how I

was not all that enamored of the year just past. Some

of the information I have gained leads me to believe

that while there isn’t really much if any difference

between December 30 and January 2, for whatever

it’s worth there is almost certain to be a whale of

difference between January 19 and January 22.

Keeping things in perspective, at the time I wrote

my New Year’s editorial, which was of necessity

away back in October, like everyone else I didn’t

know whether the year of our Lord 1993 would even

make it here at all or not, much less what the out-

come of the presidential election would be, or what

the AMA House of Delegates would do with a num-

ber of controversial issues that were scheduled for its

consideration, or what if anything the President was

going to do about the situation in Somalia or in

Bosnia, or what if anything anybody had in mind to

do about the economic situation or the national debt

or the health care system (speaking generally, and

also loosely), or a lot of other things you and I both

could probably think of if we were of a mind to,

which I, and I dare say you, too, are not, or at least

not much. Some of that puzzlement has now been

resolved, some of it hasn’t, some of it has maybe

gone away, and some of it doubtless never will—ei-

ther be resolved or go away. Some perhaps will yield

to the ministrations of the new president and his new

administration, but I have little doubt that more than

enough of those little jewels will still be around to

haunt President Clinton and his hangers-on come No-

vember 1996.

And not only those in government, either; you can

bet there will be some things left around to haunt

medicine, as well, and a lot sooner than 1996, too.

Try 1993, for openers. Though there are doubtless

some other things hanging fire or as yet unperceived,

what I have particularly in mind at this juncture is

the divisive matter of self-referral, which has en-

joyed, if that is the proper term to employ in that

regard, a more than somewhat checkered career be-

fore the AMA House of Delegates, its Council on

Ethical and Judicial Affairs (CEJA), legislators, both

federal and otherwise, and the public, which taken

together seems to me to be just about all-inclusive. I

am thinking now primarily about its effects on the

House of Medicine, but of course since medicine

does not exist in a vacuum, what those effects and

their results become will critically affect how the

scenario will play out before the public—or possibly

better put, how the public will play out the scenario

before us, should we make the wrong choice. The

vultures are waiting in the wings to pounce (or

swoop, I guess).

Without going into the nuances of self-referral,

which are various, I have to say that there is likely

nothing on board right now that has cost the medical

profession more in terms of public confidence.

Granting that not all, or even most, of the demerits

the profession has garnered are deserved, there is still

enough fire behind all the smoke to make self-refer-

ral anathema to us. Looking at the possibility, or

even the likelihood, that the system would be abused,

to the detriment of good patient care, the CEJA in

1990 issued a judgment that referral to facilities in

which the referring physician had a financial interest

was unethical unless the facility was an extension of

the physician's practice, such as an office laboratory

or his x-ray facility, for instance, or was necessary

for adequate patient care. That of course gored a lot

of oxen belonging to the many doctors who had been

encouraged by the very ones now flagellating us to

enter into joint ventures that required the purchase of

expensive equipment, such as, for instance, magnetic

resonance scanners or lithotriptors, and so the AMA
House of Delegates at last year’s annual meeting re-

pudiated the CEJA’s ruling, dividing the profession

and winding up with two conflicting policies, since

the opinion of the CEJA cannot be voided by any

action besides its own. What was worse, though, was

that wiser heads than mine, for instance, in the House

saw that the cost in public trust was too great, even

granted that in most instances the system was not

being abused, and that whether or not the demerits

were deserved really made no difference. We got
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them anyway.

Being persuaded that to maintain our position as a

profession and not a business requires that medicine

reject not only the evil, to which everyone in the

House had agreed, but as well the perception of evil,

to which not everyone had, the vast majority of the

House overturned its previous action, and sided with

the CEJA. Many took the step as a pragmatic one,

seeing the question as moot, since both federal and

state legislation was in the works that would make

self-referral illegal, strictly as a cost-cutting measure

based on a number of studies having confirmed over-

utilization of physician-owned facilities. That most of

those studies were attacked as biased had little or no

effect on the voting in the House, which has now
placed itself on record as concurring with the CEJA
that referral by a doctor to such a facility is unethical

except as defined above. As a practical matter, how-

ever, it seems likely that legislative bodies will for

fiscal reasons take an even less lenient approach.

The locally reported results of the most recent

Gallup Poll indicated a striking slippage in public

confidence in the clergy—down from 67% high

marks in the 1980s to 54% presently. Pharmacists

rated the highest, at 66%, funeral directors at 35%,

and lawyers and journalists at the bottom, at 27%. I

found it very interesting that doctors were not even

mentioned in the news item. This could mean any

one of three things: that our reporter was down on

doctors, and thought the figure appeared too high, that

the reporter was up on doctors and thought the figure

appeared too low, or that the reporter was not inter-

ested in how the doctors appeared, and figured his

readers wouldn't be, either; and maybe they aren't.

Maybe you aren't, either; during the reference com-

mittee hearings on self-referral I did hear a few com-

ments, though fortunately not many, to the effect that

what the hell difference does it make what the public

thinks? Well, I, and apparently most of the House,

anyway, and I hope all of you, think it means a lot.

When I was in medical school, and even when I

first entered practice just after World War II, doctors

were held in almost universal high esteem. A Gallup

Poll reading would almost certainly have approached

100%. The last figure I saw was somewhere in the

neighborhood of 70%, despite our being able to do

infinitely more for our patients. And maybe that’s the

root of our problem. Maybe there are so many things

we can do for and to our patients nowadays that we

think it unnecessary that we do what was often the

only thing we could do for them in those days: give

of ourselves. Sit beside them, give them our hand

and some kind words, attend them and their families

when they died. In short, show compassion and con-

cern. If pharmacists rated the highest in the latest poll

at 66%, it means doctors were below that. It does

matter that the public think of us as a highly ethical

profession. Unless they do, they will treat medicine

as a business. The basis for most of our present woes

is that that is the way the public is coming to view

us, and its regulators are treating us that way. What

is sadder still is that more and more of our own num-

ber are beginning to view medicine that way,

whether or not they say they do. Though being mor-

ally and ethically impeccable doubtless holds great

allure for the individual, it gains him no patients if

his public perception is otherwise.

It is the height of arrogance, not to say folly, to

perceive the public as stupid or gullible, even though

it sometimes may behave that way. The public will

eventually penetrate any facade. That our rights

doubtless have been and are being trodden upon with

impunity has nothing to do with it at all. What is

more important to our individual welfare and that of

the profession generally is that the public perceives

us as treading on theirs. One does not just claim the

public trust. The trust of the public has to be earned,

and for that, perception is everything.

J.B.T.

Ethical and Judicial

Considerations

The matter of self-referral has proved to be a

sticky wicket, one that caused a divisiveness in the

AMA House of Delegates that many believe could

have been averted had there been proper communica-

tion between the Council on Ethical and Judicial Af-

fairs (CEJA) and the House. The matter made a lot of

waves that set in motion attempts to subject the

Council to control by the House, resulting in several

resolutions to that effect. Pleas from a number of

quarters won over the House, though, so that with

little opposition those resolutions were all defeated,

allowing the CEJA to pursue its deliberations free of

political control, acting as it always has as the su-

preme court for medicine. One member is appointed

to the Council each year by the President. The ap-

pointment is for a single term, and is based upon the

candidate’s wisdom and integrity. Upon his

appointment’s ratification by the House, the council

member relinquishes his seat in the House and be-

comes answerable to no one but his fellow council

members and his conscience. Were it otherwise, the

Council would be just another politically oriented
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body, and would thereby lose its effectiveness. As it

is, it serves as a conscience for all of medicine,

whether AMA members or not, and is recognized as

such by governmental bodies and others that may
have little use for the AMA or anything having to do

with organized medicine. In its wisdom, the House

fortunately chose to leave it that way.

The CEJA did, though, with the collaboration of

the Council on Constitution and Bylaws, agree to es-

tablish a channel of communication with the House

so as to inform it of matters it was considering or

proposed to consider, and to invite members of the

House to submit comments for their consideration on

any of those topics. That joint report of the two coun-

cils was adopted by the House at the interim meeting

just past. Though the invitation was extended to

members of the House of Delegates only, ever}'

member of TMA has access to the system through

his elected representatives.

Topics that the CEJA has or proposes to have

under consideration are listed below. If you have an

opinion on any of these topics that you believe merits

consideration by the Council in its deliberations, your

delegation will be pleased to consider it on its merits

for transmittal, and, if you are a member of TMA, it

is indeed obligated to do so. since representing you is

one of the delegation's main functions.

• Ethical Issues in the Allocation of Health Care

Resources

• Financial Incentives to Encourage Organ

Donation

• Physician-Assisted Suicide and Euthanasia

• Financial Incentives to Physicians to Limit

Medical Care

• Psychiatric Participation and Organ Harvesting

in Capital Punishment

• Offers of Indemnity by Manufacturers of Drugs,

Devices, or Other Products

• Reporting Adverse Drug or Medical Device

Events

• Ethics of Waiving Insurance Copayments

• Ethical Issues in Intensive Care Settings

• Self-Treatment or Treatment of Family

Members
• Ethical Aspects of Artificial Insemination

• Using Minors as Organ Donors or in Other Pro-

cedures for the Benefit of Others

Comments should be submitted to:

John B. Thomison. M.D.. Chairman. AMA Delegation

Attn: Don Alexander, Executive Director

Tennessee Medical Association

P.O. Box 120909

Nashville, TN 37212-0909

J.B.T.

Trouble in the Waterworks:

A View From the Inside

Some time back I published a paper written by an

old lawyer friend of mine about his hospitalization

for an episode of intestinal obstruction. In it he de-

scribed a tube that was used to relieve the obstruc-

tion. I was, to put it mildly, taken aback—or less

than mildly, dumbfounded—by a letter I received

from a surgeon castigating me for allowing a lawyer

to teach medicine to us doctors. Besides, he said, he

had never heard of the tube my friend described. The

implication of that comment was, or so I inferred,

that if he had never heard of it, it couldn’t be of any

use. He seems to have lost sight of the fact that the

tube had been used in my friend by a board certified

surgeon. Of course, I didn't publish the article for

documenting a new technique, even assuming it was

new, which it wasn’t. I just thought our readers

would be happy to see something laudatory in these

days of doctor bashing, but neither was that the rea-

son for publishing the article. Another thing my cor-

respondent seems to have lost sight of. as I trust you

haven't, is that the practice of medicine comprises

some other important elements than technology, and

that in such areas we can learn much from those out-

side our profession, even, incredible as it might

seem, lawyers.

One, and possibly the main, but not the only rea-

son for this editorial is to forestall any flack I might

incur from publishing a somewhat similar article in

this issue of the Journal. I say somewhat in that

though both authors are learned, articulate men. both

papers are complimentary of their care, and I thought

both papers would be interesting, and perhaps in

some way useful, to our readers, there are some im-

portant differences. This second paper might, I think,

also prove useful to some of your patients in helping

to allay the fears and apprehensions they are almost

certain to have. This author is another old friend of

mine, or perhaps better put. a friend of many years

standing. Being as we are of approximately the same

age. I am reluctant to apply the term old to him. re-

gardless of how many years the calendar says he has

seen: we are both still functional, if that is any mea-

sure. and in case you care.

As a chemist, the author, Lamar Field. Ph.D., is

more technically oriented than my lawyer friend: in

addition, as a Professor of Chemistry at Vanderbilt

and a former chairman of the department, for many

years he taught medicinal chemistry, mostly to pre-

meds, and he has a pedagogical bent that shows in

his paper. He describes in proper detail and with en-
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gaging humor the steps he suffered through in the

diagnosis of his cancer by a routine screening proce-

dure, employing the assay of the prostate specific an-

tigen (PSA), as a part of a periodic physical checkup,

in his surgical experience, and in his postoperative

course, which, so far as he describes it, having left

out some of the more delicate parts, has found him

little or no worse for wear. The chemist in him is, as

might be expected, intrigued by the screening proce-

dure, which understandably he enthusiastically

endorses.

Which brings me to some of the difficulties with

screening procedures, the last reason for this edito-

rial. The first such to be widely used was the “Pap”

smear, developed some 40 or so years ago for dis-

covering precancerous lesions of the uterine cervix.

Its use has for practical purposes relegated cervical

cancer, once the scourge of womankind as a cause of

death, to a historical note in this country. Thanks to

the pap smear, the disease is discovered in either its

precancerous or preinvasive form, when it can be

easily and successfully treated. I can’t let it pass that

it is a matter of great concern to pathologists and

gynecologists that due to bureaucratic bungling and

regulatory intrusion over a single highly publicized

missed pap smear that resulted in a single cancer

death, a procedure that started out as a simple, inex-

pensive screening test has now come to be consid-

ered a diagnostic procedure, which was never

anybody’s intention, and it has thus become too ex-

pensive to be used satisfactorily for screening. It is my
prediction that because ignorant, meddlesome legisla-

tors and bureaucrats have decided to embark on the

practice of medicine, cervical cancer will stage a re-

surgence. The blood will rest squarely on their heads,

though they will of course lay the blame elsewhere.

Guess where. But don’t get me started on that.

The success of the cervical pap smear for screen-

ing initiated a search for other cytologic screening

procedures. The next to surface was the use of bron-

chial washings for pulmonary cancer. Though this

has proved to be a valuable diagnostic tool, it is not

cost-effective for screening. Screening of the blood

for “cancer cells” enjoyed a brief fling, but died a

natural death for the same reason. The multi-channel

analyzer proved the ultimate weapon, but attempts of

commercial ventures to make its results available to

their individual clients offered too many problems to

make it a suitable screening tool.

Screening for tumors in sites other than the cervix

remains controversial. The differences are fairly ob-

vious. Cervical cytologic specimens have their ori-

gin, if not in that single organ, which for the most

part they do, at least in a single organ system that is

easily accessible for confirmation by biopsy. Positive

findings from other sites are apt to leave a fearful

patient waiting for the other shoe to drop. The tra-

cheobronchial tree, for instance, sheds abnormal cells

for years before any lesion is visible to x-ray or even

bronchoscopy, and abnormalities in blood samples

are most often simply confusing. The PSA seemed

different.

The PSA is, after all, specific to a single organ,

and what is more, an organ readily accessible to the

ultrasound probe for imaging and for guided biopsy.

The PSA, however, can be elevated by damage to the

prostate by calculi or inflammatory processes, and in

some cases the surgeon may find no nodule to bi-

opsy, leaving behind a quandary. Though lack of a

nodule is not uncommon, the PSA determination be-

comes one of the first really satisfactory cancer

screening procedures since the pap smear, with a

near 100% specificity and sensitivity. Moreover, the

cost/benefit ratio is reasonable, which is necessary

for a screening procedure. The PSA bids fair to do

for men what the pap smear did for women, with the

added advantage of requiring only a routine blood

sample. At the same time, the patient’s doctor

—

you—needs to be certain that the patient understands

the limitations of screening procedures, and how they

differ from diagnostic procedures. Adequately ex-

plaining this is necessary for risk prevention. Unfor-

tunately, not all doctors understand this difference,

and certainly, as I have indicated, the ignoramuses in

the regulatory agencies don’t. It was this lack of un-

derstanding that led to the downfall of cervical

screening through the pap smear.

To get back to the case at hand, it is helpful for

the doctor to be able to look at medicine occasionally

through the eyes of a patient. It is more convenient,

not to mention more comfortable, and for the most

part safer, too, if that patient is somebody else.

J.B.T.

Board of Medical Examiners Actions

To the Editor:

This will confirm our discussion regarding the incom-

plete reporting by the Tennessee Board of Medical Exam-

iners on one of their recent reprimands (J Tenn Med Assoc

86:30, 1993). There are two physicians in Nashville with
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identical first and last names and the Board of Medical

Examiners did not identify which doctor was affected by

the action.

The person reprimanded was James H. Hamilton, M.D.,

of Nashville, according to the Board of Medical

Examiner’s director.

John M. Gilbert, CPCU
Sr. Vice President-Marketing

State Volunteer Mutual Insurance Co.

PO Box 1065

Brentwood. TN 37024-1065

Response

We publish the actions as submitted by the Tennessee

Board of Medical Examiners; no middle initial was given

in the report we received.

George E.A. Ackaouy, age 60. Died January 1, 1993. Grad-

uate of Faculty of Medicine, Alexandria University, Egypt.

Member of McMinn County Medical Society.

John L. Dallas, age 63. Died December 28. 1992. Graduate

of University of Tennessee College of Medicine. Member
of Sullivan County Medical Society.

James B. Ely, age 82. Died October 1992. Graduate of Uni-

versity of Tennessee College of Medicine. Member of

Knoxville Academy of Medicine.

William Thomas McPeake, age 79. Died December 29,

1992. Graduate of University of Tennessee College of

Medicine. Member of Knoxville Academy of Medicine.

new member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new
members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

BLOUNT COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
David Lloyd Snow, M.D., Maryville

CHATTANOOGA-HAMILTON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
James W. Brown, M.D., Chattanooga

Howell B. Dalton, M.D., Hixson

Robert Plinke, M.D., Chattanooga

KNOXVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Raymond Andrew Dieter, M.D., Knoxville

Patrick James Hodges, M.D., Knoxville

John Burr Robertson, M.D., Knoxville

Steven Allen Sanders, M.D., Knoxville

LAKEWAY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Wayne C. Page, M.D., Morristown

Larry M. Toffoletto, M.D., Morristown

TMA Members Receive

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award during De-
cember 1992. This list, supplied by the AMA, does

not include members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Beginning Jan. 1,

1993 each application for the PRA must also verify

participation in Category 2 CME activities.

Robert L. Adams, M.D., Memphis
Lany C. Collins, M.D. , Cleveland

Arnold M. Drake, M.D.. Memphis
Jerre M. Freeman, M.D., Memphis
Antonio R. Gonzalez, M.D., Chattanooga

Danny Hays, M.D., Lewisburg

David D. Long, M.D., Oak Ridge

Steven W. Morgan, M.D. , Bristol

Daniel R. Ramey HE M.D., Memphis
Margaret M. Ryan-Todd, M.D., Memphis
Clarence R. Sanders, M.D., Gallatin

Richard G. Soper, M.D.

,

Murfreesboro

Norman T. Soskel, M.D., Memphis
James G. Stensby, M.D. , Winchester

Michael C. Trotter, M.D.. Memphis
Alvin J. Weber III, M.D., Memphis
Cynthia C. Youree, M.D. , Brentwood

MAURY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
L.Y. Dirr, M.D. , Columbia

MEMPHIS-SHELBY COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Karen Waldrip Berry, M.D., Memphis
Claiborne A. Christian, M.D.. Memphis
Linda Kay Cox, M.D., Memphis
Kevin T. Foley, M.D., Memphis
Subba R. Gollamudi, M.D., Memphis
Robert H. Guinter, M.D., Collierville

Shirlene Hunt, M.D., Memphis
Charles Andres Jordan, M.D.

,

Memphis
Peter Michael Klara, M.D. , Memphis
Olga E. Lasater, M.D., Memphis
Stuart J. Lazarov, M.D. , Cordova

Kenneth Wong, M.D., Bartlett

Jeffrey R. Woodside, M.D., Memphis

(Students)

Janis Caruso, Memphis
William Gannaway, Memphis
Joanna King, Memphis

NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
David L. Bilhartz, M.D., Nashville

Vedavyasa B. Biliyar, M.D., Nashville

Calvin A. Burrichter, M.D., Nashville
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Daniel S. Bunns, M.D. , Nashville

Bruce Edward Day, M.D., Madison

Steven Donald Graham, M.D., Nashville

Gamal Alloh Harris, M.D., Nashville

James Gregory Kyser, M.D., Nashville

Vinton Douglas Pierce, M.D., Nashville

Tanuja Reddy, M.D. , Nashville

ROANE-ANDERSON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Gregory K. Hoover, M.D. , Oak Ridge

RUTHERFORD COUNTY/STONES RIVER
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Theodore G. Shepard, M.D. , Murfreesboro

SUMNER COUNTY MEDICAU SOCIETY
Walter F. Little III, M.D. , Hendersonville

WASHINGTON-UNICOI-JOHNSON COUNTY
MEDICAU ASSOCIATION
Barbara J. Smith, M.D., Johnson City

personal neurs

Melvin L. Goldin, M.D. , Memphis, has been elected a Fel-

low of the American Psychiatric Association.

Steven William Jackson, M.D. , Cleveland, has been elected

a Fellow of the American College of Surgeons.

Steven L. Sterling, M.D., Oak Ridge, has been certified as

a Diplomate of the American Board of Ophthalmology.

YSICIANS
We are announcing opportunities for

you to serve your country as an Air Force
,v Reserve physician/officer. You can make
Ws new professional associations, obtain
U CME credit and help support the Air

v \ Force mission. For those who qualify,

\ retirement credit can be obtained asr
well as low cost life insurance. One

k weekend a month plus two weeks a
^ year or less can bring you pride and

satisfaction in serving your
~ country.

Call: (800)624-5293 Or Fill Out Coupon and Mail Today

I

To: TSGT Randy Cook
2400 RRMS/RSH-1
Bldg 729, Room 107

DobbinsAI-B.GA 30069-5002

Namp

Address

City State Zip

Phone Prior service? Yes no

Medical Specialty

_

_Date of Blrtti

.

AIR rORCE RESERVE

A GREATVW TO SERVE

announcement/

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS

NATIONAL

April 1-4

April 3-7

April 4-7

April 14-18

April 17-20

April 18-20

April 20-22

April 24-29

April 24-30

April 25-28

April 25-28

American College of Physicians—Grand
Hyatt, Washington, D.C.

American Fracture Association—Adam’s
Mark, St. Louis

American Society of Abdominal Surgeons

—

National Study Center for Continuing Medi-
cal Education—Tampa, Fla.

American Association of Suicidology—St.

Francis, San Francisco

American College of Preventive Medicine

—

Adam's Mark, Si. Louis

American Society for Laser Medicine and
Surgery—Marriott, New Orleans

American Laryngological, Rhinological, and

Otological Society—Century Plaza, Los

Angeles

American Association of Neurological Sur-

geons—Sheraton, Boston

American College of Occupational and Envi-

ronmental Medicine—Hilton, Atlanta

American Association for Thoracic Sur-

gery—Hyatt Regency, Chicago
American Group Practice Association—Ra-

mada Renaissance Techworld, Washington,

D.C.

April 25-28

April 25-May 1

April 28-30

April 28-May 2

April 29-May 2

April 30-May 2

May 2-7

May 3-5

May 3-7

May 13-16

May 13-16

May 15-18

May 15-21

May 16-18

May 16-20

May 20-23

May 21-23

May 21-25

May 22-27

Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiolo-

gists—Sheraton Harbor Island, San Diego

American Academy of Neurology—Hil-

ton/Sheraton Centre, New York, N.Y.

Society for General Internal Medicine

—

Crystal Gateway Marriott, Arlington, Va.

Mid-America Orthopaedic Association

—

Westin Resort, Hilton Head Island, S.C.

American Society of Addiction Medicine

—

Westin Bonaventure, Los Angeles

Christian Medical and Dental Society—Sher-

aton Tara, Danvers, Mass.

American Society of Colon and Rectal Sur-

geons—Hyatt Regency, Chicago

American Trauma Society—McLean Hilton,

McLean, Va.

American Pediatric Society—Sheraton,

Washington, D.C.

American Association for the History of

Medicine—Galt House East, Louisville

American Society of Regional Anesthesia

—

Westin, Seattle

American Pediatric Surgical Association

—

Hyatt, Hilton Head Island, S.C.

American Society for Gastrointestinal Endos-

copy—Marriott, Boston

American Society of Clinical Oncology

—

Peabody, Orlando

American Urological Association—Marriott

Riverwalk and Rivercenter, San Antonio

American Academy of Psychoanalysis

—

Hotel Nikko, San Francisco

American Society for Adolescent Psychia-

try—Sheraton Palace, San Francisco

American Association of Immunologists

—

Marriott, Denver

American Psychiatric Association—Moscone
Convention Center, San Francisco
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Turn of the century

trephine for cranial surgery

and tonsillotome for

removing tonsils.

We’vebeen defending
doctors since

these were the

state ofthe art.

These instruments were the best available at

the turn ofthe century. So was our professional
liability coverage for doctors. In fact, we
pioneered the concept of professional

protection in 1899 and have been providing
this important service exclusively to doctors

ever since.

You can be sure we’ll always offer the most
complete professional liability coverage you
can carry. Plus the personal attention and
claims prevention assistance you deserve.

For more information about Medical
Protective coverage, contact your Medical
Protective Company general agent.

' e ; c a

J. Michael Luther, 5115 Maryland Way, Suite 320

Brentwood, Tennessee 37027, (615) 377-0704, (800) 280-1205
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American Medical Association
Physicians dedicated to the health of America

For Your Benefit

AMA launches new ad campaign on health system reform

The American Medical Association has

launched a series of 13 ads in the

Washington, D.C. print media. Its

purpose: to position the AMA and its

Health Access America reform proposal

as a comprehensive plan to contain

costs, improve access and maintain

quality. The ads portray the AMA as

working toward serious reform to

bring health insurance access to all

Americans.

The campaign began with a full-page

ad in the Jan. 20 inaugural edition of the

Washington Post. That ad set the

tone for the campaign by suggesting a

“Time for a New Partnership” among
physicians, the new administration

and a new Congress. The ad series will

present the AMA’s reform agenda to

its key Washington audience in a clear,

direct, honest way - inviting

partnership and negotiation.

Each ad offers a copy of the AMA’s
Health Access America proposal.

Eleven issue-focused ads also offer

readers a fact sheet on the issue

addressed in that ad. The final ad will

summarize the AMA’s agenda and call

again for partnership.

The ads are running approximately

once a week until mid-April, except

when Congress is not in session.

Beginning with the second ad,

placement is opposite the federal page
in the Washington Post. The entire

series is also appearing in the

Washington Post’s national weekly
edition, read by opinion leaders

nationally. In addition, the first ad ran

in the new Congress issues of Roll Call

and Congressional Quarterly, and in

Roll Call’s special edition on health care

policy.

Bush signs changes in CLIA regulations

In his final week in office, President

Bush gave his approval to a new waived

category for physician-performed tests

under the Clinical Laboratory

Improvement Amendments. The AMA
and a coalition of medical specialty

societies had urged the President to

authorize the new regulations, which
also had been backed by outgoing HHS
Secretary Louis Sullivan, MD.

The AMA already has stated its intent

to work with the Clinton Administration

to develop additional improvements to

CLIA, but also stated that the changes

represented a significant first step

toward improving the measure.

Prepared by the Department of Communitations Services. For information, rail 800 AMA-3211, ext. 4416. m



AMA offers coverage to students, residents

Medical students and residents can now
participate in a comprehensive

insurance program through the AMA
Insurance Agency Inc. The new
MedPlus Advantage program offers

three policies: life insurance up to

$50,000; portable disability income of

up to $2,500 per month, which students

can carry from medical school to

residency; and $2 million comprehensive

major medical coverage for students

and their dependents. Optional

maternity coverage is also available.

To be sure the program met students’

needs, MedPlus got input from AMA

student members on what they wanted
in a benefit plan. MedPlus recognizes

the special insurance risks of students

and residents; it even offers a rider

covering up to $100,000 of educational

debt if a student becomes totally and

permanently disabled.

Acceptance in MedPlus is guaranteed

to all enrolled students, regardless of

their health status, and is available on a

group basis through participating

schools. AMA Insurance Agency Inc. is

a wholly owned subsidiary of AMA,
providing insurance for physicians and

medical students and their families.

Now available: AMA Guidelines for Adolescent Preventive Services

Adolescence is a time of great change.

It is the time we expect our children to

grow - physically and emotionally --

into adults. With this tremendous

growth often comes a rapid increase in

behaviors that put an adolescent’s

health at risk. Unsafe sexual behavior

or experimentation with drugs are just

two ways teens may expose themselves

to health risks.

In the past, health issues facing

adolescents have been dealt with

piecemeal. However, ensuring a healthy

transition into adulthood requires that

these issues be viewed as a whole, with

traditional physical and psychosocial

development and contemporary health

problems addressed together.

To help primary care providers do this,

the AMA has just developed Guidelines

for Adolescent Preventive Services

(GAPS) - a set of recommendations for

delivering a package of adolescent

clinical preventive services.

You can request a copy of the GAPS
guidelines by calling the AMA
Department of Adolescent Health at

800 AMA-3211, ext. 5570.

Prepared by the Department of Communications Services. For information, call 800 AMA*3211, ext. 4416.
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Physicians, Residents, and Medical Students:

Do You Know How to

Protect Your Finances
Against HIV?

FACT> HIV Infection Puts You at

Financial as Well as Physical Risk.

As a medical professional, you take precautions to safeguard yourself physically from the threat

of HIV infection. But have you taken precautions financially? The inability to earn an income

and the depletion of your assets are two hurdles you would have to overcome should you become

infected with HIV.

PH PRI. Traditional Insurance Was Not Designed to

r aaVl H ^ Provide Financial Protection Against HIV Infection.

You may have protected yourself with adequate amounts of life, health, and disability insurance.

But while each of these coverages offers valuable protection, none was designed to protect

against the financial consequences of HIV infection.

This HIV Indemnity Plan is a
Solution to the Unmet Need for Financial Protection.

This unique HIV Indemnity Plan plan pays a lump-sum benefit upon first-time diagnosis of

HIV seropositivity, giving you the help needed to replace lost income, protect assets, and cover

the cost of HIV treatment.

Request FREE, no-obligation information about this HIV Indemnity Plan.

Complete and return the coupon below or call the AMA Insurance Agency toll-free

at: 1-800-458-5736 today.

Co-sponsored by:

FACT>

This HIV Indemnity Plan

is underwritten by

Physicians Mutual Insurance
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Tvrm continuing medical
educaiiofl opoortunUto

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Councilfor Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA' s joint sponsorship ofCME activities. /I.? an accredited

sponsor , TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician’ s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education. Tennessee

Medical Association. PO Box 120909, Nashville. TN 37212-0909

.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician's practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff. access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

April 2-3

May 7-8

May 20-22

May 27-29

May 28-29

June 13-18

June 15-19

June 15-19

July 12-16

Aug. 6-7

Oct. 8-9

Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-
shop 1993

Phonosurgery Workshop
Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck

Surgery

17th Annual Sonography Symposium
Laryngeal Videoendostroboscopy

12th International Congress of Nephrology

—

Jerusalem, Israel

10th Annual Family Medicine/Primary Care

Update

Contemporary Medical Imaging X—Destin.

Fla.

Contemporary Clinical Neurology XVI—Hil-

ton Head, S.C.

Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-

shop 1993

Laryngeal Videoendostroboscopy

Oct. 21-23 Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

Dec. 2-4 Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

Dec. 10-11 19th Annual High Risk Obstetrical Seminar

For information contact Division of CME. Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (615) 322-4030.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day

to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician's re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician's Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP. and Continuing Education Units from

Meharry Medical College. Application: For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses, Ph.D., Director of Continuing Education.

Meharry Medical College. 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville.

TN 37208. Tel. (615) 327-6235.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

Memphis

April 1-3 $ymposium on Critical Care & Emergency
Medicine—Hot $prings. Ark.

May 6-7 Update 1993

May 6-7 General $urgery Update

July 31 -Aug. 7 Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics and Gyne-

cology—Destin, Fla.

$ept. 8-10 25th Memphis Conference on the Mother,

Fetus, and Newborn

Knoxville

April 4-7 The National $portsmedicine Conference
'93—Orlando

April 17-18 Dermatology Conference

April 17 Ophthalmology Conference

May 3-5 16th Annual Family Practice Update & Re-

view—Gatlinburg

May 14-16 14th Otolaryngology for the Primary Care

Physician—Gatlinburg

June 8-9 Pediatric Advanced Life $upport Provider’s

Course—Gatlinburg

June 10-12 38th Great $moky Mountains Pediatric $em-

inar—Gatlinburg

June 24-26 8th Annual Infectious Diseases Conference

—

Nashville

June 30-July 2 99th Upper Cumberland Medical $ociety

Meeting—Fall Creek Falls. Pikeville

$ept. 13-15 15th Annual Obstetric Office Ultrasound
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Workshop
Nov. 1-3 13th Annual Smoky Mountains Seminar in

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Nov. 11-12 Perinatal Update ’93—Gatlinburg

Nov. 18-19 10th Annual Alzheimer’s Disease Sympo-
sium—Gatlinburg

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan. Office of

CME, University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,
TN 38163, Tel. (901) 528-5547.

IN SURROUNDING STATES

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—MISSOURI

April 24 Hemodynamic Monitoring in Anesthesia and

Intensive Care

May 5 Update in Thoracic Surgery

May 13 Current Perspectives in Menopausal Prob-

lems

June 11-12 Alzheimer’s Disease

June 17-18 Allergic Diseases of the Upper & Lower
Airways

Sept. 10-12 Frontiers in Endosurgery: Advances in En-

dourological Techniques and Technology

Sept. 17-18 Physician Executive Leadership

Oct. 6-14 Allergy Abroad—Holland and Brussels

Nov. 17-19 Cardiothoracic Surgery

Dec. 4 GI Update

For information contact Cathy Sweeney, Office of CME,
Washington University School of Medicine, Box 8063, 660 S.

Euclid Ave., St. Uouis, MO 63110, Tel. (800) 325-9862.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

April 30-May 2 Pathology of HIV—Arlington, Va.

May 13-16 Central Atlantic Seminar in Anesthesiol-

ogy—Washington, D.C.

June 12-16 Board Review in Family Practice

July 21-25 15th National Lesbian and Gay Health Con-

ference and 11th Annual AIDS/HIV
Forum—Houston, Tex.

For information contact John F. Vargo, George Washington

University Medical Center, Office of CME, 2300 K Street

NW, Washington, DC 20037, Tel. (202) 994-4285.

The Mind-Body Connection:

Treating Anxiety Disorders

April 17, 1993 Dallas, TX
April 24, 1993 Atlanta, GA

Integrated & Pharmacologic Treatment

Psychotherapy & Pharmacokinetics

Drs. James Barbee, Sheldon Preskorn,

W. Walter Menninger, Katherine Shear

Cost: $50 CE credit: 6 hours

Contact: The Menninger Clinic, 800-288-7377

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS NEEDED
Opportunities in Emergency Medicine are available

throughout Tennessee with a physician-owned and
managed emergency group. Full-time and part-time

positions are available in settings ranging from

small community hospitals to large metropolitan

trauma centers. We provide competitive hourly

rates, paid malpractice insurance, relocation

expenses and flexible scheduling. For more

information and a confidential inquiry, contact

Randal Dabbs, M.D., F.A.C.E.P., F.A.A.F.P., at

800/342-2898 or write to -=

—

__ —
P.O.Box 30698, C jD Emergen^
Knoxville, TN 37930 U 1 Physicians

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs
from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, 4389 Highway 11-E, Bluff City, TN 37618.

Phone: (615) 538-3138. (EOE)

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

MIDDLE TENNESSEE—Immediate full-time and part-

time positions available in small but growing commu-
nity of Lewisburg, Tennessee, approximately 45 min-

utes to 1 hour south of Nashville. State-of-the-art

emergency department with excellent emergency-

trained nurses (all critical care and ACLS certified) and

good medical staff backup. We prefer primary care

physicians with emergency department experience

and/or Board eligible or certified status—must have

ACLS certification. Low volume with excellent compen-

sation and medical malpractice paid. Flexible hours,

no overhead, excellent opportunity for quality physi-

cians. Both short-term and long-term positions avail-

able NOW.

Contact:

Jerry Lee Surber, M.D., Director

BESTCARE MEDICAL GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 699

Antioch, Tennessee 37011

Phone (615) 834-1602

Send CV and copies of Tennessee medical license,

DEA certificate, and current ACLS card.
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TfllIA p»n'
The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking
practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office, PO Box 120909. Nashville, TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

PEDIATRICIAN—age 32, graduate of University of Tel Aviv, Sackler

Faculty of Medicine (Israel) in 1991—seeks a group or institutional

staff practice in a suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board

eligible. Available July 1 993. LW-21 73

INTERNIST—age 39, graduate of East Tennessee State University

Quillen College of Medicine in 1989—seeks a solo or group practice

in East or West Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-21 74

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 40, graduate of Ameri-

can University of the Caribbean in 1983—seeks an academic, re-

search, or public health position, preferably in Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-21 77

GENERAL SURGEON—age 49. graduate of Cairo University (Egypt)

in 1969—seeks a solo, group, or institutional staff practice in East or

Middle Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-21 82

HEMATOLOGIST/ONCOLOGIST—age 44, graduate of Maulana
Azad Medical College (India) in 1972—seeks a practice in any loca-

tion in Tennessee. Board certified—hematology. Available now.

LW-21 84

PLASTIC SURGEON—age 33, graduate of University of Alabama
School of Medicine in 1986—seeks a solo or group practice in a

suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board certified. Avail-

able July 1993. LW-21 87

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 30, graduate of University of Virginia

School of Medicine in 1989—seeks a group practice in a suburban or

large city location in East Tennessee. Currently finishing residency in

anesthesiology. Available July 1993. LW-21 88

INTERNIST—age 28, graduate of University of Missouri School of

Medicine in 1988—seeks a part-time practice opportunity in West
Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-21 90

INDUSTRIAL/OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 44,

graduate of University of Virginia School of Medicine in 1974—seeks

a solo or urgent care clinic practice in Tennessee. Board certified

—

emergency medicine. Available now. LW-21 91

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 31, graduate of Univer-

sity of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1990—seeks a practice in

East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-21 92

PHYSICIANS WANTED

RHEUMATOLOGIST, CARDIOLOGIST, FAMILY PRACTITIONER,
INTERNIST and GENERAL SURGEON—needed in Franklin in Mid-

dle Tennessee to join a group practice, full or part time. Must be
either board certified or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1082

INTERNIST, FAMILY PRACTITIONER and PEDIATRICIAN—
needed in Nashville to join a group practice. Must be either board

certified or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1100

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Jellico in East Tennessee to

join a solo or group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now.

PW-1110

PEDIATRICIAN, FAMILY PRACTITIONER, RADIOLOGIST and OR-
THOPEDIC SURGEON—needed in Savannah in West Tennessee to

join a solo practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1 1 1

1

EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN/GENERAL SURGEON—needed in Port-

land in Middle Tennessee to join a solo, institutional staff practice.

Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1 115

GENERAL SURGEON—needed in Springfield in Middle Tennessee
to join a currently solo practitioner. Must be board eligible. Needed
now. PW-1 118

INVASIVE CARDIOLOGIST—needed in Memphis to join a solo inva-

sive practice limited to consultative, primarily hospital oriented, cardi-

ology. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1 122

SURGEON and FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in LaFollette in

East Tennessee to join a group practice. Must be board eligible.

PW-1 123

INTERNIST—needed in Morristown in East Tennessee to join a

group practice. Must be board certified. Needed now. PW-1 125

FAMILY PRACTITIONER or GENERAL PRACTITIONER—needed
in Chattanooga to join a busy dermatology practice. Needed now.

PW-1 126

INTERNIST—needed in Cleveland in East Tennessee to join a group

practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1 127
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POEMS Syndrome in Association

With Sweet’ s Syndrome—
A New Variant?

ALEXANDER TAL, M.D. and REGINA K. JONES, R.N.

Introduction

POEMS syndrome was initially described by Jap-

anese authors in 1 968 1 and is characterized by poly-

neuropathy, organomegaly, endocrinopathy, mono-

clonal gammopathy, and skin changes. 2 We report

the first case of POEMS syndrome associated with

Sweet’s syndrome. 3

Case Report
A 65-year-old white man with a history of diabetes mellitus

and hypertension entered the hospital complaining of fatigue,

weight loss, lower extremity numbness and weakness, and a

recent onset of an erythematous pustular-vesicular rash on the

dorsum of both hands. He denied history' of drug abuse, expo-

sure to toxins, or alcohol abuse. He had been smoking one

pack of cigarettes per day for 40 years and also claimed that

his sexual function had diminished significantly in the last cou-

ple of years. On examination, his temperature was 37.5°C,

pulse 100/min, and blood pressure 170/105 mm Hg. The skin

of both hands was thickened, with erythematous pustules and

vesicles, and there were occasional lesions on the face and the

trunk. Patellar and Achilles tendon reflexes were absent, and

there was decreased strength of the lower extremities, with di-

minished vibratory and light touch sensation. In addition, he

had a small right thyroid nodule, bilateral gynecomastia,

hepatomegaly, and blurred margins of the . optic disks on

From the Department of Medicine, James H. Quillen College of Medi-

cine, East Tennessee State University (Dr. Tal) and the Veterans Adminis-

tration Medical Center (Ms. Jones), Johnson City.

Reprint requests to University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Med-

icine, 241 1 Holmes. Kansas City, MO 64108 (Dr. Tal).

fundoscopic examination. Laboratory studies revealed a hemo-

globin of 12 gm/dl. hematocrit 37%, leukocyte count 13,500/cu

mm. and platelet count 358,000/cu mm. Chemistry' profile was

within normal limits except for elevated alkaline phosphatase

(142 U/L), SGPT (58 U/L), SGOT (62 U/L), and glucose (214

mg/dl). Westergen sedimentation rate was 70 mm/hr. and hep-

atitis profile was negative. Cultures of pustular and vesicular

lesions on the hands were negative. Biopsy of the skin lesions

revealed neutrophilic dermatosis consistent with Sweet's syn-

drome. Electromyography confirmed severe sensory motor

polyneuropathy with axonal degeneration in his lower limbs.

Vitamin B 12 , folic acid, and complement levels and thyroid

function tests were all within normal limits. Antinuclear anti-

body was negative and RPR was nonreactive. Serum immuno-
electrophoresis demonstrated a small IgA lambda monoclonal

spike. Bone marrow biopsy revealed normocellular marrow
with slightly increased numbers of plasma cells. Metastatic

bone survey revealed only diffuse osteopenia. An abdominal

sonogram was unremarkable except for an enlarged liver. The

protein level in the cerebrospinal fluid was 102 mg/dl. Urine

levels of metanephrines, catecholamines, and 5-hydroxy-

indoleacetic acid were normal. In view of the sensory motor

polyneuropathy, hepatomegaly, endocrine abnormalities (dia-

betes mellitus, gynecomastia, impotence), monoclonal gammo-
pathy and skin changes, the diagnosis of POEMS syndrome

was made. Once the patient's diabetes and hypertension were

brought under control and an underlying malignancy was ruled

out, treatment was started w ith oral prednisone, with rapid res-

olution of the cutaneous lesions.

Discussion

Although the manifestations of the POEMS syn-

drome have been previously described,4 -5 this is the
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first case to point out a new association of it with

Sweet’s syndrome. Until now, the skin changes de-

scribed in POEMS syndrome were hyperpigmenta-

tion, dermal thickening, hyperhidrosis, and hyper-

trichosis.
6 The present case of POEMS syndrome is

unique because of the newly described skin lesions

associated with Sweet’s syndrome, a disorder that

primarily affects the skin. That disease usually starts

as a nonspecific febrile illness and is followed by the

appearance of multiple raised nodules and plaques on

the face, trunk, and extremities. The skin lesions may

resolve spontaneously or respond to corticosteroid

therapy. 7 This syndrome may be idiopathic (80%) or

could be associated with an underlying malignancy,

usually hematologic. 8 ’9 We conclude that in addition

to the typical features of POEMS syndrome, our pa-

tient had a unique manifestation of skin lesions typi-

cal of Sweet’s syndrome. Since the mechanism of the

POEMS syndrome remains unknown, maybe this

new association with Sweet’s syndrome is more than

coincidental, and may shed some light on the patho-

genesis of these interesting clinical and pathological

syndromes. r ^
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An Evaluation of Residents’

Recognition of Depressive

Symptoms in Obstetrical Patients

ZELDA L. POWERS, M.Ed.; PAMELA ZAHORIK, Ph.D.; and BRENT MORROW, Ph.D.

Introduction

Although depression is considered the most com-

mon psychiatric problem in the general population, 1

several studies have shown that depressive symptoms

often are not recognized, or, if recognized, are not

documented by primary care physicians.23

Women can be particularly vulnerable to depres-

sion during pregnancy and childbirth. While the

problem of depression during the pregnancy has not

been as well studied as it has during the postpartum

period, some studies have shown a relatively high

frequency of depression during pregnancy.4'6

The pregnant woman must deal with many psycho-

social issues as well as structural and metabolic changes

that accompany pregnancy. When assessing the total

health of the pregnant woman, the physician must

acknowledge this complexity. If undetected, depres-

sion can deprive the mother of the joy and satisfac-

tion of childbirth and significantly affect the mother-

child relationship. Early diagnosis can help the woman
work through conflicts and set up support networks

that last through delivery and beyond. It has been

suggested that all pregnant women should be screened

for psychological distress early in the pregnancy. 8

Teachers of family medicine need to be concerned

with increasing residents’ recognition of depressive

symptoms and awareness of the psychosocial risk

factors that contribute to psychological distress. The

purpose of this study was to determine whether fam-

ily practice residents recognize significant depressive

symptoms in pregnant women. As well, we at-

tempted to identify sociodemographic risk factors

that could help alert family physicians to the possi-

bility of depression in these women.

From the Bristol Family Practice Center (Ms. Powers), the Department

of Family Medicine (Dr. Zahorik), and the Department of Human Develop-

ment and Learning (Dr. Morrow), James H. Quillen College of Medicine,

East Tennessee State University, Johnson City.

Reprint requests to Bristol Family Practice Center, 100 Bristol Drive,

Bristol, TN 37620 (Ms. Powers).

Methods

Resident physicians in the study population were

from the Bristol Family Practice Center (BFPC), a

residency program of East Tennessee State Univer-

sity. The family practice center is a freestanding fa-

cility affiliated with the Bristol Regional Medical

Center, a 300-bed hospital. The patient population

served by BFPC has a broad range of educational

experiences and socioeconomic backgrounds. Ap-

proximately 175 private pay, insured, and indigent

prenatal patients are seen each year at BFPC. All

women entering the prenatal program are initially

screened by a social worker and assigned to a resi-

dent for medical care. The assigned resident follows

the patient throughout the pregnancy and delivery.

Emphasis is placed on continuity of care.

Eighty-eight women agreed to participate in the

research project between March 1989 and October

1989. No one refused to participate. Two women
were excluded from the study, one a patient of the

faculty preceptor involved in this project; the other

exhibited severe depressive symptoms with suicidal

ideation during the screening and was immediately

referred for treatment.

For the purpose of this study, the Beck Depression

Inventory (BDI) was incorporated into the screening

interview. The BDI is a 21 -item multiple choice

questionnaire in which subjects rate their mood or

emotional affect. It was chosen as the tool for mea-

suring depression in this study because of its ease of

administration. Also, it has been used in a variety of

situations, including family practice populations and

with obstetrical patients,43 -7 and has accrued consid-

erable evidence for its reliability and validity. 8 -9

In addition to the administration of the BDI, the

following variables were collected during the initial

screening: (1) date of birth. (2) expected date of con-

finement, (3) socioeconomic status, (4) educational

level, (5) support system, (6) planned/unplanned
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pregnancy, (7) number of previous pregnancies, and

(8) general health.

Socioeconomic status was rated as low, middle, or

high. If the patients received full public assistance

(Medicaid), their status was rated low. If they re-

ceived partial assistance (WIC, food stamps, etc.) but

were above income guidelines for Medicaid, their

status was rated middle. Patients who did not qualify

for public assistance and were private pay or insured

were rated as having a high socioeconomic status.

The support system was rated low, middle, or high

based on the patient’s response to the question, “Do

you feel your emotional needs are being adequately

met, could be improved, or are not being met?” The

patient’s health status was based on factors that could

complicate the pregnancy, i.e., diabetes, hyperten-

sion, etc.

The patient returned approximately ten days fol-

lowing the screening interview for a complete obstet-

rical workup by a resident physician. As part of the

workup, the resident was asked to evaluate the

patient’s affect as normal or abnormal. The resident’s

evaluation was then compared to the patient’s BDI

score. Also, a chart review was conducted immedi-

ately after the workup to obtain data regarding the

resident’s assessment of the patient’s psychological

response to pregnancy and recognition of related

sociodemographic risk factors. After the delivery the

medical records were again reviewed for any addi-

tional information the residents might have gathered

in subsequent office visits. The resident physicians

were not aware of the study and were not prompted

to gather this information.

Results

The age of the subjects ranged from 15 to 35

years, with a mean of 21.6; 64% were married. Sixty-

seven percent had not completed high school, and for

80% the pregnancy was unplanned. Approximately

one-half of the women were first seen in the first

trimester and one-half in the second trimester.

Using the cutoff scores recommended by Beck (0

to 9 asymptomatic, 10 to 18 mild-moderate depres-

sion, 19 to 29 moderate-severe depression, 30 to 63

extremely severe depression), analysis of the BDI

scores indicated that 52 of the subjects were asymp-

tomatic, 26 were mildly to moderately depressed, and

eight were medium to severely depressed. Thus, 34

women were rated on their BDI as having some level

of depression. Residents recorded that 72 subjects

had a normal affect and one subject had an abnormal

affect. The residents neglected to record affect in 13

of the cases. Eight medical charts contained com-

ments in the progress notes indicating that the resi-

dent had made some observation regarding the psy-

chological state of the patient. Analysis was deemed
unnecessary, since only one resident recorded an ab-

normal affect.

To examine possible risk factors for depression in

the subjects, tests of association were run for the fol-

lowing variables: age, expected date of confinement,

socioeconomic status, educational level, support sys-

tem, planned/unplanned pregnancy, number of previ-

ous pregnancies, and condition of health. Using the

chi-square test of association, a significant relation-

ship was found between BDI scores and socioeco-

nomic status, x
2

(2, N = 86) = 6.08, P < .05. The

lower the socioeconomic status the more likely the

patient to be categorized as depressed.

The second review of medical charts conducted

after delivery revealed that 56 charts contained no

psychosocial data such as the marital status of the

patient, whether the pregnancy was planned or un-

planned, or how the patient felt about having a baby.

Four of these women had scored medium to severely

depressed on the BDI and 18 mildly to moderately

depressed. Eighteen records reported the marital sta-

tus of the patient and three reported whether the

pregnancy was planned or unplanned. Eight records

indicated there were family stressors. One patient

was diagnosed as suffering from depression during

her sixth month of pregnancy. This was a patient

who had scored in the medium to severely depressed

category on the BDI but was not diagnosed until she

presented herself in the office complaining of “crying

for no reason” and having suicidal thoughts. Commu-
nity resources were utilized with five patients. Eight

charts indicated the patient was adjusting positively

to pregnancy. Four of these eight patients were

asymptomatic, four mildly to moderately depressed,

and none medium to severely depressed according to

their BDI scores.

Discussion

The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate

the extent to which resident physicians recognize and

address depressive symptoms in obstetrical patients.

The results indicate that the residents either gave lit-

tle attention to the psychological state of the patient,

or else failed to document their findings. Their fail-

ure to document psychosocial data might of itself re-

flect their placing a lack of importance upon this in-

formation. It is possible that emotional symptoms are

minimized because of preoccupation with the physi-

cal care of the mother and fetus.

Pregnancy and childbirth, even when welcomed.
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can be highly stressful, and mild to moderate symp-

toms of depression are common.4' 7
It is important

that physicians consider the psychological as well as

physical condition of the patient. The counseling of-

fered during routine prenatal visits can play an im-

portant role in maintaining the patient’s psychologi-

cal well-being.

While in this study the socioeconomic status was

the only variable associated with the depressive score

on the BDI, other research has found that lack of a

good support system, marital discord, an unplanned

pregnancy, as well as financial concerns, contribute

to prenatal depression. 6"8

Management of the obstetrical patient should in-

clude identification of the risk factors and depressive

symptoms. Questions need to address whether the

pregnancy was planned or unplanned, how the pa-

tient views herself as a mother, if the patient is ready

for a child, any preparations made for the baby’s ar-

rival, and the patient’s relationship with her husband,

family, or significant other. The treatment plan

should also include educating the patient about the

psychological and physical changes that accompany

pregnancy, utilizing community resources if appro-

priate to help the patient strengthen or build support

networks, and providing counseling if necessary to

help her work through any conflicts that might arise.

As a result of this study, changes have been insti-

tuted in procedures regarding obstetrical patients at

BFPC. The obstetrical workup record sheet has been

modified to include a checklist of the recommended

psychological and sociodemographic data to be col-

lected. The MD preceptors have become more aware

of the need for the residents to include this informa-

tion in their assessments and provide guidance in the

solicitation of this information. The social worker

notes those women who appear more at risk during

the initial screening interview and follows them

closely with the residents, precepting with them at

the time of the obstetrical workup.

Through increasing residents’ recognition of de-

pressive symptoms and awareness of the risk factors

that contribute to psychological distress in pregnant

women, those at risk can be identified early in the

pregnancy, and if necessary, treatment can begin be-

fore delivery to reduce the potentially devastating

consequences of postpartum depression. 7 r y
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Special Item

The Impact of OBRA ’90 on the

Pharmacist-Patient-Physician Relationship

On Jan. 1, 1993 the remaining sections of federal

legislation known as the Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-

tion Act (OBRA ’90) became effective. This legislation

was written, in part, to address the rising cost of health

care, particularly prescription drugs. The sections of this

legislation which deal with rebates to states on prescrip-

tion drugs purchased by state Medicaid programs were

effective in 1991. These last to be implemented sections

of OBRA ’90 specifically address the practice of phar-

macy and mandate, by statute and subsequently by state

regulation, an enhanced patient-pharmacist-physician

relationship, providing for an arena of improved com-

munication and understanding of drug therapy.

In essence OBRA '90 requires:

• states to create prospective and retrospective drug uti-

lization review (DUR) programs that emphasize quality

of care determined by evaluation of clinical criteria;

• pharmacists to offer to provide counseling to all ben-

eficiaries for their prescription medications; and

• pharmacists to make a reasonable effort to obtain, re-

cord, and maintain patient profiles.

While there are many other requirements of the law,

these constitute the most important changes affecting

the physician-pharmacist relationship. It is important to

understand that OBRA '90 was written to apply only to

Medicaid beneficiaries. The interpretation and regula-

tion was deferred to the body regulating the practice of

pharmacy in each state. Subsequently, since two levels

of pharmaceutical care are undesirable, almost all state

Boards of Pharmacy have chosen to write regulations

making OBRA ’90 apply to all patients receiving pre-

scription drugs in that respective state. This is the ap-

proach taken by the Tennessee Board of Pharmacy in

the interest of protecting the public health.

Pharmacists filling outpatient prescriptions will be

required to expand existing patient profiles to include

additional patient demographic information, patient-spe-

cific medical history including disease state or states,

known a’lergies and drug reactions, and a comprehen-

sive list of medications and relevant devices, with their

comments relevant to the patient’s drug therapy. The

ability to collect and assess this information will depend

on appropriate inquiry of the patient and the provision

of additional information by physicians. •

Pharmacists must perform prospective DUR inter-

vention before a prescription is dispensed. This review

This article is a report of the joint meeting of the Interprofessional Liai-

son Committees of the Tennessee Medical Association and the Tennessee

Pharmacists Association.

must include screening for potential drug therapy prob-

lems because of (1) therapeutic duplication, (2) drug-

disease contraindication, (3) adverse drug-drug interac-

tion (both prescription and over-the-counter drugs), (4)

incorrect drug dosage, (5) incorrect duration of drug

treatment, (6) drug-allergy interactions, and (7) clinical

abuse and misuse. Pharmacists will be responsible for

preventing or resolving drug-related problems falling

into these categories before dispensing the prescription.

OBRA '90 requires that pharmacists offer to discuss

with each individual, or caregiver of such individual

who presents a prescription, matters that in the exercise

of the pharmacist’s professional judgment (consistent

with applicable state law respecting the provision of

such information) the pharmacist deems significant, in-

cluding (1) the name and description of the medication;

(2) the dosage form, dosage, route of administration,

and duration of drug therapy; (3) special directions and

precautions for preparation, administration, and use by

the patient; (4) common severe adverse side effects or

adverse effects of interactions and therapeutic contrain-

dications that may be encountered, including their

avoidance and the action required if they occur: (5)

techniques for self-monitoring drug therapy; (6) proper

storage; (7) prescription refill information; and (8) ac-

tion to be taken in the event of a missed dose. As pre-

viously stated, only information that in the professional

judgment of the pharmacist needs to be communicated

will be communicated. This communication must occur

in person whenever practicable, or by a telephone that is

toll-free for long distance calls if the patient is not in

the pharmacy. Patients are required to be counseled on

refill prescriptions on points considered by the pharma-

cist to be relevant, e.g., a change in dosage or direc-

tions. The standards do not require a pharmacist to pro-

vide consultation when a recipient or the recipient’s

caregiver refuses such consultation. However, the stan-

dards must specify what documentation by the phar-

macy of refusal of the offer of counseling is required.

Also required is a retrospective DUR program for

ongoing periodic examination of claims data and other

records in order to identify patterns of fraud, abuse,

gross overuse, or inappropriate or medically unneces-

sary care among physicians, pharmacists, and recipients,

or associated with specific drugs or groups of drugs.

This examination must involve pattern analysis, using

predetermined standards of physician prescribing prac-

tices, drug use by individual patients and, where appro-

priate, dispensing practices of pharmacies. It is also
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specified that this periodic examination must occur no

less frequently than quarterly. As follow-up to retro-

DUR. there must be a plan for ongoing educational out-

reach programs that educate practitioners on common
drug therapy problems with the aim of improving pre-

scribing and dispensing practices.

Each state is required to establish a DUR Board,

which must include health care professionals with rec-

ognized knowledge and expertise in at least one of the

three following areas: (1) clinically appropriate pre-

scribing of covered outpatient drugs; (2) clinically ap-

propriate dispensing and monitoring of covered outpa-

tient drugs; or (3) DUR, evaluation, intervention, and

medical quality assurance. Tennessee statute requires

the Board to be composed of nine members including

four physicians, four phannacists, and one representa-

tive from the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Associa-

tion. The role of the Board is to approve standards and

criteria for the program, both prospective and retrospec-

tive, and provide for ongoing and active educational

outreach programs. The program must include, in ap-

propriate instances, the following three types of inter-

ventions with physicians and pharmacists: (1) written,

oral, or electronic reminders containing patient-specific

or drug-specific information and suggested changes in

prescribing or dispensing practices in a manner de-

signed to ensure patient confidentiality; (2) face-to-face

discussions with physicians and pharmacists who have

been targeted for educational intervention on prescrib-

ing, dispensing, or pharmaceutical care services; and (3)

intensified review or monitoring of selected physicians

or dispensers.

As is evident, not only has OBRA ’90 placed addi-

tional responsibilities on pharmacists, but many of the

mandates will significantly affect the practice of medi-

cine. In order to comply with these new requirements,

physicians and pharmacists will need to communicate

more directly, completely, and effectively. Physicians may
find it beneficial to provide more documentation on the

prescription of a drug used in an unusual manner or

dose. Sharing of diagnostic and evaluative information

by direct communication will become essential in order

to achieve improved patient care. Enhanced communi-

cation will enable the pharmacist to have a better under-

standing of the patient’s diagnosis, needs, and planned

therapeutic outcome. Patient counseling can only result

in a more efficient health care system and development

of patients who understand the importance of compli-

ance and their role in improving their health status.

Many pharmacists have been performing these pa-

tient care functions for years. OBRA ’90 simply man-

dates these functions be performed more comprehen-

sively and specifically. You are aware of pharmacists’

actions to enhance care of your patients because you

have had frequent communication with them. However,

when you are contacted by pharmacists more frequently

in the future, remember their enhanced requirements for

practice, and respond to their requests. f ^
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Trauma Rounds

Scalping Injuries: Report of a Historical Case

JAMES V. LEWIS, M.D. and KYLE T. COLVETT, M.D.

Scalping injuries, although now rare, have been of

interest to the surgeon dealing with trauma. This was

particularly true for physicians treating victims of In-

dian warfare during the early years of this country. The

following is a summary of a historical account of the

successful treatment of such a case.

Case Report
In April 1777, during a fierce Indian attack which killed

several others, Frederick Calvit was shot and scalped on

Crockett’s Creek in what is present-day Rogersville, Tenn. By
report he was badly wounded and nearly the whole of his head

skinned. Dr. Vance, a physician attending the various garrisons

about the Long Islands of Holston, was sent for. The ensuing

treatment was described by a Dr. Robertson:

“The skull bone was quite naked, and begun to turn black

in places, and as Dr. Vance was about to leave Calvit, he di-

rected ... to bore his skull as it got black, and he bored a few

holes himself, to show the women [sicj of doing it ... a flat

pointed straight awl is the best instrument to bore with, as the

skull is thick and somewhat difficult to penetrate. When the awl

is nearly through, the instrument should be borne more lightly

upon. The time to quit boring is when a reddish fluid appears

on the point of the awl. The flesh will rise considerably above

the skull, and sometimes raise a black scale from it, about the

thickness of common writing paper. It is well to assist in get-

ting off the scales to bore with the awl. It will take at least two

weeks from the boring for it to scale. When the scale is taken

off at the proper time, all beneath it will appear fleshy like

what we call proud-flesh, and as if there was no bore under it.

“The awl may, at this time, and, indeed for a considerable

length of time, be forced through the flesh to the bone without

the patient feeling it; but after any part has united to that por-

tion of the scalp, which has remaining original skin, it becomes
immediately sensitive to the touch.

“The scalped head cures very slowly, and if this kind of

flesh rise, in places, higher than common, touch it with blue-

stone water, rinse it once or twice a day, putting a coat of

over it every time you rinse it, with a narrow plaster of

ointment.

“Working remarkably slow, generally taking two years to

cure up. I never knew that one was scalped, and bored as

above directed, that did not perfectly recover. There is always

part of the scalped head over which but little or no hair after-

wards grows.”

Frederick Calvit recovered from this treatment and lived for
1 ^

another 14 years, dying at the age of 43.
’

Discussion

It seems safe to assume that most victims of Indian

warfare scalping had been slain or died shortly thereaf-

ter. If they survived, they were liable to the complica-

From the Department of Surgery, James H. Quillen College of Medi-

cine, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City.

tions of bleeding and infection. The exposed bone even-

tually became necrotic and sloughed, leading to even-

tual death from meningitis.

The treatment as noted in the case report had not

been described prior to its employment by Dr. Vance,

who claimed to have been a graduate of the University

of Edinburgh. Most of the faculty of that school were

graduates of universities in France, where they would

have been expected to have been exposed to the teach-

ing of Boerhaave. Boerhaave’s Aphorism 252 states: “The

cure is performed, by gently perforating the bone, with

a small tenebra, down to its middle or diploe, in several

distinct but nearly adjacent places; from whence the

periosteum will grow up again, and prevent exfoliation

of the bone.”3 Whatever the source, Dr. Vance’s treat-

ment of the scalping victim was novel and effective.

During the early days of the Industrial Revolution

scalping injuries of women occurred when their long

hair became entangled in machinery. Most of these

were treated with skin grafting, which had been de-

scribed by Reverdin in 1869. 3 In the Punjab of India the

wearing of long hair is common among both sexes, and

a recent report from that area documents the treatment

of 46 agricultural-machinery-scalping injuries sustained

over a ten-year period of time. Bare bone was exposed

in 48% of these cases. Chiseling the outer table of the

exposed bone down to bleeding points and immediately

applying a split-thickness skin graft was presented as

the procedure of choice for wound closure.4

Full-thickness bums of the scalp and skull are in

many ways analogous to scalping injuries. A report by

Hunt and Spicer5 documents their experience with 17

patients sustaining such an injury. Split-thickness skin

grafts, bone abrasion and split-thickness skin grafts,

bone excision and split-thickness skin grafts, and imme-

diate local rotation flaps were the various methods em-

ployed for wound closure. Early excision of the bum
followed by immediate flap coverage was considered

the procedure of choice. /
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Vanderbilt Morning Report

Hepatomegaly and Weight Loss

Case Report
A 42-year-old woman who had been healthy prior to this

illness was referred to the Vanderbilt gastroenterology clinic

for evaluation and consideration for liver transplantation.

She was married, and had two children. She worked full-

time in a local restaurant. She had had intermittent diarrhea

for the past four years, but no hematochezia, and no precipi-

tating factors could be identified. She had presented herself

two years earlier to a physician, who made the diagnosis of

irritable bowel syndrome. Anticholinergic agents were pre-

scribed without relief. The patient used no regular medica-

tions and she did not use tobacco or alcohol. Her family

history was unremarkable.

The diarrhea continued, with three to four stools daily.

One year ago her weight had decreased from 100 to 88 lb,

and she had malaise and described progressive fatigue at the

end of her normal working day. She was admitted to the

hospital, where an extensive evaluation had included a nor-

mal flexible sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy and a normal

upper GI series with small bowel follow-through. Stool cul-

ture was negative, and no ova or parasites were seen. Her
diarrhea improved in the hospital, and she was discharged

with no apparent etiology.

One month prior to her present evaluation here, her weight

was still 88 lb. Her fatigue had worsened, and she was no

longer able to work. She had noted increasing abdominal girth,

and her physical examination showed minimal ascites with

hepatomegaly. A trace of peripheral edema was present. Labo-

ratory evaluation showed a prothrombin time (PT) of 45 sec-

onds. Liver aminotransferases were within normal limits. Total

protein was 7.3 gm/dl with albumin 3.1 gm/dl. WBC count

was 9,000/cu mm with hematocrit 37% (MCV 104) and plate-

lets 383,000/cu mm. Cholesterol was 93 mg/dl. A liver biopsy

showed fatty transformation with mild fibrosis.

On examination at Vanderbilt Hospital, the patient's blood

pressure was 120/80 mm Hg, temperature 98°F. pulse 90/min,

and respirations 18/min. The patient was cachectic. Both par-

otid glands were enlarged. The heart and lungs were normal.

Examination of the abdomen showed hepatomegaly with a pal-

pable splenic tip. Rectal examination was normal. A trace of

peripheral edema was present bilaterally. Neurological exami-

nation was normal.

The liver biopsy specimen showed steatohepatitis with

early cirrhosis. The laboratory results, biopsy findings, and

physical examination raised the suspicion for profound mal-

nutrition. A 24-hour stool collection revealed 36 gm fat/24

hr (normal <10 gm/24 hr). When a duodenojejunal biopsy

showed complete villous atrophy with lymphocytic infiltra-

tion of the lamina propria, a diagnosis of celiac sprue was

made.

The patient received instruction on a gluten-free diet, and

her fatigue improved within two weeks. She has now meticu-

lously adhered to the gluten-free diet for eight months. Her

weight has increased to 122 lb, and her activity level has re-

turned to normal.

Presented by Paul J. Sabbatini, M.D., Hugh J. Morgan chief medical

resident, Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville.

Discussion

The clinical features of childhood sprue were de-

scribed by Gee in 1 988, 1 but it was not until the 1950s

that Dicke 2 noted the relationship between the ingestion

of certain cereal grains and exacerbation of the disease.

It is now clear that the alcohol soluble fraction of wheat

gluten damages the intestinal mucosa in patients with

celiac sprue. The primary host defect that allows devel-

opment of this disease remains obscure. Amino acid se-

quences of a number of gluten moieties have been iden-

tified, but the exact sequence crucial to the development

of villous atrophy is unknown. 2

Various etiologic mechanisms have been proposed.

An enzyme deficiency may be present that only par-

tially digests gluten, allowing a toxic peptide to accu-

mulate and damage the mucosa. Genetic factors could

predispose patients to an abnormal host immune re-

sponse that damages the mucosa. 2

The classic presentation of celiac sprue includes di-

arrhea, weight loss, flatulence, and fatigue. As in our

patient, extra-intestinal manifestations of malabsorption

may overshadow gastrointestinal symptoms, particularly

with disease limited to the proximal small intestine. The

possibility of sprue should be considered in patients

with iron deficiency anemia without blood loss, unex-

plained folate deficiency, or unexplained osteopenic

bone disease. Other common laboratory abnormalities

include low serum levels of cholesterol, carotene, cal-

cium. magnesium, albumin, potassium, and phosphorus.

Alkaline phosphatase and PT are often elevated. Pro-

found malnutrition may be associated with fatty change

in tho liver. 3

Steatorrhea is present in most patients with symp-

tomatic celiac sprue, and fecal fat may be qualitatively

demonstrated with Sudan staining of the stool. A 24-

hour stool collection is required to quantify fecal fat

loss. A biopsy of the mucosa of the duodenojejunal

junction remains an essential component of the diagnosis.

Typical histology shows villous atrophy with a lympho-

cytic infiltration of the lamina propria. The histology is

not specific, and may resemble lesions seen in tropical

sprue, bacterial overgrowth, viral gastroenteritis, or pri-

mary lymphoma of the intestine. Demonstration of un-

equivocal clinical improvement with the withdrawal of

gluten from the diet establishes the diagnosis. 2

Gastrointestinal symptoms usually improve within

two weeks of beginning the gluten-free diet. Histologic

improvement has been documented within the first

week. After initial improvement, some patients tolerate

variable amounts of gluten in the diet without overt
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symptoms. The incidence of malignant disease, particu-

larly lymphoma, is increased among patients with celiac

sprue. There is some controversial evidence that a strict

gluten-free diet reduces the incidence of malignancy.

Pending further data, this strengthens the case for a life-

time commitment to a strict gluten-free diet once the

diagnosis of celiac sprue is made.4 -5
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Gross Hematuria and Easy Bruising in a Young Man
Case Report

A 34-year-old healthy man presented himself to Vanderbilt

University Hospital with hematemesis, hematuria, and easy

bruising for the previous two weeks.

The patient had been passing bright red blood per rectum

intermittently for the past six months. These episodes had oc-

curred more frequently for the past two weeks. Approximately

one week prior to admission, the patient vomited a large quan-

tity of blood, prompting him to seek care at his local hospital.

On laboratory examination, his prothrombin time (PT) was
>70 seconds and partial thromboplastin time (PTT) >100 sec-

onds. A circulating anticoagulant screen suggested a low level

of circulating inhibitor to one of his clotting factors, as his PT
only partially corrected from 70 seconds to 17.3 seconds with

a 1:1 mixture of his plasma with normal plasma. He was
treated with fresh frozen plasma (FFP), vitamin K, and steroids

with little resolution of his coagulopathy. After three days, the

patient was transferred to Vanderbilt Hospital for further eval-

uation and treatment.

On physical examination at Vanderbilt Hospital, the patient

appeared healthy but pale. Temperature was 97.1°F, blood pres-

sure 142/74 mm Hg, pulse 78/min, and respirations 18/min.

There were several large ecchymoses over both flanks. Exam-
ination of the head and neck was normal. His neck was supple,

and there was no adenopathy. Examination of the heart, lungs,

and abdomen was normal, as was the neurological examina-

tion. There was no edema. The stool was positive for blood.

Laboratory data showed a PT of 1 19 seconds (normal 10 to

30), a PTT of 131 seconds (normal 25 to 40), fibrinogen 510
mg/dl (normal 200 to 400), fibrin split products present in a

1:128 dilution, WBC count 13.900/cu mm (normal 4,000 to

11,000), and PCV 29%. Urinalysis revealed gross blood. War-
farin was undetectable. A repeat circulating anticoagulant

screen revealed a PT that corrected from 1 19 to 20 seconds and

a PTT that corrected from 131 to 46 seconds with a 1:1 mix-

ture of the patient’s plasma with normal plasma. Radiograph of

the chest revealed right upper lobe atelectasis and infiltrates.

The patient was admitted with the diagnosis of coagulo-

pathy of unknown etiology. Initial treatment consisted of FFP
infusion and vitamin K. Factor activity levels revealed a factor

X activity level of <1.0%. An inhibitor screen failed to show
a factor X inhibitor. After two days of receiving FFP, the fac-

tor X activity was 16%. A repeat inhibitor screen again failed

to find an inhibitor. Serum protein electrophoresis and immu-
noelectrophoresis were normal. The patient’s course was com-
plicated by the development of right calf musculofascial com-
partment syndrome, but due to his coagulopathy, a fasciotomy

was contraindicated. The infusion of FFP was discontinued and

Presented by Hal Blanks, M.D., medical resident, Vanderbilt University

Hospital, Nashville.

Konyne concentrate (concentrate of factors II, VII, IX, and X)

was infused along with two days of 180 gm of intravenous

immunoglobulin. Over the next nine days, the patient received

14,800 units of factor concentrate. His PT fell to 14 seconds

and factor X activity rose to 100%. His compartment syndrome

resolved with only minimal residual weakness. Gross hematu-

ria ceased, and no hematemesis occurred during hospitaliza-

tion. The patient was discharged in good condition two days

after receiving his last concentrate infusion.

Discussion

Acquired abnormalities of the clotting mechanism

may be due to coagulation factor deficiencies or inhibi-

tors. The circulating anticoagulant screen consists of

mixing the patient's plasma with normal plasma in a 1:1

mixture. The PT should return to normal or near normal

if the coagulopathy is due to a factor deficiency as 50%
activity is sufficient for hemostasis. The PT will remain

prolonged in the presence of a circulating inhibitor.

Acquired factor X deficiency has been reported in

patients with amyloidosis. 1

It is believed that the mech-

anism of this deficiency involves enhanced binding of

factor X to amyloid fibrils with resultant clearing of

factor X from the bloodstream. 2 While the association

of factor X deficiency and amyloidosis is well docu-

mented, there have been ten cases of factor X defi-

ciency reported in the absence of amyloidosis. 1 Of these

cases, seven were found to involve a preceding upper

respiratory tract infection (three treated with antibiot-

ics), one involved exposure to fungicide, one involved

renal and adrenal cortical carcinomas, and one was a

4-year-old boy with no known infections or exposures. 1

Our patient did not have symptoms of an upper re-

spiratory tract infection. His transient mild leukocytosis

was probably secondary to intravenous steroid therapy.

This patient with acquired transient factor X deficiency

presented no evidence of amyloidosis (both SPEP and

UIEP were normal) and he had no other recognizable

course suggesting the condition. r ^
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Department of Health Report

High Blood Pressure: New Efforts in

Primary Prevention and Disease Management

GARYZELIZER, M.C.P.

On Oct. 30. 1992, the National High Blood Pressure

Education Program (NHBPEP) celebrated its 20th anniver-

sary. The National Heart. Lung, and Blood Institute, one

of the National Institutes of Health, established the pro-

gram in 1972 as a cooperative effort between the Insti-

tute and other professional and voluntary health agencies.

The goal of the NHBPEP is to reduce death and dis-

ability related to high blood pressure through profes-

sional. patient, and public education programs. Strate-

gies that have been used to reach this goal include

establishing a scientific base for the educational pro-

grams, developing and distributing educational materi-

als, and offering technical support to state and commu-

nity health programs.

Significant progress has been made during the past

20 years in hypertension education, detection, and con-

trol. In 1972, less than one-fourth of the American pop-

ulation recognized the relationships between hyperten-

sion and stroke, and hypertension and heart disease.

Now. more than three-fourths understand these relation-

ships. Nearly all adults have had their blood pressure

measured at least once and three out of four are

screened semiannually. In Tennessee, slightly more than

92% of adults responding to the 1991 Behavioral Risk

Factor Surveillance System reported having their blood

pressure checked within the previous two years. Impor-

tantly, the percentage of hypertensives in this country

who are controlling their disease by taking medication

has risen remarkably in the last 20 years (Table 1).

One result of improved education, detection, and pa-

tient management is reflected in the trends for mortality

due to stroke and coronary heart disease, for which high

blood pressure is a major risk factor. In Tennessee, the

age-adjusted mortality rate for cerebrovascular disease

has dropped from 86.9 per 100.000 population in the

three-year period 1973-75 to 45.2 per 100.000 in 1988-

90. and for coronary heart disease from 235.5 in 1973-

75 to 135.2 in 1988-90 (Fig. 1). The respective 48% and

43% decline in cerebrovascular disease and coronary

heart disease mortality in Tennessee compares to nearly

57% and 50% decrease nationally. Much of this decline

in the mortality rates can be attributed to improved

From the Health Promotion/Disease Control Section. Tennessee Depart-

ment of Health. Nashville. Mr. Zelizer is the director of the Section.

TABLE 1

HYPERTENSION* AWARENESS, TREATMENT,
AND CONTROL RATES

1971-72' 1974-75
1

1976-80
2

1988-9T

Aware: percentage of

hypertensives told by

physician

51 64 (54) 73 (65) 84

Treated: percentage of

hypertensives on

medication

36 34 (33) 56 (49) 73

Controlled: percent-

age of hypertensives

16 20 (11)34 (21) 55

with blood pressure

<160/95 mm Hg on

one occasion mea-

surement and re-

ported currently tak-

ing antihypertensive

medications

Note: Numbers in
( ) are percentage at 140/90 mm Hg.

’Defined as si 60/95 mm Hg on one occasion measurement or reported cur-

rently taking antihypertensive medication.

Source: NHANES I (National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey)
2NHANES II

3NHANES III unpublished data provided by the Centers for Disease Con-

trol and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics.
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Figure 1. Age-adjusted Tennessee mortality rates, three-year aver-

age since 1973-1975. cerebrovascular and coronary heart disease.
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knowledge and better control of blood pressure.

At the 20th anniversary celebration, progress in the

control of high blood pressure was highlighted, and two

new documents
—“Working Group Report on Primary

Prevention of Hypertension” and “The Fifth Report of

the Joint National Committee on Detection, Evaluation,

and Treatment of High Blood Pressure” (JNC V)—were

TABLE 2

CLASSIFICATION OF BLOOD PRESSURE FOR ADULTS AGE
18 YEARS AND OLDER*

Category Systolic (mm Hg) Diastolic (mm Hg)

Normalf <130 <85
High normal 130-139 85-89

Hypertension^

Stage 1 (Mild) 140-159 90-99

Stage 2 (Moderate) 160-179 100-109

Stage 3 (Severe) 1 80-209 110-119

Stage 4 (Very Severe) >210 3=120

*Not taking antihypertensive drugs and not acutely ill. When systolic and diastolic

pressure fall into different categories, the higher category should be selected to

classify the individual's blood pressure status. For instance, 160/92 should be

classified as stage 2, and 180/120 should be classified as stage 4. Isolated

systolic hypertension (ISH) is defined as SBP >140 mm Hg and DBP <90 mm
Hg and staged appropriately (e.g., 170/85 mm Hg is defined as stage 2 ISH).

fOptimal blood pressure with respect to cardiovascular risk is SBP <120 mm Hg
and DPB <80 mm Hg. However, unusually low readings should be evaluated for

clinical significance.

fBased on the average of two or more readings taken at each of two or more

visits following an initial screening.

Note

:

In addition to classifying stages of hypertension based on average blood

pressure levels, the clinician should specify presence or absence of target-organ

disease and additional risk factors. For example, a patient with diabetes and a

blood pressure of 142/94 mm Hg plus left ventricular hypertrophy should be

classified as “Stage 1 hypertension with target-organ disease (left ventricular hy-

pertrophy) and with another major risk factor (diabetes).’’ This specificity is impor-

tant for risk classification and management.

TABLE 3

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP BASED ON INITIAL

SET OF BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS FOR
ADULTS AGE 18 AND OLDER

Initial Screening Blood

Pressure (mm Hg)*

Systolic Diastolic Follow-Up Recommendedt

<130 <85 Recheck in two years.

130-139 85-89 Recheck in one year.J

140-159 90-99 Confirm within two months.

160-179 100-109 Evaluate or refer to source of care within

one month.

180-209 110-119 Evaluate or refer to source of care within

one week.

>210 >120 Evaluate or refer to source of care imme-

diately.

*!f the systolic and diastolic categories are different, follow recommendations for

the shorter time follow-up (e.g., 160/85 mm Hg should be evaluated or referred

to source of care within one month).

TThe scheduling of follow-up should be modified by reliable information about

past blood pressure measurements, other cardiovascular risk factors, or target-

organ disease.

^Consider providing advice about lifestyle modifications.

released. Manuscripts of both reports were published in

the Jan. 25, 1993 issue of the Archives of Internal

Medicine.

In order to reduce the nearly 2 million new cases of

hypertension diagnosed each year in this country, the

NHBPEP has launched a nationwide campaign to help

prevent Americans from developing high blood pres-

sure. The “Working Group Report on Primary Preven-

tion of Hypertension” recommends four lifestyle behav-

ioral changes that have shown promise in the prevention

of high blood pressure:

• Control weight. The overweight have a twofold to

sixfold higher risk of developing high blood pressure

than those of regular body weight. An estimated 20% to

30% of all cases of hypertension are caused by this sin-

gle risk factor.

• Avoid an excessive sodium chloride intake. The

general population should be urged to consume no more

than 6 gm daily.

Lifestyle Modifications:

Weight reduction

Moderation of alcohol intake

Regular physical activity

Reduction of sodium intake

Smoking cessation

Inadequate Response*

1

Continue Lifestyle Modifications

Initial Pharmacological Selection:

Diuretics or Beta-blockers are preferred because a reduction

in morbidity and mortality has been demonstrated

ACE inhibitors, calcium antagonists, alphai-receptor blockers,

and the alpha-beta blocker have not been tested nor shown to

reduce morbidity and mortality

Inadequate Response*

1

Increase Substitute Add a second

drug dose or another drug or agent from a

different class

Inadequate Response*

i

Add a second or third agent and/or

diuretic if not already prescribed

*Response means achieved goal blood pressure, or patient is making

considerable progress towards this goal.

Figure 2. Treatment algorithm.
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• Become physically active. Moderate intensity, low

resistance, dynamic exercise, e.g., walking, cycling, danc-

ing, swimming, gardening, should be done regularly.

• Avoid excessive alcohol consumption. Alcohol

consumption should be limited to no more than two

drinks daily. Approximately 5% to 7% of hypertension

in the nation is attributed to consumption of three or

more alcoholic drinks daily.

The research does not yet support stress reduction,

nutritional supplements of potassium, fish oil, calcium,

magnesium, or fiber or changes in macronutritients (fat,

fatty acids, carbohydrates, and proteins) in the diet as

recommended interventions for primary prevention of

hypertension.

The JNC V report, produced by the NHBPEP Coor-

dinating Committee, a body composed of representa-

tives from 36 national professional, public, voluntary,

and federal health agencies, provides new guidelines on

the management of hypertension for practicing physi-

cians. Significant changes include new blood pressure

classification terminology, a new treatment algorithm,

an update of pharmacologic tables that includes new
drugs, a section on primary prevention, and information

on special topics, including women, cyclosporine, shock

wave lithotripsy, cocaine, and erythropoietin. Tables 2

and 3 and Fig. 2 show the new classification of blood

pressure, the recommendations for follow-up based on

an initial set of blood pressure measurements for adults

18 and older, and the new recommended treatment algo-

rithm, respectively.

In spite of past efforts and successes, coronary heart

disease and cerebrovascular disease continue to rank as

the first and third leading cause of death in both the

country and the state. Tennessee is one of 12 primarily

southeastern states that comprise the “Stroke Belt,”

where mortality rates due to stroke are significantly

higher than those in other sections of the country. As is

often the case, minorities, the poor, and the underserved

are adversely affected disproportionately from uncon-

trolled hypertension and its resulting complications. Ac-

cordingly, the health care community must renew and

strengthen efforts to combat this continuing public

health problem. / T-7

The University of Tennessee—Memphis, the Ten-

nessee Department of Health, and the Memphis High

Blood Pressure Coalition are pleased to announce that

the 18th Southeast Conference on High blood Pressure

is scheduled to be held from April 21-23, 1993 in

Memphis at the Adam's Mark Hotel. The conference

theme will be Hypertension and Associated Diseases

—

Prevention Strategies. Not only will the JNC V and pri-

mary prevention reports be discussed in detail, but the

NHBPEP Coordinating Committee will hold its regu-

larly scheduled national meeting at the Memphis con-

ference. Physicians, nurses, nutritionists and other

health care providers are welcome to attend. The regis-

tration fee for the three-day conference is $80 per per-

son. For more information, contact Beverly Goodwin
Sousalas at 901-577-8402 between 11:00 am and 6:00

pm CDT.
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month

Outpatient Risk—Inpatient Injury

J. KELLEY AVERY, M.D.

Case Report
Our colleague had agreed to assist in the management of

medically indigent patients who were pregnant. He cooperated

with the local health department (HD) in this most commend-
able effort. Many times the physician would initially examine

a pregnant woman referred to him from the HD. calculate the

EDC, refer her back to the HD for regular prenatal visits, reex-

amine her again at about 28 weeks, and, if the pregnancy pro-

gressed normally, weekly visits would be resumed about two

weeks before the calculated due date. This kind of protocol has

been acceptable to the prenatal clinics of local HDs, the medi-

cally indigent patients, and many OB/GYNs and FPs all over

the state for about ten years. Many thousands of babies have

been given a good start in life by this kind of concern for the

care of the indigent pregnant patient. Under this kind of ar-

rangement, the laboratory work necessary to properly monitor

the patient was done by the state laboratory.

The patient is a 25-year-old HD patient who was seen in

July with a history of an LMP of March 15. She was a gravida

3 para 2 who had been toxic with her first pregnancy, with

high blood pressures and a 9-lb baby. The second pregnancy

had ended in the delivery of a 7 lb 10 oz baby who was trans-

ferred to a NICU with seizures. She had normal blood pres-

sures on the initial examination but was more than 15% over-

weight (5 ft 5 in, 210 lb). The remainder of the examination

was within normal limits. The physician made the necessary

arrangements for his patient to be followed in the HD clinic

and, on the proper prenatal record form sent his findings to that

facility. A month after her initial evaluation she weighed 213

lb, and continued to gain about 3 to 5 lb per month. The HD
visits had not shown any problems except the weight. Her
urine examinations had not revealed any protein or glucose and

her blood pressure had not gone above the levels of the first

examination (136/80). A fasting blood sugar was done at about

28 weeks’ gestation and was reported as 125 with a normal

range of 60 to 115. The HD record contained the note, “Yellow

copy to attending physician’s office.”

On the following visit to the HD, at about 32 weeks, there

was a 1+ protein and the blood pressure was not changed. On
that visit, the weight was 226, a 36-lb weight gain since onset

of pregnancy. Two weeks later, at about 34 weeks, she

weighed 231 lb, had a blood pressure of 150/100 mm Hg, and

again had a 1+ protein. She was sent to see the OB/GYN that

same day. On his record the findings were about the same
except the protein was 2+. She was sent home for bed rest.

One week later, the blood pressure was improved at 152/90

mm Hg, the weight was unchanged, her protein was still 2+,

and she was to stay in bed and return in one week.

When she returned, she was about 37 weeks’ gestation, and

Dr. Avery is chairman of the Loss Prevention Committee, State Volun-

teer Mutual Insurance Company, Brentwood.

The Case of the Month is taken from actual Tennessee closed claims. An
attempt is made to fictionalize the material in order to make it less easy to

identify. If you recognize your own case, please be assured that it is pre-

sented solely for the purpose of emphasizing the issues presented.

her weight was 231 lb, blood pressure 146/90 mm Hg, protein

2+ with “large” ketones. She continued on bed rest with the

protein showing 2+ to 4+; her weight increased slowly, with a

blood pressure 90 to 100 diastolic, but she complained of no
headache or dizziness. At 39+ weeks she was admitted for

probable induction.

The hospital record does not show any significant differ-

ences from the prenatal findings. After observation for about

18 hours, and with a planned induction scheduled for the fol-

lowing morning, the membranes spontaneously ruptured at

6:30 pm. The fluid showed thin meconium staining and a scalp

electrode was applied. Labor progressed uneventfully with an

epidural analgesia. The FMT did not show any significant ab-

normality, and after about 12 hours the patient was 9.5 cm
dilated with the baby “moving down.” She began to push, and

after 14 hours of good labor vaginal delivery was attempted

with the aid of vacuum extraction.

The head was delivered without difficulty but it soon be-

came apparent that there was shoulder dystocia, and the ante-

rior shoulder could not be delivered. The appropriate maneu-
vers were attempted to no avail. The posterior clavicle had to

be fractured in order to get the baby delivered. It was about 8

minutes between the delivery of the head and the delivery of

the rest of the baby. The infant weighed 13 lb 13 oz. With
Apgar scores of 0-0, intubation and vigorous resuscitation were

carried out. Transfer to the NICU took place promptly and the

baby was found to have sustained severe brain damage.

A lawsuit was filed demanding $2 million in damages and
charging negligence in the management of the toxic pregnant

patient with gestational diabetes.

Loss Prevention Comments
When physicians in our state cooperate with the state

Health Department for the delivery of the indigent pa-

tient, it is indeed a public service of great importance,

and those physicians should be commended for it. While

there might have been areas of management in this case

that could be criticized, the real problem was not taking

into account the finding of an elevated blood sugar that

was found in the laboratory work done in the HD, and,

according to their record mailed to the attending physi-

cian. In fact, the report was received by the physician’s

office but not correctly added to the patient’s record.

Again and again in these case reports we have found

that there is a breakdown in the physician’s office man-

agement that is the key to his liability. Here again we
see it. The management of this case would have been

entirely different had the doctor known he was dealing

with gestational diabetes. Certainly, with the history of

toxicity in the past two pregnancies, there would have

been a heightened sensitivity to the likelihood of trouble

that would require aggressive management in the form
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of earlier delivery of this patient by cesarean section.

While experts were ready to be critical of management
of the toxemia independent of the diabetes, there was no

question that a different approach would have been

taken had the HD’s blood glucose been taken into account.

What can we do? First of all, in our offices we can

employ good help with the appropriate training and mo-
tivation to be a participating partner in the management
of our patients. Such training is available for your staff.

They can make all the difference in the world in our

practice, in our patients’ outcomes and confidence, and in

the prevention of patient injury. This is another example

of our office practices being the key to loss prevention.
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CARE Program Update

Reassuring Patients About Infection Control

ROBERT BOWERS, M.D., Co-Chairman

TMA Communications and Public Service Committee

In this the age of AIDS, those who provide personal

services are unfortunately subjected to rumors, half-

truths, and conjecture about the transmission of this dis-

ease. Because of misinformation, employees at blood

banks, barbershops, health clinics, hospitals, and physi-

cians, offices are suddenly suspected of harboring and

spreading the lethal HIV infection.

While the fear of accidental HIV transmission may
be overblown, it is a real and measurable fear. In a re-

cent Gallup Poll, 87% of laypeople surveyed support

mandatory AIDS tests for physicians and nurses. Public

health researchers at Columbia University found similar

results within the health care profession. Fifty-seven

percent of physicians and 63% of nurses favor manda-

tory testing of health care workers.

Since trust is an essential ingredient in the relation-

ship between physicians and their patients, patients

must be informed about the risk of HIV infection and

the methods used by their physicians to prevent the

spread of infections. Information about the universal in-

fection-control precautions taken by health care workers

should be shared with patients. These universal precau-

tions, which have actually been in widespread use for

many years, are credited with controlling the spread of

many viruses, including HIV and hepatitis B virus.

First, let’s separate fact from fiction. Experts believe

as many as 15 million patients may have been treated

by HIV-infected health care workers. Yet there has been

just one set of cases, linked to a single health care

worker: Florida dentist Dr. David Acer allegedly in-

fected five patients before dying of AIDS.

It is still unclear how Acer’s patients contracted

HIV, but a study by the Centers for Disease Control

revealed poor infection-control practices in his office,

such as washing his gloved hands instead of changing

gloves between patients, and only infrequently steriliz-

ing and disinfecting instruments. It has also been al-

leged that Dr. Acer may have infected his patients de-

liberately.

In several other cases, patients treated by AIDS-in-

fected physicians have tested negative for the virus.

These lengthy and expensive investigations, which in-

cluded tests on thousands of patients, have not revealed

any other case of transmission from physician to

patient.

In fact, health care workers are themselves much
more likely to be infected by patients. At least 40 health

care workers have been infected with HIV on the job,

and unknown others are believed to be harboring the

lethal virus as a result of accidental needle pricks or

blood exposure.

These numbers should reassure patients about the

minuscule risk of HIV infection from physicians. It is

information they need to know to quell the fears associ-

ated with AIDS.

But even when armed with this information, fear is

still a powerful opponent. Physicians must be prepared

to confront these fears routinely by allowing patients to

observe and ask questions about universal precautions.

Assure your patients that all health care workers in

your office:

• Wash their hands between patients.

• Wear disposable gloves during invasive procedures

and wear masks, protective eye-wear, and gowns when

there is a risk of coming into contact with blood or

other bodily fluids.

• Use sterile new gloves and freshly cleaned and dis-

infected instruments with each patient.

• Disinfect all surfaces that may have come into

contact with bodily fluids.

• Refrain from performing invasive procedures if

they have sores, cuts, or skin inflammation on the hands

or arms.

Patients have a right to see these procedures in oper-

ation and to ask questions if they don’t know that uni-

versal precautions have been followed. Some physicians

have even posted a list of universal precautions in their

offices to reassure patients.

Patients may also ask about the physician’s HIV sta-

tus. The American Medical Association and the Tennes-

see Medical Association recommend that HIV-seroposi-

tive physicians disclose their status to appropriate

review boards and modify their practice to ensure pa-

tient welfare. The AMA and TMA also suggest the in-

fected physicians disclose their status and receive con-

sent from patients prior to performing procedures that

pose significant risks.

Only by sharing important information with our pa-

tients can physicians maintain the trust that is a critical

part of the healing profession. F X
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Dodson Corner

Controlling Costs After a Workers’ Comp Injury

GEORGE ELKINS, C.P.C.U.

The best way to reduce the cost of your workers’

compensation insurance is to prevent employees from

being hurt on the job in the first place. You’ve heard

that sermon time and again. As an astute business

owner concerned for the well-being of your staff,

you’ve probably already taken a number of recom-

mended actions to do just that.

Despite your best efforts, however, one of your em-

ployees sustains a disabling injury, requiring absence

from the job, payment of medical bills, and wage re-

placement. Is there anything you can do to control the

costs of that injury? You bet! For example:

• Get the immediate medical help required. Delays

in getting prompt and necessary treatment can prolong

recovery and increase costs.

• Promptly report the claim to your insurer. (If the

injury is serious, report it by telephone.) This will allow

your insurer to make arrangements for appropriate med-

ical care and to begin an investigation of the injury.

• Work closely with your insurer’s claims represen-

tative in the investigation of the injury. Tell the claims

representative as much as you can about the injured em-

ployee—family situation, work record, previous em-

ployment—anything that may help the representative

establish a profile of the employee. Promptly provide

the payroll information needed to get compensation

payments started as quickly as possible. Especially Im-

portant'. Immediately forward to the insurer all medical

bills you receive so the injured employee won’t be

bothered by follow-ups from health care providers.

• Involve a member of your management team in the

immediate handling of the injury. This demonstrates to

the injured employee your concern for his care and

treatment.

• Maintain contact with the employee while he is re-

cuperating. Show the employee you are interested in the

healing progress, that the employee is missed at work,

and that you eagerly await his return. Encourage fellow

employees to keep in touch, too.

• Assure the earliest return to work possible. Make

light duty or substitute employment available whenever

possible.

• Finally, learn from the injury and the accident.

What was the cause? What can be changed to avoid

From the Dodson Insurance Group (the TMA-endorsed Workers’ Com-

pensation Insurance Plan). Mr. Elkins, retired vice-president and chief under-

writing officer, now serves as a consultant to the Dodson Group.

recurrence? Don't rely on the obvious—search for un-

derlying or secondary factors. Your employees are

among your most important business assets. If an im-

portant machine breaks down, you do whatever is nec-

essary to get it back on line quickly; can you do less for

an employee?

Morale becomes a vital issue after an injury. Prompt

and appropriate medical treatment by the best health

care providers available is a reasonable expectation of

an injured worker. So is prompt receipt of the required

wage replacement check. The concern you have for the

health and welfare of your workers before an accident

needs to be doubled and redoubled after an accident.

Doing less may invite a lawsuit, which can only pro-

long the claim settlement, delay the worker's return to

work, and increase costs. r y
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Tennessee medical professionals

can cut their workers’

compensation insurance

premium costs with the

Dodson Plan!

163

TMA endorsed the Dodson Plan in 1979 as a way for

association members to help control their workers'

compensation insurance premium costs.

Because earned dividends depend on the claim

expenses of all TMA members, they cannot be
guaranteed. However, Dodson dividends have
been returned 1 1 out of 13 years!

By making employee safety a top priority, TMA
members are improving their chances of earning

a dividend each year like the 20% return of premium
worth $198,435.00 paid in 1990!

The Dodson Plan can put you one step closer

to premium savings! Call today . .

.

1
-800-825-3760

Ext. 2990

underwritten

Casualty Reciprocal Exchange
member

a DODSON GROUP
9201 State Line Rd.

Kansas City, MO 64114
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president*/
page.

Charles Ed Allen

A Memorable Year

My term as president of the Tennessee Medical Association is completed this

month. Serving as your president has been a privilege. The experience has been

rewarding, educational, and challenging. It has been truly a memorable year.

This year has made me even more appreciative of the ability and dedication of

our Chief Executive Officer, Hadley Williams, our Executive Director, Don Alex-

ander, and our TMA staff, all of whom go far beyond usual expectations to serve

us, the members of TMA. Without seeing them in action, it is difficult to compre-

hend the breadth and depth of their numerous duties fulfilled in our behalf. Many
of our members are not aware that Mr. Williams is past president of the American

Association of Medical Society Executives, which is the ultimate affirmation of his

ability and which reflects very favorably on the TMA.
In previous “President’s Page” musings, I have emphasized the importance of

maintaining professionalism in medicine. In the coming months, we shall be facing

threats and opportunities which could either destroy or strengthen our profession,

depending on our responses to social and political turmoil which lie ahead. Above

all, we must defend the best interests of our patients and the American public. We
must remain cohesive and mutually supportive. Internal strife means external vul-

nerability. The Biblical statement “.
. . a house divided against itself will fall,”

certainly applies to the House of Medicine.

We must have leaders of vision and determination, leaders who can see beyond

minor distractions to understand what we must do to remain a profession. We must

have the active and determined support of all TMA members. We must explain to

our patients the issues which are crucial to their health and seek their assistance.

We must encourage all physicians in our state to participate in helping inform state

and federal officials of our steadfast determination to maintain a high quality

health care system.

Thank you for allowing me to be your president.

#7. -SL



The New President

CHARLES W. WHITE, M.D.

LEXINGTON
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Charles W. White, M.D.
139th President—Tennessee Medical Association

As our country prepares for change—in the White

House and in our health care system—the Tennessee

Medical Association stands ready behind its 139th

president—Charles W. White, M.D., of Lexington.

Dr. White, 55, a board-certified family practi-

tioner, has served on the TMA Board of Trustees for

the past year as president-elect. He has previously

served as a TMA Board member representing West

Tennessee from 1981-1984.

Since 1975, Dr. White has served TMA in various

committee roles. He has been a member of TMA’s
Legislative Committee since 1984 and has been its

chairman since 1989. He was on the Judicial Council

from 1977-1981, and the Communications and Public

Service Committee from 1975-1989.

While Dr. White’s contributions to TMA have

been substantial, his dedication and leadership began

earlier with his time given to organized medicine at

the local level and through involvement with his

medical specialty society.

Dr. White served as president of the Consolidated

Medical Assembly of West Tennessee in 1976 and

has represented Consolidated as a delegate to TMA
since 1977.

Being a family physician, Dr. White has filled an

equal number of leadership positions within the Ten-

nessee Academy of Family Physicians and the Amer-

ican Academy of Family Physicians.

For the TAFP, he served as president in 1987-

1988, vice-president in 1985-1986, speaker of the

TAFP Congress of Delegates in 1984-1985, vice-

speaker in 1983-1984, and he continues to serve on

their Legislative Committee since 1976. In 1990, Dr.

White was honored as the TAFP Physician of the

Year for his outstanding contributions to his specialty

and to the Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians.

Within the American Academy of Family Physi-

cians, Dr. White has been elected to the Commission

on Legislation and Governmental Affairs, and has

been a delegate from Tennessee since 1988.

Dr. White also remains a member in good stand-

ing with the American Medical Association and the

Southern Medical Association.

Originally from Mississippi, Dr. White received

his medical degree from the University of Tennessee

College of Medicine, Memphis, in 1962 and com-

pleted his internship at Methodist Hospital, Mem-
phis, in 1963. Prior to medical school, he received

his undergraduate degree from Memphis State Uni-

versity. He currently is in private practice in Lexing-

ton and has staff privileges at Methodist Hospital,

Lexington, where he has served as chief-of-staff on

four different occasions. He has also been ardently

involved in the Family Practice Residency Program

in Jackson since its inception.

In service to his country, he served the U.S. Air

Force at the Brookley Air Force Hospital in Mobile,

Alabama, from 1963-1965. For the state, he served

on the Department of Public Health Medicaid For-

mulary Advisory Committee from 1983-1991, and

the Maternal Advisory Committee from 1989-1990.

Dr. White also finds time to serve the West Ten-

nessee community. He is a member and past presi-

dent of the Lexington Rotary Club, a trustee of the

First Baptist Church since 1970, and was a member

of the Henderson County School Board from 1968-

1976, acting as its chairman from 1972-1974.

When his busy practice schedule allows and

there is a break from meetings, Dr. White likes to

fill his leisure time with duck hunting in the winter

and playing golf when the ducks are out of season.

Dr. White and his wife, Joyce, have four children:

Charles Jr., M.D.; David, Dana Lynn, and

Ann-Maree.
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editorial/

OSHA Stuff and Nonsense

Several years back, when I was attending a meet-

ing at the Annenburg Center in Rancho Mirage, Cal-

ifornia, my wife and I were given a personal tour of

the Palm Springs area by a former colleague who had

become director of CME at the Center. To our obser-

vation about the beauty of the gardens and landscap-

ing in the area, he responded that it might not last, as

a new law had just gone into effect forbidding the

employment of illegal aliens, and all of that beauty

was the product of their labors. So also, he observed.

was most of the good service in our hotel and all the

others around and about. It was not only that the

labor of other workers was more expensive, although

of course it was, he said; such laborers were simply

not to be found otherwise, since the locals considered

such work menial, and therefore beneath them.

Some time later, maybe a couple of years or so, I

was back in that area, and, noting that things seemed

to be going on pretty much as they always had and

looking as manicured as ever, I asked who was doing

all the work these days, now that illegal aliens were

really illegal. Oh, that! I was told. Well, the same

people who were doing it before are still doing it,

they said. Nobody pays any attention to that silly

law, they said. They can’t. Somebody has to do the

work, and nobody else will, they said. The immigra-

tion service and the IRS have been trying to sort out

that mess ever since it was precipitated on them, I

was told.

The pickle in which Zoe Baird, Mr. Clinton’s erst-

while nominee for Attorney-General of the United

States, finds herself is a product of that sort of think-

ing. She met her Waterloo not so much for having

employed illegal aliens as for failing to pay their so-

cial security tax. Mr. Clinton’s second nominee was

also disqualified after it came to light that she had

employed an illegal alien as a baby-sitter. That bit of

arrant nonsense reminded me that the two last states

in the then 48 to legalize alcoholic beverages, Missis-

sippi and Kansas, while they were still dry had a li-

quor tax, which Mississippi regularly collected in

such well-known and heavily frequented watering

holes as Biloxi, to its monumental, indeed life-sus-

taining, gain. And then there was, and is, the gam-

bling tax that the federal government collects, or tries

to collect, along with state tax bureaus, in states

where gambling is illegal.

Anybody who still clings to the old-fashioned

moral imperative and its apparently archaic notion

that honesty is the best policy must have suffered a

nasty shock from what happened to Ms. Baird in her

attempt to come clean. Where my jolt came from

was not that, since I have long since become very

cynical where our self-proclaimed public servants are

concerned, but from her naivete in trying such a stunt

in an environment that she should have found out

long ago gains its very life blood from lies and de-

ceit. Actually, that she hasn't found out about it

speaks well of her as a person, but casts considerable

doubt on her qualifications for the position for which

she had been nominated. Some of those who are

judging her are under indictment themselves for

criminal activity, and a great many of those who

aren’t probably ought to be. (Note that I said proba-
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bly, so as to let myself off the hook in the unlikely

event there are still some white hats lingering beyond

the pale.)

I am not making excuses for Ms. Baird, since one

would wish the Attorney-General of the United

States to have impeccable credentials, and unques-

tionably she should have obeyed the letter of the law,

no matter how dumb the law is. I also am not cate-

gorically branding that particular statute as dumb,

since I realize there are two sides to, or at least two

lobbying positions on, the question, since a lot of

people seem not to be willing to admit there are even

now a lot of jobs available for those who aren’t

afraid of work. It is just that the law is widely disre-

garded, and finding impeccable credentials in anyone

likely to allow himself to be placed in nomination for

the office is scarcely possible if all the deeds they

have done that they ought not to have done and all

those they have left undone that they ought to have

done are to be spread out for public scrutiny in addi-

tion to God's. Since Ms. Baird stands self-indicted,

my only word to her is, “You blew it, Baby.” The

watchword on the Potomac is "Keep it dark,” and

she didn’t. Federal Judge Kimba Wood tried to, but

it did her no good—and she even broke no law.

What is going to be interesting is seeing what un-

blemished escutcheon turns up in place of those of

the two disqualified candidates to shield the unsus-

pecting, as well as the suspecting but helpless, pub-

lic. My guess is it will be at least no improvement.

Zoe was the recipient of a bum rap because she

hadn’t, but likely has now, come to realize that no

good deed ever goes unpunished.

This piece didn't start out to be about Ms. Baird

and Judge Wood and their respective peccadillos, but

since it was to be about dumb laws and their enforce-

ment and consequences I thought their experience fit

in quite well, and so I added it as a sort of long-

winded introduction to the meat of the matter, which

I promise is going to be a lot shorter.

What follows might be called a pickled saga, with

the disclaimer that it is not really the saga that is

pickled, or at least I think it isn’t. If that malaprop-

ism (again not precise usage) offends you, don’t get

hung up on it, as we have more important things to

discuss.

From the laboratory corporation that now owns

the entity in which my associates and I conduct our

medical practice, I received the other day a rather

ponderous bilobate missive describing the perils of

associating with formaldehyde, how the feds view

any misalliance with the substance, and the steps the

company proposes to take and require those in super-

visory positions to require those subservient to them

to take (for their own good, naturally ) to protect

themselves from the horrors likely to be visited upon

unprotected users of that noxious gas, a 10% solution

of which, known as formalin, is a sine qua non for

the practice of anatomic pathology, my own sole pro-

fessional activity. (I inadvertently, possibly as a

Freudian slip, put “soul”; maybe it is that, too.) What

I read gave me the heebie-jeebies, which is the kind-

est and most socially acceptable term I can apply to

what it gave me—not the part about the effects

(though not exactly horrors) of exposure, but of the

requirements for protection from it, infractions of

which will subject the infractor to a lot more pain

and suffering than could ever be derived from con-

tact with the gas itself, no matter how gross the

contamination.

Now that I think about it, I myself would, I am
certain, given proper, though granted possibly un-

scrupulous, legal counsel (not, incidentally, a partic-

ularly scarce commodity), have grounds for all sorts

of legal action. The torts are admittedly ex post facto,

some by as much as about 60 years, but that doesn’t

seem to deter anybody these days. I was first exposed

to formalin at the Baylor School in a biology class in

1934. The exposure continued at Vanderbilt, in both

college and medical school, from 1938 to 1944.

About the only thing the Army didn’t expose me to

is formalin, so it’s off the hook there. Ohio State and

Erlanger Hospital, where, along with Vanderbilt, I re-

ceived my residency training, are in this, too. I sup-

pose I should exempt my professional corporation,

since I make my living by their sufferance, but again

that eventuality seems not to deter anybody else. It is

just a gift to them as a token of my magnanimous

nature. The owner of the venue of my practice might

not get off so lightly.

There are two basic deterrents to my instituting

legal action against all those entities enumerated

above. The first is that I haven't yet been able to

come up with any serious ailment attributable to for-

malin, nor for that matter has anyone else of my ac-

quaintance, even among those of us who have been

virtually immersed in formalin for a half century or

more. Inconvenient and even uncomfortable, cer-

tainly; dangerous, hardly. We are talking about split

thumbs, flaky hands, hay fever, runny or dry eyes,

and so on. and maybe even a higher incidence of

respiratory infections, though I seldom have any.

Formalin is like saccharine and a lot of other harm-

less substances that have been victims of a bum rap

to preserve regulators’ jobs. They proved to be carci-

nogenic in some laboratory animals provided the an-

imals were fed amounts of the substance equal to

several times their body weight over a long period of
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time, or something equally silly. Nobody, despite the

allegations of OSHA, has as far as I am aware ever

shown any good evidence that formalin is dangerous

to life or limb. It is just one more thing for the feds

to occupy themselves with.

The feds are intent, it seems, on trying to win

points, with whom I’m not exactly sure—maybe

Ralph Nader; who knows?-—by protecting the public

from every conceivable hazard or alleged hazard.

The hazard we do need protecting from in the worst

way is being ignored by OSHA. That hazard is

OSHA itself, which is adding more to the cost of

medical care than almost all of the other bureaucratic

nonsense combined, and counting. Not only that, a

lot of the procedures OSHA has instituted are them-

selves hazardous, being more dangerous in some in-

stances than what they are supposed to be protecting

against. With the limitations imposed by full protec-

tive gear on vision, touch, and fine motion, it is next

to impossible to perform many delicate procedures

properly, which can be hazardous to both operator

and patient. Most of the precautionary measures in-

stituted, at least so far as formalin exposure is con-

cerned, do nothing but shorten the fuse of the person-

nel involved. That it does nothing to lengthen their

life or increase their comfort is lost on OSHA, who

really are not interested. The regs are what keep them

in business and create their jobs. If Mr. Clinton really

wants to save money and at the same time gain the

respect of the populace, or at least the part that suf-

fers from OSHA (which incidentally is far greater

than the public-at-large suspects), he would abolish

the OSHA. He also doubtless could not care less

—

about either.

The second reason for not instituting legal action

is that it would do no more than enrich a bunch of

ambulance chasers, which is likely the first, and not

the second, reason. The lawyers could undoubtedly

make a case for ignoring all the other reasons, but

their doing that would also cost you a bundle.

J.B.T.

It’s a Small World, After All

I could make a shaggy dog story out of what I am

about to recount, but it would just turn into a major

digression when I can just dispose of it handily in a

few sentences. Not being one ordinarily to neglect a

good story, which that one would be, at least so I

think, I am exercising remarkable forbearance in

sticking to my subject. I will get you from Buckley

Field in Denver, Colorado, where I was stationed in

November 1945, to Erlangen, Germany, headquarters

of the USAF 40th Bomb Wing, where I wound up in

February 1946, in this paragraph, sparing you several

pages of details of a trip encompassing an amount of

SNAFU that was awesome, even for the U.S. Army.

The only pertinent details are that from the time

when my departure from Gravely Point, near Wash-

ington, D.C., finally rolled around, until our 4-engine

C-54 at last touched down at Paris’ Orly Field, two

days, comprising 22 hours of flying time, with stops

in Gander, Newfoundland, and Santa Maria, the

Azores, had elapsed. Something on the airplane

needed fixing on both stops, extending our stay on

the ground. Better that, though, than unexpected sud-

den stops. As somebody once observed, it isn’t the

falling that hurts you; it’s the stopping.

Now, of course, several times that many people

can zip across the ocean in six or eight hours, de-

pending on the aircraft. Whereas it took months to

assemble the invasion force in England for D-Day, in

only a few weeks a major fighting force was in place

in Saudi Arabia for Operation Desert Storm. In only

a few days we (speaking loosely) had the necessary

troops on board in Somalia to carry out the assigned

mission (the nature of which I’m not sure has even

yet been disclosed). The world has shrunk consider-

ably just in the time since the song “It’s a Small,

Small World” became sort of a theme song at

Disneyland.

Notwithstanding all of the political rhetoric, and

all of the jockeying for position by various special

interest groups, of which doctors are one, the elderly

another, baby-boomers yet another, and so on, in

medicine these days there are basically two prob-

lems: too much and too little. There is so much we

can do for people, but there is only so much we can

do for people. Finances and such, don’tcha know.

We can, for instance, keep corpses’ blood flowing

and their chests rising and falling for years after the

brain is dead and the soul has fled, or at least so one

would think. The question we need always to ask is:

Ought we just because we can?

The new president has monumental dilemmas fac-

ing him that I don’t envy him a bit (not that I envy

him anything at all). One is the health care situation.

There is no universally acceptable way out of that

one. Another is the economic situation. For reasons

unknown to everybody but himself, and just maybe

including himself, he chose to sidestep all of that

stuff and go for the homosexuals. He used up a lot of

his tickets there that it seems to me he would like to

have kept intact. But then I wouldn’t have made a

good chief executive of anything, so I could be

wrong.
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That has little if anything, though, to do with the

small, small world. What does have to do with it is

that its smallness unmasks two problems: too much

and too little. A matter of finances and such,

don’tcha know. But as with the other situation, not

just finances. There is so much we can do for the

persecuted masses, but there is only so much we can

do for the persecuted masses, even those here at

home, let alone the whole world's. The problem is

similar to the health care situation: defining who the

downtrodden masses are, and who is persecuting

whom. In both situations it depends on which pres-

sure group you listen to. In the case at hand, in what

used to be Jugoslavia, is it or is it not the Moslems?

Or is it the Croats, or maybe the Serbs? The Mos-

lems in the Middle East think that is the critical

issue; forget all the others, they say. And now Israel

is in disfavor, relegated to the international dog-

house, so to speak, except among the Israelis them-

selves, who are themselves at this point feeling put

upon by the international community.

A lot of people, many of them former sympathiz-

ers, even backers, of Israel, people who have grown,

or were from the first, tired of the Palestinians, have

now grown tired of Israel, too. The United Nations

for one, apparently has. The U.S. Congress, for an-

other, is headed that way. The burning question at

the moment is whether or not sanctions should be

imposed by the United Nations against Israel, consid-

ering that the Israeli Supreme Court has ruled the

expulsion of 40 Palestinian terrorists justified.

The burning question for the United States so far

as I'm concerned, as with some other situation, is:

Ought we just because we can? Disregarding per-

sonal sympathies for or against Israel, there is a more

basic principle at stake, and it started out with the

attempts at frustrating Saddam Hussein’s ambitions

in Kuwait. The question is, how far does one go in

messin' around in the internal affairs of a sovereign

nation. Saddam considered that Kuwait was really a

part of Iraq; the United Nations and the United States

did not. Could be there were other agendas and other

considerations involved that were and still are hidden

from the public. But now we are faced with a differ-

ent but no less pressing situation.

Was Israel justified or not in expelling terrorists

from its territory? Whose business is it, anyway, but

Israel’s? Should the United Nations and the United

States be monkeying around in Israel's business? (or

in South Africa's either; but that is a real digression

that I don’t propose pursuing here).

What I do propose to pursue here is this kindred

and very similar situation that is closer—a whole lot

closer—to home: Is it or is it not the business of the

international community whether or not the United

States opens its borders to all the Haitians (and oth-

ers of whatever nation) who are, for whatever reason,

fleeing their native land? We have a long history of

and ample precedent for absorbing the oppressed of

every nation on the globe. But if we choose to close

our doors for a change, whose business is it? The

United Nations’?

We need to consider how the ramifications of any

international course we pursue or cause we espouse

affect the United States. Prudence might suggest we

lay off Israel, and maybe ex-Jugoslavia, as well.

Strengthening the United Nations by being its sword,

shield, and money box at the same time our own re-

sources are dwindling could be Pandora revisited.

I’m glad all those decisions rest elsewhere. Neverthe-

less, since I did vote, I reserve the right to dissent,

which is still tolerated, even if sometimes grudg-

ingly, in the good ol’ U.S. of A.

It is sure enough a small, small world, and getting

smaller all the time. But so far, despite the concerted

efforts of the Trilateralists among us, it is not yet

one, and the way I see it, we have a lot of knitting of

our own to attend to. A lot of broke things still need

fixin’ in our own backyard.

J.B.T.

About Calves and Such

This editorial, I need to say before I go any far-

ther, has a lot of potential for getting me in trouble

from a lot of different quarters, so I need to enter

some disclaimers right off the bat. In case some-

one—black or white, male or female, rich or poor,

Southern, Northern, Eastern, Western, Indian, Asian,

Jewish, Catholic, Protestant, or any other potentially

offendable category—becomes offended despite

these disclaimers, consider that you have already

been apologized to, since nothing here is meant to be

pejorative, derogatory, racist, sexist, or offensive in

any way. What I am about to recount is nearly all

simply history—history, to be sure, with some per-

sonal color added and necessarily from a personal

point of view, but nevertheless verifiable. If you

don’t like the history, well, very often neither do I,

but I had very little to do with making any history

that has made much of a difference. If you wish to

take exception to any of it, I wish you well in your

efforts to make more of an impact on history than I

have. Failing that, you could always come up with a

revisionist version; everybody else does.

Once upon a time, not really so very long ago

—
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and by that I mean in my grandmothers’ day—pianos

had legs; people didn’t. What people had were limbs,

and they were never to be exposed in public. In fact,

they were never even to be referred to at all, even as

limbs, unless it was absolutely unavoidable. What’s

more, about all the female skin that was ever to be

exposed at all, especially in public, was on the face

and hands. Some even went so far as to believe a

nice girl would not even expose herself to herself in

a miiTor. There was therefore no such thing, at least

not in this country, as a “well-turned calf’—or if one

was well-turned, only its owner, and later on maybe

her husband, was supposed to know about it, and her

husband was not, as I understand it, supposed to let

on he did. Whether or not this held up in practice I

wouldn't know. I tend to doubt it, because though

mores may change, passions and drives don’t.

Calves, among other things, came out of hiding

after the first World War, possibly because the

French, both male and female, did know about them,

and what the doughboys and Red Cross girls didn't

know, they found out. Enter the flappers, who ex-

posed a lot more than calves. Legs were in—or out,

depending on the context.

By the time I was old enough to care about such

things, reaction to the flappers had set in, due mostly

to the tribulations of the Depression, which was

going on then. Despite that, people continued stand-

ing on the same structures pianos did. Anatomists re-

ferred to those structures as the lower extremities, as

I presume they always had. Everybody else called

them legs, to the detriment of proper anatomical no-

menclature. Nowadays even most doctors seem to

think the term leg refers to everything from the hip

down instead of from the knee down. However that

may be, feet, legs, and everything in between them,

either one’s own or somebody else’s, can now be

publicly displayed, sometimes but not always at least

thinly veiled, and are open to discussion under vari-

ous categories by a variety of names, even though

skirt lengths go up and down like the tides according

to the whims of the fashion designers. Else how

could they stay in business? They get around the re-

stricted view by slitting the restrictions up to the

crotch and down to the navel, and the wearer can

swish when she walks.

Apropos of all that (actually, all that was apropos

of this, since though that appears first in sequence,

what follows is really what I had in mind all along),

as I was walking down a hospital corridor a little

while ago behind a young black woman, the term

“well-turned calf’ came to mind, because hers were;

everything higher than that was sheathed. It occurred

to me that a well-turned calf on a black woman may

be the greatest triumph of medical science. Be seri-

ous, you say? I am being serious, and not only in

expressing admiration for the well-turned calf.

Nowadays one expects that except for individual

minor details the lower extremities, and indeed the

anatomy generally, of women both black and white,

and other colors as well, will differ very little or not

at all. Because of those individual minor details,

which in such situations can become major, some in-

dividuals of whatever color look much better covered

with all the clothing they can hang on themselves.

Others needn’t. (Of course you have noticed that

those who can least afford to, expose the most; that

has nothing to do with race or skin color.) It was not

always so.

Black girls and women did not, of course, have a

monopoly on thin, rachitic legs. Black boys and men
suffered from the same problem. Even men who
were otherwise powerfully built often had skinny, ra-

chitic legs. But what in our ignorance we thought in

those days to be a matter of racial differences in hab-

itus turned out to be traceable simply to malnutrition,

and therefore to poverty. It is just that the poor

blacks were even poorer than the poor whites, among

whom rickets, with all its consequences, was also by

no means unknown. The deprivation that was wide-

spread during the Depression, then in full bloom, was

also doubtless more prevalent, and therefore more

noticeable, in the South, which hadn’t yet caught up

from the depredations of the late unpleasantness be-

tween the states and subsequent ravages of Recon-

struction (not that it has yet, but we’re gaining).

At the time I entered medicine, which was just

before the second World War, the relationship of vi-

tamin D, sunshine, and calcium to rickets had just

begun to be widely appreciated, and it was almost an

article of faith, at least around these parts, and partic-

ularly in nonmedical circles, in which I moved at the

time, that due to the aforementioned racial differ-

ences black women’s legs always had to be skinny.

Since then medicine has accomplished miracle after

miracle, and those miracles have touched the lives of

nearly everybody. Now it is preventive medicine’s,

or more accurately, preventive health care’s, turn.

We now know the secret of ensuring that nearly

every child can grow up—should grow up, barring

accident—to be a woman (or a man, as the case may

be) with well-turned calves, and now that we do, it is

up to us to see that they have the opportunity to do

just that—as well as, of course, the opportunity for

many other things, though some of those are a lot

harder to come by than good musculoskeletal

development.

To the reductionists among us the well-turned calf
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is actually nothing more than just a barometer of

progress, a witness to such things as school lunch

programs, for instance. Others of us, though, includ-

ing me, would be most reluctant to dismiss the well-

turned calf in such a cavalier manner. A well-turned

calf is, after all, a . . . well, a well-turned calf.

Enough said!

J.B.T.

A Valentine for You-Late-

Or Early, as the Case May Be

As I was reading the funny papers, so called, this

Sunday morning, I decided the writers had run out of

ideas and were simply reworking ones they had al-

ready had and had rejected because they really

weren't very good to begin with. I know the feeling.

To be safe, I probably ought to stop this right now,

but I think I'll emulate the comic writers, and not.

I didn’t write you a Valentine for Valentine’s Day

this year because in the first place I didn't have any

ideas for one, new or reworked, and in the second

place, I would have had to write it during Christmas,

and I didn't think of it then, in the first place.

So I decided to do it for Easter—early. It isn’t any

better for Easter than it would have been then, but at

least this editorial, so-called because I called it that,

is no worse than the comics—so called because their

writers called them that, and the newspaper, for want

of anything better, accepted them as that. Fortunately

for me, though maybe not for you, the Journal has

no alternative but to accept this. Maybe the newspa-

pers didn’t, either—something about contracts and

all, I guess.

On second thought, this isn't much of an editorial

for Easter—sort of insulting to God, as it were—and

in such a situation nothing is better than something

when that something isn't so good. I guess, then. I'll

withdraw it as an Easter message, and stick to the

Valentine. What this turns out to be, then, is sure

enough a Valentine, because I said it is a Valentine,

but instead of a late one, it’s a ten months early one.

That way, I kill two birds with one stone.

So: Happy St. Valentine’s Day, 1994, that is, in

the unlikely, but contrariwise not impossible, event

St. Valentine doesn’t get intercepted by some disaster

or other along the way. In the somewhat, though I

hope no more than somewhat, more likely event I get

intercepted myself, then you won't have been caught

short. I'd hate to think of my public’s being de-

prived—though I guess in such a situation I wouldn't

be thinking much about that at all.

Oh, well, as Pogo was fond of saying, you has to

live one day at a time, win, lose, or draw. So do it, as

I hope to, too. Another thing Pogo was fond of say-

ing was, “My, how the boy do run on.’’ On that note.

I'll quit; you probably already have.

J.B.T.

Roy Wilson Money , age 79. Died January 23, 1993. Gradu-

ate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine. Mem-
ber of Nashville Academy of Medicine.

Philip J. Noel Jr., age 78. Died February 10, 1993. Gradu-

ate of University of Louisville School of Medicine. Mem-
ber of Nashville Academy of Medicine.

Francis Homer Payne, age 77. Died November 23, 1992.

Graduate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Knoxville Academy of Medicine.

Vernon E. Wilson, age 77. Died December 25, 1992. Grad-

uate of University of Illinois College of Medicine. Member
of Nashville Academy of Medicine.

new member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new
members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

BLOUNT COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Lori A. Baxter, M.D. , Maryville

Tommy Edward Collins, M.D., Alcoa

Sarah Mason Gilley, M.D., Alcoa

Susan Souther, M.D., Alcoa

Ivy Marie Warsinski, M.D., Maryville

CHATTANOOGA-HAMILTON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Stephen J. Ekman, M.D., Chattanooga

Richard M. Roberts, M.D., Chattanooga

CONSOLIDATED MEDICAL ASSEMBLY OF
WEST TENNESSEE
Louis Ernest Cunningham, M.D., Jackson

Myrna Aguino Damian, M.D.. Jackson

KNOXVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Lacy Edward Harville, M.D. , Knoxville

Richard Charles Neal, M.D. , Knoxville

LAKEWAY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Dennis Howard Duck, M.D., Jefferson City
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MEMPHIS-SHELBY COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Keith Dawson Williams , M.D., Memphis

NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Paul Jacob Heil, M.D., Nashville

Serena Maria Satcher, M.D. , Nashville

NORTHWEST TENNESSEE
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Lesa K. Edwards-Davidson, M.D. , Greenfield

RUTHERFORD COLNTY/STONES RIVER
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Robert Preston Hornsby, M.D., Murfreesboro

SULLIVAN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Donald Quinn, M.D. , Johnson City

WILLIAMSON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Ronald Howard Goldberg, M.D., Franklin

TMA Members Receive

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award during Janu-

ary 1993. This list, supplied by the AMA, does not

include members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Beginning Jan. 1,

1993 each application for the PRA must also verify

participation in Category 2 CME activities.

Coleman L. Arnold, M.D. , Chattanooga

Jack R. Baker, M.D., Nashville

Lana S. Beavers, M.D. , Shelbyville

Arden J. Butler Jr., M.D., Ripley

R. Leonard Carroll, M.D. , Jamestown

C. Nicholas Caster, M.D., Coalfield

Edward L. Cattau Jr., M.D., Memphis
Mary A. Duffy, M.D., Chattanooga

George S. Flinn Jr., M.D. , Memphis
Robert P. Hornsby, M.D., Murfreesboro

John W. Lamb, M.D., Nashville

William A. Loy, M.D. , Oak Ridge

Henry H. Middleton III, M.D., Goodlettsville

James B. Millis, M.D. , Nashville

Reinaldo A. Olaechea, M.D., Crossville

Howard H. Rosenblum, M.D., Nashville

Allen L. Schlamp, M.D., Jackson

Michael B. Seshul, M.D. , Nashville

Richard G. Soper, M.D., Murfreesboro

John B. Thomison, M.D. , Nashville

Elizabeth A. Williams, M.D., Johnson City

announcement/

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS

NATIONAL

May 3-7 American Pediatric Society—Sheraton,

Washington, D.C.

May 13-16 American Association for the History of

Medicine—Galt House East, Louisville

May 13-16 American Society of Regional Anesthesia

—

Westin, Seattle

May 15-18 American Pediatric Surgical Association

—

Hyatt, Hilton Head Island, S.C.

May 15-21 American Society for Gastrointestinal Endos-

copy—Marriott, Boston

May 16-18 American Society of Clinical Oncology

—

Peabody, Orlando

May 16-20 American Urological Association—Marriott

Riverwalk and Rivercenter, San Antonio

May 20-23 American Academy of Psychoanalysis

—

Hotel Nikko, San Francisco

May 21-23 American Society for Adolescent Psychia-

try—Sheraton Palace, San Francisco

May 21-25 American Association of Immunologists

—

Marriott, Denver
May 22-27 American Psychiatric Association—Moscone

Convention Center, San Francisco

June 1-5 American Association on Mental Retarda-

tion—Hilton, Washington, D.C.

June 2-5 American College of Sports Medicine

—

Seattle

June 8-9 Society for Vascular Surgery—Sheraton,

Washington, D.C.

June 9-12 Endocrine Society—Convention Center, Las

Vegas

June 9-13 American Association of Neuropatholo-

gists—Marriott, Salt Lake City

June 9-15 American Diabetes Association—Hilton, Las

Vegas
June 10-13 National Association of EMS Physicians

—

Hyatt, Minneapolis

June 16-20 American Academy of Facial Plastic

and Reconstructive Surgery—Marriott, San

Francisco

June 22-27 American Sleep Disorders Association-
Century Plaza, Los Angeles

June 24-27 American Congress of Rehabilitative Medi-

cine—Denver

June 25-27 American Association for the Study of Head-

ache—Sheraton Palace—San Francisco

June 25-27 Southern Association for Geriatric Medi-

cine—Naples, Fla.

June 27-30 American Society of Contemporary Medicine

and Surgery—Knickerbocker Hotel, Chicago

June 27-30 American Society of Contemporary Ophthal-

mology—Knickerbocker Hotel, Chicago

CORRECTION
In the Vanderbilt Morning Report, entitled

“Fever and Rash in a Young Woman” (J Tenn Med
Assoc 86:62, February 1993), the correct title for the

article should read, “Fever and Rash in a Young
Man.” We
caused.

regret any confusion this may have
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American Medical Association
Physicians dedicated to the health of America

For Your Benefit

Coalition highlights the high cost of defensive medicine

The American Medical Association

played a major role in a February
Washington, D.C., news conference

depicting the high cost of defensive

medicine. According to survey data

released at the conference, America
could save some $36 billion over the

next five years by eliminating defensive

medicine practices. The National

Medical LiabilityReform Coalition

sponsored the conference.

A report released at the conference

stated, “Defensive medicine is care that

does not benefit the patient, and is

provided solely to avoid malpractice

claims.”

The coalition’s statement pointed out

that any reform of the health care

system must include liability reform to

be complete and effective.

AMA is a major sponsor of the coalition,

which includes more than 60

organizations from the business,

insurance and medical sectors. Its goal:

a compensation system to enhance

the objective of quality, cost-effective

health care available to all.

AMA presses for redefinition of expert testimony

In a friend of the court brief filed

before the U.S. Supreme Court, the

AMA advocates that the Court limit

expert testimony to opinions founded in

scientific knowledge or based on valid

scientific methodology. The outcome of

the Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharma-
ceuticals case will determine the legal

role of medical expert testimony.

“Expert” opinion without scientific

basis has extremely negative effects on

physicians, their patients and society as

a whole—as well as on the legal

process. The Daubert case involves

expert testimony in product-liability

suits that linked the morning sickness

drug Benedectin to birth defects.

Joining the AMA in this effort are 15

national medical specialty societies and

the AMA/Specialty Society Medical

Liability Project.

Prepared by the Department of Communications Services. For information, call 800 AMA-321 1, ext. 4416.



HIM continuing medical
education oppoitunitie/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Councilfor Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA’ s joint sponsorship of CME activities. As an accredited

sponsor, TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician' s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education, Tennessee

Medical Association. PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909.

July 12-16 Contemporary Clinical Neurology XVI—Hil-

ton Head, S.C.

Aug. 6-7 Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-

shop 1993

Oct. 8-9 Laryngeal Videoendostroboscopy

Oct. 21-23 Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neel
Surgery

Dec. 2-4 Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neel
Surgery

Dec. 10-11 19th Annual High Risk Obstetrical Seminar

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni
versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (615) 322-4030.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician’s practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff, access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

May 7-8

May 20-22

May 27-29

May 28-29

June 13-18

June 15-19

June 15-19

Phonosurgery Workshop
Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

17th Annual Sonography Symposium
Laryngeal Videoendostroboscopy

12th International Congress of Nephrology

—

Jerusalem, Israel

10th Annual Family Medicine/Primary Care

Update

Contemporary Medical Imaging X—Destin,

Fla.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day
to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician’s re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician’s Recogni-
tion Award, AAFP, and Continuing Education Units from
Meharry Medical College. Application: Lor information con-

tact Henry A. Moses. Ph.D., Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville,

TN 37208, Tel. (615) 327-6235.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

Memphis

May 6-7 Update 1993

May 6-7 General Surgery Update
July 31 -Aug. 7 Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics and Gyne-

cology—Destin, Fla.

Sept. 8-10 25th Memphis Conference on the Mother,

Fetus, and Newborn

Knoxville

May 3-5

May 14-16

June 8-9

June 10-12

June 24-26

June 30-July 2

16th Annual Family Practice Update & Re-
view—Gatlinburg

14th Otolaryngology for the Primary Care

Physician—Gatlinburg

Pediatric Advanced Life Support Provider’s

Course—Gatlinburg

38th Great Smoky Mountains Pediatric Sem-
inar—Gatlinburg

8th Annual Infectious Diseases Conference

—

Nashville

99th Upper Cumberland Medical Society

Meeting—Fall Creek Falls, Pikeville
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Sept. 13-15

Nov. 1-3

Nov. 11-12

Nov. 18-19

15th Annual Obstetric Office Ultrasound

Workshop
13th Annual Smoky Mountains Seminar in

Obstetrics and Gynecology

Perinatal Update '93—Gatlinburg

10th Annual Alzheimer's Disease Sympo-
sium—Gatlinburg

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan. Office of

CME, University of Tennessee. 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,

TN 38163, Tel. (901) 528-5547.

IN SURROUNDING STATES

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—MISSOURI

May 5

May 13

June 11-12

June 17-18

Sept. 10-12

Sept. 17-18

Oct. 6-14

Nov. 17-19

Dec. 4

Update in Thoracic Surgery

Current Perspectives in Menopausal Prob-

lems

Alzheimer’s Disease

Allergic Diseases of the Upper & Lower
Airways
Frontiers in Endosurgery: Advances in En-

dourological Techniques and Technology

Physician Executive Leadership

Allergy Abroad—Holland and Brussels

Cardiothoracic Surgery

GI Update

For information contact Cathy Sweeney, Office of CME.
Washington University School of Medicine. Box 8063. 660 S.

Euclid Ave.. St. Louis, MO 63110. Tel. (800) 325-9862.

In the Heart of

Tennessee...

. . . a unique group
of internists, pediatricians, gastroenterologists,

otolaryngologists and ophthalmologists is

looking for partners. Managed so that each

specialty group is its own profit center, all

members benefit from self-determined

compensation. You have the benefits of working

in the same building with other specialists

without the headaches.

ANOTHER UNIQUE FEATURE is the

/ I community. Located just outside Nashville,

we are the fastest growing county in Tennessee

and have been named the second most dynamic

exurb in the U.S.

^CALL DEBBY POPE 1-800-369-3672

OR SEND YOUR CV TO:

U0-11 P.O.BOX 4076
MURFREESBORO, TN 37133-4076

FAX: 615 / 893-1795

Uncollected Receivables CanTurn

Y)ur Profit Picture

UpsideDown.
Seemingly attractive write-offs paint an ugly picture when you think of

their cost in terms of equivalent sales.

Say you take an average 6% profit and write off S2,000 in bad debts. You

would have to generate additional revenue of more than S33.000 to recover

the loss.

I.C. System can help your profit picture stay right side up. We’re experts

at debt collection. In fact, over 1,000 business and professional associations

endorse us, including yours. -i Q/^'V/’T C ^Q Q/|
Call I.C. System today. -L OUu v/ZlC/ UOOl

Endorsed by Tennessee Medical Association

I.C. System
• The System Works
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MEDICAL COMPUTERIZED
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
• Electronic Medical Billing

• Insurance Claims Preparation Filing

• Patient Billing and Follow-up Service

• Collection Agency Service

• Management Procedure Reports

Lowest Rates With Local Representation

Billing Centers Throughout Tennessee

Sales Representative—Jerry C. Knoll, Ph.D.

Call today (800) 962-3812

CARDIOLOGIST NEEDED
Cardiologist needed to take over practice in a multi-

specialty group in Middle Tennessee. Practice billed

over $700,000 in 1992. Catheterizations are done at

state-of-the-art hospital next door. Angioplasty (which

is optional) may be taken to Nashville. Guaranteed

salary, productive bonus, and excellent benefits pro-

vided. Position available immediately.

For more information please call Administration at

(800) 633-2673 (in Tennessee) or (800) 858-8474

(out of state).

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs
from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, Route 8, Box 35, Rogersville, TN 37857.

Phone: (615) 272-9163. (EOE)

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS NEEDED

Opportunities in Emergency Medicine are available

throughout Tennessee with a physician-owned and

managed emergency group. Full-time and part-time

positions are available in settings ranging from

small community hospitals to large metropolitan

trauma centers. We provide competitive hourly

rates, paid malpractice insurance, relocation

expenses and flexible scheduling. For more

information and a confidential inquiry, contact

Randal Dabbs, M.D., F.A.C.E.P., F.A.A.F.P., at

800/342-2898 or write to

P.O. Box 30698,

Knoxville, TN 37930 Sf
Southeastern

Emergency
Physicians

A Thriving Practice
Without The Headaches.

No Kidding.
The Vein Center offers a lucrative and re-

warding career with excellent working con-

ditions. no insurance hassles and a 9-5 week-
day schedule We are one of the only centers

in America operated and staffed by Board
certified Vascular Surgeons and Physicians

treating spider and varicose veins.

Medical Director
We are opening a medical facility in the

Nashville and Memphis areas and we are

seeking enterprising physicians with both
business acumen and excellent patient com-
munication skills.

For consideration, please fax your inquiries

to THE VEIN CENTER at (314) 966-8148
or call Mr. Leonard Pomerantz toll free

at 1-800-467-6166.

Equal Opportunity Employer

jf+ * ¥

TheVein Center

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

MIDDLE TENNESSEE—Immediate full-time and part-

time positions available in small but growing commu-
nity of Lewisburg, Tennessee, approximately 45 min-

utes to 1 hour south of Nashville. State-of-the-art

emergency department with excellent emergency-

trained nurses (all critical care and ACLS certified) and

good medical staff backup. We prefer primary care

physicians with emergency department experience

and/or Board eligible or certified status—must have

ACLS certification. Low volume with excellent compen-

sation and medical malpractice paid. Flexible hours,

no overhead, excellent opportunity for quality physi-

cians. Both short-term and long-term positions avail-

able NOW.

Contact:

Jerry Lee Surber, M.D., Director

BESTCARE MEDICAL GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 699

Antioch, Tennessee 37011

Phone (615) 834-1602

Send CV and copies of Tennessee medical license,

DEA certificate, and current ACLS card.
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The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking

practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

PEDIATRICIAN—age 32, graduate of University of Tel Aviv, Sackler

Faculty of Medicine (Israel) in 1991—seeks a group or institutional

staff practice in a suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board

eligible. Available July 1993. LW-2173

PHYSICIANS WANTED

EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN, EMERGENCY ROOM DIRECTOR and

INTERNIST—needed in Portland in Middle Tennessee to join a group

practice. Needed June 1993. PW-1163

INTERNIST—age 39, graduate of East Tennessee State University

Quillen College of Medicine in 1989—seeks a solo or group practice

in East or West Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2174

GENERAL SURGEON and FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in

Portland in Middle Tennessee to join a solo or group practice. Must

be either board certified or board eligible. Needed June 1993.

PW-1164

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 40, graduate of Ameri-

can University of the Caribbean in 1983—seeks an academic, re-

search, or public health position, preferably in Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2177
PEDIATRICIAN, ORTHOPAEDIST and OB/GYN—needed in Madi-

son in Middle Tennessee to join a group practice. Must be board

certified. Needed June 1994. PW-1165

GENERAL SURGEON—age 49, graduate of Cairo University (Egypt)

•in 1969—seeks a solo, group, or institutional staff practice in East or

Middle Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2182

HEMATOLOGIST/ONCOLOGIST—age 44, graduate of Maulana

Azad Medical College (India) in 1972—seeks a practice in any loca-

tion in Tennessee. Board certified—hematology. Available now.

LW-2184

PLASTIC SURGEON—age 33, graduate of University of Alabama

School of Medicine in 1986—seeks a solo or group practice in a

suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board certified. Avail-

able July 1993. LW-2187

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 30. graduate of University of Virginia

School of Medicine in 1989—seeks a group practice in a suburban or

large city location in East Tennessee. Currently finishing residency in

anesthesiology. Available July 1993. LW-2188

INTERNIST—age 28, graduate of University of Missouri School of

Medicine in 1988—seeks a part-time practice opportunity in West

Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2190

INTERNIST—needed in Hermitage in Middle Tennessee to join a

solo practice. Must be either board certified or board eligible. Needed
June 1993. PW-1166

<

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in White House in Middle Ten-

nessee to join a solo practice. Must be either board certified or board

eligible. Needed now. PW-1167

FAMILY PRACTITIONER and INTERNIST—needed in Goodlettsvile

in Middle Tennessee to join solo and group practices. Must be either

board certified or board eligible. Needed June 1993. PW-1168

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—needed in Cleveland in East

Tennessee to join a group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed

July 1993. PW-1169

INDUSTRIAL/OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 44,

graduate of University of Virginia School of Medicine in 1974—seeks

a solo or urgent care clinic practice in Tennessee. Board certified

—

emergency medicine. Available now. LW-2191

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 31, graduate of Univer-

sity of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1990—seeks a practice in

East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2192

PEDIATRICIAN, INTERNIST or FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed
in Arlington (Memphis area) in West Tennessee to join an institutional

staff practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1170

GENERAL PRACTITIONER or INTERNIST—needed in Chattanooga

to join a solo practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now.

PW-1171

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 58, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1960—seeks an institutional staff practice in Middle Ten-

nessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2193

OPHTHALMOLOGIST, CARDIOLOGIST and NEUROSURGEON—
needed in Jackson in West Tennessee to join group practice. Must be

board certified. Needed in 1994. PW-1172
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ANESTHESIOLOGISTS AND SURGEONS
COULD YOU USE AN EXTRA $9f000?

Ifyou’re a resident in anesthesiology or

surgery, the Army Reserve will pay you a

yearly stipend which could total in excess of

$9,000 in the Army Reserve’s Specialized

Training Assistance Program (STRAP).

You will have opportunities to continue

your education and attend conferences, and
we will be flexible about scheduling the time

you serve. Your immediate commitment
could be as little as two weeks a year, with a

small added obligation later on.

Get a maximum amount ofmoney for a

minimum amount of service. Find out more
by contacting an Army Reserve Medical

Counselor.

(901 ) 388-9876

ARMY RESERVE MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Manuscript Preparation—Manuscripts should be submitted in duplicate to the

Editor, John B. Thomison, M.D., 230 25th Ave. North, Nashville, TN 37203. A cover

letter should identify one author as correspondent and should include his complete

address and phone., Manuscripts, as well as legends, tables, and references, must
be typewritten, double-spaced on 8-1/2 x 1 1 in. heavy-duty white bond paper. Allow

wide margins on each page to facilitate editing. Pages should be numbered and

clipped together but not bound.

Responsibility—The author is responsible for all statements made in his work.

Although rejected manuscripts are generally returned to the author, The Journal is

not responsible for loss. Accepted manuscripts become the permanent property of

The Journal.

Copyright—Authors submitting manuscripts or other material for publication, as

a condition of acceptance, shall execute a conveyance transferring copyright

ownership of such material to The Journal. No contribution will be published unless

such a conveyance is made.

References— References should be limited to 20 for major communications and

to fewer than 10 for case reports. All references must be cited in the text in

numerically consecutive order, not alphabetically. Personal communications and

unpublished data should be included only within the text. The following data should

be typed on a separate sheet at the end of the paper: names of all authors,

complete title of article cited, name of journal abbreviated according to Index

Medtcus, volume number, first and last pages, and year of publication. Example:

Carroll RE, Berman AT: Glomus tumous of the hand. 1 Bone Joint Surg 54:691-703,

1972.

Illustrated Material— Illustrations (preferably 5 x 7 in. glossy photographs) should

be identified on the back with the author's name, the figure number, and the word

"top,” and must be accompanied by descriptive legends typed on a separate sheet.

Tables should be typed on a separate sheet, numbered with Arabic numerals, and

have adequately descriptive titles. Each illustration and table must be cited in

numerically consecutive order in the text. The Editor will determine the number of

illustrations and tables to be used. Illustrations will not be returned unless

specifically requested. Materials taken from other sources must be accompanied

by a written statement from both the author and publisher giving The Journal

permission to reproduce them. Photos of identifiable patients should be accom-

panied by a signed release.

Reprints—Order blanks with a table covering costs will be sent to the correspon-

dent author before publication.
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ROCHE LABORATORIES
presents the winners of the 1992 President's Achievement Award

Please join us in honoring these outstanding Roche representatives who have distinguished themselves

by a truly exceptional level of professionalism, performance and dedication to quality healthcare.

Throughout the year, each of these award-winning individuals has consistently exemplified the Roche Commitment

to Excellence and we're proud to invite you to share in congratulating them on their achievement.

Bradley B. Adler

Nashville, Tennessee

Jerry Brower

Jackson, Tennessee

Philip Goodin

Knoxville, Tennessee

Maureen B. Kollmansperger

Chattanooga, Tennessee



He’s 44 years old

and took his

first step today

John W. didn’t know when he walked to his car that

night an accident would leave him unable to walk away.

Until Nashville Rehabilitation Hospital helped him

learn to walk all over again. Nashville Rehabilitation

Hospital is a highly specialized hospital equipped with the

people, skills and technology necessary to help patients

regain their ability to walk, speak or work following stroke,

illness or injury.

In fact, it’s the only hospital in Middle Tennessee

just for physical rehabilitation. For more information, ask

your physician or call 1-800-CARE- 108 or 615/226-4330.

We help make “firsts” happen all over again.

NASHVILLEB REHABILITATION
HOSPITAL

ntSlJfe Rehabilitation System

Services will be provided In a non-dlscrlmlnatory manner without regard to race, color, national origin or disability.
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How To Recognize Adolescents

At Risk for HIV Infection

DANIEL THAD EARL, D.O.

Introduction

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection

in adolescents is becoming a growing problem for

physicians and health care professionals. Data from

the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) reveal the

distribution of the cases of AIDS (Fig. 1), the end-

result of HIV infection in many cases. Cases in the

adolescent/young adult population (from 12 to 20

years old) form a small subset of the total number of

AIDS cases (Fig. 2) but with the average latency of

manifestation of symptoms from infection being

seven to ten years, a large percentage of the 20 to 29

year old population with AIDS are thought to have

been infected as adolescents. HIV can, however, be

very virulent, as evidenced in the well-publicized

case of Kimberly Bergalis, the Florida teenager who

contracted HIV from her dentist. Ms. Bergalis pro-

gressed from infection to death from AIDS in ap-

proximately three years.

The adolescent population comprises approxi-

mately 10% of the total population of the United

States. Adolescence is characterized by a number of

phenomena, including physical and sexual matura-

tion, development of social skills, development of in-

dependence from parents and home, and educational

and occupational advancement. Normal adolescence

From the Department of Family Medicine, James H. Quillen College of

Medicine, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City.

Reprint requests to Family Medicine Associates, 917 W. Walnut St.,

Johnson City, TN 37604 (Dr. Earl).

also includes limit-testing, experimentation, and

often a sense of invulnerability or omnipotence. For-

mer Surgeon General C. Everett Koop, M.D., com-

mented on the relationship of omnipotence to risk:

“Adolescents are extraordinarily optimistic. They be-

lieve that nothing bad will ever happen to them, that

they're immortal and will never die of anything,

much less AIDS. Yet, they also have a very limited

ability to conceive of the long-term consequences of

their actions.”

Behavioral disorders in adolescence, including ju-

venile delinquency, educational and learning disabil-

ities, and more severe psychiatric disturbances, con-

tinue to increase in the U.S. populations. Fortunately

not all adolescents are involved in high-risk activi-

ties, but the majority are involved in at least some of

them. The vast majority of teens are able to navigate

these years with minimal duress and strife, but ap-

proximately 20% develop significant problems re-

quiring professional intervention.

While the majority of cases of AIDS and HIV-

positive serology are clustered in several large metro-

politan centers, HIV has been identified in all 50

states, and has become part of routine differential di-

agnoses. In 1981, 189 cases of AIDS were reported

to the CDC from 15 states and the District of Colum-

bia; 76% of these cases were from New York and

California, and 97% of cases reported were among

men, 79% of whom were reported to be homosex-

ual/bisexual. No cases were reported among children.
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Figure 1. AIDS cases by age and race, through June 1992. (Source: HIV/AIDS Surveillance Report, July, 1992, CDC, Atlanta)

In contrast, in 1990, more than 43,000 cases were

reported, representing all states and the District of

Columbia, and more than 11% of adolescent and

adult cases were in women. Nearly 800 cases were in

children less than 13 years old. 1

The issue of identifying adolescents with HIV is

often a thorny one, as medicolegal difficulties regard-

ing consent and testing of adolescents, identification

and procurement of an “at-risk” population, and pre-

testing and posttesting counseling are all involved.

The population at highest risk for HIV infection also

tends to be from dysfunctional families, and can be,

as “disenfranchised youth,” at a distinct disadvantage

in the usual access to conventional medical care.

What Places an Adolescent at Risk?

The means of contracting HIV are well known.

The virus is transmitted through blood or blood prod-

ucts and bodily secretions, such as semen and vaginal

fluids. Activities that place the adolescent in contact

with these products allow possible infection. The ma-

jority of adults who have AIDS are either homosex-

ual or bisexual men who have contracted the virus

through sexual activity. Sexual risk is based on expo-

sure to high-risk partners and behaviors. Recent data

reveal that initiation of sexual activity often begins in

mid-adolescence (from ages 13 to 17), with some ra-

cial and socioeconomic status differences. The age of

first intercourse has decreased slightly over the last

several decades. In a 1988 CDC survey of 8,450

women aged 15 to 44: The percentage of women aged

15 to 19 years old who have had sexual intercourse

rose from 29% in 1970 to 52% in 1988; among 15

year olds, the percentage went from 5% to 26%; and

in 19 year olds it went from 48% to 75%. The earlier

sexual intercourse begins, the more likely there are to

be multiple partners. Among 15 to 24 year olds who
began intercourse before age 18, 75% reported two

or more partners, and 45% reported four or more. 2

The vast majority of adolescents at risk are unin-

sured or have suboptimal access to quality health

f~l homosexual Q IVDU homosexual/IVDU § heterosexual

IVDU= Intravenous drug user

Figure 2. Total number of AIDS cases in teens, through June 1992,

by exposure. (Source: HIV/AIDS Surveillance Report, July, 1992,

CDC, Atlanta)
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care. Also, adolescents typically do not seek out

health care until there is a perceived need. Asymp-

tomatic HIV-infected teens therefore are unlikely to

seek out counseling or medical intervention unless

they have been made aware of the “need” in refer-

ence to their high-risk behaviors, or (more com-

monly) there is another problem that brings them to

a clinician, such as another sexually transmitted dis-

ease (STD). STDs are at their highest prevalence dur-

ing the adolescent and young adult years, and the

same sexual behavior that disposes adolescents to

risk for an STD will dispose them to infection with

HIV. The number of persons who become infected

with an STD is about 12 million annually; that is

33,000 per day. Two-thirds of new STDs occur in

people under 25 years of age. These figures apply

only to symptomatic STDs, and the majority of STDs

are asymptomatic. 3

It is therefore prudent for the clinician to note

when an adolescent has some of these risk factors.

Education on methods of risk reduction also should

be intensive in those areas, as well as a part of coun-

seling to all adolescents. Testing should be aggres-

sively pursued where the index of suspicion is high,

and with it pretesting and posttesting counseling

should be provided.

What Do You Look For?

Unfortunately, HIV infection is often a silent dis-

ease for lengthy periods before manifesting hard

physical signs or clues of infection. Particular atten-

tion to history and a high index of suspicion often

guide a clinician’s path in the initial evaluation of an

adolescent who is suspected of HIV infection. The

following is an illustrative case.

Case Report
A 15-year-old black male Puerto Rican came to the clinic

with an upper respiratory infection. He had a history of multi-

ple emotional problems and had been in and out of counseling.

Examination showed oral candidiasis (Fig. 3), and further dis-

cussion revealed that he had participated in consenting homo-
sexual prostitution in return for money and/or drugs for family

members. He was counseled regarding risk reduction, but he

refused HIV testing at that time. Follow-up visits were sched-

uled regularly for him with a social worker, but he did not

return until he was hospitalized for a lower bowel obstruction

due to condylomata acuminata of the rectum. He was found

by both the screening and confirmatory tests to be HIV-posi-

tive; T-cell studies revealed a borderline T4/T8 ratio. Treat-

ment was begun with AZT, and he was placed in a support

group for HIV-positive adolescents. At last evaluation he was

medically stable.

This case demonstrates several points regarding

recognizing teens at risk. First, the initial evaluation

is usually for something other than a typical HIV dis-

ease, in this case an upper respiratory infection. Sec-

ondly, the index of suspicion was raised by a history

of emotional problems, and a thorough sexual history

revealed significant risk factors. Third, oral candidia-

sis, a strong indicator of HIV disease, was present.

This is helpful when present, but is not commonly

found. The fourth thing that this case demonstrated

was that some adolescents will refuse HIV testing

despite strong evidence for its indication. Regular

follow-up visits should be scheduled and diligent

clinical evaluation should be undertaken to observe

for findings of HIV-indicator diseases.

It is also beneficial to approach adolescents at risk

with a multidisciplinary team. While physicians are

clinically proficient, a psychologist or social worker

can provide invaluable counseling and risk-reduction

strategies for the teens.

Approach to Evaluation of Risk

• Determine sexual activity status: A thorough

sexual history is essential with determination of ho-

mosexual/bisexual status and number of sexual part-

ners. This needs to be done in a nonjudgmental fash-

ion and with assurance of confidentiality, but it is

essential in determining whether or not the teen is at

risk.

• Determine other risk factors: Intravenous drug

use is the most common means of infection outside

of sexual activity. Whether the user states he shares

needles or not, the implied judgment that accompan-

ies intravenous drug use makes discernment ques-

tionable. Regular intoxication with alcohol can place

some teens at risk, as it impairs judgment, and sexual

activity that places the teen at risk may ensue.

• Education: It is very easy to proceed from a dis-

cussion on sexuality to one on what HIV is, ho' 1 ' ' ,r>"

Figure 3. This case of oral candidiasis was found in a 15-year-old

boy who was HIV-positive. It is common for the candidal infection to

extend into the esophagus as well.
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ADOLESCENTS AND HIV INFECTION/Earl

can get it, and how it can be avoided. The impact

that the physician can have on a teen in a guidance

capacity can be great, and it is an opportunity to ex-

ercise a positive influence.

A Word on Condoms

There is a great deal of conflicting evidence on

condom usage in adolescents. Condoms are held as

the most effective means of preventing HIV trans-

mission. In the fall of 1991, the New York City

Board of Education voted to distribute condoms to

all of its 260,000 high school students. The sad fact

is that condom use in the adolescent population is

inconsistent, and its efficacy in preventing HIV is not

totally proven. Condom failure rates as defined by

the number of pregnancies in one year when con-

doms were used as a sole means of contraception

were: 15.7% in the total population,4(p103 ) 18.4% in

girls under 18,
5 and 44.5% in unmarried Hispanic

women.4(pl05)

The reliance on condoms as the method of choice

for the prevention of HIV is, in my opinion, a mis-

take. As the failure rates for pregnancy demonstrate,

condoms alone are only marginally effective and

fertility is possible only for a short period during the

month. HIV transmission, on the other hand, is

possible with each exposure to infected semen. We
need to critically analyze our reliance on condoms as

the mainstay of HIV reduction in the adolescent

population.

Summary and Conclusions

HIV infection is a growing problem for primary

care physicians in that the coming of adolescents to

clinics for primary care may not clearly demark

members of a high-risk group. Therefore, clinicians

need to be familiar with the risk categories and ques-

tion the patients as to high-risk activities in order to

determine their risk for HIV infection. Adolescents

may be at a higher risk for HIV, but may not bear

manifestations of infection with HIV infection until

later. Therefore, it would behoove clinicians to estab-

lish the serologic status of adolescents at risk in a

timely fashion in order to offer counseling and man-

age the protean manifestations of HIV-related disease

that may occur. Counseling must also emphasize the

importance of curtailing the high-risk activity so as

to curb the spread of the infection. s'
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Palliation of Pancreatic Carcinoma

JERRY F. LONDON, M.D.; DOUGLAS J. SPRINGER, M.D.;

FREDERIC R. MISHKIN, M.D.; and ROBERT C. PATTON, M.D.

Introduction

Endoscopic drainage is widely accepted as the

method of choice for palliative treatment of obstruct-

ing unresectable malignant biliary neoplasm. 1 Qual-

ity survival occurs without the risks of surgery and

the physical or psychological problems of external

catheter drainage. Until recently, plastic biliary pros-

theses were used exclusively. These prostheses have

undergone design evolution to increase success with

implantation and to prolong patency.

We describe a patient who underwent insertion of

several traditional, large diameter, plastic stents that

ultimately had to be converted to a self-expanding

metal stent (the Schneider Wellstent), in order to

avert early biliary re-obstruction.

Case Report
An 80-year-old white man was admitted to the hospital for

management of obstructive jaundice and pancreatic insuffi-

ciency. He gave a history of foamy diarrhea for one month.

Jaundice had been present for two weeks. An ERCP performed

at another institution had revealed a double duct sign sugges-

tive of pancreatic carcinoma. CT scanning did not demonstrate

metastases. Endoscopic ultrasonography demonstrated a 3.5-

cm mass in the head of the pancreas and pathologic lymph

nodes around the celiac axis and porta hepatis. The patient was

not, therefore, a surgical candidate. On the second hospital day

ERCP was done with sphincterotomy and placement of a 7-cm

No. 11.5 French common bile duct (CBD) stent. The patient

elected not to have radiation or chemotherapy. He was dis-

charged on a five-day course of antibiotics and a continual

course of ursodiol (UDCA).
Three weeks later he returned with recurrent jaundice,

fever, shaking chills, leukocytosis, and an elevated alkaline

phosphatase, a clinical picture consistent with a diagnosis of

ascending cholangitis due to CBD stent occlusion. At ERCP,
the original stent was removed and replaced with a new 6-cm
No. 1 1.5 French stent. He did well, and was again discharged

receiving a short course of antibiotics and continued UDCA.
He returned two weeks later with another bout of acute

ascending cholangitis. The stent was changed and he did well,

but on the 11th day after the stent replacement he developed

recurrent ascending cholangitis. He was hypotensive, with tem-

perature to 104°F and leukocytosis. Emergency ERCP was

done for biliary drainage, and this time a 9-cm No. 1 1.5 French

stent, modified with extra side holes, was placed in the com-

mon bile duct. He was discharged taking UDCA and a sup-

pressive dose of trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole.

Nineteen days later the patient was admitted with ascending

cholangitis. The CBD stent was removed and a nasobiliary
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drain (NBD) was inserted. Blood cultures were positive for

Pseudomonas aeruginosa , which responded well to antibiotics.

After three days the biliary output from the NBD was clear,

and a cholangiogram done through the NBD showed no resid-

ual material in the common bile duct. A fresh No. 1 1.5 French

CBD stent was inserted, and he was discharged without antibi-

otics to prevent selection of more resistant pathogens. Fourteen

days later, the patient returned with recurrent biliary obstruc-

tion and ascending cholangitis. He was again treated with NBD
and antibiotics. Subsequently a 5-cm No. 11.5 French CBD
stent was placed.

Five weeks later, when the patient had another episode of

ascending cholangitis, the existing stent was removed, and the

bile was again sterilized with antibiotics and NBD. On Oct. 16,

1991 the expandable, metal Wallstent was positioned and re-

leased in the common bile duct (Fig. 1). The stent placement

was followed by radiographs during expansion over the next

three days (Fig. 2). The patient had not had another episode of

ascending cholangitis at follow-up five months later, and had

returned to normal activity (hunting and farming). Eleven

months after placement of the Wallstent, the patient was re-

quiring narcotics for back pain and had liver metastasis on CT,
but further stent occlusion has not occurred.

Discussion

The major problems associated with plastic biliary

endoprostheses include migration and occlusion. This

may cause recurrent jaundice, cholangitis, and re-

placement of stents.
2 ’3 Patency rates vary with the in-

ternal diameter of the stent. Generally No. 10 to No.

1 1 .5 French stents have an average patency rate of

50% at six months, 2 and replacement has been rec-

ommended at six months or sooner if symptoms de-

mand. Obstruction is caused by deposition of bacte-

rial biofilm and rarely by tumor ingrowth. To

maximize patency stent design has changed over the

years to include reducing side holes, straighter stents,

and larger internal diameters. The use of these larger

stents has necessitated development and use of larger

channel operative duodenoscopes.

The Wallstent, an expandable metal stent, was de-

signed to overcome difficulties with plastic prosthe-

ses. These stents are inserted in a collapsed configu-

ration and expand after deployment. They are made

of stainless steel wire woven into a tubular mesh.

The stent is loaded on a No. 8 French delivery cath-

eter that will pass through the channel of a regular

video-duodenoscope. Once the stent is positioned,

the plastic cover membrane is withdrawn, allowing

the stent to open to its original configuration. When
fully expanded, it has a large internal diameter of 1
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Figure 1 . Expanding wire mesh of Wallstent protruding from the com-
mon bile duct into the duodenum.

cm (No. 30 French) and a final length of 6.8 cm.

Only 18% of the surface area stented is metallic. This

and the large diameter lessen the chance of sludge

formation with subsequent clogging. The metallic

stents have the advantage of longer patency (80% at

six months). Migration is not a problem because of

continual radial pressure and fixation of the stent

wires into the bile duct wall. Potential disadvantages

include tumor ingrowth (through the mesh) and the

cost (which may be offset by the reduced number of

exchanges compared to plastic stents).
3 The stent is

technically more difficult to insert, as another fully

trained staff member is required, and it is not adjust-

able or retrievable once it is deployed; stent position-

ing, therefore, is critical.

The idea of initially stenting with plastic early in

the course of the tumor and converting to metal

seems attractive. Progression of tumors in this region

can ultimately result in a degree of duodenal encase-

ment that complicates scope positioning during fu-

ture stent exchanges. The proper use of metal stents

has not been established. A large multicenter trial has

been created to answer some of the questions. In this

trial, the patients will be randomized to use of plastic

stents or metal stents with a crossover component.

Until the results of the trial are known, we suggest

that the placement of metallic stents be used to palli-

ate patients with biliary obstruction due to malig-

nancy who have (1) repeated occlusion of conven-

tional biliary prostheses or (2) who are seen late in

the course of their disease with duodenal fixation.

Figure 2. Wallstent in place in the common bile duct. The area of

stenosis will gradually expand over three days. Note the pneumobilia

above the stent demonstrating patency.

making further stent exchanges technically unfeasi-

ble. The results of such randomized trials will be

needed before this sequence of palliative stents can

be universally recommended as the standard ap-

proach to biliary obstruction due to malignancy. In

our experience, metallic stent placement is safe and

effective, and has a low rate of re-occlusion. Our

findings are similar to those of other investigators. 2 -4

Many challenges must be faced in the future de-

velopment of metal stent technology. Future develop-

ments may include different lengths of stents, coating

to avoid ingrowth of tumor, and composition with

iridium- 192 to decrease tumor growth, which may ul-

timately lead to the disappearance of the plastic en-

doprosthesis as first line therapy. r ^
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Trauma Rounds

Nonoperative Management of Blunt

Splenic Injury in Adults

WILLIAM E. CHARASH, M.D.; MARTIN A. CROCE, M.D.; and

TIMOTHY C. FABIAN, M.D.

Introduction

The late 1970s and early 1980s witnessed a growing

trend towards operative splenic salvage in adult trauma

victims. This change in management was prompted by

the recognition of the risk of overwhelming

postsplenectomy infection (OPSI). Based on the favor-

able results in the pediatric population, many cases of

splenic trauma in adults are now managed non-

operatively. The proper application of nonoperative

management must include the identification of which

patients are candidates, the method of surveillance, the

criteria for surgical intervention, the need for blood

transfusion, the ultimate splenectomy rates, and the

long-term follow-up. Presented here is a patient recently

treated at the Presley Regional Trauma Center who il-

lustrates many of these issues.

Case Report
A 34-year-old man fell approximately 30 feet from a tree,

his fall partially broken by tree branches. He was initially he-

modynamically stable with a pulse of 95/min. and a blood

pressure of 135/85 mm Hg. On arrival by ground transporta-

tion at the Presley Regional Trauma Center he was awake and

alert, but complained of left-sided chest and flank pain. Initial

chest x-ray revealed multiple rib fractures on the left side with

evidence of underlying minor pulmonary contusion. Analysis

of arterial blood gases while he was receiving 4 L/min O 2 by

nasal cannula showed pH 7.44, P02 120 mm Hg, PC02 35 mm
Hg, bicarbonate 24 mEq/L. His initial hematocrit was 39%.

An abdominal CT scan revealed an intraparenchymal he-

matoma of the spleen involving approximately 50% of the

splenic mass (Fig 1A). There was no free intraperitoneal blood,

nor was there evidence of other visceral injury. Because he

remained hemodynamically stable, with no change in his he-

matocrit, the decision was made to manage this patient non-

operatively.

He was admitted to the trauma intensive care unit, where

over the next 12 hours he developed persistent atelectasis of

his left lower lobe. Bronchoscopic examination revealed no

airway obstruction. A thoracic epidural catheter was inserted to

assist in his pulmonary toilet. This intervention was successful,

with radiologic resolution of his atelectasis. Over hospital days

From the Department of Surgery, University of Tennessee College of

Medicine, Memphis.

2 and 3 he remained hemodynamically stable, with a hemato-

crit of 37%. On hospital day 4 his pulse rose to 105/min, and

his hematocrit had fallen to 31%. Emergency follow-up ab-

dominal CT scan revealed no change in the intraparenchymal

hematoma, but a moderate amount of perisplenic blood.

The patient was prepared for surgery and taken to the oper-

ating room, where 250 ml of intraperitoneal blood and a large,

boggy spleen with a small area of capsular disruption near the

lateral splenic attachments were found. The spleen was care-

fully mobilized and inspected, and found to be actively bleed-

ing at the area of capsular avulsion. Since the bleeding could

not be controlled with local hemostatic techniques, splenec-

tomy was performed.

Postoperatively, the patient had an uneventful recovery. He
received no blood transfusion, and his thoracic epidural cathe-

ter was removed on postoperative day 2. He was discharged

home on postoperative day 6 (hospital day 10) with a hemato-

crit of 25%.

Discussion

OPSI occurs in 0.05% to 0.1% of adult patients, 1 -2

with a mortality rate of 50%. 1 Thus, operative splenic

salvage, whenever possible, has become the standard of

care. In the pediatric population, nonoperative splenic

salvage has become routine, with approximately 70% of

all patients with blunt splenic trauma eligible: it is suc-

cessful in 80% to 90% of cases. 2 '4

Application of this modality to adult patients has

been slow to gain acceptance. There are certain ana-

tomic differences between the adult and pediatric spleen

that render the pediatric spleen more amenable to non-

operative management. The pediatric spleen has a thic-

ker capsule with a greater proportion of elastin than the

adult, with a corresponding increase in capsule/paren-

chymal volume ratio. 5 In addition, the pediatric capsule

contains myoepithelial cells, which have contractile prop-

erties.4 -5 Both of these features afford the pediatric cap-

sule hemostatic properties. In addition, adult injuries

tend to involve greater kinetic energy, with less bodily

protection than the typical pediatric sports-related injury. 24

Application of nonoperative techniques must be

based on analysis of risk/benefit ratios, which must in-

clude the risks of surgery, blood transfusion, missed as-

sociated injury, and the ultimate splenectomy rates in
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Figure 1
.
(A) Dual contrast admission abdominal CT scan showing the large intraparenchymal splenic hematoma without perisplenic blood.

(B) Dual contrast abdominal CT scan obtained on hospital day 4 after a fall in the patient’s hematocrit (37% to 31%). In addition to the large

intraparenchymal splenic hematoma, there is now a moderate perisplenic hematoma.

patients initially selected for operative or nonoperative

splenic salvage. In addition, total length of hospital stay,

the duration of convalescence, and total cost must be

considered. Such analysis has resulted in strict criteria

for choosing adult patients for nonoperative therapy.

Eligible adult patients are those who are hemody-

namically stable on presentation or after an initial fluid

bolus. Patients with altered mental status are excluded.

Abdominal CT scan is performed in all patients, and

any clinical, radiologic, or laboratory finding that war-

rants exploration excludes the patient from nonoperative

management. The spleen is graded according to the

method of the Organ Injury Scale Committee of the

American Association for the Surgery of Trauma (Table

1). Splenic class IV and V injuries contraindicate non-

operative management. Patients must be admitted to an

intensive care facility and have serial physical examina-

tions with serial determinations of hematocrit and/or ar-

terial blood gas analyses to quantify the base deficit.

Approximately 12% to 15% of adult blunt splenic

trauma patients meet these criteria and are eligible for

nonoperative therapy.26 In several recent series, 60%
to 83% of patients initially selected for nonoperative

management were successfully managed nonopera-

tively. 2 -4 -6 ’7 Strict adherence to the above criteria has re-

sulted in nonoperative success rates closer to 83%. 3 In-

dications for laparotomy are any findings indicating

continued hemorrhage, i.e., persistent tachycardia, in-

creased fluid requirements, persistent metabolic acido-

sis, and falling hematocrit. Ideally, laparotomy should

be performed before blood transfusion is needed.

In patients who require laparotomy following initial

nonoperative therapy, splenic salvage rates vary from

19% to 55%. 16 This wide variability in splenic preser-

vation rates reflects the underlying differences in sple-

nic salvage rates at the respective institutions, and the

surgeon’s desire to employ a definitive technique where

one modality has already failed. 3 In a recent, multicen-

ter trial of 112 patients who were initially managed

nonoperatively, splenic salvage rates in those patients

requiring surgery paralleled the individual institutional

experience with primary splenorrhaphy. 3 Some surgeons

advocate early follow-up CT scanning (i.e., 12 hours

after injury) to identify patients likely to fail nonopera-

tive therapy early enough so that splenorrhaphy is still

feasible.4

A criticism of nonoperative therapy relates to a per-

ceived greater need for transfusion in patients managed

nonoperatively, particularly if operative intervention is

ultimately required. Blood transfusion is associated with

TABLE 1

SPLENIC INJURY SCALE*

Class I

Hematoma Nonexpanding subcapsular <10% surface area

Laceration Nonbleeding capsular, penetrating <1 cm into

parenchyma

Class II

Hematoma Nonexpanding subcapsular 10% to 50% surface area

Nonexpanding intraparenchymal hematoma <2 cm
Laceration Bleeding capsular tear or laceration 1 to 3 cm deep

Class III

Hematoma Subcapsular >50%, or bleeding or expanding

Intraparenchymal hematoma >2 cm, or expanding

Laceration Parenchymal >3 cm, or involving trabecular vessels

Class IV

Hematoma Ruptured intraparenchymal hematoma, actively bleeding

Laceration Involving segmental or hilar vessels with devasculari-

zation of >25% of the spleen

Class IV Completely shattered, avulsed or devascularized spleen

'Modified from the Organ Injury Scale Committee of the American Association for

the Surgery of Trauma.
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several known risks. Risk of hemolytic reaction occurs

approximately once for every 6.000 units transfused, with

a mortality rate of 1/200,000 units transfused.4 Risk of

hepatitis B transmission is 1/200 to 300 units, with a

long-term mortality rate of 1/1,000 units. 1 -4 Risk of hep-

atitis C transmission has been as high as 1/15 to 20 units

transfused, with a long-term mortality rate of 1/1,000

units, but with recently employed widespread screening

for hepatitis C, the mortality rate for this virus has prob-

ably been reduced by 80%. Risk of HIV transmission is

1/100,000 to 200,000 units. 4 Combined long-term mor-

tality from blood transfusion is 0.1% to 0.15%.*

A comparison between the transfusion requirements

for operative and nonoperative therapy is often difficult,

since the degree of splenic injury is usually not the

same in these two groups. Median transfusion require-

ments following nonoperative therapy range from 0 to 2

units. 1 -3 -7 Median transfusion requirements for patients

undergoing splenorrhaphy for grades I-III injuries range

from 0 to 2.5 units. 7 Median transfusion requirements

for patients requiring surgery following initial non-

operative management range from 2 to 4 units. 1
'4 -7

Methods to reduce the transfusion requirement in non-

operative failures should focus on a reduction in the

threshold for operative intervention.

Another area of uncertainty with regard to the opti-

mal nonoperative management of blunt splenic injury is

the duration of intensive monitoring. The interval be-

tween trauma and operative intervention in patients

managed nonoperatively is 72 hours in approximately

50% to 60% of patients, three to seven days in 25% to

35% of patients, and up to four to six weeks in the

remainder.4 This suggests that intensive care manage-

ment should continue for 72 hours, with inpatient man-

agement for seven days. Patients should refrain from

vigorous activity until resolution of the splenic injury is

documented by CT scan, usually at six weeks.

An interesting actuarial analysis has compared the

death rates for operative and nonoperative splenic ther-

apy. The analysis considered the risk of blood transfu-

sion and associated mortality from hepatitis, the risk of

mortality from OPSI. standard operative mortality rates,

failure rate for nonoperative management, and splenec-

tomy rates following failed nonoperative management.

This analysis resulted in conditional probability of death

in the pediatric population of 0.17% in those treated

nonoperatively vs. 0.06% in those initially operated

upon. In the adult population, the probability of death

was 0.26% in the group managed nonoperatively vs.

0.06% in those initially operated upon. 1 A re-applica-

tion of more recent risk parameters into this formula has

resulted in revised nonoperative mortality rates of

0.036% in children and 0.07% in adults. 3

The data presented here support the nonoperative

management of blunt splenic injuries in selected adult

and pediatric patients. 2-4 -6 -7 Selection criteria must be

strict, and the threshold for subsequent operative inter-

vention must be low. Patients require intensive surveil-

lance for at least 72 hours. Follow-up imaging studies

are mandatory, possibly as early as 12 hours after in-

jury. Regardless of whether operative or nonoperative

splenic salvage is selected, any improvement in mortal-

ity gained by preserving the spleen is probably negated

if even a single additional unit of blood is transfused.

One final point of interest from this case is the doc-

umentation of an intraparenchymal splenic hematoma.

Though the CT finding of intraparenchymal hematoma

is well reported in the radiologic and surgical literature,

it is frequently held by surgeons that, unlike the liver

with its low pressure sinusoids, the spleen tends to rup-

ture rather than contain hematomas, and that what ap-

pears by CT scan to be an intraparenchymal hematoma

is frequently a deep laceration. Contrary to this concept,

we present a true case of intraparenchymal splenic

hematoma. / iT7
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Vanderbilt Morning Report

Meningitis in an Elderly Patient

Case Report
On the day of admission to the hospital, a 72-year-old

woman with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease gradually

developed a generalized headache that was relieved by acet-

aminophen. Her family noted fluctuation in her mental status

throughout the day. She denied fever, chills, photophobia, vi-

sual changes, or stiffness in her neck. Her medications in-

cluded inhaled bronchodilators, theophylline, and prednisone,

which was being decreased.

On examination, the patient was somnolent but arousable;

she was oriented to person only. Her temperature was normal,

systolic blood pressure 130 mm Hg, pulse 96/min, and respira-

tions 22/min. Her pupils were equal and reactive, and the oph-

thalmic funduscopic examination was normal. Her neck was
supple. There was no adenopathy. Kemig’s and Brudzinski’s

signs were absent. The lungs were normal, the heart sounds

were regular, and there was no murmur. Abdominal and neuro-

logic examination was normal.

Her leukocyte count was 22,200/cu mm with a left shift.

Creatinine was 0.7 mg/dl, glucose 95 mg/dl, albumin 3.8

gm/dl, bilirubin 0.8 mg/dl, calcium 8.7 mg/dl. Arterial blood

gas analysis while she was breathing room air revealed a pH of

7.43, Pcoi 39 mm Hg, and P02 77 mm Hg. The theophylline

level was 6.9|xg/ml (therapeutic range 10 to 20). Thyroid func-

tion was normal. A radiograph of her chest revealed no acute

infiltrates, and an electrocardiogram was normal.

After multiple cultures were obtained of blood and urine,

broad-spectrum antibiotic therapy was begun. A CT scan of the

head revealed diffuse white matter disease. Lumbar puncture

revealed an opening pressure of 150 mm H 2O, and yielded

turbid fluid with a leukocyte count of 5,950/cu mm. 95% neu-

trophils, glucose 25 mg/dl, and protein 500 mg/dl. Gram stain

revealed many polymorphonuclear leukocytes, but no organ-

isms were seen. Acid-fast stain was negative, as was crypto-

coccal antigen.

The patient was treated with ceftriaxone and ampicillin in-

travenously for 14 days. The cultures of blood, urine, and ce-

rebrospinal fluid remained without growth. There was dramatic

improvement within 24 hours after initiation of antibiotic ther-

apy. Her hospital course was uncomplicated, and she was dis-

charged in satisfactory condition.

Discussion

Meningitis remains an important cause of morbidity

and mortality despite numerous antimicrobial agents.

The mortality rate in the general population has been

reported to be as high as 30%, 1 and patients who sur-

vive the infection are at risk to be left with neurologic

and other sequelae. 2 ’3 Meningitis can be a particularly

difficult problem in the elderly. The occurrence of cen-

Presented by J. Michael Fuller, M.D., medical resident, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity Hospital, Nashville.

tral nervous system infections is increasing in older

people. A four-year study in England reported that bac-

terial meningitis in patients over 65 years of age in-

creased from 4.5% to 9.4%.4 Death among older pa-

tients with meningitis is frequent, with reports ranging

from 35% to 81% mortality. I ’3 -5 -6 Serious sequelae fol-

lowing bacterial meningitis have been reported to occur

in as many as 70% of older patients. 3 The signs and

symptoms of meningitis in older patients may be quite

atypical. Many symptoms commonly associated with

meningitis are less frequently observed. Reports indi-

cate fever was present in 91%, 3 altered mental status in

86%, 1 meningismus in 56%, 1 and focal neurologic ab-

normalities in 34%. 3 One study reported that the classic

triad of meningitis (fever, headache, and meningismus)

occurred in only 18%.' Rapid diagnosis and treatment

are absolutely necessary. An atypical presentation

makes appropriate management difficult.

Although the most common pathogen causing bacte-

rial meningitis in the elderly is Streptococcus pneu-

moniae, this organism accounts for only 43% of the

bacterial isolates. 1 Other common causative organisms

include Hemophilus influenzae and Neisseria

meningitidis. Many other pathogens have been reported

with increased frequency in the elderly, including sev-

eral Gram-negative bacilli and Listeria monocytogenes .
3

Meningitis remains the most common form of listeriosis

in the elderly, accounting for 62% of cases when L.

monocytogenes was isolated. 7 The proportion of cases

without an identifiable causative organism is quite high,

and has been reported to be between 9% and 26%.'

Initial therapy should include antimicrobial agents

with good cerebrospinal fluid penetration and bac-

teriocidal activity against these organisms. A combina-

tion of a third-generation cephalosporin with ampicillin

is usually satisfactory.
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An Uncommon Case of Hypercalcemia

Case Report
A 64-year-old woman with hypertension and coronary ar-

tery disease was recently admitted complaining of dyspnea sec-

ondary to pulmonary edema, which resolved with diuresis. She

resumed her normal medical regimen, which included furose-

mide, isosorbide, and captopril. She again presented herself to

the Nashville General Hospital emergency department com-
plaining of nausea, vomiting, and increasing malaise for five

days. There was no dyspnea, chest pain, or change in medica-

tion. She used no alcohol or tobacco.

Physical examination revealed a confused, elderly woman
oriented only to self. Blood pressure was 150/90 mm Hg, tem-

perature 98°F, pulse 98/min, respirations 26/min. There was no

orthostatic hypertension. Bilateral cataracts were present and

the fundi could not be seen. Her neck was supple, with normal

jugular venous pressure. No adenopathy was present. Lungs

were clear to auscultation. Cardiovascular examination re-

vealed a fourth heart sound and a grade 2 systolic murmur at

the apex. Examination of the breasts, abdomen, and extremities

was unremarkable, as was the neurologic examination.

Laboratory evaluation revealed a WBC count of 97,800/cu

mm (90% lymphocytes, 5% neutrophils, 2% monocytes, 3%
atypical lymphocytes), PCV 38%, calcium 17.8 mg/dl, albumin

4.0 gm/dl, BUN 31.0 mg/dl, creatinine 1.7 mg/dl, and LDH
679 1U/L. Electrolytes were normal. Serum calcium and WBC
count had been normal two months earlier.

An examination of the peripheral smear using Wright’s

stain showed a marked lymphocytosis with pleomorphic nu-

clei. Immunologic typing studies performed on the peripheral

blood identified the lymphocytes as T-helper cells. When a

Western Blot analysis demonstrated antibody to HTLV-1
(human T-cell leukemia/lymphoma virus), a diagnosis of adult

T-cell leukemia-lymphoma (ATLL) was made.

Hypercalcemia was treated with intravenous hydration and

furosemide with a modest decline to 13.8 mg/dl. The WBC
count increased to 155,000/cu mm. The cerebrospinal fluid was

normal. Chest radiograph and CT of the head and chest were

normal. CT of the abdomen revealed mild splenomegaly. Bone
marrow aspirate revealed numerous T-lymphocytes. Chemo-
therapy was initiated with cyclophosphamide, mitoxantrone,

vincristine, and prednisone. The WBC count dropped precipi-

tously to 12,500/cu mm, and the serum calcium became nor-

mal. Her mental status became normal, and she was sent home.

Discussion

Adult T-cell leukemia-lymphoma (ATLL), described

in Japan in 1 977, 1 is a malignant lymphoproliferative

syndrome characterized by the presence of neoplastic

Presented by Oladapo O. Omitowoju, M.D., medical resident, Meharry

Medical College, Nashville.

cells with the membrane markers of mature lympho-

cytes. 1 It has been associated with HTLV-1, antibodies

to which are present in over 90% of cases. HTLV-1 is a

type C retrovirus that is endemic in southwestern Japan,

the Caribbean basin, central Africa, and the southeast-

ern United States. 1 -2 Few cases have been reported in

nonendemic areas. 3 -4 Clinically, ATLL has been associ-

ated with cutaneous lesions that may be mistaken for

leukemia cutis or mycosis fungoides. Peripheral

lymphadenopathy is frequent. Hypercalcemia is one of

the hallmarks of ATLL and indicates a poor prognosis. 2

The clinical syndrome may also include lytic bone le-

sions not related to tumor cell expansion, and interstitial

pulmonary infiltrates. LDH levels are often elevated and

correlate well with disease activity. Renal failure and

recurrent infections are frequent complications. 2 -3

The peripheral blood smear may show a leukocytosis

with mature lymphocytes, as in our patient. The periph-

eral blood may likewise be normal, with only bone mar-

row infiltration present. Flow cytometry demonstrates

T-cell markers on the lymphocytes, which often express

interleukin-2 receptors.

Treatment is with a combination of chemotherapeu-

tic agents similar to that used to treat non-Hodgkin’s

lymphoma. The response to treatment is usually dra-

matic but short-lived. Relapses are the rule, and occur at

the original site or in the leptomeninges. Median sur-

vival is often less than one year. Prophylactic therapy

for the central nervous system is recommended. 1

ATLL should be considered in the differential diag-

nosis of paraneoplastic syndromes occurring in HTLV-1
endemic regions or in citizens from these regions. The

unusual constellation of interstitial pulmonary infil-

trates, lytic bone lesions, skin rashes, and hypercalcemia

is particularly suggestive. r y
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Department of Health Report

Tennessee’s Volunteer Provider Programs

DENISE KIRSCH, M.H.A.

Although Tennessee was originally nicknamed the

Volunteer State because of the abundance of Tennesse-

ans volunteering to serve in the War of 1812, the nick-

name is as appropriate today as it was in the early 19th

century. Today, thousands of Tennessee’s health care

professionals volunteer their time and talent to serve the

needs of the medically indigent in their communities.

With the enactment of the Community Health

Agency Act of 1989, a mechanism was established to

coordinate the efforts of the many public and private

health care practitioners already offering care to the

medically indigent, as well as to recruit additional pro-

viders to serve this underserved population. Over the

past few years, volunteer provider programs developed

by the community health agencies (CHAs) have ex-

panded access to primary care services in many areas of

the state. In areas such as East and Southwest Tennes-

see, the CHAs developed provider referral networks

consisting of physicians who volunteer to serve the

medically indigent in their community. In Knoxville

and Cookeville, the CHAs provide financial support to

clinics staffed by volunteer physicians, nurses, dentists,

pharmacists, optometrists, dieticians, social workers,

and support staff from the local community.

One of the most attractive features of the CHAs’ vol-

unteer provider programs is that providers have the op-

portunity to choose how they will participate in the pro-

gram. Some volunteer physicians believe it is important

to people that they pay at least a portion of their health

care expenses. Therefore, these physicians agree to

serve indigent patients and charge them only a nominal

fee.

Other physicians see indigent patients free of charge

and receive a small “network grant” from their local

CHA. The amount of the network grant varies accord-

ing to how much the CHA has budgeted for this activity

and the number of physicians in the CHA region who
participate in this option. Other physicians elect to see

patients free of charge and either receive no money

from the CHA or receive a “CHA out-of-pocket ex-

pense grant.” The out-of-pocket expense grant covers

the costs of ancillary tests performed on indigent pa-

tients, such as laboratory tests and x-rays.

The East Tennessee CHA, serving the 15 rural coun-

From the Tennessee Department of Health, Nashville. Ms. Kirsch is

director of Community Health Agency Support for the Department’s Bureau

of Health Systems Development.

ties surrounding Knox County, has developed an Intake

and Referral Network, currently operating in ten coun-

ties. Under this program, one may call a toll-free num-

ber to access needed primary care services. When an

individual calls the toll-free number, a staff member de-

termines whether the caller qualifies for the program,

and if so, schedules an appointment with a volunteer

physician in their community. If necessary, the CHA
staff also assists in making transportation arrangements

to the scheduled visit.

Each physician participating in the Intake and Refer-

ral Network designates a certain number of appointment

slots each week for those determined by the CHA to be

medically indigent. All but one of the physicians partic-

ipating in the program receive a network grant from the

CHA, and the majority charge patients a nominal fee of

$5 to $7 per office visit.

In conjunction with the Intake and Referral Network,

the East Tennessee CHA has also implemented a phar-

macy program. Individuals who have incomes at or

below 100% of the federal poverty level, are not eligi-

ble for Medicaid, and have no health insurance cover-

age are eligible for this program. Participants in the

pharmacy program are eligible to receive selected pre-

scription medications at a cost of $3.91, which covers

the pharmacist’s dispensing fee. Currently, 61 primary

care physicians and 47 pharmacists participate in East

Tennessee’s Intake and Referral Program. From January

through December 1992, 1,737 appointments were

scheduled and 1,238 prescriptions were filled. An aver-

age of 1,406 individuals were eligible for the program

each month.

In the Upper Cumberland region, a slightly different

approach was developed to utilize the services of volun-

teer providers in meeting the needs of the medically in-

digent. Basic medical care is provided to low-income

residents of Putnam County by volunteer providers in-

cluding physicians, nurses, dentists, optometrists, dieti-

cians, and social workers at the Cookeville Community

Clinic, held every Thursday evening and Saturday

morning at the Cookeville General Hospital. In addition

to basic medical care, the clinic offers a smoking cessa-

tion program, nutrition counseling, podiatry and physi-

cal therapy services, hearing tests, and monthly dental

and optometry clinics.

Anyone with an income at or below 100% of the

(Continued on page 204)
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month

Decision Absent Good Data

J. KELLEY AVERY, M.D.

Case Report
After an automobile accident, a 73-year-old man was

brought to the emergency department (ED) of a very fine hos-

pital. He complained chiefly of pain in the neck, and had mul-

tiple bruises and abrasions over the extremities and a deep lac-

eration of the scalp. He reported no loss of consciousness and

appeared to be neurologically intact. There was full motion in

the neck but motion was somewhat painful. The lacerations

and abrasions were attended to and an x-ray study of the cervi-

cal spine was requested.

The x-rays were reported to show some degenerative

changes but no other abnormalities. Some disc space narrow-

ing consistent with the patient’s age was present at the C-4,

C-5, and C-6 level. The report did not mention whether or not

there was good visualization of C-7. The skull films were re-

ported as normal. Despite the negative findings, the patient was

admitted to the hospital because of his age and the severity of

the accident itself. In the hospital, the patient continued to

complain of pain chiefly in the back of the neck, which was
aggravated by motion. With the ED findings, the attending

physician followed the patient closely, doing a neurologic ex-

amination every day with consistently negative findings. Med-
ication for pain and a cerv ical collar were prescribed.

In addition to the neck pain, the patient also developed

marked soreness in the chest. Findings indicated some late ap-

pearing ecchymoses over the sternum where it was thought the

chest had come into contact with the steering wheel. X-ray

studies of the chest were negative. Again, the neurologic exam-

ination was not revealing. Rotation of the neck was very lim-

ited because of pain. Aggressive physical therapy was begun

on the second hospital day with electrical stimulation, cold,

and heat.

On the third day of hospitalization, there were some vague

complaints of roaring in the head and continued marked pain in

the neck. There did appear to be some improvement and les-

sening of the pain on this day. The following day, hospital day

5, the attending physician ordered more imaging of the head

and neck and a neurosurgical consultation. It was a day later

before the neurosurgeon made his evaluation of the patient. His

findings were no different from those of previous examiners,

and his conclusion, based on the negative CT studies, was

again severe cervical strain. The radiologist suggested that a

myelogram be considered if the consultant believed that a her-

niated disc was a good possibility.

For the next two days, the patient continued to complain

bitterly of pain in the neck. He was more comfortable with the

soft collar off, and was reported by the nurses to “hold neck

when moving.” He was given Valium and Feldene. and

seemed to improve slightly: the pain was slightly less, and.

subjectively at least, the motion in his neck was a “little bet-

Dr. Avery is chairman of the Loss Prevention Committee. State Volun-

teer Mutual Insurance Company. Brentwood.

The Case of the Month is taken from actual Tennessee closed claims. An
attempt is made to fictionalize the material in order to make it less easy to

identify. If you recognize your own case, please be assured that it is pre-

sented solely for the purpose of emphasizing the issues presented.

ter.” He was discharged home taking Valium 10 mg three

times a day, and Feldene and ASA one tablet each daily.

On the fifth day of hospitalization, the patient complained

of having more pain since he started the physical therapy. Ex-

amination showed more tenderness along the paravertebral

muscles of the neck, but nothing further. CT scans of the head

and neck were ordered, with particular attention to the possibil-

ity of a herniated nucleus pulposus (HNP) in the areas of C-5,

C-6, and C-7. The report showed mild degenerative changes

but no evidence of a ruptured disc. There was also the sugges-

tion of an arteriovenous malformation (AVM) in the left tem-

poral area. Conservative therapy was continued.

With consistent complaints of some dizziness and a “roar-

ing” in the head, along with the stiff neck, a cerebral arterio-

gram was ordered to determine whether or not the AVM could

be leaking, but no leakage was seen. An ulcerated plaque w'as

found at the origin of the right carotid artery, but no surgery

was thought to be indicated.

Two weeks after discharge, the patient was seen by the

neurosurgeon who had been consulted while he w'as in the hos-

pital. There was "no significant progress since leaving the hos-

pital." Still, the neurologic examination was reported as nor-

mal. Readmission was advised for the restudy of the possibility

of a fracture or a ruptured disc in the neck. After consulting

with the original attending physician and a neurologist, the

neurosurgeon ordered a bone scan. MRI. and x-rays of the cer-

vical spine with the neck in flexion and extension. These
x-rays showed marked subluxation of C-2 and C-3 wdth widen-

ing of the lamina “usually seen after fracture dislocation.” The
MRI confirmed the subluxation. Repeat x-ray studies of the

neck revealed fracture lines in both laminae of C-2 with ante-

rior subluxation of “one-third the distance of the vertebral

body.”

An anterior open reduction w'as recommended, with a thor-

ough discussion of the risks and benefits of the surgery. The
patient was told that there was an 80% chance of a good result.

Illustrations of the surgery' were drawn, and the possibility of

paralysis and even death was discussed. The possible conse-

quences of not having the surgery were also thoroughly dis-

cussed with the patient and his wife. The patient w'as resistant

at first, but consented to surgery' to be done two days later.

Films made in the operating room (OR) revealed the reduction

to be good.

In the early morning hours of the night after the surgery,

the patient developed acute shortness of breath. Chest x-ray

revealed some cardiomegaly but no significant congestion. His

neck collar was adjusted with some relief, and the edema in his

neck previously noted was thought to be less the afternoon of

the first postoperative day. Signs of congestion continued with

cough productive of “large amount of grayish sputum.” During

the second postoperative day the patient became more restless,

and demanded to smoke. The nurses’ notes record that he was
found smoking with the oxygen turned off on at least three

occasions. He became more confused and restless, and this be-

came progressively worse until the fourth postoperative day,

when he became combative, wanting to go home, and had to

be restrained. Portable lateral x-rays of the neck showed that

the superior-most screw seemed to have backed out and that
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the degree of anterior subluxation of C-2 on C-3 was at that

time estimated to be 10 mm. He was transferred to the ICU,

where the surgeon applied Gardner-Wells tongs with 15 lb of

cervical traction. Shortly thereafter the patient developed

bradycardia, and a code was called. There was a prompt return

to a normal sinus rhythm after he had been intubated and put

on a ventilator. He was said to respond appropriately, and his

color had improved.

A consultation with a pulmonologist noted that the patient’s

dyspnea seemed to be related to the position of the neck and

the swelling around the operative site. His P02 had been 50,

with a normal C02 while he was breathing room air. With the

patient improved, the neck collar was left off, and the traction

was reduced to 10 lb. Repeat cervical spine films showed a

“few mm” of subluxation. In order to achieve better pulmonary
control, a tracheostomy was done. The following day the pa-

tient developed a fever and a chest x-ray showed some infil-

trate, interpreted to be pneumonitis. All agreed that a nosoco-

mial infection had occurred, and on appropriate antibiotics the

fever came down. Repeat x-rays showed no significant change

in the degree of subluxation.

Nevertheless, the patient was unable to swallow, thought to

be due to the impingement of the anterior plate on the esopha-

gus. Since stabilization of the neck was essential, a posterior

fusion, with removal of the anterior plate, was done. Following

this surgery, there was stormy and slow improvement, mainly

involving the persistent difficulty in swallowing. He was able

to be discharged about six weeks after admission.

Four months after discharge the patient was still having

difficulty swallowing, with frequent aspiration. His physicians

told him at this time that nothing further could be done. He
was minimally active, and was encouraged to gradually in-

crease his activities and be seen again in another four months.

Loss Prevention Comments
The lawsuit that followed charged that the failure to

diagnose the fracture and subluxation in a timely man-

ner was negligent and led to the bad result. In the

course of the litigation, the general surgeon who admit-

ted the patient and the orthopedic surgeon who partici-

pated in both attempts at fusion were non-suited, leav-

ing the neurosurgeon and the radiologist charged.

This was a very difficult case, and the result proba-

bly was not worse because of the delay in diagnosis.

However, the patient did continue to complain of severe

neck pain despite the reassuring x-ray studies, and he

was discharged from the hospital only to be readmitted

with the same complaints two weeks later. The finding

of the AVM on CT of the head and confirmed on arte-

riography confused the picture. Until readmission, the

x-ray studies had consistently been reported as normal,

but also one has to be impressed with the wording of

the reports, which could lead to the impression that

since the initial films had failed to clearly show C-7, the

radiologist was concerned that C-7 be shown clearly. In

addition, the degenerative changes repeatedly reported

at C-4, C-5, and C-6 made the ruling out of a ruptured

disc in that area more of a challenge. On readmission,

however, the pathology present at C2-3 was demon-

strated promptly on lateral views of the area, and, as is

so often the case, on reexamination of the previous

films could be said to have been there all the time. It is

interesting to note that the MRI, which in 1987 had to

be obtained in another institution, made no real contri-

bution to the correct diagnosis.

There was a discrepancy in the record that could

have been critical to the credibility of the neurosurgeon

had the case gone to trail. His discharge summary stated

that the patient was “immediately placed in Gardner-

Wells tongs for stabilization,” when no record of this

appears in the record until the third postoperative day.

Delay in diagnosis of cervical spine injuries comes

up frequently in malpractice lawsuits. The lesson to be

learned here again is perhaps best stated in the two rules

that follow. The first is to listen to the patient when

there are complaints that cannot be fully diagnosed and

understood on the basis of any of the studies. The sec-

ond is to insist on clear visualization of the entire cervi-

cal spine.

Because of the acknowledged delay in diagnosis, the

extreme expense of the management of the case, the

permanent disability, and the presence of “experts” sec-

ond guessing our colleagues, prudence dictated the set-

tlement of this case for a modest amount. /~ S

Department of Health Report . .

.

(Continued from page 202)

federal poverty level, who is not eligible for Medicaid

or Medicare, and does not participate in any other

health insurance program is eligible for the program.

All patients must be certified by the CHA and pay a

one-time fee of $2 per individual or $5 per family. The

clinic also provides eligibles with certain prescribed

medications free of charge.

Unlike the physicians participating in East

Tennessee’s Intake and Referral Network, the 61 volun-

teer physicians at the Cookeville Community Clinic do

not receive a grant from the CHA. As an alternative, the

providers in this area have chosen to have the State

Board of Claims provide tort claims coverage when ser-

vices are provided to indigent patients.

The Intake and Referral Network and Cookeville

Community Clinic are just two examples of how CHAs
are coordinating the efforts of volunteer providers to

meet the needs of the medically underserved in their

communities. During the coming year, the East Tennes-

see, Upper Cumberland, Mid-Cumberland, Southeast,

Southwest, and Northwest CHAs plan to either initiate

or expand their volunteer provider programs. If you are

interested in participating in this innovative and reward-

ing program, contact your local CHA director or the

Tennessee Department of Health, Bureau of Health Sys-

tems Development at (615) 741-7308. r y
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CARE Program Update

Tuberculosis Makes a Comeback

ROBERT BOWERS, M.D., Co-Chairman

TMA Communications and Public Service Committee

Tuberculosis (TB) is no longer a thing of the past.

This disease, which killed 5 million people in the United

States in the early part of the 20th century, is reoccur-

ring in alarming numbers, and physicians must reac-

quaint themselves and their patients with this disease.

The return of TB may have resulted because of com-

placency regarding the disease, funding cuts in public

health programs, and vast social changes which in-

creased risk factors for some segments of the popula-

tion. Now all of us must act to bring this disease under

control—once again. From 1953, the number of TB cases

declined approximately 5% per year. In 1985, however,

the trend reversed and in 1991, more than 26,000 new

cases of TB were reported in the United States.

The TB epidemic is a global phenomenon, with 20

million people worldwide having TB. The movement of

huge populations as a result of war, poverty, or a search

for economic stability has contributed to the spread of

this disease. An estimated 10 million Americans carry

M. tuberculosis. While only one out of ten carriers de-

velops a full blown case of TB, the disease is spreading

fastest among young adults. Researchers blame poverty,

drug abuse, prison overcrowding, immigration, and the

spread of HIV for the resurgence of TB in the United

States.

The spread of TB isn’t limited to small, high-risk

groups. A report in Patient Care indicates TB cases in-

creased in every racial and ethnic group except non-

Hispanic whites. Native Americans, and natives of Alaska.

Individuals at highest risk include HIV-positive pa-

tients, people from countries with high TB rates, resi-

dents of long-term care facilities, and those in close

contact with TB patients. The increasing number of

cases and failure to follow infection control guidelines

may have exposed uninfected hospital patients and

health care workers to the bacterium.

TMA physicians must play a great role in helping

slow the infection rate and educating the public.

While multiple puncture or tine tests and intradermal

Mantoux tests are effective tools for diagnostic screen-

ing for TB, treatment has been complicated by resistant

strains of the organism. In some areas of the country,

health officials have found strains of bacteria resistant

to as many as seven antituberculosis drugs. These drug-

resistant strains have allowed the disease to flourish

while physicians engage in a time-consuming and ex-

pensive search for effective new antibiotic treatment.

These new strains of TB are cause for great alarm.

Health officials say drug-resistant TB is 50% to 80%
fatal, even with intensive treatment, and these new
strains have appeared in 17 states since 1989.

Drug-resistant strains of the bacterium developed be-

cause of poor compliance by patients. Those who are

poor, uneducated, homeless, or elderly are more likely

to stop taking the standard drugs before the six-month

course of treatment is completed.

The severity of the TB epidemic means physicians

must be more aggressive in testing for TB; be more

vigilant about monitoring patient compliance with pre-

scribed treatment modalities; and aggressively discuss

the dangers of the disease with patients.

The Centers for Disease Control recommend screen-

ing patients in the following high-risk groups:

• Persons infected with HIV.

• Those in close contact with others known to have

or suspected of having infectious TB.

• Foreign-bom individuals from countries with high

TB rates.

• Medically underserved, low-income populations.

• Alcoholics and IV drug users.

• Residents of long-term care facilities, correctional

or mental institutions, or other residential facilities.

When a patient is successfully diagnosed with TB, a

full six-month course of treatment is required to elimi-

nate the bacterium. Just as important is the need to iso-

late active sufferers for a short time. TB that is control-

lable with standard drug therapy is usually rendered

noncontagious within a few days.

Physicians will be getting more help from pharma-

ceutical companies in the fight against TB. Two effec-

tive drugs, streptomycin and para-aminosalicylic acid

(PAS), disappeared from the market just as TB was

making a comeback. The FDA has persuaded Pfizer,

Inc. to investigate production of streptomycin, giving

physicians an additional tool in the treatment of TB.

The TMA believes all of us have a stake in the erad-

ication of this highly contagious and deadly disease. We
urge physicians to reacquaint themselves with the tests

for and the symptoms and treatment of TB. Patients

must be advised of the importance of short-term isola-

tion and long-term compliance with drug therapy. We
are all on the front lines in this battle. F ^
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Dodson Corner

The Employer’s Role in Reporting

Workers’ Compensation Claims

DENNIS LOGAN

A common question among business owners, manag-

ers, supervisors, and personnel officers is when and how
to report workers' compensation injuries. What are the

legal obligations and what procedures should be fol-

lowed? When does a complaint of pain become an on-

the-job injury that constitutes a workers’ compensation

claim?

A concerned employer, by prompt reporting, can ex-

pedite the immediate payment of benefits in clearly

valid claims while fending off questionable ones.

Workers’ compensation claims are rarely defended

without specific and detailed testimony from the em-

ployer. Therefore, in addition to a legal obligation to

report injuries, early investigation and documentation

by the employer is strongly recommended to limit loss.

Employers should be aware of the general health and

welfare of their employees. When an employee com-

plains of a problem, a manager should ask the employee

about the problem. Questions about the illness or pain

should be in the spirit of tactful concern. Even if the

problem is identified as a probably nonwork-related

health condition, a note in the employee’s personnel file

to document the illness source is a good idea. Remem-
ber, the best defense is a good offense.

If a possible work-related condition is identified, the

incident or series of events that allegedly caused the

condition should be described in as much detail as pos-

sible. When, where, and how did the incident occur?

Who was with the employee? What specifically was the

injured doing and why? What particular body part was

affected and what symptoms exist? It may be the insur-

ance carrier’s duty to investigate, but be aware that de-

tails are best discovered and persevered at the injury

scene before one has time to reflect with friends, fam-

ily, union stewards, doctors, and lawyers.

Although a record of all on-the-job injuries and

illnesses should be kept, an injury does not become a

“claim” that needs to be reported to the workers’ com-

pensation carrier until it is serious enough to require

medical attention. In the vast majority of jurisdictions,

laws require that if the employer has notice of an on-

the-job injury, the employer and/or insurer must

promptly investigate the injury and pay compensation

From the Dodson Insurance Group (the TMA-endorsed Workers’ Com-
pensation Insurance Plan). Mr. Logan is Claims Department Manager at the

Dodson Group.

or deny the claim within a statutorily defined time

frame. Failure to do so subjects the employer to various

fines and penalties. Therefore, time and information

upon which to base either a denial or acceptance of a

workers' compensation claim is critical.

In addition, in many states, the employer has the

right to select the treating physician. This right to

choose physicians is an important opportunity for the

employer to obtain the professional opinion of a doctor

in whom he has trust and confidence. If this right to

select is not used, it is forfeited and the claimant is free

to choose any doctor he wishes.

The only mandatory ingredient of reporting a

workers’ compensation claim is the “Employers’ Report

of Occupational Injury or Disease.” The need to com-

plete this report is an excellent excuse for the employer

to conduct an initial investigation to develop a factual

story. The form should be completed by the employer

stating comments made by the employee. Unless the

employer actually witnesses the accident, the informa-

tion should be prefaced with qualifying language such

as “employee states, contends, alleges, reports, etc.”

Each blank of the report should be completed.

When completing the report, an employer should ask

himself these questions about the claim:

• Did the injury occur while the employee was on

the job and was the cause of the injury somehow related

to the job?

• Is the condition complained of (the injury) a result

of an on-the-job incident? In other words, if a person

stubbed his toe, did it cause his cancer?

• What is the nature and extent of the injury and the

resulting disability? For example, if an individual has a

low back strain, is he able to do his regular job, light

duty work or part-time work, or is he unable to do any

work at all?

The involved and concerned employer is a strong

factor in assuring that legitimate injuries are promptly

compensated and that questionable claims are appropri-

ately defended. While a policy of avoiding possible

claims may sometimes result in a “no claim,” in most

cases ignoring a situation doesn’t cause it to disappear.

Rather, an employer not only loses an opportunity to

extend a helping hand of goodwill to an employee, but

also to obtain valuable details of the facts and circum-

stances involved.
/~ X
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Special Item

Dizzy Medical Writing and Editing:

No Relief in Sight

HERBERT L. FRED, M.D.

This is the sixth presentation of the Dizzy Awards 1 -5

honoring baseball’s immortal Dizzy Dean. These

awards represent excellence in bewildering, unintention-

ally comical, or downright terrible medical writing—

and editing. 6 The recipients, as usual, are excerpts of

articles in prominent medicaljournals.* *

The Bad Hop Award

“Variceal sclerotherapy is a widely used, effective

therapy which causes a variety of pleural, pulmonary

and Bacon 10 will be very helpful to clinicians who must

evaluate patients with abnormalities related to this

procedure.”

—Oh where, oh where has my proofreader gone?

The Signs From the Coach Award

“Upon arriving in the emergency room, his vital

signs were stable. . .

.”

—Did his vital signs arrive by themselves or did he accompany them?

The “Slud Into Third'’ Award
“.

. . if this patient had underwent postmortem

examination. . .

.”

—That clause should have “underwent” rewording.

The Blooper Award

“As a boy one of my favorite books was Benjamin

Franklin's autobiography.”

—When the book became a man, did you still like it?

The Squeeze Play Award

“This report describes the case of a young woman
with pseudotumor cerebri who herniated after lumbar

puncture (LP).”

—How did she get through such a small opening?

Reprinted with permission from the Southern Medical Journal (85:743-

745, 1992).

From the HCA Center for Health Excellence and Houston Medicine.

Reprint requests to Houston Medicine , 7600 Fannin, Houston, TX 77054

(Dr. Fred).

*A list of the articles containing the winning excerpts is available upon

request.

The “It Ain’t Over Till It’s Over” Award

“Despite its rarity, it is known that a real primary

mediastinal, sacrococcygeal, 3 or even gonadal4 tera-

toma. . .
.”

—Say it ain’t so.

The Batted Out of Order Award

“Sleep oximetry is a simple method for screening

patients for nocturnal hypoxaemia which was found to

be reliable. . .
.”

—Is daytime hypoxaemia equally reliable?

The Make-Up Game Award (a tie)

“MR can also evaluate a broad spectrum of muscular

dystrophies, neurovascular disorders and metastatic

myopathologies.”

—My, oh my. Pathologies, pathologies!

“.
. . Whipple’s disease may present subclinically or

oligosymptomatically. . .
.”

—Apparently, it also presents neologicosymptomatically.

The Caught Napping Aw ard

“Because they often present with vague constitu-

tional symptoms, these splenic masses. . .

.”

—Don’t you just hate it when splenic masses complain?

The Balk Award (a tie)

“It is suggested that future research in the area of

exercise and cognition systematically manipulate the at-

tentional requirements of the tasks selected for the eval-

uation of cognitive performance.”

—Eh?

“To confirm the diagnosis of HPP, SDS-PAGE (so-

dium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide electrophoresis) is

required to demonstrate reduction or lack of alpha I-T80

peptide (domain) of the spectrin molecule [7,8].”

—Quick, turn the GD-PAGE.
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The “Possibly a Ball, Potentially a Strike” Award

“Given the large number of investigations potentially

possible in syncope patients. .

.

—Maybe perhaps I agree.

The World Series Award

“These similarities notwithstanding, the toxic oil

syndrome was considered a new and distinct clinical en-

tity because none of the conditions or toxicants just

mentioned produce the sequential evolution of clinical

findings seen among patients with the syndrome: initial

respiratory difficulty that resolves over a period of days

to weeks only to lead to severe myalgias, persistent eo-

sinophilia, thromboembolic phenomena and late pro-

gression to a chronic syndrome involving neuromuscu-

lar compromise, sclerodermiform skin changes, joint

contractures, chronic hepatopathy and the other mani-

festations of chronic toxic oil syndrome.”

—
I
got your message, but it took awhile getting here.

The Bag of Soda Pop and

Cup of Hot Dog Award (a tie)

“Far from being a trivial symptom, these patients’

social and working lives are often limited by abdominal

pain and distension. . .
.”

—Patients’ lives are, indeed, far from being a trivial symptom.

“Although safe in most instances, we present a case

report of an individual who had a severe life-threatening

complication after this procedure.”

—In which instances are your case presentations dangerous?

The Screwball Award

“Because of the delayed onset of neurological

changes and the cerebrospinal fluid showing reversible

symptoms. . .

.”

—Since when does spinal fluid show symptoms?

The Batty Title Award (four-way tie)

“Second and Third Responses to the Same Induction

Regimen in Relapsing Patients with Multiple Myeloma.”

— I have relapsing patience but no relapsing patients.

“Resistant Hypertension in a Tertiary Care Clinic”

—Did you try lowering the clinic’s salt intake?

“Major Orthopaedic Surgery on the Leg and Throm-

boembolism”

—1 didn’t realize that thromboemboli had bones.

“When Should Patients with Lethal Ventricular

Arrhythemia Resume Driving?”

—When they are reincarnated!

The Taken Off the Disabled List Award

“There was prompt improvement following the admin-

istration of corticosteroids and subsequent recovery.”

—What dose of recovery did you administer?

The Chit-Chat in the Dugout Award

“However, it should be considered when a patient's

history mentions jaundice, hemolytic anemia, and con-

sanguineous parents. . .

.”

—When a history speaks, everyone listens.

The Ejected From the Game Award

“The organism was transported to the Centers for

Disease Control. . .

.”

—Under heavy guard, no doubt.

The Long Fly to the Pitcher Award

“The incidence of renal impairment (one case in

each group), hyponatremia (three and four cases, re-

spectively), and other complications (hepatic encepha-

lopathy, gastrointestinal hemorrhage, bacterial infec-

tions) after paracentesis, and the clinical course of the

disease as estimated by the probability of readmission

to hospital during follow-up. causes of readmission,

probability of survival, and causes of death were similar

in the two groups of patients.”

—If you say so.

The Wrong Line-Up Award

“A 14-month-old white female infant had a Nissen

fundoplication and Janeway gastrostomy done at an-

other institution that failed.”

—Was the institution a failed Savings and Loan?

The Out in Left Field Award

“On secondary survey, the patient's head was

atraumatic.”

— I recommend a primary survey of that sentence.

The Scorecard Award

“Garrett and Gall (16) in 1953 reported, in an au-

topsy study, 13 patients with esophageal varices of un-

known etiology of 257 cases of varices culled from

18,000 autopsies over a 26-yr period.”

—That figures.

The Struckout Twice Award

“Tetanus is a rare disease in the United States, which

predominantly affects the elderly and who have a lower

prevalence of tetanus immunity compared with younger

age groups.”

—Words fail me.
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The No Hits, No Runs, One Error Award

“Recognition of their manifestations are important,

since. . .

—It are?

YOCON'
YOHIMBINE HCI

The Illegal Substitution Award

“Thus, an albumin-to-creatinine ratio measured in a

single untimed urine specimen is an effective means of

identifying diabetic subjects who are at risk of develop-

ing overt nephropathy that could replace the more tradi-

tional timed urine collections.”

—Do you really want to replace urine collections with nephropathy?

The Hall of Shame Award

“.
. . unfortunately, however, not all prostatic nodules

are malignant.”

—Unfortunately? /
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Planning for the Future

Charles W. White

During the past several years that I have been involved with Tennessee Medical

Association activities, I have noticed with some consternation that the TMA is a

reactive association. This means to me that when some event occurs—be it con-

cerned with our public relations, governmental relations, or with our own internal

organization—we react at the time of the occurrence according to what we have

done before. We should react to current events that have an impact on our affairs

as physicians and members, but it is my strong belief that our Association should

have a plan of action designed to carry out goals and objectives well into the 21st

century. Health care and the delivery of health care are changing rapidly. It may be

that as an Association we have become too entrenched in doing things in a certain

way just because “That’s the way it has always been done.” I strongly believe in

our system of an associational constitution and bylaws, with the House of Dele-

gates having final authority. I believe that some plan for future actions by our

Association should be developed through its House of Delegates and Board of

Trustees. Though it could not, of course, cover all contingencies, it would be a

guideline for the future. Doing this would not be an easy task, nor one to be

undertaken lightly and without forethought.

The TMA should carefully plan and organize a task force to look at all aspects of TMA activities—those

relating to our stature at American Medical Association meetings as well as those activities having to do with

our specialty organizations, our component county medical societies, and our individual members.

Our Association is dependent upon the membership for its very life. Pursuant to the goal of attracting new

members. Dr. Ed Allen promoted the recruiting of new members by our Membership Committee during his

term last year. This effort should be continued into the future rather than left as a one-vear emphasis. A plan

for the future should include consideration of the needs and desires of our members. The first step in the

process has already been taken by our Membership Committee under the able chairmanship of Dr. John Lamb.

They have devised a membership survey that will hopefully help us find out what our members think about the

TMA, its administration, its Board of Trustees, and its officers. More than this, it will also yield information

about the things our members think TMA should be doing in order to retain our membership and increase our

numbers. Not only do we need to increase our membership, we also need more members who will take an

active part in medical society activities. The TMA is too big an organization not to have some plan for the

future.

Having a plan for the future does not, of course, dictate that everything proposed should or even could be

carried out. A plan for the future of TMA would of necessity be revised from time to time depending on future

developments within other areas in which we work. I believe that such a plan would give the TMA some

direction as well as food for thought about future actions that might be taken regarding our positions, public

relations, continuing medical education, legislative activity, financial considerations, internal organization, and

governmental regulations and agencies.

As the group that represents all physicians across the state, we owe it to our members to represent them to

the best of our abilities. I believe this includes a plan for the future. If such a group of planners can be

constituted, it should certainly contain, a good percentage of younger physicians, since they are the future of

our organization. One of my goals during this next year will be to attempt to initiate some planning mechanism

for our Association.
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editorial/

Who Do? You Do, That’s Who
Once upon a time so very long ago I had my ap-

pendix taken out. I was 1 1 years old. Ether was then

the only anesthetic agent, except chloroform, which

was—and is—considered more dangerous, and was

seldom used. A week’s stay in the hospital was aver-

age, with at least another week, or more often two.

even sometimes three, at home in bed or on limited

activity. It seriously cramped my style that summer,

and deprived me of two weeks in New Orleans visit-

ing my cousins. Just down the hall from my hospital

room, which I was enchanted to find had just been

vacated by Johnny Mihalic, second baseman for the

Chattanooga Lookouts, was the open surgical ward

where the charity patients were put. One morning my
father, in making small talk with my surgeon, who
was a friend of his, asked, “Who pays for the care of

the charity patients?” The surgeon, without batting an

eye, responded, “You do!”

For years I labored under the misapprehension

that he meant the fees of folks like us were inflated

to include payment for the likes of them. It was only

much later that I discovered he meant that Erlanger

Hospital was, as it still is, a tax-supported institution,

and that payment by us for them was only indirect,

though no less real. That surgeon, like all other doc-

tors, contributed his services to the charity patients as

one of the obligations he assumed in becoming a

doctor. Being as his explanation came in 1932 in the

depths of the Depression, it took on added signifi-

cance. Even many of those patients who considered it

an obligation of their own to pay at least something,

did so in kind. Though the doctors may have done

poorly financially, they never lacked for bread, milk,

eggs, and chickens. Costs were relatively low be-

cause no bureaucracy was involved.

That had changed little by the time I was a medi-

cal student during the Second World War. Vanderbilt

Hospital was filled mostly with charity patients, and

Nashville General entirely so. By the time I returned

to Erlanger as a surgical resident after the war,

insurance was making significant inroads; then

in the 1960s came Medicare, with its burgeoning

bureaucracy.

Today’s doctors are faced with so many almost

insurmountable obstacles to good medical practice

and patient care: rising costs, due in large part to bu-

reaucratic nonsense generated by Medicare, Medic-

aid, and OSHA, and also in part to escalating premi-

ums for professional liability coverage; diminishing

financial returns from Medicare and Medicaid,

whose payments scarcely cover overhead; hostility

from third party carriers, governmental and other-

wise, the Congress, the Administration in Washing-

ton, and patients increasingly suspicious that doctors

are interested only in money; hungry lawyers, who

are continuously massaging a litigious citizenry; and

any number of other inimical situations and irritants

that I’m sure each of you could name. It is all in all

scarcely a climate conducive to a charitable mood.

And if that weren’t enough, the government contin-
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ues introducing such divisive measures as managed

competition, global fees, and so on, calculated to de-

stroy collegiality within the profession, and all hope

for any significant, and indeed all-important, doctor-

patient relationships within the medical practice. To

top it off, what treatment your patients receive and

how they fare are being increasingly determined by

petty bureaucrats and mindless ribbon-clerks in some

far-off venue. However badly the system has func-

tioned in the past, though, the situation will be pre-

dictably much more dire and dreary when Mr. and

Mrs. Clinton get done monkeying with it. The only

hope is that the health care situation will prove suffi-

ciently intolerable to the patients that the Administra-

tion will be forced to ameliorate it, because however

damaging the bureaucratic tinkering will be to the

profession and to the practice of medicine, it will be

infinitely more destructive to patient care, and in the

end it will be the patient who suffers.

Through all of this bureaucratic malfeasance and

bungling, I trust that all of us continue calling to

mind just why it was that we became doctors in the

first place. Although indications keep cropping up

that would seem to justify the assertions of the disaf-

fected that doctors are doctors only for money and

prestige, it is my firm belief that with a very few

well-publicized, notorious exceptions, doctors care

passionately not only for their patients, but for all

those in need of their services. It is just that we doc-

tors have been less diligent than our detractors in en-

ticing the public into our corner, and the extravagant

lifestyle that so many of us have adopted does little

to assuage their contrary conviction.

The article from the Tennessee Department of

Health carried elsewhere in this issue of the Journal

enumerates the ways in which doctors and other

health care providers in this state are mobilizing to

meet the needs of the underserved in their various

communities. That effort is a start, but, though wor-

thy enough, it is only a start. Whether or not health

care is considered a right, as some maintain—to the

detriment of the sick, I think—we doctors have to

consider adequate health care for everyone an obliga-

tion that each of us assumed when we became mem-
bers of the medical profession. Though the difference

between the two positions may be subtle, it is all im-

portant. On the one hand, having to provide that care

is coercive; on the other it is voluntary—in other

words, to use a perfectly good word that has inexpli-

cably fallen into disfavor, charitable. 'It is up to us,

and not to any bureaucracy, to see that no one lacks

for such care.

By their fruits you shall know them.

J.B.T.

Primal Idiocy (Read OSHA)

When will people doing research and those in reg-

ulatory agencies start behaving responsibly? The an-

swer probably is whenever lawyers start minding

their own business—and you know when that will

be. There are enough unprincipled investigators out

to make a name for themselves and enough unprinci-

pled regulators out to protect their jobs that the

human race appears destined to become frightened to

death, in which case we will no longer need to worry

about all of the harmless substances those investiga-

tors and regulators have branded as carcinogenic—or

of nuclear war or anything else, for that matter.

I had no sooner ceased railing at the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) for their

mindless and unconscionable branding of formalde-

hyde as carcinogenic, a tirade you will have discov-

ered in the last issue of the Journal in case you

looked, when what to my wondering eyes should ap-

pear but, in today’s edition of the Wall Street Jour-

nal , a caveat—not, I hasten to add, their own—that

the sand everybody, or nearly everybody, at least,

hankers to wallow in at the seashore causes cancer

because it contains silica (in fact is silica, for the

most part). If you don’t wish to get cancer, therefore,

stay away from beaches, or at least wear dust-proof

apparel if you must go.

Now that is going to seriously cramp the style of

all those highly exposed (you can take that descrip-

tive word however you wish and define it as you

like) sun-lovers frequenting those sunny spots on

spring break even as we speak. Not only is there no

buffer such as sun-screens that will automatically

protect one from the sand, but we ain’t talkin’ ’bout

li’l ol’ skin cancers, baby. We’re into the big time

stuff here, like, man, lung cancer an’ God knows

what other dreadful afflictions.

In addition, we’re talking here not about a sub-

stance such as asbestos that you have to mine to get

at and be exposed to. This is silica , man, which

makes up a quarter

—

a quarter
,
yet—of the earth’s

crust. Getting away from that is going to take some

major doing.

How did we arrive at this improbable impasse?

One would think it would be hard, but actually it

wasn’t, considering the pervasiveness and strength of

the drives in researchers and regulators that I alluded

to earlier. A young graduate student over at the Uni-

versity of North Carolina thought it a dangerous con-

sequence that a few rats out of the large number in-

jected with huge amounts of silica developed cancer.

No one else much did, and responsible scientists poo-

pooed the idea, particularly since the weight of the
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evidence was, as it still is, against it, but that seemed

to cut no ice at all. The word was out, and the less

than principled or responsible folk who make up the

regulatory cadre saw red—a flag, that is—and

promptly branded silica a carcinogen. Obviously they

either didn’t look before they leaped, or else they

don’t like beaches (or mountains, either, for that mat-

ter, since mountains too are full of silica; but then so

is nearly everything else of substance). Maybe it’s

just that those watchdogs think they should be mind-

ing our morals, too, and think it less than moral that

all those young (as well as not so young) ladies go

prancing about the beaches in bikinis or something

less, and so have decided they (the beaches that is,

but maybe the young ladies too—who knows?) ought

to be closed down. Considering that a lot of them

(the young ladies, that is, but maybe the regulators,

too—who knows?) are still smoking cigarettes, de-

spite real evidence of carcinogenesis, closing down

the beaches is unlikely to happen unless laws are

passed banning them. Since as a nation we pay little

attention to laws anyway if we believe they trample,

or even slightly infringe, our civil rights, that has

scant chance, or less, of being an effective deterrent.

I have previously reached a decision that it is no

use fulminating against erroneous grammar, syntax,

or usage, since the arbiters of such, except Edwin

Newman, are the ignorant and largely untutored, and

so I ceased and desisted some time ago writing edi-

torials about such things. I have about come to the

conclusion that there is sufficient irresponsibility and

lack of principle among researchers and regulators,

coupled with an urge on the part of the public to

believe the bad news and not the good, that railing

against such idiocy as is perpetrated and perpetuated

by OSHA and Ralph Naderesque types simply raises

my blood pressure, which is high enough as it is, and

is of no earthly use, and so I might as well abandon

that horse as well. I have the feeling both of them are

dead, and flogging is not going to advance them by

very much.

J.B.T.

per/onol new/

James H. Beaty, M.D., Memphis, has been elected to the

Board of Directors of the American Academy of Orthopae-

dic Surgeons.

Mark A. Fox, M.D., Crossville, has been certified as a Dip-

lomate of the American Board of Surgery.

Health Effects of Nonionizing

Electromagnetic Radiation

To the Editor:

Our research group is in the process of accumulating

data on the human health effects of nonionizing electro-

magnetic radiation. Specifically, we are interested in non-

ionizing electromagnetic frequencies in the range between

electric power transmission frequencies and microwave fre-

quencies. Although there has been a great deal of interest

and research on this subject, the information available on

the human health effects of this radiation does not permit

us to conclude that there are serious health effects.

We believe there is an increase in awareness of both

physicians and patients that nonionizing electromagnetic

radiation may have some human health effects, with the

most prominent being links to neoplastic disease. Of spe-

cific interest to us is the potential for collecting cases or

clusters of cases recognized by practicing physicians in the

United States, which may be related to exposure to non-

ionizing electromagnetic radiation.

We would be interested in hearing from any physicians

or physician groups that may have experience with this

problem.

Joseph R. Salvatore, M.D., Director

National Registry for the Health

Effects of Nonionizing Radiation

300 Tollgate Road
Warwick, R.I. 02886

ki memoffam

William W. Mason

,

age 69. Died February 22, 1993. Grad-

uate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society.

Richard S. Morrison Jr., age 77. Died March 6, 1993.

Graduate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Washington-Unicoi-Johnson County Medical

Association.

William L. Northern Jr., age 73. Died January 30, 1993.

Graduate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society.

James R. Shelton, age 70. Died February 20, 1993. Gradu-

ate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine. Mem-
ber of Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society.

John McQuiston Wilson, age 81. Died February 26, 1993.

Graduate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society.
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new member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new
members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

KNOXVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Curtis Jay Elam, M.D., Knoxville

George A. Pliagas, M.D.. Knoxville

LAKEWAY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Derek A. Cooze, M.D.. Morristown

MAURY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Robert A. Bain, M.D., Mt. Pleasant

NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Brent Thomas Layton, M.D.. Nashville

Julie Thomas Peek, M.D., Nashville

NORTHWEST TENNESSEE
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Jon Stephen Ashley, M.D., Dyersburg

PUTNAM COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Jefferson Ward Crosier, M.D., Cookeville

Pushpendra K. Jain, M.D., Cookeville

ROANE-ANDERSON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Stuart Alan Chasan, M.D., Oak Ridge

James Michel, M.D., Oak Ridge

RUTHERFORD COUNTY/STONES RIVER
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
James T. Carter, M.D. , Murfreesboro

WASHINGTON-UNICOI-JOHNSON COUNTY
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Mark J. Rice, M.D.

,

Johnson City

WILLIAMSON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Jeffrey Wade Cook, M.D.. Franklin

announcement/

TMA Members Receive

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician's Recognition Award during Febru-

ary 1993. This list, supplied by the AMA, does not

include members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Beginning Jan. 1,

1993 each application for the PRA must also verify

participation in Category 2 CME activities.

Freddie T. Barron, M.D.. Knoxville

George L. Burruss, M.D., Memphis
Joseph B. DeLozier, M.D. , Nashville

Avtar S. Dhaliw'al, M.D., Johnson City

David H. Drucker, M.D., Chattanooga

Gordon R. Freeman, M.D.. Dyersburg

Julian C. Heitz, M.D. , Nashville

Fred A. Hurst, MO., Knoxville

Wesley E. Jones, M.D., Memphis
Michael D. Kropilak, M.D., Knoxville

Daniel P. Labrador, M.D.. Chattanooga

Jay F. Lewis II, M.D. , Chattanooga

Alexander C. McLeod, M.D., Nashville

Robert W. Meadows. M.D., Knoxville

Patrick J. O'Sullivan, M.D., Memphis
Stewart N. Perlman, M.D., Nashville

Steven J. Sperring, M.D.. Nashville

June 1-5

June 2-5

June 8-9

June 9-12

June 9-13

June 9-15

June 10-13

June 16-20

June 22-27

June 24-27

June 25-27

June 25-27

June 27-30

June 27-30

July 11-16

July 22-25

July 25-28

July 27-Aug. 1

July 28-Aug. 1

July 30-Aug. 3

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS

NATIONAL

American Association on Mental Retarda-

tion—Hilton. Washington. D.C.

American College of Sports Medicine

—

Seattle

Society for Vascular Surgery—Sheraton,

Washington. D.C.

Endocrine Society—Convention Center, Las

Vegas
American Association of Neuropatholo-

gists—Marriott. Salt Lake City

American Diabetes Association—Hilton, Las

Vegas
National Association of EMS Physicians

—

Hyatt. Minneapolis

American Academy of Facial Plastic

and Reconstructive Surgery—Marriott. San

Francisco

American Sleep Disorders Association

—

Century Plaza. Los Angeles

American Congress of Rehabilitative Medi-

cine—Denver

American Association for the Study of Head-

ache—Sheraton Palace—San Francisco

Southern Association for Geriatric Medi-

cine—Naples, Fla.

American Society of Contemporary Medicine

and Surgery—Knickerbocker Hotel, Chicago

American Society of Contemporary Ophthal-

mology—Knickerbocker Hotel. Chicago

Flying Physicians Association—Doubletree,

Monterey, Cal.

American Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Soci-

ety—Grove Park Inn, Ashville, N.C.

American In-Vitro Allergy/Immunology So-

ciety—Hyatt Islandia, San Diego

International College of Surgeons—U.S. Sec-

tion—Westin, Seattle

National Medical and Dental Association

—

The Homestead. Hot Springs, Va.

American Society for Pharmacology and Ex-

perimental Therapeutics—San Francisco
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Actions of the Tennessee State

Board of Medical Examiners

February 1993

Name: Charles Y. Joe, M.D. (Joelton)

Violation: Prescribing Ionamin without applying for

written approval for clinical investigation of the drug.

Action: Reprimanded.

Name: Samuel T. Johnson, M.D. (Arlington)

Violation: Gross malpractice; unethical conduct.

Action: Per agreed order, license revoked; must un-

dergo psychological evaluation.

Name: Billy C. Nesbett, M.D. (Sparta)

Violation: Overprescribing.

Action: License placed on probation for one year;

must take continuing education courses in prescribing

narcotics, and in pain and anxiety management; may
not prescribe schedule I, II, and III drugs.

Name: David F. Roberts, M.D. (Clinton)

Violation: Gross malpractice.

Action: Per agreed order, license placed on probation

for one year; must complete a course on prescribing

practices or pharmacology.

Name: Fasih Samad, M.D. (Lebanon)

Violation: Conviction of a felony; unprofessional

conduct.

Action: License revoked.

Name: James F. Thomas, M.D. (Jonesboro, AR)
Violation: Conviction of a felony; unprofessional

conduct.

Action: License voluntarily surrendered.

RUN A SPECIAL
PRACTICE.

Today’s Air Force has special opportuni-

ties for qualified physicians and physi-

cian specialists. To pursue medical excel-

lence without the overhead of a private

practice, talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about the quality lifestyle,

quality benefits and 30 days of vacation

with pay each year that are part of a

medical career with the Air Force. Dis-

cover how special an Air Force practice

can be. Call

USAF Health Professions
Toll-Free

(800) 423-USAF

i
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Eli Lilly and Company can suit all your

needs with the most complete line of human

insulins available.

Featuring Humulin 70/30* and our latest

addition to the premixed line, Humulin 50/501

-especially useful in situations in which

a greater insulin response is desirable for

greater glycemic control.

J WCOOOZ-3515-Ol

10 ml HI-1510

per mL gQ
ittiulin /Sj

insulin f/\** suspension KW
msuhn L'insulin

suspension

insulin

Humulin®
human insulin

[recombinant DNA origin

]

Tailor-made options in

insulin therapy

WARNING: Any change of insulin should be made cautiously

and only under medical supervision.

* Humulin® 70/30 (70% human insulin isophane suspension,

30% human insulin injection [recombinant DNA origin]).

+Humulin® 50/50 (50% human insulin isophane suspension,

50% human insulin injection [recombinant DNA origin]).

ss*

Global Excellence in Diabetes Care

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

HI-7918-B-349310 © 1993, eli liliv and company
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Highlights of the TMA Board of Trustees Meeting

January 16-17, 1993

The following is a summary of the major actions taken by the Board of Trustees of the Tennessee Medical Association

at its regular first quarter meeting in Nashville, January 16-17, 1993.

THE BOARD:

TMA Legislative Staff

Finance Committee

July 1994 Board of Trustees

Meeting Site

In-State Toll-Free Phone

Number

Recommendations of the

Medicaid Task Force

Reaffirmation of 1986
Resolutions

Medicaid DUR Review Board

Nominating Committee

Appointments

Appointment of Standing and

Special Committees

TMA-SEF Board Appointments

TMF Board Appointments

IMPACT Board Appointments

Board of Medical Examiners

AMA Residency Review

Committee Appointments

Approved and confirmed the Executive Committee’s unanimous action giving the

CEO of the TMA guidance and instruction in handling a personnel matter involving

the legislative staff.

Approved and confirmed the recommendations of the Finance Committee that the

1993 budget of $2,251,650 be approved without a dues increase and that the Board

adopt a policy statement that membership of the Finance Committee be staggered so

there would be continuity from one year to the next.

Agreed that the July 1994 Board of Trustees Orientation and Quarterly Meeting be

held at the Lake Lanier Island Resort in Georgia.

Approved the installation of an in-state toll-free number at the TMA Headquarters on

a trial basis.

Accepted a written report from the TMA Medicaid Task Force that was submitted to

the Governor outlining the Association's position regarding Medicaid reform.

Approved the introduction of three resolutions that were adopted by the 1986 House

of Delegates to continue them as policy. (1) Diagnosis Related Group (DRG)
Urban/Rural Designation; (2) Medicaid Uniform Reimbursement System; (3) Support

of Tort Reform Proposals.

Confirmed the nomination of Dr. Douglas Leahy, Knoxville, to the State Medicaid

Drug Utilization Review Board.

Appointed the following members of the 1993 Nominating Committee: East Tennes-

see—Drs. Nat E. Hyder Jr., Johnson City; Robert N. Montgomery, Knoxville; Sam J.

Williams III, Chattanooga. Middle Tennessee—Drs. Will G. Quarles Jr., Livingston;

Olin Williams, Murfreesboro; William B. Harwell Jr., Nashville. West Tennessee—
Drs. James Tyler Swindle, Jackson; J. Chris Fleming, Memphis; J. Howard Ragsdale,

Union City.

Appointed standing and special committees for 1993-94 (to be listed in the July issue

of the Journal).

Reappointed Drs. Billy J. Allen, Ooltewah, and Allen Boyd Jr., Memphis, to serve

three-year terms on the Board of Directors of the TMA Student Education Fund.

Reappointed Drs. Charles Ed Allen, Johnson City, and Howard L. Salyer, Nashville,

and appointed Dr. Hamel B. Eason, Memphis, to serve three-year terms on the Board

of Directors of the Tennessee Medical Foundation.

Reappointed Dr. David K. Garriott, Kingsport (Dist. 1), and appointed Drs. Fred

Ralston, Fayetteville (Dist. 4), and Richard M. Pearson, Memphis (Dist. 9), to the

IMPACT Board of Directors. Reconfirmed the following members to the IMPACT
Board: Drs. Robert N. Montgomery, Knoxville (Dist. 2); David R. Bames, Chatta-

nooga (Dist. 3); Will G. Quarles, Livingston (Dist. 6); Charles W. White, Lexington

(Dist. 7); Michael A. McAdoo, Milan (Dist. 8). Deferred action to reconfirm Dr.

Ralph Wesley, Nashville (Dist. 5), until the April 14 meeting of the Board of Trustees

when Dr. Wesley could be present.

Agreed to submit the following nominations in order of preference to the state for

consideration of appointment to the Board of Medical Examiners: Drs. Hamel B.

Eason, Memphis; Howard L. Salyer, Nashville; Virgil H. Crowder, Lawrenceburg.

Agreed to submit to the AMA the name of Dr. William Rodney, Memphis, for con-

sideration of appointment to the Family Practice Residency Review Committee.
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Committee on Legislation

Committee on Communications

and Public Service

Membership Committee

Impaired Physician Program

IMPACT Report

AMA Delegation

Distinguished Service Awards

Community Service Awards

Resignation of Chief Medical

Officer

ADAPT of Tennessee

Bicycle Helmet Law

Corporate Legal Counsel

Corporate Auditor

Adopted the report from the AMA Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs concerning

self-referral to use as an appropriate model for background for the Legislative Com-
mittee in their work. Reaffirmed TMA policy of opposition to physicians being in-

volved in the corporate practice of medicine. Accepted and endorsed a report on

proposed legislation that would expand the Board of Medical Examiners to nine

members. This proposed legislation would also include consumers on the Board of

Medical Examiners.

Approved the continuation of the CARE Program and recommended that a resolution

be presented to the House of Delegates calling for its continuation. Approved a rec-

ommendation that TMA host a health care reform symposium to be held Saturday,

April 17, 1993 in Knoxville at the TMA Annual Meeting.

Requested that the Membership Committee redraft a membership survey that would

be sent to both TMA members and nonmembers.

Approved a resolution asking for additional dues of $15 to be specifically designated

to fund the position of an assistant medical director for the TMF Impaired Physician

Program.

Requested TMA corporate counsel to give clarification and elaboration of election

laws affecting the interrelationship between the TMA Board of Trustees and the

IMPACT Board of Directors.

Received a report from the Tennessee delegation to the AMA House of Delegates

outlining the loss of a delegate and alternate delegate due to declining AMA member-
ship w'ithin the TMA.

Selected TMA Distinguished Service Award Recipients for 1993: Drs. Ronald S.

Coleman, Cleveland: John K. Duckworth. Nesbit, Miss.; and Charles T. Womack,
Cookeville.

Selected TMA Community Service Award recipients for 1993: Memphis Health Care

News and Mr. James A. Haslam II, Knoxville.

Received a report announcing the resignation of Dr. Richard Light as Tennessee’s

chief medical officer. Appointed a search committee to make recommendations to the

Commissioner of Health to fill this position.

Heard a report that the organization “ADAPT of Tennessee” held a small protest at

the TMA Headquarters, concerning the underfunding of Medicaid for the disabled.

Received a letter from the TMA Auxiliary requesting TMA support for passage of a

statewide bicycle helmet law.

Accepted the resignation of Mr. Charles L. Cornelius Jr., TMA corporate counsel, due

to his announced retirement. Appointed Mr. David L. Steed as TMA corporate legal

counsel from the law firm of Cornelius and Collins.

Appointed Mr. Bob Bellenfant, from the firm of Bellenfant and Miles PC. as the

TMA corporate auditor for 1993. f~ ^

American

f
Lung Association

of Tennessee

1993

Golf Privilege Card

Play over 65 rounds of golf with

Free Greens Fees! on some of

Tennessee's finest golf courses.

H "The Lung Card

"

$25.00 each Buy 3 and get the 4th card free!

Call 1-800-432-LUNG

j

MOVING? Send Us Your Address

;
Please notify us six weeks in advance.

! Old Address

;

Name

;
Address

! City/State/Zip

1 New Address

;

Address

;
City/State/Zip

Effective Date of New Address

! Send to: TMA, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909

L J
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GROUP PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE

Why are we paying
for someone else ’s

• Finally. Here is a program specifically designed to reward group practices that have

favorable loss records.

• Earn significant savings for your group.

• Consider the experts who bring you this program:

— MGMA — the nation ’s largest professional organization for medical group
managers.

— The Medical Protective Company, the nation 's oldest provider ofprofessional
liability insurance— ratedA + (Superior) by A.M. Best.

— MGIS— one of the nation's leading distributors of insurance programs
and packages

.

• Excellence deserves to be rewarded. Call today and discover the benefits your group
can obtain.

^Professional i'Protection Exclusively since !83B

William C. Starkey, CIC

(615)377-0704
General Agent (800)280-1205

5115 Maryland Way, Suite 320
Brentwood, TN 37027



AN ARMY SCHOLARSHIP COULD
HELP YOU THROUGH MEDICAL SCHOOL

The U.S. Army Health Professions

Scholarship Program offers a unique

opportunity for financial support to med-

ical or osteopathy students. Financial

support includes tuition, books, and

other expenses required in a particular

course.

For information concerning eligibil-

ity, pay, sendee obligation and application

procedure, contact the Army Medical

Department Personnel Counselor:

Call Collect (901)725-5852

ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

THE ARMY RESERVE OFFERS UNIQUEAND
REWARDING EXPERIENCES.

As a medical officer in the Army Reserve you will be offered

a variety of challenges and rewards. You will also have a unique

array of advantages that will add a new dimension to your

civilian career, such as:

• special training programs
• advanced casualty care

• advanced trauma life support

• flight medicine

• continuing medical education programs and conferences

• physician networking

• attractive retirement benefits

• change of pace

It could be to your advantage to find out how well the Army
Reserve will treat you for a small amount of your time. An Army
Reserve Medical Counselor can tell you more, call:

Collect (901) 388-9876

ARMY RESERVE MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
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MIA continuing medical
BIBM education opportunity/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME ) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA’ s joint sponsorship ofCME activities. As an accredited

sponsor, TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician’ s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education, Tennessee

Medical Association, PO Box 120909, Nashville. TN 37212-0909.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (613) 322-4030.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day
to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician’s re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician’s Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP, and Continuing Education Units from
Meharry Medical College. Application: For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses, Ph.D., Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville,

TN 37208, Tel. (615) 327-6235.

IN TENNESSEE
—

—

———— — UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER Continuing Education Schedule

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician's practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff, access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

June 13-18

June 15-19

June 15-19

July 12-16

Aug. 6-7

Oct. 21-23

Dec. 2-4

Dec. 10-11

12th International Congress of Nephrology

—

Jerusalem, Israel

10th Annual Family Medicine/Primary Care

Update

Contemporary Medical Imaging X—Destin,

Fla.

Contemporary Clinical Neurology XVI—Hil-

ton Head, S.C.

Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-
shop 1993

Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

19th Annual High Risk Obstetrical Seminar

Memphis

July 31-Aug. 7 Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics and Gyne-
cology—Destin. Fla.

Sept. 8-10 25th Memphis Conference on the Mother,

Fetus, and Newborn

Knoxville

June 8-9 Pediatric Advanced Life Support Provider’s

Course—Gatlinburg

June 10-12 38th Great Smoky Mountains Pediatric Sem-
inar—Gatlinburg

June 24-26 8th Annual Infectious Diseases Conference

—

Nashville

June 30-July 2 99th Upper Cumberland Medical Society

Meeting—Fall Creek Falls, Pikeville

Sept. 13-15 15th Annual Obstetric Office Ultrasound

Workshop
Nov. 1-3 13th Annual Smoky Mountains Seminar in

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Nov. 11-12 Perinatal Update ’93—Gatlinburg

Nov. 18-19 10th Annual Alzheimer’s Disease Sympo-
sium—Gatlinburg

Chattanooga

June 17-19 Obstetrics and Gynecology Summer Seminar

June 23-26 Family Medicine Review

Sept. 9-10 Cardiology for the Primary Care Physician

Sept. 30-Oct. 1 Care of the Aging Patient

Oct. 21-22 Trauma Management
Dec. 3-4 Medicine Update

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan, Office of

CME, University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,

TN 38163, Tel. (901) 528-5547.
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AMERICAN COLLEGE OF CARDIOLOGY

July 15-17 First Annual Mid-South Symposium on Car-

diovascular Disease—St. Thomas Hospital,

Nashville.

For information contact Registration Secretary, Extramural

Programs Dept., American College of Cardiology, 9111 Old
Georgetown Road. Bethesda. MD 20814, Tel. (800) 257-4739.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

MRI EDUCATION FOUNDATION, INC.

Sept. 19-24 Intense Total Body, Ortho, Neuro MRI Re-

view—Cincinnati

Oct. 28-31 Intense Orthopedic & Sports Medicine MRI
Weekend Review—Cincinnati

Nov. 24-26 MRI Orthopedic Workshop—Chicago

For information contact Tom O’Connor, Director, MRI Ed-

ucation Foundation, Inc., 2600 Euclid Ave., Cincinnati, OH
45219, Tel. (800) 282-3404.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS

Quality Engineering/GoodManufacturing

Practices for Blood Banks

June 15-17 Dallas

July 27-29 Atlanta

Aug. 24-26 Los Angeles

For information contact the AABB Education Department

at (301) 215-6482.

You 11 love working with our

locum tenens physicians and
allied health care professionals.

WE GUARANTEE IT.

CompHealth has thoroughly credentialed

physicians and allied health care

providers from more than 40 fields of

specialization available to provide locum
tenens, or temporary, staffing assistance

when and where you need it.

Plus, we have the standards and
experience to guarantee your satisfaction

each time we place a member of our

medical staff in your practice or facility.

It’s the closest thing you 11 find to a risk-

free way to cover for absent staff

members, “try out ” a potential new
recruit, or take care ofyour patients while

you search for a new full-time associate.

Call us today to arrange for quality locum
tenens coverage, or to discuss your
permanent recruiting needs.

c CompHeallh
Comprehensive Health Care Staffing

l-80(M53-3030
Salt Lake City Atlanta Grand Rapids, Mich.

Unpaid Receivables Can MakeYu Sick

ThisWill MakeYou
Feel Better.

The longer you wait to collect, the less your receivables are

worth. I.C. System handles more health care debts than any

other collection agency in the country and offers:

• Competitive rates and local representation

• Expert collection practices sensitive to health care issues

• Listing of unpaid debts with national credit reporting

agencies

• Endorsements from over 1,000 business and professional

associations and societies

When it comes to unpaid receivables,

I.C. System makes speedy recoveries.

Call us today.

1-800-325-6884

Endorsed by Tennessee Medical Association

JThe System Works ’
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Opportunity Hotline

Taking the Search out of Physician Search

Direct, confidential referral to

Family Practice and OB/GYN
practice opportunities NATIONWIDE .

Call us toll free and within a

few weeks you will be contacted

directly by hospitals, clinics,

or doctors groups who know your

practice and geographic preferences

and are interested in YOU.

It’s that simple and no recruiters

are involved with this service.

800-264-4456

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs
from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, Route 8, Box 35, Rogersville, TN 37857.

Phone: (615) 272-9163. (EOE)

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS NEEDED

Opportunities in Emergency Medicine are available

throughout Tennessee with a physician-owned and

managed emergency group. Full-time and part-time

positions are available in settings ranging from

small community hospitals to large metropolitan

trauma centers. We provide competitive hourly

rates, paid malpractice insurance, relocation

expenses and flexible scheduling. For more

information and.a confidential inquiry, contact

Randal Dabbs, M.D., F.A.C.E.P., F.A.A.F.P., at

800/342-2898 or write to —__ ———-

—

inn r1

n I
Southeastern

P.O. Box 30698, Emergency

Knoxville, TN 37930 U Physicians

PRACTICE FOR SALE

Suburban Nashville

GENERAL/VASCULAR SURGERY. Will consider sell-

ing assets separately, including computer system,

exam room equipment, copier, autoclave, electrocau-

tery, and medical/office supplies.

Call Michael at (615) 383-8246 or (615) 883-8501.

PHYSICIANS WANTED
—Overseas

—

WANTED—2 physicians (female Ob/Gyn and male or

female cardiologist) to join a private American/British

medical practice in safe and beautiful Dubai, United

Arab Emirates. Base salary and incentive pay with lib-

eral U.S. tax break.

Send resume as soon as possible to Dr. Roger Akel,

PO Box 40632, Nashville, TN 37204-0632.

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

MIDDLE TENNESSEE—Immediate full-time and part-

time positions available in small but growing commu-
nity of Lewisburg, Tennessee, approximately 45 min-

utes to 1 hour south of Nashville. State-of-the-art

emergency department with excellent emergency-

trained nurses (all critical care and ACLS certified) and

good medical staff backup. We prefer primary care

physicians with emergency department experience

and/or Board eligible or certified status—must have

ACLS certification. Low volume with excellent compen-

sation and medical malpractice paid. Flexible hours,

no overhead, excellent opportunity for quality physi-

cians. Both short-term and long-term positions avail-

able NOW.

Contact:

Jerry Lee Surber, M.D., Director

BESTCARE MEDICAL GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 699

Antioch, Tennessee 37011

Phone (615) 834-1602

Send CV and copies of Tennessee medical license,

DEA certificate, and current ACLS card.
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The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking

practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office. PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

PEDIATRICIAN—age 33, graduate of University of Tel Aviv, Sackler

Faculty of Medicine (Israel) in 1991—seeks a group or institutional

staff practice in a suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board

eligible. Available July 1993. LW-2173

INTERNIST—age 40, graduate of East Tennessee State University

Quillen College of Medicine in 1989—seeks a solo or group practice

in East or West Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2174

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 41, graduate of Ameri-

can University of the Caribbean in 1983—seeks an academic, re-

search, or public health position, preferably in Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2177

PHYSICIANS WANTED

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in White House in Middle Ten-

nessee to join a solo practice. Must be either board certified or board

eligible. Needed now. PW-1167

FAMILY PRACTITIONER and INTERNIST—needed in Goodlettsvile

in Middle Tennessee to join solo and group practices. Must be either

board certified or board eligible. Needed June 1993. PW-1168

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—needed in Cleveland in East

Tennessee to join a group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed
July 1993. PW-1169

INTERNIST—age 44, graduate of Maulana Azad Medical College

(India) in 1972—seeks a practice in any location in Tennessee. Board

certified—hematology. Available now. LW-2184

PEDIATRICIAN, INTERNIST or FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed
in Arlington (Memphis area) in West Tennessee to join an institutional

staff practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1170

PLASTIC SURGEON—age 34, graduate of University of Alabama GENERAL PRACTITIONER or INTERNIST—needed in Chattanooga
School of Medicine in 1986-seeks a solo or group practice in a

t0 join a solo practice . Must be board eligible . Needed now.
suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board certified. Avail- pW 1171
able July 1993. LW-2187

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 30, graduate of University of Virginia

School of Medicine in 1989—seeks a group practice in a suburban or

large city location in East Tennessee. Currently finishing residency in

anesthesiology. Available July 1993. LW-2188

OPHTHALMOLOGIST, CARDIOLOGIST and NEUROSURGEON—
needed in Jackson in West Tennessee to join group practices. Must
be board certified. Needed in 1994. PW-1172

£

INTERNIST—age 29, graduate of University of Missouri School of

Medicine in 1988—seeks a part-time practice opportunity in West
Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2190

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Smithville in Middle Tennessee
to join a group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now.

PW-1173

INDUSTRIAL/OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 44,

graduate of University of Virginia School of Medicine in 1974—seeks

a solo or urgent care clinic practice in Tennessee. Board certified

—

emergency medicine. Available now. LW-2191

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 31, graduate of Univer-

sity of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1990—seeks a practice in

East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2192

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 58, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1960—seeks an institutional staff practice in Middle Ten-

nessee. Board eligible. Available now.
>

LW-2193

PATHOLOGIST—age 31, graduate of University of Mississippi

School of Medicine in 1988—seeks a group or institutional staff prac-

tice in any location in Tennessee. Board eligible July 1993. Available

July 1993. LW-2194

PEDIATRICIAN—needed in Athens in East Tennessee to join a

group practice in a semi-rural location. Must be either board certified

or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1174

OB/GYN—needed in Athens in East Tennessee to join a group prac-

tice in a semi-rural area. Must be either board certified or board eligi-

ble. Needed now. PW-1175

FAMILY PRACTITIONER/INTERNIST—needed in Erin in Middle

Tennessee to join a group or solo practice. Must be either board

certified or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1 176

INTERNIST—needed in Murfreesboro in Middle Tennessee to join a

multispecialty group practice. Must be either board certified or board

eligible. Needed now. PW-1 177
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CHANGE THE PACE
OF YOUR PRACTICE

Looking for a change of pace? Rx - the Naval Reserve requires only a few hours a month at

your convenience, plus two weeks of specialized duty each year.

Combine three careers into one - civilian physician, Navy physician, and Naval Reserve officer.

Experience a variety of duties. Exciting assignments. Excellent benefits.

You’ll enjoy the status and prestige of being a Naval Reserve officer while working in a practice

that will help you keep up with the medical technology of tomorrow.

Call today: 1 -800-443-6419

NAVAL RESERVE
You and The Naval Reserve. Full speed ahead.

"Despite what you may have heard about the military getting smaller, the Naval Reserve still has many jobs for healthcare
professionals."
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Manuscript Preparation— Manuscripts should be submitted in duplicate to the

Editor, John B. Thomison, M.D., 230 25th Ave. North, Nashville, TN 37203. A cover

letter should identify one author as correspondent and should include his complete

address and phone., Manuscripts, as well as legends, tables, and references, must

be typewritten, doub’le-spaced on 8-1/2 x 11 in. heavy-duty white bond paper. Allow

wide margins on each page to facilitate editing. Pages should be numbered and

clipped together but not bound

Responsibility—The author is responsible for all statements made in his work.

Although rejected manuscripts are generally returned to the author, The Journal is

not responsible for loss. Accepted manuscripts become the permanent property of

The Journal.

Copyright—Authors submitting manuscripts or other material for publication, as

a condition of acceptance, shall execute a conveyance transferring copyright

ownership of such material to The Journal. No contribution will be published unless

such a conveyance is made.

References— References should be limited to 20 for maior communications and

to fewer than 10 for case reports. All references must be cited in the text in

numerically consecutive order, not alphabetically. Personal communications and

unpublished data should be included only within the text. The following data should

be typed on a separate sheet at the end of the paper: names of all authors,

complete title of article cited, name of journal abbreviated according to Index

Medicus, volume number, first and last pages, and year of publication. Example:

Carroll RE, Berman AT: Glomus tumous of the hand. 1 Bone Joint Surg 54:691-703,

1972.

Illustrated Material— Illustrations (preferably 5 x 7 in. glossy photographs) should

be identified on the back with the author's name, the figure number, and the word

“top," and must be accompanied by descriptive legends typed on a separate sheet.

Tables should be typed on a separate sheet, numbered with Arabic numerals, and

have adequately descriptive titles. Each illustration and table must be cited in

numerically consecutive order in the text. The Editor will determine the number of

illustrations and tables to be used. Illustrations will not be returned unless

specifically requested Materials taken from other sources must be accompanied

by a written statement from both the author and publisher giving The Journal

permission to reproduce them. Photos of identifiable patients should be accom-

panied by a signed release.

Reprints—Order blanks with a table covering costs will be sent to the correspon-

dent author before publication.
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Than The Times
In the midst of these uncertain times and

the changing face of the health care

system, State Volunteer Mutual Insurance

Company is remaining the same -

providing your best option for medical

malpractice insurance.

State Volunteer Mutual Insurance Company

For more information,

contact Randy Meador or John Gilbert

P.O. Box 1065, Brentwood, TN 37204-1065;

1 -(800) 342-2239 or (615) 377-1999

• Physician-owned and operated

• An A+ (Superior) rating by the

A.M. Best Company

• One of the top ten largest malpractice

insurance companies, ranked by

number of policyholders

• Dividends totaling $78.5 million, paid

annually for 12 consecutive years

• Loss prevention seminars with 10

percent discount

• Free "Tail" coverage for death,

disability and retirement with

no restrictions

• Prior Acts coverage

• $25,000 legal defense coverage

against investigations of:

- Medicare/Medicaid abuse

- COBRA violations

- PRO violations at the

(J
Physician Insurers Association of America

sanction level
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Abstract of the Proceedings of the House of Delegates

Of the Tennessee Medical Association

Knoxville, Tennessee—April 15-17, 1993

Call to Order

The 158th annual meeting of the Tennessee Medical Associ-

ation was conducted in Knoxville, Tennessee, April 15-17, 1993.

with headquarters in the Hyatt Regency Hotel. The House of

Delegates met initially at 10:00 AM, April 15, 1993, with George

H. Wood, M.D., Knoxville, presiding as speaker of the House

and Thurman L. Pedigo, M.D., McMinnville, as vice-speaker.

Invocation

At the opening session, John H. Burkhart, M.D.. Knoxville,

gave the invocation: “Almighty God our Father, in the loveliness

of another springtime, a renewal of dormant life through your

power to renew and revitalize all living things, we give you

thanks for our individual blessings, and for the knowledge that

you are the creator, the sustainer. the master of the universe and

all that exists within it. We come together as an organization of

those who believe that they have heard from you a call to service,

and who therefore seek to serve. We come as a somewhat beset

and disturbed profession, indignant at the unjust criticisms we

have received from pen and voice of many least qualified to

censure or denounce. But we come not to waste our precious

time in self-sympathy or recrimination. We come to plan, as we

have in so many assemblies and periods past, how best we might

carry out what we as members and supporters of an ancient yet

ever-modem serving profession believe we have been called to

do, called by a higher authority than any level of government,

industry, or interfering entity. Help us, we pray, to accomplish

that which we seek to achieve, and bless us in our efforts to find

better ways to serve you by serving those with whom you are

most concerned: the aged, the young, the ill, the deformed, the

disabled, the weak, the poor, the wealthy, all who need our devo-

tion and care. Though we, like others, are subject to laws, rules,

regulations and even harassment, in the end, our Father, we are

answerable only to you.

Report of the Committee on Credentials

Charles F. Barnett, M.D., Knoxville, chairman of the Com-

mittee on Credentials, reported there was a quorum present.

The speaker declared the House was in Session.

1992 Minutes Approved

The speaker announced that an abstract of the minutes of

the last regular session of the House of Delegates was repro-

duced in the June 1992 issue of the Journal of the Tennessee

Medical Association. It was moved and seconded that the ab-

stracted minutes of the 1992 session of the House of Delegates

be approved as published in the June 1992 issue of the Jour-

nal. The motion was adopted.

Reference Committees

The speaker announced the members of the reference com-

mittees to consider reports, resolutions, amendments, and all

matters requiring action by the House of Delegates.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS
Charles F. Barnett, M.D., Knoxvil’e, Chairman

Reuben A. Bueno, M.D., Nashville

Hugh Francis III, M.D., Memphis

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON AMENDMENTS
TO THE CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS
John H. Burkhart, M.D., Knoxville, Chairman

C. Eugene Jabbour, M.D., Memphis

Charles E. Jordan III. M.D., Cookeville

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A
William L. Moffatt, III, M.D.. Memphis, Chairman

David R. Barnes, M.D., Chattanooga

Warren F. McPherson, M.D., Murfreesboro

REFERENCE COMMITTEE B

Mary A. Duffy, M.D., Chattanooga, Chairman

Subhi D. Ali, M.D., Waverly

Robert D. Proffitt, M.D.. Maryville

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

James D. King, M.D., Selmer, Chairman

John S. Derryberry, M.D., Shelbyville

Robert M. Overholt, M.D., Knoxville

REFERENCE COMMITTEE D

William R. McKissick, M.D., Knoxville, Chairman

Joe P. Anderson, M.D., Memphis

James H. Donnell, M.D., Jackson
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COMMITTEE TO ELECT THE OUTSTANDING
PHYSICIAN OF THE YEAR
William O. Miller, M.D., Knoxville, Chairman

Hamel B. Eason, M.D., Memphis

Howard L. Salyer, M.D., Nashville

Nominating Committees

As required in the Bylaws, the Board of Trustees appointed

a Nominating Committee with representatives from each of the

three grand divisions of the state. The speaker announced the

committee members.

EAST TENNESSEE
Nat E. Hyder Jr., M.D.. Johnson. City, Chairman

Robert N. Montgomery, M.D.. Knoxville

Sam J. Williams III, M.D., Chattanooga

MIDDLE TENNESSEE
Will G. Quarles Jr., M.D., Livingston

Olin Williams, M.D., Murfreesboro

William B. Harwell Jr., M.D., Nashville

WEST TENNESSEE
James Tyler Swindle, M.D., Jackson

J. Chris Fleming, M.D., Memphis

J. Howard Ragsdale, M.D., Union City

ELECTION BY

HOUSE OF DELEGATES

April 17, 1993

The preliminary report of the Nominating Committee was

presented in the first session of the House of Delegates on

Thursday, April 15, 1993. The final report of the Nominating

Committee was presented on Saturday, April 17, 1993 at the

closing session of the House. Nominees submitted by the com-

mittee were voted upon individually, and in each instance the

speaker called for additional nominations from the floor. The

following were elected.

Newly elected President-Elect

Virgil H. Crowder Jr., M.D., Lawrenceburg

President-Elect—Virgil H. Crowder Jr., M.D., Lawrenceburg

Speaker—Thurman L. Pedigo, M.D., McMinnville

Vice-Speaker—Robert D. Kirkpatrick, M.D., Memphis
Vice-President (East Tennessee)

David R. Barnes, M.D., Chattanooga

Vice-President (Middle Tennessee

)

Warren F. McPherson, M.D., Murfreesboro

Vice-President (West Tennessee)

Robert E. Clendenin Jr., M.D., Union City

AMA Delegate (Middle Tennessee)

John S. Derryberry, M.D., Shelbyville

(January 1, 1994-December 31, 1995)

AMA Alternate Delegate (Middle Tennessee)

Thurman L. Pedigo, M.D., McMinnville

(January 1, 1994-December 31, 1995)

AMA Delegate (Middle Tennessee)

John B. Thomison, M.D., Nashville

(January 1, 1994-December 31, 1995)

AMA Alternate Delegate (Middle Tennessee)

Clarence R. Sanders, M.D., Gallatin

(January 1, 1994-December 31, 1995)

AMA Delegate (West Tennessee)

Allen S. Edmonson, M.D., Memphis

(January 1, 1994-December 31, 1995)

AMA Alternate Delegate (West Tennessee)

Hugh Francis Jr., M.D., Memphis

(January 1, 1994-December 31, 1995)

AMA Delegate (East Tennessee)

George A. Zirkle Jr., M.D., Knoxville

(January 1, 1993-December 31, 1994)—for the term of

Dr. William O. Miller who resigned

AMA Alternate Delegate (East Tennessee)

Robert E. Bowers, M.D.. Chattanooga

(January 1, 1993-December 31, 1994)—for the term of

Dr. James R. Royal who resigned

AMA Alternate Delegate (State-at-Large)

Francis W. Gluck Jr., M.D., Nashville

(January 1, 1993-December 31, 1994)—filling

unexpired term of Dr. Robert E. Bowers

AMA Young Physician Section Delegate

Robert W. Herring, M.D., Brentwood

(April 17, 1993-April 16, 1994)

AMA Young Physician Section Delegate

Lee R. Morisy, M.D., Memphis

(April 17, 1993-April 16, 1994)

AMA Young Physician Section Alternate Delegate

Raoul Concepcion, M.D., Nashville

(April 17, 1993-April 16, 1994)

TRUSTEES

East Tennessee:

David K. Garriott, M.D., Kingsport (1997)

Middle Tennessee:

Charles T. Womack III, M.D., Cookeville (1996)

West Tennessee:

Michael A. McAdoo, M.D., Milan (1997)

Phillip E. Wright II, M.D., Memphis (1996)

COUNCILORS
Second District—John E. DePersio, M.D., Knoxville (1995)

Fourth District—A. Austin Jones, M.D., Livingston (1995)

Sixth District—H. Victor Braren, M.D., Nashville (1995)
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Eighth District—James D. King, M.D., Selmer (1995)

Tenth District—Patrick J. Murphy, M.D., Memphis (1995)

THE ABOVE WERE ELECTED BY THE
HOUSE OF DELEGATES

AMENDMENTS TO THE

CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS

The speaker reported that there was one amendment to the

Constitution lying on the table, one new amendment to the

Constitution and one new amendment to the Bylaws to be con-

sidered at this session by the House.

The proposed amendments to the Constitution and Bylaws

are shown below, with proposed new language shown in bold-

face type and material to be deleted shown in italics and en-

closed in brackets.

AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION

LYING ON THE TABLE

CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT NO. 1-92

Board of Trustees Elections

Whereas, The House of Delegates unanimously adopted

Resolution No. 25-91 in an effort to establish a more equitable

turnover on the Board of Trustees; and

Whereas, The Tennessee Medical Association Constitution

only allows for three-year terms for Board members, and Res-

olution No. 25-91 contradicts the Constitution: and

Whereas, The House of Delegates desires to correct the in-

equitable situation as soon as possible, however, the Constitu-

tion, in order to be changed, requires a one-year layover pe-

riod. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED, That Article VIII. Section 2, Paragraph 3 of

the Constitution be amended as follows:

The elected trustees shall serve for a period of three years

and no trustee shall be eligible immediately to succeed himself,

except that this provision shall not apply to a trustee who by

virtue of election or appointment has served any portion of

another’s unexpired term. However, if it be deemed
necessary due to extraordinary circumstances, the House

of Delegates may elect trustees for terms other than

three years. . .

.

ACTION: ADOPTED

AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION

CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT NO. 1-93

Amendment By Substitution of Constitution and Bylaws

of the Tennessee Medical Association

Whereas, Resolution No. 25-92, entitled Revision of Con-

stitution and Bylaws, called upon the Committee on Constitu-

tion and Bylaws to redraft the Tennessee Medical Association

(TMA) Constitution and Bylaws for submission to the 1993

House of Delegates; and

Whereas, The lone resolve of Resolution No. 25-92 stated

that the committee should incorporate most of the provisions

of the Constitution relating to TMA’s organizational structure

into the Bylaws so that the Constitution then would only

briefly set forth TMA’s organizational framework; and

Whereas, The committee worked diligently for the last sev-

eral months on this project, producing a modernized document

that reflects current TMA corporate, board, and committee ac-

tivity, along with the removal of otherwise redundant and out-

dated constitution and bylaw provisions; and

Whereas, This new document, which follows this amend-

ment, shall lie over one year before it is subject to the approval

of the TMA House of Delegates at the 1994 Annual Meeting,

and minor editorial changes should be incorporated into the

constitution and bylaw documents for approval by the 1994

House of Delegates. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED. That the draft constitution and bylaw docu-

ments issued by the Committee on Constitution and Bylaws,

which are set to lie over for one year until the 1994 House of

Delegates, amend by substitution the current Constitution and

Bylaws of the Tennessee Medical Association, including any

minor editorial changes which the 1994 House of Delegates

may deem appropriate for incorporation into the final set of

documents.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON AMENDMENTS TO THE
CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS

—

recommended adoption

of Constitution Amendment No. 1-93 as amended.

ACTION: Lying on the table to be acted upon during the

House of Delegates session at the 1994 annual meeting.

(The proposed revised Constitution and Bylaws will be

published in a subsequent issue of the Journal.)

AMENDMENTS TO THE BYLAWS

BYLAW AMENDMENT NO. 1-93

Expansion of Membership on TMA Committee on

Scientific Affairs

Whereas. Under Tennessee Medical Association (TMA)
Bylaw Chapter VII, Section 9, the Committee on Scientific

Affairs is charged with the duty of planning and providing the

scientific program for each meeting of the TMA. along with

assisting the TMA Journal Editor with preparing the scientific

portion of each issue; and

Whereas. Currently, the committee also administers TMA’s
program of sponsorship of continuing medical education

(CME) activities under accreditation bestowed upon TMA by

the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education

(ACCME); and

Whereas, The ACCME has substantially stepped up its

monitoring and enforcement of accreditation standards and

guidelines, coincidental to the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration’s increased scrutiny of industry supported sci-

entific and educational activities; and

Whereas, TMA’s continued compliance with national CME
accreditation standards and guidelines now requires greater

volunteer physician involvement and oversight; and

Whereas, Since the Bylaws limit the committee’s member-

ship to six physicians including the TMA Journal Editor, the

committee needs an increase in membership to accomplish its

traditional tasks, along with its CME oversight. Now, therefore

be it
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RESOLVED

,

That Bylaw Chapter VII, Section 9 be

amended by deletion and insertion as follows:

The Committee on Scientific Affairs shall be composed of

[five members.] an adequate number of members as deter-

mined by the Board of Trustees....

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON AMENDMENTS TO THE
CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS

—

recommended adoption

of Bylaw Amendment No. 1-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTIONS

The reference committees have the option of recommend-

ing a resolution for adoption or rejection, for adoption as

amended or substituted, for referral, or for no action. The res-

olutions that follow are in the form in which they were

adopted, not adopted, or referred by the House of Delegates.

Resolutions No. 28-93 and No. 33-93 were withdrawn.

RESOLUTION NO. 1-93

Reaffirmation of Resolution No. 5-86

(Diagnosis Related Group [DRG] Urban/Rural Designation)

By: John W. Lamb, M.D., Chairman

TMA Board of Trustees

Whereas, Resolution No. 5-86 adopted by the Tennessee

Medical Association (TMA) House of Delegates called for the

TMA to seek change in arbitrary Diagnosis Related Group

(DRG) urban/rural distribution; and

Whereas, The current reimbursement system of the Health

Care Financing Administration for DRG continues to be ineq-

uitable; and

Whereas, It is believed that the level of care to the patient

rather than an arbitrary location should be taken into account

when seeking equitable payment under the DRG system. Now,

therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association call

upon Tennessee’s congressional delegation to seek changes in

the current laws and regulations to eliminate arbitrary

urban/rural Diagnosis Related Group distinction; and be it

further

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association call

upon Tennessee’s congressional delegation to seek equitable

payment for all hospitals under the Diagnosis Related Group

disbursement system and more equitable guidelines be worked

out taking into account the level of care to the patient rather

than an arbitrary location of care; and be it further

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association call

upon the Tennessee General Assembly for a resolution of

moral support condemning inequitable reimbursement between

urban and rural providers; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 1-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 2-93

Reaffirmation of Resolution No. 6-86

(Medicaid Uniform Reimbursement System)

By: John W. Lamb, M.D., Chairman

TMA Board of Trustees

Whereas, Resolution No. 6-86 adopted by the Tennessee

Medical Association House of Delegates called for the Tennes-

see Medical Association to work with the state Medicaid Pro-

gram to develop a statewide uniform reimbursement system for

Medicaid patients; and

Whereas, A statewide system for reimbursement for Med-
icaid has not been developed and continues to be a need for

physicians and patients. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association con-

tinue to discuss with appropriate officials of the state of Ten-

nessee the development of a statewide uniform reimbursement

system for Medicaid patients only, such a plan to include

agreeable annual enhancement provisions; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A

—

recommended adoption of
Resolution No. 2-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 3-93

Reaffirmation of Resolution No. 15-86

(Health Insurance Claims Administration)

By: John W. Lamb, M.D., Chairman

TMA Board of Trustees

Whereas, Resolution No. 15-86 titled “Health Insurance”

will sunset at this annual meeting unless reaffirmed by this

House of Delegates; and

Whereas, This resolution’s subject matter, namely the harm

health insurance companies caused to patients by ever-increas-

ing and excessive paperwork demands, bureaucratic ineffi-

ciency, slow and inequitable claims processing, and a lack of

industry-wide uniformity in the administration of health care

benefits, is still relevant today; and

Whereas, Physicians in Tennessee traditionally have been

both committed to cost-efficient, quality medicine and to pro-

viding insurance filing and claims processing assistance as a

service to patients; and

Whereas, It is important that Tennessee physicians continue

to advocate on behalf of their patients for more uniform and

less burdensome insurance filing, precertification, and claims’

processing requirements within the health insurance industry.

Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Association

Board of Trustees develop and support legislative efforts to

preclude health insurance carriers from delaying patient treat-

ment because of unnecessary, redundant, or inefficient and

nonuniform certification and claims’ processing requirements;

and be it further

RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the

Tennessee Commissioner of Commerce and Insurance, and to

health insurance carriers licensed to issue health policies in

Tennessee, and that it be presented to the American Medical

Association; and be it further
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RESOLVED

.

That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 3-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 4-93

Reaffirmation of Resolution No. 21-86

(Support of Tort Reform Proposals)

By: John W. Lamb, M.D., Chairman

TMA Board of Trustees

Whereas, Resolution No. 21-86 titled “Support of Tort Re-

form Proposals” will sunset at this annual meeting unless reaf-

firmed by this House of Delegates; and

Whereas, Since this resolution's passage, the American

Medical Association (AMA) has vigorously pursued the pas-

sage of state and federal legislation to create responsible tort

reform; and

Whereas, At this time, neither Congress nor the Tennessee

General Assembly has yet enacted any type of tort reform leg-

islation whatsoever; and

Whereas, The resolution’s policy, which called for Tennes-

see Medical Association (TMA) members to write their con-

gressional representatives and urge their support of then cur-

rent tort reform proposals, is still critically important to the

future of successful national health care reform; and

Whereas, It is the opinion of the Board of Trustees that the

TMA should continue to support tort reform legislation both in

Tennessee and through the AMA’s congressional lobbying ef-

forts. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association reaf-

firm Resolution No. 21-86 and continue supporting responsible

legislative tort reform proposals both on a state and national

basis; and be it further

RESOLVED. That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A—recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 4-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 5-93

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS)

Designated Hospitals

By: Charles W. White, M.D., Delegate

Consolidated Medical Assembly of West Tennessee

Whereas, The number of patients with Acquired Immuno-

deficiency Syndrome is increasing at a geometric rate; and

Whereas, There are limited resources available to treat

these patients; and

Whereas, The inpatient facilities available to treat these pa-

tients optimally are limited; and

Whereas, The physicians who have the expertise to treat

these patients are limited. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Association en-

courage the state of Tennessee, through its Department of

Health, to identify and designate those hospitals throughout the

state which have the technology and expertise to adequately

diagnose and treat patients with Acquired Immunodeficiency

Syndrome; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Association ask

the Tennessee Department of Health to distribute to Tennessee

physicians, a list of those hospitals that have the technology

and medical staff expertise to adequately diagnose and treat

patients with Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome; and be it

further

RESOLVED, That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

recommended nonadoption

of Resolution No. 5-93.

ACTION: NOT ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 6-93

Long-Range Planning

By: Charles W. White, M.D.. Delegate

Consolidated Medical Assembly of West Tennessee

Whereas, The Tennessee Medical Association (TMA) has

been involved in the promotion of good health across the state

of Tennessee; and

Whereas, The TMA is in a unique position to recognize

problems which may in the future jeopardize the health and

welfare of the people of the state of Tennessee; and

Whereas, Future planning by the TMA may influence plans

to alleviate any health problems which may arise in the state of

Tennessee; and

Whereas, The future of the TMA is dependent on its devel-

opment of plans for the future; and

Whereas, Anticipation of future development is vital to any

organization. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Association

(TMA) Board of Trustees be instructed to develop a task force

which will be empowered to present a long-range plan for the

TMA, and that the Board by an amendment to the Bylaws

establish a standing long-range planning committee for the

TMA; and be it further

RESOLVED. That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 6-93 as amended.

ACTION: ADOPTED AS AMENDED

RESOLUTION NO. 7-93

Tuberculosis

By: Clarence E. Goulding Jr., M.D., Delegate

Washington-Unicoi-Johnson County Medical Association

Whereas, The incidence of Tuberculosis is increasing in the

United States; and
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Whereas, The incidence of Tuberculosis in the state of Ten-

nessee continues to be higher than the national average; and

Whereas, The Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome

(AIDS) epidemic has increased morbidity and mortality due to

Tuberculosis; and

Whereas, Outbreaks of multiple drug-resistant Tuberculosis

have posed a new concern; and

Whereas, The Centers for Disease Control have recom-

mended a Tuberculosis elimination plan for the nation and en-

couraged the development of a Tuberculosis elimination proj-

ect for each state. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association sup-

port the establishment of a statewide Tuberculosis elimination

task force to work closely with the American Lung Association

of Tennessee, the Tennessee Thoracic Society, the Tennessee

Department of Health Tuberculosis Control Program, and other

nonprofit organizations, and be charged with organizing an ef-

fort to eliminate Tuberculosis in Tennessee; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE B

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 7-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 8-93

Continuation of the Community Awareness Resource and

Education (CARE) Program

By: John W. Lamb, M.D., Chairman

TMA Board of Trustees

Whereas, Today, more than ever, the public’s attention and

the media’s eye are turned to the medical profession and health

care in general for answers and comments regarding the rap-

idly changing industry; and

Whereas, In 1989, this House of Delegates adopted Resolu-

tion No. 7-89 directing the Communications and Public Ser-

vice Committee to develop and implement a comprehensive

communications and public relations plan for over a three-year

period to meet the needs of the Tennessee Medical Association

(TMA) for dealing with public opinion and media relations;

and

Whereas, The Communications and Public Service Com-
mittee has fulfilled that resolution and gone beyond to test dif-

ferent communications tools and programs to meet TMA’s
needs for reaching our different audiences in the most effective

and efficient manner; and

Whereas, TMA now has the program in place — Commu-
nity Awareness Resource and Education (CARE) — prepared

to “tell medicine’s story” and represent the interest of physi-

cians with the media and the public statewide; and

Whereas, Continuity is essential for effective communica-

tions, and communications at the level at which TMA is now

operating takes long-range planning and a consistent budget;

and

Whereas, Resolution No. 7-89 provided such consistent

funding for TMA communications activities, which funding

was extended through budget year 1993 by passage of Resolu-

tion No. 13-92; and

Whereas, The success of any communications and public

relations plan relates directly to the continuity and repetition of

the message over an extended period of time; and

Whereas, Without this resolution, the TMA would cease to

have a long-range plan and mechanism for effective communi-

cations both internally and externally. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Community Awareness Resource

and Education (CARE) Program, directed by the Communica-
tions and Public Service Committee, be continued with all

goals and objectives intact; and be it further

RESOLVED , That the amount of dues allocated in 1989

expressly for the purpose of funding of Tennessee Medical As-

sociation communications and public relations activities be

continued through the Community Awareness Resource and

Education (CARE) Program; and be it further

RESOLVED
,
That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE D

—

offered no recommendation

on Resolution No. 8-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 9-93

Health Education

By: John W. Lamb, M.D., Chairman

TMA Board of Trustees

Whereas, Unhealthy lifestyles are a major cause of illness

due to factors such as tobacco, drug and alcohol abuse, and

sexually transmitted diseases; and

Whereas, Appropriate education programs are likely to be

the most effective approach to encourage healthy lifestyles;

and

Whereas, The American Medical Association (AMA)
House of Delegates, at its meeting in Nashville in December,

1992, adopted as AMA policy a resolution introduced by the

Tennessee delegation stating, “...That the American Medical

Association serve at the national level as a participant in health

education activities, working with other organizations who
have common goals for educating the public in preventive

medicine and positive healthy lifestyles,” and “That the AMA
develop a model plan to assist each state and local society and

auxiliary to help promote the inclusion of comprehensive

health education in grades K-12 of local schools by working

with other interested organizations.” Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association serve

at the state level as a participant in health education activities,

working with other organizations who have common goals for

educating the public in preventive medicine and positive

healthy lifestyles; and be it further

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association

(TMA), using the American Medical Association model plan

for comprehensive health education in grades K-12 as a guide,

in conjunction with the TMA Auxiliary, assist each local med-

ical society and auxiliary in forming a similar educational pro-

gram to be placed in all Tennessee public schools by working

with other interested parties; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.
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REFERENCE COMMITTEE D

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 9-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 10-93

State and/or Federal Malpractice Coverage For Free

Medical Services

By: Timothy R. Oesch, M.D., Delegate

Roane-Anderson County Medical, Society

Whereas, Medical charity provided by physicians to the in-

digent has historically fostered good will and respect toward

the medical profession, as well as supplying health care in a

personalized manner to those who otherwise may not be able

to obtain such; and

Whereas, The political climate and disposition toward liti-

gation in the United States has, in effect, greatly reduced the

willingness, propensity, and indeed the rationality of physi-

cians providing free care to the indigent; and

Whereas, Taxes imposed upon the working classes of the

United States are made more burdensome by the need to re-

place professional charity in the medical field with programs

which are financed by government; and

Whereas, State medical licensing boards are capable of re-

viewing the performances of physicians, can make judgments

pertaining to complaints issued against licensed physicians,

and can discipline physicians to the degree of removing their

licenses to practice medicine; and

Whereas, Restitution to indigent patients who are truly

found to have suffered from malpractice by licensed physicians

should be less costly to government than paying for the medi-

cal care of those patients, and furthermore, the government

may be liable for malpractice by physicians employed by the

government; and

Whereas, The passage of this resolution would not obligate

any physician to treat any patient free of charge, but rather

would allow charity to be integrated under the judgment and

jurisdiction of the individual, private physician. Now, therefore

be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association peti-

tion the state legislature, and ask the American Medical Asso-

ciation to petition the Congress, to institute malpractice cover-

age and immunity from litigation for those licensed physicians

who provide patients with free health care treatment and ser-

vices; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 10-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 11-93

Health Related Boards Investigations

By: Paul D. Hartzheim, M.D., Delegate

Robertson County Medical Society

Whereas, The Tennessee Health Related Boards have the

legal responsibility to investigate any complaints against physi-

cians licensed in Tennessee; and

Whereas, These complaints may either be meritorious, or

frivolous and lacking in substantial merit; and

Whereas, Physicians in good standing may be subjected to

these investigations which often unnecessarily result in unan-

nounced visits by Board investigators who demand immediate

access to one or numerous patient files during regular office

hours; and

Whereas, Such unexpected and surprise visits to

physicians’ offices are unreasonable and may adversely affect

patient care. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue the passage of legislation or appropriate state regulations

which ensure, in all cases in which there is no immediate threat

of harm to the public’s safety or every patient under a

physician’s care, that Health Related Boards’ investigators by

scheduled appointment inform physicians that they are under

investigation; and be it further

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue the passage of legislation or appropriate state regulations

which ensure, in all cases in which there is no immediate threat

of harm to the public’s safety or to every patient under a

physician’s care, that physicians under investigation be pro-

vided a complete written account of all complaint information

available at the time a Health Related Boards’ investigator re-

quests access to patient charts; and be it further

RESOLVED
, That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue the passage of legislation or appropriate state regulations

which ensure that physicians under Health Related Boards’ in-

vestigation are entitled to a speedy hearing or resolution of all

license related complaints; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A

—

recommended nonadoption

of Resolution No. 11-93.

ACTION: NOT ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 12-93

Regulating the UCR Calculation

By: John W. Lamb, M.D., Ex-Officio Delegate

Whereas, For many years now, the health insurance indus-

try has made use of the phrase “usual, customary, and reason-

able” (UCR) to describe the reimbursement limit for patients’

health care claims under their policy contracts; and

Whereas, The health insurance industry’s use of the term

UCR, as noted in the November, 1991 issue of Consumer Re-

ports, only serves to confuse patients, since companies never

inform patients in advance of what UCR means, or what dollar

amount or percentile level of payment they will be entitled to

receive for specific health care reimbursement claims; and

Whereas, Since the UCR is never defined for either patients

or health care providers, it remains unclear what calculations

individual companies use either to approve or disapprove of

physician charges and patient claims and further, the Tennes-

see Department of Commerce and Insurance should regulate

this practice; and

Whereas, More and more frequently, health insurance com-

panies aggressively inform patients that physician charges are

unreasonably above the UCR, and further, that if the patient

will challenge the treatment charges, the company will support
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the patient in litigation against the treating physician. Now,

therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association peti-

tion the Tennessee Department of Commerce and Insurance,

and the legislature if necessary, to regulate health insurance

companies’ use of the usual, customary, and reasonable (UCR)

standard and require that they clearly define for patients and

physicians the basis for their UCR calculations which deter-

mine policy reimbursement limits for health insurance claims;

and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 12-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 13-93

Support of the AMA Guidelines on Self-Referral

By: C. Eugene Jabbour, M.D., Delegate

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society

Whereas, The American Medical Association (AMA)
House of Delegates has overwhelmingly endorsed the AMA
Council on Ethical and Judicial Council Affairs’ statement

concerning physicians’ referring their patients to entities in

which they have a financial interest; and

Whereas, Our patients also concur in this opinion; and

Whereas, It is appropriate for the House of Delegates of the

Tennessee Medical Association to take a stand on this issue.

Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association

adopt as formal policy the American Medical Association

Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs’ statement on physician

self-referral; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 13-93 as amended.

ACTION: ADOPTED AS AMENDED

RESOLUTION NO. 14-93

TMA Resident Dues

By: John B. Thomison, M.D., Chairman

Tennessee Delegation to the AMA

Whereas, Resident membership dues in the Tennessee

Medical Association (TMA) for physicians are $40 per year;

and

Whereas, Only 71 residents joined the TMA in 1991 and

78 in 1992; and

Whereas, Residents in Tennessee join the American Medi-

cal Association direct and do so in large numbers, with 501

joining in 1991 and 522 in 1992, for $45 per year; and

Whereas, It is believed that a prime reason for residents’

failure to join the TMA at this early stage of their careers is

because of the high dues; and

Whereas, Component medical society dues for residents are

very low, i.e., Memphis $2.50, Nashville $20, Chattanooga

$10; and

Whereas, Resident physicians are the future of the medical

association. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the dues for resident physicians in the

Tennessee Medical Association be $10 annually beginning in

1994; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 14-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 15-93

Design and Format of TMA Annual Meeting

By: John W. Lamb, M.D., Chairman

TMA Board of Trustees

Whereas, The number of simultaneous functions scheduled

during the Tennessee Medical Association (TMA) Annual

Meeting in recent years has had a seriously negative impact on

physician participation in individual functions; and

Whereas, Implementation of TMA Resolution No. 13-90

(TMA Annual Meeting Format Change) has significantly and

unreasonably increased scheduling problems, and has been the

direct cause of an unacceptable decrease in the total number of

hotel sleeping rooms used by attendees to the TMA Annual

Meeting; and

Whereas, The TMA Task Force on Annual Meeting De-

sign, appointed by the TMA Board of Trustees in July, 1992,

has studied the design and format of TMA’s recent annual

meetings and has received comments from representatives of

various medical specialty societies and other affected ancillary

groups; and

Whereas, The TMA Task Force on Annual Meeting Design

has made the specific recommendations contained in the re-

solves below; and

Whereas, The net effect of the implementation of TMA
Resolution No. 13-90 has been a substantial increase in sched-

uling conflicts at the annual meeting and a substantial decrease

in TMA’s negotiating potential with respect to the establish-

ment of contracts for future TMA annual meetings. Now,

therefore be it

RESOLVED , That Resolution No. 13-90 terminate immedi-

ately upon passage of this resolution; and be it further

RESOLVED , That beginning with the 1994 Tennessee

Medical Association Annual Meeting, the House of Delegates

convene its first session on Thursday afternoon, and its second

session on Sunday morning; and be it further

RESOLVED , That Tennessee Medical Association incorpo-

rate one or more plenary sessions into the annual meeting

schedule beginning in 1994, during which time no other func-

tion will be conducted; and be it further
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RESOLVED , That the Board of Trustees administer policies

and guidelines for the scheduling of function space, non-mem-

ber registration fees, meeting dates and meeting time periods;

and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE B

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 15-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 16-93

Medicare Coverage of Influenza Vaccine

By: Mary A. Duffy, M.D.. Delegate

Chattanooga-Hamilton County Medical Society

Whereas, Influenza infection is an important public health

problem in the United States, resulting in numerous deaths

each year; and

Whereas, The influenza vaccine is effective and inexpen-

sive; and

Whereas, Preventative medicine will play a major role in

• the practice of medicine in the future. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED

.

That the Tennessee Medical Association send

a copy of this resolution to all members of Tennessee’s con-

gressional delegation and strongly urge them to seek passage

of legislation to extend coverage for influenza vaccination in

the benefits offered to Medicare recipients; and be it further

RESOLVED, That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE B—

-

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 16-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 17-93

Advocacy for the Mentally III

By: William R. McKissick, M.D., Delegate

Knoxville Academy of Medicine

Whereas, There has been a progressive reduction in health

insurance benefits for the mentally ill; and

Whereas, Agencies that care for the mentally ill are facing

increased demands which frequently cannot be adequately met

in both rural and urban areas; and

Whereas, Many homeless individuals are found to have

mental disorders; and

Whereas, Since there has been a progressive reduction in

available hospital beds, including those for the chronically hos-

pitalized, available resources have further strained and it is in-

creasingly difficult to obtain treatment for the indigent men-

tally ill: and

Whereas, Advocacy for the mentally ill is limited; and

Whereas, The state of Tennessee now proposes to eliminate

at least one of the state’s mental hospitals along with making

further bed reductions. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED. That the Tennessee Medical Association ac-

tively oppose both the closing of any Tennessee operated men-

tal health hospital and further bed reductions, and support, in-

stead, an increase in health related services for all mentally ill

patients; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE B

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 17-93 as amended.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 18-93

Electrolysis By Unlicensed Personnel

By: Arnold M. Drake, M.D., Delegate

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society

Whereas, Physicians in Tennessee have a responsibility to

protect the public from untrained practitioners; and

Whereas, Current law permits physicians to train personnel

in their offices to perform clinical electrolysis; and

Whereas, Such persons trained in a physician’s office are

eligible for the state licensure examination; and

Whereas, All of Tennessee’s Health Related Boards over-

see and regulate their licensees’ scope of practice and are sup-

ported by annual license fee receipts; and

Whereas, Electrolysis performed in a physician’s office

which might be submitted for payment to a third party payor

should be scrupulously and meticulously documented in order

to ensure that it is above reproach. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED. That the Tennessee Medical Association op-

pose the performance of electrolysis by unlicensed personnel;

and be it further

RESOLVED. That the Tennessee Medical Association in-

struct its Legislative Committee to oppose state legislation

which permits the performance of electrolysis by unlicensed

personnel; and be it further

RESOLVED. That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE D

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 18-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 19-93

Funding Increase for Impaired Physician Program

By: John W. Lamb. M.D., Chairman

TMA Board of Trustees

Whereas, Since its creation by the House of Delegates

some 14 years ago, the Impaired Physician Program has helped

save the careers of over 400 impaired physicians who, follow-

ing treatment, returned successfully to practice medicine again.
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helping to maintain access to high quality health care for all

Tennessee citizens; and

Whereas, For well over a decade, the Impaired Physician

Program has operated on an annual contribution from State

Volunteer Mutual Insurance Company (SVMIC) which

SVMIC doubled last year; and

Whereas, The Tennessee Medical Association’s (TMA’s)

annual $75,000 contribution to the Program's operating budget

has remained at the same support level since 1983 based on the

$15 dues allocation provided by each TMA member; and

Whereas, Since the TMA transferred the Program and the

Impaired Physician Peer Review Committee to the Tennessee

Medical Foundation (TMF) in April, 1992, the TMF Board has

raised over $54,000 towards a $1.5 million goal which will

permanently endow the position of Assistant Medical Director;

and

Whereas, The Program has an immediate need to hire an

assistant medical director to alleviate Dr. David T. Dodd's

work load, and to provide a transition in preparation for his

eventual retirement as the Program’s Medical Director. Now,

therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association

(TMA) double the TMA’s annual contribution to the Tennes-

see Medical Foundation’s Impaired Physician Program, and

help ensure the Program’s ability to retain an assistant medical

director; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE D

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 19-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED AS AMENDED

RESOLUTION NO. 20-93

Quality of Mammography

By: C. Eugene Jabbour, M.D., Delegate

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society

Whereas, Breast cancer is increasing at an alarming rate;

and

Whereas, Mammographic detection of breast cancer at an

early stage will increase the survival of women who are be-

tween ages 50 to 64 by 30%; and

Whereas, The quality of mammograms is extremely impor-

tant in early detection; and

Whereas, Poor mammography is worse than no mammog-
raphy at all; and

Whereas, There are guidelines approved by the American

College of Radiology which are not that difficult to achieve;

and

Whereas, Some states (notably Arkansas) have a law re-

garding this subject which can be used to model similar Ten-

nessee legislation. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue passage of legislation setting minimum mammography

screening standards, based on the American College of

Radiology’s guidelines, which physicians must meet prior to

performing such screening so that women in this state would

be assured of receiving good quality mammography; and be it

further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE B

—

-recommended adoption Res-

olution No. 20-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 21-93

Patient Freedom of Choice in Physician Selection

By; Hays Mitchell, M.D., Chairman

Committee on Governmental Medical Services and

Third Party Payors

David E. McKee, M.D., Delegate

Nashville Academy of Medicine

Whereas, The continuity and quality of patient medical care

substantially suffers when patients are involuntarily shifted be-

tween and among group health insurance plans and physician

provider panels; and

Whereas, Physicians are routinely excluded from group

health plans, PPOs, HMOs, and other types of provider net-

works after their patients have been transferred which, in turn,

requires that their patients be treated by different physicians; and

Whereas, The exclusion of physicians from group health

plan panels is often arbitrary and the rationale for the exclusion

is virtually undiscoverable, with the apparent standard rationale

frequently being economic consideration, without any regard

whatsoever to patient quality of care issues; and

Whereas, Resolution No. 16-92 required the Tennessee

Medical Association to request that hospital based PPOs end

discrimination against physicians based on the levels of their

hospital staff privileges, and the resolution needs to be ex-

panded to protect patients in other types of group health plans.

Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue the passage of legislation during the 1993 and subsequent

sessions of the General Assembly which would allow any phy-

sician licensed under Title 63, Chapters 6 or 9 to participate in

group health plan panels as long as they were willing to accept

the insurer’s reimbursement requirements and other adminis-

trative regulations for participation and meet community stan-

dards for delivery of quality care; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 21-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 22-93

School Attendance Policies

By: Randall Gary Samples, M.D., Chairman

Committee on Maternal and Child Care

Whereas, Many school systems throughout Tennessee have

policies such that any student who maintains perfect attendance
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throughout the school year is excused from taking final exams.

The purpose of such policies is to increase attendance, upgrade

education and increase state funding. However, such perfect

attendance policies contain inherent and serious flaws impact-

ing the health and welfare of our children; and

Whereas, Such policies inadvertently pressure students to

attend school when truly ill and when otherwise should be

given an excused absence. This obviously increases the risk of

spreading diseases and increases the likelihood of epidemics; and

Whereas, Such rules and policies may be inconsistently ap-

plied in that many school systems do not apply the same re-

quirements upon student athletes; and

Whereas, Such policies may also have a negative impact

upon the education of the student by eliminating the crucial

experience of taking final exams and avoiding the review pro-

cess of subject matter necessary for the retention of data. Now,

therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association urge

the State Board of Education to eliminate coercive perfect at-

tendance policies that reward perfect attendance by avoiding

final exams; and be it further

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association en-

courage the State Board of Education to develop methods other

than perfect attendance policies to motivate and increase

school attendance; and be it further

RESOLVED

,

That the Tennessee Medical Association sup-

port the rights of all students to be absent from school without

penalty for medical or health evaluations and treatment; and be

it further

RESOLVED

,

That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE B

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 22-93.

ACTION: NOT ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 23-93

Concurrent Care

By: James Gibb Johnson, M.D., Delegate

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society

Whereas, Medicare beneficiaries requiring hospitalization

are frequently very ill with multiple organic problems requir-

ing expertise in their diagnosis and management; and

Whereas, Physicians are serving as consultants to Medicare

beneficiaries with complex medical and surgical illness; and

Whereas, Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA),

through its fiscal intermediaries, is frequently denying reimbur-

sement for both appropriate and needed medical services to

Medicare beneficiaries through its denial of concurrent care of

the patient by such physicians; and

Whereas, The above action by HCFA and its fiscal inter-

mediaries impedes the delivery of appropriate and needed med-

ical services to Medicare beneficiaries. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association peti-

tion the Health Care Financing Administration and its Tennes-

see fiscal intermediary (Equicor) to issue reasonable guidelines

for the delivery of, and adequate reimbursement for, concurrent

care services provided by the numerous physicians who attend

Medicare beneficiaries; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Association shall

inform its members, at the earliest possible time, of the results

of its petition efforts with the Health Care Financing Adminis-

tration and Tennessee’s fiscal intermediary to set up reasonable

guidelines for the delivery of, and reimbursement for, concur-

rent care services provided by physicians who attend Medicare

beneficiaries; and be it further

RESOLVED, That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE B

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 23-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 24-93

A Campaign To Curb Domestic Violence

By: Robert E. Bowers, M.D., Chairman

Committee on Communications and Public Service

Whereas, The American Medical Association has identified

domestic violence as one of the leading causes of health related

problems across the country and has initiated a nationwide

campaign aimed at curbing domestic violence; and

Whereas, Tennessee lacks a consolidated network to help

victims of domestic violence; and

Whereas, Physicians in all specialties are in contact with

victims of domestic violence—each possessing varying degrees

of experience in recognizing such injuries, treating injuries sus-

tained. and referring victims to appropriate support systems; and

Whereas, During the last four years, the Tennessee Medical

Association has developed a comprehensive communications

and public relations program for addressing public problems

such as domestic violence. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the physicians of the Tennessee Medical

Association (TMA) fully support an initiative to curb the inci-

dence of domestic violence throughout the state while position-

ing TMA and its member physicians as a pivotal resource in

the fight against domestic violence; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Association

(TMA) implement a campaign (1) to educate TMA physicians

about domestic violence and its toll on Tennessee’s health care

system, (2) to position TMA physicians as a primary source of

help for victims of domestic violence, and (3) to educate the

general public about domestic violence, its toll on Tennessee’s

health care system, and the physician’s role as a resource per-

son; and be it further

RESOLVED, That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE D

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 24-93 as amended.

ACTION: ADOPTED AS AMENDED

SUBSTITUTE RESOLUTION NO. 25-93

Increase in Tax on Cigarettes

By: David E. McKee, M.D., Delegate

Nashville Academy of Medicine

Whereas, The United States Surgeon-General has deter-

mined that tobacco smoking is the leading cause of disability

and death due to heart disease, lung disease, and stroke; and
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Whereas, These smoking-related diseases are particularly

common among those Tennesseans with health coverage pro-

vided by the Medicaid program; and

Whereas, The use of tobacco has been shown in numerous

studies to be inversely proportional to the cost of cigarettes,

especially among the young; and

Whereas, New funding sources for Medicaid must be found

to maintain health care coverage for 900,000 Tennesseans.

Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED

,

That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue passage of legislation which would impose a substantially

higher tax on tobacco products and alcohol with all proceeds to

be directed to providing health care for our state’s needy and

disabled, and health education; and be it further

RESOLVED

,

That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue passage of legislation which would prohibit the sale of

tobacco through vending machines, and further require that all

public facilities such as restaurants, sports arenas, and schools

be designated as completely smoke-free; and be it further

RESOLVED , That a copy of this resolution be introduced

into the American Medical Association House of Delegates by

the Tennessee delegation; and be it further

RESOLVED

,

That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

offered Substitute Resolution

No. 25-93 to replace original Resolutions No. 25-93, No. 31-

93, and No. 38-93; recommended adoption of Substitute Reso-

lution No. 25-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED AS AMENDED

RESOLUTION NO. 26-93

Licensure of Hospital Administrators

By: Kenneth J. Phelps Jr., M.D., Delegate

Marshall County Medical Society

Whereas, Individuals who serve as hospital administrators

or chief executive officers of acute care hospitals make deci-

sions which affect the quality of patient care delivered in those

hospitals; and

Whereas, Physician-hospital contracts typically provide for

numerous discretionary powers for hospital administrators, in-

cluding the right to select all new ancillary personnel and to

screen new physicians; and

Whereas, Currently no Tennessee Health Related Board has

the authority to license or even regulate those individuals who
serve in the important role of hospital administrator or chief

executive officer of acute care hospitals across Tennessee.

Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue passage of appropriate legislation to set up minimum pro-

fessional standards for, and require licensure of, those individ-

uals who serve in the positions of hospital administrator and

chief executive officer in Tennessee hospitals; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

recommended nonadoption

of Resolution No. 26-93.

ACTION: NOT ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 27-93

Publishing Hospital Charges

By: James M. Wilson, M.D., Delegate

Washington-Unicoi-Johnson County Medical Association

Whereas, Rising medical costs are a major concern at the

state and national level; and

Whereas, Attention must focus on defining where the

health care dollar is spent and also the value of the services

provided; and

Whereas, Hospital related charges are not widely available

to physicians and patients, and the Tennessee Medical Associ-

ation should work to assure that such information is made
readily available. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association and

its component societies encourage Tennessee hospitals to com-

pile and publish the most common charges related to hospital-

ization. testing and treatment, in a form easily accessible to

physicians; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE D

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 27-93 as amended.

ACTION: ADOPTED AS AMENDED

RESOLUTION NO. 29-93

Health Insurance

By: Charles S. Scott, M.D., President

Lakeway Medical Society

Whereas, The American Medical Association is promoting

Health Access America; and

Whereas, Some physician members of the Tennessee Med-

ical Association (TMA) are not able to continue, or purchase,

affordable health insurance because of such factors as lack of

portability and pre-existing conditions exclusions; and

Whereas, The lack of health insurance poses considerable

financial risk to physicians who have, or will have, dedicated

years of service to the health professions; and

Whereas, The TMA has considerable group purchasing

power and has a strong and appreciated history of meeting the

insurance needs of its members. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Association take

measures to ensure that all of its members, and their families,

be able to purchase, and maintain, health insurance, at reason-

able group rates, with a suitable range of reasonable deduct-

ibles, policy limits, and coverage features; and be it further

RESOLVED, That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.
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REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

recommended Resolution

No. 29-93 be referred to the TMA Board of Trustees.

ACTION: REFERRED TO THE TMA BOARD OF
TRUSTEES

RESOLUTION NO. 30-93

Model Medical Staff Bylaws

By: David R. Barnes, M.D., President

Chattanooga-Hamilton County Medical Society

Whereas, For several years prior to 1990, the Tennessee

Medical Association (TMA) had model staff bylaws which

TMA’s Hospital Medical Staff Section created for distribution

to interested members; and

Whereas, The hospital medical staff environment has be-

come increasingly complex as new health care regulations are

imposed making physician credentialing and contracting deci-

sions more difficult; and

Whereas, Many hospital administrators and chief execu-

tives approach medical staffs with complete sets of voluminous

bylaws and ask that the staffs approve of them in a wholesale

fashion; and

Whereas, If the TMA issued and endorsed an updated set

of model bylaws for use in Tennessee it would provide an

excellent resource for those member physicians who have hos-

pital staff privileges. Now therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association

study, draft, and issue an updated set of model hospital medical

staff bylaws for distribution to member physicians as needed;

and be it further

RESOLVED. That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE D

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 30-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 31-93

Support of the Anti-Tobacco Bills in

Tennessee Legislature

By: Clark E. Julius, M.D., Delegate

Knoxville Academy of Medicine

Whereas, The physicians of this state, having reviewed the

recent Environmental Protection Agency and Centers for Dis-

ease Control reports, and believing them to be valid conclu-

sions of the perils of tobacco usage both to the smoker and to

the non-smoking public, are concerned about the health risks

involved for tobacco users along with the effects of second-

hand tobacco smoke for non-smokers; and

Whereas, The tax on tobacco has not increased in 20 years

while the cost of tobacco products has increased eightfold, and

equity now requires an increase in this tax rate; and

Whereas, We are acting in the best interest of the children

of this state and are responsible for monitoring the guidelines

that govern their general welfare; and

Whereas, Minors should be protected by the laws regarding

disseminating any material perilous to their health; and

Whereas, We believe that tobacco products or any sub-

stance abuse materials or products threatening the health of the

general public should not be available for purchase in vending

machines where little or no monitoring can be exercised. Now,
therefore be it

RESOLVED
,
That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue passage of legislation in the Tennessee General Assembly
which would outlaw the sale of tobacco through vending ma-

chines, impose higher taxes on the sale of tobacco with reve-

nues to be used to fund the state Medicaid system, and further

require that all public facilities such as restaurants, sports are-

nas, and schools be designated completely smoke free; and be

it further

RESOLVED. That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

offered Substitute Resolution

No. 25-93 to replace original Resolutions No. 25-93. No. 31-

93. and No. 38-93; recommended adoption of Substitute Reso-

lution No. 25-93.

ACTION: NOT ADOPTED (Was replaced with Substitute

Resolution No. 25-93 which was adopted as amended.)

RESOLUTION NO. 32-93

Tennessee Medical Association-Component Medical

Society Task Force

By: David R. Barnes, M.D., President

Chattanooga-Hamilton County Medical Society

Whereas, The Tennessee Medical Association (TMA) has

over 6.000 members throughout this state including almost

4.500 in the four major metropolitan areas of Tennessee; and

Whereas, The TMA and staffed metropolitan societies each

attempt to provide meaningful benefits and services to their

members; and

Whereas, In their efforts to best serve the needs of their

member physicians, these organizations sometimes duplicate

services and programs; and

Whereas, The physicians of the TMA are best served by a

cooperative and collaborative effort by their state and county

medical associations which seeks to avoid wasteful duplication

and instead promote efficiency in operations. Now, therefore

be it

RESOLVED. That the Tennessee Medical Association

(TMA) Board of Trustees appoint a task force to review all

relevant activities and practices in an effort to determine where

the TMA and county medical societies might more efficiently

operate cooperatively; and be it further

RESOLVED. That Tennessee Medical Association-Compo-

nent Society Task Force be composed of TMA staff, TMA
trustees who represent both urban and rural areas of the state

and the four metropolitan medical society chief staff execu-

tives, and that it shall complete its work and make any recom-

mendations to the TMA Board for action by January, 1994;

and be it further

RESOLVED. That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or
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modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 32-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 34-93

Use by “Third Party Payors” (Insurance Companies,

HMOs, Etc.) of “Reviewers” Who Are Neither Licensed

Nor Regulated by the State of Tennessee

By: George S.M. Cowan Jr., M.D., Delegate

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society

Whereas, Some “third party payors” engage individuals or

groups outside of Tennessee to review their policy holders’ or

plan participants’ requests for medical coverage; and

Whereas, Some third party payors refuse to divulge the

identity or specialty of their case reviewers. Now, therefore

be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue the passage of legislation which will require third party

payors doing business in Tennessee to identify the names and

specialties of their medical reviewer(s) both to their insured

patients and to the treating physician(s) when the third party

payor refuses or rejects an insured patient’s request for cover-

age; and be it further

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue the passage of legislation which will require any individ-

ual(s) or group(s) outside of Tennessee who review and/or ad-

vise third party payors regarding the eligibility of patients for

health coverage be licensed or otherwise regulated by the state

of Tennessee for such purpose(s); and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 34-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 35-93

Denial of Coverage by “Third Party Payors” (Insurance

Companies, HMOs, Etc.) Without Explicit Reason or

Specific Policy Language

By: George S.M. Cowan Jr., M.D., Delegate

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society

Whereas, Many “third party payors” doing business in Ten-

nessee have restrictions on coverage for diagnosis and/or treat-

ment which are not precisely and clearly stated in the language

of their policies; and

Whereas, Many third party payors do not include all of the

uncovered services in the language of their policies or plans

and simply state in the policy that the list of uncovered ser-

vices “lists some services that are not covered;” and

Whereas, Many third party payors doing business in Ten-

nessee are frequently unwilling to provide the exact justifica-

tion when they deny coverage for their insureds and often sim-

ply state “not covered by the policy.” Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue the passage of legislation to require “third party payors”

doing business in Tennessee to clearly and precisely state in

understandable language any coverage restrictions or limita-

tions for diagnostic tests, examinations, or treatments in their

health insurance policies or plans in large, bold letters in a

prominent place at the front of said policy or plan; and be it

further

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue the passage of legislation to require “third party payors”

doing business in Tennessee to provide and explain to insured

patients and their treating physicians the exact justification and

criteria which they use for rejecting any and all claim(s) for

coverage of medical care; and be it further

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association pur-

sue the passage of legislation to require “third party payors” to

base their justification for refusing coverage to insured patients

only on the explicit language in policy provisions, and not ex-

clude as “experimental,” “investigational,” or “cosmetic” any

treatment which has been shown to have non-cosmetic health

benefits within the legitimate medical literature; and be it

further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A

—

recommended adoption of

Resolution No. 35-93 as amended.

ACTION: ADOPTED AS AMENDED

RESOLUTION NO. 36-93

Limit on Contributions by Political Action Committee

and Disclosure of Lobbying Expenses

By: C. Eugene Jabbour, M.D., Delegate

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society

Whereas, The Tennessee Medical Association Political Ac-

tion Committee (PAC) was founded in 1962; and

Whereas, This entity, dealing at “arms length” from the

Tennessee Medical Association (TMA), has undoubtedly been

of service to our organization in the past, but in recent times

more negative than positive publicity has been reported in the

media, and this reflects adversely on all TMA members; and

Whereas, The public and our patients are less and less sup-

portive of PACs since their perception is that money contrib-

uted is money to buy votes and influence; and

Whereas, When the TMA founded our PAC a Pandora’s

box was opened (Greek Mythology: Zeus gave Pandora, the

first mortal woman a box and told her not to open it; she dis-

obeyed him, opened the box, and in so doing released all

human ills leaving only hope); and

Whereas, Our hope should be that the merit of our cause

should prevail over the money we contribute. Now, therefore

be it

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association,
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through its Legislative Committee, seek legislation to limit the

total contribution from all Political Action Committees (PAC)

to $2,000 to any person running for elected state office, and to

$200 from any one PAC, and see that all lobbying expenses

contributed to members of the state government have to be

disclosed on a yearly basis; and be it further

RESOLVED , That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A

—

recommended nonadoption

of Resolution No. 36-93.

ACTION: NOT ADOPTED

SUBSTITUTE RESOLUTION NO. 37-93

TennCare Medicaid Reform Proposal

By: John W. Lamb, M.D., Chairman

TMA Board of Trustees

Whereas, The Tennessee Medical Association (TMA) has

long recognized that the Medicaid system has serious financial

problems and requires a major revision; and

Whereas, Governor McWherter has proposed a complete

overhaul of the delivery of acute care services modeled on the

managed care concept; and

Whereas, There are many positive contributions to the dis-

cussion in the program as presented, but many unanswered

questions and questionable assumptions; and

Whereas, TMA is concerned about the long-term viability

of a program which doubles the number of eligible patients

without increased funding. Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED. That the Tennessee Medical Association com-

mend Governor McWherter for his efforts to address the prob-

lems of the Medicaid system; and be it further

RESOLVED , That the Tennessee Medical Association

strongly urge the state government to include physicians, as the

patients’ advocates, and hospitals, in the discussion of any

Medicaid program and health care reform proposals, both in

the development and in the ongoing processes of change, re-

evaluation, and quality control which will be necessary to de-

velop and sustain a system of health care which will meet the

needs of all Tennesseans; and be it further

RESOLVED. That the Tennessee Medical Association en-

courage the state of Tennessee in its TennCare plan to 1) Pro-

vide realistic funding and develop a mechanism to review

funding at least on a yearly basis, 2) Assume responsibility for

the control of overutilization, 3) Ensure that the state of Ten-

nessee and insurance carriers, and not health care providers,

bear any potential risk of financial loss in the event that fund-

ing for reimbursement becomes unreasonably inadequate, 4)

Address the concerns related to the conflict between quality,

utilization control, and liability, and 5) Guarantee that financial

support will be available for graduate medical and allied health

education; and be it further

RESOLVED. That the Tennessee Medical Association work

with other health care providers in Tennessee, as deemed rea-

sonable and appropriate, to ensure that any reform of the health

care system take into account and include the concerns of or-

ganized medicine; and be it further

RESOLVED. That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE A

—

recommended adoption of

Substitute Resolution No. 37-93.

ACTION: ADOPTED

RESOLUTION NO. 38-93

Smoking and Health Care

By: Robert D. Kirkpatrick, M.D., Ex-Officio Delegate

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society

Whereas, Smoking is the single most preventable cause of

death in our society, and tobacco is the only product that, when
used as directed, results in death and disability; and

Whereas, Tobacco is the cause of nearly one-half million

premature deaths each year in the United States with a total

cost of $6,000 per smoker in increased medical costs; and

Whereas, Smokers are at a greater risk for heart disease,

cerebrovascular disease, peripheral vascular disease, chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease, and multiple forms of cancer;

and

Whereas, A study in the neighboring state of Kentucky

found that 25% of Medicaid expenditures were for treatment of

smoking related illnesses—a figure that would result in $840

million of costs in the Tennessee Medicaid budget for 1993-

1994; and

Whereas, A coalition has been formed between the Ameri-

can Cancer Society, the American Heart Association, and the

American Lung Association for the purpose of proposing leg-

islation to reduce consumption of tobacco and promote a

healthy lifestyle; and

Whereas, A tax increase could be expected to reduce the

consumption of tobacco by all Tennesseans, and more particu-

larly Medicaid patients, thereby reducing future Medicaid ex-

penditures; and

Whereas, Three persons die in the United States for every

five tons of tobacco grown, and the attempt by certain groups

to imply that a reduction in tobacco use would result in lost

jobs and economic distress is a cruel and unusual form of cost

shifting from the tobacco industry to the health care costs of all

Tennesseans; and

Whereas, Passive smoking by nonsmokers results in ap-

proximately 3,000 deaths per year, and such tobacco smoke

exposure has been placed in the same category as asbestos and

Benzene by the Environmental Protection Agency; and

Whereas, $moking and excessive alcohol consumption are

both decidedly unhealthy habits with serious long and short-

term health effects; and

Whereas, Intoxicated drivers are involved in a major pro-

portion of vehicular deaths, and such drivers represent extraor-

dinary expenditures for punishment and rehabilitation of per-

sons convicted of DUI; and

Whereas, Certain groups involved in the distribution of al-

cohol and tobacco have chosen to stand united with each other

in their opposition to any increase in taxes on either tobacco or

alcoholic beverages; and

Whereas, No tobacco tax increase has been passed in Ten-

nessee since 1969. and voters have shown considerable oppo-

sition to increases in taxes of other forms. Now, therefore be it
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RESOLVED
, That the Tennessee Medical Association

through its Legislative Committee and its other legislative ef-

forts join the Tennessee Coalition-Smoking or Health in their

efforts to promote legislation to increase tobacco taxes by at

least $1 per pack; and be it further

RESOLVED

,

That the Tennessee Medical Association and

its Legislative Committee propose increased taxes on alcoholic

beverages within the state of Tennessee; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Association and

its Legislative Committee seek to have significant portions of

any revenue raised from tax increases on tobacco or alcohol be

used to educate younger Tennesseans, promote general health

for all Tennesseans, and reduce the current Medicaid shortfall;

and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Association and

its Legislative Committee communicate to its members this

proactive stance on alcohol and tobacco taxation for Medicaid

funding, with its rationale including the overall health of the

community and state, the reduced need for further taxation of

the populous in general, and precluding taxes on physicians

specifically; and be it further

RESOLVED, That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

offered Substitute Resolution

No. 25-93 to replace original Resolutions No. 25-93, No. 31-

93, and No. 38-93; recommended adoption of Substitute Reso-

lution No. 25-93.

ACTION: NOT ADOPTED (Was replaced with Substitute

Resolution No. 25-93 which was adopted as amended.)

POSTHUMOUS RESOLUTION

OF COMMENDATION

Jane Hart Smith

By: Clark Julius, M.D., President

Knoxville Academy of Medicine

Whereas, Jane Hart Smith has, since the last annual

meeting of the Tennessee Medical Association, died of

a long and debilitating illness; and

Whereas, Even though her illness extended for many
years, her devotion and service to the medical profes-

sion for 19 years as the Executive Director of the Knox-

ville Academy of Medicine continued until her failing

strength necessitated her complete retirement; and

Whereas, Though small in stature, her zeal, enthusi-

asm, and her efficient presence identified her to succes-

sive meetings of the House of Delegates and by her

absence today she is sorely missed. Therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Associa-

tion House of Delegates express its sorrow and regret

on the death of Jane Hart Smith, and hereby memorial-

izes her, and expresses its heartfelt sympathy to her

family, her friends, and to the many yet to come who
will be poorer for not having had the privilege to come

under her charm and persuasive personality.

RESOLUTION NO. 39-93

(EMERGENCY RESOLUTION)

Impaired Physician Program Funding

By: James Gibb Johnson, M.D., Delegate

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society

RESOLVED, That the Tennessee Medical Association im-

paired physician funding increase source be referred to the

Board of Trustees, with authorization of the House of Dele-

gates to increase dues by a maximum of $15 per active mem-
ber if necessary.

RESOLVED, That this resolution, unless reaffirmed or

modified prior thereto, shall terminate after the regular annual

meeting of the House of Delegates in the year 2000.

EMERGENCY RESOLUTION

—

considered by the House of
Delegates as a reference committee of the whole.

ACTION: ADOPTED

HONORARY MEMBERSHIP

Charles L. Cornelius Jr.

By: George H. Wood, M.D., Speaker

TMA House of Delegates

Charles Ed Allen, M.D., President

Tennessee Medical Association

Whereas, The Tennessee Medical Association has the

constitutional authority to recognize individuals whose

work is preeminent in areas other than medicine; and

Whereas, Charles L. Cornelius Jr. has represented

the Tennessee Medical Association as its corporate legal

counsel since 1961, having succeeded his father,

Charles L. Cornelius, who served the Association for

the prior 30 years in this position; and

Whereas, During the 32 years of service Charles L.

Cornelius Jr. has rendered his services to the physicians

of this Association and of the State of Tennessee, his

wise and sage advice has been of inestimable value in

many areas requiring his judicious knowledge and ex-

pertise; and

Whereas, Charles L. Cornelius Jr. was instrumental

in assisting the Tennessee Medical Association in its

formation of State Volunteer Mutual Insurance Com-
pany in 1974-75 and in serving as that company’s cor-

porate counsel since its inception until 1990; and

Whereas, The Tennessee Medical Association de-

sires to honor and recognize Charles L. Cornelius Jr. for

his many contributions over the past three decades.

Now, therefore be it

RESOLVED, That this House of Delegates here as-

sembled on this 15th day of April, 1993, extend to

Charles L. Cornelius, Jr. its sincere appreciation and

gratitude for his dedicated service and counsel for the

past 32 years; and be it further

RESOLVED, That by unanimous consent, Charles L.

Cornelius Jr. be extended honorary membership in the

Tennessee Medical Association, with all the rights and

privileges thereof.
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS

The Distinguished Service Award, established in 1964, is presented annually by the TMA Board of Trustees to member
physicians in recognition of outstanding seiwice or contribution to the advancement of medical science, the TMA, or the

public welfare, whether civic or scientific in nature. At TMA' s 158th Annual Meeting in Knoxville, TMA Board Chairman

John W. Lamb, M.D., presented three worthy recipients with this prestigious award.

Ronald S. Coleman, M.D., was nominated by the

Bradley County Medical Society for his efforts in develop-

ing the Good Samaritan Clinic in Cleveland, Tenn. The

Good Samaritan Clinic is a care center staffed by local

physicians and other primary care personnel to provide free

care to local residents who require medical attention but

have no means to pay.

Apart from the Clinic, Dr. Coleman is a general and

vascular surgeon. He contributes his medical talents to the

citizens of Bradley County as well as around the world.

Two times a year. Dr. Coleman travels to third world coun-

tries to share his medical skills on a charity basis.

The nominating letter from the Bradley County Medical

Society said, “Dr. Coleman epitomizes all of the medical

and Christian ethics that we all hold very dear. He truly

lives and practices these ideals on a daily basis.”

Dr. Coleman founded and directs vascular laboratories

in both the two Cleveland area hospitals, he writes weekly

health care articles for the local newspaper, he and other

physicians perform sports physicals for area athletes at no

cost, and he is a key ingredient in the leadership of the

Bradley County Medical Society.

Dr. Coleman, 42, received his medical degree from the

Medical College of Ohio in 1978.

John K. Duckworth, M.D., was nominated by the

Memphis and Shelby County Medical Society for his dedi-

cation to the establishment of the National Museum of

Health & Medicine to be located on the National Mall in

Washington D.C.

A museum was located on the Mall until 1967 at which

time it was moved to the Walter Reed Army Medical Cen-

ter located some distance from the regular tourist traffic of

the Mall and where only a few' artifacts could be displayed.

In 1989, Dr. Duckworth was appointed to the Board of

the Foundation of the Museum, and since he has been

named vice chairman of the Board and chairman of the

Campaign Committee. The goal of the Campaign Commit-

tee is to raise $20 million to build and operate the museum

working in cooperation with the Smithsonian. Congress and

the private sector.

Due primarily to the efforts of Dr. Duckworth, the Col-

lege of American Pathologists approved a resolution sup-

porting the Museum and encouraging its Board of Gover-

nors to consider a donation from the College. The

Governors instructed their Council on Public Affairs to

work with Dr. Duckw'orth to formulate a plan over a few

years that will result in a multi-million dollar contribution.

In a similar effort, the American Medical Association has

agreed to a major contribution.

Dr. Duckworth. 64. a graduate from the University of

Tennessee College of Medicine in 1956. has been in private

practice as a hospital pathologist at Methodist Hospital for

more than 24 years. During that time, he served as director

of laboratories for 15 years and served as chairman and

Distinguished Service Award recipients (left to right) Drs.

Ronald S. Coleman, Cleveland; Charles T. Womack III,

Cookeville; and John K. Duckworth, Memphis.

president of the Duckworth Pathology Group until 1988,

when he retired. He is also a former member of the TMA
Board of Trustees, serving from 1972-75.

Charles T. Womack, III. M.D., was nominated by the

Putnam County Medical Society for his role as founder of

the Cookeville Community Clinic, a free clinic providing

care to patients who do not have private or public health

insurance.

Not only was the Clinic Dr. Womack's idea, he whole-

heartedly supported it by volunteering his time and recruit-

ing other physicians to do the same. He also handles all the

scheduling of physicians, solicits medication from pharma-

ceutical companies, and even contributes monetarily.

The Cookeville Clinic has brought together many health

care professionals to serve the community including den-

tists, optometrists, social workers, dieticians, physical ther-

apists. and pastoral counselors.

Dr. Katherine A. Bertram wrote in the Putnam County

Medical Society's nominating letter that “In this age of

health care reform as a major political topic. Dr. Womack
has let our community know that physicians are both con-

cerned and caring. The public does not always perceive

physicians in this light, but Dr. Womack has given them a

tangible expression of our concern.”

Dr. Womack. 48. is a practicing urologist in Cookeville.

Originally from Mississippi, he received his medical degree

from the Tulane University School of Medicine in 1970.

He is certified by the American Board of Urology and the

National Board of Medical Examiners and is a fellow in the

American College of Surgeons.

Dr. Womack has served as president of the Putnam

County Medical Society and the TN Urological Associa-

tion, and was a delegate to the TMA House of Delegates

for Putnam County from 1986 to 1992.

A proclamation from the Tennessee General Assembly

was also presented in Dr. Womack’s honor.
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COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDSTENNESSEE’S OUTSTANDING
PHYSICIAN OF THE YEAR

The TMA House of Delegates elected Elaine Ken-

nedy, M.D., of Winchester, as the 1993 Outstanding

Physician of the Year at the 158th TMA annual meeting.

The speaker of the House, George H. Wood, M.D., pre-

sented the award to Dr. Kennedy at the closing session

of the House of Delegates. Dr. Kennedy was nominated

for the award by the Franklin County Medical Society.

Elaine Kennedy, M.D., a board certified pediatri-

cian, graduated from the Vanderbilt University School

of Medicine in 1974 and was a member of the Alpha

Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society. For her scholas-

tic achievements, she received the Award for Academic

Excellence from the American Women’s Medical

Association.

After completing her pediatric internship at Stanford

University Hospital in California, and her pediatric res-

idency at Vanderbilt University Hospital in Nashville in

1977, Dr. Kennedy moved to Winchester to establish

her practice.

“Dr. Kennedy earned this award through her dedica-

tion to her community and to her patients,” said Dr.

George Wood, speaker of the TMA House of Delegates.

“Over the years, she has contributed a tremendous

amount of time, energy, money, and physical labor to

helping the schools in Franklin County.”

Dr. Kennedy’s current projects are indicative of her

work. During the first six weeks of the 1992-93 school

term, she taught 30 elementary health classes. She de-

signed the materials for these classes to suit various

reading abilities and built models of the human body for

“hands on” activities. She teaches inservice training ses-

sions for teachers at no charge and has helped to imple-

ment the “Schools Attuned” program, a program that

focuses on those early adolescents who, because of vari-

ations in their neurological makeup, experience increas-

ing difficulty in school.

Each year since 1976, the Tennessee Medical Asso-

ciation has been privileged to present its Community

Service Award to citizens who have made contributions

to their community and state in the field of health care.

At the TMA’ s 158th annual meeting in Knoxville, TMA
Board of Trustees Chairman John W. Lamb, M.D., pre-

sented the awards to this year’s recipients for their ef-

forts to promote better general health and well-being in

their respective communities.

Mr. James A. Haslam, II, was nominated by the

Knoxville Academy of Medicine for his dedicated, tire-

less work as a general chairman of the Thompson Chal-

lenge Capital Campaign for the Thompson Cancer Sur-

vival Center. Fed by Mr. Haslam, the Challenge raised

more the $17 million to complete a facility which helps

the citizens of East Tennessee.

The Thompson Cancer Survival Center provides

state of the art cancer treatment, education, and early

detection/preventative research programs for cancer pa-

tients and their families. He has been an active promoter

of the Center and has served on its Board of Directors

since its inception in 1986. He was recently named Di-

rector Emeritus and the board room was named after

him.

Through the years, Mr. Haslam has given gener-

ously of his time to Knoxville both in the business arena

and through civic organizations. All totaled, he has con-

tributed his time to 29 civic and professional organiza-

tions and for his efforts, Haslam has received awards

from 18 different groups.

Mr. Haslam currently is a director of the First Amer-

ican Corporation, chairman of the board of the Tennes-

see Technology Foundation, and he was the 1992 presi-

dent and board member of the Tennessee Business

Roundtable.

The Memphis Health Care News, nominated by

the Memphis and Shelby County Medical Society, has

provided the citizens of Memphis with accurate, in-

depth and unbiased news from the health care industry.

Evelyn Ogle, M.D., president of the MSCMS, wrote

in the nomination letter, “the Memphis Health Care

News [desires] to present truthful and lucid reporting of

organized medicine’s goals for community wellness and

the preservation of the doctor/patient relationship." The

TMA and the MSCMS also recognize the community

contributions made by the newspaper through sponsor-

ship of various health-related programs such as Cele-

brate Nursing, an annual week of recognition for excel-

lence in the nursing field.

The Memphis Health Care News was founded in

1988 by the late A. Ward Archer and Mr. Barney DuB-

ois and is currently operated by Mr. DuBois, president,

and Deborah DuBois, editor. The newspaper is pub-

lished bi-weekly by a staff of eight. The current circula-

tion is 12,500, distributed through subscriptions, news-

stands and bookstores.
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1993 TMA ANNUAL MEETING-HOUSE OF DELEGATES COMPOSITION

FIRST SESSION: APRIL 15—SECOND SESSION APRIL 17

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS

OFFICERS

First

Session

Second

Session

President Charles Ed Allen, M.D. Present Present

President-Elect Charles W. White. M.D. Present Present

Vice-President Burgin E. Dossett, M.D. Present Present

Vice-President Starling C. Evins, M.D. Present Present

Vice-President Robert D. Kirkpatrick, M.D. Present Present

Duane C. Budd. M.D.. Sec/Treas

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Present Present

Virgil H. Crowder Jr. M.D. Present Present

David G. Gerkin, M.D. Present Present

Dennis A. Higdon, M.D., Vice-Chairman Present Present

John W. Lamb. M.D.. Chairman Present Present

Hays Mitchell, M.D. Present Present

Richard M. Pearson. M.D. Present Present

Thurman L Pedigo, M.D. Present Present

Barrett F. Rosen, M.D. Present —
Howard L. Salyer, M.D. Present Present

Montie E. Smith Jr., M.D. — —
George H. Wood. M.D. Present Present

1st District

COUNCILORS
Jere W. Ferguson, M.D. Present Present

2nd District Richard A. Brinner, M.D. — —
3rd District Walter D. Parkhurst. M.D. — —
4th District E. Morgan Dudney. M.D. Present Present

5th District Bruce M. Gipson, M.D. — —
6th District H. Victor Braren, M.D. Present Present

7th District Norman Henderson, M.D. — Present

8th District Michael A. McAdoo, M.D. Present Present

9th District John W. Hale, M.D. Present Present

10th District Hugh Francis Jr., M.D. Present —

Thomas K. Ballard. M.D.

AMA DELEGATES
Present Present

John S. Derryberry, M.D. Present Present

Hamel B. Eason, M.D. Present Present

Allen S. Edmonson. M.D. — Present

John B. Thomison, M.D., Chairman Present Present

John H. Burkhart. M.D.

PAST PRESIDENTS OF TMA
Present Present

Francis H. Cole, M.D. Present Present

E. Kent Carter. M.D. — Present

J. Kelley Avery. M.D. Present Present

David H. Turner, M.D. Present Present

John B. Dorian, M.D. — Present

George A. Zirkle Jr.. M.D. Present Present

Nat E. Hyder Jr.. M.D. Present Present

Clarence R. Sanders, M.D. Present Present

James R. Royal, M.D. Present Present

James T. Galyon. M.D. Present Present

William 0. Miller, M.D. Present Present

DELEGATES

EAST TENNESSEE GRAND DIVISION

County/Component Society

BLOUNT John J. Ingram III, M.D. Present Present

Robert D. Profitt. M.D. Present Present

BRADLEY Nancy M. Blank, M.D. Present Present

John W. Chambers, M.D. Present Present

CAMPBELL William L. Stafford. M.D. Present Present

CARTER David P. May, M.D. Present Present

CHATTANOOGA HAMILTON Samuel L. Banks, M.D. — —
David R. Barnes, M.D. Present Present

Robert M. Barnett III. M.D. — —
Robert E. Bowers, M.D. Present Present

Mary A. Duffy. M.D. Present Present

Michael S. Greer. M.D. — —
James W. Hedden, M.D. — —
Jack D. Hixson III, M.D. — —
Dabney James, M.D. Present Present

Martin H. Redish, M.D. — —
Marilyn J. Rogers, M.D. Present Present

Sam J. Williams III, M.D. — Present

COCKE
CUMBERLAND Robert Nichols. M.D. — Present

GREENE Ronald A. Cole, M.D. — —
HAWKINS Charles D. Huffman, M.D. Present Present

KNOXVILLE ACADEMY John H. Acker, M.D. — —
Charles F. Barnett, M.D. Present Present

Leon J. Bogartz, M.D. Present Present

Richard J. DePersio, M.D. Present Present

Douglas K. Hembree, M.D. — —
Clark E. Julius, M.D. Present Present

William M. Law Jr., M.D. Present Present

M. Douglas Leahy, M.D. Present Present

William R. McKissick, M.D. Present Present

Robert N. Montgomery, M.D. — Present

William S. Muse Jr., M.D. Present Present

J. David Owen, M.D. — —
Robert M. Overholt, M.D. Present Present

Joe S. Smith, M.D. Present Present

John R. Semmer, M.D. Present Present

LAKEWAY William J. Gutch III. M.D. Present Present

Charles S. Scott. M.D. — —
McMINN C. Richard Sharpe, M.D. Present —
MONROE Douglas R. Carpenter. M.D. Present Present

ROANE-ANDERSON Charles B. Gurney. M.D. — —
Timothy R. Oesch, M.D. Present Present

SCOTT

SEVIER Vincent B. Tolley, M.D. — Present

SULLIVAN Don A. Flora, M.D. — —
David K. Garriott, M.D. Present Present

Edith R. Jarobe, M.D. — Present

L. Dow Strader, M.D. Present Present

Robert H. Williams, M.D. Present —
WASHINGTON-UNICOI-JOHNSON David G. Doane. M.D. Present Present

Mary Jane Gibson, M.D. Present Present

First Second

County/Component Society Session Session

Clarence E. Goulding Jr.. M.D. Present Present

Terry W. Seidel. M.D. Present Present

James M. Wilson, M.D. Present Present

YOUNG PHYSICIAN SECTION. ...Lytle Brown IV, M.D. — —

MIDDLE TENNESSEE GRAND DIVISION

BEDFORD
BENTON-HUMPHREYS ...Subhi D. Ali. M.D. Present Present

BUFFALO RIVER VALLEY ...Parker D. Elrod, M.D. Present Present

COFFEE ...Charles H. Webb. M.D. Present Present

DEKALB ...Melvin L. Blevins, M.D. — —
DICKSON

FENTRESS ...Jonathan D. Allred, M.D. — —
FRANKLIN ...Thomas A. Smith, M.D. Present Present

GILES ...Malcolm A. Cox. M.D. Present Present

JACKSON ...Gregory L. Byrne. M.D. Present Present

LAWRENCE ...Walter W. Wheelhouse, M.D. Present Present

LINCOLN ...Fred Ralston Jr.. M.D. Present Present

MACON*
MARSHALL ....Kenneth J. Phelps Jr., M.D. Present —
MAURY ...Thomas R. Duncan, M.D. — Present

Mary S. McKee, M.D. — Present

MONTGOMERY . ...Tony J. Montgomery. M.D. Present —
W. Joel Pedigo Jr., M.D. Present Present

NASHVILLE ACADEMY .. .Arthur G. Bond Jr.. M.D. — —
John 8. Bond, M.D. Present Present

Glenn S. Buckspan, M.D. — —
Reuben A. Bueno, M.D. Present —
Deborah R. Doyle, M.D. — —
B. Stephens Dudley, M.D. Present —
David N. Dyer. M.D. Present Present

Charles W. Eckstein, M.D. — —
John C. Frist Jr.. M.D. — Present

William H. Frist. M.D. — —
William M. Gavigan. M.D. — —
Robert P. Graham Jr.. M.D. — —
William B. Harwell Jr.. M.D. — —
James M. High. M.D. — —
Henry C. Howerton, M.D. — —
Dana L. Latour, M.D. — Present

Malcolm R. Lewis, M.D. Present Present

A. Brant Lipscomb Jr., M.D. — —
David E. McKee, M.D. Present Present

Cullen R. Merritt II. M.D. — —
Ann H. Price. M.D. — Present

William R. Ralph Jr., M.D. Present Present

Sarah H. Sell. M.D. — —
Paul R. Stumb, M.D. Present Present

K. Shannon Tilley. M.D. Present Present

John J. Warner, M.D. — —
Lee Montgomery (Student Delegate) Present Present

OVERTON ...,W. G. Quarles Jr.. M.D. Present Present

PUTNAM ....Charles E. Jordan III, M.D. Present Present

Randall Gary Samples, M.D. Present Present

ROBERTSON ...Paul D. Hartzheim. M.D. — —
RUTHERFORD-STONES RIVER ACADEMY. ....Warren F. McPherson. M.D. Present Present

Olin 0. Williams. M.D. Present Present

SMITH*

SUMNER ...Lloyd T. Brown, M.D. — —
Ted W. Hill. M.D. Present Present

WARREN ...Brian D. Chastain, M.D. Present —
WHITE*

WILLIAMSON ...Richard G. Lane. M.D. Present Present

Joseph L. Willoughby, M.D. — Present

WILSON ...James C. Bradshaw Jr.. M.D. Present —
YOUNG PHYSICIAN SECTION.. ...Ronald E. Pruitt, M.D. Present Present

WEST TENNESSEE GRAND DIVISION

CONSOLIDATED ..James T. Craig Jr., M.D. Present Present

James H. Donnell, M.D. Present Present

James D. King, M.D. Present Present

Oscar M. McCallum, M.D. Present Present

James Tyler Swindle. M.D. — —
HARDIN ...Gade S. Rao. M.D. — —
HENRY
MEMPHIS-SHELBY ...Rex A. Amonette. M.D. — Present

Joe P. Anderson, M.D. Present Present

Neal S. Beckford. M.D. Present Present

Allen S. Boyd Jr., M.D. Present Present

F. Hammond Cole Jr., M.D. Present Present

George S. M. Cowan Jr., M.D. Present Present

Arnold M. Drake, M.D. Present Present

William D. Falvey, M.D. Present Present

J. Chris Fleming, M.D. Present Present

Hugh Francis III. M.D. Present —
Jerre M. Freeman, M.D. Present Present

Roger L. Hiatt, M.D. Present —
C. Eugene Jabbour. M.D. Present —
James Gibb Johnson, M.D. Present Present

Claude P. Ledes. M.D. Present Present

William Lee Moffatt III, M.D. Present Present

Patrick J. Murphy, M.D. Present Present

Evelyn B. Ogle, M.D. Present Present

Phil E. OrpetJr., M.D. Present Present

Phillip A. Pedigo, M.D. Present Present

Wiley T. Robinson, M.D. — Present

William C. Threlkeld, M.D. Present Present

Otis S. Warr III. M.D. Present Present

Jesse C. Woodall Jr„ M.D. Present Present

J. Mack Worthington, M.D. Present Present

Phillip E. Wright II, M.D. Present Present

Jimmie Mancell (Student Delegate) — Present

NORTHWEST ...Douglas B. Haynes Jr., M.D. — —
J. Howard Ragsdale, M.D. Present Present

TIPTON ...Warren A. Alexander, M.D. Present Present

YOUNG PHYSICIAN SECTION.. ...Lee R. Morisy, M.D. Present Present

MEDICAL STUDENT SECTION. ...Glenn D. Crater Present Present

Fy-nffirin ripipoatp*; ^prvino in mnrp than one canacitv are listed only once. The above information was taken from attendance records signed by the delegates.



TMA Annual Meeting Highlights

Knoxville—April 1993

Outgoing TMA president Dr. Charles Ed Allen, Johnson City

(left), turning over gavel to incoming president Dr. Charles W.
White, Lexington.

Dr. Charles Ed Allen discusses issues with AMA speaker of the

House Dr. Daniel “Stormy” Johnson at the President’s

Banquet.

Charles L. Cornelius Jr., retiring

as TMA’s corporate legal counsel

after 32 years, is bestowed with

honorary membership in TMA. Dr. and Mrs. Charles Ed Allen with Dr. and Mrs. Charles W. White at President’s Banquet.

TMA past presidents from left (standing) Drs. David H. Turner, Chattanooga, 1977; Francis H. Cole, Memphis, 1969; John B.

Thomison, Nashville, 1988; J. Kelley Avery, Nashville, 1975; Clarence R. Sanders, Gallatin, 1985; E. Kent Carter, Kingsport, 1974;

John H. Burkhart, Knoxville, 1965; George A. Zirkle Jr., Knoxville, 1980; John B. Dorian, Memphis, 1978; Nat E. Hyder Jr.,

Johnson City, 1983; (seated) James R. Royal, Chattanooga, 1986; James T. Galyon, Memphis, 1987; Howard L. Salyer, Nashville,

1991; Thomas K. Ballard, Jackson, 1984; Hamel B. Eason, Memphis, 1990; William O. Miller, Knoxville, 1989.
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Dr. George H. Wood, Knoxville (left), retiring speaker of the

House of Delegates, with Dr. Thurman L. Pedigo (Mc-

Minnville), newly elected speaker of the House.

Mrs. Mary Frances Rule, Knoxville (left), outgoing TMA Aux-
iliary president, with Mrs. Diane Taylor, Memphis, incoming

president.

Dr. Charles W. White addressing the

President’s Banquet guests.

Incoming TMA Board chairman Dr.

Richard M. Pearson, Memphis.
Outgoing TMA Board chairman Dr.

John W. Lamb, Nashville.

This year’s annual meeting concluded with a health care forum, sponsored by TMA’s CARE program. Dr. Daniel “Stormy”

Johnson addresses the forum and other panel members (left to right) Dr. John W. Lamb, Mr. Clayton McWhorter, chairman and

CEO of HealthTrust, Mr. Tom Long, president of Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Tennessee, Mr. Russell White, Tennessee Commis-

sioner of Health, Congressman Jim Cooper (D-Tenn), and Dr. Charles Ed Allen.
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IntrodicingA Bill That

Actually Gets Smaller Over Time.

Yom. The older your receivables

get, the less they’re worth.

Between 90 and 180 days, the value of past due

receivables decreases Vi% every day.

And, at 180 days, your receivables are worth one

third of the original value. That’s only 33 <: on

the dollar.

Don’t wait to collect what’s yours. Put I.C. System

to work for you. We’re endorsed for debt collection

services by more than 1,000 business and professional

associations nationwide, including yours.

Call I.C. System today. Before your money
shrinks to nothing.

1-800-325-6884

Endorsed by Tennessee Medical Association

I.C. SystemE3
• The System Works

5

ANESTHESIOLOGISTS AND SURGEONS:
COULD YOU USEAN EXTRA $9,000?

If you’re a resident in anesthesiology or

surgery, the Army Reserve will pay you a

yearly stipend which could total in excess of

$9,000 in the Army Reserve’s Specialized

Training Assistance Program (STRAP).

You will have opportunities to continue

your education and attend conferences, and

we will be flexible about scheduling the time

you serve. Your immediate commitment
could be as little as two weeks a year, with a

small added obligation later on.

Get a maximum amount ofmoney for a

minimum amount of service. Find out more
by contacting an Army Reserve Medical

Counselor.

(901 ) 388-9876

ARMY RESERVE MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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YOCON
YOHIMBINE HCI

Description: Yohimbine is a 3a-15a-20B-17a-hydroxy Yohimbine-1 6a-car-

boxylic acid methyl ester. The alkaloid is found in Rubaceae and related trees.

Also in Rauwolfia Serpentina (L) Benth. Yohimbine is an indolalkylamine

alkaloid with chemical similarity to reserpine. It is a crystalline powder,

odorless. Each compressed tablet contains (1/12 gr.) 5.4 mg of Yohimbine

Hydrochloride.

Action: Yohimbine blocks presynaptic alpha-2 adrenergic receptors. Its

action on peripheral blood vessels resembles that of reserpine, though it is

weaker and of short duration. Yohimbine's peripheral autonomic nervous

system effect is to increase parasympathetic (cholinergic) and decrease

sympathetic (adrenergic) activity. It is to be noted that in male sexual

performance, erection is linked to cholinergic activity and to alpha-2 ad-

renergic blockade which may theoretically result in increased penile inflow,

decreased penile outflow or both.

Yohimbine exerts a stimulating action on the mood and may increase

anxiety. Such actions have not been adequately studied or related to dosage

although they appear to require high doses of the drug . Yohimbine has a mild

anti-diuretic action, probably via stimulation of hypothalmic centers and

release of posterior pituitary hormone.

Reportedly, Yohimbine exerts no significant influence on cardiac stimula-

tion and other effects mediated by B-adrenergic receptors, its effect on blood

pressure, if any, would be to lower it; however no adequate studies are at hand

to quantitate this effect in terms of Yohimbine dosage.

Indications: Yocon® is indicated as a sympathicolytic and mydriatric. It may

have activity as an aphrodisiac.

Contraindications: Renal diseases, and patient s sensitive to the drug In

view of the limited and inadequate information at hand, no precise tabulation

can be offered of additional contraindications.

Warning: Generally, this drug is not proposed for use in females and certainly

must not be used during pregnancy. Neither is this drug proposed for use in

pediatric, geriatric or cardio-renal patients witn gastric or duodenal ulcer

history. Nor should it be used in conjunction with mood-modifying drugs

such as antidepressants, or in psychiatric patients in general.

Adverse Reactions: Yohimbine readily penetrates the (CNS) and produces a

complex pattern of responses in lower doses than required to produce periph-

eral a-adrenergic blockade. These include, anti-diuresis, a general picture of

central excitation including elevation of blood pressure and heart rate, in-

creased motor activity, irritability and tremor. Sweating, nausea and vomiting

are common after parenteral administration of the drug. 12 Also dizziness,

headache, skin flushing reported when used orally. 13

Dosage and Administration: Experimental dosage reported in treatment of

erectile impotence. 1
'
3 4

1 tablet (5.4 mg) 3 times a day, to adult males taken

orally. Occasional side effects reported with this dosage are nausea, dizziness

or nervousness. In the event of side effects dosage to be reduced to Vi tablet 3

times a day, followed by gradual increases to 1 tablet 3 times a day. Reported

therapy not more than 10 weeks. 3

How Supplied: Oral tablets of Yocon® 1/12 gr. 5.4 mg in

bottles of 100's NDC 53159-001-01 and 1000 s NDC
53159-001-10.

References:

1. A. Morales et al.. New England Journal of Medi-

cine: 1221 . November 12, 1981

.

2. Goodman, Gilman — The Pharmacological basis

of Therapeutics 6th ed
. , p . 1 76 - 1 88

.

McMillan December Rev. 1/85.

3. Weekly Urological Clinical letter, 27:2, July 4,

1983.

4 . A. Morales etal., The Journal of Urology 128:

45-47, 1982.
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AVAILABLE AT PHARMACIES NATIONWIDE

PALISADES
PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.

21 9 County Road
Tenafly, New Jersey 07670

(201 ) 569-8502

1 -800 -237-9083

“Ron’s Rule— I give

myself one week to

meet new people and

start having fun on a

locum tenens

assignment. It hasn’t

failed me yet.
"

Ron Richmond, MD,
joined the

CompHealth locum

tenens medical staff

when he completed

his residency. He
wanted to travel. He
loves to meet people.

A little time off sounded

really good. And he thinks being exposed to different types

of medical practice will serve him well when he returns to

his hometown to establish a community health center.

A singer. A board-certified family practitioner. Soft-

spoken for a New Yorker. Ron Richmond knows. .

.

s a great way
practice medicine

CompHealth
Locum Tenens

1-800-453-3030
Salt Lake City Atlanta Grand Rapids, Mich.

L.R. Dry. M.D.. J.D.

& Associates
• Health related law

• Bylaws review

• Peer review consultation for medical staffs

• Malpractice defense

• Representation in peer review matters

(Doctors and other health professionals)

and Licensure matters before government

agencies, especially HCFA

• Contracts review

LAURENCE R. DRY, M.D., J.D.
M.D. Northwestern University

J.D. University of Tennessee

Board Certified American Board of Surgery

Fellow Am. College of Surgeons

Fellow Am. College of Legal Medicine

RALPH M. MAYLOTT, J.D.

140 E. Division, Oak Ridge. . 482-6600

Knoxville 546-6688

Toil Free 1-800-638-6655
Tennessee does not certify specialists in the law and we do not claim certification in any listed area.
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GROUP PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE

Why are we paying
for someone else ’s

• Finally. Here is a program specifically designed to reward group practices that have
favorable loss records.

• Earn significant savings for your group.

• Consider the experts who bring you this program:

— MGMA — the nation 's largest professional organization for medical group
managers

.

— The Medical Protective Company, the nation's oldest provider ofprofessional
liability insurance— ratedA + (Superior) by A.M. Best.

— MGIS— one of the nation's leading distributors of insurance programs
and packages.

• Excellence deserves to be rewarded. Call today and discover the benefits your group
can obtain.

professional Protection Exclusively since IQS9

William C. Starkey, CIC

(615)377-0704
General Agent

(800)280-1205
5115 Maryland Way, Suite 320

Brentwood, TN 37027



REPORTS OF OFFICERS

Report of the President

Charles Ed Allen, M.D.

Two years ago when the House of Delegates chose me to

be president-elect of the Tennessee Medical Association, I

pledged to serve the TMA to the best of my ability. I have

attempted in every way to fulfill that pledge. Serving as your

president has been personally rewarding and challenging.

A special interest has been a proposal for comprehensive

health education in our primary and secondary schools which

was presented at the time of my inauguration at our annual

meeting last year. This plan was approved by the AMA House

of Delegates in December 1992. A resolution for acceptance of

the health education program by the TMA is on the agenda of

this meeting.

For many years I have known that our staff of the TMA is

truly outstanding. My observations during the past year have

reinforced my judgment. Our staff are dedicated to this Asso-

ciation, and they perform as true professionals. We are indeed

fortunate to have Hadley Williams and Don Alexander to lead

this fine team.

Many thanks are due our TMA committees. These consci-

entious TMA members willingly accept their responsibilities.

Without our committees, this organization would cease to

function. Many members of the House of Delegates currently

are active in TMA committees. I urge those of you who are not

to seek involvement.

As TMA members we can be proud of the success of sev-

eral outgrowth activities of TMA. State Volunteer Mutual In-

surance Company is one of the highest rated physician-owned

medical liability insurance companies in our nation. It is the

practice of SVMIC to have the current TMA president serve

on their board of directors, which helps maintain good liaison

between the two organizations.

The Tennessee Medical Foundation was reactivated in July

1992, to become the parent of our Impaired Physician Pro-

gram. This arrangement allows the non-profit TMF to accept

tax-deductible contributions, so that it may continue to perform

its invaluable services for Tennessee physicians.

Medical education costs continue to escalate. Medical stu-

dents in Tennessee benefit from our TMA Student Education

Fund, which is supported by all TMA members. Twenty-five

dollars of each of your annual TMA dues is placed in this

fund. Loans made from the fund help many financially needy

medical students to complete their education.

The Independent Medicine Political Action Committee of

Tennessee has been quite effective in representing Tennessee

physicians in the political arena. Every member of our profes-

sion in this state should be involved in IMPACT, both finan-

cially and in contacting state and national legislators.

Our TMA Auxiliary is, without doubt, one of our most

effective support organizations. Auxiliaries are active at the

local, state, and national level. Their contributions are present

from the schoolrooms to the halls of our federal government.

They present a view of our profession that brings great

credit to us. We are appreciative of their outstanding

accomplishments.

As I am writing this report, one month prior to our annual

meeting, we face a major crisis. We are threatened with the

imposition by our state government of a gross receipts tax to

support the ailing Medicaid program. It is ironic that we face

this levy when we already provide care for reimbursement

which on average barely covers our overhead expenses. We
receive little or no income for our professional services, yet we

are expected to further support the Medicaid program with a

tax targeted only at physicians and possibly some other health

care providers. Medical care for the indigent is a responsibility

of our entire society, and its cost should be distributed across

the broad tax base of our state.

As I have done previously, I emphasize again the impor-

tance of all TMA members also being AMA members. For

organized medicine to be effective at the national level in these

turbulent times, active support of the AMA by every physician

in our country is essential. TMA’s representation in the AMA
House of Delegates has declined because the number of TMA
members who are also AMA members had dropped below

75%. Some state medical associations require that every mem-
ber must belong to the AMA. Surely we can attain that goal

simply by accepting our individual responsibility for the future

of our profession.

Most of us have experienced the golden age of medicine,

with scientific advances that are almost beyond imagination.

We now must in some way help solve the dilemma of extend-

ing care to all who require it while reigning in medical care

costs. If this Herculean task can be accomplished, medicine as

a respected profession will endure. We must continue to have

as our prime responsibility the welfare of our patients, without

which our profession cannot survive.

I am optimistic for our future. I predict that our accom-

plishments in the past 50 years will be far exceeded in the next

half-century.

It is with pleasure and anticipation that I relinquish my post

as your president to Dr. Charles W. White. He is an outstand-

ing physician who has been able to blend a very busy practice

with deep involvement in organized medicine. Dr. White has

served on numerous TMA committees and is currently chair-

man of the Committee on Legislation. Dr. White will serve us

well. I welcome him as the 139th president of the Tennessee

Medical Association.

Your support and cooperation during the past year have

helped make my responsibilities less burdensome. Serving as

your president has been one of my finest experiences. It has

been my privilege to serve you. Please accept my sincerest

thanks.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C—reviewed the report of the

president and recommended that it be fded.

ACTION: FILED
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Report of the

Board of Trustees

JOHN W. Lamb, M.D., Chairman

The following is a condensed outline of many of the items

brought before the Board and acted upon during the past 12

months and a report of actions on resolutions adopted by the

House of Delegates in 1992:

Board Actions

Second Quarter Board Meeting—April 8 and April 11, 1992

The Board:

• Reviewed a second TMA request of the Mid-South Foun-

dation for Medical Care to disclose a reviewer’s credentials to

the physician being reviewed. The PRO has declined to modify

its policy of keeping a reviewer’s credentials secret.

• Agreed to direct TMA's AMA delegation to use their dis-

cretion in responding to an AMA resolution opposing the

Health Care Financing Administration’s plan to establish re-

gional Clinical Data Abstraction Centers.

• Received a report from TMA legal counsel Marc Over-

lock on the progress of a lawsuit against the Tennessee Bureau

of Medicaid claiming violations of federal Medicaid and civil

rights laws. Since the suit may have substantially affected the

practices of all Tennessee physicians, the Board approved Mr.

Overlock's meeting with AMA general counsel to determine

AMA’s view of the lawsuit.

• Received a report from staff on a study directed by the

Board regarding Chattanooga’s capacity as a TMA annual

meeting site. The Board agreed to further study of the structure

of the annual meeting and declined to consider Chattanooga as

a 1996 annual meeting site.

•Accepted the 1991 TMA audit as presented by Dr. R.

Benton Adkins Jr., chairman of the Finance Committee.

• Appointed the following physicians to serve on a task

force to study the rising costs of prescription drugs, as called

for by TMA Resolution No. 27-92: Drs. Thurman L. Pedigo,

McMinnville, Joseph L. Willoughby, Franklin, Richard G.

Lane, Franklin, Carl T. Duer, Crossville, Doran D. Edwards,

Erin.

• Agreed to cosponsor a second annual Tennessee Confer-

ence on Continuing Medical Education with the Tennessee

Hospital Association.

Third Quarter Board Meeting—July 11, 1992

The Board:

• Presented Dr. Robert L. Chalfant a plaque in honor and

appreciation for his 21 years of service to the TMA Student

Education Fund.

• Established the following four subcommittees of the TMA
Committee on Governmental Medical Services and Third Party

Payors: (1) Medicare, (2) Medicaid, (3) Third Party Payors, (4)

PRO Oversight.

• Approved a request by the Committee on Rural and Com-
munity Health to develop a health and well-being curriculum

for the Tennessee 4-H Club program as requested by the Uni-

versity of Tennessee Agricultural Extension Service.

• Received a report on the Board of Medical Examiners from

Dr. Godfrey Vaz. Dr. Vaz reviewed plans to implement a two-

year license renewable on the birth date of the physician; he

requested TMA’s help in creating an inactive status for physicians.

• After receiving a report on a meeting between the Gover-

nor and various health-related organizations, the Board estab-

lished a task force to respond to the Governor regarding

Medicaid funding cost control and Medicaid reform measures.

• Directed the Tennessee delegation to the AMA to intro-

duce a resolution requesting the AMA to assist in educating the

nation’s children on preventive medicine and positive healthy

lifestyles in grades K-12.

• Adopted as policy a set of recommendations made by the

Annual Meeting Committee of the Board. Appointed a Task

Force on Annual Meeting Design to address the problems as-

sociated with the annual meeting and to look at restructuring

the entire format in order to improve the meeting.

• Requested staff to communicate with the Board for Li-

censing Health Care Facilities TMA’s opposition to proposed

regulatory changes granting hospital privileges to nurse mid-

wives.

• Due to new postal regulations, agreed to begin assessing an

annual subscription rate of $10 for the Journal of the Tennessee

Medical Association to veteran and retired dues-exempt members,

with student members receiving complimentary subscriptions.

Fourth Quarter Board Meeting—October 11, 1992

The Board:

• Approved the CME Committee's recommendation to

change the basis for TMA’s CME accreditation fee schedule

from number of "beds" to the number of physicians served in

an institution’s CME program and to increase accreditation

fees for 1993.

• Endorsed a Tennessee National Guard Program designed

to use National Guard medical personnel to assist local health

agencies in providing basic medical diagnostic services to 39

Tennessee counties. TMA’s endorsement calls for local medi-

cal societies and/or local hospital staffs to be directly involved

in the implementation process.

• Listened to an address by Tennessee Lt. Governor John

Wilder (D-Sommerville) encouraging TMA physician mem-
bers to become more personally involved in legislative affairs

in addition to supporting the Association’s activities.

• Agreed to request the State of Tennessee to perform all

inspections required by the Clinical Laboratory Improvement

Act of 1988.

•Reaffirmed TMA’s policy of directing in-house legal

counsel to not review legal documents of TMA member
physicians.

• Received a report from Chief Executive Officer L. Hadley

Williams that TMA has secured and signed another lease,

bringing the lease occupancy rate in the TMA Headquarters

office building to 100%.

First Quarter Board Meeting—January 16-17, 1993

The Board:

• Approved and confirmed the recommendations of the Fi-

nance Committee that the 1993 budget of $2,251,650 be ap-

proved without a dues increase and that the Board adopt a

policy statement that membership of the Finance Committee be

staggered so there would be continuity from one year to the

next.

• Approved the installation of an in-state toll-free number at

the TMA Headquarters on a trial basis.

• Accepted a written report from the TMA Medicaid Task
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Force that was submitted to the Governor outlining the

Association’s position regarding Medicaid reform.

• Agreed to submit the following nominations in order of

preference to the state for consideration of appointment to

the Board of Medical Examiners: Drs. Hamel B. Eason. Mem-
phis; Howard L. Salyer. Nashville; and Virgil H. Crowder Jr.,

Lawrenceburg.

• Adopted the report from the AMA Council on Ethical and

Judicial Affairs concerning self-referral to use as an appropri-

ate model for background for the TMA Legislative Committee

in their work.

• Reaffirmed TMA policy of opposition to physicians being

involved in the corporate practice of medicine.

• Accepted and endorsed a report on proposed legislation

that would expand the Board of Medical Examiners to nine

members. This proposed legislation would also include con-

sumers on the Board of Medical Examiners.

• Approved the continuation of the CARE program and rec-

ommended a resolution be presented to the House of Delegates

calling for its continuation.

• Approved a recommendation that TMA host a health care

reform symposium to be held Saturday, April 17, 1993 in

Knoxville at the TMA Annual Meeting.

• Requested the Membership Committee to redraft a mem-
bership survey that would be sent to both TMA members and

non-members.

• Requested TMA corporate counsel to give clarification

and elaboration of election laws affecting the interrelationship

between the TMA Board of Trustees and the IMPACT Board

of Directors.

• Received a report announcing the resignation of Dr. Rich-

ard Light as the state of Tennessee’s chief medical officer.

Appointed a search committee to make recommendations to

the Commissioner of Health to fill this position.

• Heard a report that the organization "ADAPT of Tennes-

see" held a small protest at TMA headquarters. Their protest

concerned the underfunding of Medicaid for the disabled.

Special Report

The Board of Trustees spent innumerable hours in discus-

sion on a lawsuit filed in December 1991 by four Medicaid

recipients. The lawsuit is still in progress and the following is

a brief summary of TMA’s involvement with its potentially

far-reaching legal ramifications.

Brewster vs. Tennessee Medicaid Bureau

The TMA Board of Trustees (in conjunction with the

American Medical Association) has been carefully monitoring

a Medicaid class action lawsuit since four female Medicaid

recipients originally filed the case December 30, 1991. The
plaintiffs claim that the way Tennessee administers Medicaid

for obstetrical (OB) services violates federal Medicaid and
civil rights laws because Tennessee—provides totally inade-

quate provider reimbursement, allows physicians to set quotas

on the number of Medicaid OB patients treated, pays hospitals

Medicaid funds for OB services that are never provided, and

allows the whole system to function unequally and, thus, dis-

criminatorily.

In the state’s response, the Attorney General moved for

summary judgment stating that even if all of the plaintiffs’

factual allegations were taken as true, the case still should be

dismissed as a matter of law. In sum, the State argued that: 1)

pregnancy is not a handicap, but rather a temporary condition

with no effect on major life activities; 2) civil rights laws were

never passed to provide a means to expand Medicaid coverage;

3) Medicaid payment rates and the number of providers are

sufficient for plan compliance, therefore health care access is

comparable to that available to other patients; 4) even if there

is some evidence of Title VI race discrimination in the Medic-
aid plan, plaintiffs cannot show that they are disproportionately

affected by it; 5) plaintiffs rarely made proper use of the health

care available to them by failing to make appointments and by
missing the numerous prenatal care appointments they did

schedule.

TMA spent many hours carefully examining this suit to

determine if intervention might be necessary, and invited the

Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians and Tennessee Ob-
stetrics and Gynecological Society to provide input and partic-

ipate in the intervention effort. The AMA agreed to assist

TMA in possible intervention efforts, and retained outside

counsel for that purpose. The TMA was particularly con-

cerned because of plaintiffs’ reliance on federal civil rights

laws which provide the federal district court with a wide array

of available remedies that could substantially affect the prac-

tices of all Tennessee physicians. TMA feared that the court

might get a substantially skewed picture of physicians’ prac-

tices from the picture painted by the recipients. This problem
occurred in a similar Medicaid system lawsuit involving the

nursing home industry. That case was styled Linton vs. Com-
missioner of Health, and was brought by the same Legal

Services’ attorneys who filed Brewster. According to Judge
John Nixon, the same federal judge now presiding in Brew-
ster, the industry’s trade association waited too long (two

years) before it attempted to intervene in that case. Fortu-

nately, however, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals dis-

agreed and has ordered Judge Nixon to allow the Tennessee
Health Care Association into the Linton case to help fashion

an appropriate remedy.

TMA executives, legal counsel, and outside counsel met
with Tennessee Department of Health Commissioner H. Rus-

sell White, Medicaid Bureau Director Manny Martins, Dr.

Richard T. Light, Chief Medical Officer, along with their attor-

neys, and later with plaintiffs’ lead counsel Mr. Gordon
Bonnyman. This provided the TMA and the AMA with the

opportunity to communicate organized medicine’s concerns

over both the litigation’s status and the potential future reme-

dies were a successful judgment to follow. As expected, the

state expressed deep concern that TMA stay out of the suit.

Mr. Bonnyman, in turn, was curious about TMA’s position on
his clients’ claims and whether TMA could agree that

Tennessee’s Medicaid recipients had an ongoing problem with

health care access to OB/GYN services.

Initially, TMA’s goals going into these meetings were to

establish rapport with both sides, defuse current antagonism,

listen to their respective positions, gain access to the Medicaid
program’s data now held by each side, and to articulate TMA’s
concern that a Linton style remedy could adversely affect

physicians’ practices across Tennessee. TMA had the addi-

tional goal of assessing how an intervention effort should pro-

ceed. Because these meetings were so productive and fruitful,

the TMA Board accomplished its goals and then realized it had

a far greater dearth of necessary filing information and answers

to the final remedy question than was at first anticipated. In

short, TMA realized that it might very well win the case, gain

higher Medicaid reimbursement rates, only to then discover

that higher rates merely partially solve the OB health care ac-

cess problem. The federal judge then would have rightly ex-

pected that TMA suggest other remedies such as mandatory
assignment, or that physicians serve Medicaid patients on a

first come, first serve basis.

As a result of these conclusions, the TMA Board decided to

defer its intervention efforts and, instead, appointed an ad hoc

committee to address the remedy issues raised, specifically in-

cluding how to increase access to OB services. The committee
concluded its work in the fall and proposed remedies including

providing physicians with malpractice immunity for treating

Medicaid patients, simplification of claims' paperwork with in-

creased program administrative efficiency, augmenting ongo-

ing state efforts with rural physician recruitment, expanding
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the Medical Home Program, creating recipient education pro-

grams to teach appropriate ways of accessing available health

care services, utilizing primary care physicians as gatekeepers,

and ensuring more reasonable Medicaid reimbursement.

The TMA Ad Hoc Committee was composed of the fol-

lowing physicians: Drs. Dennis A. Higdon, Chairman, Hays
Mitchell, Robert Bruce Avery, Chester N. Caster, Mark A.

Clapp, Walter E. Derryberry, Robert W. Herring, Jr., Robert D.

Kirkpatrick, Steven F. Pierce, Thurman D. Pedigo.

Actions Taken on 1992 Amendments/Resolutions

In addition to the above items of concern, the Board re-

sponded to those matters referred to it by the House of Dele-

gates last April. As required in Constitutional Amendment No.

4-88, the Board hereby reports to the House actions taken on

amendments and resolutions acted upon by the House of Dele-

gates in April 1992:

Bylaw Amendment No. 1-92

Subject: Deletion of Impaired Physician Peer Review Com-
mittee as a Standing Committee. This bylaw amendment

served to delete the Impaired Physician Peer Review Commit-

tee as a standing committee of the TMA under its Division on

Scientific Services. Passage of this amendment would allow

the TMA to transfer the committee to its tax exempt Tennessee

Medical Foundation.

Action: The House of Delegates passed this amendment

which facilitated the transfer of both the committee and the

Impaired Physician Program to the Tennessee Medical Founda-

tion (TMF). Following its June 1992 Board meeting, the TMF
accepted complete responsibility for the operation and admin-

istration of the program and its oversight committee. The TMF
began a fund-raising campaign in late 1992 with the TMA’s
membership. Since that time, the TMF has raised over $54,000

towards endowing the position of assistant medical director.

Bylaw Amendment No. 2-92

Subject: Renaming and Expansion of the Duties of the

Committee on Governmental Medical Services. This resolu-

tion, if passed, would expand the role of the Committee on

Governmental Medical Services allowing it to work on issues

involving third party payors.

Action: The House of Delegates passed this amendment al-

lowing the committee to expand its scope of work and focus to

include health insurance related issues. On behalf of TMA’s
membership, the committee has vigorously pursued third party

payor issues since its role increased.

Bylaw Amendment No. 3-92

Subject: Judicial Council’s Peer Review Procedures. This

bylaw amendment would authorize the Judicial Council to fol-

low the peer review due process procedures outlined in the

TMA Board of Trustees’ current peer review procedures book-

let. TMA’s other peer review actions must follow such proce-

dures as noted, for example, in Bylaw Chapter VII, Section 14.

Action: The House of Delegates passed this amendment

which clarified the requirement that anytime the TMA’s Judi-

cial Council conducts peer review of members, it will follow

the due process procedures set forth in the current edition of

the TMA Board’s peer review guidebook.

Resolution No. 1-92

Subject: Mandatory Acceptance of Assignment for Insur-

ance (Reaffirmation of Resolution No. 2-85). This resolution

asked the House to reaffirm TMA’s policy requiring opposi-

tion to any effort to force physicians to accept mandatory as-

signment of any patient’s insurance, whether Medicare, Medic-

aid, or private payor.

Action: The TMA has continued its vigorous opposition to

mandatory assignment proposals as those concepts have been

raised before the Tennessee General Assembly. As a result,

there is no current mandatory assignment requirement for any

type of insurance in Tennessee.

Resolution No. 2-92

Subject: Hepatitis Vaccination for Medical Students (Reaf-

firmation of Resolution No. 9-85). This resolution would reaf-

firm TMA’s position supporting that hepatitis vaccinations for

medical students be provided at no cost.

Action: This resolution reaffirms TMA’s position of sup-

port for hepatitis vaccinations for medical students at no cost.

A letter from President Dr. Charles Ed Allen was sent to the

deans of all Tennessee medical schools accompanied by a copy

of this resolution.

Resolution No. 3-92

Subject: Statewide Poison Control (Reaffirmation of Reso-

lution No. 10-85). This resolution requested the Commissioner

of Health to provide funding for a statewide poison control

network which was established in Public Chapter 393.

Action: The commissioner was apprised of this resolution

and he responded that "although no funding is currently appro-

priated for poison control activities, the development of the

Poison Control Network Advisory Committee’s recommenda-

tions will lead to the assurance that poison control centers cur-

rently operating in Tennessee are providing services which

address the needs of our citizens."

Resolution No. 4-92

Subject: Ban of "Promotional Drinking" (Reaffirmation of

Resolution No. 11-85). This resolution would reaffirm TMA’s
opposition to promotional drinking (ie, happy hours).

Action: A letter from Dr. Charles Ed Allen stating TMA’s
reaffirmation plus a copy of the resolution was sent to Mr.

Ronnie Hart, Executive Director of Tennessee Restaurant As-

sociation and its current president.

Resolution No. 5-92

Subject: Opposition to Boxing as a Sport (Reaffirmation of

Substitute Resolution No. 12-85). This resolution would reaf-

firm TMA’s standing opposition to boxing as a sport due to

proven health risks.

Action: A letter from Dr. Charles Ed Allen stating the

TMA’s position plus a copy of the resolution were sent to

Tennessee Department of Commerce and Insurance and to the

Tennessee Boxing Commission. Note: In 1992, the Tennessee

Sports Fest dropped boxing as an event due to TMA’s position

and strong physician representation on the Governor’s Council

on Physical Fitness and Health.

Resolution No. 6-92

Subject: Opposition to Federally Funded Health Planning

(Reaffirmation of Resolution No. 13-85). The TMA resolved

to encourage the Tennessee General Assembly and the Gover-

nor of Tennessee to recognize that the Certificate of Need pro-

gram as administered by the Health Facilities Commission has

failed to reduce health care costs and to address local needs

with local resources and therefore should be allowed to expire

in June 1992. The resolution further instructs TMA to work

with its component societies in support of voluntary local

health planning by involved health care professionals.
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Action: The TMA suffered its major legislative defeat of

the 1992 session upon passage of a three-year extension of the

sunset date for the Health Facilities Commission. Despite in-

tense opposition from TMA, Tennessee hospitals also suc-

ceeded in extending CON coverage to physician-owned

ambulatory surgical treatment centers. Despite this defeat,

TMA’s opposition to the CON program in support for local

health planning is well known. TMA will continue to work in

the General Assembly and through the regulatory process to

ensure that the Health Facilities Commission make no further

encroachment into physicians’ private office practices.

Resolution No. 7-92

Subject: Reimbursement for Diagnostic Studies Identified

as Surgical Procedures (Reaffirmation of Resolution No. 14-

85). TMA was directed to seek to have recognized as strictly

diagnostic non-therapeutic surgical procedures which are not

applicable to the "global" fee concept such as myelogram, an-

giogram, arthrogram and discogram. In addition, TMA was to

seek reimbursement for such services separately on a fee-for-

service basis, in addition to a global fee for medical and surgi-

cal care.

Action: This year, TMA has transferred responsibility for

private insurer matters to its Governmental Medical Services

Committee, which has been renamed the Committee on Gov-

ernmental Medical Services and Third Party Payors. This panel

has created four subcommittees to better deal with its increased

workload including Medicare, Medicaid, Private Insurance,

and PRO. Individual subcommittees are currently working with

Medicare, Medicaid, and medical directors of various insur-

ance companies to effectuate this policy.

Resolution No. 8-92

Subject: The Living Will (Reaffirmation of Resolution No.

16-85). Passage of this resolution would reaffirm TMA’s
strong stance in opposition to any legislation which would re-

quire that physicians discontinue life support regardless of their

medical opinions to the contrary.

Action: As a result of the passage of this resolution, TMA
has continued to oppose such legislation with the Tennessee

General Assembly. Current state law on advance directives

does not dictate that physicians discontinue life support with-

out regard to their medical opinions.

Resolution No. 9-92

Subject: Tax on Professional Medical Services (Reaffirma-

tion of Resolution No. 17-85). This resolution would reaffirm

that the TMA be opposed to any tax that singles out physi-

cians, their practices and their patients because of the adverse

impact upon quality care at the most affordable price.

Action: This policy has been a cornerstone of TMA’s leg-

islative efforts during the last two General Assemblies. TMA
was instrumental in defeating assessments on health care pro-

viders to fund the Tennessee Comprehensive Health Insurance

Pool. In addition, TMA has expressed total opposition to ex-

tending Medicaid provider taxes to physicians. As pressure

builds to find additional revenue sources for Tennessee’s ailing

Medicaid program, TMA will continue to assert that funding

for the Medicaid Program is a societal responsibility and

should be funded through general revenue sources.

Resolution No. 10-92

Subject: Government’s Response to Resolutions (Reaffir-

mation of Resolution No. 18-85). This resolution would reaf-

firm that the Chairman of the Board of Trustees in the TMA

annual report to the House of Delegates would inform the

members of the content of the government's response to all

resolutions.

Action: TMA continues to keep government responses to

various resolutions on file. The vast majority of responses re-

ceived from government officials are general in nature. Little

specific information has been received in regard to official re-

action on various TMA policies.

Resolution No. 11-92

Subject: Ethical Standards (Reaffirmation of Resolution

No. 22-85). This resolution described medicine’s long standing

tradition of maintaining the highest standards of education,

practice, and behavior throughout the profession.

Action: As adopted, the resolution calls for TMA to reaf-

firm its determination to maintain the highest standards of eth-

ics and the pursuit of quality health care. Thus, the TMA will

continue to be guided by these principles.

Resolution No. 12-92

Subject: Control of Over-the-Counter Diet Pills (Reaffirma-

tion of Resolution No. 25-85). Adoption of this resolution re-

quires the TMA to encourage the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) to ban over-the-counter diet pills, and

asks the Tennessee congressional delegation to assist the FDA
in finding solutions to the problems of unsafe and ineffective

diet pills being sold over the counter.

Action: TMA legislative staff has sent correspondence to

the FDA requesting them to examine the adequacy of warning

labels on over-the-counter diet pills as well as the safety and

effectiveness of these pills. The Tennessee congressional dele-

gation has also received correspondence asking for their assis-

tance in addressing this problem. Upon receiving a reply from

the FDA the TMA Legislative Committee will debate the need

for introducing legislation in the Tennessee General Assembly

banning over-the-counter diet pills in Tennessee.

Resolution No. 13-92

Subject: Funding for the CARE (Community Awareness

Resource and Education) program was to expire in December

1992 and this resolution extended the funding through Decem-

ber 1993. The Communications and Public Service Committee

was directed to develop a plan to bring more of the projects in

house utilizing staff.

Action: The Communications and Public Service Commit-

tee continued to refine the current program under CARE utiliz-

ing TMA staff for more direction and follow through where

the project allowed. A long range plan and a subsequent reso-

lution to continue CARE’s communications activities under the

direction of the Communications and Public Service Commit-

tee was submitted to and approved by the Board in January

1993.

Resolution No. 14-92

Subject: Tobacco Use on Tennessee School System Prop-

erty. The TMA is on record with the Tennessee General As-

sembly as a supporter of anti-smoking legislation.

Action: The TMA met with representatives of the Tennes-

see Department of Public Health, Tennessee Department of

Education, and voluntary health agencies to discuss a coordi-

nated approach to health education in Tennessee. This educa-

tion would include TMA support of programs in schools

directed toward eliminating tobacco products in primary and

secondary schools.
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Resolution No. 15-92

Subject: Reimbursement for Stool Occult Blood Studies.

Action: A copy of this resolution was sent to Equicor and

discussion was held with their representatives and the TMA
Committee on Governmental Medical Services in its quarterly

meeting. A change in this policy would have to come nation-

ally, and Equicor has been made aware of TMA’s desire for

the change.

Resolution No. 16-92

Subject: Discrimination by Hospital-Based Preferred Pro-

vider Organizations (PPOs). Across Tennessee, a number of

hospital-based PPOs have been discriminating in the selection

of physicians to be on their network panels by requiring a cer-

tain level of hospital staff appointment. This resolution called

for TMA to request that hospital-based PPOs across the state

not exclude physicians based on level of staff appointment.

Further, the TMA was to provide legal information to its mem-
bers on how to overturn such discriminatory policies. Finally,

the resolution was to be sent to all medical staff and hospital

presidents.

Action: TMA President Dr. Charles Ed Allen sent letters to

all medical staff and hospital presidents requesting that they

cease and desist from this discriminatory policy. Several re-

sponses were received, some of which were favorable, while

some were not. Interested TMA members seeking to overturn

such policies were provided information from TMA’s legal de-

partment about possible avenues for relief. Overall, however,

such discriminatory policies can be finally overturned only by

the passage of legislation outlawing the practice.

Resolution No. 17-92

Subject: Insurance Company Provider Terminations.

Across Tennessee, several instances have occurred in which

large insurance carriers have, without notice, terminated physi-

cian members from network panels. Since these terminations

took place without notice, the insurance companies caused

great disruption in both the quality and amount of medical care

that could be provided to insured patients. This resolution re-

quired that TMA draft guidelines to regulate the termination

process. The regulations, in part, would require that insurance

companies provide adequate notice prior to, and during, the

termination process for both patients and physicians.

Action: TMA’s legal and legislative departments, in consul-

tation with Dr. M. Catherine Dundon, worked on several drafts

of regulations to be submitted to the Tennessee Department of

Commerce and Insurance. The regulations were drafted to re-

quire insurance companies to provide adequate notice and ser-

vices to physicians and patients prior to and during the

termination process. At the time this report was being written,

the regulations were nearly in final form and a meeting was

being set up with Assistant Commissioner David J. Kumatz of

the Department of Commerce and Insurance to begin the rule

making process. The draft regulations would specifically re-

quire that physicians and patients be provided a 90-day notice

prior to any termination. Further, patients would be allowed a

grace period in which to choose another network physician.

The insurance company would be required to ensure continuity

of care for affected patients, and the medical records and other

materials would be transferred in an orderly fashion. The reso-

lution called for TMA to first pursue relief through the Depart-

ment of Commerce and Insurance. Then, if regulatory relief

was unsuccessful, the TMA would pursue relief in the Tennes-

see General Assembly in the form of legislation.

Resolution No. 18-92

Subject: Reactivation of Tennessee Medicare Access Pro-

gram (TMAP). This resolution called for TMA to evaluate the

continued need and desire for the voluntary assignment pro-

gram, called "Tennessee Medicare Access Program (TMAP),"

across the state.

Action: The TMAP Committee contacted all component

medical societies regarding the status of TMAP in their area.

For those few counties that supported TMAP, TMA offered to

customize the programs and provide staff assistance if needed.

With no response to this offer, TMAP was disbanded at the

state level in July 1992. Staff still receives inquiries about dis-

counted care for indigent patients and provides information on

how Section 5220 of Medicare works and how to register pa-

tients for the Qualified Medicare Beneficiary (QMB) Program

offered through Medicaid.

Resolution No. 19-92

Subject: Prevention of Overuse Syndrome in Sports. TMA
is to work with the TSSAA through its Sports Medicine Com-
mittee to develop and distribute to high school coaches, infor-

mational material on overuse injuries in sports.

Action: Mr. Ronnie Carter, executive director of the

TSSAA, was asked to join the committee as an ex-officio

member. This topic remains active as part of the committee’s

ongoing work with the TSSAA.

Resolution No. 20-92

Subject: Prevention of Injuries From Cheerleading. The

TMA Sports Medicine Committee is to work with the TSSAA
to encourage adherence to safety guidelines for cheerleading to

prevent injuries.

Action: This remains an active issue for the Sports Medi-

cine Committee in its work with the TSSAA. There has been

some work completed towards making cheerleading a sanc-

tioned TSSAA sport thereby establishing stricter rules to be

followed.

Resolution No. 21-92

Subject: Development of Uniform Sports Physical and His-

tory Forms for School Athletics. This resolution called for the

development of a uniform pre-sport participation medical ex-

amination form to be used statewide.

Action: The TMA Sports Medicine Committee developed a

master sports physical form in cooperation with the TSSAA.
The form is being field tested by orthopedists, internists, fam-

ily practitioners, general practitioners, and pediatricians across

the state. TMA is tracking responses and will finalize the form

this spring. Following finalization the committee will seek to

mandate its use by all physicians performing a pre-participa-

tion physical with the assistance of the TSSAA.

Resolution No. 22-92

Subject: Indigent Care Activity. This resolution called for

the TMA through the Board of Trustees to continue to encour-

age its members via its local component medical societies to

provide free care and reduced cost services to the indigent and

that the TMA act as a resource for the development and en-

hancement of such activities.

Action: Support for local indigent care activities such as

TMA’s Medical Home Program has been an ongoing effort. In

addition to the Medical Home Program, TMA has continued

support for the Medicare Access Program, despite the with-

drawal of state funding for the program. TMA has also been

supportive of legislation to facilitate local efforts such as the
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Church Health Care Center in Memphis. Such efforts have

been instrumental in supporting TMA’s contention that physi-

cians are committed to providing health care to all citizens.

Resolution No. 23-92

Subject: Restructuring of the Impaired Physician Program.

In conjunction with Bylaw Amendment No. 1-92. this resolu-

tion called for TMA to transfer its Impaired Physician Program

to its charitable tax exempt organization, the Tennessee Medi-

cal Foundation (TMF).

Action: Upon this resolution's passage, the TMF Board ac-

cepted the transfer of the Impaired Physician Program and im-

mediately began overseeing the administration of that program.

The Foundation was reactivated for that purpose, a new board

was named, and the administration proceeded in an orderly

fashion. The medical director of the program is now under

contract with the TMF, instead of the TMA. All related func-

tions, formerly administered by the TMA, now fall under the

exclusive jurisdiction and control of the TMF.

Resolution No. 25-92

Subject: Revision of Constitution and Bylaws. This resolu-

tion called for the Committee on Constitution and Bylaws to

restructure TMA’s Constitution and Bylaws so that the Consti-

tution would provide TMA’s organizational framework, while

the Bylaws would detail the TMA’s organizational structure

and function.

Action: At the time this report was written, TMA’s legal

department, in conjunction with the members of the Committee

on Constitution and Bylaws, had issued and reviewed two

major revisions of TMA’s Constitution and Bylaws. The com-

mittee began with a "foundation" document in which major

constitutional provisions were incorporated into and under

bylaw provisions relating to the same subject. The committee’s

focus at this stage was to eliminate redundancies in both docu-

ments. The second document, issued for the committee’s com-

ment and perusal, involved the next logical step of increased

editing and restructuring. The committee will have a final doc-

ument prepared for review by the 1993 House of Delegates

accompanied by a complete explanatory report.

Resolution No. 27-92

Subject: Rising Costs of Prescription Drugs.

Action: The TMA Board of Trustees appointed a task force

at its meeting immediately following the House of Delegates in

1992. The AMA nationally is also studying the high cost of

prescription drugs. The current Clinton administration has tar-

geted the drug manufacturers as major contributors to high

health care costs. There is likely to be legislation to control

these companies in their escalating cost of drugs to patients.

Resolution No. 28-92

Subject: West Tennessee Disaster Preparedness. This reso-

lution calls for the TMA to provide assistance to the citizens of

West Tennessee in preparing for a major earthquake along the

New Madrid Fault or any other catastrophe of similar magni-

tude by petitioning the state and federal governments and mil-

itary authorities to immediately develop and implement

contingency plans which will provide immediate medical care

and assistance to this region in such an event'.

Action: This resolution emanated in the Committee on

Emergency Medical Services which has subsequently held one

meeting to organize efforts to develop a roster of physicians

who would be willing to assist in this matter. A second meet-

ing is scheduled during this TMA Annual Meeting for a dis-

cussion on a wide range of topics with a view toward develop-

ing a long-range plan as called for in the resolution. [In addi-

tion, through the TMA Scientific Affairs Committee, TMA
jointly sponsored (as a CME activity) with the Central United

States Earthquake Consortium a full-day workshop on June 11,

1992 in Memphis titled "Disaster Medicine 101." The work-

shop topics included the following: an overview of the earth-

quake risks in the Central U.S.; structural collapse patterns and

hazard identification; basic search and rescue techniques; epi-

demiology of disasters, earthquake injury' patterns, injury crush

syndrome; emergency medical care, treatment, and stabiliza-

tion techniques for victims.]

It has been a great honor and privilege to serve as chairman

of your Board of Trustees this year and I would first like to

thank the TMA and the trustees for allowing me to serve in

this position.

During the past year, your Board of Trustees has tried to

represent Tennessee physicians, and more importantly Tennes-

seans, in the many areas where decisions affecting health were

being made. We have tried to be the patients’ representatives

and to speak out for health and quality health care in the legis-

lature as well as in the press, in the cities, and in the rest of the

state. We have attempted to position the TMA in the media

and in the mind of the public as the most credible voice on

health issues. In some ways we have succeeded in that objec-

tive. We are receiving more inquiries on health issues and are

being quoted more frequently than in the recent past. The

TMA is more visible and the public is more aware of our ef-

forts. We need to do more to improve our visibility and credi-

bility with the general public, but progress has been made.

However, storm clouds are gathering around us from many
directions. As eternal vigilance is the price of liberty, we must

be constantly aware of the threats to quality medicine and the

public health. We must continually try to be a part of health

care reform and be the patient’s advocate, constantly remind-

ing our leaders of the attributes of quality care.

We are being challenged severely when the government re-

fuses to include physicians in a task force on health care reform

because it perceives us as a special interest, when optometrists,

chiropractors, podiatrists, physical therapists, and others at-

tempt to achieve by legislation the credentials physicians have

acquired by diligent study and hard work and when plaintiffs’

attorneys and judges attempt to determine our standards of

practice independent of the rigors of scientific investigation.

It is only by working together, being loyal to the medical

community, and avoiding interspecialty rivalry and jealousy

that we will be able to present a united front to all extraneous

factors which threaten our profession and our patients' health.

In the words of Ben Franklin on the occasion of the signing of

the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776, "We must all

hang together or assuredly we shall all hang separately."

If we do not stand up for our patients, for the availability of

care to everyone, for new diagnostic and treatment methods as

they demonstrate their effectiveness, and for high quality care,

then who will? I believe we must, we can and we will, and I

am grateful to be a part of organized medicine as we try to

help find a solution to the problems facing us.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

reviewed the report of the

Board of Trustees and recommended that it be fded.

ACTION: FILED
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Report of the

Secretary-Treasurer

Duane C. Budd, M.D.

The annual audit for the fiscal (and calendar) year ending

December 31, 1992 has been completed and is available for

review. The customary examination of the Association records

and accounts was conducted by the firm of Bellenfant & Miles,

P.C., Certified Public Accountants, appointed by the Board of

Trustees.

The attached financial statements have been extracted from

the complete audit. They show the revenue and expenditures

during 1992 as well as the assets, liabilities, and fund balance

at the end of the year. A balanced budget had been projected

for 1992 with revenues and expenditures projected at

$2,363,350. Prudent investment management and close scru-

tiny of all expenditures plus an increase in lease income from

our headquarters building tenants resulted in a modest surplus

of approximately $100,000 that was applied to rebuilding

TMA reserves. In addition, a payment of $200,000 was made

towards retiring the building loan. A similar reduction is pro-

jected for the current year which, if accomplished, along with

BALANCE SHEET
Year Ended December 31

1992 1991

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and Cash Investments

Operating Cash $ 637,359 $ 643,836

Reserve Cash 800,000 600,000

Total Cash/Investments 1,437,359 1,243,836

Investment in TMA Physician

Services, Inc. 1,000 1,000

Total Current Assets 1,438,359 1,244,836

Land, Building & Improvements,

Equipment & Autos

Land 876,995 876,995

Building 1,603,847 1,599,566

Tenant Improvements 120,965 77,311

Office Equipment 218,916 208,826

Automobiles 9,559 21,817

2,830,282 2,784,515

Less Accumulated Depreciation (243,431) (128,507)

Land, Building & Improvements,

Equipment & Autos—Net 2,586,851 2,656,008

Total Assets $4,025,210 $3,900,844

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable &
Accrued Expenses $ 17,295 $ 21,645

Dues Collection Escrow 755,258 714,496

Unearned Exhibit Fees 10,800 16,400

CARE Program Dues Allocation

Escrow 71,784

Total Current Liabilities 855,137 752,541

Tenant Deposits 2,000 2,000

Note Payable—Third National Bank 354,596 554,596

Total Liabilities 1,211,733 1,309,137

FUND BALANCE 2,813,477 2,591,707

Total Liabilities and

Fund Balance $4,025,210 $3,900,844

a $150,000 payment in 1994 will enable the building to be free

of all encumbrances well within our projected five-year plan

adopted by this House in 1990.

Rental income for the current year is expected to produce

$130,000 or approximately 6% of all revenues. Overall, the

Association remains in sound financial condition and I am con-

fident it will remain so.

I appreciate the assistance members of the Finance Com-
mittee have given me during the past year, as well as the coop-

eration and understanding extended by the Board of Trustees

during my tenure as treasurer.

STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENSES, AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE

Year Ended December 31

1992 1991

REVENUE
Membership Dues $1,773,533 $1,748,030

Annual Meeting 63,544 34,400

Journal 73,325 66,160

Investment Income 65,547 91,174

TMA Physician Services—Dividends 75,000 75,000

AMA Collection Fees 22,746 22,049

Impaired Physician Grant 100,000 170,000

Medicare Access Program Grant 19,735

Specialty Society Administration 35,950 40,183

Rental Income 106,741 31,128

CME Programs 20,016 5,650

Mailing Labels 3,941

Total Revenue $2,340,343 $2,303,509

EXPENSES
Administrative $848,403 $ 783,21 1

Administrative Support & Services 38,426 35,469

Travel—Staff 34,387 40,950

Officers 82,488 75,723

Impaired Physician Program 173,606 219,872

Committee Expense 28,963 6,210

Legislative Committee 33,458 44,642

Continuing Medical Education 16,257 10,251

Annual Meeting 58,446 55,656

Taxes 49,139 46,276

Headquarters Expense 90,194 54,357

Journal 145,076 156,563

Student Education Fund 123,469 118,888

Specialty Society Administration 52,620 54,606

Other Organizations 18,529 18,207

CARE Program 176,121 164,601

Medicare Access Committee 19,735

Interest 29,164 93,087

Depreciation 1 19,827 90,219

Total Expenses $2,118,573 $2,088,523

Excess of Revenue Over Expenses

Before Gain from Sale of Land,

Building & Equipment 221,770 214,986

Gain from Sale of Land,

Building & Equipment 320,522

Excess of Revenue Over Expenses 221,770 535,508

FUND BALANCE
Beginning of the Year 2,591,707 2,056,199

End of the Year $2,813,477 $2,591,707

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C—reviewed the report of the

secretary-treasurer and recommended that it be filed.

ACTION: FILED
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Report of the

Judicial Council

Michael A. McAdoo, M.D., Chairman

The Judicial Council of the Tennessee Medical Association

has not been required either to meet in full session since

TMA’s April 1992 House of Delegates meeting, or to review

any case appeals. In late 1992, one component medical society

reported to TMA that it had expelled a member pursuant to the

new peer review procedures. The society was informed that,

under the new rules, it had to report the expulsion to the Ten-

nessee Board of Medical Examiners. That Board, in turn, re-

ports to the Data Bank. At that time, it seemed like an ideal

opportunity to survey all of TMA’s local societies, both to

check their progress in implementing the procedures outlined

in TMA’s new Peer Review Guidebook, and to provide any

necessary guidance.

Of the 109 surveys mailed to TMA’s 51 component

societies’ officers, 46 societies had responded by the March

filing date of this report. Thirty-one societies stated that they

had never seen a copy of the Guidebook (originally mailed in

late 1991). Fourteen responded that they had implemented the

Guidebook. The last two said that they had not yet incorpo-

rated the procedures.

The survey gave the Judicial Council an opportunity to ed-

ucate all societies about the new procedures, the available legal

immunities which attach when the procedures are followed in

peer review, and the American Medical Association's promise

to defend any society during peer review litigation after the

Guidebook’s adoption. TMA’s staff, in conjunction with the

Judicial Council, also visited those societies which asked for

assistance in incorporating the procedures.

I consider this a successful year for the Council. As chair-

man, I wish to thank all of the members of the Judicial Council

for their willingness to serve TMA in this important capacity,

and those TMA members who assist in local peer review

matters.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

reviewed the report of the

Judicial Council and recommended that it be filed.

ACTION: FILED

Report of the

Chief Executive Officer

Mr. L. Hadley Williams

The 12 months since my last report to this House has seen

changes in many areas that are important to us all. These

changes have involved internal as well as external affairs of the

Association. As always, what is best for TMA and its members

is the guiding force that dictates our beliefs and actions. At no

time during my 30 years of service have I seen or experienced

the changes that have or soon will take place. The effort to-

wards health care reform will, without a doubt, change the

practice of medicine as it is known in this country today like

never before. No one denies that change is necessary. It is

imperative that physicians are part of the change process, not

just the recipients.

The debate on health care reform is intensifying. Changes

in attitudes regarding the best method to accomplish reform

occur as rapidly as a weatherman’s map. Some 60 days ago

President Clinton addressed the American public and outlined

his plan to effect immediate reform for the Medicare and Med-

icaid programs. He proposed a $50 billion cut in Medicare

over five years, with $3 billion earmarked to be cut in the 1994

fiscal year budget. For Medicaid, the President proposed $225

million in cuts for fiscal year 1994 and $8.7 billion over five

years. These cuts are in addition to those that will be a part of

the health care reform proposal that is expected to be released

next month.

I think the American Medical Association’s immediate re-

sponse to the President’s message was clear and concise. Dr.

Raymond $calettar, chairman of the AMA Board of Trustees,

issued the following statement the day following President

Clinton’s address:

“The AMA is absolutely dedicated to health system reform,

and wants a partnership with the Administration, Congress and

the private sector to control costs, achieve universal access,

and maintain high quality of care. Input from practicing physi-

cians who deliver care to patients every day is essential to the

design of meaningful, comprehensive health system reform

that places patients first.”

“Any cost containment measure must focus on reducing ad-

ministrative burdens, eliminating mandated care, instituting in-

surance reform, slashing defensive medicine costs, and

eliminating excessive or inappropriate care.”

“However, freezing physician payment in either the public

or private sector is not the answer. Rather, it is a stop gap

measure that does not address the tine costs of health care—an

older population, high technology, and societal problems like

drugs and violence. ..Government has created massive health

bureaucracy and paperwork, 08HA and CLIA regulations,

new ADA laws, and now wants to reduce reimbursement to

pay the bill. ..Four years ago, physicians bargained in good

faith with the government to overhaul the Medicare payment

system. Physicians have lived up to their end of the bargain

and data for the 1992 calendar year indicates the volume of

services is well below the standard set by the government. The

government chose to cut physician reimbursement in spite of

the agreement.”

“Freezing Medicare and Medicaid payments will continue

cost shifting to the rest of the population.”

“Despite all of this, the AMA and the medical profession

stand ready to participate in fair and equitable health system

reform.”

Three weeks ago today, TMA sent a delegation of three

physicians, representing each of the grand divisions of the

state, and one staff member, to Washington, D.C. to attend an

AMA meeting described as “A Time for New Partnership.” As

part of that meeting’s agenda, the following is a summary of

AMA’s reaction to the Clinton proposals:

Physicians know firsthand that the status quo has to go, and

we need change in our health system. Physicians want that

change to focus on patient needs. Cooperation and unity are

necessary if we are going to get the deficit under control and it
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will be painful. But the pain must be equitable. Everyone must

share—hospitals, physicians, insurance companies, attorneys,

drug companies, and patients all have to share in the burden.

Physicians are disappointed that the President did not go

after the real costs of care in this country such as tobacco. We
need higher taxes on tobacco which kills 500,000 people each

year and costs our health system $22 billion. Violence costs $5

billion. Alcohol adds $85 billion. And drugs cost $58 billion.

Freezing reimbursement for Medicare and Medicaid is not

the answer. The true costs of medical care are an older popu-

lation, high technology, and societal problems like alcohol,

drugs and tobacco. Any cost containment measure must focus

on reducing administrative burdens, eliminating mandated care,

instituting insurance reform, slashing defensive medicine costs,

and eliminating excessive and inappropriate care. Anything

that does not address these concerns is destined to fail.

It must be remembered that reimbursement pays for the

office overhead, and the additional nurses and administrators

necessary because the government has heaped so many new

regulations on medicine. In two years, the government has

placed OSHA and CLIA regulations and the ADA laws on the

physicians, hospitals and clinics in this country and, now, be-

lieves they can cut payments. It’s impossible to increase ad-

ministrative and regulatory costs and reduce the price of

services.

A diagnosis needs to be made on our health system and

then find a cure. Today, we are just treating the symptoms

—

like cutting payments. Cutting payments does not cut demand.

It simply continues the practice of cost shifting to the rest of

the country.

The AMA and individual physicians are eager to work with

the Administration and Congress as partners to bring meaning-

ful reform to the system. No one, more than physicians, knows

the faults and weaknesses of our system. That wealth of

knowledge is needed to fashion a workable and equitable

health system.

Finger pointing seems to be the fashionable thing to do

nowadays. Health care polls indicate that 57% of the American

public cite greed, waste, corruption, and profiteering as the pri-

mary reasons for health care cost increases. Some 83% of the

public believe that the best way to finance health insurance for

all is just to eliminate that greed, waste, corruption, and pro-

fiteering. The media does nothing to dissuade that perception

and some of the proposed reform measures reflect that dis-

torted view.

The public reads about the $13 million that the federal gov-

ernment paid review organizations in 1990 to examine 500,000

Medicare cataract operations. The fact that the $13 million ex-

penditure yielded possible savings in unnecessary surgery of

only $1.4 million was never publicized. Net loss to the tax-

payer was $1 1.6 million.

Few individuals talk about the real reasons why health care

costs are rising or the difficult choices that will have to be

made. As we know, people 85 and over constitute the fastest

growing segment of our population and their number has

grown since 1960 by 232% while the population as a whole

grew by 39%. George Bums may be right in saying that one of

the “nice things about being 90 is that there’s less peer pres-

sure.” Citizens over 75 use ten times the amount of care of

those 20 to 50 years old. Medicare enrollees expand by

700,000 per year but somehow those in Washington think it

should cost less to treat them. A mere 1% of the U.S. popula-

tion accounts for 29% of all medical costs, while 5% are re-

sponsible for half of the total. The reformers must understand

these facts.

TMA MEMBERSHIP REPORT
As of December 31, 1992

Dues Paying Active

1992 1991 1990 1989 1988

Members
Dues Paying Resident

5,140 5,116 5,125 5,057 5,019

Members 78 84 76 51 77

Dues Exempt Members 1,322 1,163 1,214 1,171 1,018

Veteran Members
Military, Disabled,

(487) (544) (536) (569)

and Retired (426) (389) (346) (317)

Student Members (409) (230) (332) (285)

TOTAL 6,540 6,363 6,415 6,279 6,114

Deaths 57 42 61 61 44

AMA Members from Tennessee:

TMA Dues Paying and Exempt 4,472

AMA Direct Members 1,779

TOTAL AMA MEMBERS 6,251

71% of TMA members are AMA members

There are those who point to other countries’ health care

systems and promote cloning as a means of solving this

country’s problems. What is not publicized by the media is the

fact that almost every country with national health insurance is

now searching for ways to reform their health care systems.

Increasingly, the reforms being adopted seek to replace social-

ism in medicine with privatization, competition, and market

incentives. A good example of this international trend is the

government of New Zealand which has indicated its intent to

end 40 years of socialized medicine by giving its citizens tax

incentives to purchase private health insurance and by intro-

ducing market-based reforms in the public sector.

Physicians must not submit to those pressures which will

ultimately weaken your patients and your ability to treat them.

To this end, we need a strong, united, and committed Tennes-

see Medical Association. We must continue to fight for what

we know is right. It is important that all members be aware of

the impact and influence that the AMA, through its House of

Delegates, has on national issues and health care policy. Please

read Dr. John B. Thomison’s report of the TMA delegation to

the AMA. In doing so, the magnitude of issues addressed by

the AMA House of Delegates will be most enlightening. The

number of TMA members who opted to join AMA has

dropped slightly in the past two years. This drop has resulted

in the loss of one delegate and alternate delegate from Tennes-

see. Tennessee physicians need as strong a voice as possible in

the AMA House and TMA needs to regain this lost represen-

tation. I urge you not only to join with more than 70% of TMA
members who do belong to AMA but to assist in efforts to

recruit colleagues who have, heretofore, “left it up to George”

to do the work.

As is customary, I submit the membership report (Table),

which outlines current TMA membership numbers in various

categories as well as those for the past four years for compari-

son purposes.

Financially, TMA is moving ahead on a sound financial

foundation. The year 1992 produced a reduced amount of rev-

enue as a result of the transfer of the Impaired Physician Com-
mittee and Program to the Tennessee Medical Foundation as
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directed by this House of Delegates in 1991. Along with the

reduced revenue, however, was a corresponding reduction in

expenditures relevant to this aspect of TMA activities. The

year 1992 ended with approximately $100,000 over and above

revenues which was allocated to the rebuilding of the reserve

fund. Dr. Duane Budd’s treasurer’s report reflects in detail the

revenues and expenditures for the past fiscal year and a graphic

outline for 1993 follows.

1993
ESTIMATED INCOME

$2,251,650

PROJECTED EXPENDITURES
$2,251,650

The officers and trustees of your Association should be

commended for their insight, dedication and leadership during

the past year, for they have truly represented medicine in an

exemplary fashion. My special thanks to Dr. Charles Ed Allen

who has served with distinction as your president for the past

12 months. I would also like to express my appreciation to a

dedicated and loyal staff for their day-to-day concern for the

problems that have faced us. As always, we stand ready to

implement your policy to the fullest extent of our capabilities.

REFERENCE COMMITTEE C

—

reviewed the report of the

chief executive officer and recommended that it he fded.

ACTION: FILED

Committee Reports

The following standing and special committees made an-

nual reports to the House of Delegates.

—Committee on Scientific Affairs

—Committee on Legislation

—Committee on Governmental Medical Services and Third

Party Payors

—Committee on Constitution and Bylaws

—Committee on Hospitals

—Peer Review Committee

—Committee on Communications and Public Service

—Interprofessional Liaison Committee

—Committee on Continuing Medical Education

—Committee on Rural and Community Health

—Committee on Medicine and Religion

—Primary Care Liaison Committee

—Geriatrics Committee

—Committee on Emergency Medical Services

—Committee on Mental Health

—Committee on Maternal and Child Care

—Sports Medicine Committee

—Membership Committee
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HELP FOR IMPAIRED PHYSICIANS
Through the Tennessee Medical Foundation Committee on Impaired Physicians, the As-

sociation helps doctors who are suffering from alcoholism and drug addiction. The thrust

of the program is rehabilitative, not punitive. The Committee is composed of physicians

who have special expertise in these areas, some from personal experience. Effective

treatment for these illnesses is achieved most easily when the disease is detected early;

family, friends, and associates are urged to avoid misguided sympathy which enables the

condition to deteriorate.

HELP US TO HELP

Call the TMF Impaired Physician Program at (615) 385-3319; outside Nashville call

collect. Telephone message service available around the clock.

nl
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CHANGE THE PACE
OF YOUR PRACTICE

Looking for a change of pace? Rx - the Naval Reserve requires only a few hours a month at

your convenience, plus two weeks of specialized duty each year.

Combine three careers into one - civilian physician, Navy physician, and Naval Reserve officer.

Experience a variety of duties. Exciting assignments. Excellent benefits.

You’ll enjoy the status and prestige of being a Naval Reserve officer while working in a practice

that will help you keep up with the medical technology of tomorrow.

Call today: 1 -800-443-6419

NAVAL RESERVE
You and Ihe Naval Reserve. Full speed ahead.

"Despite what you may have heard about the military getting smaller, the Naval Reserve still has many jobs for healthcare
professionals."

American SI Lung Association
RECYCLE
YOURSELF!

(. of Tennessee

Sign A Donor Card

Golf Privilege CardThe 3 steps to becoming an organ and.

tissue donor:

1 . Get the facts.
Play over 65 rounds of golf with

2. Talk it over with your family. Free Greens Fees! on some of
3. Sign and carry your donor card.

Tennessee’s finest golf courses. WM
For more information contact:

TENNESSEE DONOR SERVICES H "The Lung Card" J0
Chattanooga Nashville Knoxville

$25.00 each Buy 3 and get the 4th card free!

(615) 757-1006 (615)327-2247 (615)523-4432 Call I-800-432-LUNG

• MOVING? Send Us Your Address

I
Please notify us six weeks in advance.

!

! Old Address !

;

Name

;
Address

;

! City/State/Zip
!

! New Address I

;

Address
;

;
City/State/Zip

;

! Effective Date of New Address !

! Send to: TMA, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909 !

L J

SUPPORT
YOUR ADVERTISERS

Many of the advertisers in this Journal

are long-standing patrons of our numthly

publication. Their products and services

are of the highest quality available.

Don't take them for granted. Read their

advertisements!
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Tennessee medical professionals

can cut their workers'

compensation insurance

premium costs with the

Dodson Plan!

TMA endorsed the Dodson Plan in 1979 as a way for

association members to help control their workers'

compensation insurance premium costs.

Because earned dividends depend on the claim

expenses of all TMA members, they cannot be
guaranteed. However, Dodson dividends have
been returned 1 1 out of 13 years!

By making employee safety a top priority, TMA
members are improving their chances of earning

a dividend each year like the 20% return of premium
worth $198,435.00 paid in 1990!

The Dodson Plan can put you one step closer

to premium savings! Call today . .

.

1
-800-825-3760

Ext. 2990

underwritten

Casualty Reciprocal Exchange
member

DODSON OROUP
9201 State Line Rd.

Kansas City, MO 64114
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Eli Lilly and Company can suit all your

needs with the most complete line of human

insulins available.

Featuring Humulin 70/30* and our latest

addition to the premixed line, Humulin 50/50f

— especially useful in situations in which

a greater insulin response is desirable for

greater glycemic control.

Humulin®
human insulin

[recombinant DNA origin]

Tailor-made options in

insulin therapy

WARNING: Any change of insulin should be made cautiously

and only under medical supervision.

* Humulin® 70/30 (70% human insulin isophane suspension,

30% human insulin injection [recombinant DNA origin]).

+Humulin® 50/50 (50% human insulin isophane suspension,

50% human insulin injection [recombinant DNA origin] )

.

Global Excellence in Diabetes Care

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

HI-7924-B-349316 © 1993 , eli lilly and company
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Unity

This is an era of medicine in which we as practitioners have become very

diverse. This difference is certainly related to the advances of science, giving med-

icine many varied types of practices. The Tennessee Medica 1 Association, and, by

extension, the American Medical Association, attempt to represent all of medicine

to the public, to governmental agencies, and to our legislative bodies. Consider the

diversity of those we seek to represent. A partial list includes a neonatologist and

a gerontologist, a general surgeon and a neurosurgeon, a family physician, and an

ophthalmologist. In addition, those represented may practice in an urban area, a

rural area, or a suburban area. Some of us practice in underserved areas and some

practice where there are plenty of physicians but the distribution is skewed. We are

all different, but we are all practitioners of the art and science of medicine. We all

went through a certain “rite of passage,” whether we graduated from a medical

school in California or one in New York. Our associations also represent physi-

cians who work for a salary, those in solo practice, and those in group practice. We
have physician members who are in administrative medicine as well as those in

public health. There are those of us who work primarily for industry, primarily for

insurance companies, or primarily for governmental agencies.

One of my strongest feelings about the Tennessee Medical Association is that it

should be large enough to encompass all of these diverse groups of physicians, but

small enough to respond to the needs of each member in such a way as to show

that TMA is truly representing that particular individual. The TMA seeks to repre-

sent all of the physicians in our state, but first we seek to be patient advocates.

When the TMA represents you, the practicing physician, in the legislature or be-

fore state agencies, we must attempt to seek what is best for our patients. After all,

medicine exists because of our patients. If we first work for better patient care, we

will certainly enjoy a better reputation in our state.

In the near future we are all going to experience changes in the way health care

is delivered. As of this time, none of us is quite sure what impact these changes are

going to have on our own practices. Differences due to specialty, type of practice,

or location of practice should not be allowed to separate us from our primary

goal—that of delivering quality health care to our patients. There is no better time

for all of medicine to come together under the umbrella of our professional associ-

ations, so that the state and federal governments will hear only one voice from

medicine. Benjamin Franklin said it best during our nation’s struggle for indepen-

dence when he said, “We must all hang together or we shall surely hang

separately. ,J
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editorial/

Why Me, Lord?

We're all just seeds in God’s hand;

We start the same, but where we’ll land

Is sometimes fertile soil.

And sometimes sand.

We’re all just seeds in God’s hand.

—Popular song

Some weeks back, the obituary page of the Jour-

nal of the American Medical Association listed 45

doctors, the oldest of them 98 years old, and the

youngest 86; the average age was 91. The next week

the age range was only slightly lower. Of course, the

columns had nothing at all to say about the quality of

life of those nonagenarians, though one must assume

it varied all over the lot. Judging from the few of

those I know or have known in that category, some

were (or are) enjoying life, some weren’t, some

wished they were out of it, and some functionally

were (are). Doubtless some were wondering, either

positively or negatively, “Why me, Lord?” Possibly

all were, and one would think they almost certainly

all did at one time or another. I have myself won-

dered about it, and in fact frequently do—mostly

positively, for which I’m grateful.

And the wonderment is not just about age, either.

I was once in a class at church where the teacher, a

learned man of the cloth, was addressing the topic:

“Why do the innocent suffer?” He talked a lot for a

long time, and so far as I could see said nothing that

would even come close to answering his question.

My own counter-question, which I kept to myself,

but will share with you, and which I guess is largely,

if not entirely, rhetorical, is, “Well, why not?” If, like

me, you believe the Bible, you believe that through

disobedience to God, man (generically) was responsi-

ble for loosing evil in the world, so why should any-

one escape its consequences? Moreover, however

you may look at it, as children of Adam nobody is

inherently innocent. God has His reasons for what-

ever He does or does not do or allow, and trying to

second-guess Him is an exercise in futility. If on the

other hand you don’t believe the Bible, you can

come up with your own explanation, which will

likely be “Chance.” So what, practically speaking, is

the difference? In whichever case, not very many of

us did anything at all to deserve everything we got

that was good, and in many instances bad either (ex-

cepting cigarette smokers and other abusers of their

health, which likely includes most of us). The quota-

tion above sums it up pretty well, providing you start

God’s sowing of the seed early enough to take hered-

ity into account.

Maybe people tend to think more about such

things as they get older, particularly after they have

used up their allotted three-score and ten years and

see their younger friends and acquaintances begin

dropping off, but generally speaking, folks don’t get

around to asking “Why me?” (adding “Lord” if they

think it appropriate—and more often for placing

blame than giving thanks) until disaster strikes. They

seldom ask it while they are in hog-heaven, even if

they happen to be feeling thankful, and maybe even

thankful to God, because that might then require con-

sidering uncomfortable questions about stewardship.

One would think that if any reasonable person who is

gifted in whatever way he is gifted would consider
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why it is he is so gifted, he would at the same time

be bound to consider what he should be using that

gift for.

Maybe this is a good time to define what it is I'm

talking about when I say “gifts.” Material things are

of course important, and I don't exclude them, but I

have in mind the things that govern acquisition of

those material things—such gifts as mental and phys-

ical equipment, genetic makeup, time and place of

birth and development, and so on, things over which

none of us has any control, and with which we were

endowed by God. This seemingly gives the lie to the

contention that there is no free lunch, but if there is a

God, and if He endows us with these things, then it

is reasonable to expect that He requires an account-

ing. If you think otherwise, then you can, in fact

should, develop an alternative. Whatever that alterna-

tive turns out to be, if it requires no responsibility I'd

say you'd better rethink it. “Why me?” requires an

answer. If what it requires turns out to be support of

some cause, just be careful; a number of supporters

of a cause are holed up in Waco, Texas right now in

a standoff with the FBI. Since at this point I find

myself on the verge of preaching. I'll get on with my
act. But I needed that as an introduction to what I'm

about to say next.

It recently came to my attention that a young

singer, referred in contemporary parlance as a female

vocalist, an appellation that I guess is as good as any,

but that I find stilted, chose to use her talents on be-

half of a cause judged politically incorrect as of the

moment, and was figuratively tarred, feathered, and

ridden out of town on a rail for her pains. It all goes

to show how fickle the espousers of causes can be,

and how intolerant of the espousers of causes not

their own.

I know—or at least knew then; I'm better in-

formed now—Kathy Mattea from Adam only by the

way she is packaged, which strikes me as attractive.

Apparently it strikes a lot of other people that way,

too, whereas Adam’s packaging would be, on the

other hand, strictly ho-hum. But I digress. In any

case, it is said of Miss Mattea that she can also sing,

and beautifully, and to prove it, not only has she

managed to produce a couple of gold record albums,

but she has twice been named Country Music

Association’s (CMA) female vocalist of the year. But

not this year. This year she wasn't even invited to the

awards ceremony.

Though you might not believe that any such thing

could happen to such an accomplished writer as

some of you seem (fortunately) to think I am, I had

trouble making this editorial jell the first time

around, and killed it in its original form even after it

was already set in type. (Being in a confessional

mood, I confess to that having happened before, and

confidently predict that it will again.) That unexpect-

edly turned out to be, instead of an annoyance, a

small gift of its own, of sorts. The breather gave me
an opportunity to watch Miss Mattea perform on the

televised show “Austin City Limits” and confirm for

myself her consummate artistry and charisma. (The

word charisma has been badly abused, and erron-

eously considered by some even pejorative, ever

since Jim Jones, who was referred to as charismatic,

led some 200 of his followers to oblivion in the jun-

gles of South America some years back. It is a per-

fectly good Greek word meaning “gift.”) Charismatic

simply means gifted, and Miss Mattea clearly is. Not

only that, she is very sensitive, too, which is what led

to her being made by CMA to stand in the comer, so

to speak. The quotation that heads this piece is from

one of the songs I heard her sing.

Because she showed up at last year’s awards cer-

emony wearing a red ribbon, signifying her support

of relief for AIDS victims, and not the CMA-chosen

green ribbon of environmental concerns, Miss Mattea

was black-balled by CMA. Without taking sides be-

tween the AIDSists and the environmentalists, I

thought that at least tacky. CMA was certainly within

its rights to set and to require adherence to its own
ground rules, and Miss Mattea accepted her rebuff in

good grace, as would be expected of a graceful,

gifted young lady. It was, she said, just that she had

lost two good friends to AIDS and wanted to show

her support for that cause. Since nobody was injured

and no law was violated. Miss Mattea also acted

within her rights, provided she was willing to accept

the consequences for her action, which she was, and

did—for which, it would seem, CMA and country

music fans were the poorer. She also had the grace

not to blame God for telling her to do it.

Not everybody has. In fact, it would seem that

these days more don't have than do, though maybe

the news media, with customary perversity, just

make it seem that way. We have been regaled lately

by accounts of the religious fervor that prompted the

standoff in Texas and the bombing of the World

Trade Center, with all sorts of second-guessing by an

assortment of authorities as to the motivation and

psychological makeup of folks who behave that way.

Such behavior is of course nothing that just started. It

has never been hard to drum up support for causes

among a constituency spoiling for a fight, such as the

Crusaders or the Saracens, for instance. The psychol-

ogists would have you believe, or it seems to me they

would have you believe, that it is only a small step

between a nonviolent and a violent confrontation.
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Though they likely would deny it, the followers of

the Prince of Peace sometimes inexplicably wind up

in another prince’s camp.

Maybe the step is small, and then again maybe it

isn't. That seems to me an oversimplification. For

instance, not very many of those who oppose abor-

tion, and might even be willing to join marches in

opposition to it, believe in storming the ramparts, and

certainly not in killing the doctors who, in their opin-

ion, are killing little babies. Maybe more would like

to, but are constrained by whatever constraints they

recognize as valid or personally compelling. Most of

the protesters against and the supporters of such

things simply use moral suasion, exercising whatever

status they have attained through whatever gifts they

have been endowed with. Whether their use of that

status is responsible use or not is subject to individ-

ual interpretation on both sides. All too often these

days the law seems not to figure into the equation.

Sometimes the protesters or dissenters wind up in

hot water for their pains, just as Miss Mattea did,

though from all appearances she remains unscathed

and her popularity undiminished. Sometimes they

wind up at the same time both more popular or less,

depending on whom you ask or which side you your-

self were on, as Jane Fonda and Joan Baez did during

the Vietnam War. They too appear to have wound up

unscathed in the long run, memories being as they

are generally short; it didn’t hurt, either, that both are

talented entertainers, and many, maybe even most, of

those in opposition to them politically still like to be

entertained by them, regardless of any failings that

might have been attributed to them. Sometimes such

crusaders wind up discredited, as former, and still my
own personal, hero, Charles Lindbergh, did before

the Second World War in his estimation of the invin-

cibility of German Luftwaffe. Time, combat service,

and President Truman took care of that, and the

memory of Lindbergh is still blessed. Sometimes the

protesters wind up dead, as the Chinese students did

in Tiananmen Square in Beijing; from that, of course,

there is no rehabilitation. All of those had in common
that they considered the consequences (I think), and

found the risk worth taking.

Despite there likely being, at least in this world,

no answer usually forthcoming to the question, “Why
me?”, it is not an inappropriate one to ask oneself

occasionally, or even oftener than that. I had a 99-

year-old aunt who though bright and mentally alert

was pretty much confined to her room. She came up

with her own answer. She said she guessed God left

her down here to pray for the rest of us, who she

thought needed it, and likely did, and so she did. We
should all be so perceptive.

I consider that I, like nearly all of you who read

this, have been blessed beyond all expectation, or

even reason, considering the plight of fully 90%, or

maybe even more, of the world’s population. Impor-

tant as the question “Why me?” might be, then, an

even more appropriate one might be whether we
would or would not be considered good and faithful

stewards by whatever or whomever it is we look to

for making such a judgment, and whose approbation

we cherish.

All of the above is in case you care. Those who
have never considered, or even considered consider-

ing “Why me?” may well have left me back up there

a ways, and I’ve been preaching to the choir. On the

other hand, having spent a lot of time in choirs over

the years, I reckon the choir can stand occasional re-

furbishing, too.

J.B.T.

The Status Quo

The status quo has been defined as the “mess we

is in.” I have no quarrel with that. However you look

at it, the mess we is in, both as doctors and as citi-

zens, is considerable. As doctors, we did a lot to earn

it; as citizens we likely did too, since we, at least

collectively if not individually, voted for those hav-

ing presently to do with maintaining or changing the

status quo, as the case may be. There are, as we per-

sist in forcing ourselves to find out, worse things

than the status quo. It is sort of like asking God to

help us to do His will. We need to be careful in mak-

ing such a petition, because He just might. The citi-

zenry is finding out that the same caveat applies to

presidents.

Another axiom (or at least I consider it an axiom)

is that anyone who isn’t confused these days (and I

use “these days” as a generic term, since it can apply

equally well to any time, and probably any place)

simply doesn’t understand the situation. We have a

president who made a lot of campaign promises that

he has had to foreswear—or at least he has foresworn

them, whether or not he had to. I’m willing to give

him the benefit of the doubt, because the reason he

gave so far as it concerned the economy was that he

really didn’t understand the situation, and I'm willing

to believe he is telling the truth, at least there.

This brings to mind another one of my favorite

maxims (which differs from an axiom, which is a

proven statement, in that a maxim is only an opinion,

even though it may be one worth adhering to). I

haven’t been able to put my hands on it, so I can
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neither give its attribution nor quote it precisely, but

this will be close enough. It goes like this: He who
knows and knows that he knows—follow him. He

who knows not and knows that he knows not can be

educated. But he who knows not, and knows not that

he knows not—beware of him; he is a fool.

Now I certainly understand that engendering

sweeping generalizations is a hazardous pursuit, but I

may do it anyway, mostly to counter some other

sweeping generalizations that I consider hazardous

themselves. One of them is the trigger that initiated

this piece. An item in today’s Wall Street Journal.

“WHO’S THE BOSS: In the wake of Navy sailors’

criticism of Clinton, Air Force chief McPeak reminds

all his commanders that subordination to civilian au-

thority is a ‘core value’ of the U.S. military. . .
.” My

quarrel is certainly not with the commander-in-

chief’s being the boss; that’s constitutionally estab-

lished, and in general is a good idea. My quarrel is

with that being a “core value.” I think it’s dangerous

as hell when the boss doesn’t understand the situa-

tion, which in this case is the case. Why should the

boss understand it? The boss has never had any first-

hand experience in the military. But as with the man

who knows not and knows not that he knows not, the

current commander-in-chief has shown a decided dis-

inclination to pay any attention to the opinions or

advice of those who have had experience in the mil-

itary, such as his own chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff.

Despite understanding that engaging in “might

have beens” is fruitless, I still would point out that

much of the mess we have been in for the last 50

years is a product of civilians running our wars.

Likely the only reason there is a U.S. of A. today is

that the Continental Congress picked a general and

said, “Sic ’em, George,” and then let him. Our mili-

tary has never yet lost a war. The loss in Vietnam

belongs to the civilians who were calling the shots

—

and not all of those were our own, either. Mr. Roose-

velt stopped General Patton's drive toward Berlin,

and we got a divided Germany and Joe Stalin. The

diplomats, through President Truman, ran the “police

action,” or whatever it was (the people fighting it

thought it was a war) in Korea, and look where that

got us. And those civilian strategists were nearly all

former military personnel. Think what it will be like

when the commander-in-chief’s background is that of

an anti-war protester. You don't have to think; it’s

showing a'ready.

The stumbling block for those without military ex-

perience is in grasping the enormous difficulty even

under the best of circumstances in simultaneously

maintaining both morale and discipline, since they

have a tendency to become mutually exclusive. This

propensity is magnified many fold under field condi-

tions, where maintaining either one at acceptable lev-

els is problematic. The Navy Department has an-

nounced its intentions to have women assigned very

quickly to all combat positions, including subma-

rines. Well! Weeks, maybe even months, at sea,

often or mostly submerged, and cooped up in such a

little bitty playpen? Which will founder first on such

lucky vessels—discipline or morale? One would

have to suffer from a singular poverty of imagination

not to be able to write that scenario, and sailors,

along with. I might add, nearly everybody else in the

military, are far from paupers in imagination (see

South Pacific, “There is Nothing Like a Dame”). The

problems consequent to such an arrangement have

nothing to do with female competence; only

structure.

Until activists started making a point of it, the

military has always accommodated the matter of its

homosexual population without much difficulty and

with even less fanfare. There are apparently those,

however, who believe that the military has been a

bastion of homophobes. Maybe in a sense they are

correct, but whether they are or not, homosexuals

have always been able to serve in all branches of the

service. So far as I know, no applicant or draftee was

ever asked his (or her, I guess) sexual preference

until lately. Homosexuals made very good ward men.

Pushing the issue is just another unwise act by those

who know not that they know not. They would do

well to consider, before sending homosexuals into

combat, the actions that sent numberless unpopular

platoon leaders to Valhalla. Such happened as re-

cently as Operation Desert Storm, and almost any-

body who has served in the military during any war

could likely name you names, though I doubt they

would. I could, or once could, though I likely

couldn’t now. Anyway, I wouldn’t even if I could.

Concerning the status quo, the ubiquitous “they”

say, “Smile; things could always be worse.” So I

smiled, and sure enough, things got worse! They still

can get even worse, too—and likely will.

Ciao!

J.B.T.

Edwin Gifford Swart Jr., age 49. Died March 9, 1993.

Graduate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Bradley County Medical Society.
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new member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new
members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

CHATTANOOGA-HAMILTON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Jeffrey Hoeck, M.D . , Chattanooga

Alfredo Nieves-Gonzalez, M.D., Chattanooga

FRANKLIN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
John Mark Brewer , M.D . , Monteagle

KNOXVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Stephen G. Boyce, M.D . , Knoxville

Willard B. Campbell, M.D . , Knoxville

Scott Weaver Spann, M.D., Knoxville

LAKEWAY MEDICAL SOCIETY
James E. Barham, M.D., Morristown

Patricia Perry, M.D., Morristown

MEMPHIS-SHELBY COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Edmond Llewellyn Arrindell, M.D . , Memphis
James Howard Calandruccio, M.D . , Southaven, MS
Cathy Chapman, M.D., Memphis
Margaret Gore, M.D . , Memphis
Steven Sydney Gubin, M.D . , Memphis
James L. Guyton, M.D . , Memphis
Bela Bernat Hackman, M.D., Memphis
Stephen R. King, M.D., Memphis
Joseph Charles Opie, M.D . , Cordova

William Mason Poston, M.D . , Memphis
E.T. Richey, M.D., Memphis
Alan R. Schaeffer, M.D . , Memphis
Thomas Frederick Sheer, M.D., Memphis
David Franklin Winfield, M.D., Memphis
George Woodbwy Jr., M.D., Memphis

NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Bobby G. Bennett Jr., M.D . , Nashville

W. Glenn Bradham, M.D . , Nashville

John Bright Cage, M.D . ,
Memphis

Jan S. DeLozier, M.D., Nashville

John Martin Guenst, M.D . , Nashville

Muhammad Sami Ismail, M.D., Nashville

Stephanie White Perry, M.D . , Nashville

Todd A. Shuman, M.D . , Nashville

Howard E. Weil, M.D., Nashville

RUTHERFORD COUNTY/STONES RIVER
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Gary B. Bryant, M.D., Woodbury

WASHINGTON-UNICOI-JOHNSON COUNTY
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Steven M. Smith, M.D., Johnson City

TMA Members Receive

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award during March
1993. This list, supplied by the AMA, does not in-

clude members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Beginning Jan. 1,

1993 each application for the PRA must also verify

participation in Category 2 CME activities.

Maysoon S. Ali, M.D. , Waverly

Susan H. Bryant, M.D. , Nashville

J. Bradford Carter, M.D., Oak Ridge

Sik M. Fan, M.D., Ripley

William H. Fancher, M.D., Memphis
Thomas C. Farrar, M.D. , Nashville

Katherine W. Goff, M.D., Monterey

Harvey H. Grime, M.D., Lebanon

David H. Horowitz, M.D., Nashville

Dabney James, M.D., Chattanooga

James J. Madden Jr., M.D. , Nashville

Sarada N. Misra, M.D., Knoxville

Charles S. Mitchell, M.D. , Oak Ridge

John R. Nelson Jr., M.D., Knoxville

Arthur K. Patterson, M.D., Nashville

V. Karl Rocco, M.D. , Nashville

R. Gaiy Samples, M.D., Cookeville

Abram C. Shmerling, M.D., Nashville

Lloyd R. Thomas, M.D., Memphis

pef/OACil new/

Mark Fox, M.D., Crossville, has been certified as a Diplo-

mate of the American Board of Surgery.

Avery King, M.D. , Oak Ridge, was honored by the Federal

Aviation Administration for 25 years of service as a flight

examiner.

John W. Runyan Jr., M.D., Memphis, has been awarded

mastership in the American College of Physicians. Only 10

Tennessee physicians have attained this status since the

award was established in 1924.
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American Medical Association
Physicians dedicated to the health of America

For Your Benefit

White House responds to AMA message
Medicine’s message is being heard on

Capitol Hill as a result of the AMA-
sponsored event, “A Time for New
Partnership.” The event attracted more
than 1,000 physicians from every state

to Washington, D.C., March 23-25.

In the words of AMA Executive Vice

President James S. Todd, MD, “This

town hasn’t seen anything like what
we’ve done here since the health care

debate first heated up nearly twTo years

ago.”

Media coverage of the event positioned

the AMA as an influential player.

News reports were carried in the New
York Times

,
Washington Post and USA

Today. Ninety-nine reporters covered

the event, which also resulted in

coverage on “World News Tonight,”

“CBS This Morning,” and two segments
on the PBS “MacNeil/Lehrer News
Hour.”

Vice President A1 Gore spoke to

participants, saying the Clinton

Administration “knows that we cannot,

and do not want to, build a better

health care system without the

cooperation and leadership of the

AMA.”

Political heavyweights from both parties

spoke, including Senate Majority

Leader George Mitchell (D, Maine),

Senate Minority Leader Robert Dole

(R, Kan.), Sen. Edward Kennedy (D,

Mass.), HHS Secretary Donna Shalala

and other top leaders.

On day two of the event, the AMA
organized groups of physicians to meet
with their congressional

representatives.

Also while in Washington, AMA’s
Board of Trustees met with Ira

Magaziner for the fourth time. The
meeting resulted in a “full and

productive exchange of ideas.”

Magaziner asked for input from the

medical profession on system reform.

AMA trustees said many elements of

the administration’s proposal are in sync

with the AMA’s Health Access America
plan.

HCFA extends Medicare claims denial deadline

After intensive efforts by the

AMA, the deadline for denial of

Medicare claims that lack a CLIA
registration number is extended

indefinitely by HCFA.

The agency initially published final

regulations under which Medicare would

have started denying claims for lab

tests when there was no CLIA

registration on file as of Sept. 1, 1992.

The deadline was originally extended to

Dec. 1, 1992. HCFA subsequently

decided its internal data processing

system required modification and

extended the deadline to March 1.

The agency then said an indefinite

extension was needed to analyze claims

processing requirements.

Prepared by the Department of Communications Services. For information, call 800 AMA-3211, ext. 4416.
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Physicians, Residents, and Medical Students:

Do You Know How to

Protect Your Finances
Against HIV?

FACT> HIV Infection Puts You at

Financial as Well as Physical Risk.

As a medical professional, you take precautions to safeguard yourself physically from the threat

of HIV infection. But have you taken precautions financially? The inability to earn an income

and the depletion of your assets are two hurdles you would have to overcome should you become

infected with HIV.

PHt*m Traditional Insurance Was Not Designed to

il mm%B M ^ Provide Financial Protection Against HIV Infection.

You may have protected yourself with adequate amounts of life, health, and disability insurance.

But while each of these coverages offers valuable protection, none was designed to protect

against the financial consequences of HIV infection.

This HIV Indemnity Plan is a
Solution to the Unmet Need for Financial Protection.

This unique HIV Indemnity Plan plan pays a lump-sum benefit upon first-time diagnosis of

HIV seropositivity, giving you the help needed to replace lost income, protect assets, and cover

the cost of HIV treatment.

Request FREE, no-obligation information about this HIV Indemnity Plan.

Complete and return the coupon below or call the AMA Insurance Agency toll-free

at: 1-800-458-5736 today.

Co-sponsored by:

FACT>

This HIV Indemnity Plan

is underwritten by

Physicians Mutual Insurance

Company of Omaha, Nebraska.

YES! ! want FREE information about how I can protect my financial

well-being. I understand that requesting this information places me
under no obligation.

Name

Address

City

(

State ZIP

( )

Business/School Phone

Specialty Medical Education Number

Date of Birth Month Day Year

Home Phone

MAIL TO: AMA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.
SUITE 400
200 NORTH LASALLE STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601-9798

Please Check One: Physician

Resident

Medical Student

Are you a member of the

American Medical Association? Yes O No



TfllA
continuing medical

education oooortunftic/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Councilfor Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA’ s joint sponsorship ofCME activities. As an accredited

sponsor , TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician’ s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education, Tennessee

Medical Association, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician’s practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff, access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

July 12-16

Aug. 6-7

Sept. 2-5

Oct. 21-23

Dec. 2-4

Dec. 10-11

Contemporary Clinical Neurology XVI—Hil-

ton Head, S.C.

Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-
shop 1993

Update in Pulmonary/Critical Care Medicine

Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

19th Annual High Risk Obstetrical Seminar

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (615) 322-4030.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day
to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician’s re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician’s Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP, and Continuing Education Units from
Meharry Medical College. Application

:

For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses, Ph.D., Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville,

TN 37208, Tel. (615) 327-6235.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

Memphis

July 31-Aug. 7 Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics and Gyne-
cology—Destin, Fla.

Sept. 8-10 25th Memphis Conference on the Mother,

Fetus, and Newborn

Knoxville

June 30-July 2 99th Upper Cumberland Medical Society

Meeting—Fall Creek Falls, Pikeville

Sept. 13-15 15th Annual Obstetric Office Ultrasound

Workshop
Nov. 1-3 13th Annual Smoky Mountains Seminar in

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Nov. 11-12 Perinatal Update ’93—Gatlinburg

Nov. 18-19 10th Annual Alzheimer’s Disease Sympo-
sium—Gatlinburg

Chattanooga

Sept. 9-10 Cardiology for the Primary Care Physician

Sept. 30-Oct. 1 Care of the Aging Patient

Oct. 21-22 Trauma Management
Dec. 3-4 Medicine Update

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan, Office of

CME, University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,
TN 38163, Tel. (901) 528-5547.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF CARDIOLOGY

July 15-17 First Annual Mid-South Symposium on Car-

diovascular Disease—St. Thomas Hospital,

Nashville.

For information contact Registration Secretary, Extramural

Programs Dept., American College of Cardiology, 9111 Old

Georgetown Road, Bethesda, MD 20814, Tel. (800) 257-4739.
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IN SURROUNDING STATES

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—MISSOURI

Sept. 10-12 Frontiers in Endosurgery: Advances in En-

dourological Techniques and Technology

Sept. 17-18 Physician Executive Leadership

Sept. 18 Suicide

Oct. 6-14 Allergy Abroad—Holland and Brussels

Nov. 11-14 Anesthesiology and the Geriatric Patient

Nov. 17-19 Cardiothoracic Surgery

Nov. 20 Hypercholesterolemia

Dec. 3 Women’s Healthcare Issues

Dec. 4 GI Update

For information contact Cathy Sweeney, Office of CME,
Washington University School of Medicine, Box 8063, 660 S.

Euclid Ave., St. Louis, MO 63110, Tel. (800) 325-9862.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

GEORGE WASHENGTON UNIVERSITY

July 21-25

Sept. 11-14

Oct. 1-3

Oct. 9-13

Oct. 9-13

Oct. 24-27

15th National Lesbian and Gay Health Con-

ference and 11th Annual AIDS/HIV
Forum—Houston, Tex.

The Decade of the Brain: An International

Conference—Washington, D.C.

International Liver Symposium—Arlington,

Va.

Gastroenterology Board Review Course—Ar-

lington, Va.

Medical Oncology Board Review Course

—

Pentagon City, Va.

15th Annual Society for Medical Decision

Making Meeting—Raleigh/Durham, N.C.

YSICLUVS
we are announcing opportunities for

you to serve your country as an Air Force

Call: (800)624-5293

Name.

Reserve physlcian/officer. you can make
\> new professional associations, obtain

CME credit and help support the Air
' Force mission. For those who qualify,

retirement credit can be obtained as
well as low cost life insurance, one
weekend a month plus two weeks a

\ year or less can bring you pride and
'' satisfaction in serving your

country.

Or Fill Out Coupon and Mail Today

I

To: TSGT Randy Cook
2400 RRMS/RSH-1
Bldg 729. Room 107

DobbinsAHB.GA 30069-5002

Address.

Cltv . State . .Zip.

Phone.

Medical Specialty

.

.Prior service? Yes

Date of Birth

.

.No.

MR FORCE RESERVE

A GREATVW TO SERVE
s>

Dec. 27-31 Drug Therapy for the ’90s: An Update in

Mechanisms of Action in Clinical Utiliza-

tion—Snowbird, Utah

For information contact John F. Vargo, George Washington
University Medical Center, Office of CME, 2300 K Street

NW, Washington, DC 20037, Tel. (202) 994-4285.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS

Quality Engineering/GoodManufacturing

Practices for Blood Banks

July 27-29 Atlanta

Aug. 24-26 Los Angeles

For information contact the AABB Education Department
at (301) 215-6482.

PRACTICE FOR SALE
Doctor’s office and practice for sale with almost 18

years of practice in Internal Medicine. Price is negotia-

ble. For information write or call:

Office & Practice for Sale

P.O. Box 309

Goodlettsville, TN 37070-0309

Phone: Office (615)859-9380

Home (615) 356-4882

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs
from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, Route 8, Box 35, Rogersville, TN 37857.

Phone: (615) 272-9163. (EOE)

Hospital-Based Primary Care

•Hospital Based

•Make Rounds

•Paid Relocation

•Excellent Compensation

•Malpractice Insurance

Provided

Southeastern Emergency Physicians, Inc. (SEP) is

seeking hospital-based primary care physicians to

admit and care for unattached patients through the

emergency department. No office hassles or overhead.

Internal medicine or family practice, residency trained

or board certified. Contact Randal

Dabbs, M.D., F.A.C.E.P., at

800*342»2898 for more
information.

St>
Southeastern

Emergency

Physicians

P.O. Boi 30698 Itanile, IN 37930
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STAFF M.D
Asheville, NC

St. Joseph's Urgent Care
Center, located in the beautiful

mountains of western North

Carolina, has an immediate
opening for a Physician (part-

or full-time).

No shifts or call. Attractive sal-

ary and benefits available. To
find out more, contact:

C.W. Harvey, Director

URGENT CARE CENTER
P.O. Box 16367

Asheville, NC 28816
(704) 252-4878

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

MIDDLE TENNESSEE—Immediate full-time and part-

time positions available in small but growing commu-
nity of Lewisburg, Tennessee, approximately 45 min-

utes to 1 hour south of Nashville. State-of-the-art

emergency department with excellent emergency-

trained nurses (all critical care and ACLS certified) and

good medical staff backup. We prefer primary care

physicians with emergency department experience

and/or Board eligible or certified status—must have

ACLS certification. Low volume with excellent compen-

sation and medical malpractice paid. Flexible hours,

no overhead, excellent opportunity for quality physi-

cians. Both short-term and long-term positions avail-

able NOW.

Contact:

Jerry Lee Surber, M.D., Director

BESTCARE MEDICAL GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 699

Antioch, Tennessee 37011

Phone (615) 834-1602

Send CV and copies of Tennessee medical license,

DEA certificate, and current ACLS card.

DISTINGUISH YOURSELF WITH THE

TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION MASTERCARD
Reward yourself with the credit card that

gives you the recognition of being a mem-
ber of the TMA. Accepted at 9 million

locations worldwide, the TMA Cold Mas-

terCard® is one of the best credit cards

available today because it gives you un-

matched security, value and an edge in

facing financial challenges.

services provided at no extra cost, include*:

• Up to $ 1 ,000,000 Common Carrier

Travel Accident Insurance

• Supplemental Auto Rental Collision/

Loss Damage Insurance

• Up to $3,000 Supplemental Lost

Checked Luggage Protection

• Emergency Cash & Airline Tickets

Enjoy the advantages oftheTMA Gold

MasterCard without risk ... it is issued

absolutely free of an annual fee for one

full year. The annual fee after the first

year is a low $40 and the competitive

Annual Percentage Rate is just 16.9%.

Other distinct features include a line of

credit up to $50,000 and immediate cash

availability. Extensive travel benefits and

CALL NOW TO APPLY!

MBNA America® is one of the world's

leading issuers of credit cards.

Committed to servicing our members'

needs, MBNA America® offers cardhold-

ers 24-hour-year-round Customer Satis-

faction, one hour processing for credit

line increase requests, a lost card regis-

tration service and an emergency replacement

card service.

MasterCard® is a federally registered Service Mark of

MasterCard International, Inc., used pursuant to license

MBNA America® is a federally registered Service Mark of

MBNA America Bank, N.A. The information about the cost

of the card described above is accurate as of 2/92, to find

out what may have changed call 1 -800-847-7378 ext. 5000.

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

1-800-847-7378, ext 5000
Be sure to use the priority code when calling: PFIZ .

’Transaction Fee For Bank and ATM Cash Advances:

2% of each Cash Advance: $2 Minimum, $25 Maximum:

Transaction Fee For Premium Access Check® Cash Advances:

1% of each Cash Advance: $2 Minimum, $10 Maximum.

Late Payment Fee: $15. Over-the-Credit-limit-Fee: $15.
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OB/GYN:

Now’s Your Chance
to pursue the opportunity of a lifetime in a

lovely South Carolina community.
Opportunities in Family and Obstetrics/

Gynecology are available.

Two opportunities exist for an OB/GYN with

excellent training and a dynamic personality. Join

one of two practices and reap the benefits of an

established referral base or establish a solo

practice. Both practice locations are within 5

minutes of the local hospital.

FAMILY PRACTICE: Two opportunities exist. The local hospital would

assist in setting up a new physician to establish a

solo practice with cross coverage or the new
physician could go into practice with another new
physician or join an existing practice.

Enjoy a challenging medical career in a quality of

life environment. This community is home to a 4

year college and a Fortune 500 company.

Competitive compensation packages are being

offered including interview and relocation

expenses.

To obtain further information regarding these exceptional practice

opportunities, please call:

JOANNA PERA

MASTERSON-GABLE & CO.
300 N.W. 82nd Avenue, Suite 41

1

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33324
(305J 452-7630 . (800) 333-5430
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TIM The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking

practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office. PO Box 120909. Nashville, TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

PEDIATRICIAN—age 33, graduate of University of Tel Aviv, Sackler

Faculty of Medicine (Israel) in 1991—seeks a group or institutional

staff practice in a suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board

eligible. Available July 1993. LW-2173

INTERNIST—age 40, graduate of East Tennessee State University

Quillen College of Medicine in 1989—seeks a solo or group practice

in East or West Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2174

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 41, graduate of Ameri-

can University of the Caribbean in 1983—seeks an academic, re-

search, or public health position, preferably in Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2177

INTERNIST—age 44, graduate of Maulana Azad Medical College

(India) in 1972—seeks a practice in any location in Tennessee. Board

certified—hematology. Available now. LW-2184

PLASTIC SURGEON—age 34, graduate of University of Alabama
School of Medicine in 1986—seeks a solo or group practice in a

suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board certified. Avail-

able July 1993. LW-2187

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 30, graduate of University of Virginia

School of Medicine in 1989—seeks a group practice in a suburban or

large city location in East Tennessee. Currently finishing residency in

anesthesiology. Available July 1993. LW-2188

INTERNIST—age 29, graduate of University of Missouri School of

Medicine in 1988—seeks a part-time practice opportunity in West
Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2190

INDUSTRIAL/OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 44.

graduate of University of Virginia School of Medicine in 1974—seeks

a solo or urgent care clinic practice in Tennessee. Board certified

—

emergency medicine. Available now. LW-2191

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 31, graduate of Univer-

sity of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1990—seeks a practice in

East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2192

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 58, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1960—seeks an institutional staff practice in Middle Ten-

nessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2193

PATHOLOGIST—age 31, graduate of University of Mississippi

School of Medicine in 1988—seeks a group or institutional staff prac-

tice in any location in Tennessee. Board eligible. Available July 1993.

LW-2194

PHYSICIANS WANTED

FAMILY PRACTITIONER and INTERNIST—needed in Knoxville to

join a group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed August 1993.

PW-1161

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Lebanon in Middle Tennessee
to join a solo or group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now.

PW-1162

PEDIATRICIAN, INTERNIST or FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed
in Arlington (Memphis area) in West Tennessee to join an institutional

staff practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1170

GENERAL PRACTITIONER or INTERNIST—needed in Chattanooga

to join a solo practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now.

PW-1171

OPHTHALMOLOGIST, CARDIOLOGIST and NEUROSURGEON—
needed in West Tennessee to join group practices. Must be either

board certified or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1172

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Smithville in Middle Tennessee
to join a group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now.

PW-1173

PEDIATRICIAN—needed in Athens in East Tennessee to join a

group practice in a semi-rural location. Must be either board certified

or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1174

OB/GYN—needed in Athens in East Tennessee to join a group prac-

tice in a semi-rural area. Must be either board certified or board eligi-

ble. Needed now. PW-1175

FAMILY PRACTITIONER/INTERNIST—needed in Erin in Middle

Tennessee to join a group or solo practice. Must be either board

certified or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1176

INTERNIST—needed in Murfreesboro in Middle Tennessee to join a

multispecialty group practice. Must be either board certified or board

eligible. Needed now. PW-1177
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RESIDENTALERT:
IF YOU COULD USE OVER $25,000 A YEAR-

ANSWER THIS AD.

grant, plus a monthly stipend and reimburse-

ment of approved educational expenses.

You will be part of a unique health care

team where you will find many opportunities

to continue your education, work at state-of-

the-art facilities, and receive outstanding

benefits.

So, ifyou are a residentwho could use

over $25,000 a year, contact anArmy Medical

Counselor immediately.

(901)725-5852

ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

The U.S. Army’s Financial Assistance

Program (FAP) will subsidize training in cer-

tain specialties totaling over $25,000 a year.

Here’s how it breaks down - an annual
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Manuscript Preparation—Manuscripts should be submitted in duplicate to the

Editor, John B. Thomison, M.D., 230 25th Ave. North, Nashville, TN 37203. A cover

letter should identify one author as correspondent and should include his complete

address and phone ^ Manuscripts, as well as legends, tables, and references, must

be typewritten, doub’le-spaced on 8-1/2 x 11 in. heavy-duty white bond paper. Allow

wide margins on each page to facilitate editing. Pages should be numbered and

clipped together but not bound.

Responsibility—The author is responsible for all statements made in his work.

Although rejected manuscripts are generally returned to the author, The Journal is
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Hypotension Following a Trial

Intrathecal Dose of Baclofen

JASON A. BRODKEY, M.D. and CLAUDIO A. FELER, M.D.

Introduction

Baclofen, a derivative of the inhibitory neuro-

transmitter gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA), has

become the most widely used drug in the treatment

of spasticity. Unfortunately, though it is almost com-

pletely absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and is

highly lipophilic, it does not readily cross the blood

brain barrier and its concentration within the central

nervous system (CNS) is often not adequate to satis-

factorily control up to one-third of patients’ spasms.

Higher dosing frequently causes undesirable effects

consisting of drowsiness, coma, flaccid paralysis,

seizures, mydriasis, miosis, increased salivation,

hypothermia, and both cardiovascular and respiratory

depression. 1 Direct delivery of baclofen into the spi-

nal subarachnoid space provides a higher level of

drug delivery to the spinal cord and this should lead

to fewer unwanted side effects.

The use of intrathecal baclofen in the treatment of

spasticity was first reported by Penn and Kroin in

1984. 2 Since then it has been extensively studied and

various implantable pump systems have been devel-

oped for constant infusion into the lumbar subarach-

noid space.34 Currently, an implantable programma-

ble pump system (SynchroMed, Medtronic, Inc.) is

undergoing clinical trials in the treatment of spastic-

ity using constant infusion of Lioresal (baclofen, sup-

plied by Ciba-Geigy U.S.) into the lumbar subarach-

From the Department of Neurosurgery, University of Tennessee College

of Medicine, Memphis.

Reprint requests to Department of Neurosurgery, University of Tennes-

see College of Medicine, 847 Monroe Ave., Suite 427, Memphis, TN 38163

(Dr. Brodkey).

noid space. Patients with rigidity or spasms who do

not respond to oral doses of baclofen, or who have

adverse CNS effects at an acceptable dosage, are can-

didates for study. Prior to pump implantation, there

must be demonstrated benefits from a screening trial

of low-dose lumbar intrathecal baclofen injections.

Previously reported adverse effects to intrathecal

doses of baclofen seem to be similar to those seen

with oral dose toxicity.
3 Interestingly, these effects

were seen only with high-dose bolus injections, or

with high-dose infusions and not during low-dose

trial injections. In one case coma did occur after a

50-pg injection, but the patient had no respiratory or

cardiovascular changes. 3 We report here a case of

profound hypotension following both a 25- and 50-

p.g intrathecal injection of baclofen during the trial

dosing period. The findings are discussed with regard

to implications of intrathecal administration of bac-

lofen for the treatment of spasticity.

Case Report
In a diving accident in 1976 a 35-year-old man fractured

his cervical spine, resulting in a C-6 quadriparesis. He suffered

from severe bladder and lower extremity spasms, from which
diazepam (Valium) at a dose of 30 mg/day provided no relief.

Oral baclofen at 30 mg/day was begun and at follow-up he

complained of nausea, which he thought was due to the bac-

lofen, and furthermore, he had no reduction in his spasms. For

these reasons he agreed to participate in the clinical trial of

intrathecal baclofen.

After obtaining informed consent, a trial dose of 50 pg was

delivered by lumbar puncture. At 30 minutes post-injection he

complained of lightheadedness and his blood pressure had

fallen from 110/80 to 84/60 mm Hg. At one hour his blood

pressure had further dropped to 64/50 mm Hg. His heart rate

was initially 44/min, and was 88/min when his blood pressure

reached its nadir at one hour. Respirations did not change. He
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was monitored, and upon leaving the office his blood pressure

had returned to baseline and he suffered no sequelae. His

spasms were completely alleviated with this dose of baclofen.

One week later he was again given a trial dose by lumbar

puncture, but using only 25 |xg of baclofen. At 30 minutes

post-injection his blood pressure had fallen from 120/80 to

90/60 mm Hg with a corresponding increase in pulse rate from

50 to 76/min. There was no change in respiratory parameters,

and upon leaving the office his blood pressure had normalized.

This time his spasms were only minimally reduced. We there-

fore believed that implantation of a pump system would not be

of benefit to him in the face of hypotension at a dosage that

satisfactorily reduced his spasms.

After discussion with the patient we decided to try a trial

dose injection of intrathecal morphine, as opiates are also

known to reduce spasticity. A 1-mg test dose completely alle-

viated his spasms. He then underwent implantation of a

SynchroMed pump system for infusion of intrathecal mor-

phine. Unfortunately the control of his spasms with morphine

was short lived, as tolerance quickly developed. Dosage was

then changed to a very low-dose infusion of baclofen of 7

p-g/day, and titrated to his current dose of 40 fxg/day, which

provides him with good relief. He has no current cardiovascu-

lar symptoms.

Discussion

GABA is an inhibitory neurotransmitter found

throughout the CNS. In the spinal cord, it is thought

to modulate the inhibitory activity of the intemeuron

pool and effect pre-synaptic and post-synaptic inhibi-

tion of the alpha motoneurons themselves; it is also

thought to be inhibitory to the gamma motoneuron

system, which affects muscle tone by modulation of

extrafusal muscle fiber function .

5 The mechanisms of

GABA regulation of skeletal muscle tone are com-

plex and not well understood, and the focus of phar-

macologic therapy for spasticity is aimed at modula-

tion of the aforementioned inhibitory functions of

GABA. The etiology of adverse effects associated

with baclofen use are even more obscure. In the case

described here, we report the case of a patient who

suffered from hypotension and lightheadedness asso-

ciated with baclofen toxicity, and we therefore focus

on potentially adverse cardiovascular effects follow-

ing such toxicity.

There are two pharmacologically distinct GABA
receptors in the CNS, GABA-A and GABA-B .

6

More recent evidence suggests that there may be fur-

ther subsets of GABA receptors and that two distinct

subsets of GABA-B receptors might exist. Lioresal is

a racemic mixture of both L- and D-isomers of bac-

lofen. It is the L-isomer that is stereoselective for the

GABA-B receptor ,

6 though there is considerable de-

bate and some reports suggest that D-baclofen may

have the same potency as GABA-B receptors .

6 The

cardiovascular responses to intrathecal administration

of baclofen have been extensively studied in labora-

tory animals .

6' 8 Interestingly, depending on the route

of administration (e.g., intravenous, intraperitoneal,

or intrathecal) in the rat, there were both hyperten-

sive and hypotensive effects in a dose-dependent

manner .

6' 8 This is quite the opposite of the uniformly

cardiodepressive effects noted in human beings re-

ceiving baclofen .

13
In the cat, intraventricular injec-

tions of baclofen led to cardiovascular depressive ef-

fects with hypotension and bradycardia .

9 These data

all seem to support that, either at the brainstem or

spinal cord level, there is central GABA modulation

of sympathetic output. Distinct differences have been

noted between the effects of the D- and L-isomers of

baclofen on the sympathetic outflow of the spinal

cord .

6 In the rat, D-baclofen causes vasoconstriction

and hypertension, while L-baclofen has opposite ef-

fects with vasodilation, hypotension, and cardiac

slowing which is seen with clinical toxicity of

Lioresal.

In studies of drug profiles in the CSF it has been

shown that lumbar injections can produce rapid ros-

tral spread and raised cisternal concentrations of the

drug .

10 One patient had a sudden onset of hypoten-

sion with reflex tachycardia and secondary light-

headedness after a trial dose injection of baclofen. To

our knowledge, this is the first such case reported

where during the trial dosing period, hypotension led

to exclusion from pump implantation. It was later

found that the patient did indeed tolerate a constant

infusion of baclofen without any adverse effects,

while at the same time experiencing significant relief

of spasms. It is possible that some patients do not

tolerate a rapid rise in spinal subarachnoid space con-

centration of baclofen. We propose that, in selected

patients, a screening trial slow infusion (e.g., via

lumbar catheter) of baclofen is warranted so as to not

exclude those who might otherwise benefit from such

a therapy. /~ X
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Percutaneous Retrieval of Catheter

Fragment From the Pleural Space

LARRY H. WESTERFIELD, M.D. and PAUL PERLMAN, M.D.

Introduction

The complications of thoracentesis, although in-

frequent, have been well described in the literature;

they include pneumothorax, hemorrhage, intercostal

nerve damage, hypoxia, vagal episodes, circulatory

collapse, air embolism, and infection. 1 With the cur-

rent use of disposable thoracentesis kits designed es-

pecially for thoracentesis there is another potential

complication that may require special treatment. We
report the case of a patient in whom a sheared-off

thoracentesis catheter fragment in the pleural space

was retrieved percutaneously in the radiology

department.

Discussion

Although many articles have been written on re-

trieval of intravascular foreign bodies, 2 4
little has

been published on the percutaneous retrieval of free

pleural foreign bodies. Sue and Lam 5 describe two

cases of retention of a catheter fragment after a tho-

racentesis with one case requiring surgical removal

and the other treated conservatively. Sibbit et al
6

have described a useful method for removal of re-

tained subcutaneous catheter fragments using a stan-

dard 18- or 20-gauge needle with its tip bent into a

hook. Monsein et al
7 adapted percutaneous en-

dourologic techniques to remove two thoracotomy

Case Report
A 64-year-old woman who had incurred a fracture of the

pelvis two weeks earlier was admitted to the hospital for a

urinary tract infection, decubitus ulcers, and mild congestive

heart failure. After surgical debridement of her decubitus site,

she developed increasing pleural effusions despite diuretic

therapy. A diagnostic right thoracentesis was performed via a

needle in the right pleural space with successful return of pleu-

ral fluid. As the catheter was advanced through the needle,

some resistance was encountered, and withdrawal of the cathe-

ter revealed that an 1 1-cm fragment had sheared off and was
deposited in the right pleural space (Fig. 1). A 15% to 20%
right pneumothorax was noted.

Under local anesthesia in the special procedures room of

the radiology department a sheath catheter was first introduced

into the right pleural space and with the right lung already

partially collapsed from the thoracentesis, a grasping forceps

catheter (Fig. 2) was introduced through the sheath catheter

into the right pleural space. Using biplane fluoroscopy one end

of the thoracentesis catheter fragment was successfully snared

and retracted into the sheath catheter and the entire catheter

system removed with the snared-free catheter fragment (Fig.

3). A small pneumothorax tube was next introduced into the

right pleural space for aspiration of the pleural air, and after

re-expansion of the right lung the pneumothorax tube was at-

tached to a one-way Heimlich valve. Forty-eight hours later the

tube was removed without any residual pneumothorax. The
procedure was performed in less than 30 minutes, minimizing

fluoroscopy time, with the patient alert but receiving small in-

termittent doses of intravenous morphine for analgesia.

From the Departments of Medical Imaging (Dr. Westerfield) and Inter-

nal Medicine (Dr. Perlman), Holston Valley Hospital and Medical Center,

Kingsport, and the James H. Quillen College of Medicine, East Tennessee

State University, Johnson City.

Reprint requests to Department of Medical Imaging, Holston Valley

Hospital and Medical Center, PO Box 238, Kingsport, TN 37662 (Dr.

Westerfield).

Figure 1. Lateral chest radiograph shows sheared-off thoracentesis

catheter fragment (arrow) in right pleural space overlying right

hemidiaphragm.
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Figure 2. Prongs (arrow) of grasping forceps catheter shown in open

position adjacent to end of retrieved catheter fragment.

tubes that had retracted inside the thoracic cavity

during treatment for chronic empyema.

Thoracentesis is performed using a needle alone,

or more commonly a small catheter introduced

through a 14-gauge needle. If the catheter is improp-

erly withdrawn against the cutting edge of the

introducer needle, a portion of the catheter may be

inadvertently sheared off and retained in the subcuta-

neous fat, muscle layers, or within the pleural space

as in the case reported here. This complication can be

prevented by not retracting the catheter through the

needle and always using the needle guard to protect

the catheter from the needle tip.

Foreign bodies retained in the pleural space

should be removed if possible, as they can cause

complications, with infection the most serious. Adhe-

sion formation may also be a complication.

An intravascular catheter sheath with a diaphragm

can be successfully placed into the pleural space per-

cutaneously and through this catheter sheath a grasp-

ing or snare catheter can be introduced to success-

fully retrieve an extrapulmonary free pleural foreign

Figure 3. Grasping forceps catheter shown inside sheath catheter

with closed prongs (solid arrow) attached to end of retrieved free

catheter fragment (open arrow).

body. The presence of a small to moderate pneumo-

thorax can actually aide the retrieval process by the

retraction of the lung so as to be out of the way of

the grasping instrument. The grasping forceps or a

snare can easily be manipulated along the pleural

surface while the lung is retracted and the object to

be retrieved can be successfully captured using fluo-

roscopic monitoring. Care must be taken when open-

ing the forceps or snare that normal intrathoracic

structures are not accidentally grasped. Any residual

free air in the pleural space can be evacuated through

the sheath catheter. The patient should have pulmo-

nary function sufficient to tolerate at least a 30% to

50% pneumothorax during the retrieval. dd
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Hearing Impairment and Cerumen
Impaction in Older Patients

JIM FLUGRATH, Ph.D; DENNIS LUTZ, M.A.; and

RONALD C. HAMDY, M.D.

Introduction

Hearing loss is associated with significant psy-

chosocial implications and is the third most preva-

lent, chronic condition affecting non-institutionalized

older people. 1

Its prevalence increases from about

12% in those aged 45 to 64 years, to 24% in those

aged 65 to 74 years, and to 39% in those over the age

of 75 years. 2 The prevalence is even higher among

nursing home residents, affecting about 70% of this

population. 3 Regrettably, however, hearing loss is

often considered by society, and, alas, by many phy-

sicians, as an integral part of the aging process for

which very little can be done. Indeed, a Gallup sur-

vey conducted in 1980 reported that only 18% of

people with hearing loss wear hearing aids.
2

This pessimistic and defeatist attitude may be

partly due to the difficulties many people experience

adapting to the various hearing aids and assistive lis-

tening devices available. Not all patients with hear-

ing impairment need hearing aids, however. Indeed,

cerumen obstructing the auditory meatus is a revers-

ible cause of decreased hearing acuity. In older peo-

ple, cerumen tends to become drier and more readily

impacted than in younger people because of the re-

duced number and activity of the sebum glands and

the atrophy of the epithelial sebaceous glands,

thereby reducing the epithelial oiliness and skin hy-

dration. Dryness of the skin increases the rate of des-

quamation, and further increases the likelihood of ce-

rumen impaction in older people. 2

The purpose of this study is to determine the prev-

alence of impaired hearing acuity and cerumen im-

paction in people over the age of 55 years admitted

to a geriatric evaluation unit.

From the Audiology and Speech Pathology Department. Department of

Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Mountain Home, and the James H. Quillen

College of Medicine, East Tennessee State University. Johnson City.

Reprint requests to Audiology and Speech Pathology Department. De-

partment of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Mountain Home, TN 37684

(Dr. Flugrath).

Methods

We reviewed the audiology records of patients

over the age of 55 years admitted to a geriatric eval-

uation unit. Patients had their hearing acuity deter-

mined using the Welch-Allyn hand-held audioscope,

which is a portable screening audiometer housed

within an otoscope. The three frequencies tested were

500, 1,000, and 2,000 Hz at the 40dB intensity level

because they are the most critical frequencies for

speech reception and comprehension. Patients were

classified according to whether or not they passed the

hearing acuity test in these three frequencies, and

those who failed the test were further classified ac-

cording to whether or not they had impacted cerumen

obliterating the external auditory meatus in both ears.

Results

There were 560 patients over the age of 55 years

in this retrospective survey; only 45% of them had

no hearing impairment in the three frequencies (500,

1,000, and 2,000 Hz) at 40dB. The prevalence of

hearing impairment in the whole group therefore was

55%. Impairment increased from 46% in those aged

55 to 64 years, to 49% in those aged 65 to 74 years,

to 70% in those aged 75 to 84 years, and to 87% in

those over the age of 85 years (Fig. 1).

In the population with hearing impairment, ceru-

men blocking the external auditory meatus of both

ears was observed in 60 patients, i.e., 19% of the

population with hearing impairment. The prevalence

of bilateral cerumen impaction increased from 9% in

those aged 55 to 64 years and 65 to 74 years, to 13%

in those aged 75 to 84, and to 27% in those over the

age of 85 years respectively.

Discussion

The prevalence of hearing impairment interfering

with speech reception and comprehension in the pop-

ulation we have studied was 55%; it was higher in

older age groups, affecting 70% of those aged 75 to
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Figure 1 . Percent and prevalence of hearing impairment and bilateral

cerumen impaction.

84 years, and 87% of those over the age of 85 years.

The prevalence is higher than that reported among

older, non-institutionalized older people 2 but is less

than that observed among nursing home residents. 3

In our series, however, 19% of those with hearing

impairment (60 of the 309 subjects) had evidence of

cerumen blocking the auditory meatus of both ears.

As hearing acuity can be improved by removing the

cerumen, and as the detection and removal of ceru-

men is easily done in the office, we encourage pri-

mary care physicians to look routinely for this re-

versible cause of hearing impairment in older

patients. Furthermore, as hearing loss has so signifi-

cant psychosocial implications and is often not a pre-

senting complaint, we recommend that screening for

hearing impairment and examination of the external

auditory meatus be an integral part of the clinical ex-

amination of people over the age of 55 years.

Conclusions

Our study suggests that over half the population

over the age of 55 years admitted to the hospital has

evidence of hearing impairment, and that in 19%, or

almost 1 in 5, of these cases cerumen impaction is

present in both ears. We recommend that screening

for hearing acuity and detection of cerumen in the

external auditory meatus be done routinely in the

physician’s office on patients over the age of 55

years. F y
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Trauma Rounds

Blunt Duodenal Trauma

CHARLES E. MONTGOMERY II, M.D.; SCOTT B. FRAME, M.D.; and

BLAINE L. ENDERSON, M.D.

Introduction

Blunt trauma accounts for approximately 14% of

traumatic injuries to the duodenum. 1 Overall mortality

for both blunt and penetrating duodenal injuries ranges

from 13% to 28%. The most common cause of early

mortality is hemorrhagic shock. Blunt duodenal trauma

has a higher mortality rate than penetrating (16.7% ver-

sus 7.5%), 2 due primarily to delayed diagnosis and a

higher incidence of associated injuries in blunt trauma.

This report presents a case of duodenal perforation sec-

ondary to blunt trauma from an automobile crash.

Case Report
A 20-year-old man, the unrestrained driver of an automo-

bile that struck a tree, was found after leaving the scene, and

was transferred via ground to an outlying hospital.

Initial vital signs included a Glascow Coma Score of 15,

blood pressure 130/70 mm Hg. respirations 20/min, and pulse

rate 84/min. Physical examination demonstrated a right chest

wall contusion, right upper quadrant abdominal pain with vol-

untary guarding, and a facial laceration. Chest x-ray revealed

no pneumothorax or rib fractures. A CT of the abdomen per-

formed without intravenous contrast was incorrectly interpre-

ted as normal (actually retroperitoneal air was present) (Figs. 1

and 2). The patient was subsequently admitted for 23-hour

observation.

On the second hospital day the patient continued to com-
plain of diffuse abdominal pain accompanied by nausea and

vomiting. Plain abdominal films were also incorrectly read as

normal (retroperitoneal air was present) (Fig. 3). Physical ex-

amination demonstrated increased right upper quadrant pain

and involuntary guarding, but no rebound tenderness. A sur-

geon was consulted on the third hospital day. After examina-

tion, an upper GI series was ordered, which revealed extrava-

sation of the oral contrast into the retroperitoneum from the

second portion of the duodenum (Fig. 4). The patient was
transferred to the University of Tennessee Medical Center via

ambulance and arrived hemodynamically stable and neurologi-

cally intact. Physical examination demonstrated right upper

quadrant pain, involuntary’ guarding, and rebound tenderness.

X-rays were obtained which demonstrated a right pleural effu-

sion on chest films and retroperitoneal air on an abdominal

film. After intravenous antibiotic therapy was begun the patient

was taken to the operating room.

At celiotomy, the retroperitoneum as well as the porta

hepatis, peripancreatic. and periduodenal areas were found to

be inflamed and edematous. The second portion of the duode-

num distally contained a large transverse laceration with avul-

sion from the pancreas. Purulent, foul-smelling material was
encountered and sent for culture. A hematoma was noted at the

From the Department of Surgery, University of Tennessee Graduate

School of Medicine, Knoxville.

Figure 1. CT of the abdomen demonstrating free air (arrow) in the

retroperitoneum.

Figure 2. CT of the abdomen demonstrating dissection of free air

(arrow) along the psoas muscle.

inferior margin of the pancreas due to a laceration of the supe-

rior mesenteric vein, which was repaired with 6-0 Prolene su-

tures. An intraoperative cholecystogram revealed no injury to

the biliary tree: a distally placed ampulla was found entering

the duodenum approximately 1.5 cm proximal to the lacera-

tion. The duodenal laceration was closed with a continuous 3-0

Vicryl full thickness suture. Duodenal diverticulization was
performed by doing a gastric antrectomy with retrocolic gas-

trojejunostomy to divert gastric secretions away from the in-

jury. A retrograde duodenostomy tube (14 Fr) was placed 20

cm distal to the ligament of Treitz and passed proximally to

decompress the duodenum. This tube was placed using the

Witzel technique, as was a standard feeding jejunostomy.

The gallbladder was noted to have a posterior avulsion in-
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jury, and a standard open cholecystectomy was performed. The
abdomen was then irrigated and drains were placed. After clo-

sure, the patient was taken to the trauma-surgery intensive care

unit, where he did well postoperatively. Jejunostomy feedings

were begun on the first postoperative day, the patient was ex-

tubated without difficulty, and he was transferred to the trauma

ward. The nasogastric tube was removed on the fourth postop-

erative day and clear liquid feedings were started. After initia-

tion of the oral diet, however, the sump drainage increased to

800 ml and became bile stained. This was thought to indicate

a fistula, and the patient was again given nothing by mouth and

fed through the jejunal stoma. The retroduodenostomy drain

suction remained as well, and drained 250 to 800 ml of serous

fluid daily. On postoperative day 14 both drains had no output,

and the sump drain was gradually advanced until it was re-

moved. The patient was eating a regular diet by postoperative

day 20, and a duodenogram performed via the retrograde

duodenostomy tube showed no duodenal leak. The remainder

of the patient’s hospital course was uneventful.

Discussion

Blunt trauma accounts for only about 14% to 15% of

traumatic injuries to the duodenum. 1 As can be seen

from this case report, diagnosis depends upon a high

index of suspicion, especially when vague abdominal

complaints persist after the initial workup. Careful at-

tention must be paid to all studies to identify subtle

signs of duodenal rupture.

The mortality rate for blunt trauma is twice that of

penetrating trauma (16.7% to 7.5%) 2 in some series,

thought to be due to delay in diagnosis and the higher

incidence of associated injuries commonly found with

blunt trauma. In fact, 95% of duodenal injuries are as-

sociated with other intra-abdominal trauma. 1 The most

commonly associated organ injury is to the liver, fol-

lowed by vascular injuries, and injuries to the colon,

pancreas, and stomach. 1 Due to the anatomic relation-

ships of the structures, injuries to the extrahepatic bil-

Figure 3. Flat plate of the abdomen demonstrating free air (arrow) in

the retroperitoneum.

iary tract occur often.

There are three proposed mechanisms of injury to

the duodenum as a result of blunt trauma: shearing,

bursting, or crushing. 3 A shearing injury typically fol-

lows a deceleration, which shears the duodenum at its

points of attachment of the ligament of Treitz and the

ampulla of Vater. A shearing force can also cause dis-

ruption of intramural blood vessels, with accumulation

of blood in the submucosal layer. 3 This type of injury is

often associated with child abuse. 4 A force that com-

presses the duodenum against the vertebral column will

produce a crushing injury, most commonly from a di-

rect blow by a steering wheel. A bursting injury results

when the bowel wall strength is exceeded by its in-

traluminal pressure. 3 This type of injury can occur as a

closed-loop obstruction, with a seat-belt acting as the

obstructing point. 5

Diagnosis of blunt duodenal trauma is difficult. Lab-

oratory results are of little help, though the serum amy-

lase has been found to be elevated in 50% of patients

with duodenal injury. 6 Upright chest and abdominal

films may be helpful. Retroperitoneal air is strong evi-

dence for duodenal injury, and must be pursued care-

fully, as demonstrated in this case.

Nonspecific signs of retroperitoneal trauma include

scoliosis (right concavity), obliteration of the psoas

shadow, and retroperitoneal air around the kidney. One

study found at least one of these signs to be present in

90% of patients with duodenal trauma. 1 Injection of air

through a nasogastric tube may enhance an abdominal

radiograph by demonstrating retroperitoneal air more

clearly. 1 An emergency upper GI series, abdominal CT,

and diagnostic peritoneal lavage may also prove valu-

able for the diagnosis of duodenal trauma.

If the index of suspicion is high enough, an explor-

atory celiotomy is the procedure of choice. The duode-

num must be explored if there is a retroperitoneal hema-

toma in the right upper quadrant. Other signs requiring

Figure 4. Upper GI contrast study demonstrating extravasation of dye

(arrow) from the second portion of the duodenum.
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exploration include crepitus or bile staining along the

lateral margin of the duodenum, retroperitoneal edema,

and petechiae or fat necrosis in the retroperitoneum or

right mesocolon. 7

There are multiple approaches to the repair of duode-

nal injury, and the surgical options vary with the extent

of injury to the duodenum and the surrounding struc-

tures. The majority of injuries to the duodenum are sim-

ple lacerations that can be repaired primarily. 1 Closure

can be accomplished in one or two layers. Complex du-

odenal injuries with loss of portions of the wall may
require side-to-side or end-to-side duodenojejunostomy,

using a Roux-en-Y limb of jejunum to prevent reflux.

Transection of the duodenum is best repaired with

debridement and primary anastomosis except in the sec-

ond portion of the duodenum.

Duodenal diverticulization, as used in this case, was

first described in 1974. 8 The purpose of this repair,

which calls for gastric antrectomy, formation of a gas-

trojejunostomy, closure of the duodenal stump, repair of

the duodenal wound, and placement of a distal jejunal

decompression catheter, is to isolate the duodenum from

gastrointestinal flow. 1 Therefore, if a fistula does occur

it will be an end fistula and not a lateral one, which is

much more difficult to close. When injury to the duode-

num involves the ampulla of Vater, the pancreas, and/or

the hepatobiliary tree, the management becomes much
more complex and controversial. Discussion of these

options is beyond the scope of this report.

The two most common complications of duodenal

repair are duodenal fistula formation and duodenal ob-

struction. 1 The reported incidence of duodenal fistula is

12%. Duodenal fistulas can often be managed with

nasogastric suction, proper drainage, and intravenous al-

imentation, as in this patient.

Injuries to the duodenum from blunt trauma are rare,

but can be a significant source of morbidity and mortal-

ity to the trauma patient. The potential for an adverse

outcome is high, and is related to the extent of duodenal

injury, associated injuries, and delay in diagnosis.

Therefore, it is essential that the physician maintain a

high index of suspicion when the mechanism of injury

is consistent with possible duodenal injury. The diagno-

sis must be actively pursued to avoid delays, which can

significantly increase patient morbidity and mortality.
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Department of Health Report

One Hundred Years of Public Health Nursing

pauline s. mcintyre, b.a., c.n.m.

In the fall of 1992, the nation began a year-long rec-

ognition of the special role that public health nursing

has played during is first century of service. Across the

country, public health agencies are sharing this rich and

diverse history. The collaborative relationships between

public and private providers, as well as professional and

voluntary organizations, are a significant part of this

history. All health care providers share in this unique

celebration and can be rightfully proud of the signifi-

cant improvements that have occurred in the health and

well-being of the citizens we serve.

As we celebrate this milestone in our history, it is

appropriate to reflect on the contributions of public

health nursing, as well as evaluate our future role in the

delivery of health care services. As Dr. Eugene

Fowinkle, Commissioner of Health at the time, said in

1977 when Tennessee celebrated 100 years of public

health, “The story of public health is one of change, and

we cannot consider our past without also thinking of

our current roles and our future development.”

Public health nursing in this country began in 1893

with the vision of one woman, Lillian Wald, nurse and

founder of the Henry Street (New York) Settlement, the

first organized district nursing agency in this country.

Through her relentless efforts, combined with political,

organizational and leadership abilities, people and re-

sources were brought together to share a single philoso-

phy—a spirit of caring, commitment to serve, and per-

sonal courage. Thus, the “public health nurse” was

bom, and so began a nationwide system of care.

In Tennessee, nurses have played a vital role in pub-

lic health since 1910. Although there are accounts of

visiting nurses during the devastating Memphis yellow

fever epidemic of 1879, the first official public health

nurse was Elizabeth Simmons (Memphis City Health

Department). A year later, the Nashville City Health

Department hired its first nurse, who was charged by

the mayor “to help the poor and sick, and to help pre-

vent the high death rate among babies,” which was re-

ported to be 300 for every 1,000 live births. For over 80

years, public health nurses throughout Tennessee have

been doing just that.

From the Tennessee Department of Flealth, Nashville. Ms. McIntyre is

nursing consultant in the Department’s Maternal and Child Health Section.

The history of public health nursing is one of indi-

viduals doing what was within their power to do: mak-

ing life better for others and proving that one person

really can make a difference. These nursing pioneers set

the stage for what was to become the complex mission

of public health.

Throughout the years, public health nurses have ad-

dressed a continuum of health care needs. Nursing,

meaning to nourish and protect, gradually increased in

scope from serving just the sick to guarding and en-

hancing the health of individuals and families. Tradi-

tionally, public health nurses have provided services to

people of all walks of life and in a variety of settings.

In the home, workplace, schools, street comers, and

clinics, public health nurses can be found reaching out

to care for the health of people in need.

In the last 100 years of service, many battles on the

disease front have been fought and won. Communicable

diseases that once presented a major threat to the con-

sumer and a challenge for public health nurses have for

the most part been eradicated or controlled. Maternal

and infant mortality has been drastically reduced. Many
improvements have been made with regard to safety in

the workplace, and we are just beginning to address the

impact of our environment on health and disease.

However, just as some plagues are conquered, new

ones emerge. As the next century dawns, we must ad-

dress some difficult challenges. Public health is once

again faced with the threat of a deadly communicable

disease as HIV/AIDS proliferates, bringing with it a

host of other health problems, including a resurgence of

tuberculosis. Teenage pregnancy and sexually transmit-

ted diseases have reached epidemic proportions. Herpes

and human papillomavirus (HPV), although not fatal,

cause devastating consequences. Low birth weight and

infant mortality remain serious problems. Accidental

death, homicide, suicide, and substance abuse are de-

stroying our young people. Heart disease and cancer

continue to be leading causes of death. Much remains to

be done to preserve and improve the safety of the envi-

ronment in which we live and work.

In today’s complex health care environment, nurses

are committed to supporting an agenda for health care

(Continued on page 308)
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Vanderbilt Morning Report

A Case of Unilateral Clubbing

Case Report
A 68-year-old man with peripheral vascular disease requir-

ing aortobifemoral graft placement presented himself to his

physician with complaints of fever and generalized malaise. He
had diminished appetite, and there was a history of left hip

pain and intermittent rectal bleeding. He also had cerebrovas-

cular disease with recurrent transient ischemic attacks for

which he was taking warfarin. He was recently treated for

streptococcus vidans endocarditis that was thought to have

arisen from an abscessed tooth.

Temperature on admission was 102°F, pulse 90/min, respi-

rations 24/min, and blood pressure 140/70 mm Hg. Examina-

tion revealed normal retinae, bilateral carotid bruits, a grade

2/6 holosystolic murmur, and bilateral femoral bruits. The ab-

domen was normal. Rectal examination revealed mild prostatic

enlargement; stool in the rectal vault was guaiac-positive. The

left lower extremity exhibited marked clubbing, but there was

none on the right; the extremities were otherwise normal, and

the neurologic examination was also normal.

Laboratory studies on admission showed a WBC count of

1 1,800/cu mm with a hematocrit of 38%, and erythrocyte sedi-

mentation rate of 114 mm/hr. Blood cultures grew a Gram-
negative rod and mixed anaerobic organisms. Colonoscopy re-

vealed an area of colitis that seemed to be ischemic, and diver-

ticulosis, but no masses. A transesophageal endocardiogram was

normal. CT of the abdomen revealed only increased soft tissue

density surrounding the aortic graft. A white cell scan showed

a focal area of increased uptake involving the left pelvis.

A vascular surgeon believed that the constellation of unilat-

eral lower extremity clubbing, fever, gastrointestinal bleeding,

and the findings of the white cell scan were consistent with an

infected prosthetic graft, possibly with entero-graft fistula for-

mation. In the operating room an aorto-duodenal fistula was
found, for which a right axillofemoral bypass placement, cross

femoral bypass, and takedown of the axillofemoral bypass

were done. He also required repair of his duodenum. He did

well postoperatively and was discharged to his home.

Discussion

Aortoenteric fistulas as a consequence of Goretex

graft replacements have been described for over 30

Presented by Billy Price Jr., M.D., medical resident, Vanderbilt Univer-

sity Hospital, Nashville.

years. Clinical presentations depend primarily on the

type of fistula. With the first type, hemorrhage predom-

inates, with perforation of the aortic lumen. Our patient

manifested the second major presentation, which is

infection, the proper terminology for which is

paraprosthetic-enteric fistula. Its mechanism is through

the inflammation induced in the surrounding tissues by

Goretex. Adhesions form between the graft and the ad-

jacent duodenum, eventually leading to erosion of the

bowel wall. 1

The paraprosthetic-enteric fistula induces pain, sep-

sis, and gastrointestinal bleeding, primarily from the

bowel wall. Another manifestation reported in the liter-

ature is hypertrophic osteoarthropathy and clubbing,

disorders of unknown etiology, but thought to be either

of a humoral origin or a neurovascular abnormality.

There is also a familial form of the disorder. The most

common form of the disorder is in association with an

underlying disease, such as bronchogenic carcinoma,

cystic fibrosis, inflammatory bowel disease, liver dis-

ease, cyanotic heart disease, and bacterial endocarditis.

These disorders cause a generalized form of the disor-

der. Localized hypertrophic osteoarthropathy has been

seen in association with infected aortic grafts. 2 4

Our patient displayed signs and symptoms that taken

together with the knowledge of a prosthetic graft should

alert the physician to the possibility of a fistula. Prompt

intervention may prevent life-threatening complications.
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A Persistent Cellulitis

Case Report
A 52-year-old healthy man who worked in a tropical fish

store presented himself in December of 1992 with a two-week
history of erythema, swelling, and mild tenderness in his left

Presented by Timothy Powell, M.D., medical resident, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity Hospital, Nashville.

hand, accompanied by a sensation of a splinter being in his left

third finger near the distal interphalangeal joint. Several days

later he expelled some pus from the wound and noted several

erythematous nodules and streaking over his forearm. His

finger improved, but the dorsum of his hand remained

erythematous, with several nodular lesions. After noting

erythematous streaks up to the region of the biceps, he sought
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medical treatment.

The patient was admitted to the hospital with a diagnosis of

cellulitis of the left hand, for which he was treated with genta-

micin and nafcillin intravenously. His WBC count was
8,700/cu mm, with a differential count of 81% segmented neu-

trophils, 12% lymphocytes, and 4% monocytes. His lymphan-
gitis resolved in 48 hours, although the lesions on his hand

changed little. He was discharged with instructions to continue

taking dicloxacillin 500 mg every six hours.

A week later, the lesions on his left hand had become fluc-

tuant, and four of these abscesses were incised and drained,

yielding frank pus. Gram stain revealed only multiple polymor-

phonuclear cells. Kinyoun stain, however, revealed several

acid fast bacilli (AFB). Material was sent for culture for AFB,
and treatment was begun with rifampin 300 mg twice daily and

ethambutol 800 mg daily. During the following weeks, his

hand improved markedly. Cultures subsequently grew Myco-
bacterium marinum.

Discussion

M. marinum has been recognized for years as a

cause of “swimming pool granuloma.” Accurate diagno-

sis is usually delayed until multiple empiric antibiotic

regimens fail. The lesions, usually erythematous nod-

ules or small abscesses, occur most often on the extrem-

ities, the site of primary inoculation. The organism can-

not grow at temperatures greater than 37°C. 1 It inhabits

water and marine organisms. Infection of humans usu-

ally follows a scrape or small laceration occurring in

swimming pools, natural bodies of water, or aquariums.

The infection in this case was acquired in an aquarium.

The lesions resembled those of sporotrichosis.

As is often the case, only after a couple of weeks

and a failure of standard antimicrobial therapy was at-

tention drawn to the patient’s exposure at work, and the

diagnosis of M. marinum infection made.

The organism has an incubation time of two to eight

weeks. Initial lesions are nodular, with a bluish-purple

hue. Infection may ascend via afferent lymphatics to

give a sporotrichoid appearance. Suppuration may

occur, with the formation of shallow ulcers. 1 M.

marinum infection is usually self-limited, but dissemi-

nation has been reported in both immunocompetent2

and immunocompromised hosts. 3

Diagnosis is usually made on the basis of history

(usually exposure in a swimming pool or an aquarium).

Positive stains of the pus for AFB or biopsy specimen

will usually confirm the diagnosis. Tuberculin skin test

(PPD) is usually positive. 1 Culture for AFB should be

done, and the laboratory must be notified that M.

marinum is suspected so that cultures will be incubated

at 30°C.4

Several treatment options exist. Spontaneous cures

have been described. 14 A regimen of rifampin (300 mg
twice daily) plus ethambutol (800 mg daily) has been

the most successful, '-4 -5 though rifampin alone has also

been successful. 1 Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole has

also been tried with varying results. 6 Failure of tetracy-

clines has been reported in several instances. 6 -7 The op-

timal duration of therapy has yet to be established,

though if therapeutic response is prompt, continuation

of therapy for six weeks after clinical resolution would

seem adequate. 1 Surgical excision of lesions is reserved

for refractory cases. 6 r y
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(Continued from page 306)

reform. As policymakers look for ways to assure qual-

ity, affordability, and accessibility in health care, public

health nurses can bring their expertise and experience to

an ever-widening spectrum of health care concerns. The

challenges of today and tomorrow are both similar and

different from those of yesterday. But of one thing we

may be certain: The vision that has guided public health

nurses through 100 years of meeting the health care

needs of the people will continue to serve us well—to

preserve, protect, and enhance the health of the citizens

of this nation. As we participate in our nation’s centen-

nial celebration of public health nursing, let us join to-

gether in assuring Tennesseans a healthier and happier

place for this and future generations. r x7
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month

Hazards of Heparin

J. KELLEY AVERY, M.D.

Introduction

In large hospitals where significant numbers of car-

diovascular surgical procedures are done, and where

cases of deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism

are all too common, heparin medication becomes so

routine that its hazards come to be minimized in the

management of these problems. The following case is

an example of this danger.

Case Report
A 71 -year-old man with multiple health problems had in

the past been hospitalized for a bleeding gastric ulcer, acute

urinary retention, prostatic cancer with transurethral resection

of the prostate (TURP), COPD, and hematuria thought to be

due to a post-TURP stricture of the urethra. He was a known
type II diabetic, and had been seen in the hospital emergency

room for blood pressures of 220-200/120-1 10 mm Hg.

This present illness and hospitalization was brought about

by a history of sleep apnea, which had been investigated in the

sleep laboratory of another hospital. The patient was thought to

have “redundant pharyngeal tissue” that should be treated sur-

gically. In the preoperative workup by a cautious otolaryngol-

ogist, a history of exertional chest pain was discovered, caus-

ing the internist to admit his patient to the hospital. His

admission history did not record the previous bleeding gastric

ulcer, which had been treated in another hospital, but did care-

fully document the exertional discomfort that had been getting

worse for the past few months, and the other health problems

that were a part of the record at this hospital. The physical

examination was not remarkable, and the laboratory work was
within normal limits, with a hematocrit of 44.2%. A cardiolo-

gist was consulted, and cardiac catheterization was scheduled.

A severe degree of stenosis was found in the left anterior de-

scending coronary artery (LAD) with less obstruction in the

right coronary artery. The circumflex artery was said to show
some “irregularities without narrowing.” Angioplasty done two

days after the initial catheterization failed to open the LAD,
and in fact, some slowing of the flow was observed distal to

the point of the dilatation site. An emergency coronary artery

bypass graft (CABG) was done, with routine heparinization

prior to the catheterization and surgery. Post-CABG the hema-

tocrit was 40%. Bloody urine was noted per Foley catheter.

The day after surgery the hematocrit was recorded at

34.1%. Heparin was ordered at 100 mg every eight hours and

the following day the hematocrit was 28.6%. The patient began

to complain of nausea, for which symptomatic treatment was

given. When the hematocrit appeared to stabilize for a day or

two, heparin was continued. By the third postoperative day, the

patient had begun to have more abdominal discomfort, and

Dr. Avery is chairman of the Loss Prevention Committee, State Volun-

teer Mutual Insurance Company, Brentwood.

The Case of the Month is taken from actual Tennessee closed claims. An
attempt is made to fictionalize the material in order to make it less easy to

identify. If you recognize your own case, please be assured that it is pre-

sented solely for the purpose of emphasizing the issues presented.

while standing at the bedside he began to retch and vomit

green emesis. The abdominal discomfort continued but was
easily managed. Iron was given on the fourth postoperative

day, with the hematocrit at 26%. Nausea continued, and some
abdominal distention was noted. Some serosanguineous fluid

was noted oozing from the incision, and another cardiac sur-

geon was asked to follow the patient because he was thought

to have had more experience with wound management and

could offer the patient a better outlook. During this day the

patient began to have some shortness of breath. Small, loose

stool was reported but not described. Heparin was continued.

On the fifth postoperative day the hematocrit was 22.1%.

Two units of packed red blood cells were given. A “good BM”
was reported the following day but not described. An order

was written to check all stools for blood. On the seventh post-

operative day a black stool was reported, and thereafter all

stools were reported 4+ for blood. Heparin was continued, and

the hematocrit remained at 22%. On the night of the eighth

postoperative day the patient became disoriented, and upon
being turned on his side the following morning during his bath,

respiratory arrest occurred. Resuscitation was not successful.

An autopsy reported “exsanguination from a large gastric ulcer

that had eroded into a medium-sized gastric artery.” The 100

mg heparin flushes were continued during the last day of this

man's life.

Both the internist and the surgeon were named in the law-

suit that was filed in this case, and a large settlement was
negotiated.

Loss Prevention Comments
Perhaps the initial lesson to be learned from this case

is that the past history must be complete and not limited

to the patient’s history in one institution or with one

physician no matter how long and varied that history is.

This patient’s history of a bleeding ulcer at another in-

stitution was not part of his record of his last admission.

Of course, the tragic terminal event of massive GI

bleeding could have occurred even had the heparin ther-

apy been stopped days earlier. The PT/PTT determina-

tions had not indicated that too much anticoagulant was

being given. It would appear that the routine use of hep-

arin in all CABGs had become so established that it

escaped the daily evaluation of this patient’s condition.

Thus the abdominal symptoms and their possible impli-

cations were ignored.

It would be well to look carefully at your

institution's “Adverse Drug Reactions” for heparin. If it

is significant (and it probably is), consider developing a

physician-led team to develop an institution-wide proto-

col for heparin use in all of its indications. That exercise

could result in the prevention of patient injury, and thus

real medical malpractice loss prevention. r y
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CARE Program Update

Fighting Child Abuse: Saving the Children

ROBERT BOWERS, M.D., Co-Chairman

TMA Communications and Public Service Committee

In keeping with its commitment to public health, the

TMA House of Delegates passed a resolution at the an-

nual meeting to actively fight domestic violence.

This is the first in a series of articles I shall be writ-

ing on the toll of domestic violence on our citizens,

state, and health care system.

America’s children are at risk—not from the imagi-

nary monsters of childhood, but from the real-life adults

who are intended to protect them. Parents and adult

caretakers are increasingly abusing or neglecting our

nation’s children—more than 2.5 million of them each

year; 1,400 children die yearly as a result.

In Tennessee, the numbers are equally staggering. In

fiscal year 1992, more than 28,000 Tennessee children

were abused or neglected. These statistics are not sim-

ply the result of increased reporting and more sophisti-

cated record-keeping. According to the National Center

on Child Abuse Prevention Research, the incidence of

child abuse or neglect is growing.

TMA urges all physicians to take an active role in

educating the public about child abuse. Child abuse is

occurring in every Tennessee community, and the citi-

zens of those communities have a stake in ending the

cycle of violence.

Although physical abuse may be the most shocking

crime, simple neglect is a growing problem. Far too

many parents, unprepared for the trials of parenthood,

often because they themselves are little more than chil-

dren, simply fail to care for their children—leaving

them at home alone, locking them in dark closets, or

failing to feed and clothe them properly.

Some cases of alleged child neglect cause a public

outcry. David and Sharon Schoo of Illinois were ar-

rested after leaving their two daughters, ages 9 and 4,

home alone while they vacationed in Mexico. In De-

troit, Shareese Williams and Leroy Lyons face charges

of involuntary manslaughter for leaving their children at

home alone as well. Seven children died when fire

broke out in their house—a house with bars on the

doors and windows.

While cases like these generate banner headlines,

other children are suffering in silence because no one

has taken the time to ask why a child is so thin or seems

so withdrawn. Neglect may be the answer.

In other cases, sexual abuse may be the key to un-

usual or inappropriate behavior. The Tennessee Depart-

ment of Human Services recorded more than 5,000

cases of child sexual abuse in fiscal year 1992. National

statistics suggest, however, that far more children have

been victimized. One girl in three and one boy in ten

have been sexually molested before the age of 18. The

abuse and neglect of children generate a high cost for

our society.

Violent and neglectful behavior continues from one

generation to the next. Women who are victims of

abuse are more likely to abuse their own children.

Eight-five percent of the men in prison and 90% of rap-

ists report they were raised in violent homes. Stopping

this cycle of abuse requires skilled intervention and an

understanding of how family members interact.

Physicians are on the front lines in this battle. They

see the young victims rushed to offices, clinics and hos-

pital emergency rooms, and must determine if a child's

injuries are accidental or caused by something more sin-

ister. In addition, they must face the harsh reality of

notifying law enforcement officials that another child

has been victimized.

You will be hearing more about TMA’s developing

programs to support AMA’s “Physician’s Campaign

Against Family Violence.” This campaign is designed

to raise awareness of the physical and emotional impact

of violence.

The TMA urges physicians to look for signs of abuse

and neglect. A child who is unusually timid or violent,

who exhibits inappropriate sexual behavior, or who suf-

fers numerous unexplained physical accidents may be a

victim of abuse.

As physicians, we can do more than treat the injury.

We can search for the cause. The AMA has created

guidelines to help physicians diagnose, treat, and pre-

vent violence against children. Physicians who suspect

abuse or neglect must be willing to take the next step.

Tennessee law requires anyone who suspects or has

knowledge of abuse to report it.

The TMA urges physicians to familiarize themselves

with public and private agencies involved in such cases.

The Tennessee Department of Human Services has a

field office for Child Protective Services in each county.

Numerous church and private agencies also provide

family counseling.

It is up to all of us to make sure Tennessee’s chil-

dren are safe. r jT7
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Dodson Corner

Planning for Emergencies Can Save Lives

ROBERT STURDEVANT

On Sept. 3, 1991, 25 of an estimated 90 employees

were killed when fire swept through the Imperial Foods

Processing Plant in Hamlet, N.C. These individuals, un-

able to safely escape from the burning building, were

trapped and burned to death. Another 54 were injured in

the fire.

There are probably few employers in America who

did not hear of or read about the tragedy at Imperial

Foods when it occurred. Hopefully, incidents such as

this can serve as catalysts for millions of employers to

reconsider the fire hazards and safety features of their

facilities.

The fact that a building is mostly noncombustible or

houses a business in a low-hazard industry with seem-

ingly few combustibles is not an excuse for ignoring

fire safety. Just the chemicals and modern synthetics

used in common building furnishings can create deadly

smoke and gases that demand safe and immediate exit-

ing to fresh air. And because thick, black smoke, ex-

treme heat and the sight of flames cause people to

panic, emergency plans should be in place to ensure that

every employee is aware of a building’s fire protection

features, including all exits and evacuation routes.

Mechanical warning devices and modem fire protec-

tion equipment are good and usually very effective, but

such equipment does fail. Therefore, employers should

always think in basic terms about effective fire preven-

tion and safe exiting in the event fire does occur.

For starters, all doors designated as exits should be

checked regularly to be sure that they open easily and

that the paths of travel to and from are free and clear. In

addition:

• Doors should not be identified as exits unless they are

side hinged.

• Exit doors should always remain unlocked during

occupancy.

• Exit doors should open easily in the direction of traf-

fic flow.

• Exit doors should be at least 28 inches wide. How-
ever, a 32-inch wide doorway is considered the mini-

mum width to accommodate a person in a

wheelchair.

Because specific rules and requirements for life

safety vary according to such factors as the age and

health of the occupants, employers may want to ask

From the Dodson Insurance Group (the TMA-endorsed Workers' Com-
pensation Insurance Plan). Mr. Sturdevant is the Loss Control Manager at

the Dodson Group.

their local fire officials or insurance company represen-

tative to assist in the assessment of safety conditions.

During recent years, the threat of robbery, shoplift-

ing, and unauthorized building exiting in certain estab-

lishments has caused the issue of building exiting to

become very complicated. Maintaining good building

security is so difficult in some businesses that owners

have begun to lock alternate exits. The locking of any

exit doors can be a deadly mistake and other security

measures should be taken instead. It is possible to

achieve good security and to protect inventory without

jeopardizing lives in the event of a fire.

Take a moment and consider your own building ar-

rangement. If there were a sudden fire or explosion,

could everyone exit safely? If you have the slightest

doubt that they could not, now is the time to take ac-

tion. Fire does not favor any particular time of day or

place. Prepare now. /~ X
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Than The Times
In the midst of these uncertain times and

the changing face of the health care

system. State Volunteer Mutual Insurance

Company is remaining the same -

providing your best option for medical

malpractice insurance.

• Physician-owned and operated

• An A+ (Superior) rating by the

A.M. Best Company

• One of the top ten largest malpractice

insurance companies, ranked by

number of policyholders

• Dividends totaling $78.5 million, paid

annually for 12 consecutive years

• Loss prevention seminars with 10

percent discount

• Free "Tail" coverage for death,

disability and retirement with

no restrictions

• Prior Acts coverage

• $25,000 legal defense coverage

against investigations of:

- Medicare/Medicaid abuse

- COBRA violations

- PRO violations at the

State Volunteer Mutual Insurance Company

For more information,

contact Randy Meador or John Gilbert

P.O. Box 1065, Brentwood, TN 37204-1065;

l-(800) 342-2239 or (615) 377-1999

Physician Insurers Association of America
sanction level
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Charles W. White

Our Allies in Medicine

At times we as physicians get so involved in our medical practice and working

for organized medicine that we forget a special group of people who help us in our

endeavors. This is our medical auxiliary. This group of helpers is available in

many different areas. Some years ago when a particularly onerous bill was being

considered by our state legislature, the Auxiliary put into action a phone bank to

call individual legislators to express opposition. The sponsor was heard to say that

he would withdraw the bill because he had never had so many phone calls about

any other piece of legislation. A well-known activity of the Memphis auxiliary is

that of sponsoring and collecting funds for the “Saddle Bags to Science Exhibit” at

the Memphis Pink Palace. Each December the Auxiliary collects money statewide

for the AMA Education and Research Foundation, which benefits medical students

and research projects alike. Last year more than $220,000 was raised for medical

scholarships in Tennessee.

Medicine has no greater booster than our auxiliary. The projects that have been

undertaken by the Auxiliary are too numerous to list. Undoubtedly, the Auxiliary

has been greatly beneficial in the areas of public relations—calling attention to the

medical profession, its selflessness—and patient care. The Auxiliary has also been

instrumental in youth education, particularly in the areas of sex education and

alcohol abuse. There have also been activities in adult health needs such as spouse

abuse, staffing and sponsoring free health clinics, and adult day care. We should be

grateful to our auxiliary for addressing some of the needs of our communities.

Certainly, there are always more needs than there are people and resources to meet

them, but our auxiliary is making a valiant attempt to do so—and in the process

they call attention to the altruistic goals of medicine. When we consider that the

members of the Auxiliary help make our homes livable, help raise our children,

and frequently have jobs outside the home, we should certainly applaud their ef-

forts to help mankind and, in the process, improve medicine’s public image.

This year the Auxiliary is due to undergo a big change. There will be no differ-

ence in the appearance nor will there be any difference in the goals and aspirations

of the Auxiliary. There will only be a name change. The same group of people will

now be known as the Tennessee Medical Association Alliance. We extend our

congratulations on a name that will better reflect the people in the Alliance and the

continued efforts to advance the cause of medicine in Tennessee. I would applaud

all of the efforts of the Alliance as they advance into the 21st century with their

partners, the members of the Tennessee Medical Association.

c<j
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editorial/

On Policing the State

No man is an Island

,

sufficient unto it self (sic);

every man is a piece of the Continent, a part of

the main ; . . . Therefore never send to know for

whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.

—John Donne

Meditations XVII

Marge Schott, owner of the Cincinnati Reds base-

ball team, is spending a year in the penalty box,

courtesy of the Commissioner of Baseball, anent

some racial slurs she is alleged to have made. Ms.

Schott denies she made them, and she is supported in

her denial by a number of her acquaintances and

friends. In any case, the assumption that she did

stands, and she is in limbo this season. I have gotten

mixed signals from my Cincinnati friends as to

whether or not the judgment is just, regardless of

whether or not she did in fact make the alleged state-

ments. Results of a poll, published in today’s Tennes-

sean , find the 200 or so Nashville fans who took the

trouble to respond nearly evenly divided on the mat-

ter of her suspension, with those opposing the sus-

pension having a slight edge. Of those supporting it,

about half thought the term too short.

That poll is, of course, scarcely a scientifically

valid sampling, but since I have a low opinion of

polls anyhow, I’ll accept the findings as interesting.

Aside from a few folks without much else to do, in-

dividuals answering such write-in polls usually have

an agenda of their own they are supporting. I nearly

answered it myself, since I think a vote for Ms.

Schott’s suspension is a vote for a police state, but I

finally decided not to bother with it, since most peo-

ple these days seem to consider being politically cor-

rect more important than maintaining any semblance

of freedom, which we are already perilously close to

losing. I was gratified to find that a slight majority

seems to join me in my fears, though maybe their

agenda is different.

Before I go any further, I need to say that I con-

sider Ms. Schott’s alleged comments unfortunate,

rude, insensitive, and deplorable, if she did in fact

make them. On the other hand, they are not illegal, or

at least they weren’t when she made them. There are

a lot of forces around that would like to make them

so, and the Commissioner of Baseball is apparently

one of them, or at least if he isn’t he hadn’t the cour-

age to stand up and be counted. Ms. Schott appar-

ently suffers, along with her colleague George

Steinbrenner, from being not your basically lovable

creature, having infuriated local fans on a number of

occasions. That should not, though, affect her rights

to her civil rights. (I have to use the politically cor-

rect term here, although I’m sure those disagreeing

with me will say I misused it, since, unlike some

others I could name, but won’t, she seems not to be

entitled to any.)

Support for my thesis comes from some fairly dis-

parate sources, i.e., the United States Supreme Court,

the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), and the

homosexual community at Vanderbilt University.

The Supreme Court overturned the conviction of in-

dividuals for a cross burning in a black person’s yard

on the basis that it violated the culprit’s freedom of
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expression guaranteed by the First Amendment to the

United States Constitution. Neither they nor I defend

the action, but only their right to engage in it. (I’d

also say the victim had the right to run ’em off with

a shotgun, though the Supreme Court mightn’t go

that far.) Because of possible loose interpretations

and loss of their own right to slur back in defense,

which they too would lose if the regulation were

evenly applied, the Vanderbilt homosexual commu-

nity opposed a university policy amendment threat-

ening expulsion of anybody making slurring remarks

from whatever motivation. They were supported in

this by the ACLU. Nobody has yet mounted a satis-

factory defense of the public against the intrusions of

consumer advocates and needless oppression and ha-

rassment by the Occupational Safety and Health Ad-

ministration (OSHA).

Not only do external forces harass us doctors; we

are victims of our own intrusional idiocy. At the an-

nual meeting of the Tennessee Medical Association

(TMA) just past, a reworked Constitution and By-

laws (C&B) was brought to the House of Delegates

for ratification next year after the required lay-over.

At the behest of the reference committee at the be-

hest of the Board of Trustees at the behest of God

only knows who, though I personally have my suspi-

cions, staff has had to redo the draft resolution to

render it gender neutral, i.e., removing all gender

specific pronouns. On my remarking to a neighbor in

the House that that is simply b— s— , he responded

that of course it is, but was I going to fight it? I

replied that, no, I wasn't, since I am not particularly

masochistic, and it isn't worthwhile trying to con-

vince the ignorant, arrogant, and opinionated mis-

sionaries of political rectitude that the pronoun “he”

as used in the C&B already is, as it always has been,

gender neutral. Such a maneuver would only have

tied up the House for a while at a time when the

House could ill afford to be tied up, and in any case

the effort would have gone nowhere in the end. I try

to save my energy so as to be able to fight where it

matters—which wasn’t there. Besides, I learned that

the chairman of the reference committee, a notori-

ously able and battle-scarred warrior named Burk-

hart, had, as I would have expected, already engaged

the opposition, and found his head bloodied and ulti-

mately bowed, as I would also have expected.

Though my official message to Dr. Burkhart was that

I was disappointed in his lack of clout, I was really

secretly proud of his hopeless assault, reminiscent as

it was of the noble General Pickett’s at Gettysburg.

Along with the citizenry at large, we are, as I have

observed with increasing frequency in these pages,

the victims of those who would manipulate us for

their own ends. We are also, it seems, becoming in-

creasingly vulnerable to their assaults. Whether this

is due to our own cowardice, to apathy, or to strength

of the opposition I can’t say, but I think it must be a

combination of the first two factors, the last deriving

only through default. Therefore, to make a bad pun,

“de fault” is ours (except for Dr. Burkhart, who went

down fighting).

The line between liberty and license is slim in-

deed, and is nearly always blurred, zealots to the

contrary notwithstanding. What makes the zealots

seem never to appreciate is that once regulatory pow-

ers and mechanisms are set in motion they become

self-perpetuating and usually out of control. People

never seem to learn anything from history, and we in

this country seem particularly loath to learn from the

past, especially if it is somebody else's past. Those

interested in being protected from everything, and in

having their own interests insulated from assault and

incursions, would do well to study the rise of the

National Socialist Party (NAZI) in Germany after the

First World War. Hitler was its product, not its orig-

inator. The same was true of Stalin in the other great

totalitarian state, the Soviet Union. I see the same

forces at work in the United States today, moving us

toward totalitarianism. Like everyone else, I want my
interests furthered, but worms have a way of turning,

and movements and their leaders are fickle, their first

interest being staying in power. To do that, Hitler,

Stalin, Mao Tse-Tung, and numerous less notorious

but equally deadly dictators carried out enormous

purges of their opponents. We like to think that could

never happen here, but during the part of my 72

years on this earth that I have been able to judge

what was going on around me, I have seen a lot of

things come to pass that “the American people would

never stand for.” Whenever laws and regulations be-

come more than just sufficient to maintain law and

order, and whenever the rights of individuals in one

group are bureaucratically or legislatively capri-

ciously transferred to those in another, the citizenry

begins to lose respect for the law and their leaders,

and anarchy can ultimately ensue. When that hap-

pens, in the name of maintaining the peace drastic

repressive measures are often instituted, and liberty

vanishes. Our greatest problem (although I have to

confess that with so many problems outstanding, use

of the superlative becomes arbitrary) is that most of

the time most of our lawmakers seem to think they

are obliged to do something, whereas instead doing

nothing is most of the time far more constructive.

Effecting change may take a generation or so, but

the American people, like people everywhere, can ul-

timately be brought to stand for whatever they are
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taught to stand for. What they will or will not stand

for, then, depends on who is doing the teaching. For

instance, it took the New Deal a couple of genera-

tions to transform a nation peopled by workers and

craftsmen into one peopled by deadbeats. Now the

bureaucrats have finally figured out that the genius of

the health care system in the United States is the doc-

tor-patient relationship. Having been identified as the

culprit, the doctor-patient relationship is doomed, its

destruction all but a fait accompli. It is being accom-

plished with bureaucratic (read tax

)

dollars (your

dollars), aided and abetted by a certain amount of

ineptitude and greed on medicine’s part. Any doctor-

patient relationship will predictably soon have be-

come a thing of the past; it will no longer be possible

for most of us to have “my” doctor.

The current United States Supreme Court (I

think), the ACLU, the Vanderbilt homosexual com-

munity, and I, and I hope you as well, can see that

there are no islands of immunity, but only the main,

and that all of us are diminished, and may even

themselves perish, when any part is destroyed. How-

ever much we may demur and protest, there is no we

and they , but only us. Freedom is a very fragile com-

modity; it cannot be parceled out. Its greatest enemy

is the dead hand of bureaucracy, which is weighing

ever more heavily upon every mother’s son* of us.

That hand is even now tooling up to toll the bell. It

is comforting to believe that “the bells of hell go

ting-a-ling-a-ling for you but not for me,” but it has

no basis in fact; it is purely wishful thinking. God
help us if we fall for it.

J.B.T.

*For those of you that may have gotten bent out of

shape by that figure of speech, it is a colloquialism that

includes daughters. “Mother” is one of the few words

that such as you have not yet been able to politicize,

and attempt to render gender neutral. But then I guess

no one is attacking motherhood; only fatherhood. As to

that, I can only advise parthenogenesis, though so far as

I am aware, up to now among the higher beings only

Zeus has been able to pull that off.

On Alliances

In case you have missed it in previous columns in

these pages, you need look no farther than the ac-

companying ones to discover my lack of enthusiasm

for political rectitude, the current slavish adherence

to which I find at best stultifying and at worst dan-

gerous. More often it is just ridiculous, and only

makes the recipients of the supposed largess it seems

to bestow appear that way, too. For instance, the em-

ployees—all of them, regardless of situation—in the

hospital where I practice are referred to not as em-

ployees, but as associates. That they continue calling

themselves employees should indicate that they find

that term not to be pejorative, and the term associates

therefore no improvement. Nonetheless, associates is

their official title, from the administrator to the jani-

tors (who also have other fancier titles). Similarly,

supposedly to soften the blow to the egos of the job-

less (who I think are called financially dispossessed

or distressed or some such), there are “outplacement”

services, to help them, I guess, become inplaced. I

doubt that the victims of the ax care much what any

of it is called; maybe they are able to derive a few

laughs from the wry humor of the silly efforts at,

shall we say, humanitarianism (I say it in an attempt

to be charitable, which I find not easy). I doubt they

find being unemployed any less dignified than being

outplaced. Certainly the euphemism does nothing to

improve their situation.

When I first heard that the AMA Medical Auxil-

iary was changing its name to the Alliance, I thought,

Omygod! Here we go again. Then we were informed

at the TMA annual meeting that our own auxiliary

was changing its name to conform to that of its par-

ent, which was of course not unreasonable, assuming

any of it was reasonable. I didn’t assume it was, but

did assume that I needed to reappraise the situation

—

or I guess better put, appraise it, since I had never

viewed it dispassionately. We doctors have become

so accustomed to various groups, usually with im-

proper or trivial qualifications, trying to insert them-

selves into the practice of medicine, that we become

immediately suspicious of the motives of anybody

that seems to be muscling in on our act. Even though

in both of the cases at hand the name change had the

blessing of the appropriate Board of Trustees, mine

was pretty much the ubiquitous reaction among the

electorate. Mature consideration has disclosed that

reaction to have been, so far as mine is concerned,

premature.

When I joined the Nashville Academy of Medi-

cine in 1949 it had about 250 members. Meetings

were held monthly, and were a source of very satis-

factory continuing medical education. The attendance

was about the same as it is now—somewhere around

100—but that amounted to about half the member-

ship instead of the less than 10% that show up at our

present quarterly meetings. The Auxiliary was

mostly, so far as I could tell when I gave it any

thought, which wasn’t often, a social organization

that periodically organized social functions for the
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members of the Academy. Maybe the state and na-

tional organizations accomplished monumental tasks,

but I’m the wrong one to ask about such things, and

anyhow this isn’t intended to be a history of the Aux-

iliary, either local or otherwise. Even if it were, I

wouldn’t be the appropriate one to write it.

An auxiliary is, according to my dictionary, an in-

dividual or group that acts in an auxiliary fashion.

The adjective means helpful or supporting. That is

what the Auxiliary of the Nashville Academy of

Medicine was. The auxilians were the wives (almost

exclusively) of doctors (mostly male) who had or-

ganized to help their husbands (see above) in what-

ever way they could in the furtherance of patient care

and the well-being of their doctor-husbands (again,

see above).

Again according to my dictionary, an alliance is

defined, after you get past its application to nations,

as “a union, relationship, or connection by kinship,

marriage, or common interest.” I'd say that leaves a

lot of leeway for interpretation. The members of an

alliance are, of course, allies, and as the spouses of

doctors, are united by marriage; one would assume

they are also united by common interests. The alli-

ance is then a sort of double whammy, and implies

more or less a union as equals with the medical pro-

fession, even as in the marriage. (I refuse to other-

wise touch that one.)

In his President’s Page this month Dr. White enu-

merates in some detail the activities of our spouses’

organization, which are discussed in more detail in

the TMA Auxiliary Report elsewhere in this issue.

Considering their accomplishments, I suppose one

could have no quarrel with their assuming equal sta-

tus with the medical profession in their own particu-

lar sphere of influence, which has to do with patient

care only indirectly, but nonetheless significantly. I

therefore withdraw as ill-considered my previous ob-

jections, and join Dr. White in congratulating them. I

would also point out, though, that their assumption of

that role considerably broadens their responsibility.

I'm sure the motives driving the name change

were mixed. In discussions with various auxilians

(still the proper term) not in leadership positions, I

have discovered that the name change means nothing

to them one way or another. Some others possibly

saw it as increasing their stature (as if it needed in-

creasing). Nearly all. I'm sure, simply thought it bet-

ter describes what they do. Auxilians, soon to be al-

lies, the spouses of doctors, are now both male and

female. Some are doctors themselves, since in in-

creasing numbers the members of two-doctor fami-

lies both have joined the Auxiliary. Perhaps when it

becomes the Alliance more will.

We live in interesting times. Whatever else they

may be, they are never boring. But on the other hand,

they never were. It is just that some of us, particu-

larly as we watch our years advancing, would like it

a little less eventful on occasion. The chances of that

happening ever again are not good—but of course

that is a nonsequitur in the present context, isn’t it?

Well, isn’t it?

J.B.T.

David Lemuel Cox , age 56. Died May 10, 1993. Graduate

of University of Tennessee College of Medicine. Member
of Sullivan County Medical Society.

Hollis H. Halford Jr., age 67. Died March 19, 1993. Grad-

uate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society.

neui member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new
members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

CHATTANOOGA-HAMILTON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Calvin A. Bell , M.D., Chattanooga

Eric P. Clarke, M.D. , Chattanooga

Terrel J. Michel, M.D. , Chattanooga

CONSOLIDATED MEDICAL ASSEMBLY OF
WEST TENNESSEE
Theresa Troutt Smith, M.D., Jackson

KNOXVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
James G. Brooks, M.D., Knoxville

Charles H. DeBusk, M.D., New Tazewell

Mitchell A. Dickson, M.D., Knoxville

Paul Douglas Froula, M.D. , Knoxville

Thomas M. Koenig, M.D., Knoxville

Linda K. Magness, M.D., Knoxville

Barry 1. Michaelson, M.D. , Knoxville

John C. Neff, M.D. , Knoxville

Donald H. Nguyen, M.D., Knoxville

Kenneth C. Reese, M.D., Knoxville

Kelley Denise Walker, M.D. , Knoxville

MEMPHIS-SHELBY COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Becky Buckley Wright, M.D. , Memphis

SCOTT COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Lany E. Perry, M.D. , Oneida
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TMA Members Receive

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award during April

1993. This list, supplied by the AMA, does not in-

clude members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Beginning Jan. 1,

1993 each application for the PRA must also verify

participation in Category 2 CME activities.

Subhi D.S. Ali, M.D., Waverly

George F. Bale, M.D. , Memphis
James E. Barham, M.D., Morristown

Scott O. Caudle, M.D., Elizabethton

Donald E. Clemons, M.D. , Johnson City

Samuel H. Dillard, M.D. , Nashville

Stephen C. Goodwin, M.D., Milan

E.R. Kidwell Jr., M.D., Kingsport

O.L. Merritt, M.D., Dandridge

Ronald E. Ovetfield, M.D. , Nashville

Carl W. Rogers, M.D., Lebanon

Bruce I. Turner, M.D., Nashville

Sorrell L. Wolfson, M.D. , Nashville

Richard L. Wooten, M.D., Memphis
John W. Zirkle, M.D., Jefferson City

per/onol ncui/

Henry P. Pendergrass, M.D., professor of radiology at

Vanderbilt University and former president and gold med-

alist of the Tennessee Radiological Society, was awarded

the society’s 1993 Distinguished Service Award for over

40 years of exemplary academic practice and visionary pro-

fessional leadership.

announcement/

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS

NATIONAL

Aug. 4-8 International Doctors in Alcoholics Anony-

mous—Camelback Inn, Scottsdale, Ariz.

Aug. 8-1

1

Aug. 9-11

Aug. 21-25

Aug. 26-30

Aug. 29-Sept. 1

Aug. 29-Sept. 4

Sept. 7-12

Sept. 9-1

1

Sept. 10-15

Sept. 19-24

Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Sept. 29-Oct. 2

Sept. 29-Oct. 3

Midwest Surgical Association—Marriott,

Lincolnshire, 111.

American Hospital Association—Orlando

American Association of Tissue Banks

—

Marriott Copley Place, Boston

Association of Medical Illustrators—Denver
Sheraton Tech

Western Orthopaedic Association—Westin,

Seattle

International Leprosy Congress—Buena
Vista Palace Hotel, Walt Disney World Vil-

lage, Orlando

American Academy of Neurological and Or-

thopaedic Surgeons—Bally’s Hotel, Las

Vegas

American Gynecological and Obstetrical So-

ciety—La Costa and Carlsbad, Cal.

National Association of Medical Examin-
ers—Worthington Hotel, Ft. Worth, Tex.

American Society of Plastic and Reconstruc-

tive Surgery—Convention Center, New
Orleans

American Academy of Otolaryngic Al-

lergy—Hyatt, Minneapolis

American Academy of Facial Plastic and Re-

constructive Surgery—Minneapolis

American School Health Association—Cres-

ent Hotel. Pittsburgh, Pa.

BE AN AIR FORCE
PHYSICIAN.

Become the dedi-

cated physician you
want to be while serving

your country in today’s Air Force.

Discover the tremendous benefits

of Air Force medicine. Talk to an

Air Force medical program manag-
er about the quality lifestyle, quali-

ty practice and 30 days of vacation

with pay per year that are part of a

medical career with the Air Force.

Find out what it takes to qualify.

Call

USAF Health Professions
Toll-Free

(800) 423-USAF
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Highlights of the TMA Board of Trustees Meeting

April 14 and 17, 1993

The following is a summary of the major actions taken by the Board of Trustees of the Tennessee Medical Association

at its regular second quarter meeting in Knoxville, April 14 and 17, 1993.

Committee Appointments

Impaired Physician Program

IMPACT Board of Directors

TennCare Resolution

TMA/SVMIC Tort Reform

Membership Survey

Board of Medical Examiners

Appointment

CME Conflict of Interest Policy

AMA AIDS Policy for

Immigrants

Long-Range Planning

Health Recruitment Fair

TMA Physician Services, Inc.

TMA impaired Physician Loan

Fund, Inc.

Substitute Resolution

No. 37-93

1992 Audit

Officer Elections

THE BOARD:

A complete listing of committee appointments is published elsewhere in this issue of

the Journal.

Listened to a detailed presentation by Dr. Dodd on the activities of the TMF Impaired

Physician Program.

Discussed a letter from Dr. Ralph Wesley outlining his reasons for writing a letter to

Lt. Gov. Wilder following his address to the October 1992 Board of Trustees. Follow-

ing the discussion, the Board reconfirmed Dr. Wesley serving another year on the

IMPACT Board of Directors.

Agreed to sponsor Resolution No. 37-93 entitled “TennCare Medicaid Reform Pro-

posal” which outlined TMA’s concerns for a realistic funding mechanism for Tenn-

Care and requested that organized medicine’s concerns be taken into account during

implementation.

Approved in concept a joint venture with State Volunteer Mutual Insurance Company
to pursue modifying Tennessee’s tort reform laws.

Received a report that member and non-member surveys had been mailed and early

returns were positive and encouraging.

Received a report that Dr. Hamel Eason, Memphis, had been appointed to a five-year

term on the Board of Medical Examiners replacing Dr. Chris Blevins of Dickson.

Approved a Conflict of Interest Policy for Continuing Medical Education. This policy

covers both activities of the CME Committee and Scientific Affairs Committee.

Adopted the position to support the December 1990 AMA policy on immigration

calling for mandatory testing of potential immigrants and the exclusion of those who
test HIV-positive from permanent residency in the United States.

Agreed to support Resolution No. 6-93 entitled “Long Range Planning.” Recom-
mended that Dr. White and Mr. Alexander work with the Executive Committee to

retain a long-range planning facilitator and to set a date for the initial meeting.

Agreed to contribute $500 to the Department of Health for its recruitment fair for

1993. Since this fair would involve nurse practitioners, a letter with the contribution

would outline TMA as an advocate of mid-level physician extenders as long as they

practice under the supervision, responsibility, and control of a licensed physician.

Appointed the following physicians to the TMA Physician Services, Inc. Board of

Directors: Drs. Charles Ed Allen, Johnson City; Hamel B. Eason, Memphis; Howard
L. Salyer, Nashville; John B. Thomison, Nashville; Charles W. White, Lexington.

Appointed the following physicians to serve as members of the TMA Impaired Phy-

sician Loan Fund, Inc. Board of Directors: Drs. William C. Anderson, Nashville;

Luthur A. Beazley Jr., Nashville; Hays Mitchell. McDonald; Murray Smith, Nash-

ville; Charles B. Thome, Nashville.

Adopted the position that TMA not react to the TennCare proposal in a militant

manner but rather from the position that physicians would like to see the program

succeed. Appointed Drs. Charles Ed Allen, John Lamb, Hays Mitchell, and Charles

White to meet with Governor McWherter. Directed Mr. Alexander to set up a meeting

with the Governor within the next 8-10 days.

Accepted the 1992 TMA audit as presented by Dr. Duane C. Budd, chairman of the

Finance Committee.

Elected Drs. Richard M. Pearson, Memphis, as chairman of the Board and David G.

Gerkin, Knoxville, as vice-chairman. Elected Dr. Hays Mitchell, McDonald, as secre-

tary-treasurer, and reelected L. Hadley Williams as assistant secretary-treasurer.
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TMA Auxiliary Report

Is There a Spouse in the House?

The TMA Auxiliary/Aliiance Needs Every Physician’s Spouse

Since your spouse is a physician who practices med-

icine and is a member of the TMA, are you a member
of the Auxiliary/Alliance? If not, why not? Whatever

happens to medicine affects you. Medicine’s image,

positive or negative, and the quality of medical care in

your community affects you. True, you probably have

interests and priorities outside medicine. You may have

your own profession, and you certainly have other in-

volvements. No matter what those interests and involve-

ments are, medicine is still an important part of your

life.

The medical profession is beset by professional lia-

bility costs, unreasonable court decisions, burdensome

government regulations, and problems unheard of only

a few years ago. Now more than ever it is crucial for

medical spouses to join together to support in whatever

way they can. As spouses we are the public relations

component of the medical profession. Through our ef-

forts we can improve the quality of life and at the same

time enhance our spouses’ images.

What do we do? We work to elect responsible can-

didates to public office, we work in support of legisla-

tion for tort reform and other issues affecting medicine,

and we are visible in our communities working on

health projects designed to improve the quality of life in

Tennessee. You must, however, set priorities about how
you spend your time. You may have much time to de-

vote to community service, or you may have very little.

You may be a dedicated political campaign worker, or

you may not have time for politics at all. But your

membership can swell our rosters and help us to be

more effective in our work for organized medicine.

I believe the medical auxiliary/alliance should be the

first organization you join, and one you never give up

—

no matter what other demands are made on you. I be-

lieve the threats to medical practice are so great that

both partners in every medical marriage must work to-

gether to combat them. I believe that every member
makes a vital contribution, no matter what the level of

involvement.

I hope you agree, and that you will join us—the Ten-

nessee Medical Association Auxiliary/Alliance.

Sara Cunningham, Chairman
TMAA Membership Development

TMA AUXILIARY/ALLIANCE DUES
MEMBERSHIP DUES—June 1, 1993 through May 31, 1994

Please complete this form and mail to:

Ruth G. Allen—TMAA Executive Secretary

2301 21st Avenue South • Nashville, TN 37212 • (615) 385-2100

Name Spouse’s Name_

Address

.Zip.

Home Phone .County

Regular Member: National Dues $25.00

State Dues 18.00

County Dues*

Total $

*As determined by each county
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American Medical Association
Physicians dedicated to the health of America

For Your Benefit

AMA poised to respond to reform plan

The AMA is prepared to respond and

communicate to the public, Congress

and physicians once Clinton unveils his

health system reform package.

AMA leaders will give Association

members and patients immediate

feedback and analysis of the proposal.

The feedback will help them determine

if the plan meets medicine’s needs.

AMA strategy includes nationwide

communications to physicians through

an all-physician mailing that will reach

the 718,000 physicians and medical

students soon after the unveiling.

Also, a broad-based communications

program will be executed to give the

media and public AMA reaction and

views on elements of the proposal. A
grassroots strategy is planned for

physicians and physician leaders to

communicate with Congress.

American Medical Television (on

CNBC) will outline the plan’s impact

on physicians and give physician

response.

AMA publications will also compare its

elements to those in the Association’s

own plan, Health Access America.

AMA triumphs, HCFA consultation policy reversed

Substantial AMA efforts helped reverse

HCFA policies prohibiting primary

care physicians from billing for pre- and

postoperative consultations.

Effective June 28, the new policy

eliminates distinctions between primary

care physicians and specialists. It

instructs carriers to use the current

CPT definition of consultation in

determining payments.

A letter from AMA EVP James S.

Todd, MD, to HCFA said, “This policy

is wrong and must be corrected.”

“Current clinical practice includes

numerous circumstances in which the

surgeon’s request to the patient’s

primary care physician for a pre-

operative medical clearance or history

and physical constitutes a request for a

consultation,” Dr. Todd wrote.

Prepared by the Department of Communications Services. For information, coll 800 AMA-3211, ext. 4416.



Eli Lilly and Company can suit all your

needs with the most complete line of human

insulins available.

Featuring Humulin 70/30* and our latest

addition to the premixed line, Humulin 50/50t

- especially useful in situations in which

a greater insulin response is desirable for

greater glycemic control.

!t I
'GC 0002-3510-01

H 10 mL HI-1510

per mL C,

^ insulin

suspension^ insulinian insulin

suspension
lan insulin

Humulin@
human insulin

[recombinant DNA origin

)

Tailor-made options in

insulin therapy

WARNING: Any change of insulin should be made cautiously

and only under medical supervision.

* Humulin® 70/30 (70% human insulin isophane suspension,

30% human insulin injection [recombinant DNA origin]).

tHumulin® 50/50 (50% human insulin isophane suspension,

50% human insulin injection [recombinant DNA origin]).

Global Excellence in Diabetes Care

Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, Indiana

46285

HI-7924-B-349316 © 1993. eli lilly and company
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COMPONENT SOCIETIES—1993-1994 OFFICERS

Tennessee Medical Association

BEDFORD
Pres.—Danny L. Melson, M.D., Shelbyville

Secy.—Bruce M. Gipson, M.D.

P.O. Box 809, Shelbyville 37160

BENTON-HUMPHREYS
Pres.—Robert 1. Bourne Jr., M.D., Camden
Secy.—Subhi D. Ali, M.D.

P.O. Box 786. Waverly 37185

BLOUNT
Pres.—John W. Pittenger, M.D., Maryville

Secy.—Frederic M. Radoff, M.D.
324 South Hall Road, Alcoa 37701

BRADLEY
Pres.—Nancy M. Blank, M.D., Cleveland

Secy.—Jon C. Huebschman, M.D.

2301 North Ocoee, Cleveland 37311

BUFFALO RIVER VALLEY
Pres.—John Paul Crider, M.D., Parsons

Secy.—Bertie L. Holladay, M.D.

P.O. Box 277, Centerville 37033

CAMPBELL
Pres.—William Lewis Stafford, M.D., Jellico

Secy.—Lee J. Seargeant, M.D.

P.O. Box 1381, LaFollette 37766

CARTER
Pres.—Robert E. Walter M.D., Elizabethton

Secy.—Ricardo S. Martin Jr., M.D., Elizabethton

Exec. Secy.—Evelyn Dugger
1501 W. Elk Ave., Elizabethton 37643

CHATTANOOGA-HAMILTON
Pres.—David R. Barnes, M.D., Chattanooga

Secy.—Robert M. Barnett III, M.D., Chattanooga

Exec. Dir.—Andrew McGill

1917 E. Third St., Chattanooga 37404

COCKE
Pres.—David J. Kickliter, M.D., Newport

Secy.—Daniel Armistead, M.D.
702 2nd St., Newport 37821

COFFEE
Pres.—Clifford A. Seyler, M.D., Tullahoma

Secy.—Ralph M. Bard. M.D.

1805 N. Jackson, Tullahoma 37388

CONSOLIDATED
Pres.—Karl B. Rhea, M.D., Somerville

Secy.—Ronald C. Tillman, M.D., Alamo
Exec. Secy.—Kelly Tolley

616 W. Forest, Jackson 38301

CUMBERLAND
Pres.—Christopher M. Bell. M.D., Crossville

Secy.—John B. Sherrill, M.D.
208 Lantana Road. Crossville 38555

DeKALB
Pres.—H.D. Cripps, M.D., Smithville

Seey.—Melvin L. Blevins, M.D.
P.O. Box 667. Smithville 37166

DICKSON
Pres.—Jeffrey S. Gordon, M.D., Dickson

Secy.—Van F. Mills, M.D.
Ill Hwy. 70 East, Dickson 37058

FENTRESS
Pres.—Leonard Carroll Jr., M.D., Jamestown
Secy.—Jack C. Smith. M.D.

P.O. Drawer O. Jamestown 38556

FRANKLIN
Pres.—Bryan Worthington, M.D., Winchester

Secy.—Jeffrey L. Frye, M-D.
183 Hospital Road, Winchester 37398

GILES
Pres.—Malcolm A. Cox Jr., M.D., Pulaski

Secy.—Armando C. Foronda, M.D.
P.O. Box 426, Pulaski 38478

GREENE
Pres.—Ronald A. Cole, M.D., Greeneville

Secy.—Michael H. Hartsell, M.D.
P.O. Box 729, Greeneville 37743

HARDIN
Pres.—Gade S. Rao, M.D., Savannah

Secy.—John D. Lay, M.D.
1900-B Wayne Road, Savannah 38372

HAWKINS
Pres.—Renfro B. Baird Jr., M.D., Rogersville

Secy.—Manuel S. Verzosa, M.D.
Exec. Secy.—Clara Brooks

Hawkins County Mem. Hosp., Rogersville 37857

HENRY
Pres.—Roger T. Swanson, M.D., Paris

Secy.—Glenn S. Garrett, M.D.
Henry County Med. Ctr., Paris 38242

JACKSON
Pres.—Gregory L. Byrne, M.D., Gainesboro

Secy.—E. Morgan Dudney, M.D.
P.O. Box 126, Gainesboro 38562

KNOXVILLE
Pres.—Clark E. Julius, M.D., Knoxville

Secy.—John W. Lacey III, M.D., Knoxville

Exec. Vice-Pres.—Sonnie Bridgford

422 W. Cumberland, Knoxville 37902

LAKEWAY
Pres.—Charles S. Scott. M.D.. Morristown

Secy.—Michael C. Carver, M.D.
2504 Valley Home Road, Morristown 37813

LAWRENCE
Pres.—Ray E. Methvin, M.D., Loretto

Secy.—Leon E. Everett, M.D.
1321 South Locust, Lawrenceburg 38464

LINCOLN
Pres.—W. Kyle Spears, M.D., Fayetteville

Secy.—W. Richard Norskov, M.D.
207 South Elk, Fayetteville 37334

MACON
Info :—Charles C. Chitwood Jr., M.D.
676 Ferguson Hill Road, Lafayette 37083

MARSHALL
Pres.—Danny Hays, M.D., Lewisburg

Secy.—Helmut Kurt Hamisch, M.D.
P.O. Box 2087. Lewisburg 37091

MAURY
Pres.—Susan J. Owens, M.D., Columbia

Secy.—Mary S. McKee, M.D.
1224 Trotwood Ave., Columbia 38401

McMINN
Pres .—Clyde S. Martin, M.D.. Athens

Secy.—H. Joseph Holliday, M.D.
1005 W. Madison, Athens 37303

MEMPHIS-SHELBY
Pres.—Joe P. Anderson, M.D., Memphis
Secy.—E. Louise Pinson, M.D., Memphis
Exec. Vice-Pres.—Michael Cates

1067 Cresthaven Road. Memphis 38119

MONROE
Pres.—Douglas R. Carpenter, M.D.

Secy.—John D. Gazewood, M.D.
819 Newmans Plaza, Madisonville 37354

MONTGOMERY
Pres.—Vernon M. Carrigan, M.D., Clarksville

Secy.—Gary L. Larkins, M.D.. Clarksville

Exec. Secy.—Pat Milam
P.O. Box 3160, Clarksville 37CH0

NASHVILLE
Pres.—Reuben A. Bueno. M.D., Nashville

Secy.—Ann H. Price, M.D., Nashville

Exec. Dir .—Margaret Click

205 23rd Ave. North, Nashville 37203

NORTHWEST
Pres.—Douglas B. Haynes Jr., M.D., Dyersburg

Secy.—Jose Torres, M.D.
1700 Woodlawn Ave., Dyersburg 38024

OVERTON
Pres.—Richard Miller, M.D., Livingston

Secy.—Will G. Quarles Jr., M.D., Livingston

Exec. Secy.—Fern Savage

315 Oak St., Livingston 38570

PUTNAM
Pres.—Frederick S. Rayne, M.D., Cookeville

Secy.—Donald W. Tansil, M.D.
585 N. Pickard Ave., Cookeville 38501

ROANE-ANDERSON
Pres.—Timothy R. Oesch, M.D,, Oak Ridge

Secy.—Gregory Hoover, M.D., Oak Ridge

Exec. Secy.—Silvia Aliberti

360 Laboratory Road, #405, Oak Ridge 37830

ROBERTSON
Pres.—Paul D. Hartzheim, M.D.. Springfield

Secy.—W. Michael Lewis, M.D.
101 East Moreland, Springfield 37172

RUTHERFORD
Pres.—John G. Pearson, M.D.. Murfreesboro

Secy.—Richard G. Soper, M.D.
400 North Highland, Murfreesboro 37130

SCOTT
Pres./Secy.—Sven O. Spjuth, M.D.

P.O. Drawer 1008, Oneida 37841

SEVIER
Pres.—Vincent B. Tolley, M.D., Sevierville

Secy.—John C. Jacobs Jr., M.D.
507 Alderman Road, Sevierville 37862

SMITH
Pres .—Roger Duke, M.D., Carthage

Secy.—Edgar K. Bratton, M.D.
P.O. Box 380, Hartsville 37079

SULLIVAN
Pres.—L. Dow Strader, M.D., Bristol

Secy.—William H. Johnstone, M.D., Bristol

Exec. Secy.—Elaine Housewright

P.O. Box 238, Kingsport 37662

SUMNER
Pres.—Barry E. Linden. M.D., Hendersonville

Secy.—Haldon W. Hooper Sr., M.D.
P.O. Box 1798, Gallatin 37066

TIPTON
Pres.—Barrett Mathews, M.D.

P.O. Box 400 Covington 38019

WARREN
Pres./Secy.—Robert F. Glenn, M.D.

1502 Sparta Road, McMinnville 37110

WASHINGTON-UNICOI-JOHNSON
Pres.—-D. Phil Roe, M.D., Johnson City

Secy.—Frank P. Johnson Jr., M.D., Johnson City

Exec. Secy.—Beatrice Hudswell

400 State of Franklin Road, Johnson City 37604

WHITE
Info :—Alan R. Drake, M.D.

133 Churchill Drive, Sparta 38583

WILLIAMSON
Pres.—Joel R. Locke, M.D., Franklin

Secy.—Elliott H. Himmelfarb, M.D.
P.O. Box 745, Franklin 37065

WILSON
Pres.—James C. Bradshaw Jr., M.D.
Secy.—Charles A. Mitchell Jr., M.D.

1423 Baddour Pkwy., Lebanon 37087
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OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES 1993-1994

Tennessee Medical Association

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION
President

President-Elect

Vice-President (East)

Vice-President (Middle)

Vice-President (West)

Secretary-Treasurer.

Speaker—House of Delegates

Vice-Speaker—House of Delegates

Charles W. White, M.D.

Lexington

...Virgil H. Crowder Jr., M.D.

Lawrenceburg

David R. Barnes, M.D.

Chattanooga

.. Warren F. McPherson, M.D.

Murfreesboro

Robert E. Clendenin Jr., M.D.

Union City

Hays Mitchell, M.D.,

McDonald
Thurman L. Pedigo, M.D.

McMinnville

.... Robert D. Kirkpatrick, M.D.

Germantown

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Charles Ed Allen, M.D Johnson City

Virgil H. Crowder Jr., M.D Lawrenceburg

David K. Garriott, M.D Kingsport

David G. Gerkin, M.D., Vice-Chairman Knoxville

Robert D. Kirkpatrick, M.D Germantown

John W. Lamb, M.D Nashville

Michael A. McAdoo, M.D Milan

Hays Mitchell, M.D McDonald

Richard M. Pearson, M.D., Chairman Memphis
Thurman L. Pedigo, M.D McMinnville

Barrett F. Rosen, M.D Nashville

Charles W. White, M.D Lexington

Charles T. Womack III, M.D Cookeville

Phillip E. Wright II, M.D Memphis

COUNCILORS
First District Jere W. Ferguson, M.D., Bristol

Second District John E. DePersio, M.D., Knoxville

Third District Walter D. Parkhurst, M.D., Chattanooga

Fourth District A. Austin Jones, M.D., Livingston

Fifth District Bruce M. Gipson, M.D., Shelbyville

Sixth District H. Victor Braren, M.D., Nashville

Seventh District Norman Henderson, M.D., Lawrenceburg

Chairman

Eighth District James D. King, M.D., Selmer

Secretary

Ninth District John W. Hale, M.D., Union City

Tenth District Patrick J. Murphy, M.D., Memphis

DELEGATES TO THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Charles Ed Allen, M.D Johnson City

Thomas K. Ballard, M.D Jackson

John S. Derryberry, M.D Shelbyville

Hamel B. Eason, M.D Memphis
Allen S. Edmonson, M.D Memphis
John B. Thomison, M.D., Chairman Nashville

George A. Zirkle Jr., M.D Knoxville

ALTERNATE DELEGATES TO THE AMA
Robert E. Bowers, M.D Chattanooga

J. Chris Fleming, M.D Memphis
Hugh Francis Jr., M.D Memphis
Francis W. Gluck Jr., M.D Nashville

Nat E. Hyder Jr., M.D Johnson City

Thurman L. Pedigo, M.D McMinnville

Clarence R. Sanders, M.D Gallatin

YOUNG PHYSICIAN SECTION ALTERNATES AND DELEGATES
Robert W. Herring Jr., M.D. (Delegate) Brentwood

Lee R. Morisy, M.D. (Delegate) Memphis
Raoul Concepcion, M.D. (Alt. Delegate) Nashville

COMMITTEES OF THE TMA BOARD OF TRUSTEES

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Charles W. White, M.D., Chairman Lexington

Richard M. Pearson, M.D Memphis
David G. Gerkin, M.D Knoxville

Virgil H. Crowder Jr., M.D Lawrenceburg

Charles Ed Allen, M.D Johnson City

Hays Mitchell, M.D McDonald

FINANCE COMMITTEE
Hays Mitchell, M.D., Chairman McDonald

Charles T. Womack III, M.D Cookeville

Michael A. McAdoo, M.D Milan

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
John B. Thomison, M.D., Chairman Nashville

Oscar M. McCallum, M.D Henderson

Robert W. Ikard, M.D Nashville

David K. Garriott, M.D Kingsport

COMMITTEE ON LONG RANGE PLANNING
Charles W. White, M.D., Chairman Lexington

Richard M. Pearson, M.D Memphis

David G. Gerkin, M.D Knoxville

Virgil H. Crowder Jr., M.D Lawrenceburg

Charles Ed Allen, M.D., Johnson City

Hays Mitchell, M.D McDonald

COMMITTEE ON EXHIBITS
Phillip E. Wright II, M.D Memphis

TRAVEL COMMITTEE
Charles Ed Allen, M.D., Chairman Johnson City

Charles W. White, M.D Lexington

Virgil H. Crowder Jr., M.D Lawrenceburg

ANNUAL MEETING COMMITTEE
Charles W. White, M.D., Chairman Lexington

Virgil H. Crowder Jr., M.D Lawrenceburg

Thurman L. Pedigo, M.D McMinnville

Phillip E. Wright II, M.D Memphis

Richard M. Pearson, M.D Memphis

COMMITTEE ON TMA INSURANCE PLANS
Charles Ed Allen, M.D., Chairman Johnson City

Duane C. Budd, M.D Johnson City

Hamel B. Eason, M.D Memphis
Ann H. Price, M.D Nashville

Howard L. Salyer, M.D Nashville
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION

Charles W. White, M.D., Chairman Lexington

James M. High, M.D Madison

James C. Bradshaw Jr., M.D Lebanon

Fred Ralston Jr., M.D Fayetteville

Allen S. Edmonson, M.D Memphis

James T. Craig Jr., M.D Jackson

David R. Barnes, M.D Chattanooga

David G. Gerkin, M.D Knoxville

Nat E. Hyder Jr.. M.D Johnson City

Paul D. Parsons, M.D. (Ex-Officio) Franklin

John B. Thomison, M.D. (Ex-Officio) Nashville

Mrs. Katy Tindall (Ex-Officio) Morristown

Mrs. Diane Taylor (Ex-Officio) Memphis

Charles W. White, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Lexington

Chairman of Four Metropolitan Societies' Legislative Committees

Ralph E. Wesley, M.D Nashville

Robert D. Kirkpatrick, M.D Memphis

David G. Gerkin, M.D Knoxville

David R. Bames, M.D Chattanooga

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL MEDICAL SERVICES
AND THIRD PARTY PAYORS
Hays Mitchell, M.D.. Chairman McDonald

H. Stanford Sanders, M.D Nashville

Charles M. O’Conner Jr., M.D Knoxville

David K. Garriott. M.D Kingsport

Dee J. Canale, M.D Memphis

Arden J. Butler Jr., M.D Ripley

Oscar M. McCallum, M.D Henderson

Robert L. Neaderthal, M.D Nashville

Robert W. Herring Jr., M.D., Vice-Chairman Brentwood

Charles W. White. M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Lexington

COMMITTEE ON CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION
Winston P. Caine Jr., M.D., Chairman Chattanooga

Jefferson C. Pennington Jr., M.D Nashville

J. Kelley Avery, M.D Nashville

Cynthia C. Youree. M.D Brentwood

Charles T. Womack III, M.D Cookeville

Thomas K. Ballard, M.D Jackson

William M. Rodney, M.D Memphis

Sidney L. Bicknell, M.D Jackson

Joseph A. Weinberg, M.D Germantown

William P. Grigsby. M.D Kingsport

Hal S. Stubbs, M.D Bristol

Phillip D. Bertram. M.D Cookeville

Frank L. White, M.D Memphis

J. Mack Worthington, M.D Memphis
John B. Thomison, M.D. (Ex-Officio) Nashville

Charles Ed Allen. M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Johnson City

Representatives of Medical Schools and Clinical Education Centers

James H. Donnell. M.D.—UTCEC. Jackson

E. William Rosenberg. M.D.—UTCHS. Memphis

PEER REVIEW COMMITTEE
John B. Thomison, M.D., Chairman Nashville

William O. Miller. M.D Knoxville

Hamel B. Eason, M.D Memphis

Howard L. Salyer, M.D Nashville

Charles Ed Allen, M.D. Johnson City

Barrett F. Rosen. M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

INTERPROFESSIONAL LIAISON COMMITTEE
Thomas K. Ballard, MiD., Chairman Jackson

James A. Moore, M.D Memphis
John P. Nash, M.D Memphis

Joseph B. Moon, M.D Knoxville

Hays Mitchell, M.D McDonald

Duane C. Budd, M.D Johnson City

Paul D. Parsons, M.D Franklin

Charles E. Jordan III, M.D Cookeville

Steven M. Thomas, M.D Chattanooga

John W. Lamb. M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

COMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC SERVICE
Robert E. Bowers, M.D., Co-Chairman Chattanooga

Alfred P. Rogers, M.D Chattanooga

William R. McKissick, M.D Knoxville

L. D. Strader Jr., M.D Bristol

Charles E. White, M.D Memphis
Eugene J. Spiotta Jr., M.D Memphis
Robert A. Vegors, M.D Jackson

Fred Ralston Jr., M.D., Co-Chairman Fayetteville

John W. Lamb, M.D Nashville

M. Catherine Dundon, M.D. (Consultant) Nashville

John B. Thomison, M.D. (Ex-Officio) Nashville

Joel R. Locke, M.D. (Ex-Officio) Franklin

Mrs. Diane Taylor (Ex-Officio) Memphis
John W. Lamb. M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

COMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS
John H. Burkhart. M.D., Chairman Knoxville

R. Leslie Hargrove, M.D Knoxville

Henry P. Pendergrass, M.D Nashville

David R. Yates, M.D Hermitage

F. Hammond Cole Jr., M.D Memphis
C. Eugene Jabbour, M.D Memphis

COMMITTEE ON RURAL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH
F. Houston Lowry, M.D.. Chairman Madisonville

Joseph L. Willoughby. M.D Franklin

R. Gary Samples, M.D Cookeville

Forrest Lang, M.D Johnson City

Robert D. Kirkpatrick, M.D Memphis
Barret Matthews, M.D Covington

Robert D. Proffitt, M.D Maryville

Valerie A. Boaz. M.D Chattanooga

John W. Runyan Jr., M.D Memphis
James D. King, M.D Selmer

Fred A. Hurst, M.D Knoxville

Fredia S. Wadley, M.D Nashville

John W. Lamb. M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

Consultants

Bill Hicks, Ph.D.—UT Agricultural Extension Service, Knoxville

Kenneth Cherry—TN Rural Health Improvement Assn., Columbia

COMMITTEE ON MEDICINE AND RELIGION

John J. Ingram III, M.D., Chairman Maryville

Alfred P. Rogers, M.D., Chattanooga

Doran D. Edwards, M.D Erin

Glenn A. Davis, M.D Manchester

James T. Galyon, M.D Memphis

G. Scott Morris, M.D Memphis
Robert P. N. Shearin. M.D Memphis
James H. Donnell, M.D Jackson

David L. Stockton, M.D Winchester

Mrs. Diane Taylor (Ex-Officio) Memphis
John W. Lamb. M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

COMMITTEE ON HOSPITALS
John R. Nelson Jr., M.D., Chairman Knoxville

A. Roy Tyrer Jr., M.D Memphis
William L. Moffatt III, M.D Memphis

Dabney James, M.D Chattanooga

Thomas R. Borthwick, M.D Johnson City

Boyce M. Berry, M.D Johnson City

George H. Wood. M.D Knoxville

George R. Mayfield Jr., M.D Columbia
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Kenneth S. Verheeck, M.D Jackson

G. Whit Holcomb III, M.D Nashville

Barrett F. Rosen, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

COMMITTEE ON SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS
Oscar M. McCallum, M.D., Chairman Henderson

Sidney L. Bicknell, M.D Jackson

Hal S. Stubbs, M.D Bristol

Winston P. Caine Jr., M.D Chattanooga

Francis W. Gluck Jr., M.D Nashville

Tracey E. Doering, M.D Nashville

Daniel S. Ely, M.D Knoxville

Hyman M. Kaplan, M.D Chattanooga

Alvin H. Meyer Jr., M.D Donelson

John B. Thomison, M.D. (Ex-Officio) Nashville

David K. Garriott, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Kingsport

SPECIAL COMMITTEES OF THE TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

COMMITTEE ON BLOOD BANKS & MEDICAL LABS—STANDBY
Francis S. Jones, M.D., Chairman .' Knoxville

Richard G. Soper, M.D Murfreesboro

Michael L. Smith, M.D Savannah

Edward P. Scott, M.D Memphis

Jere W. Ferguson, M.D Bristol

R. Glenn Hall, M.D Cookeville

David K. Garriott, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Kingsport

COMMITTEE ON EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
R. Phillip Bums, M.D., Chairman Chattanooga

James H. Creel Jr., M.D Chattanooga

Jan Allen DeWitt, M.D Johnson City

Calvin V. Morgan Jr., M.D Johnson City

H. Lynn Massingale, M.D Knoxville

Jerry A. Devane, M.D Cleveland

Fred R. Knickerbocker, M.D Bristol

James L. Allen, M.D Sweetwater

Larry D. Stone, M.D Chattanooga

Martin A. Croce, M.D Memphis

C. Ferrell Varner Jr., M.D Memphis

Joseph A. Weinberg, M.D Germantown

Thomas A. Russell, M.D Memphis

Daniel J. Scott Jr., M.D Memphis

Jerry D. Peters, M.D Jackson

R. Benton Adkins, M.D Nashville

Donald M. Blanton, M.D Nashville

David K. Garriott, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Kingsport

ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE TMA AUXILIARY
William F. Buchner, M.D., Chairman Chattanooga

David T. Dodd, M.D Murfreesboro

Kent Kyger, M.D Nashville

Rex A. Amonette, M.D Memphis

John W. Lamb, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

COMMITTEE ON HIV INFECTION AND AIDS

Stephen S. Hawkins, M.D., Chairman Chattanooga

Bryan P. Simmons, M.D Memphis

Robert H. Alford. M.D Nashville

William Schaffner, M.D Nashville

John W. Lamb, M.D Nashville

Wahid Hanna, M.D Knoxville

Douglas L. Bechard, M.D Chattanooga

John W. Lamb, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

PRIMARY CARE LIAISON COMMITTEE
Hays Mitchell, M.D., Chairman McDonald

Norman L. Henderson, M.D Lawrenceburg

David G. Doane, M.D Johnson City

John W. Chambers, M.D Cleveland

James D. King, M.D Selmer

J. Mack Worthington, M.D Memphis

John E. Gore, M.D Nashville

Wendy Jo Long, M.D Nashville

Robert D. Kirkpatrick, M.D Memphis

James H. Donnell, M.D Jackson

Barrett F. Rosen, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

COMMITTEE ON MENTAL HEALTH—STANDBY
Kent Kyger, M.D., Chairman Nashville

Lloyd C. Elam, M.D Nashville

Henry B. Brackin Jr., M.D Nashville

Frederick J. Chapin, M.D Cookeville

Robert T. Spalding, M.D Chattanooga

William C. Greer, M.D Chattanooga

Andrea J. Eberle, M.D Knoxville

Kenneth B. Carpenter, M.D Knoxville

C. Hal Brunt, M.D Memphis

William W. Daniels Jr., M.D Cordova

David K. Garriott, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Kingsport

Consultant

Eric Taylor—Commissioner, TN Department of Mental Health and

Mental Retardation, Nashville

COMMITTEE ON MATERNAL AND CHILD CARE
R. Gary Samples, M.D., Chairman Cookeville

John W. Chambers, M.D Cleveland

John R. Hill, M.D Memphis

John M. Ferguson, M.D Memphis

Jesse C. Woodall Jr., M.D Memphis

Barbara A. Levin, M.D Madisonville

Mary Catherine Dundon, M.D Goodlettsville

Don R. Krohn, M.D Smithville

Charles N. Spencer, M.D Gallatin

Bryan D. Chastain, M.D McMinnville

J. Carmack Hudgins Jr.. M.D Lawrenceburg

Fredia S. Wadley, M.D Nashville

David K. Garriott, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Kingsport

GERIATRICS COMMITTEE
Richard G. Lane, M.D., Chairman Franklin

Steven J. D’Amico, M.D Nashville

James S. Powers, M.D Nashville

Joseph L. Willoughby, M.D Franklin

Ira S. Pierce Jr., M.D Knoxville

James A. Greene, M.D Knoxville

Jacqueline J. Lloyd, M.D Johnson City

Robert H. Dunnebacke, M.D Jackson

Patrick J. Murphy, M.D Memphis

John T. Moore Jr., M.D Algood

John E. Gore, M.D Nashville

David K. Garriott, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Kingsport

Consultants

Ron Taylor, TN Health Care Assn., Nashville

Judy Powell, R.N., National Health Corp., Murfreesboro

MEDICAL PRACTICE COMMITTEE—STANDBY
John R. Nelson Jr., M.D., Chairman Knoxville

Thurman L. Pedigo, M.D McMinnville

Arden J. Butler Jr., M.D Ripley

T. Jackson Dempsey, M.D Memphis

Arnold M. Drake, M.D Memphis

Duane C. Budd, M.D Johnson City

Barrett F. Rosen, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville
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MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
John W. Lamb, M.D., Chairman Nashville

Joel R. Locke, M.D Franklin

John E. Chapman, M.D Nashville

David G. Gerkin, M.D Knoxville

Jill M. Sumfest, M.D Chattanooga

Robert C. Patton, M.D Kingsport

Evelyn B. Ogle, M.D Memphis

John W. Hale, M.D Union City

William M. Rodney, M.D Memphis

John W. Lamb, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

SPORTS MEDICINE COMMITTEE
M. Craig Ferrell, M.D., Chairman Franklin

James T. Craig Jr., M.D Jackson

Douglas C. Cobble, M.D Greeneville

Blair D. Erb, M.D Jackson

Michael H. Hartsell, M.D Greeneville

Thomas J. Limbird, M.D Nashville

Thomas Templeton, M.D Chattanooga

Thomas C. Whitfield Jr., M.D Brentwood

John Bruno III, M.D Nashville

Barrett F. Rosen, M.D.

(Div. Coordinator) Nashville

Consultants

Ronnie Carter, TN State Secondary Athletic Assoc.

Chuck Kimmel, TN Athletic Trainers’ Assoc.

Division Coordinators are members of the Board of Trustees assigned to

oversee the activities of the respective committees.

GOVERNING COUNCILS

HOUSE OF DELEGATES SECTIONS

Young Physician Section

Chairman Robert W. Herring Jr., M.D. (Brentwood)

Vice-Chairman (To be elected)

Secretary (To be elected)

AMA Delegate Lee R. Morisy, M.D. (Memphis)

AMA Delegate Robert W. Herring Jr., M.D. (Brentwood)

AMA Alt. Delegate Raoul Concepcion, M.D. (Nashville)

East Tenn. Rep Lytle Brown IV. M.D. (Knoxville)

Middle Tenn. Rep Ronald E. Pruitt, M.D. (Nashville)

West Tenn. Rep Lee R. Morisy, M.D. (Memphis)

Board Liaison Charles Ed Allen, M.D. (Johnson City)

Medical Student Section

(New officers to be elected)

TENNESSEE MEDICAL FOUNDATION

Board of Directors

James T. Galyon, M.D Memphis
Howard L. Salyer, M.D Nashville

Charles Ed Allen, M.D Johnson City

Evelyn B. Ogle, M.D., Vice-President. Memphis
Paul R. Stumb, M.D., Secretary-Treasurer Nashville

Walter Puckett III, M.D Chattanooga

Kenneth F. Tullis, M.D Memphis
Charles B. Thome, M.D Nashville

John R. Nelson Jr., M.D., President Knoxville

David T. Dodd, M.D. (Ex-Officio) Murfreesboro

TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

STUDENT EDUCATION FUND

Board of Directors

Charles Ed Allen, M.D., President Johnson City

Allen S. Boyd Jr., M.D., Vice-President Memphis
E. Conrad Shackleford Jr.. M.D., Secretary-Treasurer Nashville

Patrick J. Murphy, M.D Memphis
Billy J. Allen, M.D Ooltewah

Ronald L. Pack, M.D Knoxville

Nat E. Hyder Jr., M.D Johnson City

William L. Hickerson, M.D Memphis
Richard M. Pearson, M.D. (Ex-Officio) Memphis
John H. Burkhart, M.D. (Consultant) Knoxville

INDEPENDENT MEDICINE’S POLITICAL

ACTION COMMITTEE—TENNESSEE

Board of Directors

First District David K. Garriott, M.D. (Kingsport)

Second District Robert N. Montgomery, M.D. (Knoxville)

Third District David R. Barnes, M.D. (Chattanooga)

Fourth District Fred Ralston Jr., M.D. (Fayetteville)

Fifth District Ralph E. Wesley, M.D. (Nashville)

Secretary-Treasurer

Sixth District Will G. Quarles Jr., M.D. (Livingston)

Chairman

Seventh District Charles W. White, M.D. (Lexington)

Eighth District Michael A. McAdoo, M.D. (Milan)

Ninth District Richard M. Pearson, M.D. (Memphis)

Representing the

TMA Auxiliary Mrs. Annabel Woodall (Memphis)

j

MOVING? Send Us Your Address
j

I
Please notify us six weeks in advance. I

! Old Address !

;

Name
;

;
Address

;

! City/State/Zip !

! New Address !

;

Address
;

;
City/State/Zip

!

I Effective Date of New Address I

! Send to: TMA, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909
j

L -I
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Tfllft continuing medkol
llllil eduction opportwiilk/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Councilfor Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA' s joint sponsorship of CME activities. As an accredited

sponsor, TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician' s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education, Tennessee

Medical Association, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician’s practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff, access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

Aug. 6-7 Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-
shop 1993

Sept. 2-5 Update in Pulmonary/Critical Care Medicine

Oct. 21-23 Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck

Surgery

Dec. 10-11 19th Annual High Risk Obstetrical Seminar

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (615) 322-4030.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day

to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician’s re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician’s Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP, and Continuing Education Units from

Meharry Medical College. Application: For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses, Ph.D., Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville,

TN 37208, Tel. (615) 327-6235.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

Aug. 2-7

Aug. 5-6

Aug. 18-20

Aug. 26-27

Sept. 9-10

Sept. 17-18

Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Oct. 14-15

Oct. 29

Nov. 1-5

Nov. 19-21

Sept. 13-15

Nov. 1-3

Nov. 1 1-12

Nov. 18-19

Sept. 9-10

Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Oct. 21-22

Dec. 3-4

Memphis

Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics and Gyne-

cology—Destin, Fla.

Health Care for the Poor and Uninsured: Bal-

ancing the Issues of Cost and Access

4th Annual Advances in Critical Care

—

Destin, Fla.

Pain Management
25th Memphis Conference on the Mother,

Fetus, and Newborn
College of Medicine Alumni Weekend
Prevention of Intentional and Unintentional

Injuries—Gatlinburg

Child Abuse: Issues for Intervention and

Prevention

Challenge of the Borderline Patient

Advances in Medicine—Hamilton, Bermuda
12th Annual Gynecological Surgery Seminar

Knoxville

15th Annual Obstetric Office Ultrasound

Workshop
13th Annual Smoky Mountains Seminar in

Obstetrics and Gynecology

Perinatal Update ’93—Gatlinburg

10th Annual Alzheimer’s Disease Sympo-
sium—Gatlinburg

Chattanooga

Cardiology for the Primary Care Physician

Care of the Aging Patient

Trauma Management
Medicine Update

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan, Office of

CME, University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,

TN 38163, Tel. (901) 528-5547.
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IN SURROUNDING STATES

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—MISSOURI

Sept. 10-12 Frontiers in Endosurgery: Advances in En-

dourological Techniques and Technology
Sept. 17-18 Physician Executive Leadership

Sept. 18 Suicide

Oct. 6-14 Allergy Abroad—Holland and Brussels

Nov. 1 1-14 Anesthesiology and the Geriatric Patient

Nov. 17-19 Cardiothoracic Surgery

Nov. 20 Hypercholesterolemia

Dec. 3 Women’s Healthcare Issues

Dec. 4 GI Update

For information contact Cathy Sweeney, Office of CME,
Washington University School of Medicine, Box 8063, 660 S.

Euclid Ave., St. Louis, MO 63110, Tel. (800) 325-9862.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

MRI EDUCATION FOUNDATION, INC.

Sept. 19-24 Intense Total Body, Ortho, Neuro MRI Re-
view—Cincinnati

Oct. 28-31 Intense Orthopedic & Sports Medicine MRI
Weekend Review—Cincinnati

Nov. 24-26 MRI Orthopedic Workshop—Chicago

For information contact Tom O'Connor, Director, MRI Ed-

ucation Foundation, Inc., 2600 Euclid Ave., Cincinnati. OH
45219, Tel. (800) 282-3404.

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Sept. 11-14

Oct. 1-3

Oct. 9-13

Oct. 9-13

Oct. 24-27

Dec. 27-31

The Decade of the Brain: An International

Conference—Washington, D.C.

International Liver Symposium—Arlington,

Va.

Gastroenterology Board Review Course—Ar-

lington, Va.

Medical Oncology Board Review Course-
Pentagon City, Va.

15th Annual Society for Medical Decision

Making Meeting—Raleigh/Durham. N.C.

Drug Therapy for the '90s: An Update in

Mechanisms of Action in Clinical Utiliza-

tion—Snowbird, Utah

For information contact John F. Vargo. George Washington
University Medical Center, Office of CME, 2300 K Street

NW, Washington, DC 20037, Tel. (202) 994-4285.

Hospital-Based Primary Care
•Hospital Based

•Make Rounds

•Paid Relocation

•Excellent Compensation

•Malpractice Insurance

Provided

Southeastern Emergency Physicians, Inc. (SEP) is

seeking hospital-based primary care physicians to

admit and care for unattached patients through the

emergency department. No office hassles or overhead
Internal medicine or family practice, residency trained

or board certified Contact Randal

Dabbs, M.D., F.A.C.E.P., at

800*342»2898 for more
information.

SP
Southeastern

Emergency

Physicians

P.fl. Boi 30698 * Kmvlb, IN 379311

YOCON
YOHIMBINE HCI

Description: Yohimbine is a 3a-15a-20B-17a-hydroxy Yohimbine-1 6a-car-

boxylic acid methyl ester. The alkaloid is found in Rubaceae and related trees.

Also in Rauwolfia Serpentina (L) Benth. Yohimbine is an indolalkylamine

alkaloid with chemical similarity to reserpine. It is a crystalline powder,

odorless. Each compressed tablet contains (1/12 gr.) 5.4 mg of Yohimbine

Hydrochloride.

Action: Yohimbine blocks presynaptic alpha-2 adrenergic receptors. Its

action on peripheral blood vessels resembles that of reserpine, though it is

weaker and of short duration. Yohimbine’s peripheral autonomic nervous

system effect is to increase parasympathetic (cholinergic) and decrease

sympathetic (adrenergic) activity. It is to be noted that in male sexual

performance, erection is linked to cholinergic activity and to alpha-2 ad-

renergic blockade which may theoretically result in increased penile inflow,

decreased penile outflow or both.

Yohimbine exerts a stimulating action on the mood and may increase

anxiety. Such actions have not been adequately studied or related to dosage

although they appear to require high doses of the drug . Yohimbine has a mild

anti-diuretic action, probably via stimulation of hypothalmic centers and

release of posterior pituitary hormone.

Reportedly, Yohimbine exerts no significant influence on cardiac stimula-

tion and other effects mediated by B-adrenergic receptors, its effect on blood

pressure, if any, would be to lower it; however no adequate studies are at hand

to quantitate this effect in terms of Yohimbine dosage.

Indications: Yocon-" is indicated as a sympathicolytic and mydriatric. It may
have activity as an aphrodisiac.

Contraindications: Renal diseases, and patient's sensitive to the drug. In

view of the limited and inadequate information at hand, no precise tabulation

can be offered of additional contraindications.

Warning: Generally, this drug is not proposed for use in females and certainly

must not be used during pregnancy. Neither is this drug proposed for use in

pediatric, geriatric or cardio-renal patients witn gastric or duodenal ulcer

history. Nor should it be used in conjunction with mood-modifying drugs

such as antidepressants, or in psychiatric patients in general.

Adverse Reactions: Yohimbine readily penetrates the (CNS) and produces a

complex pattern of responses in lower doses than required to produce periph-

eral a-adrenergic blockade. These include, anti-diuresis, a general picture of

central excitation including elevation of blood pressure and heart rate, in-

creased motor activity, irritability and tremor. Sweating, nausea and vomiting

are common after parenteral administration of the drug. 1

2

Also dizziness,

headache, skin flushing reported when used orally. 13

Dosage and Administration: Experimental dosage reported in treatment of

erectile impotence. 1A 4
1 tablet (5.4 mg) 3 times a day, to adult males taken

orally. Occasional side effects reported with this dosage are nausea, dizziness

or nervousness. In the event of side effects dosage to be reduced to Vi tablet 3

times a day, followed by gradual increases to 1 tablet 3 times a day. Reported

therapy not more than 10 weeks. 3

How Supplied: Oral tablets of Yocon? 1/12 gr. 5.4 mg in

bottles of 100’s NDC 53159-001-01 and 1000’s NDC
53159-001-10.

References:

1. A. Morales et al.. New England Journal of Medi-

cine: 1221 . November 12, 1981

.

2. Goodman, Gilman — The Pharmacological basis

of Therapeutics 6th ed., p. 176-188.

McMillan December Rev. 1/85.

3. Weekly Urological Clinical letter, 27:2, July 4,

1983.

4. A. Morales et al.
,
The Journal of Urology 128:

45-47, 1982.

Rev. 1/85

AVAILABLE AT PHARMACIES NATIONWIDE

PALISADES
PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.

219 County Road
Tenafly, New Jersey 07670

(201 ) 569-8502

1 -800 - 237-9083
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I m practicing

medicine the way I

think it should be

practiced, sans the

paperwork and

administrative

overload."

Owen Brodie,

MD, joined

CompHealth’s

locum tenens

medical stall in

1 989, alter 2

1

years in private

practice. Since

then he’s worked in temporary assignments

in state facilities, filled in lor attending physicians,

covered lor private practitioners across the country.

A pilot. A historian. A board-certified psychiatrist.

Southern to a fault. Owen Brodie knows...

s a great way
practice medicine

CompHeallh
Locum Tenens

1 -800 -453-3030
Salt Lake City Atlanta Grand Rapids, Mich.

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

MIDDLE TENNESSEE—Immediate full-time and part-

time positions available in small but growing commu-
nity of Lewisburg, Tennessee, approximately 45 min-

utes to 1 hour south of Nashville. State-of-the-art

emergency department with excellent emergency-

trained nurses (all critical care and ACLS certified) and

good medical staff backup. We prefer primary care

physicians with emergency department experience

and/or Board eligible or certified status—must have

ACLS certification. Low volume with excellent compen-

sation and medical malpractice paid. Flexible hours,

no overhead, excellent opportunity for quality physi-

cians. Both short-term and long-term positions avail-

able NOW.

Contact:

Jerry Lee Surber, M.D., Director

BESTCARE MEDICAL GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 699

Antioch, Tennessee 37011

Phone (615) 834-1602

Send CV and copies of Tennessee medical license,

DEA certificate, and current ACLS card.

L.R. Dry. M.D.. J.D.

& Associates
• Health related law

• Bylaws review

|

• Peer review consultation for medical staffs

• Malpractice defense

• Representation in peer review matters

(Doctors and other health professionals)

and Licensure matters before government

agencies, especially HCFA

• Contracts review

LAURENCE R. DRY, M.D., J.D.
M.D. Northwestern University

J.D. University of Tennessee

Board Certified American Board of Surgery

Fellow Am. College of Surgeons

Fellow Am. College of Legal Medicine

RALPH M. MAYLOTT, J.D.

140 E. Division, Oak Ridge.. 482-6600

Knoxville 546-6688

Toll Free 1-800-638-6655
Tennessee does not certify specialists in the law and we do not claim certification in any listed area

INTERNIST
We are currently seeking a general internal medicine

physician to join a well-established practice in associa-

tion with a 365-bed, not-for-profit hospital in the South-

east. The hospital has annual revenues of approxi-

mately $133 million. Candidate will be a board-certified

or board-eligible internist. Attractive salary and benefits

package is offered (including immediate vesting in the

pension plan, money purchase and profit sharing

plan).

Contact Mr. John J. Baumann, Vice President of

J.J. & H„ Ltd. at (404) 952-3877.

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs

from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, Route 8, Box 35, Rogersville, TN 37857.

Phone: (615) 272-9163. (EOE)
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TfflA
The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking
practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

INTERNIST—age 40, graduate of East Tennessee State University

Quillen College of Medicine in 1989—seeks a solo or group practice

in East or West Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2174

INTERNIST—age 44, graduate of Maulana Azad Medical College

(India) in 1972—seeks a practice in any location in Tennessee. Board

certified—hematology. Available now. LW-2184

PLASTIC SURGEON—age 34, graduate of University of Alabama
School of Medicine in 1986—seeks a solo or group practice in a

suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board certified. Avail-

able now. LW-2187

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 30, graduate of University of Virginia

School of Medicine in 1989—seeks a group practice in a suburban or

large city location in East Tennessee. Currently finishing residency in

anesthesiology. Available now. LW-2188

INTERNIST—age 29, graduate of University of Missouri School of

Medicine in 1988—seeks a part-time practice opportunity in West
Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2190

INDUSTRIAL/OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 44.

graduate of University of Virginia School of Medicine in 1974—seeks

a solo or urgent care clinic practice in Tennessee. Board certified

—

emergency medicine. Available now. LW-2191

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 31, graduate of Univer-

sity of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1990—seeks a practice in

East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2192

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 58, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1960—seeks an institutional staff practice in Middle Ten-

nessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2193

PATHOLOGIST—age 31, graduate of University of Mississippi

School of Medicine in 1988—seeks a group or institutional staff prac-

tice in any location in Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now.

LW-2194

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—age 42, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1976—seeks a group, institutional staff, or industrial prac-

tice in a suburban or large city location in East or Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2195

PATHOLOGIST—age 44, graduate of Albany Medical College in

1976—seeks a solo practice as the pathologist or director of labora-

tories in any location in Tennessee. Board certified. Available now.

LW-2196

PHYSICIANS WANTED

PEDIATRICIAN, INTERNIST or FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed
in Arlington (Memphis area) in West Tennessee to join an institutional

staff practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1170

GENERAL PRACTITIONER or INTERNIST—needed in Chattanooga
to join a solo practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now.

PW-1171

OPHTHALMOLOGIST, CARDIOLOGIST and NEUROSURGEON—
needed in West Tennessee to join group practices. Must be either

board certified or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1172

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Smithville in Middle Tennessee
to join a group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now.

PW-1173

PEDIATRICIAN—needed in Athens in East Tennessee to join a

group practice in a semi-rural location. Must be either board certified

or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1174

OB/GYN—needed in Athens in East Tennessee to join a group prac-

tice in a semi-rural area. Must be either board certified or board eligi-

ble. Needed now. PW-1175

FAMILY PRACTITIONER/INTERNIST—needed in Erin in Middle

Tennessee to join a group or solo practice. Must be either board

certified or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1176

INTERNIST—needed in Murfreesboro in Middle Tennessee to join a

multispecialty group practice. Must be either board certified or board

eligible. Needed now. PW-1177

INTERNIST and FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Franklin in

Middle Tennessee to join group practices. Must be board certified.

Needed now. PW-1178

INTERNIST—needed in Crossville in East Tennessee to join a group

practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1179

INTERNIST, PEDIATRICIAN or FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed
in Franklin in Middle Tennessee to join a multispecialty group prac-

tice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1180
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THE ARMY RESERVE OFFERS UNIQUEAND
REWARDING EXPERIENCES.

As a medical officer in the Army Reserve you will be offered a

variety of challenges and rewards. You will also have a unique

array of advantages that will add a new dimension to your

civilian career, such as:

• special training programs
• advanced casualty care

• advanced trauma life support
• flight medicine
• continuing medical education programs and conferences

• physician networking

• attractive retirement benefits

• change of pace

It could be to your advantage to find out how well the Army
Reserve will treat you for a small amount of your time. An Army
Reserve Medical Counselor can tell you more, call:

Collect (901) 388-9876

ARMY RESERVE MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
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Cushing s Reflex and

Intracranial Aneurysm

TENA J. WILLIAMSON, M.D.

Introduction

Cushing's reflex is a vasomotor response to in-

creased intracranial pressure; this response consists

of elevation of blood pressure, mild bradycardia, and

bradypnea. Elevated intracranial pressure may result

from diffuse processes or more focal mass lesions,

such as tumors and intracranial aneurysms. 1 The

focus of this discussion is the discovery of an un-

ruptured intracranial aneurysm associated with the

Cushing reflex in a 63-year-old black woman hospi-

talized for lobar pneumonia.

Case Report
A 63-year-old black woman with an unremarkable past

medical history came to the emergency room with a two-week
history of a nonproductive cough that had worsened over the

previous 24 hours, and was associated with dyspnea, malaise,

and a subjective low-grade fever without chills. She had a 20-

pack-year history of smoking. Review of symptoms was unre-

markable, with the exception of occasional nondescript head-

aches relieved with over-the-counter medications. The patient

was receiving no prescription medications, denied any drug al-

lergies, and had no primary care physician. Family history was
positive only for a daughter with hypertension and a brother

with asthma.

Physical examination revealed a temperature of 104°F,

pulse 100/min, respirations 28/min, blood pressure 170/88 mm
Hg. The head and neck examination was' negative, without

lymphadenopathy or bruits. The lungs had diffuse rhonchi with

From the University of Tennessee College of Medicine. St. Francis
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decreased breath sounds and basilar rales on the right, with a

few end-expiratory wheezes. The cardiovascular examination

revealed no murmurs, rubs or gallops, and the abdomen and

extremities were unremarkable. The patient was neurologically

intact.

Admission laboratory: complete blood count revealed white

blood cells 15, 600/cu mm with 78% polymorphonuclear leu-

kocytes, 7% band forms, 8% lymphocytes, and 6% monocytes;

hematocrit was 44%, hemoglobin 14.4 gm/dl, and platelets

222,000/cu mm. Electrolytes were within normal limits, as was
the electrocardiogram. Her arterial blood gases while she was
breathing room air were normal except for a P02 of 62.3 mm
Hg. Chest radiograph revealed an early right lower lobe infil-

trate and chronic fibrosis.

The patient was hospitalized for right lower lobar pneumo-
nia, mild COPD exacerbation, and hypertension. She was
given empiric intravenous antibiotics, oxygen. Albuterol aero-

sols, pulse oximetry, and antihypertensive medication as

needed. A workup of the pneumonia involved blood cultures,

sputum studies, and serologies, all of which failed to reveal a

pathogen. She developed purulent postnasal drainage, and

sinus films revealed infiltrates in the left maxillary and eth-

moid sinuses. She quickly defervesced and remained afebrile

after a change to oral antibiotics.

On the second day of hospitalization, the patient was found

by pulse oximetry and palpation to have intermittent bradycar-

dia of 50 to 55/min, associated with concurrent blood pressure

of approximately 180-189/96-100 mm Hg and relatively

slowed respirations. She was transferred to a cardiac monitor

floor, and a cardiology consultation was obtained. She denied

any symptoms other than a mild headache. Serial EKGs and

cardiac isoenzymes were normal, as were the findings of a

Holter monitor, and an echocardiogram revealed only left ven-

tricular hypertrophy.

Because no cardiac etiology was detected for the mild in-

termittent bradycardia and its associated findings, a computer-

ized tomogram (CT) of the head with and without contrast was

obtained, revealing a 1-cm mass in the right suprasellar area
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adjacent to the medial aspect of the sphenoid wing. Magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) demonstrated a 1-cm aneurysm
without evidence of hemorrhage. A neurosurgical consultation

was obtained with outpatient follow-up.

Approximately three weeks later, an outpatient cerebral

arteriogram revealed a 1.5-cm aneurysm arising from the distal

right internal carotid artery along its anterior lateral margin at

the clinoid level. The patient was admitted for craniotomy with

clipping of the intracranial aneurysm approximately two

months after her initial diagnosis. She continued to be rela-

tively asymptomatic and without neurologic deficit. After sur-

gical repair of the aneurysm the patient did very well with the

exception of seizure activity on the fifth postoperative day and

a minor optical field cut due to the location of the aneurysm.

Discussion

The Cushing reflex is a vasovagal response to el-

evated intracranial pressure, manifested by increased

systolic blood pressure with lowering or slight eleva-

tion of diastolic pressure and slowing of respiratory

rate and heart rate to 50 to 60/min. 2

Intracranial aneurysms are arterial dilations arising

80% to 90% of the time from bifurcations of the cir-

cle of Willis. Less commonly, they arise from the

large basilar and carotid arteries and their branches.

They are usually saccular, but may be fusiform, de-

pending on site of origin. Their pathogenesis is con-

troversial, but their incidence increases with age, and

therefore suggests an acquired rather than congenital

etiology. Defects in elastic and muscle tissue of the

arterial media are repeatedly exposed to the physio-

logic effects of turbulent blood flow, resulting in dis-

tension of the thinned arterial wall at the point of

greatest insult, usually at bifurcation. 3

Medical conditions associated with an increased

incidence of intracranial aneurysms include fibro-

muscular dysplasia, polyarteritis nodosa, polycystic

kidney disease, coarctation or hypoplasia of the

aorta, type IV Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, Marfan’s

syndrome, and pseudoxanthoma elasticum.4 Acute

and subactute endocarditis may lead to septic embo-

lism and subsequent formation of mycotic aneu-

rysms, which may be single or multiple and generally

form along the branches of the distal middle and an-

terior cerebral arteries.
3 ’5 Fungal infections of various

types may occasionally give rise to intracranial aneu-

rysms.6 They may also be found as an unusual com-

plication of sickle cell anemia. 7

Intracranial aneurysms are absent in neonates and

rare in children and adolescents. They most com-

monly rupture in the sixth to eighth decades of life.
8

Their prevalence at autopsy varies widely, from 0.2%

to 9.6%, with an average of 2.5% as reported by

Kessell and Turner, and 5% per Sekhar and Heros.

Between 20% and 80% of these aneurysms were

found to have leaked or ruptured.9 A diameter of 1

cm or more has been the variable historically most

predictive of subsequent rupture, 3 but a recent study

reported three cases in which previously asymptom-

atic unruptured intracranial aneurysms less than 5

mm in size ruptured spontaneously, 10 demonstrating

that small asymptomatic aneurysms are not innocu-

ous, and deserve careful evaluation.

Significant morbidity and mortality are associated

with rupture of intracranial aneurysms. The overall

mortality rate of subarachnoid hemorrhage is greater

than 50%, and among survivors, only one-third re-

turn to their original neurologic state.
11

Aneurysms ruptured with increased intravascular

pressure, severe emotional excitement, or physical

exertion such as straining or coughing in 21% of pa-

tients in a recent study; 57% of the subarachnoid

hemorrhages secondary to aneurysm ruptured under

nonexertional circumstances. 11

Occasionally aneurysms may grow to 2 to 3 cm
in size and are described as “giant aneurysms.”

Their walls may calcify and harden and act as space-

occupying lesions with predictable effects on neigh-

boring structures. Some develop thrombi, which may
also calcify and ulcerate, contributing embolic

phenomena. 3

Recent technologic advances have increased the

number of asymptomatic unruptured aneurysms that

are diagnosed. Noninvasive measures such as MRI
with and without enhancing magnetic resonance

angiography (MRA) are suitable for screening for

possible subacute disease, and those patients with

“aneurysm-prone” medical conditions previously dis-

cussed. CT combined with cerebral angiography is

most commonly used for evaluation of acute suba-

rachnoid hemorrhage with presumed aneurysmal rup-

ture.
12 Intracranial intra-arterial digital subtraction

angiography has been successfully used to screen for

unruptured asymptomatic intracranial aneurysms in

patients having coronary angiography. This has been

found to be safe, convenient, and capable of detect-

ing aneurysms as small as 4 mm.4

Historically, neurosurgical correction of un-

ruptured intracranial aneurysms has carried a com-

bined morbidity and mortality rate of approximately

3% over the past 20 years, which is considerably bet-

ter than the greater than 50% mortality associated

with a hemorrhagic episode.4 In patients who have

failed standard neurosurgical therapy or who have

surgically inaccessible aneurysms, newer techniques

have evolved. One such interventional neurovascular

technique to eliminate the aneurysm and preserve

the parent artery involves the introduction of a

detachable silicone micro-balloon, which is guided

into the intracranial circulation through transfemoral
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approach. 13

A second modality involves the electrothrombosis

of saccular aneurysms using detachable coils intro-

duced intravascularly; it is considered a viable alter-

native to the other techniques. 14

Conclusion

The incidence of subarachnoid hemorrhage from

aneurysmal rupture in hospitalized patients is 5 to

15/100,000 per year. According to pathologists’ re-

ports, the prevalence of aneurysms is approximately

2.5% in the general population. These statistics sug-

gest that either most ruptures or leaks go undiag-

nosed, or the patient dies prior to hospitalization. 9 In

conclusion, intracranial aneurysms are common and

are highly fatal when they rupture. r y
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Diabetic Youth:

Why Do They Choose Suicide?

DIANA E. HAYES

From the beginning of time, the younger genera-

tion has been misunderstood by their elders. Today,

though, there are many more twists that can add to

the problem of our elders not being able to under-

stand the younger generation. More and more of

today’s youth have emotional problems which some-

times leads to taking their lives. Suicide is a wide-

spread problem among all teenagers. However, my
concerns are mainly with those teenagers and young

adults who have diabetes and the emotional problems

that uniquely affect them.

As a volunteer for the American Diabetes Associ-

ation and co-coordinator for the Greater Johnson City

Area Diabetes Support Group, I have observed some

frightening avenues diabetic teens and youth have

taken in order to escape their emotional pain. The

majority of the emotional problems seem to surface

from early adolescence to mid-teen years. For many

of these young people, the consequences of their ac-

tions will haunt them the rest of their lives.

The following are some examples of the

extreme behaviors that diabetic teenagers have re-

sorted to in the attempt to either escape reality or run

away from their diabetes. Angie, age 16, has at-

tempted suicide three times since she was 1 1 and has

been sexually active since about the same age. She

has been a patient at several psychiatric hospitals, but

none of them seem to have had a lasting positive

effect on her. In one conversation with her, she said,

“Tell ’em what they want to hear and they'll let you

out.” She is now expecting her second child. Angie

said, “I want to have a baby before I die. And be-

sides, I want someone that I can love and will love

me back.”

Gary, age 17, had a promising future in music.

But then he found that drugs helped him escape his

life and depression. He turned to burglary as a means

Presented as an observation and opinion paper to the School of Health

Education, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, where Miss

Hayes is a graduate student.

Reprint requests to Route 2, Box 310, Chuckey, TN 37641 (Miss Hayes).

of supporting his drug habit. He is now receiving

counseling in a juvenile detention center where he is

serving time for his crimes. Prison will most likely

await him on his 18th birthday. He once told me that

he saw a grim future for himself and that he might as

well live life to its fullest while he could.

Leslie, age 14, had been deeply depressed for sev-

eral months. The majority of her spare time was

spent in her room listening to music and writing

poems about death and suicide. She told me, “I think

about suicide and dying a lot and I write about what

I feel.” Leslie became sexually active when she was

11, which she says made her feel very guilty and

sometimes scared. After she had run away for the

third time, her mother found her poems and sought

professional counseling for Leslie. These three dia-

betic teenagers are just a few examples of the youth

I have worked with over the past several years.

Type I diabetes, as with any chronic disorder, is

not easy to live with. As a diabetic for 15 years, I

have sought counseling for chronic depression and

have yet to find a psychiatrist, psychologist, or certi-

fied counselor who understands how to deal with the

specific emotional problems that teenage and young

adult diabetics face. And like the youth I have de-

scribed, suicide has often been an option I have seri-

ously considered as a means of resolving my prob-

lems. However, I have never looked at suicide as an

easy way out. Sometimes, suicide just seems to

young diabetics to be the answer when the disorder,

its maintenance, or possible complications over-

whelm them until they see absolutely no other way to

stop the pain that they and their families feel.

I realize that almost all teenagers, whether they

have a chronic disorder or not, face challenges and

difficulties that seem overwhelming to them. It is

sometimes hard for a person to understand or even

accept that the problems and emotions of diabetics

may be more intense. I have observed that type I di-

abetics seem to be more sensitive and self-conscious

than their peers. Depression is found in all diabetics,
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including teenagers with diabetes. 1 Low self-esteem

and poor self-image seem to contribute to the severe

depression that can lead to the use of drugs and alco-

hol as well as the disturbing rate of suicide attempts

in the youth I have worked with in the past several

years. If low self-esteem and a poor self-image con-

tributes to the emotional problems and suicide rate,

then what causes the low self-esteem and poor self-

image?

The answer may be found by listening to these

troubled teenagers and their parents. In a conversa-

tion I had with a young girl's mother, she said that

after her daughter’s disease was diagnosed, the fam-

ily reacted to the news as if the girl were dying. In

the presence of the girl, family members made the

following comments: “Poor thing. She could have re-

ally had a great future. Well, I guess that all of your

plans for her are down the tubes now." These family

members, by making insensitive remarks in front of

the girl, may have set a domino effect into motion.

After a while the girl may begin to believe that she

will die in the near future and that there is no hope

for a full and productive life. Once convinced of her

impending doom, the girl may live out a self-fulfill-

ing prophecy. As a result, she may find herself de-

stroying her health by using drugs and alcohol, as

well as becoming sexually active at an extremely

early age, which could cause her to become pregnant

or contract a sexually transmitted disease.

Another important factor that may contribute

to the emotional problems of diabetic teenagers and

young adults is peer pressure. Whether it be direct or

indirect, peer pressure poses a powerful threat to

young diabetics. All teenagers face some degree of

peer pressure, but to a highly sensitive diabetic youth

with low self-esteem and poor self-image, this pres-

sure may prove deadly. In an effort to be considered

a part of a group and have the feeling of belonging,

many teens hide from their peers the fact that they

have diabetes. Or if that is common knowledge, the

youth may tend to engage in harmful activities, such

as drug and alcohol use, to a greater extent than their

peers, so as to prove that they can do anything that

their peers can do and even more. The need for ac-

ceptance is very intense for the diabetic teenager.

Some diabetic teens have expressed to me that

having to take injections and to eat at certain times

bothers them because their friends don't have to, and

that makes them feel different. One of the most com-

mon reasons that I have been given for feeling differ-

ent is that many teenage girls regard themselves as

fat, so they don't want to eat. This puts indirect peer

pressure on the diabetic teen who knows she should

eat at regularly scheduled times. Therefore, many di-

abetic girls delay injections and meals, and some di-

abetic teenagers skip meals and injections altogether.

Diabetic youth have also said that when they delay or

skip injections or meals, they feel guilty. Some then

turn to being closet eaters, and sometimes overeat,

which later causes more guilt and depression. Others

have even admitted to binging and purging in an at-

tempt to either control their weight or blood sugar

levels. At some point these teenage diabetics may feel

that suicide is the only way out of a vicious cycle.

Sexual activity poses an incredible threat to

diabetic teens as well. Of the girls I have worked

with, the average age for the loss of virginity is 1

1

years. These teens have also reported that they have

remained very sexually active, reporting having a

sexual encounter at least once and as many as three

times a week. This is very alarming to me, particu-

larly because they have told me that the majority of

the time they use no form of birth control. An un-

planned baby or the contraction of a sexually trans-

mitted disease can destroy a diabetic’s health, and

even more so if the diabetic is a teenager. Even

though it has been widely reported that teen preg-

nancy and the spread of sexually transmitted diseases

among teens are on the rise, these diabetic teens still

engage in risky sexual behavior.

As we all know, teenagers are rebellious, and dia-

betic teens and young adults are no exception. Some-

times, however, the rebellion is intensified by over-

bearing and overprotective parents who have

smothered the youth and treated them as if they were

a piece of fragile porcelain. The overprotective reflex

may have begun when the youth was a small child

and first diagnosed. The parents’ first reaction after

the guilt of their child becoming diabetic was to pro-

tect the child from any more harm. Over time, the

protection became so automatic that the parents al-

most completely smothered the youth.

The problems really begin then when the youth

gets the first taste of freedom from parents in middle

school or junior high. The teens then become resent-

ful of the way the parents have controlled them, so to

spite their parents they engage in harmful activities,

such as sex, drugs, alcohol, and eating foods forbid-

den the diabetic. This gives the young diabetics a

feeling of control over their own lives until they

begin to feel guilty about what they have done. Then

to escape the guilty feeling, the youth engage in the

harmful activities that made them feel guilty and de-

pressed in the first place. The cycle continues until

the youth are physically ill and are admitted to the
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hospital or attempt suicide.

Some youth feel pressure from their parents, and

even from doctors, to maintain perfect blood glucose

levels at all times. Diabetes care is not a perfected

science, since many things besides diet, exercise, and

insulin injections affect Ijlood glucose levels. Emo-

tional stress due to an argument with a friend or test

in school may adversely affect the child’s blood glu-

cose level, and physical stress may drop the blood

glucose level very quickly and result in insulin

shock. 2 With these kinds of variables, it is almost

impossible for blood glucose levels to stay within the

boundaries of normal. The feelings of failure over-

whelm the child and may result in low self-esteem.

The child may also become discouraged and not try

to control the diabetes at all. This is dangerous, be-

cause complete lack of control in diabetes care can

lead to the onset of diabetic complications (interview

with D. Cobble, M.D., August 1991).

In some families, where there is little communi-

cation, or the family is dysfunctional for one reason

or another, there is tremendous guilt felt by everyone

in the family. The same can also be said for families

that are very close, but whose communication skills

are lacking. There is the guilt of some parents, who

believe that they are at fault for their child’s diabetes

because of their genetic makeup. Other parents can-

not handle the fact that their child is diabetic and

there is nothing that can be done to reverse it. The

siblings may feel guilty because they wonder why

their bother or sister became diabetic and they did

not. Though the guilt feelings may not be outwardly

shown by the other members of the family, they are

still picked up by the diabetic youth, who in turn feel

guilty because they can see the pain that the family is

feeling because of their diabetes.

Some diabetic teenagers feel responsible for a

separation or divorce that the parents may go

through. Even though the divorce was not the youth’s

fault, he may feel that if he had not been diagnosed

as having diabetes then mom and dad would still be

together. With all this guilt floating around and ev-

erybody feeling responsible, the youth may feel that

the only option is to get rid of the problem, which he

may see as himself and attempt suicide. Other dia-

betic youth may continue in a deeply depressed state

for years.

Another reason for the emotional distress and

feelings of hopelessness related by diabetic youth

and their parents is misinformation and the lack of

adequate education. Many people still feel that diabe-

tes is an automatic death sentence, or the person will

most certainly become blind, lose his kidneys, have a

stroke or heart attack, or require amputation of at

least one limb. This is not necessarily true. Even

though diabetes is a leading cause of many serious

complications, they need to understand that a person

with diabetes can lead a long and fruitful life.

Many people take the limited information they

have and add to it the horror stories that they have

heard about some “poor” diabetic that was an invalid

for a long time and then died, and from it make the

assumption that all diabetics will end up invalids and

then die soon thereafter. With these misinformed

people making such morbid statements and predic-

tions, it is no wonder that diabetic youth develop a

grim outlook about their future. Taking the misinfor-

mation as truth, and believing that they have no fu-

ture to look forward to, tends to lead the teen to ig-

nore or deny his diabetes which may lead to a higher

risk of complications at an earlier age. Perfect control

is not an absolute guarantee that the diabetic will not

experience any complications in his lifetime, but it is

the best prevention. Genetics also plays a part in the

occurrence of complications (interview with D. Cob-

ble, M.D., August 1991). Many advances are pres-

ently being made in the treatment of diabetic compli-

cations as well as diabetes itself.

Complications lend an additional twist to the

emotional state of the diabetic youth or young adult

as well as the family of the diabetic. Although com-

plications are rare in teens and young adult diabetics,

they do strike, and can completely devastate the en-

tire family, not only emotionally but possibly finan-

cially as well. Just when the family thinks they have

accepted the diabetes and dealt with their guilt, a

complication comes along and causes an upheaval in

their life. The parents again begin to blame them-

selves or each other for their child’s pain. The

diabetic’s siblings can’t understand why this is hap-

pening to their bother or sister and begin to feel

guilty about their own good health. The diabetic

picks up on the intense guilt in the family, and along

with all of the emotions he may be feeling, the guilt

is multiplied. The young person may not have taken

care of himself and is angry at himself for not having

done so.

The family may face a financial crisis because of

the high cost of treatment for the complication, and

this may cause resentment from siblings toward the

diabetic, and may result in even more guilt feelings

in the youth. The young person may also feel that

there is no hope for his future and become severely
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depressed. In families that have problems communi-

cating and coping, there is an intense family crisis

where the parents are depressed, the siblings are de-

pressed, and the diabetic feels that everything is his

fault. Finally, the diabetic young person may decide

that suicide is the only way to avoid any more pain

for family and friends.

The entire family may be in desperate need of

counseling. But where do they go? There are many

good counselors in most areas of the country, but the

ones who are equipped to deal with the special prob-

lems that diabetics and their families face, especially

if there is a complication added to the diabetes, are

very few and far between. There are also support

groups for the entire family where they can gain

strength from each other. Even though there are few

counselors who specialize in diabetic youth and their

families, some counseling is better than none. What

may help the family the most is to develop their

communication skills so that the family can pull to-

gether instead of apart.

The youth who has diabetes may need more than

a talk with a counselor or improving his communica-

tion skills. Sometimes the youth needs to have a sup-

port system made up of other diabetic youth. These

diabetic peer groups can meet to talk and have a

good time without the worry of being different or

singled out. For those teens who don't feel comfort-

able talking in large groups, there are programs such

as the big brother or sister program, where older

teens and young adults can get together with the

youth on a one-on-one basis. The youth seem to open

up and reach out for help more in this type of pro-

gram. A key reason that the program is working is

that the big brother or sister has already gone through

the challenges of adolescence and survived. The two

learn a great deal from each other and swap strength

and support for the trying times.

In sum, though the youth who has diabetes is

just like any other young person, sometimes emo-

tional problems creep in and cause a variety of prob-

lems not only for the youth but also for the entire

family. Parent awareness, support, and understanding

is very important to the emotional well-being of the

child. If the diabetic youth has emotional stability

and a positive outlook on life, then he is more likely

to take proper care of his diabetes. The family should

practice positive communication skills, and if a prob-

lem arises, be wise enough to seek proper profes-

sional assistance. Diabetic youth have as much to

look forward to in a healthy, productive, long life as

any other young person. r ^
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HELP FOR IMPAIRED PHYSICIANS

Through the Tennessee Medical Foundation Committee on Impaired Physicians, the As-

sociation helps doctors who are suffering from alcoholism and drug addiction. The thrust

of the program is rehabilitative, not punitive. The Committee is composed of physicians

who have special expertise in these areas, some from personal experience. Effective

treatment for these illnesses is achieved most easily when the disease is detected early;

family, friends, and associates are urged to avoid misguided sympathy which enables the

condition to deteriorate.

HELP US TO HELP

Call the TMF Impaired Physician Program at (615) 385-3319: outside Nashville call

collect. Telephone message service available around the clock.
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Trauma Rounds

Monotherapy of Gram-Negative

Nosocomial Pneumonia

MARTIN A. CROCE, M.D. and TIMOTHY C. FABIAN, M.D.

Introduction

Nosocomial pneumonia occurs in about 10% of hos-

pital admissions, but has a much higher incidence in the

intensive care unit. 1 A recent prospective study demon-

strated a pneumonia incidence of 44% in trauma pa-

tients.2 Since patients with respiratory failure are more

likely than others to develop pneumonia, and recurrent

episodes in these severely injured patients are not un-

common, therapy of their lower respiratory tract infec-

tions can be difficult. The following case illustrates a

high-risk patient who developed pneumonia and de-

scribes the hospital course.

Case Report
A 39-year-old man with a 25 pack-year smoking history

was the unrestrained driver in a single vehicle accident. He
was transported from the scene by aeromedical personnel after

emergency endotracheal intubation and arrived at the Trauma
Center with pulse of 120/min and systolic blood pressure 90 mm
Hg. His injuries included a closed head injury (GCS 8), multi-

ple rib fractures with pulmonary contusion, and fractures of the

left femur and right tibia, both requiring intramedullary nailing.

The Injury Severity Score was 34. On his third post-injury day,

he developed fever (102°F), leukocytosis (WBC count 16,000/cu

mm), purulent sputum, and a changing infiltrate on chest radio-

graph. Sputum cultures grew Enterobacter cloacae and

Haemophilus influenzae , both sensitive to several third genera-

tion antipseudomonal cephalosporins. Therapy with a single

agent was started for his polymicrobial pneumonia, and an ap-

propriate clinical response was apparent in two days; his tem-

perature fell below 100°F, pulmonary secretions became less

purulent, his WBC count fell to 9,000/cu mm, and the infiltrate

on his chest radiograph began to clear. A tracheostomy was

done on his sixth post-injury day, and he was weaned from

mechanical ventilatory support three days later. He completed

a 14-day course of monotherapy without subsequent sequelae,

and eventually was discharged to a rehabilitation facility.

Discussion

The multiple injury patient is at high risk for devel-

oping nosocomial pneumonia, with an incidence reported

as high as 87%. 3 A recent prospective study reported an

incidence of 44%. 2 Risk factors for pneumonia were

also defined in this report. Emergency intubation, asso-

ciated head injury, shock on arrival, blunt trauma, and

increase in Injury Severity Score were all significantly

associated with pneumonia. 2 In addition to the above

From the Department of Surgery, Presley Regional Trauma Center, Uni-

versity of Tennessee College of Medicine, Memphis.

factors, a number of other injuries have been associated

with posttraumatic pneumonia, including pulmonary con-

fusion and multiple rib fractures with flail chest. Cigarette

smoking certainly contributes to increased sputum pro-

duction, which may already be increased due to direct

pulmonary injury. Since the normal mucociliary appara-

tus is less effective in the face of pulmonary injury and

mechanical ventilation, it is easy to see how smoking

can contribute to ineffective airway clearance and de-

velopment of pneumonia. In addition to these specific

risk factors for pneumonia, trauma patients in general are

more susceptible to infection. In the multiple injury pa-

tient there is decreased antigen presentation by the mac-

rophages, which leads to decreased interleukin-
1

pro-

duction. diminishing the response of specific T-cell subsets.

The end result is decreased immunoglobulin production,

making the trauma patient relatively immunocompromised.

Our patient demonstrated all the above risk factors,

and did in fact develop nosocomial pneumonia. Obvi-

ously, these risk factors are extremely difficult to con-

trol. but the therapy of pneumonia can be controlled using

aggressive pulmonary physiotherapy and antibiotic ther-

apy. With a wide variety of antibiotics currently available,

the choice of an appropriate antibiotic can be difficult.

Probably the most common antibiotic regimen for

treatment of hospital acquired gram-negative pneumo-

nia involves the combination of a (3-lactam antibiotic

with an aminoglycoside. Indeed, this regimen is attrac-

tive, since it allows varied mechanisms for bacterial kill-

ing. The (3-lactam alters the bacterial cell wall, and the

aminoglycoside exerts its effect within the cell. This syn-

ergistic action between (3-lactams and aminoglycosides

has been demonstrated in vitro,4 but clinical support is

conflicting.5 -6 In addition to synergy, there is also the

belief that combination therapy can reduce the emer-

gence of resistant strains. 5 Combination therapy is not

without potential complications, however. Aminoglycos-

ide-related nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity have been well

described, and can be even a greater problem in the crit-

ically injured patient. Newer antibiotics, including third

generation cephalosporins, monobactams, and quinolones

have a broad spectrum of activity against gram-negative

pathogens, and are effective as therapy for pneumonia

without the risks of aminoglycoside-related toxicity.

A recent study compared monotherapy (anti-
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pseudomonal third generation cephalosporin) with com-

bination therapy (the same cephalosporin plus gentami-

cin) for therapy of pneumonia in critically injured

trauma patients. 7 The groups were well matched relative

to age, mechanism of injury, presence of shock, associ-

ated head injury, pulmonary injury, ISS, and other risk

factors. The combination therapy group had a 69% fail-

ure rate compared to 44% for monotherapy (P<.04).

When the reasons for failure were analyzed, the differ-

ence was due to a significantly higher superinfection

rate in the combination therapy group (49% vs. 28%;

PC.04). The most common superinfecting organism

was methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus. This

was not associated with an outbreak of MRSA within

the hospital, nor were there any other associated epide-

miologic factors. The emergence of MRSA was related

to the addition of gentamicin to the antibiotic regimen.

This phenomenon of higher rates of superinfection with

combination therapy compared to monotherapy has

been reported by other investigators.89

Although there was no statistical difference in out-

come relative to monotherapy or combination therapy

when analyzing ventilator days or ICU length of stay,

these data can be difficult to interpret in multiple injury

patients. 7 Mortality was higher with combination ther-

apy (10% vs. 5% for monotherapy), and a larger study

may demonstrate a significant difference. One outcome

measurement that was different, however, was abnormal

serum creatinine measurements. There was a signifi-

cantly higher rate of any rise in creatinine with combi-

nation therapy. 7 Judging from these data, then, the use

of combination therapy offered no benefit for empiric

therapy of pneumonia over monotherapy, and may in

fact be harmful.

In summary, the multiple injury trauma patient is at

high risk for subsequent infections. Discrete risk factors

have been defined for the development of nosocomial

pneumonia. Therapy with a single, broad-spectrum (3-

lactam antibiotic is effective, and offers distinct advan-

tages over combination therapy. Further study is neces-

sary to determine the optimal dosing for therapy of

pneumonia in the trauma patient. r s*
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month

Take a Left—or—Was it a Right?

J. KELLEY AVERY, M.D.

Introduction

All of us have had the experience of examining a

patient, looking at an x-ray, making a diagnosis, and

prescribing treatment only to find that when we began

to dictate the record we could not remember which foot

was injured. “Do not let the left hand know what the

right hand is doing” is a Biblical admonition that has to

do with the secrecy with which we should give to the

needy. Physicians have a tendency to take this advice

much too far when it comes to procedures to be done on

only one organ of which there are two, one on each

side. One of the earliest cases we had was one of this

type and involved the removal of the wrong kidney. But,

it seems that in recent years we might have trained a lot

of young doctors who grew up looking for the wart on

the hand before being sure whether that hand was the

left or right. That, of course, is an exaggeration! But, in

reality, your company, SVMIC, has paid many more claims

in the past few years that grew out of this confusion

than in its early years. Maybe it just seems that way,

and maybe it is true only because more doctors and

more procedures are involved. At any rate, instead of

one case this month, I thought it might be well to look

briefly at several with that as the common denominator.

Case Reports
• One one occasion, a very prominent surgeon was to oper-

ate on a patient suspected of having a malignancy in the right

upper lobe of lung. The x-ray was on the view box and the

patient had been turned with the appropriate side up by the

operating room crew when our illustrious surgeon entered the

operating room with his usual flourish. He immediately looked

at the view box where the film was displayed and went over to

the table and assisted the crew in turning the patient on his

other side despite the objections of the rather mild-mannered

anesthesiologist. With the wrong side up, the chest was opened

and, to no one’s surprise but the surgeon’s, the left lung did not

have the lesion. At this point, our surgeon ordered the assistant

to close and went to see the distraught family. It is rumored

that he said, “Well, we are now absolutely sure that the left

lung is free of cancer. After he recuperates for a while, we’ll

go after it in the right lung.” Of course the surgeon did not say

such a thing, but it makes a good story. Your company paid a

healthy settlement for this confusion of right and left.

Dr. Avery is chairman of the Loss Prevention Committee, State Volun-

teer Mutual Insurance Company, Brentwood.

The Case of the Month is taken from actual Tennessee closed claims. An
attempt is made to fictionalize the material in order to make it less easy to

identify. If you recognize your own case, please be assured that it is pre-

sented solely for the purpose of emphasizing the issues presented.

• The orthopedic surgeon had scheduled an arthroscopic

procedure on the left knee of his patient, whom he suspected of

having a cartilage tear. He entered the room where the left

knee had been shaved and draped for the surgery. Because the

operating camera had not been positioned in the usual way, the

surgeon became confused, shaved and prepped the right knee,

and proceeded to push the scope into the wrong knee joint. He
became aware of his mistake immediately, backed out of the

good knee, and did the appropriate surgery on the left knee that

did have the injury. As soon as the patient recovered from the

anesthesia, his doctor did what he should have done. He in-

formed the patient of the error and assured him that the two-

stitch incision on the right knee would not cause any trouble.

Despite the “good” relationship that existed between the sur-

geon and his patient, a small settlement had to be made. It

came as no surprise that the patient developed some rather

troublesome pain and disability in the knee without disease,

which was much in evidence until the settlement was made.

• An 82-year-old woman sustained a fracture of the left

hip, and the procedure planned for her was a prosthesis. She

was appropriately worked up, examined by an internist and the

anesthesiologist, and scheduled for surgery about eight hours

after admission. The patient went to the operating room at the

scheduled time, and it was learned only then that the proper

instruments were not available. There followed a frantic scur-

rying about looking for appropriate substitute instruments. After

they were found, the patient was anesthetized. There was great

confusion, and the surgeon left the room to scrub. When he

returned to the operating room, the crew had prepped and draped

the wrong hip. The operator did not recognize this until, on

making the proper incision, he failed to find the expected he-

matoma. A closer examination of the patient and the films re-

sulted in the incision’s being closed, the patient being properly

positioned on the table, and the surgery being carried out on

the broken hip. There was an uneventful recovery with good
healing of both incisions. A settlement was negotiated with the

participating hospital that covered the added expense of an ex-

tended length of stay, more pain than was anticipated, transpor-

tation of family to and from the hospital, and other incidentals.

• Another patient, a 31 -year-old man, had pain in both an-

kles after exercise. X-rays showed osteophytes on both, but the

symptoms were worse on the left. Surgery was planned and

scheduled for the most symptomatic ankle. For no apparent

reason both the operating crew and the surgeon became con-

fused as to which ankle was the one to be operated upon. The
surgery was done on the right ankle by mistake. Again, the

surgeon (not the same one that scoped the good knee) fully

disclosed to his patient the error that was made. After a few

months the operation was to be done on the correct ankle.

There could be no arguments; a small settlement was required

to avoid a lawsuit.

• A 37-year-old woman had back and leg pain. A good

examination and appropriate testing revealed a herniated disc

at the L5-S1 level. Conservative treatment failed, and surgery

was done. The operation was uneventful, and she seemed to

improve. Later, pain recurred in the back and leg, and a work-

up by a different neurosurgeon showed that the first operation
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had been done at the L4-L5 level instead of where the disease

had been located: L5-S1. The additional operation, expenses,
and significant pain and disability resulted in a lawsuit for $3

million. A six-figure amount was required to settle this case.

• The symptoms resulting from a ruptured disc in the tho-

racic spine can be confusing. In this case of a 41 -year-old man
complaining of numbness in the right leg and penis and weak
dorsiflexion of the foot, necessitating the use of crutches to

assist ambulation, the correct diagnosis was made fairly

quickly by use of the MRI. The radiologist reported that the

lesion was located at the level of T9- 10. A right hemilaminec-

tomy disclosed a large mass of calcified disc material in an

anterior position, which required an anterior approach. Six

days after the initial surgery a thoracotomy was done by a

general surgeon, with an anterior laminectomy at the T9- 10

level by the neurosurgeon. The patient showed improvement,

but again developed weakness about a month after discharge

from the hospital. It was at this point, on careful reexamination

of the original studies, that the lesion was found actually to be

at the T8-9 level rather than at T9- 10. A re-operation at the

correct level had to be done, again requiring an anterior ap-

proach. Recovery was slow, but after six months the prognosis

looked good for a normal return to work. This case was settled

before a lawsuit was filed. Due to the extensive surgery on

three occasions, months of disability, and rather enormous hos-

pital bills, a six-figure sum was negotiated.

• A 25-year-old man injured his back while lifting a roll of

carpet at his workplace. He was referred to an orthopedic sur-

geon who, with the help of the CT scanner (this was before the

routine use of the MRI), made a diagnosis of a ruptured IV

disc at the L5-S1 level. Surgery was done, but the patient con-

tinued to have pain. After three months of physical therapy, he

was not improved. On reexamination and repeat studies, it was
found that the surgery had been done at the L3-4 level by

mistake. In this case, a lawsuit was filed, and the case was
tried, resulting in a jury verdict of just under $200,000

Loss Prevention Comments
There is very little room for argument when a proce-

dure is done on the wrong side! Most of these accidents

are settled before or as soon after the suit is filed as

possible. Many are disposed of without the necessity for

litigation. Some go to trial because a reasonable settle-

ment cannot be negotiated. All cost you premium dollars!

There is almost never a reason that absolves the sur-

geon of liability in these cases, and usually that liability

is thought to be the primary factor.

I have heard and read of many routines adopted by

surgeons in an attempt to prevent these mistakes. In-

deed, it does appear that there should be some foolproof

scheme we could all adopt. Marking the extremity with

an arrow or the words “NOT HERE,” has been advo-

cated. Rechecking the level of the disc by imaging stud-

ies on the operating table is done frequently. Surgeons

who have avoided taking out the wrong kidney, work-

ing on the wrong disc, scoping the wrong knee, and the

like may be just plain lucky. I doubt it! I believe these

physicians more often than not take some time immedi-

ately before the knife is put to use to orient themselves to

the patient and the complaint. Use any trick that will work,

but bear in mind that confusing left and right, up and

down, and even patients with the same name does occur.

I believe Davy Crockett was quoted as saying, “Be

sure you are right; then go ahead.” That motto put into

practice consistently would eliminate these common er-

rors and save lots of premium dollars. r S
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CARE Program Update

The Highs and Lows of Talking to

Patients About Cholesterol

ROBERT BOWERS, M.D., Co-Chairman

TMA Communications and Public Service Committee

Although most Americans already have some knowl-

edge about the relationship between cholesterol and

heart disease, we as physicians still have a responsibil-

ity to better explain the potential problems.

All patients need information and guidance about

controlling cholesterol levels, which can lower the risk

of heart disease. The TMA believes that physicians play

the pivotal role in educating patients about the medical

risks of high blood cholesterol levels.

We must explain the threat of high blood cholesterol

levels in simple, understandable language, starting with

the difference between high-density lipoproteins

(HDLs) and low-density lipoproteins (LDLs).

To help patients easily understand about blood cho-

lesterol, consider saying the following:

• “Good" high-density lipoproteins, or HDLs, are

helpful. HDLs deposit cholesterol in the liver where it

can be eliminated.

• “Bad" low-density lipoproteins, or LDLs, are un-

healthy because they deposit cholesterol in the artery

walls where clots can form, causing heart attacks.

Linking words like “good" to HDL and “bad” to

LDL can help patients remember the difference between

these two blood components. At the same time, physi-

cians can use these words to explain why some patients

with total cholesterol levels below 200 mg/dl still have

heart attacks.

Many patients want to know how they can raise their

HDL levels. While HDL levels may be genetically in-

fluenced, most patients can raise their HDLs with com-

mon sense activities. The following suggestions are

ones you might relay to your own patients:

• Losing weight through either diet and/or exercise

can significantly raise HDLs. A Stanford University re-

searcher studied two groups of overweight men. Each

group lost weight by dieting or exercise and both

groups demonstrated 15% increases in HDL levels.

• Smoking has been shown to lower HDL levels.

When patients stop smoking, their HDL levels go up by

four or five points.

• For postmenopausal women, estrogen replacement

therapy may be advisable. Studies indicate estrogen

supplements raise HDL levels by four or five points.

While testing has demonstrated HDL levels may be

a better predictor of heart disease than total cholesterol

levels, most physicians and clinics still don’t test for

them. Most HDL tests now in use are time-consuming

and require a careful laboratory analysis. However, a

new finger-stick HDL test gives a reasonably accurate

HDL and total cholesterol reading in just a few minutes.

This quick check can identify patients with low HDLs
who may need more extensive follow-up testing.

The new world of HDLs and LDLs can be confusing

for patients who thought their risk was minimal as long

as their overall cholesterol level was below 200 mg/dl.

Now they're faced with two new sets of numbers

and, at the same time, have to figure out the difference

between “good” and “bad” cholesterol.

The TMA believes physicians have a responsibility

to talk to their patients about lifestyle issues that can

affect their risk of disease. Learning to explain these

issues in simple, understandable language is the first

step in the practice of preventive medicine, in hopes

that it will influence patients to do their part by modify-

ing unhealthy lifestyles. F y

\
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Department of Health Report

Responding to the Health and Medical

Consequences of Catastrophic Earthquakes

JOSEPH B. PHILLIPS

The Center for Earthquake Research and Information

at Memphis State University has recently reported that

in the New Madrid Seismic Zone, there is a 50% prob-

ability of a 6.3 Richter magnitude earthquake within the

next 15 years and an 85% probability of that magnitude

earthquake within the next 50 years. This event will

have the potential for causing significant loss of life and

other adverse health consequences, particularly in Mem-
phis/Shelby County, the largest urban area near the fault

in a seven-state area.

The state of Tennessee has responded to this threat

by implementing a catastrophic disaster planning pro-

cess that addresses the problems caused by a major

earthquake, perhaps the greatest conceivable natural di-

saster. Under the direction of the Tennessee Emergency

Management Agency, state government is preparing a

response that will draw on all of its resources, including

the state Army and Air National Guard, and those of the

federal government and private industry.

A major earthquake occurring near the southern end

of the New Madrid Seismic Zone could cause an esti-

mated 3,000 deaths, at least 10,000 serious injuries, and

the long-term loss of more than one-half of the hospital

beds in Shelby County. The need to give immediate

care to the injured and to provide medical services to

the general population while the health care delivery

system is being restored are driving the medical plan-

ning process. The plan is divided into two phases:

Acute Phase—The acute phase is the period imme-

diately following the event during which time the med-

ical needs of thousands of injured must be rapidly met.

Because of the large number of patients and insufficient

medical facilities, it is planned to evacuate many of the

seriously injured to hospitals in other cities.

This operation will use concepts developed by and

resources assigned to the National Disaster Medical

System (NDMS). NDMS was created several years ago

by the federal government to provide hospital beds for

widespread casualties and military aircraft for transport-

ing patients, and to create civilian disaster medical as-

sistance teams for providing on-scene medical care and

stabilization of patients prior to air evacuation. As cur-

From the Tennessee Department of Health, Nashville. Mr. Phillips is

director of the Department’s Emergency Medical Services.

rently constituted, however, NDMS is inadequate to

meet mission requirements identified in the state plan.

Therefore, the plan gives the military, both the state

Guard and U.S. military, the task of rapidly inserting

medical units into the affected area. While the Depart-

ment of Defense has not yet accepted this mission, re-

cent events may change federal policy on this matter.

Patients would be stabilized and transported, many
by military helicopters, to the regional evacuation point,

preferably located at the Memphis International Airport.

From there, military transport aircraft would fly them to

cities with hospitals in the NDMS hospital bed reserve,

beginning with Nashville and Knoxville and including

Birmingham, Atlanta, Louisville, and other cities.

Recovery Phase—The recovery phase is primarily

concerned with delivering basic medical services to the

affected population while the health care delivery sys-

tem is being restored. During the recovery phase, local

medical services would be supplemented by military

field hospitals and volunteer practitioners working in

functioning hospitals, clinics, and other locations.

The Tennessee Department of Health would provide

assistance to local health departments for the delivery of

all necessary public health services. Ambulances and

emergency medical services (EMS) personnel from

other parts of the state would supplement the local EMS
system as long as necessary. The state medical exam-

iner would assist the Shelby County medical examiner

with the proper disposition of the dead.

Assistance would also be provided to affected com-

munities outside Shelby County. All Tennessee counties

near the Mississippi River are equally at risk for a

major earthquake, and the state plan provides for the

same type of response to those areas.

Hurricane Andrew devastated south Florida last Au-

gust and taught many valuable lessons. Some important

“lessons learned” that have been applied in the Tennes-

see plan are:

• The need to plan carefully. Florida and federal of-

ficials learned that planning needs to be done for all

contingencies, including the use of volunteer practition-

ers, the provision, safe storage, and distribution of med-

ical supplies, and assuring continuity of basic medical

services during a prolonged recovery.
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• The importance of the military in responding to

catastrophic disasters. The military, both state Guard

and U.S. military services, uniquely possess the re-

sources and capability to rapidly respond. Further com-

mitment from the Department of Defense, however, is

required to assure a rapid emergency medical response

by military units to catastrophic events.

• Immediate response to the event. The damage

caused by a catastrophe usually precludes rapid assess-

ment and communications from local officials. There-

fore, the mobilization of critical resources must immedi-

ately follow first notification of the catastrophe, rather

than awaiting requests for help from local officials.

• The need to include private organizations in the

plan. Private industry and other nongovernmental orga-

nizations possess numerous resources that can signifi-

cantly contribute to the effectiveness of a response to

disaster.

• The need to be flexible. Disaster planners and

managers must understand that everything will not go

according to the plan. Therefore, they must approach

their jobs with flexibility, and, perhaps most impor-

tantly, with imagination.

Because earthquakes are a long-term threat, earth-

quake response planning must include a long-term com-

mitment. Inevitable changes in organizations, technol-

ogy, and resources must be routinely incorporated into

disaster plans if the continuing threat is to be met with

the best response that our society can provide. /~
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“Trust Me; I’m a Doctor”

When we consider that we hear daily criticisms of the health care system, we

should look to within to find out why the trust that physicians have enjoyed in the

past has become eroded. Inherent in providing health care is a feeling of trust

between physician and patient. During the earliest days of medical training a phy-

sician-patient relationship is emphasized. This relationship is built on trust. This

trust and physician-patient relationship is constantly being eroded by outside fac-

tors. One factor is a litigious society with abnormally high expectations related to

the outcome of medical care. Another outside factor is a mistrust that has been

created by an endless proliferation of HMOs, PPOs, IPAs, and other such organi-

zations that constantly attempt to oversee and second-guess physicians in their

treatment of patients. Physicians do not trust those organizations, and certainly

those organizations do not trust us physicians. Government agencies are another

source of intrusion into the practice of medicine that causes great consternation. As

physicians (I resent being called a provider) we have been constantly bombarded

with precertifications, prior approvals, billing complexities, and delays in payment.

As physicians we certainly feel threatened when the legislatures in Nashville and

Washington pass bills that broaden the scope of practice of allied health profes-

sionals. We should not be perceived as a narrow-minded special interest group

motivated only by protecting the income of our members.

The factors listed above are all outside factors that have interfered with the trust

that patients place in their doctor. There is also a public unwillingness to accept

financial responsibility for health care through increased insurance premiums, in-

creased taxes, or out-of-pocket expenses. Our patients should be educated about

the cost of medical care and the part of the responsibility that is theirs. We should

emphasize preventive medicine instead of concentrating only on acute care.

In considering the treatment of individual patients we should always be aware

of the trust inherent in our physician-patient relationship. When any of us physi-

cians appear before legislative committees or governmental agencies or meet with

insurance companies, we should remember that what we are saying to them is

“Trust me; I'm a doctor." Certainly when we see our patients we should never

forget that in directing their care we are saying “Trust me; I'm a doctor.”

Charles W. White
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editorial/

On Playing the System

The title of this piece is a little misleading, be-

cause “playing” the system has a sort of connotation

of getting a little more than your money’s worth out

of it, which is a euphemism for cheating it. It isn’t

that I intend misleading or confusing you. It’s just

that having the title say what this is really about,

which is “playing according to the system” would be

a little unwieldy, not to mention stodgy. So in the

interest of jazzing it up a bit, if nothing else, I de-

cided to leave it the way I had it, and just ’splain it

to you.

Now that I have gotten your attention, and I hope

not lost it again in the process, I shall explain further

that I am writing this as Chairman of the TMA Del-

egation to the AMA House of Delegates in response

to Resolution No. 25-93, adopted by the TMA House

of Delegates last month (this month may be August

to you, but it’s May here). That resolution calls on

the TMA to pursue legislation that would impose a

substantial tax increase on tobacco and alcohol, the

income generated to go to health care for the needy

and for health education. It further instructs the TMA
to pursue legislation prohibiting the sale of tobacco

through vending machines, and declaring all public

places smoke-free areas. Finally, it asks that the

TMA delegation introduce this resolution into the

AMA House of Delegates.

It is, of course, incumbent upon your delegation to

be responsive to the wishes of its parent TMA
House. At the same time, though, the delegation is

bound by the rules of the AMA House, which re-

ceives an enormous amount of paper at each of its

sessions. These rules discourage the introduction into

the House of resolutions that simply duplicate AMA
policy. When the presenter believes his resolution

adds something to existing policy, the rules require

that the resolution be accompanied by a documented

summary of AMA policy relating to the matter.

At every session of the AMA House an exceed-

ingly large number of resolutions about alcohol, to-

bacco, and tobacco products are introduced. Of those

that are adopted, nearly all have been combined with

one or more of the others by the reference commit-

tee, reworded, and resubmitted as substitute resolu-

tions. TMA staff has researched AMA policy regard-

ing the provisions of TMA Resolution No. 25-93,

and finds that the TMA resolution offers nothing that

is not already AMA policy. As chairman of the dele-

gation, I therefore made the decision that introduc-

tion of the resolution into the AMA House by your

delegation was not appropriate, and the resolution

was not forwarded.

J.B.T.

Say La Vee

Back during the Second World War, you used to

see articles or hear conversations that would start out

with, “Take your average GI . .
.,” or something like

that. People saying that usually had no first-hand

knowledge of GIs, except maybe individually. Those

that had viewed them en masse and on the hoof
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could tell you that there was, as there likely still is,

no such thing as the “average GI,” any more than

there is any such thing as the average anything else,

at least so far as human beings are concerned. Al-

though you might, even likely would, find the major-

ity acting in like manner in a given situation, such as

scrambling for a hole during a shelling or air raid, in

other situations their reactions would be as variable

as their options. Though I realize that the term “GI”

was customarily applied only to enlisted personnel in

the Army, sailors being “swabbies,” and so on, I use

it here as a generic term for all military enlisted per-

sonnel, usage that in fact does have historical prece-

dent. Whichever way it is used, GIs were a cross-sec-

tion of American boyhood—some men, but mostly

boys, with a few women here and there—and I doubt

anyone would have the temerity to speak of your av-

erage American boy, though some might; I wouldn't

myself know what they were talking about, and I

doubt they would either. That generalization is one

that doesn’t change much, if any. The French have a

word (really a phrase) for it, as they do for a lot of

things: '“'Plus ca change
,
plus c est la meme chose,"

which loosely but satisfactorily translates as, “The

more things change, the more they are the same.”

One story, possibly but not necessarily apocry-

phal, that was going around the ETO (European The-

ater of Operations) during the war (by which I mean

“my” war, or WWII), was that a GI newly arrived in

France was heard to comment with astonishment that

even “the little kids here can speak French.” What

they all found out later, once the war had ended and

dependents began arriving to join their men, was that

their own little kids were soon conversing fluently in

French with the little French kids, just as the little

French kids were soon conversing fluently in English

with those same little American kids.

Though most of the adults had a little more diffi-

culty there, the “average” GI, by which I mean more

or less all of them, found that they could get by on a

very few well-chosen phrases, mostly having to do

with money. The first and most important was

“Comb-bee-en?” The pronunciation didn't matter

much; maybe even the question didn't, either, as it

could usually be implied by a pointing finger and a

raised eyebrow, and in any case the transfer of

money can usually be arranged with even no conver-

sation at all. The GI quickly found that the French,

having been at it for a while already, could take it

from there, there being wherever it started from.

What was more important was that the unlearned GI

learn the value of those little (or sometimes big)

pieces of unfamiliar colored paper, and how to divide

them up into other little bits of colored paper or

coins. The French were, of course, way ahead of him

there, too, since they were on home turf.

The second important question was “Kess-ka-

say?” (more often than not mispronounced “kiss”),

literally, “What is it?” but according to inflection a

variety of things, mostly having to do with a lack of

understanding; it could as well be expressed by the

universally understood shrug of the shoulders with

the palms up. Another phrase quickly learned had to

do with plans for the night, but that in actuality was

usually only a formality, and could in a pinch be dis-

pensed with (the conversation, I mean).

I commented earlier that the French have a saying

for nearly everything. Actually, so does everybody

else, but sayings somehow seem to sound better, or

maybe better formulated, if they are in French, par-

ticularly if the term is incomprehensible. One of

those that the foreign visitors to France learned to

mouth was “C” est la vie." That means, as everybody

knew, “That’s life.” The reason I call it incompre-

hensible is not that the words are, but that it was

usually mouthed without comprehension of the situa-

tion, as a sort of affectation for, “Oh, well. What the

hell?” The GIs heard Edith Piaf sing it and figured if

it was good enough for the Sparrow, it was good

enough for them, or something like that. You don’t

hear “Say la vee” much anymore, possibly because

having thought about what it means, few people are

willing to accept its implicit philosophy. I rather sus-

pect, though, that the real reason is more prosaic. It

is just that the new has worn off, and it has been

discarded along with the other detritus of bygone

days by those unfamiliar with the bygone days,

which probably includes everyone not in the war in

Europe. That saying was replaced briefly by those

with a penchant for cliches or slang with “That’s the

way the cookie crumbles,” which says the same thing,

even if much less elegantly. But who cared, or, for

that matter, cares, about elegance, aside from the few

remaining of us aging, not to say aged, anachronisms?

I was a bit taken aback to find C’ est la vie does

not appear in my Dictionary of Foreign Terms,

which means, I guess, that it is less formal than I had

thought. Certainly it was a useful term to the French

people, who had survived a long, long war that in-

cluded occupation of their country by the Germans. It

had been costly to them in national pride and dignity,

in addition to men and material goods, all of which

were seriously depleted by war's end. The French

had resorted to various means of coping, some of

them collaborating with the Germans, and others

mounting a fierce resistance, some of it in the local

underground movement and some of it launched

from Morocco. Despite the enormous popularity of
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Edith Piaf’s songs, both then and even now, what

enshrined the diminutive Sparrow forever in the

hearts of Frenchmen (a term that includes the French

women) was not her songs, but her part in the Resis-

tance. Even though at her death in 1963 the Vatican

denied her a Christian burial, the public was plunged

into deep mourning, and she was accorded an out-

pouring of grief and respect never surpassed and sel-

dom equaled.

Though for the international community it was

Charles de Gaulle, the leader of the French govern-

ment in exile, who typified the French Resistance, it

was Piaf who epitomized for the people of France a

dignity that survived the disgrace of the Vichy gov-

ernment. When the French, therefore, sighed
“
C'est

la vie,” it recalled lives, loves, and dignity lost, and

whatever was left, regained; it acted as an escape

valve, it was a prayer for survival. Perhaps as the war

generation passed, so did C’est la vie. We temporary

expatiates used it among ourselves simply as we used

“Kisska-say” and “Como” and “Comb-bee-en” be-

cause, I guess, most of us were very young, and we

thought they made us sound worldly. As memories of

Army life and France faded, so did such phrases fade

from our vocabulary.

Faded, that is, until something recalls one or an-

other of such things from the dim recesses of the

mind. What did it for me this time was a series of

disquieting—no, “disquieting” isn’t strong enough;

unsettling is more like it—items, starting with the

Wall Street Journal this morning, that brought home

to me the difficulty, if indeed not impossibility, of

planning for the future. Much of this uncertainty

stems from the absolute irresponsibility and capri-

ciousness of the U.S. Congress in so far as fiscal re-

straint is concerned, and the consequent necessity for

making the citizens of the United States subject to

taxation that is, considered in toto from all sources,

confiscatory. Not only that, when the Congress sets

about to remedy its profligacy, the cure itself often

turns out to compound rather than ameliorate the fis-

cal woes of its constituency.

For instance, in order to pay for Mr. Clinton’s

positively idiotic economic scheme, the Congress is

being asked to raise, and likely will, the base rate to

36% from 31%, with a surcharge of 40% on what

they like to call excess income, which is anything

over 200 grand, as I recall. Maybe it’s on all un-

earned income, too; I forget. But at least for purposes

of this article that’s unimportant. (Actually, like the

truly deceitful con-artists they are, Congress made

the surcharge 39.6%, so it wouldn’t seem—not be,

but seem—so burdensome.) The kicker is that it is

due to become retroactive to last Jan. 1, leaving tax-

payers scrambling around looking for cash to pay un-

derwithheld taxes next April. All that is, of course, in

the best tradition of unconscionable acts perpetrated

by an irresponsible Congress, which some years back

permanently ruined the real estate industry and a lot

of companies and personal fortunes by its capri-

ciously retroactive anti-tax shelter legislation. Of
course, ruining businesses and personal fortunes is

what the Congress does best, and even seems to be

what it enjoys most.

Now, before I say what I intend to say next, I

need to enter a disclaimer. Although I am still prac-

ticing medicine full time, and am therefore viewing

with an appropriately jaundiced eye the upcoming,

and indeed the current, health care delivery system, it

is my other even more jaundiced eye that is causing

me even more intense pangs of uncertainty. Thus far

I and mine have blessedly required the ministrations

of my colleagues only infrequently, and then seldom

for more than minor adjustments, but I and my sig-

nificantly significant other (SO) of right at a half-

century have by now been around long enough that

we can foresee such a major necessity becoming pro-

gressively more likely, not to mention more urgent.

That in itself is to be expected, and because it was to

be expected, and also because the Medicare act re-

quired it, we have been storing up what we thought

was a proper cushion against the inevitable.

It turns out that what you see is likely not at all

what you will get (WYSIWYG

—

not) when Slick

Willy, his (arguably) SO, a lunatic Congress, and an

avaricious insurance industry get done bubbling their

witches’ brew. What that brew of toil and trouble

will look like once they get done monkeying with it

is anybody’s guess, considering that almost no one

with any real knowledge of health care will have had

a hand in its formulation. What is abundantly clear,

though, is that however it may look, it is going to

taste bad. It would even now, and Hillary and Bee-ul

haven’t even touched it yet. Medicine is being prac-

ticed for us from on high by the insurance compa-

nies, whose minions are already telling us what pro-

cedures we may use on their insureds (note I didn't

call them “our patients”), and whether and when they

may go into and when they must come out of the

hospital. Despite all the denials and disclaimers to

the contrary, cookbook medicine and rationing of

health care are already a reality, and the view from

where I stand is dismal.

When I and the millions like me open our hope

chests into which we have been laying things away

for lo, these many years for our infirm old age, and

find them plundered by the Philistines, I am going to

say
“
C’est la vie,” and I am going to say it with all
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the enthusiasm and hope of a falling French Resis-

tance fighter. My hope is that we can retain as much

dignity, but I’m not counting on that, either.

You need to make sure your patients all know

that.

J.B.T.

new member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new
members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

COFFEE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Dennis Joseph Wieck, M.D. , Tullahoma

NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Everton Leroy Arrindell, M.D., Nashville

Richard John Geer
,
M.D. , Nashville

Christine M. Whitworth, M.D., Nashville

WASHINGTON-UNICOI-JOHNSON COUNTY
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Patricia C. Moynihan, M.D. , Johnson City

Palliation of Pancreatic Carcinoma

To the Editor:

Alleviating biliary obstruction secondary to pancreatic

cancer is controversial, and London, et al 1 have provided

an excellent example: where they evidently see a patient

well-managed, I see a plea for surgical management. As I

read their report, their patient was subjected to ten separate

ERCPs. An 80-year-old man suffered six consecutive epi-

sodes of cholangitis and spent over one month of that ini-

tial four months in the hospital.

The opening sentence, “Endoscopic drainage is widely

accepted as the method of choice for palliative treatment of

obstructing unresectable malignant biliary neoplasm" is not

true. The article cited 2 is a comparison between non-surgi-

cal methods. To my knowledge, only three randomized

prospective trials have actually compared endoscopic with

surgical palliation. 3 '5 While endoscopic stenting resulted in

a shorter average period of hospitalization, recurrent

cholangitis was much more common. In none of these stud-

ies was there a statistically significant difference in 30-day

TMA Members Receive AMA Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the AMA Physician’s Recognition Award during May 1993. This list,

supplied by the AMA, does not include members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award, physicians

report 50 hours of continuing medical education, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the two-year award, physi-

cians report 100 hours of CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the three-year award, physicians report 150

hours of CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Each application for the PRA must also verify participation in Category

2 CME activities.

Charles R. Adcock, M.D. , S. Pittsburg

George E. Allen, M.D. , Chattanooga

Marian L. Bertotti, M.D. , Johnson City

John M. Byrnes, M.D. , Smyrna
Lawrence L. Cohen, M.D., Memphis
Jayanta K. Dirghangi, M.D. , Memphis
Phillip H. Dirmeyer, M.D. , Memphis
Dennis H. Duck, M.D. , Jefferson City

Thomas R. Duncan, M.D., Columbia

Charles T. Faulkner, M.D., Nashville

Bruce M. Gipson, M.D. , Shelbyville

Melvin L. Goldin, M.D. , Memphis
Elbert E. Hines III, M.D. , Bartlett

Doug G. Hooper, M.D. , Smithville ,

Charles R. Hughes, M.D. , Cleveland

Nat E. Hyder Jr., M.D., Johnson City

Frank E. Jones, M.D., Nashville

Wayne Y. Kim, M.D. , Chattanooga

William E. Long, M.D., Memphis
Michael J. Magee, M.D., Nashville

Bernardino D. Marcelo, M.D., Rogersville

Josefina Q. Marcelo, M.D. , Rogersville

Steven B. Masters, M.D., Knoxville

James R. McFerrin, M.D., Nashville

David E. McRay, M.D., Jellico

Albert J. Mokal, M.D. , Loudon
Pamela T. Osborne, M.D., Memphis
Jon M. Owings, M.D., Pulaski

W. Yvonne Pawlowski, M.D., Lebanon
Richard W. Quisling, M.D. , Nashville

Gregg M. Rader, M.D., Knoxville

Larry D. Reed, M.D. , Crossville

Radford C. Stewart, M.D., Nashville

Robert H. Tosh, M.D., Nashville

Ralph E. Wesley, M.D., Nashville
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mortality, despite operative mortalities of about 20%
(which do not compare very favorably with many pub-

lished series of pancreaticoduodenectomies in the last de-

cade with mortalities less than 5%).

Endoscopic stenting in this disease is appropriately

being used more frequently, and with better results. Avoid-

ing an incision, however, is not sufficient reason to un-

waiveringly pursue one treatment option if it compromises

the patient’s health.

Ray Hargreaves, M.D.
Medical Plaza West
St. Thomas Hospital

4230 Harding Road
Nashville, TN 37205
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5. Shepard HA, et al: Endoscopic biliary endoprosthesis in the palliation of malignant
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Edward Parsons Kingsbury, age 71. Died May 16, 1993.

Graduate of Duke University School of Medicine. Member
of Northwest Tennessee Academy of Medicine.

William F. Klotz, age 85. Died June 5, 1993. Graduate of

University of Tennessee College of Medicine. Member of

Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society.

pcf/oiKil new/

Frank J. Beuerlein, M.D., Johnson City, has been named a

Fellow of the College of American Pathologists, a national

medical society of physicians certified by the American

Board of Pathology.

Reply

To the Editor:

I certainly agree with Dr. Hargreave’s comments re-

garding our paper. Unfortunately, in the interest of brevity,

the entire clinical course of this patient was not presented.

We believe in a multidisciplinary approach to gastrointesti-

nal diseases. The course of treatments presented in this

paper was decided upon by collective opinions of consul-

tants in General Surgery, Medical Oncology, Radiation On-

cology and Gastroenterology, as well as the wishes of the

patient himself.

Although there may be no difference in 30-day mortal-

ity between stented and operated patients, there is a signif-

icant difference in recovery, and I believe, quality of life.

The article by Davids, et al 1 in the Fancet demonstrates that

the new expandable stents may significantly reduce subse-

quent episodes of cholangitis, as in our experience. Perhaps

a new randomized trial of surgery versus the Wallstent will

show that our profession has made strides in improving the

life of those unfortunate enough to have developed un-

resectable pancreatic carcinoma.

Jerry F. London, M.D.
Gastroenterology Associates

135 W. Ravine Road
Kingsport, TN 37660

REFERENCES

1. Davids PHP. Groen AK, Rauws EAJ, et al: Randomized trial of self-expanding

metal stents versus polyethylene stents for distal malignant biliary obstruction. Lancet

340:1488-1492, 1992.

announcement/
j .

;
.

Sept. 7-12

Sept. 9-1

1

ept. 19-24

Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Sept. 29-Oct. 2

Sept. 29-Oct. 3

Oct. 1-6

Oct. 3-6

Oct. 3-8

Oct. 7-10

Oct. 10-15

Oct. 1 1-14

Oct. 15-16

Oct. 16-22

Oct. 16-22

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS

NATIONAL

American Academy of Neurological and Or-

thopaedic Surgeons—Bally’s Hotel, Las

Vegas

American Gynecological and Obstetrical So-

ciety—La Costa and Carlsbad, Cal.

American Society of Plastic and Reconstruc-

tive Surgery—Convention Center, New
Orleans

American Academy of Otolaryngic Al-

lergy—Hyatt, Minneapolis

American Academy of Facial Plastic and Re-

constructive Surgery—Minneapolis

American School Health Association—Cres-

ent Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.

American College of Gastroenterology—Hil-

ton, New York
Medical Group Management Association

—

Westin & Sheraton, Seattle

American College of Angiology—Hilton at

Walt Disney Village, Orlando

American Academy of Family Physicians—

Marriott World Center, Orlando

American College of Surgeons—Hilton, San

Francisco

American College of Emergency Physi-

cians—Hyatt, Chicago

AMA Senior Physicians Services Group

—

Courtyard by Marriott, Chicago

American Society of Clinical Pathologists

—

Peabody, Orlando

College of American Pathologists—Peabody,
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Oct. 17-20

Oct. 23-28

Oct. 24-27

Oct. 24-28

Oct. 26-31

Oct. 28-31

Oct. 30-Nov. 3

Oct. 31 -Nov. 4

Sept. 23-25

Oct. 6-9

Oct. 21-23

Oct. 26-29

Orlando

American Neurological Association—Westin,

Boston

American Association of Blood Banks—Fon-

tainebleau Hilton, Miami Beach

Society for Medical Decision Making—Ra-

leigh and Durham, N.C.

American College of Chest Physicians

—

Marriott, Orlando

American Academy of Child and Adolescent

Psychiatry—Marriott, San Antonio, Tex.

Southern Medical Association—New Orleans

American Academy of Pediatrics—Ramada
Renaissance, Washington, D.C.

American Academy of Physical Medicine

and Rehabilitation—Fontainebleau Hilton,

Miami Beach

STATE

Tennessee Pediatric Society—Peabody Hotel,

Memphis
American Academy for Cerebral Palsy and

Developmental Medicine—Stouffer Hotel,

Nashville

Tennessee Society of Internal Medicine and

Tennessee Chapter, American Society of

Internal Medicine—Park Vista Hotel,

Gatlinburg

Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians,

Annual Scientific Assembly—Gatlinburg

Convention Center and Holiday Inn

Actions of the Tennessee State

Board of Medical Examiners

March 1993

Name: William N. Smith, M.D. (New Tazewell)

Violation: Overprescribing.

Action: Reprimanded.

May 1993

Name: Albert G. Dittes, M.D. (Portland)

Violation: Overprescribing.

Action: Reprimanded.

Name: Joe Johnson Sr., M.D. (Knoxville)

Violation: Wrote prescriptions in wife’s name for

personal use.

Action: Reprimanded.

Name: Albert G. Propp, M.D. (Dunlap)

Violation: Overprescribing; unprofessional, dis-

honorable or unethical conduct; gross malpractice.

Action: License revoked; assessed civil penalties

totaling $7,000.

CHANGE THE PACE
OF YOUR PRACTICE

Looking for a change of pace? Rx - the Naval Reserve requires only a few hours a month at

your convenience, plus two weeks of specialized duty each year.

Combine three careers into one - civilian physician, Navy physician, and Naval Reserve officer.

Experience a variety of duties. Exciting assignments. Excellent benefits.

You’ll enjoy the status and prestige of being a Naval Reserve officer while working in a practice

that will help you keep up with the medical technology of tomorrow.

Call today: 1-800-443-6419

NAVAL RESERVE
You and The Naval Reserve. Full speed ahead.

"Despite what you may have heard about the military getting smaller, the Naval Reserve still has many jobs for healthcare
professionals."
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TMA Auxiliary/Alliance Report

UPDATE ’93

All roads lead to Nashville, as members of the Ten-

nessee Medical Association Auxiliary/Alliance from all

areas of Tennessee—Upper East, Lower East, West, and

Middle—gather for UPDATE ’93. Members of the

TMAA Board of Directors and county leaders will meet

at the Vanderbilt Plaza Hotel in Nashville, on Sept. 19-

20, 1993. UPDATE '93 is a time to conduct the busi-

ness of the Auxiliary, to hear informative speakers, to

attend workshops, to meet with national leadership, and

to share ideas with members of the component counties

of the Auxiliary.

The theme of President Diane Taylor is, “Continuity,

Change, Commitment.” A belief in the continuity of the

ongoing projects of the Auxiliary, carrying forward the

ideas that have previously served well, a willingness to

change when change is necessary or helpful, and a com-

mitment to improved health for all, provides a common
bond among TMAA leaders.

Emphasis will be on membership recruitment and re-

tention, including male spouse membership and career

spouse participation. National Field Director Diane

Chow, of McLean, Va., will speak to the board and

conduct a membership workshop. Workshops will also

be provided by TMAA leadership for county presidents,

presidents-elect, treasurers, and chairmen of legislative

affairs, health promotion, and AMA-Education and Re-

search Foundation (AMA-ERF).
On Sunday evening counties will share ideas at the

“Idea Fair” and at a dinner meeting. All counties are

encouraged to participate.

Counties are hard at work on numerous health pro-

jects, such as teen health, AIDS education, immuniza-

tion, and promotion of a healthy lifestyle; fund-raising

for the AMA-ERF; and keeping members informed on

current legislative affairs. All state and county leaders

are encouraged to attend this very important meeting.

Information received at UPDATE '93 will strengthen

leadership and prepare counties to carry out the work of

the Auxiliary, as all strive toward the common goal of

providing good health for all Tennesseans.

Annelle Bond, Chairman

UPDATE '93

DISTINGUISH YOURSELF WITH THE
TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION MASTERCARD*

Reward yourself with the credit card that

gives you the recognition of being a mem-
ber of the TMA. Accepted at 9 million

locations worldwide, the TMA Gold Mas-

terCard® is one of the best credit cards

available today because it gives you un-

matched security, value and an edge in

facing financial challenges.

CALL NOW TO APPLY!

services provided at no extra cost, include*:

• Up to $1,000,000 Common Carrier

Travel Accident Insurance

• Supplemental Auto Rental Collision/

Loss Damage Insurance

• Up to $3,000 Supplemental Lost

Checked Luggage Protection

• Emergency Cash & Airline Tickets

MBNA America® is one of the world's

leading issuers of credit cards.

Committed to servicing our members'

needs, MBNA America® offers cardhold-

ers 24-hour-year-round Customer Satis-

faction, one hour processing for credit

line increase requests, a lost card regis-

tration service and an emergency replacement

card service.

Enjoy the advantages oftheTMA Gold

MasterCard without risk ... it is issued

absolutely free of an annual fee for one

full year. The annual fee after the first

year is a low $40 and the competitive

Annual Percentage Rate is just 16.9%.

Other distinct features include a line of

credit up to $50,000 and immediate cash

availability. Extensive travel benefits and

MasterCard® is a federally registered Service Mark of

MasterCard International, Inc., used pursuant to license

MBNA America*is a federally registered Service Mark of

MBNA America Bank, N.A The information about the cost

of the card described above is accurate as of 2/92, to find

out what may have changed call 1-800-847-7378 ext 5000

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

1 -800-847-7378, ext 5000
Be sure to use the priority code when calling: PFIZ .

’Transaction Fee For Bank and ATM Cash Advances:

2% of each Cash Advance $2 Minimum, $25 Maximum:

Transaction Fee For Premium Access Check® Cash Advances:

1% of each Cash Advance $2 Minimum, $10 Maximum.

Late Payment Fee: $15 Over-the-Credit-Limit-Fee: $15
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Proposed Revision of the

Constitution and Bylaws

of the

Tennessee Medical Association

CONSTITUTION

Article I Name of the Association

Article II Purposes of the Association

Article III Code of Ethics

Article IV Referendum
Article V The Seal

Article VI Amendments

majority vote of the membership shall determine the question

and be binding upon the House of Delegates.

CONSTITUTION ARTICLE V
The Seal

The Association shall have a common seal, with the power
to break, change or renew the same at pleasure, by action of

the House of Delegates.

CONSTITUTION ARTICLE I

Name of the Association

The name and the title of this organization shall be “The

Tennessee Medical Association.”

CONSTITUTION ARTICLE II

Purposes of the Association

The purposes of this Association shall be to federate and to

bring into one compact organization, through the component

societies, the medical profession of the state, and to unite with

similar associations in other states to form the American Med-
ical Association.

The aims of this Association shall be:

1. The extension of medical knowledge, the advancement

of medical science, the maintenance of medical ethics, and the

promotion of competence in the art of medical practice.

2. The elevation of the standards of medical education.

3. The pursuit and support of just laws that have to do with

the health and welfare of the people of this state.

4. The promotion of friendly interaction and communica-
tion among physicians.

5. The enlightenment of public opinion in regard to the

problems of health and medical care, and the promotion of

understanding between the public and the medical profession.

6. To make the medical profession of the state more capa-

ble and honorable within itself and more useful to the public in

the prevention and cure of disease and improving the quality of

life.

CONSTITUTION ARTICLE III

Code of Ethics

The principles set forth in the Code of Ethics of the Amer-
ican Medical Association shall govern the conduct of members
in their relation to each other and the public.

CONSTITUTION ARTICLE IV
Referendum

The House of Delegates may order a referendum of the

membership on any question pending before or already decided

by the House of Delegates. A vote of two-thirds of the dele-

gates present and voting is required to order a referendum. The

Board of Trustees will conduct a referendum by order of a

petition of twenty-five percent of the general membership. A

CONSTITUTION ARTICLE VI
Amendments

The House of Delegates may amend any article of this

Constitution by a two-thirds vote of the delegates registered at

the annual meeting, provided that such amendment shall have

been presented in open meeting at the previous annual meet-

ing, and that it shall have been sent officially to each compo-
nent society at least two months before the meeting at which

action is to be taken.

BYLAWS

Chapter I

Chapter II

Chapter III

Chapter IV

Chapter V
Chapter VI

Chapter VII

Chapter VIII

Chapter IX
Chapter X
Chapter XI

Composition of the Association

A. Membership
B. Component Societies

Annual Meetings of the Association

House of Delegates

Officers

A. Association Officers

B. Election of Officers

C. Duties of Officers

Board of Trustees

Judicial Council

Divisions and Committees
Fiscal Year

Dues, Assessments, and Expenditures

Parliamentary Procedure

Amendments

BYLAW CHAPTER I

Composition of the Association

A. Membership
Sec. 1. This Association shall be composed of active, asso-

ciate, veteran, special, honorary, intern and resident, and stu-

dent members.

Sec. 2. The active members of this Association shall be

active members of the component societies who have been cer-

tified to the secretary of this Association and whose dues have

been paid for the current year.
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Sec. 3. Associate members shall be commissioned officers

in active service of the U.S. Armed Forces and Public Health

Service residing in the state who are elected to membership by

component societies and certified to the secretary of the Asso-

ciation as associate members. Such physicians may be eligible

for active membership, if otherwise qualified.

Sec. 4. Veteran members are those who, because of age or

impaired health, have been elected veteran members of their

component societies, and who are so certified to the Associa-

tion annually by the component societies. Members who have

attained age 70 in the previous calendar year, or age 65 if fully

retired, may be elected veteran members for the current and

subsequent years. Members who are not practicing medicine

because of impaired health may be elected veteran members
during the first year of disability and thereafter for as long as

the disability exists.

Sec. 5. Special members are physicians who, having pre-

viously been active members, are granted this temporary status

on the basis of special circumstances such as service with the

National Health Service Corps, missionary or humanitarian as-

signments, maternity leave, or other circumstances that warrant

special consideration. Eligibility for special membership shall

be determined year to year by the Board of Trustees upon re-

ceipt of personal application of the physician or an active

member representing the physician.

Sec. 6. An honorary member is one who is a member of

another state association or other reputable society, who is pre-

eminent in general or special scientific work, whose name,

with detailed information concerning his or her education and

professional qualification, is presented in writing by three

members of this Association, and who is elected by a two-

thirds vote of the House of Delegates.

Sec. 7. An intern or resident member is any doctor of med-

icine appointed and serving in an approved intern or resident

status in an approved hospital in Tennessee and certified as an

intern or resident member of his or her component society.

Sec. 8. A student member is any student regularly and duly

enrolled in a medical school in Tennessee, a candidate for the

degree of Doctor of Medicine, and certified by the student’s

component society.

Sec. 9. Wherever the term physician is used in the Bylaws,

the following definition shall apply: A physician is a person

who. having been regularly admitted to a medical school duly

recognized in the country in which it is located, has success-

fully completed the prescribed course of studies in medicine,

and has acquired the requisite qualifications to be legally li-

censed, under Title 63, Chapter 6 of the Tennessee Code Anno-

tated, or a similar statute of another state, to practice medicine.

Sec. 10. No person who is under sentence of suspension or

expulsion from any component society of this Association or

whose name has been dropped from its roll of members shall

be entitled to any of the rights or benefits of this Association,

or be permitted to take part in any of its proceedings until such

time as he or she has been relieved of such disability.

B. Component Societies

Sec. 1. Component societies shall be those local medical

societies which hold charters from this Association. All local

societies that have adopted principles of organization not in

conflict with this Constitution and Bylaws may, upon applica-

tion to the House of Delegates, receive a charter from and

become a component society of this Association.

Sec. 2. Charters shall be issued only upon approval of the

House of Delegates, and shall be signed by the president and

secretary-treasurer of this Association. The House of Delegates

shall have authority to revoke the charter of any component

society whose actions are in conflict with the letter or spirit of

this Constitution and Bylaws, or the code of ethics of the

American Medical Association upon recommendation of the

Judicial Council, after a hearing as set forth in Chapter VI,

Section 4 of these Bylaws.

Sec. 3. Every reputable physician who is legally licensed

and registered in Tennessee under Title 63, Chapter 6 of the

Tennessee Code Annotated, or any other state of the United

States, who is practicing or who will agree to practice nonsec-

tarian medicine, shall be eligible for membership. Interns and

residents serving in an approved intern or resident status in

approved hospitals in Tennessee and in accordance with Ten-

nessee law, but who are not legally licensed and registered in

Tennessee, shall also be eligible for membership. Medical stu-

dents who are in good standing in approved medical schools in

Tennessee shall also be eligible for membership. Veteran

members who are otherwise qualified but whose licenses have

been revoked solely for failure to register shall continue to be

eligible for membership. Each component society shall judge

the individual qualifications of its members. Component socie-

ties may establish an affiliate membership category for other

health professionals if this is deemed appropriate for local pur-

poses, but only physicians as defined in Chapter 1(A), Section

9 of the Bylaws are eligible for membership in the Tennessee

Medical Association. Only licensed and registered physicians

who are active, veteran, or intern or resident members, and

students who are members in good standing of the Tennessee

Medical Association may be elected to office in a component
society or to represent it in the House of Delegates of the Ten-

nessee Medical Association. Physician and student members of

component societies must also be members of the Tennessee

Medical Association. Each component society of this Associa-

tion may amend its constitution and/or bylaws to provide that

the payment of dues to the American Medical Association

shall be a condition of active membership in that society. Be-

fore a charter is issued to any component society, full and

ample notice and opportunity shall be given to every such phy-

sician in the county to become a member.
Sec. 4. Only one component society shall be chartered in

any county. When more than one society exists, friendly over-

tures and concessions shall be made with the aid of the coun-

cilor for the district, if necessary, and all of the members
brought into one organization. In case of failure to unite, an

appeal may be made to the Judicial Council, which shall de-

cide what action shall be taken.

Sec. 5. Component societies are empowered to conduct

peer review of their members, and shall have original jurisdic-

tion to review peer review complaints. When a component so-

ciety determines that a professional review action is warranted,

it shall follow the notice requirements and due process proce-

dures which substantially comply with the policy handbook

referenced in Bylaw Chapter VI, Section 4(b). Appeals may be

perfected and filed with the Judicial Council within thirty days

of the component society’s final decision on the matter. Any
physician aggrieved by an action of the component society re-

sulting in the physician being denied membership, or involving

the physician’s suspension or expulsion from the component

society, shall have the right to appeal to the Judicial Council.

Sec. 6. In hearing appeals, the Judicial Council may admit

oral or written evidence, as in its judgment will best and more

fairly present the facts, but in the case of every appeal, both as

a board and as individual councilors in district and county

work, efforts at conciliation and compromise should precede

all such hearings. Hearings will be conducted as set forth in

Chapter VI, Section 4 of these Bylaws.

Sec. 7. When a member in good standing in a component

society moves, the member’s name, upon request, and with the

consent of the member’s component society, shall be trans-

ferred without cost to the roster of the component society in

whose jurisdiction the member moves, but no physician may
hold membership in more than one component society.

Sec. 8. A physician may hold membership in that compo-
nent society most convenient for him or her to attend, on per-

mission of the society in whose jurisdiction the physician prin-

cipally practices and that of the society he or she seeks to join,

and with consent of the councilor of that district.
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Sec. 9. Each component society shall have general direction

of the affairs of the profession in its jurisdiction and its influ-

ence shall be constantly exerted for bettering the scientific,

moral, and material condition of every physician in the society.

A systematic effort shall be made by each member and by the

society as a whole to increase the membership until it em-

braces every qualified physician in its jurisdiction.

Sec. 10. Frequent meetings shall be encouraged and attrac-

tive educational programs arranged. The younger members
shall be especially encouraged to do postgraduate and original

research work and to give the society the benefits of such la-

bors. Official position and other preferments should be unstint-

ingly given to such members.

Sec. 11. At some meeting in advance of the annual meeting

of this Association, each component society shall elect a dele-

gate or delegates to represent it in the House of Delegates of

this Association, in the proportion of one delegate and one

alternate delegate to each fifty members or fraction thereof;

and the secretary of the society shall send a list of such dele-

gates to the secretary-treasurer of this Association on or before

January 1 preceding the annual meeting.

Sec. 12. The secretary of each component society shall

keep a roster of its members and shall furnish an official report

of the membership to the Association at least once a year and

more often if circumstances require.

BYLAW CHAPTER II

Annual Meetings of the Association

Sec. 1. The Association shall hold an annual meeting on the

dates and at such places as have been set by the Board of

Trustees. The annual meeting shall rotate if possible among the

three grand divisions of the state. Scientific meetings of the

Association may be held in conjunction with the annual meet-

ings, and shall be open to all registered members and guests.

Sec. 2. If for any reason an annual meeting cannot be held

on the date named, another date shall be set by the Board of

Trustees provided the component societies are notified of the

change by the executive director as far in advance as possible

and, if time permits, direct individual notice shall be given the

entire membership.

Sec. 3. Each member in attendance at the annual meeting

shall properly register and indicate respective component soci-

ety membership. When the physician’s right to membership
has been verified by reference to the particular society’s roster,

he or she shall receive a badge which shall be evidence of the

right to all privileges of membership at that meeting. No mem-
ber or delegate shall take part in any of the proceedings of an

annual meeting until the requirements of this section are met.

Sec. 4. A physician whose name is upon a properly certi-

fied roster of members or list of delegates of a chartered com-

ponent society which has paid its annual assessment, or an

invited guest, is eligible to register at the annual meeting.

Sec. 5. All active, associate, veteran, special, intern and res-

ident, student, and honorary members and invited guests shall

be privileged to attend all meetings of the Association.

BYLAW CHAPTER III

House of Delegates

Sec. 1. The House of Delegates shall be the legislative and

business body of the Association, and shall be composed of (1)

delegates elected by the component societies and all sections of

the Association; (2) ex-officio the officers; (3) past-presidents

of the Association; (4) the Association’s delegates to the

American Medical Association; (5) the general officers of the

American Medical Association, members of councils elected

by the American Medical Association House of Delegates, and

past-presidents of the American Medical Association; (6) the

Commissioner of Health and the Commissioner of Mental

Health and Mental Retardation for the state of Tennessee or the

chief medical officer of either of these departments if the com-

missioner is ineligible; and (7) the editor of the Journal of

the Tennessee Medical Association. All members of the

House of Delegates must be members in good standing of the

Association.

Sec. 2. The House of Delegates shall meet annually at the

time and place of the annual meeting of the Association. Spe-

cial meetings of the House of Delegates shall be called at the

president’s discretion or upon petition of twenty percent of the

delegates.

Sec. 3. Each component society shall be entitled to send to

the House of Delegates each year one delegate for every fifty

active, veteran, and intern and resident members, and one for

every fraction thereof, based upon the number of such mem-
bers in the component society in good standing as of December
1 of the year preceding the meeting of the House. Each com-
ponent society shall also be entitled to send one student dele-

gate from its membership to the House for each medical school

in its territorial jurisdiction. Each component society holding a

charter from the Association, which has made its annual report

and paid its assessment as provided in the Constitution and

Bylaws, shall be entitled to at least one delegate. No delegate

from any chartered component society shall be entitled to be

seated in the House of Delegates unless the component society

which he or she represents has complied with the requirements

of the Association by submitting the report to the councilor of

the district in which the component society is located. Each

delegate of a component society shall be a proxy representing

all of the component society’s members, except as to matters

upon which a referendum is held as provided in Article IV of

the Constitution, and the meeting of the House of Delegates

shall constitute the annual meeting of the members of the As-

sociation in accordance with the requirements of the law of the

state of Tennessee relating to general welfare corporations.

Sec. 4. A majority of the eligible delegates shall constitute

a quorum, and all the sessions of the House of Delegates shall

be open to members of the Association.

Sec. 5. From among members of the House of Delegates,

the speaker of the House of Delegates, for the purpose of ex-

pediting proceedings, shall appoint reference committees to

which reports and resolutions shall be referred. The speaker

shall also appoint a committee on credentials and such other

committees as may be deemed necessary.

Sec. 6. It shall elect representatives to the House of Dele-

gates of the American Medical Association in accordance with

the Constitution and Bylaws of that body for terms of two
years. When numerically possible there shall be an equal num-
ber of delegates and alternate delegates from each grand divi-

sion of the state. Whenever such is not possible, no grand di-

vision shall have more than one delegate or alternate delegate

majority over another grand division. The last allocated dele-

gate and alternate delegate seat shall be eliminated in the event

the Association must relinquish a delegate and alternate dele-

gate seat formerly allocated by apportionment or other methods
established by the American Medical Association. The Associ-

ation shall pay the reasonable expenses of each delegate repre-

senting the Association at the American Medical Association

meetings, and the extent of payment of expenses to alternate

delegates shall be determined by the Board of Trustees.

Sec. 7. It shall elect the Tennessee Medical Association

delegate and alternate delegate to the American Medical Asso-

ciation-Young Physician Section. The Tennessee Medical As-

sociation-Young Physician Section shall select candidates from

among their membership and recommend the candidates to the

Tennessee Medical Association Nominating Committee.

Sec. 8. It shall, upon application and with recommendation
by the Judicial Council, provide and issue charters to compo-
nent societies organized to conform to the spirit of this Consti-

tution and Bylaws and the ethics of the American Medical

Association.

Sec. 9. In sparsely settled sections it shall have the author-

ity to organize the physicians of two or more counties into one

component society, the name to be chosen by that society, so
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as to distinguish them from other societies, and these societies,

when organized and chartered, shall be entitled to all privileges

and representations provided herein for component societies.

Sec. 10. It shall have authority to appoint special commit-

tees for special purposes from its own membership or from

among members of the Association who are not members of

the House of Delegates, and such committees shall report to

the House of Delegates in person and may participate in the

debate thereon.

Sec. 11. The House of Delegates may provide in the By-

laws for a division of the work of the Association into appro-

priate sections as the need may arise, and the Board of Trust-

ees shall oversee the work and approve all governing principles

of each section.

Sec. 12. There shall be a Hospital Medical Staff Section to

provide representation for the interests of hospital medical

staffs within the structure of the Association. The medical staff

of each Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Or-

ganizations-approved hospital in the state shall be entitled to

one representative in the section. All representatives must be

members of the Association. The Hospital Medical Staff Sec-

tion shall be organized under a governing body and shall elect

one delegate to represent it in the House of Delegates of the

Association.

Sec. 13. There shall be a Medical Student Section to pro-

vide representation for the interests of medical students within

the structure of the Association. The medical students of each

Liaison Committee on Medical Education-accredited medical

school in the state shall be entitled to representation in the

section. All representatives shall be members of the Associa-

tion. The Medical Student Section shall be organized under a

governing body and shall elect one delegate to represent it in

the House of Delegates of the Association.

Sec. 14. There shall be a Young Physician Section to pro-

vide for the representation of the interests of young physicians

within the Association. Young physicians are defined as prac-

ticing physicians under age 40 or in their first five years of

practice. Each component society shall be entitled to represen-

tation in the section. All representatives shall be members of

the Association. The Young Physician Section shall be organ-

ized under a governing body and shall elect one delegate from

each grand division of the state to represent it in the House of

Delegates of the Association.

BYLAW CHAPTER IV
Officers

A. Association Officers

Sec. 1. The officers of the Association shall be a president,

president-elect, and a vice-president from each of the three

grand divisions of the state, the elected trustees, the councilors,

a speaker of the House of Delegates, and a vice-speaker of the

House of Delegates.

Sec. 2. There shall be one councilor for each of the ten

councilor districts in Tennessee and such councilor districts

shall be divided into sections to include those counties in each

of the councilor districts as defined by the action of the House

of Delegates in April, 1961, and listed in this section. The
councilors shall be elected for a term of two years, in the fol-

lowing manner: councilors from odd numbered districts will be

elected in even calendar years and councilors from even num-
bered districts will be elected in odd calendar years. No coun-

cilor shall serve more than four consecutive years. The counci-

lor districts shall be composed of the counties as listed in each

of the following ten districts:

District No. 1: Carter, Cocke, Greene, Hawkins, Johnson,

Sullivan, Unicoi, Washington.

District No. 2: Anderson, Blount, Campbell, Claiborne,

Cumberland, Grainger, Hamblen, Hancock, Jefferson, Knox,

Loudon, Morgan, Roane, Scott, Sevier, Union.

District No. 3: Bledsoe, Bradley, Hamilton, Marion, Mc-
Minn, Meigs, Monroe, Polk, Rhea.

District No. 4: Clay, DeKalb, Fentress, Jackson, Macon,
Overton, Pickett, Putnam, Smith, Van Buren, Warren, White.

District No. 5: Bedford, Coffee, Franklin, Grundy, Lincoln,

Moore, Sequatchie.

District No. 6: Cannon, Cheatham, Davidson, Dickson,

Houston, Montgomery, Robertson, Rutherford, Stewart, Sum-
ner, Trousdale, Williamson, Wilson.

District No. 7: Decatur, Giles, Hickman, Humphreys, Law-
rence, Lewis, Marshall, Maury, Perry, Wayne.

District No. 8: Benton, Carroll, Chester, Crockett, Fayette,

Gibson, Hardeman, Hardin, Haywood, Henderson, Madison,
McNairy.

District No. 9: Dyer, Henry, Lake, Lauderdale, Obion,

Weakley.

District No. 10: Shelby, Tipton.

Sec. 4. The president-elect, the three vice-presidents, the

speaker and the vice-speaker of the House of Delegates shall

be elected annually for one year. The speaker and the vice-

speaker of the House shall hold office for not more than three

consecutive years. The president-elect shall assume office as

president at the expiration of the term of the president.

Sec. 5. Every officer shall hold office until a successor is

elected and assumes office.

Sec. 6. All officers of the Association shall be elected at the

second regular session of the House of Delegates during the

annual meeting, and they shall assume office at the conclusion

of that session.

Sec. 7. Only a member in good standing for the five years

immediately preceding the election, who is in attendance at the

meeting, shall be eligible for election as president-elect. These

standards shall apply to the election of the vice-presidents.

Sec. 8. The Association shall carry adequate and sufficient

insurance in such amounts as needed to indemnify the corpora-

tion in the events of any acts, omissions, negligence, misfea-

sance, or malfeasance by any of its officers, directors, trustees,

or employees.

B. Election of Officers

Sec. 1. All elections shall be by ballot of the House of

Delegates and the majority of the votes cast shall be necessary

to elect.

Sec. 2. On or before March 1 each year, preceding the an-

nual meeting, the Board of Trustees shall select nine delegates

to compose a Nominating Committee. The Board of Trustees

shall also appoint a non-voting advisory member from the

Committee on Constitution and Bylaws. The members of the

Nominating Committee shall represent the three grand divi-

sions of the state, with three members from each grand divi-

sion. No two members of the Nominating Committee shall rep-

resent the same component society. The executive director of

the Association shall notify all component societies of the

members of the Nominating Committee, with the request that

those members named to the Nominating Committee shall be

made known to the membership of each of the component so-

cieties. If for any reason a member of the Nominating Com-
mittee is unable to serve, the Board of Trustees shall select

another eligible delegate to serve. The Board of Trustees will

notify the Nominating Committee of offices to be filled by the

House of Delegates. Any component society desiring to place

the name of any physician in nomination for an office of the

Tennessee Medical Association will have the opportunity to

contact its representative on the Nominating Committee.

It shall be the duty of the Nominating Committee to hold at

least one meeting prior to the opening session of the House of

Delegates at a time and place designated by the president of

the Association, elect a chair, and consider candidates for of-

fices to be filled. The committee shall report its selection of

nominees to the House of Delegates. The committee shall

name at least one member for each of the offices to be filled.

Sec. 3. The Nominating Committee shall make a report to

the House of Delegates during the first session and the election
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of officers shall be the first order of business of the second

session of the House of Delegates.

Sec. 4. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent

additional nominations from being made by members of the

House of Delegates at either session.

Sec. 5. In balloting for the nominees, if on the first ballot

no one receives a majority of the votes cast, the nominee re-

ceiving the smallest number of votes shall be dropped, and the

balloting shall proceed in this manner until a candidate re-

ceives a majority.

C. Duties of Officers

Sec. 1. The president shall be the head of the profession of

the state during his or her term of office and as far as practica-

ble shall visit by invitation each of the various component so-

cieties of the state and assist the councilors in building up these

societies and in making their work more practical and useful.

In the event of the president’s death, resignation, inability to

serve, or removal from office, the vice-president from the same

grand division shall succeed to the presidency. If that vice-

president is unable or unwilling to serve as president, or va-

cates the office because of death or disability after succession,

the Board of Trustees shall fill the vacancy for the remainder

of the term.

Sec. 2. The vice-presidents shall assist the president in the

discharge of official duties, as requested by the president.

Sec. 3. The secretary-treasurer of this Association shall be

the custodian of all the funds of the Association. The secretary-

treasurer may be required by the Board to be bonded or to be

adequately insured to fully indemnify the Association for any

acts or omissions or both which may occur given the office’s

fiduciary duties and responsibilities, and position of trust. This

indemnity shall be in such amount as the remaining members
of the Board of Trustees may name, which amount shall be

paid for by the Association. The secretary-treasurer shall de-

mand and receive all funds due the Association, together with

bequests and donations. All funds shall be invested in obliga-

tions of the United States Treasury or deposited in federally

insured state or national banks or savings and loan associa-

tions. No more than the federally insured limit shall be in-

vested in any single institution. Money shall be paid out of the

Association’s accounts on valid bills received in due course by

the secretary-treasurer or the executive director of the Associa-

tion only. All Association accounts shall be subject to such

examination as the House of Delegates may order. The secre-

tary-treasurer shall provide an accounting to the House of Del-

egates, by an annual audit to be conducted by a certified public

accountant retained by the Board, concerning his or her acts

and the state of the Association’s funds.

Sec. 4. The speaker of the House of Delegates shall preside

over that body and perform the usual duties of such officer,

including signing the minutes of its transactions when same
have been read and approved by the House. In the event of the

speaker’s absence for any cause, or upon request of the

speaker, the vice-speaker of the House of Delegates shall per-

form those duties. The speaker and the vice-speaker shall also

be ex-officio members of the Board of Trustees.

Sec. 5. In the event of the death, resignation, disability, or

removal of any officer of this Association, other than the pres-

ident or a member of the Board of Trustees, the vacancy so

created shall be filled by the Board of Trustees and the officer

so appointed shall serve until the next regular session of the

House of Delegates. This shall include delegates and alternate

delegates to the House of Delegates of the American Medical

Association.

Sec. 6. The editor of the Journal shall be appointed by the

Board of Trustees. The editor shall act with the Committee on

Scientific Affairs to prepare and issue programs for the meet-

ings of the Association. Subject to the approval of the Board of

Trustees, the editor may select an editorial board to be com-

posed of as many members as deemed appropriate. The

editor’s honorarium shall be determined by the Board of

Trustees.

Sec. 7. The Board of Trustees shall be empowered to select

and remove, without cause, an executive director. The execu-

tive director may or may not be a member of this Association,

and may or may not be a graduate in medicine. The executive

director shall be custodian of all records, books, papers, build-

ing, and property belonging to the Association, except such

property belonging to the editor of the Journal, the Judicial

Council, and the various committees, and shall keep account of

and promptly turn over to the secretary-treasurer all funds of

the Association. He or she shall provide for the registration of

members and delegates at the annual meeting and upon request

shall transmit a copy of this list to the American Medical As-

sociation. Insofar as possible, the executive director shall use

the printed matter, correspondence, and influence of the direc-

torate to aid the councilors in the organization of the compo-
nent societies and in the extension of the power and influence

of this Association. If deemed necessary, the executive director

or a designee shall visit each councilor district at least once a

year to assist the councilors in organizing unorganized coun-

ties, and to use every means possible to promote the interests

of the Association. The executive director's further duties shall

include conducting the official correspondence, notifying

members of meetings, officers of their election, and commit-
tees of their appointment and duties, serving as recorder for the

House of Delegates, and such other duties as the Board of

Trustees shall direct. Finally, the executive director shall act as

business manager of the Journal of the Association, and shall

be responsible for all personnel and the direction of all activi-

ties in the Association headquarters. The Board of Trustees

shall determine the executive director’s salary.

BYLAW CHAPTER V
Board of Trustees

Sec. 1. The Board of Trustees shall be composed of the

president of the Association, the speaker of the House of Del-

egates, the vice-speaker of the House of Delegates, the imme-
diate past-president, the president-elect, and members elected

by the House of Delegates as described in the Bylaws.

Nine members of the Board of Trustees shall be elected by

the House of Delegates, three from each grand division of the

state. No more that two trustees may be elected from any one

component society. The elected trustees shall serve for a period

of three years and no trustee shall be eligible immediately to

succeed himself, except that this provision shall not apply to a

trustee who by virtue of election or appointment has served

any portion of another’s unexpired term. However, if it be

deemed necessary due to extraordinary circumstances, the

House of Delegates may elect trustees for terms other than

three years. The Board of Trustees will organize by the elec-

tion of a chair, a vice-chair, and a secretary-treasurer from the

nine elected as trustees. No member shall serve on the Board
of Trustees for a period of more than ten consecutive years.

Sec. 2. The Board of Trustees shall determine the policy

and details of management of the Association between sessions

of the House of Delegates. The Board shall have such powers
to invest the funds of the Association as are granted by law to

general welfare corporations.

Sec. 3. The Board of Trustees shall have entire control of

the publication, the policy, and the editorial and financial man-
agement of the Journal of the Association. It shall be author-

ized and empowered to make all contracts necessary for the

conduct of the Journal. It shall appoint the editor of the

Journal.

Sec. 4. The Board of Trustees shall hold quarterly meet-

ings, one of which shall be held on the last day of the annual

meeting, and such other meetings as the business of the Asso-

ciation may require, subject to the call of the chair. The Board
of Trustees shall make expenditures of the funds of the Asso-

ciation dependant upon the availability of such funds as deter-
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mined by the Board of Trustees and as ordered by the House
of Delegates. The Board of Trustees, through the secre-

tary/treasurer, shall render at the annual meeting a full and

detailed accounting of all receipts and disbursements.

Sec. 5. In the event of a vacancy by death, resignation or

removal of any member of the Board of Trustees between the

annual meetings of the Association, the vice-president for that

grand division of the state in which the vacancy occurs shall

serve as a member of the Board of Trustees until the next

annual meeting. In the event of a vacancy as the result of the

resignation of one of the members of the Board of Trustees

during the annual meeting, the Nominating Committee shall

report its selection of a nominee for election by the House of

Delegates to fill the unexpired term of the member who has

resigned from the Board of Trustees.

Sec. 6. The Board of Trustees shall serve without compen-

sation; however, their actual expense in attending the meetings

of the Board shall be paid out of the funds of the Association.

This is not to apply when a meeting is held at the annual

meeting.

Sec. 7. The Board of Trustees shall seek in good faith to

fulfill the responsibilities and directives given by the House of

Delegates. The Board of Trustees shall report annually to the

House of Delegates on the status of the responsibilities and

directives given it by the House of Delegates the preceding

year.

Sec. 8. The Board of Trustees may form an Executive

Committee of the Board composed of an appropriate number
of trustees as the Board deems necessary. The Executive Com-
mittee shall have authority to conduct the affairs of the Asso-

ciation between quarterly meetings of the full Board, and when
the Board is unable to meet as a whole. Its actions shall be

subject to review and ratification by the full Board at its next

meeting.

Sec. 9. There shall be a Committee on Constitution and

Bylaws of this Association composed of six members. The
Board of Trustees shall name the chair of the committee for

the period of the appointee’s term of office. The committee

shall have at least one member from each grand division of the

state. The committee shall suggest revisions necessary to keep

the Constitution and Bylaws always in accord with the prac-

tices and procedures of the Association so that all members of

the profession, by reference to the Constitution and Bylaws,

may be able to obtain accurate information regarding proce-

dure and practice within the Association, and so that hamper-

ing of such procedure and practice by obsolete provisions in

the Constitution and Bylaws may be avoided.

BYLAW CHAPTER VI

Judicial Council

Sec. I. The Judicial Council shall hold meetings during the

annual meeting and at such other times as necessity may re-

quire, subject to the call of the chair or on petition of three

councilors. Following the election of councilors during the an-

nual meeting, the Judicial Council shall meet for organizational

purposes to elect a chair and a secretary, and to outline its

work for the ensuing year. The Judicial Council shall keep a

permanent record of its proceedings. Five councilors shall con-

stitute a quorum. The president, secretary-treasurer, and

speaker of the House of Delegates shall be ex-officio members
of the Judicial Council without vote.

Sec. 2. The Judicial Council shall have the power to cen-

sure, suspend, expel, or to take such other disciplinary action

with respect to members, members serving as officers of this

Association, or component societies as in the exercise of its

discretion it may deem proper under the circumstances.

Sec. 3. A councilor shall be designated by the chair to in-

vestigate each matter referred to the Judicial Council relating

to allegedly improper conduct or activities of component soci-

eties. Such councilor shall file a written report of the findings

with the Judicial Council and may participate in the Judicial

Council’s discussion of the matter. However, he or she shall

not be entitled to vote thereon. Councilors shall be responsible

for indoctrination in all matters of ethics of each new member
of the Tennessee Medical Association on an annual basis.

Sec. 4.(a) The Judicial Council shall hold hearings on all

matters relating to the censure, suspension, expulsion, or other

disciplinary action, including the removal from Association of-

fice for cause, of any member. The Judicial Council shall also

hold hearings with respect to the censure of any component
society, with respect to the revocation or suspension of its

charter, or with respect to any other matter affecting its rela-

tionship with the Association. Such hearings shall be con-

ducted by the Judicial Council pursuant to the Board of Trust-

ees extant policy handbook as described in below in Section

4(b).

(b) In the event the Judicial Council, any other Association

entity, component society (on appeal), or committee thereof,

shall pursue a peer review action, then the procedures to be

followed will be those published by the Board of Trustees in

the form of a policy handbook, and amended from time to

time, to comply with legal requirements. The Board of Trust-

ees shall draft the policy handbook in reference to the Ameri-

can Medical Association’s extant grievance and disciplinary

manual. Peer review action shall only be taken in good faith,

when there is a reasonable belief that health care quality would
be furthered or the Association’s integrity maintained, and

after reasonable efforts have been made to obtain the facts of

the case before professional review occurs. Once an action has

been proposed, the member physician (or other entity as the

case may be) under review shall be provided all notice and

hearing rights set forth in the policy handbook as promulgated

by the Board of Trustees.

(c) The Judicial Council shall make a written report of its

decision within thirty days after the conclusion of the hearing

and shall mail a copy of the report to the member or compo-
nent society with respect to whom the matter relates, and a

copy to the president of the Association.

(d) The decision of the Judicial Council shall be final and

binding on all parties unless within thirty days from the date

on which the decision was mailed as provided for herein, an

aggrieved member or component society mails a written notice

of appeal to the president of the Association with a copy to the

executive director. Thereafter, within sixty days, the president

shall convene the House of Delegates for the purpose of having

the House hear such appeal. All interested parties shall be

given at least twenty days written notice of such hearing and

shall have the right to be represented by counsel.

(e) The House of Delegates shall make a written report of

its decision and mail a copy of the same to the member and

component society with respect to whom the matter relates.

The decision of the House of Delegates shall be final.

(f) All notices required to be sent hereunder shall be sent

by certified mail, return receipt requested.

Sec. 5. The president of the Association or the president’s

designee shall notify the Board of Medical Examiners of the

state of Tennessee of any final decision of the Judicial Council

or any decision of the House of Delegates which involves a

finding that a member has been guilty of unprofessional or

dishonorable conduct as defined in Tennessee Code Annotated

Section 63-6-214 (or any newly codified section of similar

subject matter and effect), or as may be required under the

Health Care Quality Improvement Act (42 U.S. Code §§11111

to 11152).

BYLAW CHAPTER VII

Divisions and Committees

Sec. 1. Divisions: The program of work of the Association

shall be conducted by such divisions and committees as may
be established by the House of Delegates. The activities of the

Association shall be conducted through the following structure:

(a) Divisions; (b) Standing committees; and (c) Special corn-
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mittees. Special committees and other appropriate committees

and subcommittees shall be established as necessary from time

to time by the Association to conduct specific work and studies

as determined by the House of Delegates, the Board of Trust-

ees, or the president. If it is found that additional members are

necessary in the conduct of a committee’s business, the com-

mittee may ask the Board of Trustees for additional appoint-

ments to serve one-year terms. The Board of Trustees shall

have authority to expand or reduce the size of all committees,

from time to time, as it deems necessary. Any such composi-

tion change which involves a reduction in a standing

committee’s membership shall be subsequently reflected in the

bylaws, if necessary, by appropriate amendment.

Sec. 2. The committees of each division shall report annu-

ally to the House of Delegates and, when required, to the

Board of Trustees. Each division shall be composed of the ap-

propriate committees and subcommittees of the Association,

and coordinated by a member of the Board of Trustees. The

members of these standing committees shall be appointed by

the Board of Trustees. Any vacancy for any unexpired term

that might occur shall be filled by the Board of Trustees. The
terms of service of members of standing committees shall be

for a period of three years except when otherwise provided in

the Bylaws. The appointments shall be made for such a period

of years that the terms of not more than one-third of the mem-
bers will terminate each year. Each standing committee shall

make an annual report to the House of Delegates.

The divisions of the Association shall be as follows:

a. Division on Scientific Services

b. Division on Legislation and Governmental Affairs

c. Division on Communications and Public Service

d. Division on Health Services and Socioeconomics

e. Division on Medical Education

Sec. 3. Division on Scientific Services—This division shall

be composed of the following special committees: a Commit-
tee on Emergency Medical Services; a Committee on Blood

Banks and Medical Laboratories; a Committee on Mental

Health; a Geriatrics Committee; and a Committee on Maternal

and Child Care. This division shall also be composed of a

standing committee to be known as the Committee on

Scientific Affairs. This Committee shall be composed of

six members which number shall include the editor of the

Journal. This committee shall plan and provide the scientific

program for each meeting of this Association, and shall assist

the editor in preparing the scientific portion of the Journal of

the Association.

Sec. 4. Division on Legislation and Governmental Medical

Affairs—This division shall be concerned with legislative mat-

ters on both the state and national level. When legislative ques-

tions or health issues arise between sessions of the House of

Delegates, the appropriate committee of the Division on Legis-

lation and Governmental Medical Affairs shall have the author-

ity to establish interim policies for the Association, subject to

the approval of the Board of Trustees. This division shall be

composed of the following standing committees.

1. Committee on Legislation—This Committee shall be

composed, at a minimum, of one member from each congres-

sional district of the state. The Board will appoint the chair of

the committee. The editor of the Journal of the Tennessee

Medical Association, the president of the Alliance, and the

chair of the Alliance Legislation Committee will be ex-officio

members of the committee. Under the direction of the House

of Delegates, it shall represent the Association in initiating and

influencing legislation in the interest of the public health and

scientific medicine.

2. Committee on Governmental Medical Services and Third

Party Payors—This Committee shall be composed, of at least

nine members. The committee shall concern itself with, and

assume special responsibility in, obtaining information and

giving counsel and advice to the Association with respect to all

matters in which medical service comes into contact with any

existing or proposed functions of government, including medi-

cal services in welfare departments, maternal and child health

programs sponsored through governmental agencies, plans and

programs for medical care of veterans, medical care for depen-

dents of those in uniformed services of the government, plans

and programs of the government for medical care now existing

or which may hereafter be adopted by any special group, and

any and all programs and plans for medical care to be provided

through municipal, state or federal governments. Also, the

committee shall advise the Association concerning third party

payors from any segment of society.

Sec. 5. Division on Communications and Public Service

—

This division’s committees shall engage in such activities as

may result in a proper evaluation by the medical profession of

its obligation to the public. This division shall be composed of

the following special committees: an Advisory Committee to

the Tennessee Medical Association Alliance and a Committee
on HIV Infection and AIDS. The division shall also be com-
posed of the following standing committees.

1. Committee on Communications and Public Service

—

This Committee shall be composed, at a minimum, of nine

members representing the three grand divisions of the state.

The editor of the Journal will be an ex-officio member of this

committee. It shall be the duty of the committee to enlighten

and persuade public opinion in regard to the problems of health

and medical care, and to promote understanding between the

public and the medical profession.

2. Committee on Rural and Community Health—This

Committee shall be composed, at a minimum, of fifteen mem-
bers to be appointed by the Board of Trustees. The Board may
also appoint non-physician consultant members as needed. The
committee shall plan, develop, and promulgate an information

program annually for both rural and urban citizenry on timely

medical topics of interest to the general public.

3. Interprofessional Liaison Committee-—This Committee
shall be composed, at a minimum, of nine members to be ap-

pointed by the Board of Trustees. The committee shall seek to

maintain effective professional relations with all other profes-

sional groups concerned with the practice of medicine.

4. Committee on Medicine and Religion—This Committee
shall be composed, at a minimum, of ten members to be ap-

pointed by the Board of Trustees, including a representative of

the Tennessee Medical Association Alliance as a consultant.

The committee shall be charged with the responsibility of plan-

ning and implementing an annual breakfast, luncheon, or din-

ner and promoting other committee activities conducive to the

spiritual well-being of the membership.

Sec. 6. Division on Health Services and Socioeconomics

—

This division’s committees shall be concerned with the socio-

economic aspects of medical care (excluding legislation) and

shall coordinate recommendations regarding the various types

of health insurance programs and such related programs in

which members of the Association may participate or be in-

volved. This division shall be composed of the following two
special committees: a Primary Care Liaison Committee and a

Medical Practice Committee. It shall also be composed of the

following two standing committees.

1. Committee on Hospitals—This Committee shall be com-
posed of an appropriate number of members and shall consider

all matters relating to the operation of hospitals affecting the

medical profession and the public welfare. It shall make rec-

ommendations to the House of Delegates as appropriate. The
principal objective of this committee is to insure a proper rela-

tionship between the medical profession and the hospitals in

the state. When policies are formulated and enforced by a hos-

pital, which in the opinion of the committee constitutes a vio-

lation of the ethical principle which should govern the relation-

ship of a hospital to members of the medical profession and
the public, it shall be its duty to bring the matter to the atten-

tion of the House of Delegates and to take such other steps as

are deemed necessary and appropriate to correct the practice.

2. Peer Review Committee—This Committee shall be com-
posed, at a minimum, of the last five surviving past-presidents
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who are available. The past-president who has served on the

committee for the longest period will serve as chair. The duties

of this committee shall be to evaluate the quality of medical

care on the basis of documented evidence to support diagnosis,

treatment, and justified utilization and the development of ap-

propriate professional controls. The primary duty and responsi-

bility of the committee shall be the maintenance of the quality

of medical care furnished to the patient. The committee shall

devote particular attention to unnecessary admissions, exces-

sive length of inpatient stay, delays in the use of x-ray, labora-

tory, and other diagnostic and therapeutic services, and delays

in consultation and referral. The committee shall report its

findings and recommendations to all interested parties and to

the Board of Trustees. In the event the Judicial Council is un-

able to review any peer review matter on appeal, or otherwise,

because of a conflict of interest or other reason, the committee

may then act to initiate a review and investigate complaints, or

review appeals from component society peer review commit-

tees, concerning a member’s professional conduct. If the com-
mittee determines that a professional review action is war-

ranted, either as a direct appeal or as an original action, it shall

follow the notice and due process procedures set forth in

Bylaw Chapter VI, Section 4(b).

Sec. 7. Division on Medical Education—This division's

committees shall investigate and make recommendations on

activities relating to medical education, and shall evaluate and

study programs concerned with continuing medical education.

This division shall be composed of a special committee on

Drug Education and Evaluation. It shall also be composed of

the following standing committee.

1. Committee on Continuing Medical Education—This

Committee shall be composed of an appropriate number of

members who have knowledge of, and interest in, continuing

medical education. The committee shall have as its duty the

development and implementation of a continuing medical edu-

cation program for the physicians of Tennessee. This program

shall have as its ultimate objective the improved health care of

the patient and it should make it possible for each physician to

use in his or her practice the modern knowledge that continu-

ally becomes available. The editor of the Journal will be an

ex-officio member of this committee.

BYLAW CHAPTER VIII

Fiscal Year

The fiscal year of the Association shall be from January 1

through December 3 1

.

BYLAW CHAPTER IX
Dues, Assessments, and Expenditures

Sec. 1. The annual dues shall be determined by the House

of Delegates and shall be levied per capita on the active mem-

bers and intern and resident members of the chartered compo-
nent societies. No dues shall be paid by veteran, special, asso-

ciate, student, or honorary members. The annual dues shall be

payable on or before January 1 of the year for which they are

levied. Members whose dues are not reported to the Tennessee
Medical Association by March 31 shall be considered delin-

quent. The secretary of each component society shall collect

and forward to the Association the dues for its members except

for those members billed directly by or for the Association.

Any member who is delinquent at the end of the year may be

assessed a reinstatement fee at the discretion of the Board of

Trustees, in addition to the regular dues, when reapplying for

membership in a subsequent year. Every dues-paying member
of the Association shall receive the Journal without cost.

Sec. 2. A new member joining the Association for the first

time and who is so reported after July 1 of a given year shall

pay one-half of the annual dues for that year only. During the

first year of practice, he or she will pay one-fourth dues for

that year and one-half for the following year.

Sec. 3. The honorary members of any component society

are exempt from payment of dues, but a complete list of the

names, certified by the respective component society, will be

reported annually to the Association. Likewise, a component
society is required to report a list of its veteran members who
have been elected by that society and the Journal will be fur-

nished to veteran members at nominal cost.

Sec. 4. The secretary or treasurer of each component soci-

ety shall forward a roster of all officers, members and dele-

gates to the House of Delegates of the Tennessee Medical As-

sociation, together with a list of non-affiliated physicians of the

county if practical, and also a list of members who have died

during the year, to the executive director of this Association

thirty days in advance of the annual meeting.

Sec. 5. The record of payment of dues on file in the offices

of the Tennessee Medical Association shall be considered final

as to the fact of payment by a member of the Association.

BYLAW CHAPTER X
Parliamentary Procedure

The deliberations of this Association shall be guided by

parliamentary usage as contained in James E. Davis, M.D.’s

“Rules of Order.”

BYLAW CHAPTER XI
Amendments

In order to amend the Bylaws of this Association, a two-

thirds majority of the members of the House of Delegates pres-

ent and voting shall be necessary. Such amendment, after hav-

ing been filed in writing, shall lie over one day. Any bylaw

may be suspended during the pending meeting by unanimous

consent.

CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT NO. 1-93

RESOLVED , That the draft constitution and bylaw documents issued by the Committee on Constitution

and Bylaws, which are set to lie over for one year until the 1994 House of Delegates, amend by

substitution the current Constitution and Bylaws of the Tennessee Medical Association, including any

minor editorial changes which the House of Delegates may deem appropriate for incorporation into the

final set of documents.

ACTION: Lying on the table to be acted upon during the House of Delegates session at the 1994

annual meeting.
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TfflA
continuing medical

education opportunity/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Councilfor Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA' s joint sponsorship ofCME activities. As an accredited

sponsor, TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician' s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education, Tennessee

Medical Association, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician's practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff, access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

Sept. 2-5 Update in Pulmonary/Critical Care Medicine

Oct. 1-2 Prevention of Substance Abuse Disorders

Oct. 21-23 Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

Dec. 10-11 19th Annual High Risk Obstetrical Seminar

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (615) 322-4030.

to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician’s re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician’s Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP, and Continuing Education Units from

Meharry Medical College. Application: For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses, Ph.D., Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville,

TN 37208, Tel. (615) 327-6235.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

Sept. 9-10

Sept. 17-18

Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Oct. 14-15

Oct. 29

Nov. 1-5

Nov. 3

Nov. 19-21

Sept. 13-15

Nov. 1-3

Nov. 1 1-12

Nov. 18-19

Memphis

25th Memphis Conference on the Mother,

Fetus, and Newborn
College of Medicine Alumni Weekend

—

Homer Distinguished Visiting Professorship

Prevention of Intentional and Unintentional

Injuries—Gatlinburg

Child Abuse: Issues for Intervention and

Prevention

Challenge of the Patient with Borderline Per-

sonality Disorder

Advances in Medicine—Hamilton, Bermuda
Frank M. Norfleet Forum for the Advance-

ment of Health
—

“Health Care Rating”

12th Annual Gynecological Surgery Seminar

Knoxville

15th Annual Obstetric Office Ultrasound

Workshop
13th Annual Smoky Mountains Seminar in

Obstetrics and Gynecology

Perinatal Update ’93—Gatlinburg

10th Annual Alzheimer’s Disease Sympo-
sium—Gatlinburg

Chattanooga

Sept. 9-10 Cardiology for the Primary Care Physician

Sept. 30-Oct. 1 Care of the Aging Patient

Oct. 21-22 Trauma Management
Dec. 3-4 Medicine Update

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan, Office of

CME, University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,
TN 38163, Tel. (901 ) 528-5547.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day

ST. THOMAS HOSPITAL

Sept. 18 Contemporary Topics in Surgical Pathology

VII: Update in Head and Neck Pathology

For information contact Beverly Upchurch, Conference

Specialist, St. Thomas Hospital, PO Box 380, Nashville, TN
37202, Tel. (615) 386-2007.
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Hospital-Based Primary Care

•Hospital Based •Excellent Compensation

•Make Rounds •Malpractice Insurance

•Paid Relocation Provided

Southeastern Emergency Physicians, Inc. (SEP) is

seeking hospital-based primary care physicians to

admit and care for unattached patients through the

emergency department. No office hassles or overhead
Internal medicine or family practice, residency trained

or board certified Contact Randal

Dabbs, M.D., F.A.C.E.P., at

800»342*2898 for more
information.

SP
Southeastern

Emergency

P.0. Box 30698 • forth, IN 37930

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs
from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, Route 8, Box 35, Rogersville, TN 37857.

Phone: (615) 272-9163. (EOE)

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

MIDDLE TENNESSEE—Immediate full-time and part-

time positions available in small but growing commu-
nity of Lewisburg, Tennessee, approximately 45 min-

utes to 1 hour south of Nashville. State-of-the-art

emergency department with excellent emergency-

trained nurses (all critical care and ACLS certified) and

good medical staff backup. We prefer primary care

physicians with emergency department experience

and/or Board eligible or certified status—must have

ACLS certification. Low volume with excellent compen-

sation and medical malpractice paid. Flexible hours,

no overhead, excellent opportunity for quality physi-

cians. Both short-term and long-term positions avail-

able NOW.

Contact:

Jerry Lee Surber, M.D., Director

BESTCARE MEDICAL GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 699

Antioch, Tennessee 37011

Phone (615) 834-1602

Send CV and copies of Tennessee medical license,

DEA certificate, and current ACLS card.

SURGEONS: COULD YOU USE AN EXTRA $9,000?

If you’re a resident in surgery, the Army
Reserve will pay you a yearly stipend which

could total in excess of$9,000 in the Army
Reserve’s Specialized Training Assistance

Program (STRAP)

.

You will have opportunities to continue

your education and attend conferences, and

we will be flexible about scheduling the time

you serve. Your immediate commitment
could be as little as two weeks a year, with a

small added obligation later on.

Get a maximum amount ofmoney for a

minimum amount of service. Find out more
by contacting an Army Reserve Medical

Counselor. Call:

Collect (901)388-9876

ARMY RESERVE MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
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The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking

practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office, PO Box 120909, Nashville. TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

PEDIATRICIAN—age 33, graduate of University of Tel Aviv, Sackler

Faculty of Medicine (Israel) in 1991—seeks a group or institutional

staff practice in a suburban or large city location in Tennessee. Board

eligible. Available now. LW-2173

INTERNIST—age 40, graduate of East Tennessee State University

Quillen College of Medicine in 1989—seeks a solo or group practice

in East or West Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2174

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 41, graduate of Ameri-

can University of the Caribbean in 1983—seeks an academic, re-

search, or public health position, preferably in Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2177

INTERNIST—age 44, graduate of Maulana Azad Medical College

(India) in 1972—seeks a practice in any location in Tennessee. Board

certified—hematology. Available now. LW-2184

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 31. graduate of Univer-

sity of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1990—seeks a practice in

East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2192

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 58, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1960—seeks an institutional staff practice in Middle Ten-

nessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2193

PATHOLOGIST—age 31, graduate of University of Mississippi

School of Medicine in 1988—seeks a group or institutional staff prac-

tice in any location in Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now.

LW-2194

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—age 42, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1976—seeks a group, institutional staff, or industrial prac-

tice in a suburban or large city location in East or Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2195

PATHOLOGIST—age 44, graduate of Albany Medical College in

1976—seeks a solo practice as the pathologist or director of labora-

tories in any location in Tennessee. Board certified. Available now.

LW-2196

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—age 58, graduate of University of Ten-

nessee College of Medicine in 1959—seeks a solo, group, or institu-

tional staff practice foremost in Middle Tennessee. Board

certified—allergy/clinical immunology: board eligible—internal medi-

cine. Available now.
,

LW-2197

OTOLARYNGOLGIST—age 43, graduate of Howard University Col-

lege of Medicine in 1975—seeks a group or institutional staff practice

in a suburban or large city location in West Tennessee. Board eligi-

ble. Available now. LW-2198

PHYSICIANS WANTED

EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN or GENERAL SURGEON—needed in

Portland in Middle Tennessee to join a solo, institutional staff practice.

Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1115

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Dyersburg in West Tennessee
to join a group practice. Must be board certified. Needed now.

PW-1136

INTERNIST—needed in Winchester in Middle Tennessee to join a

group practice. Must be board eligible working toward certification.

Needed now. PW-1140

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEON—needed in Dyersburg in West Tennes-

see to join a group practice. Must be board eligible working toward

certification. Needed now. PW-1141

PSYCHIATRIST—needed in Columbia in Middle Tennessee to join a

group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1158

ONCOLOGIST/HEMATOLOGIST—needed in Franklin in Middle Ten-

nessee to join a research practice. Must be board certified in internal

medicine. Needed now. PW-1159

ENDOCRINOLOGIST—needed in Memphis to join a group practice.

Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1160

PEDIATRICIAN and FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Jackson

in West Tennessee to join a multispecialty group practice. Must be

board eligible. Needed now. PW-1181

UROLOGIST—needed in Knoxville to join a group practice. Must be
board eligible. Needed now. PW-1182

UROLOGIST and GASTROENTEROLOGIST—needed in Jackson in

West Tennessee to join group practices. Must be board eligible.

Needed now. PW-1183

GENERAL/FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Bean Station in

East Tennessee to join a solo practice. Must be board eligible.

Needed now. PW-1184
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RESIDENTALERT:
IF YOU COULD USE OVER $25,000 A YEAR-

ANSWER THIS AD.

grant, plus a monthly stipend and reimburse-

ment ofapproved educational expenses.

You will be part of a unique health care

team where you will find many opportunities

to continue your education, work at state-of-

the-art facilities, and receive outstanding

benefits.

So, ifyou are a residentwho could use

over $25,000 a year, contact an Army Medical

Counselor immediately.

(901)725-5852

ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE?

The U.S. Army’s Financial Assistance

Program (FAP) will subsidize training in cer-

tain specialties totaling over $25,000 a year.

Here’s how it breaks down - an annual
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Manuscript Preparation— Manuscripts should be submitted in duplicate to the

Editor, John B. Thomison, M.D., 230 25th Ave. North, Nashville, TN 37203. A cover

letter should identify one author as correspondent and should include his complete

address and phone , Manuscripts, as well as legends, tables, and references, must

be typewritten, doub’le-spaced on 8-1/2 x 1 1 in. heavy-duty white bond paper. Allow
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Cardiac Tumor Presenting Itself as

Pericardial Tamponade in a Child

BALASUBRAHMANYAM CHIDAMBARAM, M.B., B.S. and ASHOK V. MEHTA, M.D.

Introduction

Cardiac tumors, both benign and malignant, are

rare in the pediatric age group. 1

In children from 1 to

15 years of age, 80% of the cardiac tumors are

rhabdomyomas, fibromas, and myxomas. 1 Although

rare, they occur with sufficient frequency to be con-

sidered in the initial diagnosis for any infant or child

with an unusual cardiac murmur, unexplained con-

gestive heart failure, syncope, or arrhythmia. We re-

port the case of a child with primary pericardial spin-

dle cell sarcoma at the junction of the inferior vena

cava and right atrium, who had wheezing, dyspnea,

and massive cardiomegaly due to cardiac tamponade.

Case Report
A 13-year-old white boy was seen at the emergency room

for persistent cough and shortness of breath. He had been seen

a week earlier by his physician and was given albuterol sul-

phate orally and by inhalation, and oral prednisone for a reac-

tive airway disease that he had had for about five years. He
had also had chest pain on deep breathing and had lost about

14 lb of weight during the past few weeks. There was no his-

tory of fever, rash, or chest trauma. When cardiomegaly was

ol ,erved on the chest roentgenogram, he was referred to us for

further evaluation. On examination, he was a well-built white

boy in no acute distress, but very apprehensive. His heart rate

was 115/min, respiratory rate 30/min, and supine blood pres-

sure in the right arm 127/77 mm Hg. The pulses were feeble in

all four extremities and disappeared on inspiration. Neck veins

were slightly distended. The precordium was quiet, the apical

impulse was not palpable, and heart sounds were extremely

muffled; no murmur, gallop, or rub was heard. The liver was

palpable but non-tender just below the right costal margin.

Chest roentgenogram showed cardiomegaly, with a car-

diothoracic ratio of 62%, normal pulmonary vascularity, and

no lung infiltrates (Fig. 1). Two-dimensional echocardiogram

(Fig. 2) revealed a massive global pericardial effusion with

diastolic collapse of the right atrium, and also a nonhomoge-
neous mass anterior to the junction of the right atrium and

ventricle.

The patient was admitted to the intensive care unit at Hol-

ston Valley Hospital and Medical Center, where peri-

cardiocentesis was performed under echocardiographic guid-

ance, yielding hemorrhagic pericardial fluid. The hematocrit of
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Figure 2. Echocardiogram in the longitudinal axis (A) and short axis (B) and subcostal view (C & D) showing a massive global pericardial effusion

with a large nonhomogeneous pericardial mass, anterior to the junction of the right atrium and ventricle. (PE=pericardial effusion; RV=right

ventricle; LV=left ventricle; T=tumor mass.)

the pericardial fluid was 8%. Pericardiotomy was performed,

and 1.5 L of hemorrhagic fluid was drained. Cytologic exami-

nation of the pericardial fluid showed no malignant cells. Ex-

amination of the pericardium showed a large mass attached to

the diaphragmatic surface of the right ventricle at the junction

of the right atrium and inferior vena cava. Sternotomy con-

firmed a large beige-pink, smooth tumor mass (10 X 7 X 4.5

cm) connected to the diaphragmatic surface of the right ventri-

cle, at the junction of the right atrium and inferior vena cava;

there were a few small masses, 2X3 mm, over the visceral

pericardium. The whole mass was completely removed, and an

anatomic diagnosis of sarcoma of the inferior vena cava with

extension to the right atrium was made. Histologic examination

of the tumor revealed a high grade (3/3) spindle cell sarcoma

with focal necrosis. Combination chemotherapy with adjuvant

radiotherapy was started.

At the end of one year of postoperative chemotherapy

(I-phosphamide/VP- 16, vincristine/dactinomycin/cyclophospham-

ide, with inclusion of 3,500 rads of radiation to his myocar-

dium and 6,600 rads of radiation to the vena cava), the patient

showed no clinical evidence of tumor. Postoperatively, there

was no wheezing, though he had had increasing fatigue and

weight loss over the six weeks prior to the examination at the

end of one year. Echocardiogram revealed two tumors on the

lateral wall of the left ventricle as well as a tumor mass ob-

structing the pulmonary outflow tract, and a diagnosis of recur-

rent malignant sarcoma was made. The tumor was not consid-

ered curable at this time, and treatment was aimed at slowing

the progression of the tumor. Brief courses of single-agent che-

motherapy were given (adriamycin 72 hour continuous infu-

sion), with interferon 20 million units subcutaneously daily for

three days, and thoracocentesis with or without instillation of

bleomycin for respiratory relief; supportive care was given at

home with oxygen and morphine. The patient died three

months later of cardiorespiratory failure.

Discussion

Cardiac tumors are rare in children. Most cases

present themselves in children with cardiac murmur,

unexplained congestive heart failure, syncope, or ar-

rhythmias. Physical examination may reveal signs of

congestive heart failure, a murmur, or arrhythmias.

Rarely, cardiac tumors in children may also cause

pericardial effusion progressing to tamponade .

2 ’3

Pulsus paradoxus (“the paradox” refers to the weak-

ening or disappearance of the arterial pulse on inspi-

ration while the heart sounds and rhythm are undis-

turbed) may be noticed if tamponade develops, as an

exaggerated diminution or disappearance of the arte-

rial pulse during inspiration, and was the first clue to

a more sinister diagnosis in our patient with a past

history of recurrent bronchospastic disease. Patients

with severe obstructive airway disease may also have

a paradoxical pulse .

4 Pericardial effusion may ac-

company all forms of acute pericarditis, severe con-

gestive heart failure, post-pericardiotomy syndrome,

post-myocardial infarction, trauma, autoimmune dis-

ease, metabolic disorders and neoplasm, though peri-

cardial tamponade is very rare.

Acute pericardial effusion with tamponade has

been described as a presenting feature in extracardiac

and cardiac tumors in the adult literature ,

5 -6 but is
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extremely rare in children. Cytologic examination of

the pericardial fluid in most of these cases has shown

malignant cells. In our patient, the pericardial fluid,

although hemorrhagic, did not contain malignant

cells. As in our case, a careful two-dimensional

echocardiogram can be extremely helpful in making

a correct diagnosis of tumor within pericardial fluid.

An accurate diagnosis of tumor in the management

of a child with pericardial tamponade is very impor-

tant because this patient, like ours, requires open

sternotomy, pericardiotomy, and standby cardiopul-

monary bypass equipment rather than just catheter

drainage of pericardial effusion.

We report a case of high grade spindle cell sar-

coma of the pericardium presenting as wheezing and

dyspnea progressing to cardiac tamponade in a child.

Our unique case also points out that wheezing is not

always bronchial asthma, even in a known patient of

bronchial asthma. Cardiac tamponade should be con-

sidered in the presence of an unexpected large car-

diac shadow on chest roentgenogram. Primary malig-

nant cardiac tumors are uncommon at any age and

distinctly rare in children. Nevertheless, they should

be considered in the differential diagnosis in children

with cardiac tamponade. r S
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Fournier s Gangrene

J.C. GRAVES, M.D.

Case Report
A 57-year-old white man went to a urologist’s office com-

plaining of a pimple that had been on his scrotum for approxi-

mately one week. He had had some malaise, but no fever,

chills, dysuria, pyuria, or increased frequency of urination. Re-

view of systems was negative. He had diabetes mellitus, which

was controlled by diet, and had had an appendectomy in the

distant past. He had drunk a pint of vodka every day until three

weeks before admission and smoked two packs of cigarettes a

day for 40 years. He had no known family.

Physical examination showed temperature 94°F, pulse

153/min, respirations 20/min, weight 254 lb. There were

bibasilar rales in the lungs. His scrotum was edematous and

boggy, and there was a purulent discharge. He was confused,

but had no focal deficits.

He was admitted with the diagnosis of Fournier’s gangrene.

Initial treatment consisted of intravenous antibiotics and stabi-

lization. Shortly after admission he became septic and went

into atrial fibrillation with rapid ventricular response; his heart

rate was in the 170s, his blood pressure was 100/30 mm Hg.

He was tachypneic, and his ventilatory status deteriorated re-

quiring intubation. Supportive measures included pressor

agents and fluid boluses. Early the next morning the patient

was taken to the operating room where incision and drainage,

debridement, lavage, and packing of the scrotum and right glu-

teal region were carried out. Afterward, in the ICU, he re-

ceived multiple pressor drips and insulin drip. He never stabi-

lized, and finally developed an acute myocardial infarction.

Asystole developed at noon and did not respond to resuscita-

tion. Laboratory studies indicated severe lactic acidosis, and

hemoglobin Aic of >1 1.5 (normal 4.2 to 5.9). Blood cultures

isolated Bacteroides uniformis and Clostridium ramosum ,
and

wound culture isolated methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus au-

reus (MRSA), viridans streptococcus, Escherichia Coli , diph-

theroids, and Bacteroides uniformis.

Discussion

Fournier’s gangrene is a rare syndrome of rapidly

progressive necrotizing fasciitis of the male genito-

urinary tract named after the French venerologist A.J.

Fournier. Just over 500 cases have been reported in

the literature. 1 The incidence at the South-West Prov-

ince of the Cameroon Hospital was estimated at

1:7,500 outpatient consultations. 2 The mortality is as

high as 75% in patients with certain co-morbid con-

ditions. The syndrome is usually seen in the fourth or

fifth decades of life. Roughly half of the patients are

diabetic, and alcoholism is present in one-quarter to

one-half. Patients with diabetes or alcoholism have

the highest mortality.

A source of infection can be determined in almost

all patients. Approximately 50% originate in the

From the University of Tennessee St. Francis Family Practice Center,

Memphis.
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lower genitourinary tract, 33% in soft tissues of the

anorectal region, and 20% in the genital skin. 1 The

infection can be fulminant, but more often follows an

indolent course.

The typical patient is seen after four to five days

of symptoms, the most common of which are scrotal

pain, erythema, edema, and fever. Other symptoms

may be malaise, change in mental status, sweats, pru-

ritus, nausea, vomiting, dysuria, pyuria, penile dis-

charge, and urinary frequency. Patients with

Fournier’s gangrene may also be in septic shock and

show its typical clinical findings.

Laboratory findings usually include leukocytosis

and anemia. Hyponatremia, hypocalcemia, pseudo-

hyponatremia secondary to hyperglycemia, and in-

creased serum creatinine may be seen. Cultures of

blood and wounds often grow multiple bacteria, with

an average number of four organisms. 1 Typical or-

ganisms isolated are E. Coli , Proteus , streptococci,

staphylococci. Bacteroides , Enterobacter, peptostrep-

tococcus, Klebsiella , Pseudomonas , and Clostridium.

It is thought that synergy of the multiple organisms is

more important to the aggressiveness of this syn-

drome than which particular organisms are present. 1 ’3

Treatment

The current management of this syndrome is ag-

gressive hemodynamic stabilization and empiric anti-

biotic therapy, followed by surgical debridement.

Triple antibiotic therapy with ampicillin, gentamicin,

and clindamycin has been used in the past, but has

now been replaced by the combination of a third gen-

eration cephalosporin and an aminoglycoside as the

antibiotic treatment of choice. 1 Surgical debridement

must often be performed repeatedly in these cases,

and reconstruction is often required. One experimen-

tal treatment now being used is hyperbaric oxygen,

and preliminary results are promising.M
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observed in 20 percent of patients. These increases were almost always

reversible upon discontinuation of enalapril and/or diuretic therapy. In such

patients renal function should be monitored during the first few weeks of

therapy.

Some patients with hypertension or heart failure with no apparent pre-

existing renal vascular disease have developed increases in blood urea and

serum creatinine, usually minor and transient, especially when enalapril has

been given concomitantly with a diuretic. This is more likely to occur in

patients with pre-existing" renal impairment. Dosage reduction of enalapril

and/or discontinuation of the diuretic may be required.

Evaluation of the hypertensive patient should always include assess-

ment of renal function.

Hemodialysis Patients: Anaphylactoid reactions have been reported in

patients dialyzed with high-flux membranes (e.g., AN 69*) and treated con-

comitantly with an ACE inhibitor. In these patients consideration should be

given to using a different type of dialysis membrane or a different class of

antihypertensive agent.

Hyperkalemia: Elevated serum potassium (greater than 5.7 mEq/L) was

observed in approximately one percent of hypertensive patients in cfinical tri-

als treated with enalapril alone. In most cases these were isolated values

which resolved despite continued therapy, although hyperkalemia was a

cause of discontinuation of therapy in 0.28 percent of hypertensive patients.

Hyperkalemia was less frequent (approximately 0.1 percent) in patients treat-

ed with enalapril plus hydrochlorothiazide. Risk factors for the development

of hyperkalemia include renal insufficiency, diabetes mellitus, and the con-

comitant use of potassium-sparing diuretics, potassium supplements and/or

potassium-containing salt substitutes, which should be used cautiously, if at

all, with enalapril. (See Drug Interactions.)

Cough: Cough has been reported with the use of ACE inhibitors.

Characteristically, the cough is nonproductive, persistent and resolves after

discontinuation of therapy. ACE inhibitor-induced cough should be consid-

ered as part of the differential diagnosis of cough.

Surgery/Anesthesia: In patients undergoing major surgery or during anes-

thesia with agents that produce hypotension, enalapril may block

angiotensin II formation secondary to compensatory renin release. If

hypotension occurs and is considered to be due to this mechanism, it can be

corrected by volume expansion.

Hydrochlorothiazide: Periodic determination of serum electrolytes to detect

possible electrolyte imbalance should be performed at appropriate intervals.

All patients receiving thiazide therapy should be observed for clinical signs

of fluid or electrolyte imbalance: hyponatremia, hypochloremic alkalosis, and

hypokalemia. Serum and urine electrolyte determinations are particularly

important when the patient is vomiting excessively or receiving parenteral

fluids. Warning signs or symptoms of fluid and electrolyte imbalance, irre-

spective of cause, include dryness of mouth, thirst, weakness, lethargy,

drowsiness, restlessness, confusion, seizures, muscle pains or cramps, mus-

cular fatigue, hypotension, oliguria, tachycardia, and gastrointestinal distur-

bances such as nausea and vomiting.

Hypokalemia may develop, especially with brisk diuresis, when severe

cirrhosis is present, or after prolonged therapy. Interference with adequate

oral electrolyte intake will also contribute to hypokalemia. Hypokalemia may
cause cardiac arrhythmia and may also sensitize or exaggerate the response

of the heart to the toxic effects of digitalis (e.g., increased ventricular irritabili-

ty). Because enalapril reduces the production of aldosterone, concomitant

tnerapy with enalapril attenuates the diuretic-induced potassium loss (see

Drug Interactions, Agents Increasing Serum Potassium).

Although any crtloride deficit is generally mild and usually does not

require specific treatment except under extraordinary circumstances (as in

liver disease or renal disease), chloride replacement may be required in the

* Registered trademark of Hospal Ltd.

treatment of metabolic alkalosis.

Dilutional hyponatremia may occur in edematous patients in hot weather;

appropriate therapy is water restriction, rather than administration of salt

except in rare instances when the hyponatremia is life-threatening. In actual

salt depletion, appropriate replacement is the therapy of choice.

Hyperuricemia may occur or frank gout may be precipitated in certain

patients receiving thiazide therapy.

In diabetic patients dosage adjustments of insulin or oral hypoglycemic

agents may be required. Hyperglycemia may occur with thiazide diuretics.

Thus latent diabetes mellitus may become manifest during thiazide therapy.

The antihypertensive effects of the drug may be enhanced in the postsym-

pathectomy patient.

If progressive renal impairment becomes evident consider withholding or

discontinuing diuretic therapy.

Thiazides nave been shown to increase the urinary excretion of magne-

sium; this may result in hypomagnesemia.

Thiazides may decrease urinary calcium excretion. Thiazides may cause

intermittent and slight elevation of serum calcium in the absence of known
disorders of calcium metabolism. Marked hypercalcemia may be evidence of

hidden hyperparathyroidism. Thiazides should be discontinued before car-

rying out tests for parathyroid function.

Increases in cholesterol and triglyceride levels may be associated with thi-

azide diuretic therapy.

Information for Patients ; Angioedema: Angioedema, including laryngeal edema,

may occur especially following the first dose of enalapril. Patients should be

so advised and told to report immediately any signs or symptoms suggesting

angioedema (swelling of face, extremities, eyes, lips, tongue, difficulty in

swallowing or breathing) and to take no more drug until they have consulted

with the prescribing physician.

Hypotension: Patients should be cautioned to report lightheadedness espe-

cially during the first few days of therapy. If actual syncope occurs, the

patients should be told to discontinue the drug until they have consulted

with the prescribing physician.

All patients should be cautioned that excessive perspiration and dehydra-

tion may lead to an excessive fall in blood pressure because of reduction in

fluid volume. Other causes of volume depletion such as vomiting or diarrhea

may also lead to a fall in blood pressure; patients should be advised to con-

sult with the physician.

Hyperkalemia: Patients should be told not to use salt substitutes containing

potassium without consulting their physician.

Neutropenia: Patients should be told to report promptly any indication of

infection (e.g., sore throat, fever) which may be a sign of neutropenia.

Pregnancy: Female patients of childbearing age should be told about the

consequences of second- and third-trimester exposure to ACE inhibitors, and

they should also be told that these consequences do not appear to have

resulted from intrauterine ACE-inhibitor exposure that has been limited to

the first trimester. These patients should be asked to report pregnancies to

theirphysicians as soon as possible.

NOTE: As with many other drugs, certain advice to patients being treated

with VASERETIC is warranted. This information is intended to aid in the

safe and effective use of this medication. It is not a disclosure of all possible

adverse or intended effects.

Drug Interactions; Enalapril Maleate; Hypotension—Patients on Diuretic Therapy:

Patients on diuretics and especially those in whom diuretic therapy was

recently instituted, may occasionally experience an excessive reduction of

blood pressure after initiation of therapy with enalapril. The possibility of

hypotensive effects with enalapril can be"minimized by either discontinuing

the diuretic or increasing the salt intake prior to initiation of treatment with

enalapril. If it is necessary to continue the diuretic, provide medical supervi-

sion for at least two hours and until blood pressure has stabilized for at least

an additional hour. (See WARNINGS.)
Agents Causing Renin Release: The antihypertensive effect of enalapril is

augmented by antihypertensive agents that cause renin release (e.g., diuret-

ics).

Other Cardiovascular Agents: Enalapril has been used concomitantly with

beta adrenergic-blocking agents, methyldopa, nitrates, calcium-blocking

agents, hydralazine and prazosin without evidence of clinically significant

adverse interactions.

Agents Increasing Serum Potassium: Enalapril attenuates diuretic-induced

potassium loss. Potassium-sparing diuretics (e.g., spironolactone, tri-

amterene, or amiloride), potassium supplements, or potassium-containing

salt substitutes may lead to significant increases in serum potassium.

Therefore, if concomitant use of these agents is indicated because of demon-

strated hypokalemia they should be used with caution and with frequent

monitoring of serum potassium.

Lithium: Lithium toxicity has been reported in patients receiving lithium

concomitantly with drugs which cause elimination of sodium, including

ACE inhibitors. A few cases of lithium toxicity have been reported in patients

receiving concomitant enalapril and lithium and were reversible upon dis^

continuation of both drugs. It is recommended that serum lithium levels be

monitored frequently if enalapril is administered concomitantly with lithium.

Hydrochlorothiazide; When administered concurrently the following drugs

may interact with thiazide diuretics:

Alcohol, barbiturates, or narcotics—potentiation of orthostatic hypotension

may occur.

Antidiabetic drugs (oral agents and insulin)—dosage adjustment of the

antidiabetic drug may be required.

Other antihypertensive drugs—additive effect or potentiation.

Cholestyramine and colestipol resins—Cholestyramine and colestipol resins

bind the hydrochlorothiazide and reduce its absorption from the gastroin-

testinal tract by up to 85 and 43 percent, respectively. Thiazides may be

administered two to four hours before the resin when the two drugs are used

concomitantly.

Corticosteroids, ACTH—intensified electrolyte depletion, particularly

hypokalemia.

Pressor amines (e.g., norepinephrine)—possible decreased response to pres-

sor amines but not sufficient to preclude their use.

Skeletal muscle relaxants, nondepolarizing (e.g., tubocurarine)—possible

increased responsiveness to the muscle relaxant.

Lithium—should not generally be given with diuretics. Diuretic agents

reduce the renal clearance of lithium and add a high risk of lithium toxicity.

Refer to the package insert for lithium preparations before use of such

preparations with VASERETIC.
Non-steroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs—In some patients, the administration

of a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agent can reduce the diuretic, natriuretic,

and antihypertensive effects of loop, potassium-sparing and thiazide diuretics.

Therefore) when VASERETIC and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents are

used concomitantly, the patient should be observed closely to determine if the

desired effect of the diuretic is obtained.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility: Enalapril in combination

with hydrochlorothiazide was not mutagenic in the Ames microbial muta-

en test with or without metabolic activation. Enalapril-hydrochlorothiazide

id not produce DNA single strand breaks in an in vitro alkaline elution

assay in rat hepatocytes or chromosomal aberrations in an in vivo mouse

Vaseretic® is a registered trademark of Merck & Co., Inc. Manufactured by Merck & Co., Inc. © 1993 DuPont Pharma Printed in USA



bone marrow assay.

Ennhif’ril Maleate: There was no evidence of a tumorigenic effect when enaiapril was administered for

106 weeks to rats at doses up to 90 mg 'kg/ dav (150 times* the maximum daily human dose). Enalapnl

has also been administered tor 04 weeks to male and female mice at doses up to 00 and 1 80 mg/kg/ dav,

respectively, ( 1 50 and 300 times* the maximum dailv dose for humans) and showed no evidence of car-

cinogenicity.

\either enaiapril maleate nor the active diacid was mutagenic in the Ames microbial mutagen test

with or without metabolic activation. Enaiapril was also negative in the following genotoxicitv studies:

rec-assav, reverse mutation assay with £. cm, sister chromatid exchange with cultured mammalian cells,

and the micronucleus test with mice, as well as in an in viiv cvtogenic studv using mouse bone marrow.

There were no adv erse effects on reproductive performance in male arid female rats treated with 10

to 90 mg/ kg, dav of enaiapril.

Hydrochlorothiazide: Two-vear feeding studies in mice and rats conducted under the auspices of the

National Toxicology Program (NTP) uncovered no evidence of a carcinogenic potential of

hydrochlorothiazide in female mice (at doses of up to approximate!! 600 mg kg 'dav ) or in male and

female rats (at doses of up to approximately 100 mg/ kg dav l The NTP, however, found equivocal ev i-

dence for hepatocarcinogenicitv in male mice.

Hydrochlorothiazide was not genotoxic in vitro in the Ames mutagenicity assay of Salmonella

tmdumurimn strains TA 98, TA 100, TA 1535, TA 1337, and TA 1538 and in the Chinese Hamster Ovarv

(CHO) test for chromosomal aberrations, or in vivo in assays using mouse germinal cell chromosomes,

Chinese hamster bone marrow chromosomes, and the Drbsiwhila sex-linked recessive lethal trait gene.

Positive test results were obtained only in the in vitro CHO bister Chromatid Exchange Iclastogemcitv I

and in the Mouse Lvmphoma Cell (mutagenicity) assays, using concentrations of hydrochlorothiazide

from 43 to 1300 ug/mL, and in the Aspergillus nidulans non-d function assay at an unspecified concen-

tration.

Hy drochlorothiazide had no adv erse effects on the fertility of mice and rats of either sex in studies

wherein these species were exposed, via their diet, to doses of up to 100 and 4 mg, kg, respectively
,

prior to conception and throughout gestation

Pregnancy: Pregnancy Categories, C (first trimester) ml D (second and third tnmestersi. See W ARNINGS,
Pregnancy, EnalapriTMaleate. Fetal/Neonalal Morbidity and Mortality.

Nursing Mother-: Enaiapril and enalaprilat are detected in human milk in trace amounts. Thiazides do
appear in human milk. Because of the potential for senous reactions in nursing infants from either drug,

a decision should be made whether to discontinue nursing or to discontinue YASERETIC, taking into

account the importance of the drug to the mother.

Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children hav e not been established.

ADVERSE REACTIONS: YASERETIC has been evaluated for safety in more than 1500 patients,

including over 300 patients treated for one v ear or more. In clinical trials with YASERETIC no adv erse

experiences peculiar to this combination drug have been observed. Adv erse experiences that hav e

occurred, have been limited to those that have been previously reported with enaiapril or

hydrochlorothiazide.

The most frequent clinical adverse experiences in controlled trials were: dizziness (8.6 percent),

headache (5.5 percent), fatigue (3.9 percent) and cough (3.5 percent). Adv erse experiences occurring in

greater than two percent of patients treated with YASERETIC in controlled clinical trials were: muscle

cramps (2.7 percent), nausea (2.5 percent), asthenia (2.4 percent), orthostatic effects (2.3 percent), impo-

tence (2.2 percent), and diarrhea (2.1 percent).

Clinical adverse experiences occurring in 0.5 to 2.0 percent of patients in controlled tnals included: &\ty

A< A Whole: Syncope, chest pain, abdominal pain, Cardioinsciuar: Orthostatic hypotension, palpitation,

tachycardia; Digestive: Vomiting, dyspepsia, constipation, flatulence, dry mouth: Ncrvous/Psychiatric:

Insomnia, nervousness, paresthesia, somnolence, vertigo; Skin: Pruritus, rash; Other: Dyspnea, gout, back

pain, arthralgia, diaphoresis, decreased libido, tinnitus, urinary tract infection.

Angioedema: Angioedema has been reported in patients receiving YASERETIC (0.6 percent).

Angioedema associated with laryngeal edema may be fatal. If angioedema of the face, extremities, lips,

tongue, glottis and/or larynx occurs, treatment with YASERETIC should be discontinued and appropri-

ate therapy instituted imriiediatelv. (See WARNINGS.)
Hi/potehsion: In clinical trials, adverse effects relating to hypotension occurred as follows: hypotension

(0.9 percent), orthostatic hypotension (1.5 percent), other orthostatic effects (2.3 percentl. In addition syn-

cope occurred in 1.3 percent of patients. (See WARNINGS.)
Cough: See PRECAUTIONS, Cough

Clinica) Liboraton/ Test Findings: Serum Electrolytes: See PRECAUTIONS.
Creatinine. Bldoil Urea Nitrogen: In controlled clinical trials minor increases in blood urea nitrogen and

serum creatinine, reversible upon discontinuation of therapy ,
were observed in about 0.6 percent of

patients with essential hypertension treated with YASERETIC. More marked increases nav e been

reported in other enaiapril experience. Increases are more likely to occur in patients with renal artery

stenosis. (See PRECAUTIONS.)
Serum Uric Acid. Clucost: Magnesium, and Calcium: See PRECAUTIONS
Hemoglobin and Hematocrit: Small decreases in hemoglobin and hematocrit (mean decreases of

approximately 0.3 g percent and 1.0 vol percent, respectively I occur frequently in hypertensive patients

treated with YASERETIC but are rarely of clinical importarice unless another cause of anemia coexists.

In clinical tnals, less than 0.1 percent ofpatients discontinued therapy due to anemia.

Liver Function Tests: Rarely, elevations of liver enzymes and /or serum bilirubin have occurred.

Other adverse reactions that have been reported with the individual components are listed below and,

within each category, are in order of decreasing severity.

Enaiapril Maleate—Enaiapril has been evaluated for safety in more than 10,OCX' patients. In clinical tnals

adverse reactions which occurred with enaiapril were also seen with YASERETIC. However, since

enaiapril has been marketed, the following adv erse reactions have been reported: Body As A Whole

Anaphylactoid reactions (see PRECAUTIONS, Hemodialysis Patients): Cardiovascular: Cardiac arrest:

myocardial infarction or cerebrov ascular accident, possibly secondary to excessive hypotension in high nsk

patients (see WARNINGS, Hypotension); pulmonary embolism and infarction; pulmonary edema; rnvthm

disturbances including atnal tachycardia and brady cardia; atnal fibrillation; hypotension; angina pectoris;

Digestive: Ileus, pancreatitis, hepatic failure, hepatitis (hepatocellular [proven on rechallenge] or cholestatic

Cdice), melena, anorexia, glossitis, stomatitis, drv mouth; Hematologic: Rare cases of neutropenia, throm-

'topenia and bone marrow depression, a few cases of hemolysis in patients with G-6-PD deficiency

have been reported in which a causal relationship to enaiapril cannot be excluded; Nervous

System/Psyclnatric Depression, confusion, ataxia, penpheral neuropathy (e.g., paresthesia, dysesthesia);

Urogenital: Renal failure, oliguria, renal dysfunction (see PRECAUTIONS), flank pain, gvriecomastia

Respiratory: Pulmonary infiltrates, bronchbspasm, pneumonia, bronchitis, rhinorrnea, sore throat and

hoarseness, asthma, upper respiratory infection; Skin: Exfoliative dermatitis, toxic epidermal necrolysis,

Stevens-Johnson syndrome, herpes zoster, erythema multiforme, urticaria, alopecia, Mushing, photosensi-

tivity; Special Sense-: Blurred vision, taste alteration, anosmia, conjunctivitis, drv eves, tearing.

Miscellaneous: A symptom complex has been reported which may include a positive ANA, an elevat-

ed ery throcyte sedimentation rate, arthralgia/arthritis, my algia, fever, serositis, vasculitis, leukocytosis,

eosinophilia, photosensitivity, rash and other dermatologic manifestations.

Fetal/Neonatal Morbidity and Mortality: See WARNINGS, Pregnancy, Enaiapril Maleate. Fetal/Neonatal

Morbidity and Mortality.

Hydrochlorothiazide—Body as a Whole: Weakness; Digestive: Pancreatitis, jaundice (intrahepatic cholestatic

jaundice), sialadenitis, cramping, gastnc irritation, anorexia; Hematologic: Aplastic anerrua, agranulocytosis,

leukopenia, hemolytic anemia, thrombocytopenia; Hypersensitivity: Purpura, photosensitivity, urticaria,

necrotizing angiitis (vasculitis and cutaneous v asculitis), fever, respiraton- distress including pneumonitis

and pulmonary edema, anaphylactic reactions; Musculoskeletal: Muscle spasm; Nervous System/Psychiatnc:

Restlessness; Renal: Renal failure, renal dysfunction, interstitial nephritis (see WARNINGS); Skin: Erythema

multiforme including Stev ens-Johnson syndrome, exfoliativ e dermatitis including toxic epidermal necroly-

sis, alopecia; Special Senses: Transient blurred vision, xanthopsia.

* Based on patient weight of 50 kg.
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month

In-Office Surgery?—Same Standards Prevail!

J. KELLEY AVERY, M.D.

Case Report
The patient is a 38-year-old female cashier who complained

of a painful enlargement on the palmar side of her long right

finger partially in the retinaculum at the base of the digit on the

radial side near the index finger. The examination by a board

certified general surgeon revealed a firm, small, smooth mass

about 5 mm in diameter which he felt sure was a ganglion cyst.

Since this lesion was more painful when the patient used the

hand during the course of her work, both she and her surgeon

thought that it should be removed. The procedure was de-

scribed to the patient and she requested that it be done in the

doctor’s office since she had no health insurance and desired to

hold down the expense of the operation as much as possible.

Although there was no documentation of the informed con-

sent discussion, the surgeon said he informed his patient that

the procedure could be done in his office and he would do it

under a “regional block.” He further warned his patient that

there was a possibility that the nerve on that side of the finger

could be damaged but indicated that the chances of that were

remote. The surgery was scheduled for the next week.

The office note stated that the surgery was done under

"local anesthesia—some bleeding encountered—vessels

clamped on the radial side—question of nerve injury.” The pa-

tient was informed of this possible complication and advised

that if she experienced any complication, i.e.. bleeding, numb-
ness. or pain, she should report to the emergency department of

the local hospital.

About four hours after the operation, the patient came to

the emergency department as directed and complained of

numbness, pain, and a bluish discoloration over the entire fin-

ger. Her doctor was notified and he requested a consultation by

a hand surgeon who came, evaluated the condition, and under

general anesthesia did a repair of a “small laceration of the

digital artery—and a reapproximation of the completely sev-

ered digital nerve.”

In the operative report, the operating surgeon stated that the

“digital artery on the ulnar side seemed to be pulsating nor-

mally, but it does not appear to be carrying enough blood to

adequately perfuse the entire finger.”

Three days after the repair, she returned to the hand

surgeon’s office for dressing of the operative site. The patient

said that in dressing she had stretched the finger, causing some
pain, but the physician did not think that she had injured the

repair. The patient complained of some altered sensation in the

finger, and the surgeon’s note speculated that “she might expe-

rience some ischemic numbness which should clear in time.”

He redressed the hand and advised the patient’s primary sur-

geon that the finger should be kept in flexion for five to six

Dr. Avery is chairman of the Loss Prevention Committee, State Volun-

teer Mutual Insurance Company, Brentwood.

The Case of the Month is taken from actual Tennessee closed claims. An
attempt is made to fictionalize the material in order to make it less easy to

identify. If you recognize your own case, please be assured that it is pre-

sented solely for the purpose of emphasizing the issues presented.

weeks, but he did not feel that his follow-up would be needed.

That patient was referred back to her original surgeon for con-

tinued care.

The patient was seen several times in the office of her pri-

mary surgeon, and at each dressing the wound was reported in

his office record as “looking good.” After six weeks in flexion,

the patient was begun on active exercises under the direction of

a physical medicine specialist in an orthopedic rehab center.

She made some progress over the next four months and was

advised to continue home exercise and to return for follow-up

in about six months.

She returned to the rehab office in about four months, com-

plaining of continuing pain and a failure to gain a full range of

motion in the finger. The original surgery was nine months old

and she continued to have pain that kept her up at night and,

because of the pain and limitation of motion, she could not do

her previous job. She was advised by the therapist that the

problem was a complex one and that there were no simple

solutions. The therapist thought that with continued massage

and exercise she would “eventually” improve. She was referred

back to her original surgeon for continued follow-up. She did

not return. She was left with a diagnosis of a flexion contrac-

ture of the right long finger and reflex dystrophy involving the

radial side of the hand.

A lawsuit was filed, charging “negligent injury of the artery

and nerve of the right long finger,” failure to use a tourniquet

in the performance of the operation, all of which had necessi-

tated the second operation, caused continued pain and some

degree of permanent injury and disability. The charge also

included fraudulent concealment of the nature of the risks of

the surgery as well as the nature of the resulting pain and

disability.

Loss Prevention Comments
There was little merit in the charge of fraudulent

concealment, and it was eventually dropped. Expert tes-

timony would not agree that it was acceptable to do this

kind of operation without a tourniquet. The question of

the exact kind of anesthesia was also a problem. The

office record had mentioned a “regional block” on the

first visit, but in the description of the procedure, the

language “local anesthesia” was used. The expert

thought that if the “local” was indeed a regional digital

block the standard of care was met, but only if a tourni-

quet had been used.

In the performance of the procedure, the injury to the

digital artery occurred, obscuring the operative site with

blood. The digital nerve appeared to have been “sev-

ered,” which probably occurred with the same move

that injured the artery, or in the effort to control bleed-

(Continued on page 400)
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Trauma Rounds

Injuries to the Ascending Aorta

JAMES V. LEWIS, M.D.; JULIE A. DUNN, M.D.; and RAYMOND P. COMPTON, M.D.

Introduction

It has been stated that the patient with an injury to

the ascending aorta secondary to blunt trauma rarely

survives transportation to the hospital. 1 The opportunity

for surgical treatment of an injury of this type, there-

fore, is uncommon. The following is a report of the

management of such a case.

Case Report
A 33-year-old man was involved in an accident as the re-

. strained driver of an automobile that had left the road at a high

rate of speed and struck a tree. After a brief period of uncon-

sciousness, he was evaluated at an outlying institution and

found to be alert with stable vital signs. His chief complaint at

that time was anterior chest pain. He was transferred to Hol-

ston Valley Hospital and Medical Center (HVHMC) for inves-

tigation and management of the blunt chest trauma.

A chest x-ray taken shortly after arrival at HVHMC
showed a widened superior mediastinum. Because of the pos-

sibility of an aortic injury the patient had an immediate aorto-

gram, Fig. 1 being of one of the films taken at that time. It

shows the area of confined rupture of the ascending aorta. He
subsequently had cardiopulmonary bypass and graft replace-

ment of the injured aorta: Fig. 2 is a postoperative aortogram.

His hospital course was uneventful, and he has returned to his

normal employment.

Discussion

In a study from Finland of 4.169 persons involved in

fatal automobile accidents, head injuries accounted for

42.6% of the deaths; chest injuries were second

(26.9%). It was not obvious from that study whether or

not the cause of death was determined by autopsy in

every case. Of the 809 persons who had been wearing

seat belts at the time of their accident, 207 died as a

result of fatal chest injuries, and of those, 98 were

found at autopsy to have sustained a rupture of the tho-

racic aorta. Eleven of the injuries were at the valve, 24

involved the ascending aorta, and 25 the aortic arch

(61% of the thoracic aortic ruptures). In a comparison

study the rupture was more often in the ascending aorta

in unbelted victims and in the distal descending aorta in

seat belt wearers. 2

A report from Los Angeles described 46 patients

with injury to the ascending aorta, aortic arch, and great

From the Department of Surgery. James H. Quillen College of Medi-

cine. East Tennessee State University. Johnson City.

vessels; of those, 82% were secondary to penetrating

trauma. Only one of four ascending aortic injuries was

from blunt trauma; 65% of the patients were stable at

the time of admission. Two of the patients with ascend-

ing aortic injuries required cardiopulmonary bypass. All

of the patients with ascending aortic injuries survived,

as did 43 of the 46 subjects of the report. 3

From the same institution 35 aortic injuries that oc-

curred over a 4*/2-year period of time were studied.

Nineteen of these were secondary to blunt trauma and

two involved the ascending aorta.4

Blunt injuries of the thoracic aorta of 51 patients

managed at the Massachusetts General Hospital were

Figure 1. Initial thoracic aortogram. Arrow points to area of rupture.
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reported. One involved the ascending aorta (2% of the

total) and was repaired on cardiopulmonary bypass with

graft insertion. There was one injury to the aortic arch

managed without bypass. 5

In a study of 114 patients with rupture of the tho-

racic aorta caused by blunt trauma and treated over a

Figure 2. Postoperative aortogram.

15-year period at the Shock Trauma Center of the Mary-

land Institute for Emergency Medical Services Systems

no involvement of the ascending aorta was reported. 6

Although as indicated by the foregoing reports the

repair of a rupture of the ascending thoracic aorta sec-

ondary to blunt trauma is rare, the early clinical man-

agement of such an injury differs little from that for

rupture of the descending thoracic aorta. Injury to the

aorta should be suspected in any person sustaining blunt

trauma to the anterior chest, particularly if this is the

result of rapid deceleration. A widened mediastinum

and fractures of the first and second ribs noted on chest

x-ray heightens suspicion that such an injury may be

present. Persons at risk for rupture of the thoracic aorta

should have immediate aortography. The rare patient

with an injury of the ascending aorta will require car-

diopulmonary bypass for repair and may require prompt

transfer to a facility where it is available. Most ascend-

ing aorta ruptures will need graft replacement.

Conclusions

As rupture of the ascending thoracic aorta is often a

lethal injury, few persons survive long enough to un-

dergo operative repair. As with all thoracic aortic inju-

ries a high index of suspicion that a rupture may have

occurred is important in assuring prompt diagnosis and

management. r s*
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month . .

.

(Continued from page 398)

ing, a clamp had divided the nerve.

The complications of reflex dystrophy and flexion

contracture were almost certainly due to the nerve in-

jury and the prolonged immobilization in flexion that

was necessary. It is a fact that injury to the digital nerve

and artery is a hazard of this procedure even under ideal

circumstances. The problems here seem to be that the

primary surgeon did not create “ideal circumstances.”

He failed to document that he had informed the patient

of these risks of the procedure. The patient denied that

he did. He did not use a tourniquet, which was manda-

tory in this kind of surgery. In his effort to accommo-

date the wishes of the patient to “hold down expenses,”

he did not do the procedure as he would have done in a

patient who was insured. The effect was that he had no

defenses against the charges of negligence. The patient

did have significant disability and expenses, and after

almost three years of investigation, discovery, and ne-

gotiations, a settlement was agreed to in the six-figure

range. Z7_. ^
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Department of Health Report

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome

SUZANNE M. ROTHACKER, R.N., Ph.D.

Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), formerly

known as crib death, has been redefined by medical

consensus as the sudden death of an infant under 1 year

of age that remains unexplained after the performance

of a complete postmortem investigation, including an

autopsy, an examination of the scene of death, and re-

view of the case history. 1

Cases of SIDS have been reported throughout his-

tory, with the first documented case appearing in the

Bible. Later references appeared in the Middle Ages,

and reports can be found in quotations from newspapers

in the mid- 1800s. However, only in the past three de-

cades has a serious interest in SIDS developed.

SIDS is the number one cause of death between the

ages of one week and one year. In the typical case,

death occurs in an apparently healthy infant who has

been put to bed without suspicion that anything is out of

the ordinary. Although these infants appear healthy be-

fore death, detailed histories and more intensive studies

of cardiorespiratory and neurologic function have pro-

duced evidence that some children were not entirely

normal previously. Some dysfunction of neural cardio-

respiratory control mechanisms may be present. Inci-

dence varies from 0.2 to 3/1.000 live births, and peaks

at 2 to 3 months of age. Approximately 125 babies in

Tennessee and 7,000 babies in the United States die of

SIDS every year.

A variety of genetic, environmental, and social fac-

tors have been associated with increased risk of SIDS,

including lack of prenatal care, low socioeconomic sta-

tus, and maternal smoking or narcotic use. Other infant

risk factors include low birthweight, prematurity, multi-

ple birth, low Apgar score at birth, and recent respira-

tory tract infection. Also, history of a sibling with SIDS

and history of an apparent life-threatening event

(ALTE) referred to in the earlier literature as a “near

miss” or aborted episode of SIDS, are other risk factors.

The American Academy of Pediatrics (1992) adds

sleeping in the prone position to the list of risk factors

for SIDS. The organization recommends putting infants

to bed on their back or sides instead of on their abdo-

From the Tennessee Department of Health, Nashville. Ms. Rothacker is

a nurse consultant in the TDH Maternal and Child Health Section.

men. To prevent suffocation, parents should be advised

to keep their babies away from large pillows, heavy

blankets, beanbag furniture, and water beds.

When SIDS strikes, the sense of loss and grief may
overwhelm not only the parents but also the health care

professionals. Many physicians questioned about SIDS

cases believed that they “missed" something and feared

they might be blamed for the death. With any death

some guilt occurs, but SIDS seems to heighten the ex-

perience because of the lack of a specific cause. Provid-

ing adequate support at the time of bereavement can be

difficult but extremely important. To help them deal

with grief and dispel guilt, family members require sup-

port not only during the days immediately following the

infant's death, but for at least several months thereafter.

In order to help the family cope with its loss, the

physician needs to immediately explain the SIDS diag-

nosis and provide a rational voice and a medical under-

standing of the tragedy without blame. 2 Literature can

be provided and referral made to a local support group

and to the county health department for follow-up.

Also, the family should be asked to contact the Sudden

Infant Death Syndrome Alliance, 10,500 Little Patuxent

Parkway, Suite 420, Columbia, MD 21044 ( 1 -800-22 1
-

SIDS) for details on services and literature available.

Another helpful agency is The Circle, SIDS, 8201

Greensboro Drive, Suite 600. McLean, VA 22102;

phone (703) 821-8955.

In Tennessee, the SIDS Program provides for autop-

sies for all sudden, unexpected deaths of children up to

3 years of age. certification of SIDS on the death certif-

icate, prompt notification to the parents about the cause

of death, preferably within 24 to 48 hours following the

death, educational programs for health care providers,

public safety officials and the public, counseling for

families affected by a SIDS loss, and systematic collec-

tion of data to be used in determination of the causes of

SIDS and possible methods of prevention. For further

information, contact your county health department.

j T7
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Vanderbilt Morning Report

Weakness in a Young Man

Case Report
The patient is a 26-year-old man who was healthy until his

present illness. He first noticed easy fatigability during fresh-

man college football five years earlier, but attributed it largely

to his vigorous training regimen. He was evaluated by his phy-

sician, who found the physical examination, serum glucose,

and thyroid studies normal. He continued college football and

wrestling, but his exercise tolerance continued to decline over

the next four years. He thought he was "deconditioned.” Dur-

ing the last four months, he noted a marked worsening of fa-

tigue, and had intermittent occipital headaches. For two months

he had noted watery diarrhea, which was worse after meals,

and had felt “clumsy.” Two days before presentation, he awak-

ened and could not walk due to profound weakness. He was

taken to the emergency department where his serum potassium

was found to be 2.1 mEq/L. His symptoms dramatically im-

proved after administration of 80 mEq oral potassium. An out-

patient endocrine evaluation was scheduled for two days later,

but he was again unable to walk on the following morning, and

returned and was admitted.

He does not use alcohol, tobacco, or drugs. He is not aller-

gic to any medications. He plans to enter law school in the fall.

His father has hyperthyroidism. Physical examination revealed

a blood pressure of 150/70 mm Hg, pulse 100/min, respirations

18/min, and temperature 99°F. There was tachypnea with exer-

tion. Pupils were equally round and reactive. A mild stare was

present. Fundi were normal. Oropharynx was normal. The neck

was supple with mild thyroid enlargement. No bruits were

heard. Lungs were clear to auscultation. Examination of the

heart revealed tachycardia without murmur. Examination of the

abdomen was normal. Neurologic examination was normal.

Deep tendon reflexes were 2+ and equal bilaterally.

Admission chemistry included a sodium of 144 mEq/L, po-

tassium 2.2 mEq/L, chloride 107 mEq/L, HCO3 22 mEq/L with

BUN 10 mg/dl and creatinine 0.7 mg/dl. SGOT, total bilirubin,

and alkaline phosphatase were normal. Creatine kinase was 48

IU/L. Thyroid studies revealed FT4 elevated at 3.3 ng/dl and

TSH <0.5 [xU/ml.

Discussion

Periodic paralysis has been described in patients

with hyperkalemia, hypokalemia, and normokalemia.

The disease has certain historical features that aid in

diagnosis. In most patients, it is of autosomal dominant

inheritance and the family history is suggestive. Symp-

toms begin early in life and only rarely begin after age

25. Mental status changes do not occur during attacks,

which come more often after rest or sleep, and rarely

occur in the midst of activity. They must be distin-

guished from cataplexy.

Hypokalemic periodic paralysis is a well-reported

complication of thyrotoxicosis in Asian populations; in

Presented by Paul J. Sabbatini, M.D., Hugh J. Morgan chief medical

resident, Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville.

Japan, it occurs in 1.9% of cases of hyperthyroidism. 1

In non-Asian populations, the incidence is estimated at

0.2%. 2 The clinical and laboratory features of thyrotox-

icosis-related and familial periodic paralysis are identi-

cal. 3 Patients have recurrent attacks of weakness, pre-

dominantly involving the lower extremities. Onset is

acute and typically without warning. Paralysis may be

asymmetrical with the most recently exercised muscles

being most involved. Sensory function is not affected.

Deep tendon reflexes may be normal or decreased. Clin-

ical signs of thyrotoxicosis may be subtle or absent. 1

Attacks may be precipitated by ingesting high carbo-

hydrate or sodium containing foods. Trauma, cold expo-

sure, and infection are also reported to exacerbate

symptoms. 3 Both seasonal and diurnal variations in at-

tack frequencies have been described. 1

The serum potassium decreases during attacks, but

may not necessarily fall below the normal range. This

fall represents an intracellular shift rather than depletion

of total body stores of potassium. Symptoms resolve in

3 to 36 hours as potassium returns to the extracellular

space. Supplemental potassium has been reported to al-

leviate symptoms more quickly. Definitive treatment is

correction of the hyperthyroidism. Episodes of paralysis

do not recur if the patient remains euthyroid. 1

The pathophysiology of thyrotoxicosis-related peri-

odic paralysis is not well understood. It is thought to be

more complex than the effect of thyroid hormone on

Na-K-ATPase activity and potassium metabolism alone.

Genetics studies have suggested that certain HLA
haplotypes may be more frequent, and provide a link

between Graves’ disease and periodic paralysis, but no

consistent marker has been identified. 1

The complaint of intermittent weakness is often en-

countered in clinical practice, but disorders that actually

cause patients of normal strength to become periodi-

cally weak are uncommon. The diagnosis is difficult be-

cause patients often have a normal physical examination

with normal laboratory studies between attacks. In pa-

tients with a suggestive history, the differential includes

thyrotoxicosis-related periodic paralysis, and thyroid

function should be assessed.
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Crippling Influenza

Case Report
A 29-year-old healthy woman presented herself to the

Vanderbilt Hospital emergency room seven days after she had

had a shaking chill and a temperature of 105.6°F. She had also

had coryza, cough, photophobia, ocular discomfort, and myal-

gia; acetaminophen and alcohol rubs gave symptomatic relief.

She remained febrile for three days, and her symptoms slowly

resolved. Two days before she was seen she developed a mild

“soreness” in her upper thighs and lower abdomen, and the leg

pain worsened until it was difficult for her to walk. She also

had pain in both shoulders. She had no recent trauma or vigor-

ous exercise, and had eaten no pork or uncooked meats. There

was no history of weight loss, dysuria, or dark urine.

The patient is married with two children. She is employed

as a data entry clerk. She is allergic to sulfa drugs, which give

her a rash. She has not received the influenza vaccine or pneu-

movac. She has no family history of muscular disorders.

On examination, her blood pressure was 145/100 mm Hg,

temperature 99. 1°F, pulse 72/min, and respirations 20/min.

Any movement exacerbated her pain. Examination of the abdo-

men revealed no hepatomegaly or splenomegaly, and the ex-

tremities had no edema. Both thighs were exquisitely tender to

gentle palpation and movement. The neurological examination

was normal.

A laboratory evaluation included WBC count 6,000/cu mm,
PCV 38%, and platelets 214,000/cu mm. Electrolytes were

normal with BUN 10 mg/dl and creatinine 0.7 mg/dl. SGOT
was 439 IU/L with alkaline phosphatase 55 IU/L and total bi-

lirubin 0.4 mg/dl. Urinalysis showed 1+ albumin, 5 to 15

RBCs, 0 to 4 WBCs, and specific gravity 1.025. CPK was

68.000 IU/L

The patient was admitted with a presumed diagnosis of

post-influenza rhabdomyolysis for intravenous hydration. De-

spite hydration, the CPK continued to rise to a peak level of

119.000 IU/L (0% MB) over the next three days. A muscle

biopsy showed severe rhabdomyolysis with no evidence for

myositis. She regained mobility, and was discharged without

pain with a waning CPK of 9,400 IU/L.

Discussion

Rhabdomyolysis is a clinical and laboratory syn-

drome resulting from injury to skeletal muscle with the

release of cell content. The earliest reference to this

syndrome is probably found in the Bible in the Book of

Numbers. 1 The diagnosis is made by demonstrating ele-

vated levels of released contents that include creatine

kinase, SGOT, LDH, aldolase, potassium, and phos-

Presented by Russell Boyd, third-year medical* student, and Paul J.

Sabbatini, M.D., Hugh J. Morgan chief medical resident, Vanderbilt Univer-

sity Hospital, Nashville.

phate. Alcohol abuse, muscular compression, and sei-

zures are the most common etiologic factors. There are

numerous other less common etiologies including meta-

bolic disorders, drugs, toxins, temperature extremes,

sickle cell trait, infections, and genetic disorders. 2

While myalgia is an invariable complaint in influ-

enza, myositis, rhabdomyolysis, and acute renal failure

are extremely rare complications. 3 Patients typically

have fever and an acute viral illness that resolves, and

they are often asymptomatic for several days. Exquisite

tenderness, when present, usually develops in the mus-

culature of the lower extremity, such that the patient

may not be able to tolerate the pressure of bed sheets.

The muscles may be boggy and swollen. Serum CPK
and aldolase are elevated. The influenza virus has been

identified in biopsies of affected muscles. An immune
cross-reactivity seems plausible, but no pathogenesis

has been elucidated.4

Local irritation accounts for the most common pre-

senting symptom of muscle pain. In one series, 50% of

patients had no complaints of muscle pain on presenta-

tion. The lack of myoglobinuria does not exclude the

diagnosis of rhabdomyolysis. Approximately 50% of

patients with elevated creatinine kinase have been re-

ported to have a negative orthotolidine dipstick on pre-

sentation. The frequency of acute renal failure in

rhabdomyolysis is unclear, but it may be as high as

33%.4 -5

Rhabdomyolysis is commonly considered in the set-

ting of trauma, exercise, seizure, or alcohol use. It

should be remembered that it can also occur in the set-

ting of other nontraumatic illnesses. Additionally, the

potential absence of muscle pain makes suspicion im-

portant in order for the diagnosis to be made.

Rhabdomyolysis following influenza is a reported en-

tity. Careful attention to hydration and electrolyte man-

agement can reduce morbidity and mortality of this

syndrome. r y
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CARE Program Update

TMA Leaders Set the Agenda for the Future

ROBERT BOWERS, M.D., Co-Chairman

TMA Communications and Public Service Committee

American health care is at a crossroads. It appears

certain some kind of national health care reform will be

adopted to control costs and ensure access for all pa-

tients. However, some questions have yet to be an-

swered. How can physicians, hospitals, and laboratories

join forces to compete for business? Will patients retain

the right to choose their own physicians? These ques-

tions were addressed during the Tennessee Medical As-

sociation annual meeting in Knoxville this April.

To assist physicians in understanding the challenges

and pitfalls of national health care reform, TMA’s Com-
munications and Public Service Committee convened a

panel of national and state experts for a discussion on

“How Health Care Reform Impacts Tennessee Patients.”

The panelists included the Honorable Jim Cooper of

the U.S. House of Representatives; Russell White, com-

missioner of the Tennessee Department of Health; Tom
Long, president of Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Tennes-

see; Clayton McWhorter, chairman and CEO of Health-

Trust; John Lamb, M.D., chairman of the TMA Board

of Trustees; and Daniel Johnson, M.D., from the Amer-

ican Medical Association. TMA president Charles Ed

Allen, M.D., served as moderator for the panel.

Representative Cooper provided the audience with a

thorough description of the “managed competition”

model of health care reform, explaining how Tennessee

physicians might be affected.

Other panelists described the concerns of various

groups such as insurers, state and county health offi-

cials, and private hospital groups. During the forum, au-

dience members were invited to ask detailed questions

and express their concerns about the focus of national

and state health care reform proposals.

Perhaps the most important lesson to emerge from

this forum was the certainty that Tennessee physicians

face changes in their practice patterns regardless of

which reform proposal is adopted. This message should

serve as a reminder to all TMA physicians that our

voices must be heard in the reform debate.

The issue of state reform was also addressed. Gover-

nor Ned McWherter’s proposed TennCare, if approved

by the federal government, would scrap the state’s Med-

icaid program and phase in a new program of coverage

for uninsured patients. To give Tennessee physicians a

chance to express their views on TennCare, the TMA

leadership proposed a series of regional seminars ex-

plaining the TennCare program and its influence on

practice patterns. You’ll be hearing more about the

TennCare seminars as they are developed.

The Communications and Public Service Committee

outlined objectives and successes of the CARE pro-

gram, TMA’s communications and public relations ef-

fort. The patient newsletter , distributed through physi-

cian offices, has been renamed “CARE Link.” The

newsletter, filled with easy to understand information

on health care, will continue to be distributed every

other month. Posters encouraging patient-physician

communication also will be provided for physicians’ of-

fices every other month.

Other success stories from the CARE program in-

clude mini-internships to educate the media, legislators,

and business leaders about the challenges and problems

faced daily by physicians.

The CARE program’s Spokesperson Network desig-

nates various physicians from around the state as media

contacts. These physicians have agreed to media inter-

views in which they actively express the philosophy of

the TMA membership and promote “good” news from

medicine. To prepare physicians and TMA leaders for

interviews, in-depth media training is provided.

Leaders of local medical societies also receive copies

of TMA editorials , which can be personalized and sent

to community newspapers for publication.

New programs include sponsorship of sports events

on the University of Tennessee radio network; media

training seminars for physicians; a state media tour

highlighting the goals of health care reform; a new re-

search project measuring the effectiveness of physicians

in dealing with patients; and a campaign to strengthen

the health education curriculum in Tennessee schools.

The information presented during the annual meeting

led to one inescapable conclusion. TMA physicians will

face many new challenges in the year ahead. Political

pressure, economic hardship, patient uncertainty, and

new technology are all converging to force changes in

the way we provide medical care. As we prepare for

these changes, we must remember that the nation’s

medical care is still the best in the world and it is up to

us to make sure that the standards of care remain high.

TZZ7
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Dodson Corner

Home Safety ... To Go

CINDY OSTERLE

“Look Before You Leap!”

One winter evening a few years ago as I was leaving

my home, I missed a step and fell two feet to the ground.

Now, you wouldn't think a fall like that would result in

serious injury . .
.
yet, that fall altered my life for the

next year. I didn't know it then, but I was about to

become a statistic: one of the more than 4 million peo-

ple who sustain disabling injuries each year in the home.

About 27,000 of these accidents result in death, accord-

ing to the National Safety Council (NSC). The after-

math of my fall was a one-week hospital stay and eight

weeks of recuperation in my home! The NSC reports

that home accidents combined with other off-the-job ac-

cidents cost employers 55 million lost workdays in

1987 with a total cost to the nation of at least $4 billion.

Is HOME Safety an Employer’s Concern?

It is said that workers off-the-job suffer nearly one

and one-half times as many disabling injuries as those

at work. As an employer, one way to prevent these un-

necessary losses is by extending company safety and

health guidelines beyond the workplace. Many of the

hazards existing on-the-job are also present in the home
and many occupational safety practices can be easily

adapted to fit off-the-job environments.

There are a variety of methods used by safety man-

agers and supervisors to spread safety awareness. Com-
pany wellness programs and safety presentations may
be expanded to include home safety information. Em-
ployee publications, paycheck stuffers, posters, and

public address announcements are also good vehicles

for passing along after-hours safety and health tips.

Whatever communication method you choose, home
safety training will be most effective when hazardous

situations are compared with those in the home.

Safety Checks Made Easy!

In any environment, the formula for preventing inju-

ries is the same: careful housekeeping as well as safe

practices. One of the most effective procedures to en-

sure safety in the home is a routine room-by-room check

for potential dangers. Here are some important points to

cover in a home safety program for employees:

• Kitchen Safety—Accidents such as falls, fires, poi-

sonings, cuts, bums, and electric shocks lead the list of

accidents in this room. Specific safe practices should be

From the Dodson Insurance Group (the TMA-endorsed Workers' Com-

pensation Insurance Plan). Ms. Osterle is coordinator of Advertising and

Communications at the Dodson Group.

discussed for each type of accident.

• Bathroom—The Columbia University Physicians

and Surgeons Medical Reference Guide identifies this

room as the second most dangerous room in the home
and the site of about 200.000 injuries a year including

cuts, falls, and electric shocks. Present specific ideas to

help reduce these types of accidents.

It's been proven that dampness and heat destroy the

effectiveness of prescription and over-the-counter drugs.

Consider relocating all drugs from the medicine cabinet

to a cool, dry location. Perhaps store them in a locked

tackle box in a closet, always away from children.

• Bedroom—Safety measures here would include

not smoking in bed and making sure all heating pads

and electric blankets are functional. A telephone should

be within reach of the bed. especially for persons with

heart disease, diabetes, or other chronic illnesses.

• Living Room—In this room as well as others, elec-

trical outlets should be checked. Make sure they aren't

overloaded. Inspect electrical cords periodically for

wear and fraying. All carpeting should lie flat with

edges secured.

• Entrances and Stairways—All stairways should

have railing. Firmly secure all carpeting on stairways.

Make sure entrances and stairways are properly lighted

and free of clutter. Never wax stairs or landings.

• Basements , Utility Rooms, and Workrooms—In-

stall washers and dryers in a well-lighted area away

from dampness. Check dryers to be sure they are well-

vented. Store tools out of reach of children and keep

pets out of the work area.

One or more fire alarms in good working order

should be present in every home. A fire extinguisher

should be located in a utility room or workroom.

• Gardens, Garage, and Backyard—Keep all power

mowers and yard tools in proper working order and

away from children. Tennis shoes can be slippery on

grass and should not be worn while operating a power

lawn mower. Keep the garden hose rolled up out of the

walking path. Pesticides should be used with extreme

caution. Follow barbecue safety procedures. Driveways

should be kept free of toys and clutter.

A Little Common Sense Goes a Long Way
Most accidents can be prevented with a little com-

mon sense, proper knowledge, and attention to some basic

principles of safety. You can help create awareness by

including home safety in your workplace programs. For

more information, contact the National Safety Council.

1121 Spring Lake Drive, Itasca, IL 60143. r s'
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She’s 64 years old,

aid she said her

first word today

Bonnie C. used to tell wonderful stories to all the

neighborhood children. Until a stroke silenced her.

Nashville Rehabilitation Hospital helped her find

her voice again. It’s the only hospital in Middle Tennessee

devoted to physical rehabilitation. It’s ready with the

specially trained healthcare professionals, skills and

technology necessary to help patients regain their ability to

walk, speak or work following stroke, illness or injury.

For more information, ask your physician or call

1-800-CARE-108 or 615/226-4330. We help make “firsts”

happen all over again.

NASHVILLE
REHABILITATION
HOSPITAL

FPSUfc Rehabilitation System

Services will be provided in a non-discriminatory manner without regard to race, color, national origin or disability.
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Special Item

The Darker Side of Networking—Price-Fixing

HARRY B. RAY

Introduction

Health care providers naturally tend to collaborate or

network with each other in a variety of ways in order to

increase the quality and efficiency of the care and treat-

ment of the patient. The vast majority of these activities

are not only legal, but are commendable. This article

will address two areas where networking activities of

health care providers can amount to price-fixing. The

first problem arises when providers desire to band to-

gether to negotiate with third-party payors. The second

problem arises from sharing fee or price information.

Bargaining Strength

Twenty years ago, the term “price-fixing” was

hardly in the vocabulary of most health care profession-

als. The professions were thought to be exempt from

price-fixing laws until the U.S. Supreme Court ruled

otherwise in a 1975 decision. Now it is a topic of con-

siderable interest to the American Medical Association

(AMA), the American Hospital Association (AHA), and

the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association. Repre-

sentatives from each of these three organizations have

recently appeared before a U.S. Senate subcommittee to

offer testimony on antitrust enforcement in the health

care field.

At the core of these lobbying efforts is their shared

concern that due to lack of bargaining power health care

providers are at a disadvantage w'hen it comes to nego-

tiating managed care plans. The proposal the AMA has

presented to the senate subcommittee would allow pro-

viders to approach payors collectively and provide input

on administration, fees, and payment-related issues.

Similarly, AHA proposes that the antitrust laws should

permit more hospital “collaboration" agreements and

allow' hospitals to negotiate collectively over price.

It appears that these lobbying efforts are going to

meet with strong opposition. Subcommittee Chairman

Senator Howard Metzenbaum (D-Ohio) has remarked

that he is going to be a hard sell, adding that “antitrust

loopholes sought by businesses are rarely in the best

interest of consumers.” Federal Trade Commission

Mr. Ray is a partner with the law firm of Stophel & Stophel. P.C., in

Chattanooga.

Reprint requests to Stophel & Stophel. P.C.. 500 Talian Building. Two
Union Square. Chattanooga. TN 37402 (Mr. Ray).

(FTC) Chairman Janet Steiger has recently voiced

strong opposition to these proposed changes to the anti-

trust laws as well.

Assuming that the measures proposed by the AMA,
AHA and others like them prove unsuccessful, one pos-

sible alternative may be for health care providers to

form highly integrated health care delivery systems.

This alternative entails risk, as more fully explained

below. "Integration” refers to the degree to which a

group of health care providers acts as a single business.

The more highly integrated a group is, the less suscep-

tible the members are to price-fixing charges. At the

most highly integrated and safest end of the spectrum

would be an incorporated group functioning as a single

business which bills for the services of its providers.

If the group must have less than total integration in

order to function, it still may be possible to proceed

under this alternative, depending upon how the group is

structured, and on the surrounding facts and circum-

stances. It is generally recognized, even by the FTC,

that at some point along the integration spectrum (short

of full integration) a group of providers gains sufficient

elements of integration so that its bargaining activities

fall under the rule of reason rather than the dreaded per

se analysis. When the per se rule applies, the court must

find against the defendants, regardless of the mitigating

circumstances involved, once it has been proven that

price-fixing activities have occurred. Under the rule of

reason, the court balances the desirability of the activity

under consideration against the injury such activity has

upon competition within the market. If a group is suffi-

ciently integrated to be considered under the rule of rea-

son. it has already won half the battle. Perhaps the most

favorable factor that can be shown under the rule of

reason is that the group does not control a significant

share of the relevant market. Other considerations that

indicate a lack of competitive injury include proof that

the group does not unreasonably exclude providers who
wash to participate, and that its operations will not cause

a reduction in the availability, quality, or efficiency of

health care sendees.

The critical objective, therefore, is to build enough

integration into the structure of the group to move the

group's negotiations from a per se analysis to a rule of

reason analysis. Unfortunately, there is no clear-cut an-

swer to whether or not collaborations such as those
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known as “group practices without walls,” or other types

of multispecialty affiliations, are sufficiently integrated

to qualify. The circumstances of each arrangement must

be separately considered. There are, however, at least

two ways a group can become more integrated.

One method is to offer a new product or service that

the individual providers cannot furnish on their own.

Examples would include offering multiple specialties,

providing a referral network, providing services to an

additional geographic area, and making utilization re-

views available.

The second approach is to introduce an element of

risk-sharing to the group. That is, the more closely the

fortunes or misfortunes of the individual providers are

tied to those of the group, the more integrated it will be.

One example of risk-sharing would be for the group to

place a lid or a cap on the total amount of fees charged

under the plan, or on a lesser scale, on a given course of

treatment or surgical procedure. HMOs typically con-

tain such capitation features.

While these integration measures help insulate the

group from price-fixing charges, measures that restrain

the type of care the members may provide or the terri-

tory within which they may practice should be avoided.

Such measures will cause more antitrust problems than

they will solve.

In addition to integration measures, another step of

risk reduction will be to contract with an independent

agency not owned by any of the health care providers

(such as a management consultant group) to negotiate a

fee structure on behalf of the group. Such an indepen-

dent agency could negotiate with the payor to arrange

for the provision of health care services and then make

the arrangements with the providers. Because the inde-

pendent agency would be acting unilaterally, the prob-

lem of having a combination or a conspiracy is further

reduced. The key is that it must truly be acting unilaterally,

rather than simply following instructions of the group.

It should be stressed that although these measures

reduce antitrust exposure, none of them, whether taken

singly or in combination, guarantees safety—particu-

larly if the group controls a large market share. It is

hoped that President Clinton's health care reform pack-

age, if enacted, will contain a safe harbor for these

types of activities. There are indications that it may. In

the meantime, one other measure worth considering is

to seek an advisory opinion from either the FTC or the

Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice. A fa-

vorable opinion would all but eliminate the risk in-

volved, so long as the facts presented to the government

are accurate and remain constant.

Information Sharing

The pooling and sharing of fee schedules can enable

health care professionals to practice more competitively.

In most instances, this activity is perfectly legal. If done

improperly, however, exchanges of price information

among competitors can lead to an illegal understanding

of what prices the competitors will charge in the future.

Also, even if no such understanding follows the ex-

change of price information, an antitrust problem could

still arise if the participants’ prices increase or stabilize

from market conditions resulting from such price ex-

change. Price information includes not only specific prices,

but also percentage price increases, profit margins, dis-

counts, pricing formulae, and other pricing methods.

Three key elements determine whether exchanging

price information is a part of a price-fixing scheme.

They are (1) the intent of the exchange, (2) the process

used in gathering and disseminating such information,

and (3) the result of such exchange.

Intent. The consideration of this first element is

fairly straightforward. Is the information being compiled

for a legal or an illegal purpose? The most common
legitimate purpose for surveys is to better educate the

health care providers about the market conditions so that

they can become more competitive. Other purposes that

are usually permitted include (1) competing hospitals

pooling information to contest an application for a cer-

tificate of need, and (2) the need for merging organiza-

tions to have such information as part of their due dili-

gence. In each circumstance, care should be taken that

the shared information is used strictly for that purpose.

If the competitors are compiling the information to

allocate markets, set fees, stabilize prices, or otherwise

restrain trade, they will be in violation of the antitrust

laws. Intent is a subjective matter, since it is always

difficult to prove the true intention of an individual or a

group. If the results of the information sharing are anti-

competitive, the courts are prone to infer an illegal pur-

pose. Although hardly conclusive, it is nevertheless

worthwhile to state in the survey its legitimate purpose.

Process. So as to reduce the likelihood of an anti-

trust violation, we recommend that the procedures

below be followed in collecting and disseminating price

information.

Use Historical Information. It is far safer to ex-

change historical price information than current price

information or, even worse, the prices providers intend

to charge in the near future.

Involve Large Numbers in the Survey. The more

health care providers participating in the survey, the

better. One can easily see the difference between ob-

taining price information from providers in a seven-

state region and a survey of six small town physicians

who collectively meet the health care needs of their en-

tire community.

Mask Identity of Information Sources. The identity

of sources of specific information should not be dis-

closed in the survey results. The best approach is to

summarize the information received from the providers

in terms of providing a range such as the highest and

lowest amount, the median amount, and the average

amount. Information so digested and analyzed is not only

safer than raw data from an antitrust standpoint, but

probably is more helpful to the users of the information.

Use a Third Party to Collect Information. It is much

better for price information to be gathered, analyzed.
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and disseminated by a third party that is not one of the

sources of the information. If none of the providers is

aware of the provider of the information, the chance of

a price-fixing conspiracy is lessened considerably. Pro-

fessional associations are excellent vehicles through

which to conduct these types of surveys.

Provide Information to Payors. The FTC has indi-

cated a willingness to overlook compliance with some

of the factors outlined above in those instances where

the results of the survey are furnished to payors. Provid-

ers sharing this information with payors helps to dispel

any notions of a back room conspiracy.

Results. Both the courts and the enforcers of anti-

trust law understand that few conspiracies are going to

be open and overt. If shortly after an exchange of price

information the providers bring their fees into close

proximity, the government may well infer that a price-

fixing conspiracy has occurred. This would be espe-

cially true in the case of a small group who exchanged

the information directly.

It is true that a price-fixing conspiracy is not the

only inference that could be drawn from a movement
towards a common level of fees among providers after

price information has been shared. It is certainly possi-

ble that the health care providers might have acted indi-

vidually and not in concert in changing their fees. If the

procedures set forth above were strictly followed, such

would be a credible argument.

Therefore, the conduct of the providers following a

survey is not necessarily conclusive. Conversely, failure

of the surveyed providers to change their prices after

the survey results are made known does not necessarily

mean that there is no price-fixing conspiracy involved.

If the survey indicates that the fee policies of the pro-

viders were already in line, it is arguable that the survey

served only to further stabilize their fees.

Conclusion

Networking among health care providers can be very

beneficial, not only to the health care industry, but also

to society as a whole. Through the exchange of ideas,

health care providers can achieve breakthroughs, en-

hance the quality of their services, and learn to operate

more efficiently and less expensively. Networking can

achieve pro-competitive results. There is, however, a

darker side to networking that can serve as the spawn-

ing grounds for criminal activity. Providers desiring to

strengthen their bargaining position by forming an inte-

grated network should exercise caution. Similarly, the

sharing of price information should also be undertaken

with great care. While this article offers guidance re-

garding two of the problems involved with such net-

working activities, it should not be substituted for the

advice of competent legal counsel as specific situations

arise. r y

PHYSICIAN RESIDENT ALERT:
IF YOU COULD USE OVER $25,000 A YEAR-

ANSWER THIS AD.

The U.S. Army’s Financial Assistance

Program (FAP) will subsidize training in cer-

tain specialties totaling over $25,000 a year.

Here’s how it breaks down - an annual

grant, plus a monthly stipend and reimburse-

ment of approved educational expenses.

You will be part of a unique health care

team where you will find many opportunities

to continue your education, work at state-of-

the-art facilities, and receive outstanding

benefits.

So, ifyou are a resident who could use

over $25,000 a year, contact an Army Medical

Counselor immediately.

CALL COLLECT:

(901) 725-5852

ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE?
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Special Item

TMA Presidential Address

CHARLES W. WHITE, M.D.

As we approach the 21st century, we in Tennessee

must involve our medical association in the future. At

this point we may not be sure what the future holds for

our profession. I contend that in the future—as in the

past—people will still regard medicine as the noblest

profession. Because I hold such a high regard for the

profession of medicine, I cannot help but look forward,

and as I look I quickly decide that the future of medi-

cine will be brighter by far than the past. This is not to

say that we should go stumbling blindly into the 21st

century. The profession of medicine, and therefore our

medical association, should actively plan for the future

and make adequate preparation. Advance planning is

the key that will let us continue to help the people of

Tennessee into the distant future.

When we properly carry out long-range planning we

will take into consideration most or all of the programs

that our membership and patients may require. We who
have active roles in the Tennessee Medical Association

should be responsive to our membership. What are the

needs of our membership? What do our members desire

from the TMA? How do we find out what the average

practitioner who does not attend the annual meeting or

serve on any committee wants from his or her member-

ship in our society? We should attempt to answer these

questions because if the desires of our membership are

addressed, we will be able to increase the number of

physicians we represent.

The TMA does represent all of the physicians in

our state. We represent those of you who pay dues and

participate in our association activities. We also repre-

sent those who never participate and never pay dues. It

is a fact that we represent those freeloaders just as we

represent those who are dues-paying, active members.

I believe that the TMA should advocate quality med-

ical care and total access to care, and most certainly we

should be advocates for our patients who really have no

other group of any strength to be advocates for them.

Physicians who put their patients first will never lack

for a good reputation. Therefore, if our medical associ-

ation will place the well-being of the people of Tennes-

see ahead of the well-being of our physician members,

Presented as the Inaugural Address of the President, 158th annual meet-

ing of the Tennessee Medical Association, Knoxville, April 16, 1993.

Reprint requests to 14 Hospital Drive, Lexington, TN 38351 (Dr.

White).

I believe that the reputation of organized medicine and

physicians in our state will be greatly enhanced.

The TMA should seek to unify the physicians in our

state. If you are a physician first, it should not matter

where you practice, what specialty you practice, or

under what group, partnership, or solo arrangement you

practice. All physicians should unite under the banner

of the TMA so that we can speak to the legislature, state

agencies, insurance companies, and the public with one

voice. If we do this, our influence in these areas will be

greatly improved, and we will all enjoy a greater free-

dom in the practice of medicine. As physicians we

should deplore any form of division within our ranks

whether this division comes from specialty organiza-

tions, group practice arrangements, or location of prac-

tice. This is a time in the history of medicine when we
should all join hands for the good of our patients and

for the good of the medical profession.

As physicians we should always be responsive to

the needs of our patients. Our profession is, and always

has been, one of service to our fellow men. We should

never forget this during all of the discussions that are

ongoing regarding health care reform.

We have already seen many different answers from

many different people about health care reform. In the

near future we will hear a proposal from President Clin-

ton, who has placed health care reform high on his

agenda. I would remind you that health care reform is

not a novel idea, in spite of our president’s effort to

make it sound like it is. In the March 1893 issue of the

Journal of the American Medical Association there was

an editorial questioning government intrusion into the

practice of medicine. Fifty years ago Forbes magazine

had an article stating that medical care costs money

—

more money than the majority of Americans can afford.

The spectre of medical expenses that averaged $120 an-

nually haunted most homes. This article went on to advo-

cate for price controls and government intervention. Many

of you in this room remember when Dr. Edward R.

Annis, who was the president of the American Medical

Association about 30 years ago, stated on national tele-

vision that the concept of Medicare and free medicine

would eventually bankrupt our nation. I believe more

now than ever before that medical care by physicians

should be accompanied by continued responsibility by

our patients in the form of copayments and coinsurance.

It is too easy for any group of people to abuse some-
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thing that they get for nothing. I am fearful that health

care reform may be another way for the government

and other third party payors to intervene in the practice

of medicine. There is a great amount of evidence to

suggest that a large percentage of the nation’s health

care costs result from the government’s rules, regula-

tions, and paperwork, which have been brought about

by past attempts to intervene in the practice of medi-

cine. The United States and the state of Tennessee cer-

tainly need a broad policy for health care reform. What

we do not need are additional attempts to micro-manage

our patients and our practices in such a way that we are

smothered by government rules and regulations.

There is no question that we have approximately

15% of our population who are not insured or underin-

sured—the so-called working poor. In some fashion

health care professionals should certainly offer access to

care for these people. When we talk about extending

coverage and care to these people who are underinsured

or uninsured, we should certainly not forget the other

85% of our population, most of whom are not too dis-

satisfied with our system of medical care and may be

dissatisfied only with the mounting cost of care.

There do need to be some adjustments in the way

health care is delivered, but there is no need for a com-

plete overhaul of our system—nor is there need for

drastic changes in the system that would alter the way

we practice medicine. I would tell everyone here that if

you like the way federal government runs the postal ser-

vice, the rail service, and has insidiously inserted them-

selves into our daily lives, you will love the practice of

medicine by the federal government.

It is my firm belief that health care reform can be

accomplished by responsible groups of people repre-

senting medicine, insurance, industry, and government.

Of course, the people representing these groups must be

empowered to speak for the groups they represent. I be-

lieve that the TMA should be in the forefront of health

care reform in the state of Tennessee, and that any ef-

forts at health care reform should largely be directed at

how we can best serve our patients.

In the past 40 years medicine has meant a lot to me.

My earliest thoughts about medicine were admiration

for the practitioners I saw at work. Medicine has and

always will be a challenge to me. The practice of med-

icine continues to be rewarding, although there are frus-

trations related to intervention by entities outside of

medicine and heartaches when you lose close friends or

colleagues, or you must inform a patient about a termi-

nal condition. I have always looked on these moments

as a small price to pay for doing what I like to do every

day—practice medicine. I get a reward from my pa-

tients every day in the form of three words they say as

they leave my examining room. I hope I am still hear-

ing these words in the distant future as I continue to

practice medicine. Those three words are, “Thank you.

Doctor.” r y
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THE ARMY RESERVE OFFERS UNIQUE AND
REWARDING EXPERIENCES.

As a medical officer in the Army Reserve you will be offered a

variety of challenges and rewards. You will also have a unique

array of advantages that will add a new dimension to your

civilian career, such as:

• special training programs
• advanced casualty care

• advanced trauma life support

• flight medicine
• continuing medical education programs and conferences

• physician networking
• attractive retirement benefits

• change of pace

It could be to your advantage to find out how well the Army
Reserve will treat you for a small amount of your time. An Army
Reserve Medical Counselor can tell you more, call:

Collect (901) 388-9876

ARMY RESERVE MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

IntroducingA Bill That

Actually Gets Smaller OverTime.

Y)urs. The older your receivables

get, the less they’re worth.

Between 90 and 180 days, the value of past due

receivables decreases Vi% every day.

And, at 180 days, your receivables are worth one

third of the original value. That’s only 33 c on

the dollar.

Don’t wait to collect what’s yours. Put I.C. System

to work for you. We’re endorsed for debt collection

services by more than 1,000 business and professional

associations nationwide, including yours.

Call I.C. System today. Before your money

1-800-3S5-6884

Endorsed by Tennessee Medical Association

I.C. System
• The System Works
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Charles w. White

Avarice and Greed

Webster’s dictionary defines avarice as ‘'an inordinate desire of gaining and

possessing wealth.” It also defines greed as “eager and selfish desire.” As physi-

cians we should always be reminded that we would never want our names or

profession associated with either of these two words. This means to me that we

should always consider our motives when we become involved in any enterprise

that could possibly affect either our own finances in a positive manner or the

finances of our patients in a negative one. There are always entrepreneurs in every

society who would seek to entice us physicians into some scheme to “make

money.” One phrase that I have heard to the point of nausea is “Doctor, you can

pay for this machine if you will only order (so many tests per day, per week, or

per month).” Frequently, there is also an added inference that if you aren't doing

that number of tests already you may not be practicing modern medicine. Another

colleague is frequently used as an example of someone who has already bought

some item and has paid for it many times over because he uses the equipment to

its capacity.

In addition to technologically advanced equipment, there is also a frequent dan-

ger of overusing procedures that have become easy to do but marginally benefit the

patient. We must continually ask ourselves whether as physicians we are ordering

a test or performing a procedure for the real benefit of the patient or because there

is additional reimbursement for the test or procedure.

We all know that there are many considerations when we discuss medical eth-

ics. We should always remember that the word “ethics” also encompasses the

determination of right or wrong. As physicians we should make it a rule to con-

sider the motive behind buying any piece of equipment, ordering any test, or per-

forming any procedure. As physicians we should strive for the highest ethics and

never be known as greedy or avaricious.
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editorial/

Alive and Well and Living In . .

.

Q. What do Frodo Baggins, Jacques Brel, and

Elvis Presley have in common?
A. They have all been reported to be in good

health and in residence in one place or an-

other on this planet.

Being as Frodo is what one might classify as a

virtual image, his claim, or I guess more properly the

claim made about him by some of his admirers, if not

the easiest to dispose of here, is the one that can be

at least the most quickly settled. According to a once

rather widely distributed bumper sticker, Frodo was

alive and well and living in London. If he was then,

he might still be. That would be pretty hard to either

verify or dispute, since it depends a lot upon one’s

notions about and attitude toward the well-being of

what most rational individuals are not unlikely to

consider a figment. For those who think Frodo never

was alive and well anywhere, London is as good as

any; for those of us who traveled with him through

Middle Earth and left him at the Gray Havens . . .

well, for us it might as well be London, too. After

all, the chronicler of the Days of Middle Earth left

him, after a long voyage, on a white beach in a green

land, and didn't tell us where. So much for Frodo.

Elvis, on the other hand, is at the same time less

and more difficult to deal with. According to the re-

cord, Elvis OD’d in Memphis and was buried there

in 1977. Ever since that time, sightings (the term that

is often used, a la, I guess, flying saucers and other

figmentary objects) have been reported in various

places the world over. What he has appeared as is

apparently not the worn out, near-60-year-old shell of

former greatness he would now be, or the 42-year-

old dilapidated, baggy-eyed, once and apparently

also future King he was when the record says he

departed this Earth, but as the vibrant, wobbly-kneed,

pelvis-gyrating, guitar-thumping idol of late 1950s

teenage America.

If being alive and well means the apparently un-

dying adulation of his now near-middle-aged fans,

who keep on adding to their numbers new teenagers

who thrill to the voice that emanates from his record-

ings and his gyrations immortalized on film, then I

guess you could say Elvis is alive and well nearly

everywhere on Earth, so widespread is the admiration

of his product, a word I use advisedly, since he is

about as well marketed as anything on the face of the

Earth. More than that I am not prepared to say, since

I have not myself seen him, nor do I know anyone

who has. Nor, I might add, do I care to. Marketing

him includes among other things persistent threats to

exhume his body, accusations of perjury by the then

state medical examiner, and threats of litigation all

round. Graceland continues to draw enormous

throngs of worshipers, especially on his birthday and

deathday. He may be immortal, but, I should think,

scarcely alive and well. So much for Elvis.

I have left off discussing Jacques Brel to the last,

not because of any claims by or about him being

harder to deal with, because there aren't any. It is

just that he got into this act because in the late 1960s

there was an Off-Broadway production of his music

entitled “Jacques Brel Is Alive and Well and Living
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in Paris.” Unlike the fiction about Frodo and Elvis,

Brel was in fact alive and well and living in Paris at

the time. Since this piece is more or less about Brel,

even if somewhat tangentially, it would really seem

more proper to say that Frodo and Elvis got into this

act because of Brel, instead of the other way around.

When I was in grammar school (an anachronism

that dates me, since it is now referred to as grade

school, appropriately, I guess, since grammar obvi-

ously isn’t taught there—or anywhere else—any-

more) we had a course called Music Appreciation.

The curriculum consisted of just listening to classical

music. It was my favorite class, and it set the stage

for a lot of enjoyment for me through the years. I

also took piano lessons for several years, and a few

voice lessons. That small bit of formal music training

left my head mercifully pretty much uncluttered by

such things as music theory. I have learned a great

deal about music since then, but what I learned were

things I thought would make my listening and the

choral singing I have done more enjoyable. Maybe

some music theory would have, too, but it seems to

me that the more those who know music theory

know about music theory, the more interested they

become in how the composer and the performers put

it together, at the expense of how what they put to-

gether sounds. I know what I like, and to try and tell

you why would spoil it for me. I don't propose that

as the only way to enjoy listening to music, but it

works for me. It allows me to like the sound of some

things that some of the cognoscenti deride as kitsch,

and even better, it allows me not to have to pretend

to like some of the noise that they and others some-

times refer to as music—loosely, to my way of think-

ing. I can just plead ignorance, and proclaim that I

know what I like, so don’t confuse me with all those

so-called facts.

It also allows me to make up my own music the-

ory as I go along, and on occasion I do. I am about

to share some of it with you right now. If you con-

sider that you are among the cognoscenti and are

above such nonsense, be my guest and skip over the

next few paragraphs.

There are two kinds of music: music with words,

and music without words, an observation I confess

belabors the obvious. Writing and listening to music

with words is a more complex process than doing the

same for music without words, a statement I’m sure

composers who don’t do words would dispute. Com-

posers who themselves write both the -words and the

music are rare. Almost to a man, composers of op-

eras have had librettists, and songwriters have word-

smiths generally referred to as lyricists.

The words in a piece of music serve either one or

both of two purposes: the words (as in a ballad) or

the entire composition (as in opera) tell a story, or

else the words deliver a message. The message may
be trivial, as it is in most “popular” songs of what-

ever genre, or it may be serious, as, for instance, in

“protest” songs. Some of the best songs have been

the latter, and if you can bring yourself to ignore po-

litical expression that is distasteful to you, and forget

about being politically correct, you can enjoy some

very nice songs you otherwise couldn't like and re-

main politically correct. A lot of those compositions

come under the heading of ballads, which have occu-

pied a niche in the musical agenda of all times and

places. I need to add here that political rectitude has

varied from time to time and place to place. For in-

stance, liking Joan Baez either was or was not polit-

ically correct depending on the company one was in,

and a lot of nice Irish songs have come from both

within and outside of the IRA and its sympathizers.

One couldn’t like all of them and remain politically

correct, which is one reason I haven't much use for

being politically correct.

Since opera depends not only on the music but on

the story, too, there is some urgency in knowing

what's going on, which, unless one is very familiar

with the opera, is not possible if one can't understand

the words. In most instances few people can, and

translations from the original libretti into the vernac-

ular are seldom musically satisfying. Some years

back, when she became director of the New York

City Opera, Beverly Sills initiated translations as su-

perscripts above the stage, a device that had already

had a long history in foreign films, including operatic

films. Superscripts are now in use in major opera

houses the world over—except in the New York

Metropolitan Opera House. Considering them anath-

ema for the appreciation of the music. Maestro and

Musical Director James Levine has decreed that they

will be used there only over his dead body. I have to

agree with him that they interfere with the music,

having found it difficult to pay close attention to

both. All things considered, I prefer the music,

which, not oddly, if you stay with me, includes the

vocals, though not necessarily the words. There is a

difference.

Though Jacques Brel has been enormously popu-

lar in Europe, especially in France, since the early

1950s, where the Belgian-born poet-songwriter com-

manded the respect of both poets and composers, he

was virtually unknown on this side of the Atlantic

Ocean until the Off-Broadway Eric Blau-Mort Schu-

man production in January 1968 of their musical

“Jacques Brel is Alive and Well and Living in Paris,”

based on Brel’s music and containing 26 of his
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songs. Schuman and Blau were brilliantly successful

in conveying in English translation Brel’s message

about such things as the complex and disquieting as-

pects of love, frustration, his love for Flanders (“Ev-

erybody has to be from somewhere”), bulls, a carou-

sel, death, youth and old age, an old sailor who
drinks the health of all the whores in Amsterdam,

and so on. They were successful enough that I saw

the show four times, and have continued playing the

original cast album from time to time.

By the time the show appeared, Brel had discon-

tinued giving concerts. As a free spirit, he had grown

more and more to dislike the confining life of a con-

cert artist, as well as the continual nervousness he

experienced while he was singing, and though he

made the second of his only two American appear-

ances to a packed house in Carnegie Hall in 1967,

his concertizing virtually ended in 1966. He turned to

acting for a time, making several successful films

that were very popular in France, and was a sensation

as Don Quixote in Man of La Mancha. It was at sea

that Brel at last found the freedom he longed for, and

in 1974 he sailed his boat to the South Pacific, where

he would spend his few remaining years. Shortly

thereafter he was discovered to have cancer, and

after recovering from his operation, he settled in the

Marquesas Islands, where he died in 1977. He was

48 years old.

Some time ago I came upon a video tape called

simply Brel. Though it is a biographical work, much

of the footage is of Brel singing his own songs. It not

being worth my while trying to understand the words

of a song sung in French, I concentrated this time on

Brel’s music. It not only gave me a wholly different

perspective on his art, it set me to reconsidering the

relationship of words to music, or more precisely, the

vocal to the instrumental components of a composi-

tion, since in such a situation the composition be-

comes a song without words. As such, the music be-

comes the sole message. Though this certainly

deviates from what the composer, and possibly even

the performer, usually intended, it does have merit

for the listener.

As I have long contended, and have observed be-

fore in these columns, the human voice, properly

trained and appropriately used, is in my view the no-

blest of musical instruments. Fike nearly every other

musical instrument, though, except for some of the

stringed instruments, including the piano, along with

the organ and the accordion, which by virtue of their

ability to form cords in essence accompany them-

selves, the voice generally sounds better accompa-

nied by other instruments, or at least by other sing-

ers. Brel claimed that while it was natural for one to

sing for himself in the bathroom, singing in public

was an unnatural act, and doing it always made him

nervous. He started his career accompanying himself

on the guitar, but soon found the guitar confining to

his compositions. As a consequence, he put together

a small group of musicians as back-up; they were to

accompany him throughout his entire two-decade

performing career. He continued composing and re-

cording for still another decade, until shortly before

his premature death.

That was 15 years ago, but I understand his star

has hardly waned, and occupies a place in the pan-

theon of his adopted country perhaps only a little

lower than that of the little Sparrow, Edith Piaf,

whose music his resembles so much. In that sense,

Jacques Brel is at least as alive and well as Elvis. It

is just that he is not nearly so well marketed. But

then who can con a shill as adroitly as an American

used-car salesman? Just consider, if you will, the

present White House.

J.B.T.

Moida Da Bums!

Before I go any further, I guess a disclaimer, or

maybe more properly a word of explanation, or

maybe still better, an apology, might be in order, par-

ticularly if you are among that small, I hope, coterie

who have the impression that I sometimes ramble

and consider that you deserve one of the above.

Maybe you even think it should be couched as a

warning so that you could leave now and move on to

more edifying pursuits. Perhaps you are appalled that

finding I had been accused of rambling should come

as a shock to me, and wound my delicate sensibili-

ties. Rambling implies running on at length in speak-

ing or writing, with many digressions. It doesn't in

fact imply that at all; that’s what it means. But what

I really do is not ramble, but rammage. That is not a

misprint; it says what you thought it said: rammage.

You needn't bother looking it up in the dictionary,

because you won’t find it.

Rambling implies aimless wandering, and I assure

you my wandering is not aimless. Rummaging means

to search thoroughly by handling, turning over, or

disarranging the contents of whatever, in this case

my brain. So go ahead and ignore my sensibilities if

you must, and call it rambling; but it is not aimless.

It may seem that way to you, but not to me. You get

not to read it if that’s what pleases you. So much for

that, and here goes.
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I guess what I am about to recount was bound to

happen sooner or later.

During a moment of rest at a changeover during a

match in progress in Hamburg, Germany, tennis

champion Monica Seles was stabbed in the back by

an admirer of her strongest opponent and chief rival,

Steffi Graf. That much is history. So is the statement

by Monica’s attacker that he had no designs on her

life. He only wanted, he said, to cripple her so Steffi

could regain her position as the world’s number one

female tennis player. As it turned out, neither of

them now is, quite likely due to the attack, which left

Monica physically injured and mentally shaken, and

Steffi understandably off her feed, so to speak.

What follows is probably a digression, so be fore-

warned. After Adam and Eve were persuaded, erron-

eously, as it turned out, that they could fool around

with God and get away with it, God expelled them

from their garden Paradise, and they began the pro-

cess of perpetuating the race. Whether they would

have done that or not had they not proved obdurate

we aren't told, but they got off to a bad start. Abel

said something like. “Mom (or maybe he said God)

likes me better than you,” and Cain took care of that

problem right then and there in the same way the

human race has been doing it ever since. For his

pains, Cain was cast even farther into outer darkness,

and Adam and Eve tried again. Their issue this time

was Seth, who was a godly man, and from his loins

sprang, to use the biblical term, a race that came to

be called the sons of God. Don't, incidentally, get

technical with me; the Bible is silent on things God
thinks man doesn't need to know, and inquisitiveness

about those matters can only get you in trouble. Vol-

ume upon redundant volume has been written about

where Seth found his mate, but all that is pure spec-

ulation, and a snare and a delusion for the unwary,

which includes most if not all of us. Since the Word
got passed along verbally for millennia, it was impor-

tant to include only essentials. Biblical scholarship,

therefore, isn't for the most part scholarship at all.

unless scholarship is defined as the pursuit of what

self-styled scholars think, and that is often only the

compounding and cataloging of ignorance.

In any case, the sons of God went out and mixed

with the sons of men, supposedly Cain’s line, and

that union created a situation that God wasn't pleased

with. So this time He decided to start over. Probably

because the girls were asking the same question we

were asking a little while ago about" Seth, and got

impatient or something, the human race got its restart

through incest, which wasn't much of an improve-

ment, if any. Biological consequences aside, it set a

poor moral tone. Down the line a bit, when

Abraham's wife Sarai proved barren, she sent her

maid Hagar in to Abraham to ensure him progeny.

The issue of this union was Ishmael, father of the

Arabs. When Sarah turned up with child in her old

age, she kicked Hagar and Ishmael out into the desert

in favor of her own son Isaac, father of the Hebrew

race. Jews and Arabs, who are really kinfolks, have

therefore been spilling each other's blood ever since,

in the best tradition of Cain. It is a matter of opinion

who the sons of God are supposed to be these days,

but for our purposes here it doesn't really matter,

since all of us are children of Adam, and we all keep

spilling each other's blood as a means of settling dis-

putes and so on in the best family tradition. (Women
would probably just as soon they not be included this

time around, but they can't be selective and have it

both ways.)

What I have just given you is a brief history of the

human race according to me and God. I didn't put

myself as first author out of any disrespect to God,

but because I thought He mightn’t like having His

name in that position, particularly seeing as He had

no opportunity to either edit or approve the text. I did

decide, though, that He probably would like being

included, since I thought neither of us would want

me to put myself in the position of plagiarizing

someone else's work, and I think this gross abridge-

ment doesn't do violence to His own larger effort, or

at least not much.

This next may seem like digression number two,

but it isn't; this is critical to the story. Before they

faded off into the sunset, the baseball Dodgers inhab-

ited Ebbets Field in Brooklyn, New York, where they

were spoken of locally and lovingly as Dem Bums,

or more often as Dem Be-oo-tiful Bums. With Leo

Durocher, whose expressed philosophy was that nice

guys finish last, at the helm, their reputation else-

where than Brooklyn was something less than beau-

tiful, often something much less. The cry often went

up from the stadium to “moida da bums,” da bums

referring to any opponent faced by Dem Bums; the

distinction is admittedly a fine one, but nevertheless

real.

I really doubt that any Brooklyn fan actually

wished anyone to inflict bodily harm on the opposi-

tion; certainly no one that I know of ever entertained

such a possibility. But then I have never been to

Brooklyn—close, but not to. I got most of my infor-

mation about Brooklyn from a sergeant I had in the

Army. Once when we were sloshing through the mud
at Camp Lee, Virginia, he vowed that when the war

was over he was going back to Brooklyn and never

again get farther off the pavement than Prospect Park. I

thought that not unreasonable, seeing as how he was
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from Brooklyn, and before he was sent to Camp Lee

had fought through the mud of Italy with General

Mark Clark. He said I ought to go to Prospect Park

sometime, and also go to Ebbets Field and watch the

Dodgers play baseball. I never went. I’ve never

wanted to. At the risk of doing it an injustice, I have

never thought of Brooklyn as a place anyone would

go on purpose. Nevertheless, I am sure that in none

of our conversations did Sarge ever say anything

about Ebbets Field or Brooklyn being dangerous.

But then, neither Monica Seles nor any of her fans

and admirers, nor anybody in officialdom around the

tournament in Hamburg, had any notion that any vi-

olence would be directed at her person, or that of any

other player—or at least not from a fan of another

persuasion, such as, for instance, a fan of Steffi Graf.

Monica herself, being an ethnic Hungarian living in

an area claimed by Serbia, and therefore claimed by

the Serbians as their champion, had always consid-

ered that even though she had distanced herself from

the war she might at some time become a victim of

it. But the victim of a sports fan?

Considering the intense emotions generated by

sports competition, I guess it’s not too much to won-

der why such has never happened before. Maybe it’s

just that enough mayhem is a part of so many of the

contests themselves that the sports fans’ thirst for

blood is satisfied, and also that such lunatic fans as

are loose rarely find the opportunity to ply their ne-

farious trade. That this particular one did says some-

thing about security, or lack of it, at sports events.

But after all, except for the Olympics, where because

of the diversity of the participants political terrorism

is always a possibility, why would anybody think

tight security necessary? Sports are for amusement of

the spectators and the recreation of the players, are

they not? The only other reason for any contest is to

find out who is best, isn't it? Well, isn’t it? The

Baron de Coubertin and the Marquis of Queensbury

possibly thought that, and maybe a few others, too,

but I wouldn’t bet on it. If those two noblemen were

alive today, they might well find their confidence

shaken, to say the least. Maybe they would go

around with a bodyguard. Maybe they did.

The sad fact, which is still a fact despite its being

sad, is that there is no adequate defense against iso-

lated acts of terrorism or lunacy. Lack of safety is a

part of living, and the more living one does, the less

safe one is. In addition, it is always less safe at the

top of the ladder, and there is farther to fall to the

bottom. I should think one place I myself would def-

initely be safe is in observing that I am in absolutely

no danger from any tennis player's disgruntled fan,

or the disgruntled fan of anyone else, for that matter.

On the other hand, this discounts such things as

quirks of fate and acts of God. Suppose, for instance,

1 were standing behind Monica Seles when some en-

raged Croat shot at her just as she bent over to tie her

shoe. One might deduce from such a not impossible

scenario that to be safe one should never stand be-

hind Monica, and by extrapolation, near anyone of

importance. On the other hand, even if I stopped

going near luminaries, some lunatic might still mis-

take me for someone of importance, and shoot me.

Or some crack-head might not mistake me for any-

one of importance, but shoot me anyhow just for the

hell of it. To be absolutely safe, then, like Howard

Hughes one had better not go anywhere at all. On the

other hand, staying home can be dangerous, too, but

you already know about all the things that can hap-

pen to you there.

Well, to get back to the Dodgers (I’ll bet you

thought I wasn’t going to). Worse things can happen

than being sold to Los Angeles, such as being sold to

Brooklyn. I’d stay out of Brooklyn if I were you.

When I was in New York last month they said it’s

very dangerous in Brooklyn, even without Durocher

and Dem Bums. Not that I had any notion of going

there. Anyhow, that may just be what New Yorkers

have always thought about Brooklyn. On the other

hand, maybe things really are different now than they

were in Sarge ’s Brooklyn before the war. And why

not? Nearly everything everywhere else is—even the

tennis courts.

J.B.T.

The Status Quo

To the Editor:

With respect to your editorial, “The Status Quo,” in the

June 1993 issue of the Journal , let me give you the quote

as I remember it from my high school days, more than a

half century ago.

He who knows and knows that he knows

—

he is a leader, follow him.

He who knows not and knows that he knows not

—

he is ignorant, teach him.

He who knows not, and knows not that he knows not

—

he is a fool, avoid him.

I too am unable to identify the author.

James D. Ingram

Nashville
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Milton Grossman, age 73. Died July 2, 1993. Graduate of

Vanderbilt University School of Medicine. Member of

Nashville Academy of Medicine.

Vergil L. Metts III, age 61. Died June 24, 1993. Graduate

of University of Alabama School of Medicine. Member of

Nashville Academy of Medicine.

Randall Eugene Pearson, age 65. Died July 3, 1993. Grad-

uate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Sullivan County Medical Society.

W. Gilmer Reed Sr., age 65. Died June 27, 1993. Graduate

of University of Tennessee College of Medicine. Member
of Knoxville Academy of Medicine.

James E. Reynolds, age 66. Died February 24, 1993. Grad-

uate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Chattanooga-Hamilton County Medical Society.

Robert Burton Wilson, age 90. Died June 17, 1993. Gradu-

ate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine. Mem-
ber of Consolidated Medical Assembly of West Tennessee.

Wayne Harvey Wolfe, age 58. Died June 17, 1993. Gradu-

ate of University of Arkansas School of Medicine. Member
of Consolidated Medical Assembly of West Tennessee.

neui member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new
members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

CHATTANOOGA-HAMILTON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Geoffrey Allen Groff, M.D., Chattanooga

Janera A. Younger, M.D., Chattanooga

GREENE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Scott Thomas Schams, M.D., Greeneville

KNOXVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Joseph N. Peeden, M.D., Knoxville

Gary A. Spiegelman, M.D., Knoxville

Michael A. Springer, M.D., Knoxville

John A. Stancher, M.D., Knoxville

MEMPHIS-SHELBY COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
William Paul Buckley, M.D., Memphis
Laurence L. Dennis, M.D., Memphis
Laura Jan Hartman, M D., Memphis
Alan Jay McLeod, M.D., Memphis
Stephen Thomas Miller, M.D., Memphis
Jan H. Petri, M.D., Cordova

Alagiri Swami, M.D., Memphis

William Zachary Taylor, M.D., Memphis
Scott William Yates, M.D., Memphis

NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Hubert Samuel Gaskin III, M.D., Brentwood

Erich Bryan Groos Jr., M.D., Nashville

Ruth Elaine Lamar, M.D., Nashville

Mary Idyle Yarbrough, M.D., Nashville

ROANE-ANDERSON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Mukesh K. Sharma, M.D., Oak Ridge

TMA Members Receive AMA

Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician's Recognition Award during June

1993. This list, supplied by the AMA, does not in-

clude members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME. 60 of which are Category 1. Each application

for the PRA must also verify participation in Cate-

gory 2 CME activities.

Bryan E. Allf, M.D., Kingsport

Hany Baer, M.D., Nashville

Jeanne F. Ballinger, M.D., Nashville

Samuel S. Binder, M.D., Chattanooga

Sung J. Chung, M.D., Morristown

Horace B. Cupp Jr., M.D., Johnson City

Rafael E. DeAyala, M.D., Cleveland

Monica A.L. Gefter, M.D., Chattanooga

Hemy W. Gronski, M.D., Paris

Robert L. Haley Jr., M.D., Nashville

Robert L. Harrington, M.D., Dyersburg

John R. Hilsenbeck Jr., M.D., Memphis
James W. Jackson, M.D., Dickson

Stephen M. Kimbrough, M.D., Johnson City

Sarma R. Kunda, M.D., Chattanooga

Roger T. Nelson, M.D., Dunlap

Richard A. Obenour, M.D., Knoxville

Warren R. Patterson, M.D. , Nashville

William A. Pettit, M.D., Goodlettsville

James S. Powers, M.D., Nashville

Norman S. Propper, M.D., Kingsport

G.S. Rekha, M.D., Mountain Home
Harvey S. Sanders, M.D., Nashville

Burton Silbert, M.D. , Nashville

Sullivan K. Smith, M.D. , Cookeville

William D. Smith, M.D. , Bristol

Brian R. Swenson, M.D., Nashville

Thomas C. Thomas, M.D., Nashville

Audrey W. Tuben’ille, M.D. , Memphis
W. Scott West, M.D., Nashville

Walter Wheelhouse, M.D., Lawrenceburg

Pat W. Whitworth, M.D. ,
Nashville
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announcement/
Nov. 11-14

Nov. 13-17

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS

Nov. 14-18

Nov. 14-19

NATIONAL Nov. 15-19

Oct. 1-6 American College of Gastroenterology—Hil- Nov. 16-20

Oct. 3-6

ton. New York
Medical Group Management Association— Nov. 17-21

Oct. 3-8

Westin & Sheraton, Seattle

American College of Angiology—Hilton at Nov. 18-21

Oct. 7-10

Walt Disney Village, Orlando

American Academy of Family Physicians

—

Nov. 19-21

Oct. 10-15

Marriott World Center, Orlando

American College of Surgeons—Hilton. San Nov. 19-23

Oct. 11-14

Francisco

American College of Emergency Physi- Nov. 30-Dec.

Oct. 15-16

cians—Hyatt, Chicago

AMA Senior Physicians Services Group

—

Oct. 16-22

Courtyard by Marriott, Chicago

American Society of Clinical Pathologists

—

Oct. 6-9

Oct. 16-22

Peabody, Orlando

College of American Pathologists—Peabody,

Orlando Oct. 21-23

Oct. 17-20 American Neurological Association—Westin,

Oct. 23-28

Boston

American Association of Blood Banks—Fon-

tainebleau Hilton, Miami Beach Oct. 26-29

Oct. 24-27 Society for Medical Decision Making—Ra-

Oct. 24-28

leigh and Durham, N.C.

American College of Chest Physicians

—

Oct. 26-31

Marriott, Orlando

American Academy of Child and Adolescent
1

—
Psychiatry—Marriott, San Antonio, Tex.

Oct. 28-31 Southern Medical Association—New Orleans

Oct. 30-Nov. 3 American Academy of Pediatrics—Ramada
Renaissance, Washington, D.C.

Oct. 31 -Nov. 4 American Academy of Physical Medicine

and Rehabilitation—Fontainebleau Hilton,

Miami Beach
Nov. 1-3 American College of Clinical Pharmacol-

ogy—Hyatt Cambridge, Boston

Nov. 2-5 American Medical Writers Association

—

Pointe at Squaw Peak, Phoenix

Nov. 2-7 American Society of Cytology—Westin

Galleria, Houston
Nov. 3-7 American Medical Women's Association

—

Marriott Marquis, New York
Nov. 4-6 Association for the Advancement of Automo-

tive Medicine—La Mansion Delrio, San

Antonio

Nov. 4-6 Southern Thoracic Surgical Association

—

Marriott Bay Point, Panama City Beach, Fla.

Nov. 4-7 American Association for the Study of Liver

Disease—Marriott, Chicago

Nov. 4-7 National Perinatal Association—Hyatt Re-

gency Downtown, Chicago

Nov. 5-11 American Society of Bariatric Physicians

—

Sahara, Las Vegas

Nov. 7-1 1 American College of Rheumatology—Marri-

ott, San Antonio

Nov. 8-1 1 American Heart Association—Atlanta

Nov. 10-14 American Thyroid Association—Saddlebrook

Golf and Tennis Resort, Tampa
Nov. 10-14 National Kidney Foundation—Hynes Con-

vention Center, Boston

Nov. 11-14 Academy of Psychosomatic Medicine—Fair-

mont, New Orleans

National Society to Prevent Blindness—Hol-

iday Inn City Centre, Chicago

American College of Allergy and Immunol-

ogy—Atlanta

American Academy of Ophthalmology—Mc-
Cormick Place, Chicago

Association of Military Surgeons in the US

—

Marriott Rivercenter, San Antonio

American Geriatric Society—New Orleans

American Cancer Society—Hyatt Regency,

Atlanta

American Medical Tennis Association

—

Smoke Tree Ranch, Palm Springs, Cal.

American Association for Cancer Educa-
tion—Wyndham Warwick, Houston

Association of Reproductive Health Profes-

sionals—Ritz-Carlton, Amelia Island, Fla.

Gerontological Society of America—Marriott

& Meridien, New Orleans

American Association for Women Radiolo-

gists—McCormick Center, Chicago

STATE

American Academy for Cerebral Palsy and

Developmental Medicine—Stouffer Hotel,

Nashville

Tennessee Society of Internal Medicine and

Tennessee Chapter, American Society of

Internal Medicine—Park Vista Hotel,

Gatlinburg

Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians,

Annual Scientific Assembly—Gatlinburg

Convention Center and Holiday Inn

Actions of the Tennessee State

Board of Medical Examiners

June 1993

Name: Abdul K. John, M.D. (Memphis)

Violation

:

Unlicensed practice.

Action: Assessed civil penalties totaling $1,000.

Name: Edward M. Karl, M.D. (Franklin)

Violation: Addiction to drugs.

Action: Per agreed order, DEA license suspended

for two years; must join Impaired Physician Program.

Name: Leela B. Sud, M.D. (Knoxville)

Violation: Prescribing scheduled medications to

particular patients over long periods of time; lax in

maintaining medical records.

Action: Reprimanded.

Name: James F. Thomas, M.D. (Jonesboro, AR)
Violation: Failed to disclose that he had been

convicted of a felony and that his license had been

suspended and surrendered in Arkansas.

Action: Per agreed order, Tennessee medical li-

cense was retired.

Name: Thomas W. Williams, M.D. (Etowah)

Violation: Overprescribing.

Action: License suspended for one year; must com-

plete additional education courses and pass SPECS
examination; assessed civil penalties totaling $3,000.
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Tennessee medical professionals

can cut their workers'

compensation insurance

premium costs with the

Dodson Plan!

§

31

TMA endorsed the Dodson Plan in 1979 as a way for

association members to help control their workers'

compensation insurance premium costs.

Because earned dividends depend on the claim

expenses of all TMA members, they cannot be
guaranteed. However, Dodson dividends have
been returned 1 1 out of 13 years!

By making employee safety a top priority, TMA
members are improving their chances of earning

a dividend each year like the 20% return of premium
worth $198,435.00 paid in 1990!

The Dodson Plan can put you one step closer

to premium savings! Call today . .

.

1
-800-825-3760

Ext. 2990

underwritten

Casualty Reciprocal Exchange
member

O DODSON GROUP
9201 State Line Rd.

Kansas City, MO 64114
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For Your Benefit

-

AMA embarks on new fee-for-service approach

The AMA’s Board of Trustees is

currently studying a detailed plan to

enable fee-for-service physicians to offer

predictable costs—a benefit usually

attributed to managed care plans. The
Association launched this critical new
initiative to maintain fee-for-service

practices in its drive for health system

reform.

Under the Board’s approval, widely

publicized conversion factors would

allow patients to easily compare the

costs of physicians’ services. Widely

publicized payor conversion factors

would allow patients to accurately

estimate potential out-of-pocket costs

as well as the adequacy of health

insurance benefits.

Relative values of the resource-based

relative value scale could form the basis

for public and private sector physician

payment, with physicians and payers

setting their own dollar conversion

factors, which are multiplied under the

RBRVS to calculate the fee.

For patients, this means free choice oi

physician, competitive premiums and

predictable out-of-pocket expenses. F(

physicians, this means that

strengthened market forces will

regulate their fees rather than

government price controls.

AMA sues DEA over fees

In June, the AMA, along with other co-

plaintiff medical organizations, sued

the Drug Enforcement Administration

over the new excessive registration fees

imposed on physicians.

The DEA’s Final Rule announced in

March nearly quadrupled fees for

those who prescribe, dispense, man-
ufacture or distribute controlled

substances to fund a drug Conversion

Control Program.

Although most physicians are willing 1

help stop illegal diversion of controlled

substances, the DEA’s final rule does

not define the program’s scope or

operations, explain the relationship

between the fee and program activitie

justify the large fee increase or justify

fee distribution.

Prepared by the Department of Communications Services. For information, call 800 AMA-321 1, ext. 4416.



TMA Auxiliary/Alliance Report

TMA-TMAA Henry-Carroll County Medical Society

Alliance Youth Health Project

The Henry-Carroll County Medical Society Alliance

(Henry and Carroll County Physician’s Spouse Alli-

ance), the TMA (Tennessee Medical Association), and

the TMAA (TMA Auxiliary), with the cooperation of

the local school systems in Henry and Carroll counties,

present the 1993 Youth Health Project, Oct. 19-21,

1993. Keynote speaker Gale Grant, a Family Life Edu-

cator of Respect, Inc., will first address parents and in-

terested adults on Tuesday night, Oct. 19, at Grove

Middle School in Paris, Tenn. Those in attendance will

have the opportunity to ask questions. On Wednesday,

Oct. 20, Ms. Grant will address the seventh and eighth

graders in the Henry County School System in the

Grove Middle School Auditorium. On Thursday, Oct.

21, the same program will be presented to the Carroll

West School System in Carroll County. Ms. Grant’s

program promotes the values of sexual abstinence and

positive self-esteem, and teaches how to deal with peer

pressure.

Ms. Grant presented similar workshops in October

1991 in Henry and Carroll counties. The HCCMS Alli-

ance has received grants from the TMA and TMAA for

the last three years to help defray the cost of these out-

standing annual youth health projects.

Betty Tusa, President

HCCMS Alliance

RUN A SPECIAL
PRACTICE.

Today’s Air Force has special opportuni-

ties for qualified physicians and physi-

cian specialists. To pursue medical excel-

lence without the overhead of a private

practice, talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about the quality lifestyle,

quality benefits and 30 days of vacation

with pay each year that are part of a

medical career with the Air Force. Dis-

cover how special an Air Force practice

can be. Call

USAF Health Professions
Toll-Free

(800) 423-USAF
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TfflA continuing medical

.

IKIH education opportunity/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Councilfor Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA' s joint sponsorship ofCME activities. -45 an accredited

sponsor. TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician's Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education. Tennessee

Medical Association. PO Box 120909. Nashville. TN 37212-0909.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician's practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff. access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

Oct. 1-2

Oct. 21-23

Dec. 10-11

Jan. 30-Feb. 5

Feb. 12-19

Feb. 27-March 5

Prevention of Substance Abuse Disorders

Lasers in Otolaryngology: Head and Neck
Surgery

19th Annual High Risk Obstetrical Seminar

Practical Aspects of Diagnostic Radiol-

ogy/Medical Imaging VII—Snowmass Vil-

lage, Colo.

MRI Update 1994—Maui, Hawaii

3rd Annual Vanderbilt Conference on Infec-

tious Disease at Snowmass—Snowmass Vil-

lage, Colo.

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (615) 322-4030.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day

to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician’s re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician’s Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP, and Continuing Education Units from

Meharry Medical College. Application: For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses, Ph.D., Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville,

TN 37208, Tel. (615) 327-6235.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

Oct. 14-15

Oct. 29

Nov. 1-5

Nov. 3

Nov. 19-21

Jan. 8-11

Jan. 14-15

Jan. 14-15

Jan. 14-15

Feb. 20-25

March 6-12

March 12-18

April 2-9

April 7-9

June 2-3

July 30-Aug. 6

Memphis

Child Abuse: Issues for Intervention and

Prevention

Challenge of the Patient with Borderline Per-

sonality Disorder

Advances in Medicine—Hamilton, Bermuda
Frank M. Norfleet Forum for the Advance-

ment of Health
—

“Health Care Rating”

12th Annual Gynecological Surgery Seminar

Comprehensive Trauma Solutions—Beaver

Creek, Colo

High Risk Perinatal Symposium
Perinatal Program

Neurotrauma Program

Update in Ob/Gyn—Grand Cayman Island

Ob-Gyn Ski Seminar—Steamboat Springs,

Colo.

27th Annual Review Course for the Family

Physician

Medicine Update—Maui, Hawaii

Symposium on Critical Care and Emergency

Medicine—Hot Springs, Ark.

1994 General Surgery Update

Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics & Gyne-

cology—Destin, Fla.

Nov. 1-3

Nov. 11-12

Nov. 18-19

Knoxville

13th Annual Smoky Mountains Seminar in

Obstetrics and Gynecology

Perinatal Update '93—Gatlinburg

10th Annual Alzheimer’s Disease Sympo-
sium—Gatlinburg

Chattanooga

Oct. 21-22 Trauma Management
Dec. 3-4 Medicine Update

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan, Office of

CME, University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,
TN 38163, Tel. (901 ) 528-5547.
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BAPTIST HOSPITAL—NASHVILLE

Oct. 1 Issues in Pelvic Surgery: Repair of Pelvic

Support Defects

Oct. 9 Breast Disease Update—Gatlinburg

Oct. 15-16 Advanced Cardiac Life Support Providers

Course

Oct. 23 Forensic Medicine

Nov. 13 Occupational Medicine

Nov. 18 Team Management of Pediatric Craniofacial

Deformities

Dec. 3-4 Endocrine Problems in Primary Care

For information contact the Baptist Center for Medical Ed-

ucation. Baptist Hospital. 2000 Church St.. Box 38, Nashville,

TN 37236, Tel. (615) 340-4800 or (800) 826-9998 Ext 4800.

IN SURROUNDING STATES

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—MISSOURI

Oct. 6-14 Allergy Abroad—Holland and Brussels

Nov. 12-13 Head & Neck Oncology
Nov. 12-14 Anesthesiology and the Geriatric Patient

Nov. 17-19 Cardiothoracic Surgery

Nov. 20 Hypercholesterolemia

Dec. 3 Women's Healthcare Issues

Dec. 4 GI Update

Dec. 1

1

Cardiology Seminar

For information contact Cathy Sweeney, Office of CME,
Washington University School of Medicine, Box 8063. 660 S.

Euclid Ave., St. Louis, MO 631 10, Tel. (800) 325-9862.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

MRI EDUCATION FOUNDATION, INC.

Oct. 28-31 Intense Orthopedic & Sports Medicine MRI
Weekend Review—Cincinnati

Nov. 24-26 MRI Orthopedic Workshop—Chicago

For information contact Tom O'Connor, Director. MRI Ed-

ucation Foundation, Inc., 2600 Euclid Ave., Cincinnati, OH
45219. Tel. (800) 282-3404.

ISSUES IN PELVIC SURGERY:
REPAIR OF PELVIC SUPPORT DEFECTS

Friday, October 1, 1993

Stouffer Nashville Hotel

(6.25 COGNATES and AMA Category 1; Tuition $130)

Contact: Center for Medical Education, Baptist Hospi-

tal, 2000 Church St., Box 38, Nashville, TN 37236;

(615) 340-4800 or (800) 826-9998, ext 4800. Fax

(615) 340-4777.

#1
America's JL Money Manager

For Five Year Performance Rated by

Jkk

Nelson

%w

Cambridge Equity Advisors

WEALTH MANAGEMENT
for Individuals, Retirement Plans, Corporations, and Trusts

Growth Stock, Balanced & Mutual Fund Portfolios

Michael Goldston, Portfolio Manager

5214 Maryland Way, Suite 309

Brentwood, TN 37027

(615) 371-9002

ToU Free 1-800-426-1391

Fax 371-9001
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You're a Doctor ofBusiness?

... or Medicine?

AtMPM we understand— we specialize

in helping doctors manage their practices

more efficiently.

To arrange for an appointment or obtain
more information call today.

A/fPA/f Medical Practice

IVlllVl Management Inc

5711 Chamberlayne Road, Richmond, Virginia 23227

Phone 804-262-6900 or 1-800-262-4220

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

MIDDLE TENNESSEE—Immediate full-time and part-

time positions available in small but growing commu-
nity of Lewisburg, Tennessee, approximately 45 min-

utes to 1 hour south of Nashville. State-of-the-art

emergency department with excellent emergency-

trained nurses (all critical care and ACLS certified) and

good medical staff backup. We prefer primary care

physicians with emergency department experience

and/or Board eligible or certified status—must have

ACLS certification. Low volume with excellent compen-

sation and medical malpractice paid. Flexible hours,

no overhead, excellent opportunity for quality physi-

cians. Both short-term and long-term positions avail-

able NOW.

Contact:

Jerry Lee Surber, M.D., Director

BESTCARE MEDICAL GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 699

Antioch, Tennessee 37011

Phone (615) 834-1602

Send CV and copies of Tennessee medical license,

DEA certificate, and current ACLS card.

OFFICE SPACE FOR SALE

2,000 square foot office space in the Fort Sanders

Professional Building at 501 20th Street in Knox-

ville is for sale. Office has two entrances with wait-

ing areas at each entrance. Currently, one area is

utilized as an x-ray suite.

Please call (615) 546-5633 for more information.

INTERNIST

We are currently seeking a general internal medicine

physician to join a well-established practice in associa-

tion with a 365-bed, not-for-profit hospital in the South-

east. The hospital has annual revenues of approxi-

mately $133 million. Candidate will be a board-certified

or board-eligible internist. Attractive salary and benefits

package is offered (including immediate vesting in the

pension plan, money purchase and profit sharing

plan).

Contact Mr. John J. Baumann, Vice President of

J.J. & H„ Ltd. at (404) 952-3877.

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs
from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, Route 8, Box 35, Rogersville, TN 37857.

Phone: (615) 272-9163. (EOE)

Hospital-Based Primary Care

•Hospital Based •Excellent Compensation

•Make Rounds •Malpractice Insurance

•Paid Relocation Provided

Southeastern Emergency Physicians, Inc. (SEP) is

seeking hospital-based primary care physicians to

admit and care for unattached patients through the

emergency department. No office hassles or overhead
Internal medicine or family practice, residency trained

or board certified Contact Randal n M Southeastern

Dabbs, M.D., F.A.C.E.P., at Emergency

800*342»2898 for more Physicians

information. p.o. bo> 30698 • forth, tn 37830
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TfflA
The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking

practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office. PO Box 120909. Nashville. TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 30, graduate of University of Virginia

School of Medicine in 1989—seeks a group practice in a suburban or

large city location in East Tennessee. Currently finishing residency in

anesthesiology. Available now. LW-2188

INTERNIST—age 29, graduate of University of Missouri School of

Medicine in 1988—seeks a part-time practice opportunity in West
Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2190

INDUSTRIAL/OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 44,

graduate of University of Virginia School of Medicine in 1974—seeks

a solo or urgent care clinic practice in Tennessee. Board certified

—

emergency medicine. Available now. LW-2191

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 31, graduate of Univer-

sity of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1990—seeks a practice in

East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2192

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 58, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1960—seeks an institutional staff practice in Middle Ten-

nessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2193

PATHOLOGIST—age 31, graduate of University of Mississippi

School of Medicine in 1988—seeks a group or institutional staff prac-

tice in any location in Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now.

LW-2194

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—age 42, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1976—seeks a group, institutional staff, or industrial prac-

tice in a suburban or large city location in East or Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2195

PATHOLOGIST—age 44, graduate of Albany Medical College in

1976—seeks a solo practice as the pathologist or director of labora-

tories in any location in Tennessee. Board certified. Available now.

LW-2196

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—age 58. graduate of University of Ten-

nessee College of Medicine in 1959—seeks a solo, group, or institu-

tional staff practice foremost in Middle Tennessee. Board

certified—allergy/clinical immunology; board eligible—internal medi-

cine. Available now. LW-2197

OTOLARYNGOLGIST—age 43, graduate of Howard University Col-

lege of Medicine in 1975—seeks a group or institutional staff practice

in a suburban or large city location in West Tennessee. Board eligi-

ble. Available now. LW-2198

PHYSICIANS WANTED

FAMILY PRACTITIONER/INTERNIST—needed in Erin in Middle

Tennessee to join a group or solo practice. Must be either board

certified or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1176

INTERNIST—needed in Murfreesboro in Middle Tennessee to join a

muitispecialty group practice. Must be either board certified or board

eligible. Needed now. PW-1177

INTERNIST and FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Franklin in

Middle Tennessee to join group practices. Must be board certified.

Needed now. PW-1178

INTERNIST—needed in Crossville in East Tennessee to join a group

practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1179

INTERNIST, PEDIATRICIAN or FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed
in Franklin in Middle Tennessee to join a multispecialty group prac-

tice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1180

PEDIATRICIAN and FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Jackson
in West Tennessee to join a multispecialty group practice. Must be
board eligible. Needed now. PW-1181

UROLOGIST—needed in Knoxville in East Tennessee to join a group

practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1182

UROLOGIST and GASTROENTEROLOGIST—needed in Jackson in

West Tennessee to join group practices. Must be board eligible.

Needed now. PW-1183

GENERAL/FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Bean Station in

East Tennessee to join a solo practice. Must be board eligible.

Needed now. PW-1184

OB/GYN—needed in Knoxville to join a solo practice. Must be board

certified. Needed now. PW-1185

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Memphis to join a group prac-

tice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1186
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CHANGE THE PACE
OF YOUR PRACTICE

Looking for a change of pace? Rx - the Naval Reserve requires only a few hours a month at

your convenience, plus two weeks of specialized duty each year.

Combine three careers into one - civilian physician, Navy physician, and Naval Reserve officer.

Experience a variety of duties. Exciting assignments. Excellent benefits.

You’ll enjoy the status and prestige of being a Naval Reserve officer while working in a practice

that will help you keep up with the medical technology of tomorrow.

Call today: 1 -800-443-6419

NAVAL RESERVE
You and ITte Naval Reserve. Full speed ahead.

"Despite what you may have heard about the military getting smaller, the Naval Reserve still has many jobs for healthcare
professionals."
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Manuscript Preparation—Manuscripts should be submitted in duplicate to the

Editor, John B. Thomison, M.D., 230 25th Ave. North, Nashville, TN 37203. A cover

letter should identify one author as correspondent and should include his complete

address and phone. Manuscripts, as well as legends, tables, and references, must

be typewritten, double-spaced on 8-1/2 x 11 in. heavy-duty white bond paper. Allow

wide margins on each page to facilitate editing. Pages should be numbered and

clipped together but not bound Along with the typed manuscripts, we encourage

you to submit an IBM-compatible 5-1/4" or 3-1/2" diskette containing the

manuscript in WordPerfect or ASCII format; the transmittal letter should identify

the format used.

Responsibility—-The author is responsible for all statements made in his work.

Although rejected manuscripts are generally returned to the author, The Journal is

not responsible for loss. Accepted manuscripts become the permanent property of

The Journal.

Copyright—Authors submitting manuscripts or other material for publication, as a

condition of acceptance, shall execute a conveyance transferring copyright
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Treatment of Benign Splenic Cyst

With Splenic Conservation

EGBERT REBEIRO, M.D. and RICHARD G. SOPER, M.D.

Introduction

Cysts of the spleen are uncommon and are pre-

dominantly benign. Until recently the standard treat-

ment has been splenectomy. A few reports are now
available of attempts at splenic preservation by par-

tial splenectomy and decapsulation. In this report we

present the case of a young woman with recent onset

of abdominal pain and nausea, who was diagnosed

by ultrasonography as having a splenic cyst. Using

splenic vascular control, cystectomy and marsupiali-

zation were done successfully. Some months later

computed tomographic studies revealed that she had

developed a spontaneous intrasplenic hematoma; it

subsequently reabsorbed, adding further interest to

this study.

Case Report
A 30-year-old white woman had gradually increasing dis-

comfort and pain in the left upper abdominal quadrant, which

had been progressive for several months. Recently she had

been experiencing early satiety and postprandial nausea; other-

wise, she had been in good health. There was no previous his-

tory of abdominal or chest trauma. On physical examination

she had palpable enlargement of the spleen but no palpable

lymphadenopathy. The remainder of the physical examination

was unremarkable.

Chest x-ray, kidney, ureter, and bladder films, abdominal

plain film, liver-spleen scan, blood chemistry, hemogram, uri-

nalysis, and coagulation studies were all within normal limits.

Ultrasonography of the abdomen revealed a 9-cm splenic mass

with some internal debris suggesting a degenerating or hemor-

rhagic cyst. At laparotomy a 12-cm ovoid,, smooth surfaced

cyst was found occupying the anterosuperior pole of the spleen.

From the Middle Tennessee Medical Center, Murfreesboro.

Reprint requests to 418 W. Lokey Ave., Murfreesboro 37130 (Dr.

Rebeiro).

After mobilization and temporary occlusion of the splenic ves-

sels, approached through the lesser sac, the cyst was aspirated,

and was found to contain a straw-colored fluid. The cyst wall

was excised, and splenic edges were oversewn with 2-0 vicryl

suture; a sump drain was placed in the parasplenic area.

Pathology confirmed a 10.9 X 9.5 X 5.5-cm benign hemi-

spherical splenic cyst without adhesions, papillary projections,

or necrotic tissue; the lining was smooth. On microscopic eval-

uation, the cyst was found to comprise dense collagenous fi-

brous tissue with scant splenic parenchyma. No epithelial lin-

ing was present and parasitic infection was not found.

Postoperative peripheral smear was without nucleated erythro-

cytes and ultrasound has shown the spleen to be within normal

limits.

Postoperatively she remained symptom free for approxi-

mately four months, and then she returned to the office be-

cause of abdominal pain, nausea, early satiety, and tenderness

in the left upper quadrant. A CT scan showed an intrasplenic

hemorrhage measuring 2 to 2.5 cm.

The patient again had no history of trauma; the symptoms
occurred during mid-cycle. Prothrombin time, partial thrombo-

plastin time, and bleeding times were normal, and a complete

blood count done was within normal limits. A CT scan a week
later showed partial resolution of the previously noted hemor-

rhage. Clinically, the patient improved and under observation

progressed to become asymptomatic.

Discussion

The first description of a splenic cyst as an au-

topsy finding was by Andral in 1829, and in 1867

Pean first performed a splenectomy for the treatment

of a splenic cyst. 1,2

Classification of splenic cyst was first proposed

by Fowler in 1953, and revised by Martin in 1958

(Tables 1 and 2).

Primary or true cysts are either parasitic or non-

parasitic; nonparasitic cysts are either congenital or

neoplastic. 3 Echinococcus as the causative agent of

parasitic cysts is rare in the United States. 3
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO FOWLER

I. Parasitic cysts (primarily hydatid)

II. Primary: Nonparasitic cysts—with cellular lining

A. Congenital

B. Inflammatory

1. Infoliation cysts

2. Dilation cysts

a. Lymphangiectatic

b. Polycystic disease

C. Neoplastic cysts

1 . Dermoid

2. Epidermoid

3. Hemangioma
III. Secondary: Nonparasitic cysts—no cellular lining

A. Traumatic

1. Hemorrhagic

2. Serous

B. Degenerative

C. Inflammatory

1 . Necrotic

2. Tuberculous

True congenital cysts (nonparasitic) develop as a

result of entrapment of the invaginating peritoneal

endothelial cells during early development; the secre-

tion of these cells form the fluid content of the cysts.

The mesothelial cells that line the cysts are pluri-

potential, and can give rise to a variety of epithelial

cell types; they may present themselves as focally

metaplastic.

Neoplastic cysts include epidermal, lymphan-

giomatous, hemangiomatous, dermoid, and transi-

tional cell cysts.
4 Although malignant splenic cysts

have not been reported, metastatic lesions of the

spleen, especially from ovarian neoplasms, can occur

as cysts.
4 Secondary cysts, or pseudocysts, lack true

epithelial lining. In the United States splenic

pseudocysts are five times as frequent as parasitic

cysts. Pseudocysts of the spleen are thought to arise

secondary to trauma, with symptoms developing

sometimes years after the trauma. 5 ' 7

The pathophysiology of the pseudocysts is thought

to be from laceration of splenic blood vessels without

capsular rupture; thus the trauma has produced a sub-

capsular hemorrhage or intrasplenic hematoma.

Blood is partially or completely absorbed leaving se-

rous fluid within a fibrous wall.

The intracystic fluid may contain degenerated

erythrocytes, giving the fluid a brown or green color;

it represents partial reabsorption of the hematoma. 6

CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO MARTIN

I. Primary (or true)—with epithelial lining

A. Parasitic

B. Nonparasitic

1. Congenital

2. Neoplastic

II. Secondary (pseudocysts)—without true cellular lining

Pseudocysts usually occur in young individuals, with

an average age range of 25 to 33 years, with a

male:female ratio of 1 :2. The occurrence in young

women possibly follows splenic congestion during

the menstrual cycle, since only 20% of young women
with pseudocysts give a history of recent or remote

trauma.

Standard treatment of splenic cysts has been sple-

nectomy. 1 Aspiration and sclerosis have been at-

tempted 8 with limited success, since cyst fluid

reaccumulates, probably due to persistent osmotically

active debris, and can lead to destruction of splenic

architecture. When puncture aspiration is first at-

tempted, fluid reaccumulated to the original volume

within days to months. Partial splenectomy for be-

nign cyst has been successful in this condition,5 ’9 ' 12

and omental patching of the splenic remnant and cyst

wall has been incorporated as a part of the procedure.
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Ethical Issues in the Care

Of the Elderly

TERRANCE F. ACKERMAN, M.D.; PATRICK J. MURPHY, M.D.;

JAMES S. POWERS, M.D.; and BRUCE D. WHITE, M.D.

Introduction

Medical ethics is a new but critical aspect of med-

icine to which few clinicians have been formally ex-

posed. Yet, the vast array of treatment modalities,

controversies about the costs of care, the confusing

onslaught of legal developments, and the rapid aging

of the population have focused attention on the moral

dilemmas that clinicians encounter in providing med-

ical care to patients.

Medical ethics has developed as a formal disci-

pline during the last 25 years. Certain general moral

principles have become widely acknowledged as cru-

cial in the provision of ethically acceptable care.

Most prominent has been the new emphasis on the

patient’s autonomy, i.e., the patient's capacity to

make decisions about his treatment in light of his

own values and goals. The moral weight of this prin-

ciple is reflected in the general importance assigned

to securing the patient’s informed consent as to treat-

ment. Moreover, this new emphasis has been mir-

rored in numerous legal developments, such as the

implementation of the Patient Self-Determination Act

of 1 990. 1 This federal law requires that patients en-

tering health care facilities be apprised of their right

to refuse treatment, and of their right to execute liv-

ing wills and durable powers of attorney for health

care that provide instructions regarding their treat-

ment in the event of their future incompetence. The

Tennessee Natural Death Act has provided patients

with a legal mechanism for indicating their wishes

regarding the withholding of life support and nutri-

tion should they become incompetent. 2
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More time-honored is the obligation of physicians

to act beneficently toward their patients. This obliga-

tion requires that treatment interventions not be

harmful and promote the patient’s welfare, as ac-

knowledged, somewhat obliquely, in the ancient dic-

tum, “first, do no harm.” Despite the historical im-

portance of this principle, most commentators now

insist that efforts to protect the patient and promote

his welfare be constrained by respect for the patient’s

wishes. 3 -4

Nevertheless, the capacity of patients to express

their wishes is frequently constrained by serious de-

cision-making encumbrances. Patients may be un-

willing or unable to articulate a choice, and it is

sometimes doubtful whether the choices of patients

reflect adequate decision-making capacity. Alterna-

tively, patients may clearly lack decision-making

competence, and there may be no definitive indica-

tion of their prior wishes regarding treatment. In such

situations, physicians should seek to ameliorate the

decision-making impairment of their patients. Con-

cern for the welfare of patients must assume priority

when these encumbrances prevent their adequately

protecting their own interests.

Several cases will illustrate these problems in the

management of geriatric patients.

Case Reports
Case 1 . A 79-year-old man hospitalized with an extensive

myocardial infarction complicated by congestive heart failure

had a prolonged ICU stay. Cardiac catheterization revealed in-

operable arteriosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD).
After stabilization, he was transferred to the floor, but his en-

durance was so poor that he was forced to discontinue physical

and occupational therapy, and deteriorated to a bed-to-chair

functional status. Mentally alert, he feared death and refused to

discuss advanced directives or his poor prognosis, saying “Just

do what you have to do." A family conference included several

nieces who understood his poor outlook. His wife, however,

also refused to discuss her husband’s illness in any detail.

This gentleman deferred to the physician and refused to

participate in decisions regarding his care, and further gentle

discussions with the patient and his wife failed to elicit any

collaboration. While patients may autonomously choose to del-

egate all decision-making to a trusted physician advisor, emo-
tional factors such as anxiety or depression may cause them to
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avoid the stress of making choices regarding treatment. The
possibility of depression and the need for spiritual counseling

were recognized here, and appropriate intervention was ob-

tained. In the interim, the patient’s poor prognosis precluded

aggressive treatment to improve his condition. The staff were

counseled that resuscitation would not be attempted in the

event of cardiac arrest. In subsequent discussions, the patient

and his family expressed their wish that comfort be given par-

amount consideration, confirming the decision to withhold re-

suscitation. On routine vital signs rounds, the staff learned that

the patient had died peacefully during the night.

Case 2. A 79-year-old man with prostate cancer in remis-

sion was transferred to the nursing home for physical therapy

following a burn injury. Previously living independently, he

had no family in this country and no support from relatives

living abroad. He became depressed and lost weight, and al-

though he initially consented to a feeding tube, he continued to

remove nasogastric tubes within several days of their place-

ment. When he developed an erosive esophagitis, percutaneous

gastrostomy (PEG) tube placement was recommended to im-

prove his nutritional and functional status.

This patient was clinically depressed and suffering from

malnutrition. Because of his severe depression, it was very

doubtful that he possessed adequate decision-making capacity.

His extreme ambivalence about tube feedings could be as-

cribed to his depression, rather than being a reflection of his

considered wishes. It was likely that antidepressant medication,

adequate nutrition, and continued therapy would relieve this

encumbrance of his decision-making capacity. Although no

family members were available, he was visited by clergy and

close friends. Positive discussions with these individuals en-

couraged the medical staff to proceed with PEG placement,

and he continued to receive rehabilitation services. He was
eventually discharged home to independent living, with the de-

pression resolved.

Case 3. A 75-year-old man with a history of multiple

strokes and poor memory lived with his feeble wife. In recent

months he developed an ischemic lower extremity and weight

loss. He was admitted to the hospital, where an amputation

was performed but he refused to eat, and healing was delayed.

Although he initially agreed to temporary tube feeding, he re-

peatedly removed his feeding tube. In a family meeting, his

wife and concerned son indicated a strong desire to continue

caring for him, and a permanent feeding tube was planned. At

the time of attempted feeding tube placement, a gastric cancer

with suspected metastases was diagnosed. Only palliative sur-

gery with removal of the partially obstructing lesion and sub-

sequent tube placement could be offered. The alternative was
no therapy or tube feeding.

While this patient’s behavior indicated ambivalence toward

the tube feedings, his cognitive disabilities suggested that he

was not competent to make his own decision regarding treat-

ment, and that no improvement in this deficit could be

achieved. Therefore, the focus of decision-making became a

determination of the patient’s best interests. Although pallia-

tive surgery to allow a feeding tube was possible, it was un-

likely to significantly prolong his life, and might impair its

quality. It was less certain whether he should be discharged

home. Even with hospice involvement, his poor prognosis and

increasing need for care would place a heavy burden on the

family should they elect to provide home care. On the other

hand, a decision to transfer the patient to a nursing home with-

out a feeding tube would require negotiation of his manage-
ment with medical and nursing directors. It was decided that

determination as to which arrangement would best serve the

patient’s welfare would depend on whether or not the family,

after receiving a thorough explanation of the challenges they

would encounter, believed themselves capable of providing ter-

minal care without nutritional support.

Conclusions

These cases illustrate the difficulties frequently

encountered in relying on the patient’s expressed

choices in making treatment decisions. The decision-

making capacity of patients is often impaired by cog-

nitive or affective debilities that constrain their

capacity for making decisions in their own best inter-

ests. Where possible, physicians should undertake to

resolve these impairments so as to allow the patients

to participate meaningfully in decisions regarding

their care. When these impairments cannot be re-

solved, then the basis for assessing medical interven-

tions must revert to the standard of what best serves

the patient’s interests. As illustrated in the third case,

such judgments are often complicated and controver-

sial. When later decision-making incompetence can

be anticipated, these difficulties may be averted by

early, anticipatory discussions with the patient re-

garding end-of-life care issues. These wishes can be

prospectively expressed in either informal discus-

sions with physicians, or in the use of more formal

documents such as living wills or durable powers of

attorney for health care .

5

Thus, current opinions in medical ethics have

strongly emphasized the moral obligation of physi-

cians to respect the wishes of their patients. Never-

theless, physicians must carefully consider whether

patients suffer from decision-making impairments,

and must be ready to protect the patient’s welfare

when these encumbrances render patients unable to

make choices that reflect their own best interests.

az?
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unless it is considered lifesaving for the mother. Contraction stress testing

(CST), a non-stress test (NST), or biophysical profiling (BPP) may be appro-

priate, depending upon the week of pregnancy. Patients and physicians

should be aware, however, that oligohydramnios' may not appear until after

the fetus has sustained irreversible injury.

Infants with histories of in utero exposure to ACE inhibitors should be

closely observed for hypotension, oliguria, and hyperkalemia. If oliguria

occurs, attention should he directed toward support of blood pressure and

renal perfusion. Exchange transfusion or dialysis may be required as means

of reversing hypotension and/or substituting for disordered renal function.

Enalapril, which crosses the placenta, has been removed from neonatal circu-

lation by peritoneal dialysis with some clinical benefit, and theoretically may
be removed by exchange transfusion, although there is no experience with

the latter procedure.

No teratogenic effects of enalapril were seen in studies of pregnant rats,

and rabbits. On a mg/kg basis, the doses used were up to 333 times (in rats),

and 50 times (in rabbits) the maximum recommended human dose.

Hydrochlorothiazide; Teratogenic Effects: Reproduction studies in the rabbit, the

mouse and the rat at doses up to 100 mg/kg/day (50 times the human dose)

showed no evidence of external abnormalities of the fetus due to

hydrochlorothiazide. Hydrochlorothiazide given in a two-litter study in rats at

doses of 4 - 5. 6 mg/kg/day (approximately 1 - 2 times the usual daily human

dose) did not impair fertility or produce birth abnormalities in the offspring.

Thiazides cross the placentalbamer and appear in cord blood.

Nonteratogenic Effects: These may include fetal or neonatal jaundice, throm-

bocytopenia/ and possibly other adverse reactions which have occurred in

the adult.

PRECAUTIONS: General; Enalapril Maleate; Impaired Renal Function: As a con-

sequence of inhibiting the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, changes in

renal function may be anticipated in susceptible individuals. In patients with

severe congestive heart failure whose renal function may depend on the

activity of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, treatment with

angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, including enalapril, may be associ-

ated with oliguria and/or progressive azotemia and rarely with acute renal

failure and/or death.

In clinical studies in hypertensive patients with unilateral or bilateral renal

artery stenosis, increases' in blood urea nitrogen and serum creatinine were

observed in 20 percent of patients. These increases were almost always

reversible upon discontinuation of enalapril and/or diuretic therapy. In such

patients renal function should be monitored during the first few weeks of

therapy.

Some patients with hypertension or heart failure with no apparent pre-

existing renal vascular disease have developed increases in blood urea and

serum creatinine, usually minor and transient, especially when enalapnl has

been given concomitantly with a diuretic. This is more likely to occur in

patients with pre-existing' renal impairment. Dosage reduction of enalapril

and/or discontinuation of the diuretic may be required.

Evaluation of the hypertensive patient should always include assess-

ment of renal function.

Hemodialysis Patients: Anaphylactoid reactions have been reported in

patients dialvzed with high-flux membranes (e.g., AN 69*) and treated con-

comitantly with an ACE inhibitor. In these patients consideration should be

given to using a different type of dialysis membrane or a different class of

antihypertensive agent.

Hyperkalemia: Elevated serum potassium (greater than 5.7 mEq/L) was

observed in approximately one percent of hypertensive patients in clinical tri-

als treated with enalapril alone. In most cases these were isolated values

which resolved despite continued therapy, although hyperkalemia was a

cause of discontinuation of therapy in 0.28 percent of hypertensive patients.

Hyperkalemia was less frequent (approximately 0.1 percent) in patients treat-

ed with enalapril plus hydrochlorothiazide. Risk factors for the development

of hyperkalemia include renal insufficiency, diabetes mellitus, and the con-

comitant use of potassium-sparing diuretics, potassium supplements and/or

potassium-containing salt substitutes, which should be used cautiously, if at

all, with enalapril. (See Drug Interactions.)

Cough: Cough has been reported with the use of ACE inhibitors.

Characteristically, the cough is nonproductive, persistent and resolves after

discontinuation of therapy. ACE inhibitor-induced cough should be consid-

ered as part of the differential diagnosis of cough.

Surgery/Anesthesia: In patients undergoing major surgery or during anes-

thesia with agents that produce hypotension, enalapril may block

angiotensin II formation secondary to compensatory renin release. If

hypotension occurs and is considered to be due to this mechanism, it can be

corrected by volume expansion.

Hydrochlorothiazide: Periodic determination of serum electrolytes to detect

possible electrolyte imbalance should be performed at appropriate intervals.

All patients receiving thiazide therapy should be observed for clinical signs

of fluid or electrolyte imbalance: hyponatremia, hypochloremic alkalosis, and

hypokalemia. Serum and urine electrolyte determinations are particularly

important when the patient is vomiting’ excessively or receiving parenteral

fluids. Warning signs or symptoms of fluid and electrolyte imbalance, irre-

spective of cause, include dryness of mouth, thirst, weakness, lethargy,

drowsiness, restlessness, confusion, seizures, muscle pains or cramps, mus-

cular fatigue, hypotension, oliguria, tachycardia, and gastrointestinal distur-

bances such as nausea and vomiting.

Hypokalemia mav develop, especially with brisk diuresis, when severe

cirrhosis is present, or after prolonged therapy. Interference with adequate

oral electrolyte intake will also contribute to hypokalemia. Hypokalemia may
cause cardiac arrhythmia and may also sensitize or exaggerate the response

of the heart to the toxic effects of digitalis (e.g., increased ventricular irritabili-

ty). Because enalapril reduces the production of aldosterone, concomitant

therapy with enalapril attenuates the diuretic-induced potassium loss (see

Drug Interactions, Agents Increasing Serum Potassium).

Although any chloride deficit is generally mild and usually does not

require specific treatment except unaer extraordinary circumstances (as in

liver disease or renal disease), chloride replacement may be required in the

* Registered trademark of Hospal Ltd.

Manufactured by Merck & Co., Inc.

treatment of metabolic alkalosis.

Dilutional hyponatremia may occur in edematous patients in hot weath 1

appropriate therapy is water restriction, rather than administration of s Z

except in rare instances when the hyponatremia is life-threatening. In act

;

salt depletion, appropriate replacement is the therapy of choice.

Hyperuricemia may occur or frank gout may be precipitated in cerfe
j

patients receiving thiazide therapy.

In diabetic patients dosage adjustments of insulin or oral hypoglycen „

agents may be required. Hyperglycemia may occur with thiazide ai'ureti

Thus latent diabetes mellitus'may become manifest during thiazide therapy,
]

The antihypertensive effects of the drug may be enhanced in the postsyi
1

1

pathectomv patient.

If progressive renal impairment becomes evident consider withholding
|

discontinuing diuretic therapy.

Thiazides have been shown to increase the urinary excretion of magr i

sium; this may result in hypomagnesemia.

Thiazides may decrease urinary calcium excretion. Thiazides may car

:

intermittent and slight elevation of serum calcium in the absence ofiknov

!

disorders of calcium metabolism. Marked hypercalcemia may be evidence
i

hidden hyperparathyroidism. Thiazides should be discontinued before c
rying out tests for parathyroid function.

Increases in cholesterol and triglyceride levels may be associated with tl

azide diuretic therapy.

Information for Patients; Angioedema: Angioedema, including laryngeal eden
j

mav occur especially following the first dose of enalapril. Patients should
|

so advised and told ’to report immediately any signs or symptoms suggesti

angioedema (swelling of face, extremities, eyes, lips, tongue, difficulty

swallowing or breathing) and to take no more drug until they have consult

with the prescribing physician.

Hypotension: Patients' should be cautioned to report lightheadedness esf I

dally during the first few days of therapy. If actual syncope occurs, t

patients should be told to discontinue the drug until they have consult i!

with the prescribing physidan.

All patients should be cautioned that excessive perspiration and dehydi
i

tion mav lead to an excessive fall in blood pressure because of reduction

fluid volume. Other causes of volume depletion such as vomiting or diarrh
;

1

may also lead to a fall in blood pressure; patients should be advised to cc
j

suit with the physidan.

Hyperkalemia: Patients should be told not to use salt substitutes containi

/

potassium without consulting their physician.

Neutropenia: Patients should be told to report promptly any indication
|

:

infection (e.g., sore throat, fever) which may be a sign of neutropenia.

Pregnancy: Female patients of childbearing age should be told about t

consequences of second- and third-trimester exposure to ACE inhibitors, ai
1

they snould also be told that these consequences do not appear to ha :

resulted from intrauterine ACE-inhibitor exposure that has been limited
j

the first trimester. These patients should be asked to report pregnancies !l

their physicians as soon as possible.

NOTE: As with many other drugs, certain advice to patients being treat

with VASERETIC is warranted. This information is intended to aid in t

safe and effective use of this medication. It is not a disclosure of all possit :

adverse or intended effects.

Drug Interactions: Enalapril Maleate; Hypotension—Patients on Diuretic Thera
; jj

Patients on diuretics and especially those in whom diuretic therapy w
recently instituted, may occasionally experience an excessive reduction

blood pressure after initiation of therapy with enalapril. The possibility :!

hypotensive effects with enalapril can be' minimized by either discontinue u

the diuretic or increasing the salt intake prior to initiation of treatment wi

enalapril. If it is necessary to continue the diuretic, provide medical super

sion for at least two hours and until blood pressure has stabilized for at lei I

an additional hour. (See WARNINGS.) I

Agents Causing Renin Release: The antihypertensive effect of enalapril
!

augmented by aritihypertensive agents that cause renin release (e.g., diur

ics).

Other Cardiovascular Agents: Enalapril has been used concomitantly w
beta adrenergic-blocking agents, methyldopa, nitrates, calcium-blocki

agents, hydralazine and prazosin without evidence of clinically significa

adverse interactions.

Agents Increasing Serum Potassium: Enalapril attenuates diuretic-induc

potassium loss. Potassium-sparing diuretics (e.g., spironolactone, t

amterene, or amiloride), potassium supplements, or potassium-containi

salt substitutes may lead to significant increases in serum potassiu

Therefore, if concomitant use of these agents is indicated because of demc

strated hypokalemia they should be used with caution and with freque

monitoring of serum potassium.

Lithium: Lithium toxicity has been reported in patients receiving lithiu
|

concomitantly with drugs which cause elimination of sodium, indudii

ACE inhibitors. A few cases of lithium toxicity have been reported in patier

receiving concomitant enalapril and lithium and were reversible upon ti n

continuation of both drugs. It is recommended that serum lithium levels

monitored frequently if enalapril is administered concomitantly with lithiu

Hydrochlorothiazide; When administered concurrently the following dru

may interact with thiazide diuretics:

Alcohol, barbiturates, or narcotics—potentiation of orthostatic hypotensi I

may occur.
|

Antidiabetic drugs (oral agents and insulin)—dosage adjustment of t

antidiabetic drug may be required.

Other antihypertensive drugs—additive effect or potentiation.

Cholestyramine and colestipol resms—Absorption of hydrochlorothiazide z

impaired in the presence of anionic exchange resins. Single doses of eitl
1

cholestyramine or colestipol resins bind the hydrochlorothiazide and redi

its absorption from the gastrointestinal tract by up to 85 and 43 perce 1

respectively.

Corticosteroids, ACTH—intensified electrolyte depletion, particula
j

hypokalemia.
’

Pressor amines (e.g., norepinephrine)—possible decreased response to pr

sor amines but not sufficient to preclude their use.

Skeletal muscle relaxants, nondepolarizing (e.g., tubocurarine)—possi)
i

increased responsiveness to the muscle relaxant.

Lithium—should not generally be given with diuretics. Diuretic agei
j

reduce the renal clearance of lithium and add a high risk of lithium toxic

Refer to the package insert for lithium preparations before use of si’

preparations with VASERETIC.

Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs—In some patients, the administrati

of a non-steroidal anti:inflamma’tory agent can reduce the diuretic, natrium'

and antihypertensive effects of loop, potassium-sparing and thiazide diureh

Therefore, when VASERETIC ana non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents

;

used concomitantly, the patient should be observed closely to determine if t

desired effect of the diuretic is obtained.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility: Enalapnl in combinati

with hydrochlorothiazide was not mutagenic in the Ames microbial mu

en test with or without metabolic activation. Enalapril-hydrochlorothiaz:

id not produce DNA single strand breaks in an in vitro alkaline eluti

assay in rat hepatocytes or chromosomal aberrations in an in vivo moi
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bone marrow assav.

Enalapril Mettle: There was no evidence of a tumorigenic effect when enalapril was administered for

106 weeks to rats at doses up to 90 mg/kg dav (1st) hmes* the maximum dailv human dose). Enalapril

has also been administered lor 94 weeks to male and female mice at doses up to 90 and 180 mg/ kg/efay,

respectivelv, (130 and 300 times' the maximum dailv dose for humans) and showed no evidence of car-

cinogenicih.

\either enalapril maleate nor the active diacid was mutagenic in the Ames microbial mutagen test

with or without metabolic activation. Enalapril was also negative in the following genotoxicitv studies:

rec-assav, reverse mutation assav with E. com. sister chromatid exchange with cultured mammalian cells,

and the micronucleus test with mice, as well as in an in vivo cvtogenic studv using mouse bone marrow.
There were no adverse effects on reproductive performance in male and female rats treated with 10

to 90 mg/kg/dav of enalapril.

Hydrochlorothiazide: Two-vear feeding studies in mice and rats conducted under the auspices of the

National Toxicologv Program (NTP) uncovered no evidence of a carcinogenic potential of

hvdrochlorothiazide in female mice (at doses of up to approximatelv 600 mg/kg- dav) or in male and

female rats (at doses of up to approximatelv 100 mg/kg/dav). The NTP, however, found equivocal ev i-

dence for hepatocarcinogenicitv in male mice.

Hvdrochlorothiazide was not genotoxic in vitro in the Ames mutagenicitv assav of Siilinonelhi

timhiunirium strains TA 98, TA 100.TA 1 333, TA 15.37, and TA 1538 and in the Chinese Hamster Ovary
(CHO) test for chromosomal aberrations, or in vivo in assav s using mouse germinal cell chromosomes,
Chinese hamster bone marrow chromosomes, and the Drosophila sex-linked recessive lethal trait gene.

Positive test results were obtained onlv in the in vitro CHO Sister Chromatid Exchange (dastogenicitv)

and in the Mouse Lvmphoma Cell (mutagenicitv) assavs, using concentrations of hvdrochlorothiazide

from 4.3 to 1300 ,ug/mL, and in the Aspergillus nidulans non-d function assav at an unspecified concen-

tration.

Hydrochlorothiazide had no adverse effects on the fertility of mice and rats of either sex in studies

wherein these species were exposed, via their diet, to doses of up to 100 and 4 mg/kg, respectivelv
,

prior to conception and throughout gestation.

Pregnancy: Pregnancy Categories C (first trimester) innl D (second and third trimesters). See WARNINGS,
Pregnancy. Enalapril Mnlciitv, Fetal/Ntjonalal Morbidity nml Mortnlih/.

Nitwitg Mothers Enalapril and enalaprilat are defected in human milk in trace amounts. Thiazides do
appear in human milk. Because of the potential for serious reactions in nursing infants from either drug,

a decision should be made whether to discontinue nursing or to discontinue VASERET1C, taking into

account the importance of the drug to the mother.

Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

ADVERSE REACTIONS: VASERETIC has been evaluated for safety in more than 1500 patients,

including over 300 patients treated for one vear or more. In clinical trials with VASERETIC no adverse

experiences peculiar to this combination drug have been observed. Adverse experiences that have
occurred, have been limited to those that have been previously reported with enalapril or

hvdrochlorothiazide.

The most frequent clinical adverse experiences in controlled trials were: dizziness (8.6 percent),

headache (5.5 percent), fatigue (3.9 percent) and cough (3.5 percent). Adverse experiences occurring in

greater than two percent of patients treated with VASERETIC in controlled clinical trials were: muscle

cramps (2.7 percent), nausea (2.5 percent), asthenia (2.4 percent), orthostatic effects (2.3 percent), impo-

tence (2.2 percent), and diarrhea (2.1 percent).

Clinical adverse expenences occurring in 0.5 to lOpercent of patients in controlled trials included: Body

As A Whole: Svncope, chest pain, abdominal pain; Cardionmmtr: Orthostatic hypotension, palpitation,

tachycardia: Digestive: Vomiting, dyspepsia, constipation, flatulence, dry mouth: Nervous/Psychiatric:

Insomnia, nervousness, paresthesia, somnolence, vertigo; Skin: Pruritus, rash; Other: Dyspnea, gout, back

pain, arthralgia, diaphoresis, decreased libido, tinnitus, urinary tract infection,

Angioedema: Angioedema has been reported in patients receiv ing VASERETIC (0.6 percent).

Angioedema associated with larv ngeal edema max' be fatal. If angioedema of the face, extremities, lips,

tongue, glottis and/or larynx occurs, treatment with VASERETIC should be discontinued and appropri-

ate therapy instituted immediately. (See WARNINGS.)
Hwoteusion: In clinical trials, adverse effects relating to hypotension occurred as follows: hypotension

(0.9 percent), orthostatic hypotension (1.5 percent), other orthostatic effects (2.3 percent). In addition syn-

cope occurred in 1.3 percent of patients. (See WARNINGS.)
Cowell: See PRECAUTIONS, Cough.

Clinical Laboratory Test Findings; Serum Electrolytes: See PRECAUTIONS.
Creatinine. Blood Urea Nitrogen: In controlled clinical trials minor increases in blood urea nitrogen and

serum creatinine, reversible upon discontinuation of therapy, were observed in about 0.6 percent of

patients with essential hypertension treated with VASERETIC. More marked increases nave been
reported in other enalapril experience. Increases are more likelv to occur in patients with renal arterv

stenosis. (See PRECAUTIONS.)
Serum Uric Acid. Glucose. Magnesium, and Calcium: See PRECAUTIONS.
Hemoglobin and Hematocrit: Small decreases in hemoglobin and hematocrit (mean decreases of

approximatelv 0.3 g percent and 1.0 vol percent, respectivelv) occur frequently in hypertensive patients

treated with VASERETIC but are rarely of clinical importance unless another cause of anemia coexists.

In clinical trials, less than 0.1 percent of patients discontinued therapy due to anemia.

Liver Function Tests: Rarely, elevations of liver enzymes and/or serum bilirubin have occurred.

Other adverse reactions that have been reported with the individual components are listed below and,

within each category, are in order of decreasing severity.

Enalapril Maleate—Enalapril has been evaluated for safety in more than 10,000patients. In clinical tnals

adverse reactions which occurred with enalapril were also seen with VASERETIC. However, since

enalapril has been marketed, the following adverse reactions have been reported: Body As A Whole

Anaphylactoid reactions (see PRECAUTIONS, Hemodialysis Patients): Cardiovascular: Cardiac arrest;

myocardial infarction or cerebrovascular accident, possibly secondary to excessive hypotension in high nsk

patients (see WARNINGS, Hypotension); pulmonary embolism and Infarction; pulmonary edema; rhvthm

disturbances including atrial tachycardia and bradycardia; atrial fibrillation; hypotension; angina pectoris;

Digestin’: Ileus, pancreatitis, hepatic failure, hepatitis (hepatocellular [proven on rechallenge] or cholestatic

jaundice), melena, anorexia, glossitis, stomatitis, dry mouth; Hematologic: Rare cases of neutropenia, throm-

bocytopenia and bone marrow depression. Hemolytic anemia, including cases of hemolysis in patients

with G-6-PD deficiency, has been reported; a causal relationship to enalapril has not been established.

Nervous Sl/stem/Psychia'tric: Depression, confusion, ataxia, peripheral neuropathy (e.g, paresthesia, dyses-

thesia); Urogenital: Renal failure, oliguria, renal dysfunction (see PRECAUTIONS), flank pain, gynecomas-

tia; Respiratory: Pulmonary infiltrates, bronchospasm, pneumonia, bronchitis, rhinorrhea, sore throat and

hoarseness, asthma, upper respiratory infection; Skin: Exfoliative dermatitis, toxic epidermal necrolysis,

Stevens-Johnson syndrome, herpes zoster, erythema multiforme, urticaria, pemphigus, alopecia, flushing,

photosensitivity'; Special Senses: Blurred vision, taste alteration, anosmia, conjunctivitis, dry eves, tearing.

Miscellaneous: A symptom complex has been reported which mav include a positiv e ANA, an elevat-

ed erythrocyte sedimentation rate, arthralgia /arthritis, mvalgia/mvositis, fever, serositis, v asculitis,

leukocytosis, eosinophilia, photosensitivity, rash and other dermatologic manifestations.

Fetal/Neonatal Morbidity and Mortality: See WARNINGS, Pregnancy. Enalapril Maleate Fetal/Neonatal

Morbidity and Mortality.

Hydrochlorothiazide—Body as a Whole: Weakness; Digestin’: Pancreatitis, jaundice (intrahepatic cholestatic

jaundice), sialadenitis, cramping, gash-ic irritation, anorexia; Hematologic: Aplastic anemia, agranulocytosis,

leukopenia, hemolytic anemia, thrombocytopenia; Hypersensitivity: Purpura, photosensitivity, urticaria,

necrotizing angiitis (vasculitis and cutaneous vasculitis), fever, respiratory distress including pneumonitis

and pulmonary edema, anaphylactic reactions: Musculoskeletal: Muscle spasm; Nervous System/Psychiatric:

Restlessness; Renal: Renal failure, renal dysfunction, interstitial nephritis (see WARNINGS); Skin: Erythema

multiforme including Stevens-Johnson syndrome, exfoliative dermatitis including toxic epidermal necroly-

sis, alopecia; Special Senses: Transient blurred vision, xanthopsia.

' Based on patient weight of 50 kg.

For more detailed information, consult your DuPont Pharma Representative or see Prescribing Information.
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YOCON
YOHIMBINE HCI

Description: Yohimbine is a 3a-15a-20B-17a-hydroxy Yohimbine-16a-car-

boxylic acid methyl ester. The alkaloid is found in Rubaceae and related trees.

Also in Rauwolfia Serpentina (L) Benth. Yohimbine is an indolalkylamine

alkaloid with chemical similarity to reserpine. It is a crystalline powder,

odorless. Each compressed tablet contains (1/12 gr.) 5.4 mg of Yohimbine

Hydrochloride.

Action: Yohimbine blocks presynaptic alpha-2 adrenergic receptors. Its

action on peripheral blood vessels resembles that of reserpine, though it is

weaker and of short duration. Yohimbine’s peripheral autonomic nervous

system effect is to increase parasympathetic (cholinergic) and decrease

sympathetic (adrenergic) activity, ft is to be noted that in male sexual

performance, erection is linked to cholinergic activity and to alpha-2 ad-

renergic blockade which may theoretically result in increased penile inflow,

decreased penile outflow or both.

Yohimbine exerts a stimulating action on the mood and may increase

anxiety. Such actions have not been adequately studied or related to dosage

although they appear to require high doses of the drug . Yohimbine has a mild

anti-diuretic action, probably via stimulation of hypothalmic centers and

release of posterior pituitary hormone.

Reportedly, Yohimbine exerts no significant influence on cardiac stimula-

tion and other effects mediated by B-adrenergic receptors, its effect on blood

pressure, if any, would be to lower it; however no adequate studies are at hand

to quantitate this effect in terms of Yohimbine dosage.

Indications: Yocon* is indicated as a sympathicolytic and mydriatric. It may
have activity as an aphrodisiac.

Contraindications: Renal diseases, and patient s sensitive to the drug. In

view of the limited and inadequate information at hand, no precise tabulation

can be offered of additional contraindications.

Warning: Generally, this drug is not proposed for use in females and certainly

must not be used during pregnancy. Neither is this drug proposed for use in

pediatric, geriatric or cardio-renal patients witn gastric or duodenal ulcer

history. Nor should it be used in conjunction with mood-modifying drugs

such as antidepressants, or in psychiatric patients in general.

Adverse Reactions: Yohimbine readily penetrates the (CNS) and produces a

complex pattern of responses in lower doses than required to produce periph-

eral a-adrenergic blockade. These include, anti-diuresis, a general picture of

central excitation including elevation of blood pressure and heart rate, in-

creased motor activity, irritability and tremor. Sweating, nausea and vomiting

are common after parenteral administration of the drug. 12 Also dizziness,

headache, skin flushing reported when used orally. 1 3

Dosage and Administration: Experimental dosage reported in treatment of

erectile impotence. 1
' 3 - 4 1 tablet (5.4 mg) 3 times a day, to adult males taken

orally. Occasional side effects reported with this dosage are nausea, dizziness

or nervousness. In the event of side effects dosage to be reduced to V2 tablet 3

times a day, followed by gradual increases to 1 tablet 3 times a day. Reported

therapy not more than 10 weeks. 3

How Supplied: Oral tablets of Yocon ? 1/12 gr. 5.4 mg in

bottles of 100’s NDC 53159-001-01 and 1000 s NDC
53159-001-10.
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Trauma Rounds

Renal Cell Carcinoma Detected as a Result of

Blunt Abdominal Trauma

THOMAS A. LAYMAN, M.D.; TIMOTHY R. COLLINS, M.D.; DONALD E. BARKER, M.D.

Introduction

Renal cell carcinoma is often asymptomatic until meta-

stasis or locally advanced disease is present. The classic

triad of hematuria, palpable renal mass, and flank pain

is present in only 5% to 10% of patients at presentation.

Traumatic hematuria as a result of relatively mild blunt

abdominal trauma can be a fortuitous first presenting

sign leading to diagnosis of renal cell carcinoma at a

curable stage. A case in point is described.

Case Report
A 47-year-old man came to the Erlanger Medical Center

emergency department complaining of bloody urine and severe

abdominal pain after being kneed in his left flank the previous

evening. He complained of severe left upper quadrant abdomi-

nal pain as well as left flank and left costovertebral angle pain.

His urine was grossly bloody. His blood pressure was 200/166

mm Hg (compatible with his history of noncompliance with

treatment for hypertension), pulse 112/min, respiratory rate

20/min, and temperature 98.9°F. Laboratory studies showed
hemoglobin 18.4 gm/dl hematocrit 54.4%, WBC count

9,400/cu mm, platelets 238,000/cu mm, BUN 9 mg/dl, creatine

1.1 mg/dl, and ETOH 172.8 mg/dl. Electrolytes, SMA 12, PT,

and PTT were within normal limits. Chest x-rays showed only

minimal cardiac enlargement.

The patient was admitted to the Trauma Service with an

initial diagnosis of trauma to the left renal parenchyma, for

which bed rest was prescribed. A three-way Foley catheter was
placed in the urinary bladder, which was irrigated free of blood

clots. Continuous saline bladder irrigation was initiated, and IV

hydration and pain medications were provided. A CT scan of

the patient’s abdomen (Fig. 1) demonstrated poor left renal

function, an attenuated area in the upper aspect of the left kid-

ney consistent with a hypervascular mass or area of in-

traparenchymal hemorrhage, and early hydronephrosis of the

left renal collecting system. The patient disconnected himself

from his Foley catheter and IV and left the hospital unan-

nounced approximately 12 hours after admission. He returned

to the emergency department the next day with severe renal

colic and was readmitted to the Trauma Service. Because or

the suspicious CT scan findings, a renal arteriogram (Fig. 2)

was performed confirming the presence of a hypervascular

tumor of the left kidney consistent with renal cell carcinoma.

No renal vein invasion could be seen. A bone scan did not

indicate bony metastasis. Eleven days after his initial injury,

the left kidney was explored and a left nephrectomy was done

From the Department of Surgery, University of Tennessee College of

Medicine, Chattanooga Unit.

Figure 1 . CT scan demonstrating suspicious lesion.

Figure 2. Arteriogram confirming renal cell carcinoma.
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TABLE 1

PROGNOSIS

Stage Extent of Tumor Five-Year Survival (%)

1 Confined to kidney 60-75

2 Including renal vein involvement 47-65

3 Lymph node/caval involvement 12-25

4 Metastases/local invasion 0-5

via a transabdominal approach. The resected kidney contained

a 6.5 X 7-cm yellow and reddish intraparenchymal tumor,

which extended to the capsule of the kidney without eroding

through. The tumor protruded into an upper pole calyx and into

one of the renal vein branches. The central portion of the

tumor had a hemorrhagic area and areas of hemorrhage extend-

ing into the surrounding normal renal parenchyma. Histopa-

thology was identified as well-differentiated renal cell carci-

noma; perihilar lymph nodes were negative for metastatic

tumor. The patient recovered from surgery without complica-

tion and was discharged home on the fifth postoperative day.

Discussion

Renal cell carcinoma accounts for 85% of all neo-

plasms of renal origin, with an incidence of 7.5 cases

per 100,000 population. It is twice as common in men
as in women, and most cases are detected between the

ages of 55-60 years. A moderate increased risk for de-

velopment of renal cell carcinoma is seen in people who
smoke tobacco. The classic triad of gross hematuria, pal-

pable renal mass, and flank pain is seen in only 5% to

10% of cases on presentation, and the disease is usually

far advanced by the time this symptom triad is present. 1

Hematuria is the most frequent presenting symptom,

occurring in 60% of cases and usually only when the

tumor has invaded the collecting system. 2 This symp-

tom may range from microscopic hematuria to gross he-

maturia resulting in hemorrhagic shock from “spontane-

ous rupture” of the neoplasm. 3 The enlarging tumor

mass increases the risk of kidney fracture from blunt

abdominal trauma, and often the trauma is minimal.4 In

patients with gross hematuria from blunt abdominal

trauma, CT scanning is the imaging study of choice. 5

Renal anatomy, renal perfusion, and possible injury to

other organs can be assessed. Arteriogram is of value in

further defining the renal mass that is questionable as a

carcinoma, and it can also identify renal vein invasion

by close observation of the venous phase of the study.

Other symptoms that may be present in cases of renal

cell carcinoma include flank mass (45%), pain (41%),

weight loss (28%), symptoms from metastases (10%),

and acute varicocele (2%). Other systemic effects may
include anemia (41%), hypertension (38%), fever of un-

known origin (17%), polycythemia (4%)', elevated liver

function tests (15%), or hypercalcemia (6%). 6 With the

current liberal use of ultrasonography and CT scanning,

approximately 47% of renal cell carcinomas are found

incidentally in asymptomatic patients. 7

Once the diagnosis of renal cell carcinoma is made
the best hope for cure lies in radical nephrectomy per-

formed before the cancer metastasizes. This procedure

is performed transabdominally. After the renal vein is

carefully assessed for tumor thrombus, the kidney is

then removed with Gerota’s fascia intact, along with the

ipsilateral adrenal gland and the ureter resected as far

distally as possible. Adjuvant radiation or chemotherapy

has thus far shown little benefit. 8 Prognosis is as shown

in Table 1.

Conclusions

Gross hematuria caused by relatively minor trauma

may indicate underlying pathology in the urinary sys-

tem. Careful evaluation in this case led to successful

surgical treatment of a potentially curable renal cell

carcinoma. F
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Vanderbilt Morning Report

Acute Hepatic Decompensation in an Alcoholic

Case Report
A 61 -year-old man who used alcohol presented himself to

the emergency department complaining of three days of right

upper quadrant abdominal pain, nausea, and vomiting. He
reported occasional coffee-grounds emesis, but denied any

other evidence of gastrointestinal bleeding; he also denied fe-

vers, chills, diarrhea, or weight loss. He is a binge alcohol

drinker, but reported that his last drink had been ten days be-

fore admission.

His past medical history included peptic ulcer disease. At

the time of admission, he denied the use of any prescription,

over-the-counter, or illicit drugs. He had no known history of

viral hepatitis. On initial physical examination, temperature

was 99.0°F, blood pressure 160/83 mm Hg, respiratory rate

20/min. and pulse rate 1 10/min. He was jaundiced, had palmar

and plantar erythema, and had multiple spider angiomata on

his trunk. His lungs were clear, and his cardiac examination

was normal. His abdomen was slightly distended, and the right

upper quadrant was tender. No hepatosplenomegaly or masses

were appreciated. Bowel sounds and rectal examination were

normal. There was no evidence of occult blood in the stool,

and his neurologic examination was normal.

Admission laboratory studies were remarkable for total bi-

lirubin of 8.9 mg/dl, alkaline phosphatase 121 IU/L, SGOT
7,700 IU/L, amylase 65 IU/L, SGPT 3,000 IU/L, and LDH
5,940 IU/L. Prothrombin time was 23 seconds. Electrolytes

were normal. Creatinine was slightly elevated at 1.8 mg/dl.

Complete blood count was remarkable only for platelet count

of 121,000/cu mm.
The patient was thought to be very ill from hepatic decom-

pensation. The degree of elevation of his liver transaminases

was considered too great to be due simply to alcoholic hepati-

tis. Even though he adamantly denied medication use when an

acetaminophen level was found to be 32 |xg/ml, the patient

admitted to the ingestion of 10 “headache pills” during the two

days before he became ill; these ultimately were discovered to

contain acetaminophen. The patient was treated with N-
acetylcysteine 70 mg/kg orally every four hours until his liver

function tests began to improve. His transaminase levels and

prothrombin time came down quickly, and on the day of dis-

charge, his SGOT was 386 IU/L and SGPT was 1,138 IU/L.

Discussion

Acetaminophen is a popular over-the-counter antipy-

retic and analgesic, and has an excellent side-effect pro-

file. Its use is particularly attractive in individuals with

gastritis and peptic ulcer disease (such as alcoholics),

because it does not inhibit cyclooxygenase, and is not

associated with the gastrointestinal injury attributed to

nonprescription preparations containing aspirin and

other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Alcoholics

who use acetaminophen in even traditionally acceptable

doses may, however, be at risk for serious toxicity and

hepatic decompensation. 1

Presented by Louise Hanson, M.D., Hugh J. Morgan chief medical res-

ident, Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville.

Acetaminophen is metabolized primarily to sulfate

and glucuronide conjugates that are renally excreted. A
small proportion of the ingested drug is converted by

the cytochrome P450 mixed oxidase system in the liver

to the highly toxic metabolite N-acetyl-P-benzoquino-

neimine (NABQI). In the normal host this toxic metab-

olite is detoxified by glutathione. 2 In alcoholics, the cy-

tochrome P450 system is induced by the ethanol,

causing a relative increase in the toxic metabolite pro-

duction. 2 In addition, alcoholics are often chronically

malnourished and have depleted glutathione stores,

making it more difficult for them to detoxify NABQI.
Alcohol also affects liver cells, making them more sus-

ceptible to toxins. 1 It has been suggested that the thresh-

old for treating acetaminophen ingestion or toxicity

should be decreased by 50% in alcoholics and other pa-

tients taking medicines known to induce the cytochrome

P450 oxidase system. 2

In summary, suspicion of ingestion of acetamino-

phen should always be present when one is faced with

an alcoholic with sudden, impressive hepatocellular

dysfunction. Effective treatment is available, and should

be administered promptly. In addition, physicians

should counsel their alcoholic patients about the dan-

gers of taking acetaminophen, and perhaps even suggest

that they avoid the drug altogether.
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HELP FOR IMPAIRED PHYSICIANS

Through the TMF Committee on Impaired Physi-

cians, the Association helps doctors who are suffering

from alcoholism and drug addiction. The thrust of the

program is rehabilitative, not punitive. The Committee

is composed of physicians who have special expertise in

these areas, some from personal experience. Effective

treatment for these illnesses is achieved most easily

when the disease is detected early; family, friends, and

associates are urged to avoid misguided sympathy

which enables the condition to deteriorate.

Call the TMF Impaired Physician Program at (615)

385-3319; outside Nashville call collect. Telephone

message service available around the clock.
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month

Frozen Section Error?—Rare But Disastrous

J. KELLEY AVERY, M.D.

Case Report
A 50-year-old obese woman reported to her primary care

physician complaining of soreness and some pain in her right

breast. Examination showed a small tender area of question in

the upper outer quadrant of the right breast and the examiner

thought that there was indeed a small mass present. She was
referred for a mammogram, and the radiologist reported an area

of microcalcifications deep in the central portion of the breast.

The physician of record referred the patient to a surgeon,

who, on the basis of the mammogram report, recommended a

biopsy. In explaining the situation to his patient, the surgeon

told her that the suspicious area in the breast was not in the

location where the tender lump was found and should be fur-

ther examined with a biopsy. He further explained to his pa-

tient that the suspicious area found by the mammogram was in

a location that would require general anesthesia. She wished to

think about this recommendation and discuss it with her hus-

band, but felt sure enough that she wanted the biopsy to allow

the surgeon to schedule her for three days later. She reported at

the scheduled time.

The biopsy was done under general anesthesia. The frozen

section was very suspicious of cancer but not diagnostic. Mas-
tectomy, which had been planned pending a malignant lesion,

was not done. Permanent sections did not show the radiologi-

cally identified calcifications, and the pathologist recom-

mended that a repeat mammogram be done after healing of the

operative site had occurred.

The surgeon followed his patient after biopsy and did

schedule a repeat mammogram in three months. The report of

this examination showed that the lesion described on the initial

study had not changed. A repeat study was recommended in

three months. This examination was done as recommended,
and the report again showed no change. On recommendation of

the radiologist, her surgeon planned another mammogram for

six months later.

At the six-month checkup, the surgeon believed that there

had been no change in his patient's physical examination. She

had been on a diet and had lost weight, and the breasts were

smaller and easier to examine. Report of the mammogram
done at this time indicated that the findings represented "an

increase in a mass density associated with microcalcifications.

An excisional biopsy is recommended to detenu ine the true

nature of this condition."

At this point, the surgeon again explained the situation to

his patient. He again went over the possibility of a radical pro-

cedure if the mass proved to be malignant. The excisional bi-

opsy was scheduled for a few days later. Needle localization

was used to precisely identify the area and a wide excisional

biopsy was done. Frozen section was done on the specimen,

and the report was “infiltrating ductal carcinoma." While the

patient was under anesthesia, a modified radical mastectomy

Dr. Avery is chairman of the Loss Prevention Committee, State Volun-

teer Mutual Insurance Company, Brentwood.

The Case of the Month is taken from actual Tennessee closed claims. An
attempt is made to fictionalize the material in order to make it less easy to

identify. If you recognize your own case, please be assured that it is pre-

sented solely for the purpose of emphasizing the issues presented.

was done. There were no problems associated with the opera-

tion. In the early postoperative period the surgeon learned that

there was some confusion and disagreement in the pathology

group about the exact nature of the lesion, but the prevailing

opinion was that it was benign. The specimen was sent to a

consulting pathologist in Tennessee, as well as to one at Sloan-

Kettering Institute, for their opinions.

Within three or four days of the surgery, while the patient

was still in the hospital, all the pathologists agreed that the

lesion was, indeed, benign. However, one consulting patholo-

gist stated that this was a lesion about which experienced pa-

thologists might disagree.

The attending surgeon stayed very close to his patient, re-

peatedly assuring her that regardless of the true diagnosis, she

was indeed cured of her disease. He made available to his pa-

tient all the many pathology reports. He continued to stress to

his patient that the lesion was a hard one to be specific about;

therefore, he could not criticize the pathologist who read the

frozen section.

Some months went by before the pathologist and his group

were sued, charging negligence in issuing a definitive opinion

on a lesion about which there was some doubt. The surgeon

was initially charged with negligence in failing to reassure his

patient that the lesion was not malignant, thus contributing to

her mental anguish. This charge was dismissed during the

course of discovery and further investigation.

This woman had lost her breast and suffered through weeks
of confusion about whether or not she had cancer. The plaintiff

was very aggressive and the expert testimony was all on the

side of the plaintiff. No expert could be found who would say

that a diagnosis of “infiltrating ductal carcinoma” was within

an acceptable standard of care, largely because in the presence

of such an equivocal situation, permanent sections should have

been done before committing this patient to such a disfiguring

and emotionally shattering experience. It was argued that had
the patient been aware of the differences of opinion regarding

the definitive diagnosis, she and her surgeon would have

waited and given even more time for further evaluation. A
large settlement was necessary' in this case.

Loss Prevention Comments
In medicine, when things go well in a given proce-

dure or situation so consistently, it is easy to forget that

in the same situation one can and does encounter unex-

pected complications. This is certainly the case with

frozen sections. Almost always the surgeon can rely on

the report of the pathologist to be correct. Almost al-

ways the surgeon can plan his approach at the table

with confidence that the pathology report is accurate.

“Almost Always/” Then there comes a situation like this

when surgeons and pathologists realize that occasion-

ally (even if very rarely) there comes a time when the

definitive procedure should be deferred until the perma-

nent sections have been processed and a final report is

issued. r X
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Department of Health Report

Hospital Charges in Tennessee

TOM SPILLMAN

Does where you are hospitalized have an impact on

how long you'll stay? Does it cost more to stay in a

hospital in Nashville or Knoxville than in Memphis or

Chattanooga? Did it cost more to be hospitalized in

1991 than it did in 1990? The answers to these and

other questions can be found in a new publication. Hos-

pital Charges in Tennessee, 1990 and 1991

.

The report is the first from the Tennessee Depart-

ment of Health’s Cost Containment Data System. Ten-

nessee, like 29 other states, attempts to collect informa-

tion on every inpatient confinement and outpatient

hospital visit in the state. The data are provided by in-

surance companies, third-party administrators, and other

self-insured groups, who are required to submit to the

Department of Health selected information from each

claim filed with them by a Tennessee hospital.

The database for this first effort was limited to a

sample of hospital claims paid by commercial insurers.

Due to a relatively small number of observations

(70,000 inpatient; 900,000 outpatient), only regional

charge comparisons were presented in the first report;

but, in August 1993, data for the first two quarters of

1992 will be published and will contain individual hos-

pital data. Hospitals will be classified into peer groups

according to case mix and size (based on the number of

beds). The use of peer groups will allow for relevant

comparisons between hospitals based on size and pa-

tient population.

The primary purpose of the report is to provide aver-

age charge and length of stay information to consumers.

By using available information regarding the utilization

and costs of health care services, major purchasers of

health care (such as government, business, and labor

groups), as well as individuals, can begin to assess

health care costs and implement effective cost contain-

ment strategies. There are, of course, factors other than

price to be considered when selecting a hospital; how-

ever, with everything else being equal, health care buy-

ers will choose the facility with the lowest price.

The report can benefit hospitals as well. Hospitals

will be able to compare their facility with other hospi-

tals in the state in terms of types of admissions, charges,

and lengths of stay. They will also be able to compare

From the Tennessee Department of Health, Nashville. Mr. Spillman is

chief of Health Care Costs and Resources for the TDH Division of Informa-

tion Resources.

practice patterns of physicians who admit patients to

their facilities. The information will allow them to make
informed decisions about changing their charges or pat-

terns of care to become more competitive in the health

care market.

TABLE 1

AVERAGE CHARGE FOR AN INPATIENT STAY IN

TENNESSEE HOSPITALS 1990 AND 1991

Location of Hospital 1990 1991 % Change

All Hospitals $4,914 $5,798 18.0

Chattanooga $4,291 $5,601 30.5

Knoxville $5,924 $6,990 18.0

Memphis $7,116 $7,809 9.7

Nashville $6,363 $7,382 16.0

Other areas $3,396 $4,120 21.3

TABLE 2

AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN DAYS,

TENNESSEE HOSPITALS 1990 AND 1991

Location of Hospital 1990 1991 % Change

All Hospitals 4.7 4.8 2.1

Chattanooga 4.2 4.6 9.5

Knoxville 4.8 5.0 4.2

Memphis 6.4 6.3 -1.6

Nashville 5.3 5.2 -1.9

Other areas 4.1 4.2 2.4

TABLE 3

AVERAGE CHARGE PER DAY,

TENNESSEE HOSPITALS 1990 AND 1991

Location of Hospital 1990 1991 % Change

All Hospitals $1,046 $1,208 15.5

Chattanooga $1,021 $1,218 19.3

Knoxville $1,234 $1,398 13.3

Memphis $1,112 $1,240 11.5

Nashville $1,201 $1,420 18.2

Other areas $ 828 $ 981 18.5
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TABLE 4 TABLE 5

DRGs WITH THE LONGEST AVERAGE
LENGTHS OF STAY, 1991

Avg. Length of

DRG Title Stay (Days)

462 Rehabilitation 32.7

483 Tracheostomy 30.7

386 Neonate-extreme immaturity or RDS 25.1

431 Childhood mental disorders 23.4

437 Alcohol/drug dependence, combo

rehab and detox therapy 20.5

The report also has some epidemiologic value: by

collecting information on patients not included in Med-

icaid or Medicare data files, a broader, more compre-

hensive data set is available to investigate the incidence

of rare or underreported diseases in the state.

Inpatient Charges—Per Stay. The average charge

for an inpatient stay in a Tennessee hospital rose from

$4,914 in 1990 to $5,798 in 1991. The annual increase

was 18.0%. Around the state, the average charge per

inpatient hospitalization increased in all geographic

areas. The 30.5% increase experienced by Chattanooga

facilities was the largest observed. Although Memphis

facilities experienced the smallest increase (9.7%), their

average charge remained the highest of all areas exam-

ined (Table 1).

Length of Stay. The average length of stay in 1990

was 4.7 days and 4.8 days in 1991 (Table 2).

Charge Per Day. By combining charge per confine-

ment with the average length of stay data, a charge per

day can be calculated. The slight increase in length of

stay from 4.7 to 4.8 offsets some of the 18.0% increase

in confinement charges. The result is that the 15.5%

increase in charges per day is less than the increase in

the charge per confinement (Table 3).

DRGs and Average Length of Stay. Diagnosis-re-

lated groups (DRGs) is a patient classification system

developed for the Health Care Financing Administration

(HCFA) that provides a basis for reimbursing hospitals

DRGs USING THE GREATEST NUMBER OF
INPATIENT DAYS, 1991

DRG Title

% of

Inpatient Days

% of

Discharges

430 Psychoses 7.5 2.7

373 Vaginal delivery without

complications 3.6 7.3

435 Alcohol/drug abuse or depen-

dence, detox or other treat-

ment without complications 2.5 0.9

359 Uterine & adnexa proce-

dures for non-malignancy 2.1 2.9

426 Depressive neuroses 1.9 0.7

under the Medicare program. The system groups to-

gether patients with similar diagnoses who undergo

similar procedures into the same DRG. The DRGs
shown in Table 4 had the longest average lengths of

stay in 1991. From the title of the DRG alone, it is easy

to understand why patients in these classifications

would require longer hospitalization.

DRGs and Total Days of Confinement. Another

measure of resource utilization is the total number of

inpatient days that are classified to a particular DRG
(Table 5). For comparison purposes, two percentages

are presented: the percentage of total inpatient days, and

the percentage of total discharges relative for each of

the top five DRGs based on total number of days.

DRGs and Charge Per Day. If charges are to be

used as a measure of resource use, the DRGs shown in

Table 6 are the most resource intensive on a charge per

day of confinement basis.

Outpatient Procedure Charges. Tennessee hospi-

tals treat far more individuals as outpatients than as in-

patients. The service provided can be as simple as band-

aging or as complicated as gallbladder removal.

Provided in Table 7 are charges for some common pro-

cedures and the associated hospital charges for 1990

and 1991. The percentage change is indicated.

TABLE 6

DRGs WITH THE LARGEST AVERAGE CHARGE PER DAY, 1991

DRG Title

Avg. Charge

Per Day

Avg. Length

of Stay (Days)

232 Arthroscopy $4,357 2.9

440 Wound debridements for injuries $4,299
_

5.7

400 Lymphoma & leukemia with a

major operating room procedure $3,625 14.1

105 Cardiac valve procedures

without cardiac catheterization $3,595 13.6

302 Kidney transplant $3,444 13.4

TABLE 7

SELECTED OUTPATIENT SURGICAL PROCEDURES

1990 1991 % Change

Carpal tunnel release $1,063 $1,426 34.1

Diagnostic D & C $1,228 $1,579 28.6

Laparoscopy $1,762 $2,368 34.4

Myringotomy with the insertion of tube $ 933 $1,136 21.8

Tonsillectomy with adenoidectomy $1,360 $1,673 23.0

Knee arthroscopy $1,981 $2,500 26.2

Removal of knee cartilage $2,262 $2,832 25.2

Cholecystectomy $4,033 $4,707 16.7
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CARE Program Update

A Tennessee Physician’s View on

Health Care Reform

The following comments were made during the TMA
Health Care Symposium by John W. Lamb, M.D., member of

the TMA Board of Trustees and past chairman, at the TMA
Annual Meeting, April 17, 1993, in Knoxville. The Sympo-

sium was orchestrated as part of the CARE Program's Annual

Meeting activities.

As much as we like to tell ourselves that we have

the finest medical care in the world, and I believe it is

true, a number of factors, not the least of them our own
success, are forcing us to reexamine our priorities,

evaluate outcomes of various treatment options, and

make a reasoned choice using scientifically developed

criteria that will necessarily include a measure of cost

effectiveness.

It is true that we can afford to buy any medical care

we choose but when, as Mr. Cooper (Rep. James Coo-

per, D-TN) tells us, health care expenses are the number

one cause of increasing federal deficits, the number one

cause of personal bankruptcy, and the number one cause

of labor disputes, it is reasonable to conclude, as did Dr.

Joseph C. Nichols in an article published in the Bulletin

of the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons in

January of 1993, that society is unwilling to allow un-

limited escalation of health care costs.

Unfortunately, we’ve been blamed for the rapid in-

crease in costs, and we resent the government telling us

how to practice and what kind of care to provide, telling

our patients to expect unlimited top quality care and

then blaming us when the price goes up. Government is

not by any means the only cause of the cost increase,

but the influence of regulations on it is sizable, and must

be addressed if we are to have real health care reform.

Other factors beyond our control that contribute to

increasing costs include malpractice premiums and de-

fensive medicine, overutilization and increased eligibil-

ity for public programs, as well as population aging,

which is associated with increasing demand for support-

ive care of all kinds, including medical care.

Perhaps the most important reason for increasing

costs, one that is not only beyond our control but is a

necessary component of our objective to prolong life

and improve the quality of life, is new technology.

Technology has made it possible in my lifetime for

medicine to find a cure for childhood leukemia, to elec-

tronically pace a sick heart, and to replace a painful

arthritic joint. But each time a patient is treated with a

new technique it increases the cost of medical care, be-

cause we have been able to find a new way to help him

live a longer and happier life.

In my opinion we must not become so obsessed with

costs that we forget the quality of care. We must not

allow those who are talking about medical care costs

being out of control to forget the most important person

in this whole discussion, the patient.

We must be the patient’s advocate, helping the sys-

tem to provide each person a healthy environment, and

education about healthy habits, lifestyles, and treat-

ments needed to achieve and maintain the highest

possible state of health. We must continue to voice

our concerns about health issues as they impact upon

our patients, and insist that changes in the payment

system preserve quality of care and the doctor-patient

relationship. Only with the best help from physicians

and health care experts can the system continue to pro-

vide high quality care while making care accessible to

everyone.

Mr. Cooper defined quality as stressing preventive

care, early and accurate diagnosis, proper limited test-

ing, precise intervention with minimal complications,

and excellent follow-up care. Physicians will strongly

support a system with those objectives provided prac-

tice guidelines do not lead to a cookbook approach that

ignores individual patient differences, and provided that

when we follow guidelines of cost-effective care, we

will not risk a multi-million dollar judgment for missing

a rare catastrophic condition.

In summary, we acknowledge that problems of ex-

pense and access have created a need for action. We
appreciate Mr. Cooper's efforts to seek a consensus so-

lution to the problems while retaining the strengths of

American medicine, which we assert to be the best in

the world. We would urge, however, that the govern-

ment use the best advice of medical experts to design

the solution. Attempting to design a system of medical

care without physician input is about as logical as at-

tempting to design the Golden Gate Bridge without an

engineer. We believe that cooperation between our-

selves and government planners can produce a better

system than either of us can do independently.

A statement on the principles of health care reform

made by the American Academy of Orthopedic

(Continued on page 456)
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The Juris Doctor

Managed Care and the Infamous

Hold Harmless Clause

Marc E. Overlook

TMA General Counsel

Abstract

Hold harmless clauses may form the backbone of

state and national health care reform since health insur-

ers can effectively use them to pass off financial and

liability risks to physicians. This is especially true in the

TennCare proposal. Such clauses generally come in two

forms, while a third type is often confused as a hold

harmless clause, but is actually an indemnity provision.

The first type involves a physician's agreement not to

pursue a patient for fees in excess of those allowed in

an HMO contract. The second type usually states that a

physician will not look to an entity for a “contribution"

to help pay off a claim for damages. The third type is

not a hold harmless at all; rather, it requires a physician

to “indemnify” an entity by paying its legal fees and

any damages it is held liable for in a court judgment.

Each clause holds increasingly dire consequences for

physicians, and this should give them pause before they

sign on the dotted line. Indemnity agreements are often

excepted from professional liability coverage; therefore,

a physician should consult with his carrier before agree-

ing to indemnify anyone. Finally, if such clauses must

be included, a physician should demand extra consider-

ation such as prompt payment and increased patient vol-

ume guarantees. This article examines some of the com-

mon types of hold harmless clauses the insurance

industry expects physicians to sign under TennCare, and

offers some negotiating points for physicians.

Introduction

By the time your eyes scan this article to see if it’s

worth reading, one of three events will have unfolded: the

Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) will

have approved a waiver for TennCare, President Clinton

will have invoked his own magic formula for health care

reform, or there will have been no political change, mean-

ing that Tennessee’s Medicaid crisis continues. Regard-

less of these three health care market scenarios, insurance

entreprenuers who desire to shift financial or liability

risks to their network physicians will continue to ask

them to sign hold harmless clauses. The focus below is

on hold harmless clauses in the context of TennCare.

The McWherter Administration has issued its Tenn-

Care proposal for a federal Medicaid waiver based on a

key concept: save health care dollars by shifting all fi-

nancial and liability risks to providers. Certainly, this

approach will save Tennessee a great deal of money
over the long term, assuming the program succeeds.

TennCare is designed to add nearly 750,000 persons

(who are uninsured) to the current Medicaid rolls,

which now stand at 1 million persons. However, no

money is added to insure the health care of the formerly

uninsured enrollees; thus the need to shift risk by con-

tractual provision. 1

Since no state legislation authorizes this risk shift,

the McWherter Administration has issued contracts

(250 pages in length) to managed care organizations

(MCOs) which require them to “indemnify and hold the

State and TENNCARE and their officers, employees,

and agents form (sic) all claims, suits, judgments or

damages, including court costs and attorney fees, aris-

ing out of or in the course of this (TennCare) Agree-

ment.”2 The indemnification agreement does not stop there

and includes claims or losses arising out of services ren-

dered by providers or by “any subcontractor, person, or

firm performing or supplying services, materials, or

supplies in connection with the performance of this

(TennCare) Agreement regardless of whether TENN-
CARE knew or should have known of such im-

proper service, performance, materials or supplies .”3

Finally, the State also plans to require that MCOs
specify in their provider contracts that the providers

(subcontractors) “indemnify, defend and hold TENN-
CARE and the Plan's members harmless from and

against all claims, damages, causes of action...” caused

by the provider’s or the provider’s employees’ negli-

gence or wrongful acts.4 This requirement is the reverse

of enterprise liability.

Discussion

TennCare 's success will depend in large part on the

ability of the State and its TennCare insurers to shift

risk by contract. Hold harmless clauses generally refer

to two different types of agreements: Physician agree-

ments not to balance bill patients and agreements not to

seek contribution from a health insurer on a malpractice
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claim. A third type of clause often is confused as a hold

harmless provision, but is really a form of indemnifica-

tion in which a physician promises to cover an entity’s

legal expenses and judgments. Indemnification clauses

pose the greatest risk for practicing physicians. These

three clauses will be examined in order.

Hold Harmless Clauses Concerning Reimbursement

Tennessee will license only those health mainte-

nance organizations (HMOs) that require network phy-

sicians to agree not to balance bill HMO patients for

charges that are above and beyond the carrier’s fee

scale. Thus, the physician can be said to “hold” the pa-

tient “harmless” for the rest of the standard fee. An ex-

ample of this type of clause follows:

HMO Covered Services: (Provider) hereby agrees that in

no event, including, but not limited to non-payment by the

HMO, HMO insolvency, or breach of this agreement, shall

(provider) bill, charge, collect a deposit from, seek compensa-
tion, remuneration or reimbursement from, or have any re-

course against subscriber/enrollee or persons other than HMO
acting on their behalf for services provided pursuant to this

Agreement. This provision shall not prohibit collection of sup-

plemental charges or copayments on HMO’s behalf made in

accordance with the terms of (applicable Agreement) between

HMO and subscriber/enrollee.

(Provider) further agrees that (1) this provision shall sur-

vive the termination of this Agreement regardless of the cause

giving rise to termination and shall be construed to be for the

benefit of the HMO subscriber/enrollee and that (2) this provi-

sion supersedes any oral or written contrary agreement now
existing or hereafter entered into between (Provider) and sub-

scriber/enrollee or persons acting on their behalf/

Obviously, this clause prevents physicians from bal-

ance billing HMO patients, even after the termination of

the HMO agreement. The physician may look only to

the HMO, not the HMO member, for payment once

covered services are provided, even if the HMO files

bankruptcy. Hold harmless provisions like this usually

permit the health care provider to proceed directly

against the member patient only for copayments, and

for the provision of services not covered under the con-

tract between the HMO and the member. As previously

noted, Tennessee law states that HMOs can legally op-

erate and reimburse for services only if a hold harmless

provision like this one is included in the contract with

health care providers .
6 Thus, physicians should not

waste time and effort negotiating such provisions. In-

deed, one of TennCare’s main requirements is that there

be no balance billing for TennCare services. However,

physicians should insist that they have an explicit right

to prompt payment on all charges approved under the

TennCare contract. Physicians also should ensure that

the payment clause guarantee states that the TennCare

insurer will make payment as long as the physician fol-

lows the coverage verification rules. Under TennCare's

draft contracts, HMOs retain the ability to make retroac-

tive adjustments on physician payments if it turns out

that, even though the physician verified coverage prior

to the service, the HMO made a mistake and the patient

was not in fact covered for that service. A good Tenn-

Care provider contract will allow member physicians to

make collection efforts with patients who have received

non-covered services.

One additional point that needs clarification under

the clause above is the question of who will be respon-

sible for obtaining payment where there is a coordina-

tion of benefits provision (e.g., for worker’s compensa-

tion claims, or where a recipient has additional health

insurance coverage). Does the participating physician

have to attempt to collect such amounts? Some HMOs
place the burden on the physician and then deny him

the benefit of the extra coverage. This question cannot

be answered from this clause. In any case, participating

physicians should insist on being named the beneficiary

of such supplemental insurance especially if they are

responsible for collecting these amounts.

Some other examples may prove helpful here. The

first example merely restates what is set forth above,

while the second puts the prohibition in a form as sim-

ply as it can be stated:

(1) “In no event, including but not limited to nonpayment
by Plan, Plan’s insolvency or a breach of this agreement, shall

any member be liable for any sums owed by Plan, and neither

medical group nor any physician or other health care provider

rendering services to members pursuant to this agreement shall

bill, charge, collect a deposit or other sum or seek compensa-
tion, remuneration or reimbursement from, or maintain any ac-

tion or have any other recourse against the member or other

person acting on a member’s behalf.”

(2) “Under no circumstances may enrollees be billed for

covered services.”

Hold Harmless Clauses on Malpractice and

Other Liability Issues

The second hold harmless agreement, which is

sometimes confused with indemnification (where a phy-

sician will pay liability damages incurred by another

party), involves a contract clause stating that the physi-

cian will not sue another party for that party’s “contri-

bution” on a liability claim. Obviously, the latter defini-

tion is the more critical since it may substantially affect

a physician’s financial interests. Sometimes clauses

contain both types of provisions, which may explain

some of the confusion. Last year, the Tennessee Su-

preme Court stated in its McIntyre v. Balentine1 opinion

that the doctrine of joint and several liability would

henceforth be obsolete. Thus, under McIntyre’

s

new

comparative negligence standard, a physician will be

held liable only for the percentage of his fault compared

with other defendants in a case. An indemnity agree-

ment supersedes this protection, however.

Many hold harmless clauses are flagged with a header

that says “hold harmless clause,” while others are hidden,

stating merely that the physician agrees to be “solely

responsible” (or accepts “full responsibility”) for any

damages that occur as a result of his actions. Since hold

harmless language may be disguised, it is imperative

that physicians scrutinize their agreements carefully, under

their attorney’s guidance, to determine the agreement’s

true meaning. Here are some more examples:
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( 1 ) "The Physician agrees to hold Plan harmless as to any

liability arising from this contract.”

(2) "The Physician shall be responsible for the quality of

care rendered to the participants and shall hold harmless, in-

demnify and defend the HMO, its administrators, officers, di-

rectors, and trustees from any litigation costs, claims, judg-

ments, liability and damages resulting from the medical,

surgical and/or dental care rendered to the participant under

this contract, including any legal damages, costs of adjustments

or investigation, attorney’s fees or any other costs.”

(3) "The parties hereto mutually agree to indemnify and

hold each other (including their officers, agents, and employ-

ees) harmless against any and all claims, demands, damages,

and cost incurred by the other party, including reasonable

attorney's fees, arising out of or in connection with, either di-

rectly or indirectly the performance of any service, or any act

or omission by or under the direction of the indemnifying party

or its employees or agents.”
8

Most professional liability insurance policies specif-

ically exclude from coverage any liability assumed

under contract, i.e,, liability the physician would not or-

dinarily be responsible for absent this contractual provi-

sion. Liability insurers are willing to cover the

physician s acts or omissions, but generally exclude

“...any liability assumed under contract or agreement.”

State Volunteer Mutual Insurance Company's (SVMIC)
standard policy is but one familiar example. 9

Any physician who agreed to the terms of clauses 2

or 3 above most likely would be deemed to have

waived his liability coverage if a suit arose concerning

the indemnification. In other words, just because a phy-

sician has agreed to indemnify a third party such as a

TennCare HMO does not mean that SVMIC or any

other malpractice carrier has agreed as well. Thus, any

liability of an HMO which a physician assumes because

of a hold harmless clause most likely will not be cov-

ered by the physician’s professional liability insurer. If

a lawsuit arose, the physician would have to pay for the

plan's defense and any liability it incurred. In this re-

gard, physicians traditionally make the medical deci-

sions during a patient’s course of treatment. Unfortu-

nately, prior authorization restrictions, utilization

limitations, administrative mistakes, etc., may directly

or indirectly impact upon medical judgments. If there is

an adverse outcome, the physician agrees to assume full

responsibility even if the plan was partly at fault, e.g.,

due to an erroneous utilization review (UR) decision.

A hold harmless clause can shift most, if not all, lia-

bility to the physician. The key is to distinguish be-

tween hold harmless and indemnity. The former is a

promise not to sue, while the latter is a promise to cover

legal fees and damages. It is apparent that TennCare

shifts all liability for erroneous UR decisions onto

HMOs/MCOs which, in turn, will try to shift it to phy-

sician providers. Physicians should read hold harmless

clauses carefully and seek to shift the risk where it be-

longs: on the TennCare insurer or the UR company.

SVMIC’s legal department has offered the following

compromise language in this regard:

Each party to this agreement agrees that if either of them is

without fault and is held liable for the acts of the other arising

out of the rendering or failure to render professional services.

their rights of indemnity or contribution as provided by the

applicable laws for the State of Tennessee may be pursued in

accordance with such laws.

Sometimes hold harmless/indemnification clauses

are mutual, as in the third example above. That is, they

require that the physician hold the plan harmless and

that the plan hold the physician harmless from any

damages the physician incurs as a result of the plan’s

actions. While these clauses may be more fair than the

simple hold harmless clause, they do not serve to alle-

viate most of the aforementioned problems.

A fourth type of hold harmless clause is often

termed a “release.” In some agreements, the MCO has

the right to do a background check on the physician

applicant including malpractice case history, licensure

problems, hospital medical staff privilege decisions, and

other issues such as “competence, ethics, and other

qualifications." The physician then releases from liabil-

ity (read: “promises never to sue”) anyone who collects

or provides such information “in good faith and without

malice ” during and after the background search. The

physician then further agrees as follows:

If any material changes occur affecting my professional sta-

tus, it is my obligation to notify XYZ Corporation or the ap-

propriate affiliate or successor as soon as possible. I consent to

the release of this information, as well as other quality assur-

ance data relating to me, to health benefit plans owned, man-

aged or administered by XYZ Corporation, its affiliates or suc-

cessors, and to medical groups, IPAs and other similar entities

contracting with those plans and to XYZ’s Parent Co. and its

affiliates.
8

The real problem with this provision is not necessar-

ily the credentials’ review, which is standard contract

fare. Rather, what XYZ does with the information once

it is uncovered is of prime concern. XYZ not only gets

the physician’s background history, but so can all plans

it owns, manages, or administers. The list continues

with XYZ’s parent company, its affiliates, and even

“medical groups” with whom XYZ contracts. There is

no promise, let alone a guarantee, that such quality as-

surance (QA) information will be kept confidential.

It is entirely possible that sensitive peer review case

information, although statutorily privileged and confi-

dential, could also fall into this stream. There is no real

limit to the number of agencies and companies who can

be sent this QA material. Once these firms have the

information, they can distribute it again to others with-

out limitation. Physicians should insist that those first

recipients be required to agree (prior to disclosure) that

they will not share the information with anyone who is

not employed with their company. Physicians confront-

ing such a clause should seek to limit the release by

requiring XYZ to obtain permission each time a release

of information is contemplated.

Finally, the release of liability in favor of XYZ
should be more limited. The release should exclude acts

of negligence, and incidents where someone distributes

information in violation of law—no matter how it is

sent, whether in good faith or without malice. Addition-

ally, there is no built in appeals protection for incorrect
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information that the PPO logs. Since the physician has

no right to check the data, let alone contest it, subse-

quent recipients will assume that it is correct. The solution

is to delete the clause altogether, or to get an attorney to

add some fairness provisions like those mentioned above.

Conclusion

Physicians should try to negotiate all hold harmless

agreements out of their HMO managed care contracts

with the exception of the legally mandated prohibition

on balance billing. If a physician is negotiating a con-

tractual term, he should insist that other consideration

be provided such as the promise of prompt payment.

Additionally, the physician should request that the clause

be bilateral; that is, that the insurer hold the physician

harmless as well. However, if a physician is not immedi-

ately successful in getting such clauses amended with the

help of a competent health attorney, then the physician

should show the hold harmless clause to his malpractice

carrier so that the carrier may inform the physician what

impact, if any, the clause will have on the physician’s cov-

erage. As always, the importance of an attorney’s advice

cannot be underemphasized in these contexts. r y
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Surgeons in October 1992, which I am essentially

quoting, stresses that cost containment provisions

should address, among other things: (1) the use of pre-

ventive medical techniques to promote health and pre-

vent injury, (2) the use of administrative and regulatory

reforms to increase efficiency and reduce cost, (3) the

use of practice guidelines and outcome studies to insure

appropriate care, (4) the use of new technology on the

basis of need and benefit, (5) the use of ongoing data

analysis and studies to identify unusual patterns of prac-

tice, (6) the use of a system of copayment and cost shar-

ing to deter overutilization, and (7) continued funding

for graduate medical education which is essential to

current and future delivery of appropriate medical care.

As the debate on health care reform continues, the

special interests of the affected parties will become evi-

dent. It is imperative that policymakers hold foremost

only the relevant special interests: the rights of all pa-

tients to timely, appropriate, and cost-effective care.
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Dodson Corner

Prescription for Workplace Safety:

Bend and Lift Correctly To Avoid Back Injuries!

ROBERT STURDEVANT

Ask anybody to name work activities that produce

back injuries and you would probably hear about tasks

related to physical labor. While the risk for back injury

is evident within labor-intensive industries, statistics

show that unsafe lifting and handling of objects in any

work environment can result in serious back injury.

Consider what occurs daily in a medical practice. A
package of medical supplies is delivered and needs to

be carried to the supply room. Three boxes of files need

to be relocated to the office down the hall. Mr. Jones,

the portly man with an injured leg, needs assistance get-

ting up onto the examination table.

The potential for back injury exists with these and

other typical, usually harmless, situations. The key to

avoiding back pain and injury is to be aware constantly

of how you are using your back. Remember, “safe lift-

ing" means keeping your back aligned while you lift

—

your ears, shoulders, and hips should be kept in a

straight line. If possible, you should hold the object

close to you as you lift, maintaining your center of bal-

ance and letting the strong muscles in your legs do the

actual lifting.

If you bend at the waist and extend your upper body

to lift and object, you upset your back’s alignment and

your center of balance. This forces your spine to sup-

port not only the weight of your body, but the weight of

the object you're lifting.

Before you lift anything or anyone, always ask your-

self: “Can I lift this object or this patient alone, or do I

need help?” If the object is too big or the lift would be

awkward for one person, get help. The extra minutes

you spend getting assistance may prevent a painful and

costly back injury.

If you have a heavy box of supplies or files to move,

another question to ask yourself is: “Do I need to use

the two-wheeler?” If your practice doesn't have one.

you might want to think about purchasing this piece of

equipment. A two-wheeler is a good investment for any

office.

From the Dodson Insurance Group (the TMA-endorsed Workers' Com-

pensation Insurance Plan). Mr. Sturdevant is the Loss Control Manager at

the Dodson Group.

Safe Lifting Techniques

East-to-reach objects, weighing less than 25 pounds
1. Stand dose to the load with your feet apart for proper balance.

2. Bend your knees, keeping your back as straight as you can.

3. Get a good grip. Many lifting accidents occur because the object

slips from the hands.

4. Lift smoothly and not too quickly, straightening your knees

until you're standing erect. Use your leg muscles rather than

your back because the leg musdes are stronger.

5. Avoid twisting your body while lifting. If you must change

direction, do so by moving one foot at a time and then turning

with your leg musdes.

6. Be sure the load is secure and will not fall, tip over, roll off or

get in someone's way.

7. If the object weighs more than 25 pounds, use mechanical help.

Long objects that are relatively light

1. Don't hug the load dose to your body.

2. Support it on your shoulder, keeping the object's front end
higher than the rear.

Long or heavy objects requiring two people

1. Each person should shoulder the object on the same side.

2. Keep the object level.

3. Keep in step while walking.

Hard-to-reach objects

1. If the object is above shoulder height, use a step stool or ladder.

2. If the object is on a shelf, test its weight. If 25 pounds or less,

slide it toward you and hug it dose to your body as you descend

ladder or step stool.

3. If possible, hand it down to a waiting co-worker.

4. If more than 25 pounds, use mechanical help.

Reaching into a bin or container

1. Stand with your feet at shoulder distance apart.

2. Bend your knees slightly and start to squat, bending at your

hip joints, not at your waist.

3. Slide the object as close to your body as possible and raise

yourself using leg and hip muscles.

4. Tighten abdominal musdes as you lift.

5. If possible, rest your knees against side of the container for

additional support.

Two-wheelers used to be confined to factories, ware-

houses, and stockrooms, but not anymore. Lightweight

yet sturdy, some models fold and collapse for easy stor-

age next to a desk or in a closet. Choose a model and

style based on your practice’s needs. It should be ade-

quate for the particular transporting and carrying done

in your office, but not too cumbersome or heavy. The

money spent on this handy piece of equipment will be

returned time and again. And if it prevents just one back

injury, it will have paid for itself handsomely. A X
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Tennessee medical professionals

can cut their workers'

compensation insurance

premium costs with the

Dodson Plan!

TMA endorsed the Dodson Plan in 1979 as a way for

association members to help control their workers'

compensation insurance premium costs.

Because earned dividends depend on the claim

expenses of all TMA members, they cannot be
guaranteed. However, Dodson dividends have
been returned 1 1 out of 13 years!

By making employee safety a top priority, TMA
members are improving their chances of earning

a dividend each year like the 20% return of premium
worth $198,435.00 paid in 1990!

The Dodson Plan can put you one step closer

to premium savings! Call today . .

.

1
-800-825-3760

Ext. 2990

underwritten

Casualty Reciprocal Exchange
member

DODSON GROUP
9201 State Line Rd.

Kansas City, MO 64114
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SURGEONS: COULD YOU USEAN EXTRA $9,000?

If you’re a resident in surgery, the Army-

Reserve will pay you a yearly stipend which
could total in excess of $9,000 in the Army
Reserve’s Specialized Training Assistance

Program (STRAP)

.

You will have opportunities to continue

your education and attend conferences, and

we will be flexible about scheduling the time

you serve. Your immediate commitment
could be as little as two weeks a year, with a

small added obligation later on.

Get a maximum amount ofmoney for a

minimum amount of service. Find out more
by contacting an Army Reserve Medical

Counselor. Call:

Collect (901)388-9876

ARMY RESERVE MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

Uncollected Receivables CanTurn

Yur Profit Picture

UpsideDown.
Seemingly attractive write-offs paint an ugly picture when you think of

their cost in terms of equivalent sales.

Say you take an average 6% profit and write off $2,000 in bad debts. You

would have to generate additional revenue of more than $33,000 to recover

the loss.

I.C. System can help your profit picture stay right side up. We’re experts

at debt collection. In fact, over 1,000 business and professional associations

endorse us, including yours. -i Q/Y/Y C /^QQ/|
Call I.C. System today. I“OUUOZD“DOO^T

Endorsed by Tennessee Medical Association

I.C. System
• The System Works
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In the midst of these uncertain times and

the changing face of the health care

system. State Volunteer Mutual Insurance

Company is remaining the same -

providing your best option for medical

malpractice insurance.

State Volunteer Mutual Insurance Company

For more information,

contact Randy Meador or John Gilbert

P.O. Box 1065, Brentwood, TN 37204-1065;

l-(800) 342-2239 or (615) 377-1999

• Physician-owned and operated

• An A+ (Superior) rating by the

A.M. Best Company

• One of the top ten largest malpractice

insurance companies, ranked by

number of policyholders
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Health System Reform

Nationwide there are many proposals for reforming the health system in Amer-

ica. There is a proposal for centralized control either by the states or by the federal

government. There is also a concept of collaborative networks of providers. There

are pilot programs for purchasers of health care to join coalitions to decrease the

cost of health care to employers. Meanwhile, there are new demands to make

available to the public some of the performance data and outcome data. Reducing

administrative costs for all health care systems is a very admirable goal which is

certainly more difficult to achieve. In addition to all of the previously mentioned

goals of health system reform, there is an additional goal of modifying the

consumer’s approach to health and the health care system. Consumers need incen-

tives to modify their approach to health care. The government appears poised to

control health care costs with a global budget.

Should we identify all of these changes in the operation of the health system as

a threat or an opportunity? Perhaps we should view these changes in the health

system as opportunities to improve upon what we do for our patients. It appears to

be in the best interests of our patients to offer a vertically integrated system in

which all physicians whom a patient may see or be referred to would know as

much background, i.e., laboratory results and/or x-rays, as possible. This change

alone would result in a savings for patients and their insurance carriers. I also

believe that outcome data as well as some amount of financial data about all of our

treatment will lead physicians to use an optimal treatment both medically and

economically.

Even though we may all look upon health system reform as some kind of a

threat to our style and type of practice or to our finances, we should remember that

all change is not bad. In fact, one of the constants of life is that change is inevita-

ble. As physicians we should seize the opportunities offered by health system re-

form to provide more efficient and effective care to our patients, as well as making

the most technologically advanced care available at affordable costs.
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editorial/

Thanksgiving

. . . And I’m proud to be an American

Where at least I know I'm free . . .

—Popular song

I guess I have to confess to a certain amount of

slippage, though I prefer to think of it as preoccupa-

tion, a likely euphemism, and since euphemisms are

going to take a battering in this piece, I guess I need,

along with confessing, to beg your indulgence for

that one. Since you have been kind to me by putting

up with my foibles for the past 20 years or so, I am
going to assume your understanding about that, too.

Now, as to the confession of slippage, I didn’t get

around to writing my New Year’s editorial until New
Year's Day, I missed the Fourth of July altogether,

and I have now missed Labor Day, as well, since the

deadline for it passed a couple of weeks back—not

that that is much of a loss. I could cite any number of

preoccupations that engendered that slippage, but I’ll

spare you that, since I doubt I could convince you,

anyway. I could make this piece have to do with Hal-

loween, but since I have an aversion to the display of

ghosts and goblins marking that event as being com-

mercially motivated, likely by the Devil, whose work

it commemorates, and since I harbor the conviction

that if any celebration at all is appropriate at that sea-

son it should honor the saints on their day, which is

Nov. 1, instead of his Satanic Majesty. So I am going

to ignore that one deliberately. I believe in giving the

Devil no more than his due, which according to Holy

Writ is Hell, period. The next celebration up is Co-

lumbus Day, and since I worked that one over pretty

well last year, I am going to skip on over to Thanks-

giving, and give one to you early to make up for past

derelictions. What I am going to be thankful for here

is something I am very thankful for all the time, and

that is the very essence of the days I have slighted:

Independence Day and Armed Forces Day. Memorial

Day belongs in there, too, but I got to it on time.

The song I quoted from at the beginning of this

piece speaks of the men who gave their lives that we

might be free, and of the debt we owe them. Many
more of them are more or less permanently disabled.

It seems the politically correct term, which I actually

saw in print in our newspaper this morning, to apply

these days to anyone physically handicapped is

“physically challenged.” I suppose the Disabled

American Veterans will therefore have to change

their name to the Physically Challenged American

Veterans, which ought to demonstrate for you how

utterly ridiculous that euphemism is, and how fool-

ish—the kindest term I can think of—those who pro-

mote its use are. I am physically challenged each

morning by a hill I must traverse in my daily two

mile walk. Nearly everyone who engages in any

physical activity at all is going to be physically chal-

lenged. I doubt that the physically disabled and hand-

icapped derive a great deal of comfort from being

called physically challenged instead. Certainly such

foolishness detracts from rather than adding to their

dignity. (I am also mentally challenged by the com-

puter on which I am typing this, and though some of

you might disagree, which is your privilege, I don’t

think of myself as feeble-minded, and I have IQ test
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results to confirm my view.) Notwithstanding their

being frequently ridiculous and outlandish, euphe-

misms are nevertheless the order of the day.

Walking one day through the corridor in

Vanderbilt Medical School where the student lockers

are, I saw a sign on one proclaiming, “Proud to be

Scottish.” The locker next to it bore a like sign,

“Proud to be Americanish.” There is of course noth-

ing wrong at all in being proud of one’s heritage, and

one would hope the first sign indicated only that. The

implication of the second sign was, though, that his

neighbor saw in it something more—sinister, shall

we say, though perhaps that is too strong a word in

this particular case. It is not too strong a word,

though, in the context of what I see as current trends

in this country. Incidentally, it is also not politically

correct to refer to citizens of the United States as

Americans. The Canadians continue pointing that out

to us, as well as that North Americans won’t do ei-

ther, since both they and Mexicans are that, too. De-

spite that, they continue referring to us as Americans

and themselves as Canadians. So much for being po-

litically correct.

History is replete with examples of what happens

when a nation or would-be nation divides itself up

into groups with different identities. It is only natural

that political and ethnic variability is going to be a

fact of life anywhere you look, particularly with the

current ease of mobility, though such has actually

been the situation even in times when moving about

was both difficult and hazardous. So long as the new-

comers were assimilated, things went smoothly. The

Chinese always absorbed them, consequently except

for small foreign enclaves there are only Chinese in

China. Examples of what happens when there are

militant identifiable groups within defined political

or geographical boundaries are before us every day

in Lebanon, the Balkans, North Ireland, and the col-

lapsing Soviet Union, in all of which there is open

warfare, nearly always with genocide in mind. Jews

throughout history have resisted assimilation, and

have continually paid dearly for it.

Immigrants into North America saw it as a new

land of opportunity, and once the United States

emerged, despite ethnic variation from one area to

another it was viewed generally as such, but more

specifically a melting pot of white people, and,

though increasingly larger numbers of immigrants

saw it differently, even more specifically Northern

European white people. The American Indians were

first decimated, and then patronized, and largely ig-

nored. Black Africans were imported as cheap labor

in bondage, just as other Europeans, especially Irish

and Scandinavian, were in the East, except that by

that time slavery had been outlawed, and so they

were called indentured servants, a euphemism for

slavery. The Chinese were imported as cheap labor

on the West Coast, and Hispanics, mostly Mexican,

in the Southwest. The Europeans were eventually as-

similated; the others were not, and except for the In-

dians, who were just left to their reservations and ig-

nored, were still treated as cheap labor. And thereby

hangs the tale.

Though the preceding couple of paragraphs were

by way of a digression, they were necessary for what

follows. In search of their identity, the American In-

dians, who are Indian only because Columbus

thought he had reached India, sought to be referred to

as Native Americans. This is just as silly as the well-

established term, because the race is native to Mon-

golia, and not North America. There is no human

race truly native to North America, and therefore

anyone bom here is just as much a native American

as any other. The blacks also were searching for their

identity, having “officially” been Negro, and unoffi-

cially “colored” ever since their introduction into the

Western Hemisphere. After a few generations col-

ored became actually the more descriptive term, but

for fairly obvious and not inappropriate reasons it

was unacceptable to an educated black. The blacks

turned to their African heritage, then, for a name.

The politically correct term is now African Ameri-

can, which is more appropriate than Afro-American,

since the latter implies, I should think, a sort of dual

citizenship, whereas in the former, African is simply

an adjective describing American, in the same way

that Irish American and Polish American have been

used in ethnic neighborhoods in Boston and Chicago

for more than a century. But there is a difference, it

seems to me, and I'll get back to it in a minute.

Attuned to the invitation inscribed on the Statue

of Liberty, beginning with the Nazi persecution of

the Jews in the 1930s, through the Cuban revolution,

the wars in Asia, and the revolutions in Haiti and

Central America, the Golden Door has swung open

to hordes of refugees, who have been segregated by

immigration authorities and have largely maintained

their identity. We now have whole communities of

Hispanics and Asiatics of various backgrounds in

which no word of English is spoken or required. It

has always been assumed that since the United States

is, or at least has been, an English-speaking country,

English is the official language of the United States.

The truth is that there is no official language of the

United States. In fact, not until recently have there

been any efforts toward making one, and these have

been derailed by ever-growing special interests. Flor-

ida now has communities in which no English-speak-
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ing person can be found, a situation deplored by the

earliest of the Cuban refugees, who were mostly

well-educated professional people for whom English

had always been a second language, and among

whose ranks are many of our distinguished col-

leagues in the state. Many of them have, in fact,

taken the lead in attempts to require that English be

learned as a requirement for citizenship.

It isn't. Not only that, the immigration service is

now conducting citizenship recognition ceremonies

in Spanish for the benefit of those new so-called

Hispanic American citizens who are “linguistically

challenged,” to use what I guess is the politically cor-

rect appellation. I find this the final insult to the

founding fathers of the United States of America, and

to all of those immigrants who over the more than

two centuries since the founding of this nation have

considered English the badge of acceptance, and

proper English the pathway to prosperity. It is the

cement that has united us, and its denigration is just

one more step in our ungluing, so to speak. We are

well on our way to becoming a bilingual society, and

look where that has gotten Canada. When the Asiat-

ics become the predominant population group, which

is predicted to happen by the year 2020, what will

we have become by then? Unlike Hispanics, Asiatics

are not linguistically homogeneous, but embrace a

number of languages, which include not only Chi-

nese, Japanese, and Korean, but a vast number of

other languages and dialects. Our military people

fighting in Vietnam found the language barriers there

so impenetrable that the Vietnamese often could not

even understand each other.

Today we have African Americans, Native Ameri-

cans, Chinese Americans, Hispanic Americans, Jap-

anese Americans, and just plain Americans, among

other sorts, and the list seems destined to continue

growing. Such divisiveness is inappropriate, and

more than that, hazardous to our nation’s health.

Anyone who becomes an American citizen through

whatever means should be a just plain American. The

only possible identifying mark that I can think of in

the face of such ethnic diversity is a common lan-

guage. There ought to be one. On the other hand, it

is possible that many of those people that I have been

talking about do not see themselves as Americans at

all, but as Cubans, Haitians, Vietnamese, and so on,

who happen to be living in America.

If that is so, it is a pity. Worse, it is a travesty.

The surest way to come to appreciate what it means

to be American is to go somewhere else for a while.

Those huddled masses yearning to be free seem still

to believe that ours continues to be the land of the

free, and they are counting on its still being the land

of opportunity. Most of them recognize more readily

the worth of the jewel that is ours, and cling more

avidly to it, than some of us do whose forebears ar-

rived here a couple of centuries earlier. We grouse

about the demise of both freedom and opportunity. If

they are dead or dying, as indeed they sometimes

seem to be, it is not because somebody else killed

them. We will have done it, or by apathy allowed it

to happen.

Paraphrasing Patrick Henry, maybe it is that the

good life has become so dear and the peace of the

status quo so sweet that we are willing to purchase

them at the price of chains and slavery, which, as

citizens of the former Soviet Union can tell you, do

not have to come from some foreign power. Must we

continue repeating history so as to find that out for

ourselves?

Forbid it, Almighty God!

J.B.T.

Clouds

I'm always chasing rainbows,

Watching clouds drifting by ... .

—A once popular song

My relationship to clouds has always been charac-

terized by a seeming paradox. Before I go any far-

ther, I need to assure you that I am partial to clouds,

even when they blot out the sun. Things might be

different, of course, were I in the position of a young

woman in Ireland, once our tour guide, who, when I

commented that the Irish landscape was particularly

beautiful in the rain, and that it even seemed some-

how appropriate, allowed as how “you can say that

because you see the sun sometimes.” Even so, the

obvious glory of a clear blue fresh-washed sky not-

withstanding, nice fluffy clouds add character to it.

When I was young, a term that I confess could at

this stage of my existence be used to cover a lot of

territory time-wise, but is used here to mean in my
childhood, we used to play a game with the clouds to

see how many familiar shapes we could identify.

Sometimes the associations were pretty far-fetched.

The game never held a whole lot of fascination for

me, being content as I usually was to let the clouds

just be clouds, and enjoy them as I found them.

Therein lies the possible paradox I mentioned earlier.

I don't really see it as one, but some might.

I have never been a great admirer of abstract art,

having a decided preference for pictures favoring the

object they are alleged to depict. Taken out of their

context, clouds might be considered abstractions.
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since they derive their characteristics from shades of

light and darkness, and even color, but seldom from

shape, or at least from recognizable shapes. I have

used up a lot of film, time, and energy immortalizing

what were essentially cloud studies, particularly at

sunrise and sunset. An abstractionist might then with

some justification dub me one of them, though I

would certainly demur. I look upon clouds as floating

shapes that decorate the landscape or seascape or

skyscape or whatever, and not as separate abstract

entities, sufficient unto themselves, even though they

indeed are, no matter how I look upon them.

Despite its being droll and witty, James Thurber’s

description of his experience with the microscope as

a high school biology student is quite poignant, since

notwithstanding his valiant efforts, he could never

learn to use one. One time he did at last see some-

thing, and both he and the instructor were ecstatic,

but as he was drawing what he saw. he noted a look

of consternation creeping over the instructor’s face,

culminating in a scream, “You idiot!! You're draw-

ing the blood vessels in your own eyeball!!”

Every microscopist understands the problem with

that. It is that the scenery comes to have a sameness

about it that is insufficient to sustain interest for very

long, and attention flags. Normally, that is easily

remedied by focusing one’s eyes on infinity instead

of on the near object, which is a reflected image from

the eyes. The monocular microscope, which young

Thurber would undoubtedly have been using, can

pose a particular problem there unless one learns to

look with both eyes, but see with only one.

In case one is never able to learn the proper use of

the microscope, as Thurber apparently never was,

there are some ways to circumvent the inevitable

boredom that I have been describing. One of them is

to use high-eyepoint oculars so that you can wear

your glasses. By not cleaning your glasses, you can

add an element of adventure to looking for microbes.

I have developed, though, the ultimate entertainment

package, even if unwittingly and reluctantly. While I

hesitate to recommend it as a cure for boredom, I am
pushing it as an alternative to nervous indigestion or

despair among the apparently large host of those

who, due to dilapidated equipment, have found

their rainbow chasing and drifting-cloud watching

internalized.

First, a necessary bit of background. Early on the

morning of the fifth of July, in this Year of Our Lord

a holiday due to the Fourth having fallen on a Sun-

day, I am standing before our kitchen window watch-

ing some cardinals have at it on the patio, when what

in my wondering eyes should appear (or more prop-

erly, my wondering right eye), not a miniature sleigh

with eight tiny reindeer, though that would unques-

tionably have been more spectacular and more wel-

come, even if less likely, but a long vertical dark

rope of a floater that stretched from guggle to zatch.

to use a Thurberism. Having broken off bits of vitre-

ous before, giving rise to some fair-sized floaters in

my left eye, though nothing anything like this in

magnitude, I gave vent to my consternation with,

“Oh. ssssh . . . nellfrockie, he cried in exasperation!”

(or maybe it was desperation, or more likely both).

In the absence of pain and a threat to one’s con-

tinued existence, one has a good chance of remaining

rational under such circumstances. Rational thought

indicated no danger, and dictated that I could wait

and see my friendly ophthalmologist the next morn-

ing instead of right then, thus sparing both our holi-

days. Using modern technology with heavy-handed

Dark Ages technique (not his fault; that’s just the

way it has to be) he found a small retinal tear, which

he mended with the cryoprobe, a maneuver I recom-

mend highly, but only over the alternative. As ex-

pected, the floaters lingered, as they still do, and ac-

tually flourished. I was neither astonished, thrilled,

nor amused by my prospects. I am still not exactly

thrilled, but since the only two ways of looking at the

situation are either as a nerve-racking disaster or as

entertainment, I decided that I might as well try

being amused. After all, it could be worse. It could

have hurt. It didn’t.

Floaters are like clouds, hence the title of this

piece. They don’t stay put, they keep evolving, they

are interesting, they blot out the sun (sort of), and

they are hard to describe. I’ve had more opportunity

to observe this one in detail than any of my previous

ones, which has both good and bad aspects, since it

covers at least the central two thirds of my visual

field on the right. Fortunately, most of it is just a sort

of granular mist, making a sort of ground-glass film

with some denser streaks that are off to the side. In

the microscope, viewed at low power it resembles a

broth bacterial culture; it ought to have Brownian

movement, I should think, but it doesn't. It’s at its

best, which is my worst, when I read, because it

bounces back and forth across the field of vision, lag-

ging always a little behind. That lagtime, though, al-

lows me to get it out of the way of the macula for

brief, blessed moments of respite—sometimes, if I

work it right. I can by now describe the thing in de-

tail, but that calls to mind Sir Winston Churchill’s

definition of a gentleman. Quoth Sir Winston, “A
gentleman is a man who can play the pipes, but

doesn't.” And so I shan't.

One quickly becomes more or less accustomed to

seemingly major annoyances, allowing them to be-
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come, if not minor ones, at least less major, and even

maybe minor, with time. One can even come to ig-

nore them except when they happen to intrude upon

one’s consciousness, which becomes increasingly

less frequent, or so one hopes—at least I do. The eye

involved this time is not my dominant eye, but it was

my better eye after my dominant eye, which started

out also as my better eye, became my bad eye on the

occasion of a previous episode. Now my dominant

eye is again my better eye, occasioned by this present

greater calamity, which, despite the above disclaim-

ers, is still a calamity of sorts. By now you should be

sufficiently confused that you will believe me when I

assure you that everything is relative, and as one’s

machinery wears out, that relativity becomes increas-

ingly apparent day by day.

One eventually comes to appreciate the smallest

diversions—even the excitement of a bouncing

floater. Or so I’ve been led to believe.

J.B.T.

Throwed Away

A lot of, or at least some, stories are always hang-

ing around about the prostitute with the heart of gold

or the one who turned out in later life to become a

bastion of righteousness or a pillar of the community.

My favorite of all is Pretty Woman Vivian Ward,

who became, I guess, Vivian Lewis, and though the

story appropriately leaves that to the imagination, as

in all good fairy stories Vivian and Edward must

have lived happily ever after. Vivian is my favorite,

or at least right now she is, because the film is one of

my favorites, though the presence of Julia Roberts

makes it more likely the other way around. Before

Vivian’s day there was Belle Watling, Atlanta’s heart

of gold in Gone With the Wind. Given some time,

you and I both could doubtless think of others. I'm

sure there must be some real-life hookers that fill that

bill, too, since one has to be careful about categoriz-

ing individuals—particularly considering that girls

fall for various reasons, some of them purely (likely

not the best word) for survival, and some doubtless

for reasons either more or less obscure.

Though I guess there may be such a thing as the

happy hooker so glamorized by Hollywood, the news

media report an entirely different picture. While I

hold that the news media are not necessarily more

accurate than Hollywood, and maybe even some-

times not as accurate, closely resembling each other

as they do in sharing an inclination toward fiction,

reason would suggest that prostitutes have a gener-

ally bleak and a more or less uniformly sordid exis-

tence. This opinion was reinforced by the recent dis-

closure of a serial killer having patronized and then

murdered 17 young women. More revealing, though,

was the subsequent interview of a number of prosti-

tutes that appeared on the Cable News Network

(CNN), every one of whom proclaimed this to be the

common lot of prostitutes, and not remarkable at all.

Each described a life of endless indignities, physical

abuse, and perpetual fear of meeting her end by hav-

ing her throat slit or being beaten to death with

chains or the like. None of them held out much hope

for their own future.

When asked why no one had reported any of the

women missing, their answer was that prostitutes are

always missing. They have few belongings other than

what is on their person, and live a nomadic life, com-

ing and going on mere whimsy. They may wind up

in jail or in the hospital, and move on when they are

released. Or they may just move on, period. It is

therefore seldom that any one of them even thinks of

trying to keep track of any other.

One of the women, more articulate and thoughtful

than the others, explained that the only thing that

made this particular case any different from the myr-

iad other similar ones was that society found itself

embarrassed by suddenly having on its hands 17 bod-

ies that it didn’t know what to do about or with.

Also, which is likely more to the point, it made a

better story, otherwise nobody would be interviewing

her. Might she herself wind up that way, too? She

thought it not unlikely.

This editorial didn't start out to be, and isn’t, a

study of either prostitutes specifically or prostitution

generally. It is rather an observation on the perceived

worthlessness of life when the life situation is per-

ceived as hopeless. While it is likely that neither of

them always precedes the other, I think the road to

prostitution likely begins most often with the percep-

tion that the economic and social situation is gener-

ally hopeless, and that the only hope of salvation is

through the possession of a body that is pleasing to

men, and in earning a living by making it available

to them. Though that in itself can lift a girl’s ego,

how far it can lift it depends on prior circumstances,

and on whether or not drug addiction absorbs the

proceeds. Just as more things are gray than either

black or white, so are few situations either all bleak

or all joyous, though prostitution likely comes very

close to all bleak. Using prostitution as a solution

begins early among the destitute, and the young,

being for the most part inexperienced, are generally

perpetually optimistic, though you may have to take

them pretty far back into youth, or even childhood, to
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find any optimism. It takes a lot of reinforcement to

keep the desperately socially and economically dis-

advantaged—known in less jingoistic times as the

poor and downtrodden, or just destitute—from be-

coming pessimistic almost from the womb, feeling,

as one young black girl so touchingly put it, “like a

piece of trash, jes’ th'owed away.”

Whenever society takes note of prostitution in its

midst, it tends to become by turns morally outraged

and conscience-stricken. If its mood is either of

those, it is generally the former. More often, though,

it is neither, and its reaction to the civic embarrass-

ment of streetwalkers cluttering its streets and annoy-

ing passersby is simply to beef up the vice squad and

throw the miscreants in jail, sometimes along with

their customers (clients?). Still more often than that

there is total apathy toward the entire matter, the en-

tire matter being that young women find themselves

in the situation of having to turn to prostitution for

their survival. As the women come to discover that

such survival might not be survival at all, in either

the long or the short term, theirs becomes the still

deeper hopelessness expressed by those interviewees

quoted earlier. When the vice squad comes calling,

they simply move on to another neighborhood, or

even another town. A short jail term comes to be

viewed as a friend.

The public apathy with which the entire matter is

greeted, except when some event goads the public

into generally desultory and always temporary action,

derives also from a sense of hopelessness, this time

the public’s. The happy hooker is found only in fairy

tales such as Pretty Woman , which serves only to

raise false hopes about the possible lot of the individ-

ual prostitute if she will only try harder, and manages

somehow to shift more of the blame from society to

the girls. “Somehow” was in this film to make the

whole thing a comedy by giving two very attractive

and accomplished actors a host of wonderful one-lin-

ers, and having the whole thing turn out “right,” as it

also did in My Fair Lady. Except that Eliza Dolittle

was apparently a moral young woman, her situation

was much the same as that of Vivian Ward. Messrs.

Lemer and Lowe and the cinematographers decided

that George Bernard Shaw’s prosaic and depressing

but more realistic ending for his play Pygmalion , the

prototype for both, would never do for a movie ver-

sion of the Broadway musical, and so persuaded him

to allow them the liberty of giving that adaptation of

it the fairy tale ending we are all familiar with.

If prostitutes, and a lot of others of the less well

equipped besides, feel “throwed away,” it's because

they are. That they are is society’s problem. That we

treat human life and dignity in such a cavalier fash-

ion has its root in our common legacy from Adam, a

concept that is not widely accepted because the im-

plications of it are too distressing, and the cure too

demanding. Neither the conservative approach of

cleaning up the neighborhoods nor the liberal ap-

proach of the free lunch does anything to cure the

disease; they only treat the symptoms. Both ap-

proaches, in fact, simply reinforce the individual’s

perception of a worthless life that has been robbed of

dignity.

There is a cure, but I do not expect to see it even

tried, let alone accomplished, this side of the Millen-

nium. Passage of the President's deficit reduction

package will add to natural reluctance another disin-

centive for those who once had the money to do any-

thing about it now that the government has taken

charge of all their spare change. They are not un-

likely to say with a shrug, “I gave at the office,” and

commend the throwed away to the charity of Mr.

Clinton and his minions, since the President has indi-

cated that the rich need to be taxed sufficiently to

bring everybody down to the same level—except him

and the United States Congress, of course. (He prob-

ably would like to do it to the Congress, too, if he

could. So would I.) Oh, well, it is really easier to pay

somebody else to do it, anyway, and it is still easier

when one hasn’t the option of refusal.

I shall say no more, since at least some of you

will have decided long since that I have gone to

preaching. If I keep on, I suspect you all will main-

tain that I have quit preachin' and gone to meddlin’.

Anyway, I am as slothful as the rest, and like you

will have given at the office.

J.B.T.

Kenneth Leon Classen , age 65. Died August 3, 1993. Grad-

uate of University of Oklahoma College of Medicine.

Member of Nashville Academy of Medicine.

Mark L. Donnell , age 46. Died August 8, 1993. Graduate

of University of Tennessee College of Medicine. Member
of Nashville Academy of Medicine.

Juan M. Gondo, age 57. Died July 31, 1993. Graduate of

National University of San Marcos, Academy of Medicine,

Lima. Peru. Member of Sullivan County Medical Society.

William Winfred Knowles, age 64. Died August 12, 1993.

Graduate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of DeKalb County Medical Society.
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M. Frank Turney, age 82. Died July 14, 1993. Graduate of

Vanderbilt University School of Medicine. Member of

Knoxville Academy of Medicine.

James William Ward, age 84. Died July 29, 1993. Graduate

of Vanderbilt University School of Medicine. Member of

Nashville Academy of Medicine.

TMA Members Receive AMA
Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award during July

1993. This list, supplied by the AMA, does not in-

clude members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Each application

for the PRA must also verify participation in Cate-

gory 2 CME activities.

Terry C. Borel, M.D., Johnson City

Richard D. Buchanan, M.D., Nashville

Benjamin F. Byrd, M.D., Nashville

Jack P. Byrd Jr., M.D., Cleveland

Edward P. Caldwell, M.D., Memphis
Dee J. Canale, M.D., Memphis
Maty S. David, M.D., Dyersburg

David E. Eherle, M.D., Chattanooga

J. Vance Fentress, M.D., Ardmore
Arthur C. Fleischer, M.D., Nashville

Thaddeus B. Gaillard, M.D., Memphis
Hiranya C.K. Gowda, M.D., Nashville

W. Powell Hutcherson, M.D., Chattanooga

Douglas E. Jones, M.D., Memphis
Charles E. Jordan III, M.D., Cookeville

Michael O. Koch, M.D., Nashville

Richard A. Krause, M.D., Chattanooga

Rodger P. Lewis, M.D. , Union City

J . Michael Mazzolini, M.D., Cleveland

Harold A. McCormack, M.D.

,

Memphis
James O. Miller Jr., M.D., Madison

Eric D. Moffet, M.D., Kingsport

V. Tapper Morehead, M.D., Nashville

Horace N. Noe, M.D., Memphis
Harrell Odom II, M.D. , Nashville

Elsie P. Ollapallv, M.D. , Madison

Leon L. Reuhland, M.D., Woodbury
Deborah J. Ruark, M.D., Hermitage

Richard T. Rutherford, M.D., Carthage

John C. Rylands, M.D. , Knoxville

Jack Emile Scariano, M.D., Knoxville

Lang Smith, M.D.

,

Antioch

Richard B. Stewart, M.D., Nashville

William B. Wadlington, M.D., Nashville

Donald C. Watson, M.D., Memphis

Michael J. Winsor, M.D., Kingsport

David R. Yates, M.D., Hermitage

new member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new
members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

CARTER COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Dalai A. Akoury, M.D., Elizabethton

Michael James Hodge, M.D. , Elizabethton

KNOXVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Roger A. Brooksbank, M.D. , Knoxville

Jerry B. Lender, M.D. , Knoxville

MAURY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Charles D. Atnip, M.D. , Columbia

MONTGOMERY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Christopher C. McClure III, M.D., Clarksville

Robert Carter Youngblood, M.D. , Clarksville

NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Timothy Owen Holcomb, M.D. , Mt. Juliet

ROANE-ANDERSON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Richard S. Hall, M.D. , Cookeville

RUTHERFORD COUNTY/STONES RIVER
ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Ahmed I. Farooque, M.D. , Murfreesboro

WARREN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Ronald Bruce Elder, M.D. , McMinnville

WHITE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Chet Mason Gentry, M.D., Sparta

announcement/

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS

NATIONAL

Nov. 1-3 American College of Clinical Pharmacol-

ogy—Hyatt Cambridge, Boston

Nov. 2-5 American Medical Writers Association

—

Pointe at Squaw Peak, Phoenix

Nov. 2-7 American Society of Cytology—Westin

Galleria, Houston
Nov. 3-7 American Medical Women’s Association

—

Marriott Marquis, New York
Nov. 4-6 Association for the Advancement of Automo-

tive Medicine—La Mansion Delrio, San

Antonio

Nov. 4-6 Southern Thoracic Surgical Association

—

Marriott Bay Point, Panama City Beach, Fla.

Nov. 4-7 American Association for the Study of Liver
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Disease—Marriott, Chicago

Nov. 4-7 National Perinatal Association—Hyatt Re-

gency Downtown, Chicago

Nov. 5-11 American Society of Bariatric Physicians

—

Sahara, Las Vegas

Nov. 7-11 American College of Rheumatology—Marri-

ott, San Antonio

Nov. 8-1

1

American Heart Association—Atlanta

Nov. 10-14 American Thyroid Association—Saddlebrook

Golf and Tennis Resort. Tampa
Nov. 10-14 National Kidney Foundation—Hynes Con-

vention Center, Boston

Nov. 1 1-14 Academy of Psychosomatic Medicine—Fair-

mont, New Orleans

Nov. 1 1-14 National Society to Prevent Blindness—Hol-

iday Inn City Centre, Chicago

Nov. 13-17 American College of Allergy and Immunol-

ogy—Atlanta

Nov. 14-18 American Academy of Ophthalmology—Mc-
Cormick Place, Chicago

Nov. 14-19 Association of Military Surgeons in the US

—

Marriott Rivercenter, San Antonio

Nov. 15-19 American Geriatric Society—New Orleans

Nov. 16-20 American Cancer Society—Hyatt Regency,

Atlanta

Nov. 17-21 American Medical Tennis Association

—

Smoke Tree Ranch. Palm Springs, Cal.

Nov. 18-21 American Association for Cancer Educa-

tion—Wyndham Warwick, Houston

Nov. 19-21 Association of Reproductive Health Profes-

sionals—Ritz-Carlton, Amelia Island. Fla.

Nov. 19-23 Gerontological Society of America—Marriott

& Meridien. New Orleans

Nov. 30-Dec. 4 American Association for Women Radiolo-

gists—McCormick Center, Chicago

Dec. 3-5 American Academy of Psychiatrists in Alco-

holism & Addictions—Ritz Carlton. West
Palm Beach. Fla.

Dec. 3-6 Society for Ear. Nose & Throat Advances in

Children—Pittsburgh

Dec. 3-7 American Society of Hematology—Adam's
Mark. St. Louis

Dec. 3-9 American Epilepsy Society—Sheraton Bal

Harbor. Miami Beach

Dec. 9-12 American Academy of Psychoanalysis

—

Sheraton, New York

TMA Adds Two Staff Members

Lauren Grasfeder Phyllis Franklin

The Tennessee Medical Association has recently added

two new staff members, according to Executive Director

Don Alexander. Ms. Lauren Grasfeder is an executive as-

sistant for membership development while Ms. Phyllis

Franklin fills a new position of third party reimbursement

manager.

Ms. Grasfeder, a native of West Tennessee, graduated

in 1989 from the University of Tennessee at Martin with a

degree in communications and business. She was formerly

director of publications at the law offices of King &
Ballow and associate account executive at McNeely, Pigott

& Fox Public Relations. As executive assistant for mem-
bership development, she is responsible for physician

member recruitment and retention activities across the

state.

Ms. Franklin joins the TMA as the manager for third

party reimbursement services. This new service is designed

to assist TMA members in resolving reimbursement and

insurance processing problems with insurance companies.

Her previous employment record includes more than 15

years of experience with medical office insurance billing

and filing coordination and with the Equitable Medicare

Administration as a provider relations representative for

electronic billing.

April 1994

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

NOTES 1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
TMA 159TH ANNUAL MEETING

Peabody Hotel—Memphis

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30
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Highlights of the TMA Board of Trustees Meeting

July 11, 1993

The following is a summary of the major actions taken by the Board of Trustees of the Tennessee Medical Association

at its regular third quarter meeting in Nashville, July 1 1, 1993.

Chief Medical Officer

Mid-South Foundation for

Medical Care, Inc.

TMA TennCare Task Force

Tennessee Physician Network

Long-Range Plan Facilitator/

Task Force

Podiatry Practice Update

Board of Medical Examiners

Infectious Disease Committee

RBRVS Fees

Membership Survey

CARE Program

Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation

Transfer of Property

Major Medical Insurance for

Recovering Physicians

Financial Statement

THE BOARD:

Agreed to recommend Dr. Harold Gabel of Maryland to fill the position of Chief

Medical Officer of the state of Tennessee and to also list the names of Dr. Wendy
Long and Dr. John Moore, both of Nashville, as other recommendations.

Asked for specialty of reviewing physicians to ensure physicians are being reviewed

by a peer. Asked for TMA general counsel to verify federal regulations for PPO
requirements.

Appointed the following to serve as the TMA TennCare Task Force: Drs. Richard M.
Pearson, Memphis; Charles Ed Allen, Johnson City; Virgil H. Crowder Jr., Lawrence-

burg; David G. Gerkin, Knoxville; John W. Lamb, Nashville; Hays Mitchell,

McDonald; Charles W. White, Lexington.

Agreed to establish a task force to consider creating a Tennessee physician provider

network.

Agreed to accept an AMA consultant as the long-range plan facilitator. Appointed the

following to the Long-Range Plan Task Force: nine elected members of the Board of

Trustees; the President, Past-President, and President-Elect of TMA; the Speaker and

Vice-Speaker of the TMA House of Delegates; Mr. Donald H. Alexander, Executive

Director of TMA. To be named at a later date: one metro society executive; one

minority physician; one female physician; one physician from the Young Physician

Section; one physician from the public sector; one physician from the academic sec-

tor; one member from the TMA Auxiliary/Alliance.

Agreed to pursue appeal of the recent Podiatry Board ruling allowing podiatrists to

treat ankle sprains, and, through the Legislative Committee, to pursue legislation that

would limit the scope of practice of podiatry.

Submitted the following names of physicians to be added to the Board of Medical

Examiners: Drs. A.J. Garbarino Jr., East Tennessee; Daniel L. Starnes, Middle

Tennessee; Sam Taylor Barnes, Middle Tennessee; David L. Cunningham, West

Tennessee.

Agreed to abolish the HIV Infection and AIDS Committee and establish an Infectious

Disease Committee which would encompass HIV Infection. AIDS, and Tuberculosis.

Directed the Governmental Medical Services Committee to schedule a meeting with

medical director Mr. Manny Martins to discuss the state’s failure to implement the

RBRVS fee restructuring in January 1993 as promised.

Recommended the development of a survey centering on the physician awareness of

TMA’s Governmental and Legislative activities.

Approved a budget of $218,280 for the Community Awareness Resource Education

(CARE) Program for 1994.

Agreed to explore applying for a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation in

order to complete the Medical Home Program and to begin development of a Medical

Home Program in other underserved areas in Tennessee.

Agreed to transfer certain currently owned property from the Tennessee Medical As-

sociation to the Tennessee Medical Foundation.

Agreed to approach The TMA Association Insurance Agency, Inc. to request a special

insurance category for recovering physicians and their families.

Accepted the Second Quarter Financial Statement as presented. L ^
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TMA Auxiliary/Alliance Report

Update on AMA-ERF

“I m practicing

medicine the way I

think it should be

practiced, sans the

paperwork and

administrative

overload."

Owen Brodie,

AID, )oined

CompHealth’s

locum tenens

medical staff in

1989, after 21

years in private

practice. Since

then he's worked in temporary assignments

in state facilities, filled in for attending physicians,

covered tor private practitioners across the country.

A pilot. A historian. A board-certihed psychiatrist.

Southern to a tault. Owen Brodie knows...

It s a great way
practice medicine

CompHealtti
Locum Tenens

1 -800 -453-3030
Salt Lake City Atlanta Grand Rapids, Mich.

Are You Reading

This Ad?

So are THOUSANDS of others.

Reach over 6,500 physicians with a

display ad in the JOURNAL OF THE
TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

For further information contact

Tennessee Medical Association

PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909

(615) 385-2100

Congratulations to Swannee Sexton and the AMA-
ERF “Dream Team” for continuing the winning tradi-

tion of Tennessee in receiving the following national

awards at the annual convention in Chicago in June:

• Largest amount collected for auxiliary contribution;

• Second largest amount collected, including physician

contributions;

• Second largest amount per capita.

In addition, county awards include;

• Largest amount of Auxiliary contribution to Shelby;

• Second largest to Hamilton; and

• Fourth largest to Davidson County.

A special thank you to these, and to all county chair-

men for organizing a record-breaking amount for 1992-

93 of $229,180.82—a 22% increase over last year. Per

capita giving based on state membership is $95.99. An-

other special thank you goes to the Campbell Clinic in

Memphis for directing contributions through AMA-ERF.
Newly installed AMAA President Mary Hanson

stated, “We are committed to making a difference,” and

certainly we can make a difference by giving gener-

ously to the only philanthropic opportunity of organized

medicine—the Education and Research Fund. Contribu-

tions can be designated to benefit any institution of

higher learning. Current and future gift club donors may
channel contributions through AMA-ERF and receive

double acknowledgment—AMA-ERF and the desig-

nated institution. (Leonard and I have used this proce-

dure quite satisfactorily for more than ten years. Please

call me if you have any questions—901-748-2106.)

As usual, efforts are already underway to accomplish

new goals for 1993-94. The very realistic aspiration of

your AMA-ERF committee is a 2% increase in contri-

butions at the county and state level. New regional

chairmen have accepted the challenge, and we all look

forward to working at the grassroots level where the

goal is accomplished. Thank you to Rosine Feist for

chairing the Board Sharing Card, Diane Glasgow and

Martha Clendenin for chairing the Silent Auction, and

Gloria Williford for chairing Sharing Card Distribution.

The 1993-94 holiday sharing card is going to be out-

standing! Nationally well-known artist and Memphis

plastic surgeon Dr. Allen Hughes is contributing an

original artwork featuring waterfowl to be used as the

cover scene. The sharing cards will be distributed at the

TMAA fall Board meeting, UPDATE '93, in Septem-

ber. New ideas and materials will also be distributed.

You are a vital member of the TEAM—Together Ev-

eryone Achieves More. We have an exciting and chal-

lenging year ahead!

Nancye Hines

TMAA Chair, AMA-ERF

MOVING? Send Us Your Address

|
Please notify us six weeks in advance.

! Old Address

;

Name

;
Address

I
City/State/Zip

! New Address

;

Address

;
City/State/Zip

I
Effective Date of New Address

! Send to: TMA. PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909

i. i
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EMERGENCY MEDICINE OPPORTUNITIES

THE STERLING GROUP

GREATER BIRMINGHAM, AL AREA: Medical Director and

Staff position available. 267 bed facility, 36,000 annual volume,

double coverage. Highly competitive salaries and stipend for

Director. Must be BCEM for Directorship, BC in primary care

specialty for Staff' opportunity. NO RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS,

optional major medical and disability plan.

OUR PHYSICIANS ARE TREATED AS PARTNERS.

Please contact Don Booth at 800-874-4053 for further details.

ANAMY SCHOLARSHIP COULD
HELP YOU THROUGH MEDICAL SCHOOL

The U.S. Army Health Professions

Scholarship Program offers a unique

opportunity for financial support to mech

ical or osteopathy students. Financial

support includes tuition, books, and

other expenses required in a particular

course.

For information concerning eligibil-

ity, pay, service obligation and application

procedure, contact the Army Medical

Department Personnel Counselor:

Call Collect (901)725-5852

ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

9
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IfflA
continuing medical

education opporlunitie/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Councilfor Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA’ s joint sponsorship of CME activities. As an accredited

sponsor
,
TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician' s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education. Tennessee

Medical Association. PO Box 120909, Nashville. TN 37212-0909.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day

to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician’s re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician's Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP, and Continuing Education Units from

Meharry Medical College. Application: For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses, Ph.D., Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd.. Nashville,

TN 37208, Tel. (615) 327-6235.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician’s practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff, access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

Dec. 10-11 19th Annual High Risk Obstetrical Seminar

Jan. 30-Feb. 5 Practical Aspects of Diagnostic Radiol-

ogy/Medical Imaging VII—Snowmass Vil-

lage, Colo.

Feb. 12-19 MRI Update 1994—Maui, Hawaii

Feb. 27-March 5 3rd Annual Vanderbilt Conference on Infec-

tious Disease at Snowmass—Snowmass Vil-

lage, Colo.

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232. Tel. (615) 322-4030.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

Nov. 1-5

Nov. 3

Nov. 19-21

Jan. 8-1

1

Jan. 14-15

Jan. 14-15

Jan. 14-15

Feb. 20-25

March 6-12

March 12-18

April 2-9

April 7-9

June 2-3

July 30-Aug. 6

Nov. 1-3

Nov. 4-5

Nov. 11-12

May 12-14

June 9-1

1

June 12-15

June 23-25

Memphis

Advances in Medicine—Hamilton, Bermuda
Frank M. Norfleet Forum for the Advance-

ment of Health
—

“Health Care Rating”

12th Annual Gynecological Surgery Seminar

Comprehensive Trauma Solutions—Beaver

Creek, Colo

High Risk Perinatal Symposium
Perinatal Program

Neurotrauma Program

Update in Ob/Gyn—Grand Cayman Island

Ob-Gyn Ski Seminar—Steamboat Springs,

Colo.

27th Annual Review Course for the Family

Physician

Medicine Update—Maui, Hawaii

Symposium on Critical Care and Emergency
Medicine—Hot Springs, Ark.

1994 General Surgery Update

Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics & Gyne-
cology—Destin, Fla.

Knoxville

13th Annual Smoky Mountains Seminar in

Obstetrics and Gynecology
10th Annual Alzheimer’s Disease Sympo-
sium—Gatl inburg

Perinatal Update ’93—Gatlinburg

17th Annual Family Practice Update & Re-

view—Gatlinburg

39th Great Smoky Mountains Pediatric Sem-
inar—Gatlinburg

100th Annual Upper Cumberland Medical

Society Meeting—Fall Creek Falls. Pikeville

Infectious Diseases Conference—Gatlinburg
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Chattanooga

Dec. 3-4 Medicine Update

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan. Office of

CME. University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,
TN 38163, Tel. (901) 528-5547.

BAPTIST HOSPITAL—NASHVILLE

Nov. 13 Occupational Medicine

Nov. 18 Team Management of Pediatric Craniofacial

Deformities

Dec. 3-4 Endocrine Problems in Primary Care

For information contact the Baptist Center for Medical Ed-

ucation, Baptist Hospital, 2000 Church St., Box 38, Nashville,

TN 37236, Tel. (615) 340-4800 or (800) 826-9998 Ext 4800.

IN SURROUNDING STATES

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—MISSOURI

Nov. 12-13

Nov. 12-14

Nov. 17-19

Nov. 20

Dec. 3

Dec. 4

Dec. 11

March 10-12

June 24-26

Head & Neck Oncology
Anesthesiology and the Geriatric Patient

Cardiothoracic Surgery

Hypercholesterolemia

Women’s Healthcare Issues

GI Update

Cardiology Seminar

Gastrointestinal Surgery

Frontiers in Endocrinology

For information contact Cathy Sweeney, Office of CME,
Washington University School of Medicine, Box 8063, 660 S.

Euclid Ave., St. Louis, MO 631 10, Tel. (800) 325-9862.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Nov. 12-13 Interdisciplinary Approach to the Diagnosis

and Treatment of Endocrine Disorders

Feb. 1-5 19th Annual Meeting of the Alliance for

CME—San Diego

Feb. 26-March 5 Topics in Gastroenterology and Internal

Medicine-—Barbados

For information contact John F. Vargo, George Washington

University Medical Center, Office of CME, 2300 K Street

NW, Washington, DC 20037, Tel. (202) 994-4285.

Hospital-Based Primary Care

•Hospital Based •Excellent Compensation

•Make Rounds •Malpractice Insurance

•Paid Relocation Provided

Southeastern Emergency Physicians, Inc. (SEP) is

seeking hospital-based primary care physicians to

admit and care for unattached patients through the

emergency department. No office hassles or overhead.

Internal medicine or family practice, residency trained

or board certified. Contact Randal n .Mm Southeastern

Dabbs, M.D., F.A.C.E.P., at j|5| Emergency

800»342»2898 for more ^ Physicians

information. p.o. 30698 • bomb, in 37930

AMBULATORY CARE
POSITION

Experienced board certified/board eligible Emergency

Medicine, Internal Medicine, or Family Practice Physi-

cian needed for Murfreesboro VA Medical Center. Ex-

cellent salary and benefits.

Call (615) 893-1360, ext. 3144 or send CV to C.

Haynes, M.D., 3400 Lebanon Road, Murfreesboro, TN
37129.

The Best Care • An Equal Opportunity Employer

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs
from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, Route 8, Box 35, Rogersville, TN 37857.

Phone: (615) 272-9163. (EOE)

EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS

MIDDLE TENNESSEE—Immediate full-time and part-

time positions available in small but growing commu-
nity of Lewisburg, Tennessee, approximately 45 min-

utes to 1 hour south of Nashville. State-of-the-art

emergency department with excellent emergency-

trained nurses (all critical care and ACLS certified) and

good medical staff backup. We prefer primary care

physicians with emergency department experience

and/or Board eligible or certified status—must have

ACLS certification. Low volume with excellent compen-

sation and medical malpractice paid. Flexible hours,

no overhead, excellent opportunity for quality physi-

cians. Both short-term and long-term positions avail-

able NOW.

Contact:

Jerry Lee Surber, M.D., Director

BESTCARE MEDICAL GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 699

Antioch, Tennessee 37011

Phone (615) 834-1602

Send CV and copies of Tennessee medical license,

DEA certificate, and current ACLS card.
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TIM The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking

practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office. PO Box 120909. Nashville. TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

INDUSTRIAL/OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 44,

graduate of University of Virginia School of Medicine in 1974—seeks

a solo or urgent care clinic practice in Tennessee. Board certified

—

emergency medicine Available now. LW-2191

EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—age 31, graduate of Univer-

sity of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1990—seeks a practice in

East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2192

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 58, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1960—seeks an institutional staff practice in Middle Ten-

nessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2193

PATHOLOGIST—age 31, graduate of University of Mississippi

.School of Medicine in 1988—seeks a group or institutional staff prac-

tice in any location in Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now.

LW-2194

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—age 42, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1976—seeks a group, institutional staff, or industrial prac-

tice in a suburban or large city location in East or Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2195

PATHOLOGIST—age 44, graduate of Albany Medical College in

1976—seeks a solo practice as the pathologist or director of labora-

tories in any location in Tennessee. Board certified. Available now.

LW-2196

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—age 58, graduate of University of Ten-

nessee College of Medicine in 1959—seeks a solo, group, or institu-

tional staff practice foremost in Middle Tennessee. Board

certified—allergy/clinical immunology: board eligible—internal medi-

cine. Available now. LW-2197

OTOLARYNGOLGIST—age 43, graduate of Howard University Col-

lege of Medicine in 1975—seeks a group or institutional staff practice

in a suburban or large city location in West Tennessee. Board eligi-

ble. Available now. LW-2198

INTERNIST—age 40. graduate of Vanderbilt University School of

Medicine in 1978—seeks a group practice in Middle Tennessee.

Board certified. Available now. LW-2199

FAMILY PRACTITIONER/GERIATRIC PHYSICIAN—age 41, gradu-

ate of Maulana Azad Medical College (India) in 1974—seeks a group,

institutional staff, industrial, or academic practice in Nashville. Board

certified. Available 1994. LW-2200

PHYSICIANS WANTED

PEDIATRICIAN and FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Jackson

in West Tennessee to join a multispecialty group practice. Must be

board eligible. Needed now. PW-1181

UROLOGIST—needed in Knoxville in East Tennessee to join a group

practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1182

UROLOGIST and GASTROENTEROLOGIST—needed in Jackson in

West Tennessee to join group practices. Must be board eligible.

Needed now. PW-1183

GENERAL/FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Bean Station in

East Tennessee to join a solo practice. Must be board eligible.

Needed now. PW-1184

OB/GYN—needed in Knoxville to join a solo practice. Must be board

certified. Needed now. PW-1185

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Memphis to join a group prac-

tice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1186

PEDIATRICIAN, FAMILY PRACTITIONER or INTERNIST—needed
in Nashville to join a group practice. Must be either board certified or

board eligible. Needed now. PW-1187

INTERNIST or PEDIATRICIAN—needed in Livingston in Middle Ten-

nessee to join a group practice. Must be either board certified or

board eligible. Needed now. PW-1188

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Livingston in Middle Tennes-

see to join a solo or group practice. Must be either board certified or

board eligible. Needed July 1994. PW-1189

OB/GYN—needed in Livingston in Middle Tennessee to join a solo or

possible group practice. Must be either board certified or board eligi-

ble. Needed now. PW-1190
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A Golden Opportunity

WILLIAM B. WADLINGTON, M.D.; KATRINA GWINN, M.D.; and

HARRIS D. RILEY JR., M.D.

Cigarette smoking is the single largest preventable

cause of premature death and disability in this

country. 1

Smoking is responsible for more than 434,000

deaths per year. This is more deaths than from drugs,

alcohol, automobile accidents, and AIDS combined.

If all smoking were eliminated from the United

States, it is estimated that there would be 19% fewer

abruptio placentae, 22% fewer infants born with low

birth weights, 33% less heart disease, 41% fewer

childhood deaths between 1 month and 5 years of

age, 50% less bladder cancer, and 90% less lung

cancer. 2

For a variety of reasons discussed below we be-

lieve that the pediatrician is in a unique position to

address the issues of smoking prevention and smok-

ing cessation at several different levels and at an

early age. For medical reasons, young adults who are

beginning a family see a pediatrician more often than

they see any other health professional. 3

When families with adult members who smoke

come to a pediatrician’s office, the usual practice is

for the pediatrician to provide care for the children

only, and to refer the parents or other adult members

of the family to another physician for smoking cessa-

tion counseling. If parents request such counseling

(which they rarely do, unless there is visible evidence

in the examining rooms suggesting that .the pediatri-

From the Children’s Clinic of Donelson and the Department of Pediat-

rics, Vanderbilt Children’s Hospital, Vanderbilt University Medical Center,

Nashville.

Reprint requests to the Children’s Clinic of Donelson, 2614 Old Leba-

non Road, Nashville, TN 37214 (Dr. Wadlington).

cian will help them), they are usually referred to an

internist or family practitioner. In our practice, young

parents, despite good intentions, rarely report to the

physician or the smoking clinic to which we refer

them. Moreover, a significant portion of patients who
receive smoking cessation counseling from an inter-

nist or other physician are older and have already

developed significant smoking-associated morbidity,

such as pulmonary or cardiac disease, before coun-

seling is even initiated.
4

I (WBW) have long been interested in this prob-

lem and have incorporated a number of preventive

measures about smoking in my office practice. Be-

cause of my interest in this problem, I consulted

Harris D. Riley Jr., M.D., Professor of Pediatrics at

the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, and

invited him to visit my suburban office. The inter-

view with Dr. Riley was taped, and pertinent ex-

cerpts follow.

WBW: I believe that one of the most important

things that I now do every day in my pediatric office

is counseling with parents about the dangers of

smoking, the effects of passive smoking on their chil-

dren, and the ways to motivate them to change their

lifestyle. Since 75% of adult smokers start smoking

before age 18, I believe that this is definitely a pedi-

atric problem that needs to be addressed. The preva-

lence of smoking among high school seniors has not

decreased substantially between 1981 and 1991,5

leading me to believe that this problem has not been

emphasized adequately in the past. I have learned in

the last several years that I must counsel more with
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parents about their own lifestyle before I can have

much influence on their children. This same advice

to parents about their smoking also applies to other

lifestyle changes, such as exercise, alcohol, and good

nutrition. The approach to these problems must be a

family affair. I have no problem with writing a pre-

scription for a nicotine patch for both a teenager and

his parents simultaneously, especially if the parents

have no personal physician. When I explain to the

parents that they should have a physician for them-

selves, and refer them to another physician, I find

that they rarely go because “they are not sick.”

HDR: Your comments prompt me to ask why
such measures have not been taken earlier?

WBW: I have had four basic excuses in the past

for not doing more counseling of parents about life-

style behavior. My excuses have been first that par-

ents are not my problem , and I refer them to some-

one else. This is the way I was trained. Secondly, my
office schedule is booked with appointments every

15 minutes. / do not have time for the counseling of

children, much less their parents. Thirdly, such coun-

seling requires a great deal of time and I do not get

any income for time spent in counseling with parents.

Lastly, as a house officer I was not trained to counsel

with parents about lifestyle changes (smoking, alco-

hol, etc.). Our hospital rounds usually concentrated

on discussion of our patients’ disease and not on the

parents’ lifestyle and how parents influence children’s

behavior.

HDR: Let me point out, as you well remember,

we, as students and house officers, were much more

attracted to the “dramatic” diseases and pediatric dis-

orders such as diabetic acidosis and rare infections

than to some of the problems frequently encountered

in private practice, such as behavioral disorders. Tell

me about some of the preventive anti-smoking meth-

ods you have adopted in your practice.

WBW: After 38 years of practice, I have identi-

fied some of the answers to my four excuses used in

the past. First, parents are my problem. One cannot

make much progress with a teenager’s behavior with-

out the parents’ help and participation. We must help

parents realize that they need to teach their children

by example. During your discussion with parents

about their smoking cessation, ask their children,

who are listening, if they understand the points that

are being discussed about emphysema, cancer, heart

trouble, high insurance rates, ulcers, and other topics.

Posted signs in all of my examining rooms tell about

the problems of “passive smoking” (causing chronic

cough, otitis media, low birth weight, and increased

incidence of sudden infant death syndrome). There

are also signs in all my examining rooms that state,

“If you want to stop smoking, I’ll try to help you.”

Such signs are very important, and should be in

every physician' s examining room!

In regard to my second excuse, time is a major

problem. How can one get the job done in a busy

office? After my first discussion about smoking with

parents or a teenager, I identify the medical record by

stamping it with a colored stamp. The imprint has

spaces for “Yes/No” answers to questions such as

which family members smoke, at what age did they

start smoking, did their parents smoke, how many

cigarettes a day are smoked, or do any other house-

hold members smoke. This is a very visible reminder

in the chart that the smoking issues have been ad-

dressed, and it allows me to conduct follow-up over

the next several years and take whatever action

seems appropriate. I brag on patients or parents who
have stopped smoking, and congratulate them at

every opportunity. I encourage those who are strug-

gling with the addiction, and try to help keep them

trying to give up the habit. At the time the chart is

stamped, the patients are also given a packet of ma-

terial about methods to aid them with smoking cessa-

tion. The materials in these packets are available

upon request. I believe that the packet of materials is

important. After it is reviewed, I stress to the patients

that they take this material home and go over it with

the rest of the family members. I will not write a

prescription for nicotine patches unless the parents

promise that they will review the packet material

with those in their home. I emphasize that all family

members try to stop smoking together and make this

a family challenge , similar to family dieting. By

doing this, we have been able to stop some individu-

als from smoking that we have never seen, especially

grandparents and other persons who live in the home.

Because of the time factor, not all of your advice

should be given at the first visit. Let them read the

package, go home and discuss it, and then, on subse-

quent visits, ask how they are coming along with

smoking cessation and offer further suggestions or

reading material at that time. Remember, you have a

golden opportunity here for follow-up counseling

since pediatricians see these patients more often than

any other doctor does.

In regard to the third excuse, time is money; how

do you then adjust for this? I believe that the best

way to get paid for time spent with a family is by

careful coding of your bill to the third party payor.

Get one of your staff to find out the price difference

between a comprehensive visit, prolonged visit, and

conference visit. Only when you have all these facts
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can you code an appropriate bill for your services.

Many doctors do not spend the time to obtain this

valuable information about coding. It is easy to jus-

tify this child's bouts of wheezing and otitis being

related in part to “secondhand smoke” from the

parents.

Finally, concerning my last excuse: I was not

trained to counsel adults about smoking cessation, so

I had to look for other areas of self-help. I took an

excellent three-hour course at a meeting of the Amer-

ican Academy of Pediatrics. This session, by Mark

Manley, M.D., was on training in smoking cessation

techniques. Visiting local anti-smoking clinics and

learning from them was an educational experience. I

teach the family to use Tel-Med from the Nashville

Academy of Medicine. They can listen to these taped

messages over the phone about smoking cessation

tips and advice.

HDR: You told me earlier about the study that

was conducted in your office about the epidemiology

and other aspects of smoking.

WBW: I was fortunate to have work with me for

six weeks (summer of 1991) Katrina Gwinn, M.D.,

then a Vanderbilt medical student and an Amos
Christie Scholar. We did a one-year follow-up on

150 patients of mine who are smoking parents. These

are some of the findings from our office study: (1)

Of our young parents who received smoking advice

in our office, 65% did not have a personal physician.

(2) Although many of the young parents had been

smoking for at least ten years, fewer than 15% had

ever had a doctor suggest to them that they stop

smoking. (3) Our questionnaire showed that their

children’s health was the most important reason for

the mother and/or father to quit smoking, and it was

an even more important reason to the parents than

their own health. Even though 30% of our practice

receives Medicaid assistance, expense was not listed

as an important reason for quitting. (4) Of our moth-

ers in the child-bearing age group, 30% are smokers.

HDR: I am very interested to learn that the health

of their child was the most important incentive for

parents, especially mothers, to terminate smoking.

Pediatricians and other physicians should take advan-

tage of this important finding. We must remember

that parental smoking is linked to increased incidence

and severity of asthma, otitis media, sudden infant

death, and other disorders in their children.

WBW: Their child’s health is a great incentive for

parents to quit smoking and is often ignored by inter-

nists or other physicians. I will frequently say to a

parent after examining a child, “Would you like to

do something great for yourself and your child?” The

parent invariably says, “Yes.” Then my response is,

“I noticed the cigarettes in your purse (or pocket).

Would you like for me to help you quit smoking?”

Then you can be on your way to a very important

discussion!

About 82% of the parents stated that they were

motivated by signs in our examining rooms about the

importance of smoking cessation. When questioned,

87% of the parents said they wished to stop smoking

or wanted to quit but had not talked to any doctor

about it. About one-third of our mothers had made

“some attempt” to stop smoking in the last year.

The results of a study by Frankowski et al
3

in

Vermont are in agreement with our experience in

Nashville. Only 11% of Vermont pediatricians made

mention in their medical record of the smoking his-

tory of the child’s parents.

Dr. Riley, we must provide our young physicians

with means to attack a major lifestyle problem—to-

bacco usage. This must be approached in a variety of

ways—through medical student and housestaff pro-

grams, continuing education efforts, and the Ameri-

can Academy of Pediatrics and other organizations.

HDR: I agree that information about smoking and

its prevention should be introduced in training pro-

grams and at continuing education meetings. In the

Vermont study, Frankowski and coworkers 3 found

that only 8.5% of pediatricians had received training

in giving smoking cessation advice. But, as you have

pointed out, we must take active steps to have par-

ents stop smoking! A very useful article by Irons and

Kenney6 contains sound, practical advice about the

various steps in providing smoking cessation coun-

seling for parents.

WBW: The importance of having parents termi-

nate smoking cannot be overemphasized. Children in

households where parents smoke are three to five

times more likely to be smokers themselves. It has

been shown that smoking is a “gateway” to the use

of all illicit drugs. Children and adolescents who

smoke cigarettes are 100 times more likely to use

marijuana and 30 times more likely to use cocaine

than those who have never smoked. 1

HDR: Pediatricians have traditionally been in the

forefront in the application of preventive measures in

medicine; incorporation of immunizations and coun-

seling about accident prevention into daily medical

care stand as two examples. As you have empha-

sized, now is the time for pediatricians to confront

problems in the lifestyle of their patients by provid-

ing prevention and cessation education, not only for

the child and adolescent patient, but also for parents

and other members of the family. In an editorial in

1985, C. Everett Koop, M.D., 8 a pediatrician and

then Surgeon-General of the United States, empha-
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sized the pediatrician’s obligation in smoking educa-

tion. We as pediatricians have not lived up to this

obligation.

Smoking is a major public health problem. For a

variety of reasons, pediatricians are in a unique posi-

tion to promote effective prevention/cessation ap-

proaches among the families, especially young par-

ents. It is a golden opportunity for all doctors who
care for children! F ,._X
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Urodynamics in Female
Incontinence: Basic Testing

VASIL N. ILIEV, M.D. and FREDERICK R. JELOVSEK, M.D.

Urodynamic testing provides relevant information

which may significantly influence the treatment of

urogynecological patients. Every gynecologist who
treats patients with lower urinary tract problems can

benefit from these investigations. This paper reviews

the usefulness of basic urodynamic tests: urine flow

studies, residual urine, cystometry, and urethral pres-

sure profile.

The purpose of measuring urodynamic function is

to detect and define any pathophysiology of the blad-

der and urethra in patients with symptoms and signs

of lower urinary tract dysfunction. Such investigation

is necessary for the successful treatment of these dis-

orders. There are two clinical situations in which this

testing is appropriate. Those are:

Diagnosis—Urodynamic testing is used to differ-

entiate between genuine stress incontinence and urge

incontinence (detrusor instability), to detect a par-

tially obstructed urethra or underactive detrusor mus-

cle, and to detect complicated functional problems

such as the neuropathic bladder or detrusor-sphincter

dyssynergia.

Treatment Evaluation—Urodynamic testing be-

fore and after surgery on the lower urinary tract will

provide the surgeon with objective evidence on

which to base his choice of treatment. For example,

if a low pressure urethra is detected, the surgeon may
choose to perform a sling procedure; if detrusor

weakness is detected preoperatively, bladder training

should precede surgery; if postoperative studies show

relative obstruction, this may indicate that sutures are

too tight or not well placed.

We present a basic standard sequence of urodyna-

mic testing, which should be available to anyone tak-

ing care of female urinary incontinence. The compo-

nents are as follows: (1) urine flow studies, (2)

residual urine measurement, (3) filling and voiding

cystometry, (4) urethral pressure profile.

From the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, James H. Quillen

College of Medicine, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City. Dr.
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Before urodynamic testing, the patient should have

a general and urogynecologic history taken, focusing

on previous urologic and neurologic disease, trauma,

previous surgery, current urologic problem(s), parity,

modes of delivery, the usage of medications that af-

fect the urinary tract, and menopausal status. Physi-

cal examination should be performed, looking for ob-

structive lung disease or neurologic problems. Pelvic

examination should include cough stress test to dem-

onstrate stress urinary incontinence, Q-tip test to doc-

ument proximal urethral descensus, and a description

of associated genital relaxation. Early studies would

include urinalysis to exclude infections as the main

cause of symptoms, dynamic cystourethroscopy to

examine the bladder neck closure with coughing and

strain, a daily voiding log to rule out drinking and

voiding habits that might cause or contribute to signs

and symptoms, and. if necessary, x-ray studies.

Urine Flow Studies

Uroflowmetry is used in the assessment of the

micturition phase of lower urinary tract function. Its

main clinical application has been in the assessment

of obstructive voiding. Uroflowmetry, used in con-

junction with pressure-voiding studies, can help se-

lect patients at increased risk for prolonged postoper-

ative voiding difficulties. Patients who void without a

detrusor contraction and who have a decreased flow

rate are at much greater risk for postoperative urinary

retention. 1

Urinary flow rate is defined as the volume of

urine (ml) expelled through the urethra per unit of

time (second). Table 1 shows the parameters that

comprise the urinary flow rate. The International

Continence Society 2 (ICS) has not specified normal

values for those parameters. A number of authors 3 -4

have reported values for the minimum necessary

voided volume (to make the test valid) and the nor-

mal peak flow:

• Minimum necessary voided volume of urine is

equal to or greater than 200 ml.

• The ‘'normal” peak flow is equal to or greater than

20 ml/sec reached in the first one-third of flow

time.
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Uroflowmetry parameters (peak and average urine

flow rates) are dependent on the patient’s age, sex,

and most importantly, the volume voided. Voided vol-

ume of 200 ml or more is the acceptable minimum
for uroflowmetric testing. A peak flow of less than

15 ml/sec is usually abnormal. Below a peak flow of

20 ml/sec, it is much safer to proceed to full urody-

namic studies such as voiding cystometrogram stud-

ies, combined with EMG and video cystourethrography.

Very high flow rates of over 40 ml/sec do not

necessarily indicate particularly good detrusor-

sphincter function. This “superflow” is common in

patients with a powerful detrusor associated with

long-standing detrusor instability. The next important

part of uroflowmetry testing looks at uroflowmetric

curve patterns. 5

• Continuous Flow—which is usually considered the

“normal” pattern.

• Intermittent Flow—there are two types: multiple

peak pattern and interrupted pattern.

The main value of the flow pattern is to distin-

guish between continuous flow emptying by a

detrusor contraction and emptying by abdominal

straining (which might be necessary to overcome rel-

ative obstruction). In some instances, however, an in-

termittent flow pattern may be produced by voluntary

fluttering of the urethral sphincter or by detrusor-

sphincter dyssynergia. Full urodynamic studies are

required to distinguish between them. Full studies are

also required to identify those patients with intermit-

tent detrusor activity (often neuropathic in origin),

those with hypocontractile bladders, and those who
are simply unable to initiate voiding normally in the

laboratory (approximately 20% of female patients

cannot void on command).

In women, a normal flow rate in a bladder which

empties completely (no residual urine) excludes ob-

struction (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 . Continuous flow curve (from Bates et al
2

).

URINARY FLOW PARAMETERS—DEFINITIONS2

Peak Flow Rate (Qmax)—represents the maximum measured flow

rate (a minimum duration of one second of sustained rate is

required)

Time to Peak Flow Rate (TQmax)—indicates the time needed to

reach the peak flow rate

Average Flow (Qave)—is the ratio of the volume voided to the flow

time

Flow Time (FT)—represents the time over which measurable flow

occurs

Voided Volume (V)—represents the total volume voided through

the urethra during the micturition episode

Residual Urine Measurement

Residual urine is considered to be the volume of

urine in the bladder immediately after the completion

of micturition. Measurement is by catheterization, al-

though in recent years ultrasonographic scanning of

the bladder has been used to calculate the volume.

Although ICS has not specified normal values for re-

sidual urine, most investigators consider “normal” re-

sidual urine volume to be less than 50 ml. 5 Farger

volumes may indicate an inefficient detrusor contrac-

tion, increased bladder outlet resistance, or a combi-

nation of both.

Filling and Voiding Cystometry

Cystometry is the method by which the pressure-

volume relationship of the bladder is measured. Cys-

tometric examination may be conveniently divided

into studies of the filling (storage) phase and voiding

phase of the micturition cycle. 2 ’6

Filling Cystometry. Assesses bladder function

during the storage phase of micturition and can be

described according to: (1) detrusor activity, (2) blad-

der sensation, (3) bladder capacity, (4) compliance.

Detrusor Activity—In the normal bladder, no

detrusor activity is evident during the filling phase of

cystometry. Bladder volume increases without signif-

icant rise in pressure (accommodation). The change

in intravesicle pressure from empty to full is nor-

mally less than 10 cm H-,0. No involuntary contrac-

tions occur despite provocation. Overactive detrusor

function is characterized by involuntary detrusor con-

tractions during the filling phase, which may be

spontaneous or provoked and which the patient can-

not suppress. There are two types of overactive

detrusor: (1) Unstable Detrusor—is one that is shown

objectively to contract spontaneously or on provoca-

tion (to greater than 15 cm H-,0 [not ICS defined])

during the filling phase while the patient is attempt-
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ing to inhibit micturition. Medical therapy is the ini-

tial treatment for this, not surgery. (2) Detrusor

Hyperreflexia—a term that should be confined to the

bladders that show overactivity due to neurologic

disease. It must be confirmed by objective evidence

of a neurologic disorder.

Bladder Sensation—During filling, sensation is re-

corded in qualitative terms (first desire to void, nor-

mal desire to void, strong desire to void, urgency,

pain). Sensation can be classified broadly as: (1) nor-

mal; (2) increased—hypersensitive (cystitis, pathologic

changes within the sacral nerve roots, fibrosis, my-

elin degeneration); (3) reduced—hyposensitive (ap-

parent, occult, or idiopathic neurologic disorders).

Bladder Capacity—Maximum cystometric capac-

ity is the volume at which the patient feels she can

no longer delay micturition (due to normal sensory

input from afferent neurons). Functional bladder ca-

pacity is more clinically relevant and is assessed

from a frequency/volume chart (urinary diary). Nor-

mal bladder capacity has a wide range of 300 to 500

ml. An abnormally large bladder capacity might indi-

cate sensory neuropathy, a lower motor neuron le-

sion, or outflow obstruction. A small bladder capac-

ity could be associated with infection or an upper

motor neuron lesion.

Compliance—Compliance indicates the change in

volume for a change in pressure. Compliance is cal-

culated by dividing the volume change (AV) by the

change in detrusor pressure (AP
det )

during that

change in bladder volume (AV/AP
det

). Compliance is

expressed as milliliters per centimeter of water

(ml/cm FFO) and although there are no precise fig-

ures for “normal” compliance, measurement between

30 and 50 ml/cm H
:
0 may be regarded as “normal"

bladder volumes.

Reduced compliance may result from abnormalities

of any part of the bladder wall mucosa, interstitial tis-

sue, collagen, or the detrusor muscle itself, or from

disorders of bladder innervation. Decreased bladder-

wall compliance in general may be the result of radia-

tion fibrosis, intrinsic bladder disease such as a recurrent

infection, or interstitial cystitis and pelvic diseases,

which can affect the bladder or its nerve supply.

Voiding Cystometry. Normal detrusor contractil-

ity is achieved by a voluntarily initiated detrusor con-

traction that is sustained. It will result in complete

bladder emptying in the absence of obstruction. An

underactive detrusor shows a contraction of inade-

quate magnitude and/or duration to bring about blad-

der emptying within a normal time span. An

acontractile detrusor is one that cannot be demon-

strated to contract during urodynamic studies.
7

The normal cystometrogram may be defined as

showing a bladder capacity of 300 to 500 ml without

detrusor activity, a rise in intravesical pressure of less

than 10 cm FFO, and normal sensation. The first de-

sire to void is felt in the middle range of the func-

tional bladder capacity. This feeling is normally sup-

pressed until the bladder is about three-fourths full,

when the feeling of wishing to void becomes more

persistent—an urgent desire to void. Normal voiding

is prompt once the patient is asked to initiate mictu-

rition. The first event is a rise in intravesical pres-

sure, and then, after three to four seconds, the open-

ing pressure is achieved and flow begins. Voiding is

normally achieved by a continuous detrusor contrac-

tion during which intravesical pressure remains rela-

tively constant until the bladder is empty.

Urethral Pressure Profilometry (UPP)

Urethral pressure measurement may be either

static or dynamic. Static refers to measurements

taken at all points along the urethra in a steady state.

Dynamic implies that recordings are taken from one

or more points along the urethra over a period of

time when conditions may be changing.

A static urethral pressure profile is part of the

basic standard segments of urodynamic testing in our

urodynamic unit. Two types of UPP may be mea-

sured: (1) resting urethral pressure profile (R-UPP),

with the bladder and subject at rest, and (2) stress

urethral pressure profile (S-UPP), under defined ap-

plied stress (e.g., cough, strain).

The simultaneous recording of both intravesical and

intraurethral pressure are essential during stress urethral

profilometry. The subtraction of intravesical pressure

from urethral pressure produces the urethral closure

TABLE 2

ICS SPECIFICATIONS REGARDING URETHRAL
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT AND URETHRAL

FUNCTION6

Maximal Urethral Pressure (MUP)—the maximum pressure of the

measured profile

Maximal Urethral Closure Pressure (MUCP)—the maximum
difference between the intravesical pressure and the urethral

pressure

Functional Profile Length—the length of the urethra along which

the urethral pressure exceeds intravesical pressure

Functional Profile Length (with stress)—the length over which

the urethral pressure exceeds intravesical pressure during stress

Pressure “Transmission” Ratio (PTR)—the increment in urethral

pressure during stress as a percentage of the simultaneously

recorded increment in intravesical pressure
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pressure profile (UCPP). The urethral closure mecha-

nism during storage may be normal or incompetent.

Normal

:

The normal urethral closure mechanism

maintains a positive urethral closure pressure during

filling even in the presence of increased abdominal

pressure. Immediately prior to micturition the normal

closure pressure decreases to allow flow.

Incompetent: Incompetent urethral closure is de-

fined as one that allows leakage of urine in the ab-

sence of detrusor activity. Leakage may occur when-

ever intravesical pressure exceeds intraurethral pres-

sure (genuine stress incontinence) or when there is an

involuntary fall in urethral pressure (Table 2).

Debate continues over which are the most useful

variables in clinical practice, and this debate has cen-

tered largely upon which parameter most clearly dis-

tinguishes the incompetent from the competent

sphincter. Earlier reports concentrated on resting pro-

file variables, and have consistently found lower val-

ues of maximum urethral pressure (MUP), maximum
urethral closure pressure (MUCP), and functional

urethral length (FUL) in stress-incontinent and conti-

nent women. There is moderate overlap between

stress-incontinent and continent groups, which makes

the discriminatory power of resting profile parame-

ters extremely limited. Recently maximum pressure

transmission ratio (PTRmax) and maximum closure

pressure (MCP) during stress are variables thought to

be most reliable for diagnosis.

Interpretation of the Static Urethral

Pressure Profile

In the normal female patient, there is a gradual

tendency for the maximal urethral pressure to de-

crease with age. This occurs mainly after the meno-

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the urethral closure pressure

profile (from Bates et ar).

pause. The normal female urethral pressure profile is

symmetrical in shape (Fig. 2).

It is not clear as to whether it is
8 or is not,9 - 10

possible to find a specific value for the maximal ure-

thral closure pressure below which an individual is

definitely predisposed to stress incontinence and above

which the symptom is unlikely. Glen and Rowan 11

showed that in continent women, the urethral closure

pressure tended to increase with increase bladder vol-

ume, whereas in stress-incontinent women, a fall in

the profile was often noted. Similar changes have

been found in response to postural change; that is, in

normal women, the closure pressure increases on

their assuming the erect posture, whereas in those

with genuine stress incontinence there was either no

change or a fall in closure pressure. 12,13

A urethral pressure of less than 20 cm FLO is an

indication of pure urethral sphincter dysfunction. Pa-

tients with low urethral pressure do not respond to

the usual primary surgical procedures, and the failure

rate is higher. 141 -"' Since the frequency of a low ure-

thral pressure may approximate 15% in patients with

urinary stress incontinence, 16 we recommend the ure-

thral pressure profile in the "basic” urodynamic tests.
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Special Communication

Enterprise Liability

JAMES T. GALYON, M.D.

Perhaps you have heard of the term “enterprise lia-

bility,” since many references have been made to enter-

prise liability in the forthcoming Clinton health care

plan. It has been offered as tort reform, but while it

would change some of the aspects of medical liability,

it is not tort reform. At the same time, it probably will

be the closest thing to the promised tort reform we phy-

sicians will see in the new health care plan.

Managed competition would institutionalize health

care, driving progressively more physicians into HMOs,
PPOs, and large group practices. Doctors and hospitals

will join in networks to compete for health contracts. To

stay competitive, such networks would rely on stringent

utilization review, quality assurance, and prescribed

practice parameters (a new phrase for medical practice

by the cookbook). The networks would be granted pa-

tient care plans by accountable health plans (AHPs), an

entire new entity.

These AHPs would have to assume all of the liabil-

ity for doctors, hospitals, and other health care provid-

ers. This is enterprise liability.

The supposed benefits of the plan would be that

(1) doctors would not have to buy liability insurance,

(2) the total cost of insurance and legal defense might

drop because only one entity would need to be defended

or to purchase insurance, and (3) defensive medical

practices would diminish because doctors would no

longer fear malpractice claims. In reality, none of these

projected benefits might happen.

As the system evolves (the Clinton estimate is from

five to seven years), many doctors would see other pa-

tients as well as AHP patients, and would therefore still

need to purchase liability insurance. The AHPs would

turn to the physicians to offset some of the cost of mal-

practice insurance premiums, and many believe the doc-

tor would have a surcharge reflecting his own liability

risk.

There almost certainly would be economic

credentialing for doctors who have had malpractice

claims apportioned to the AHPs, and these doctors

might well even find themselves excluded from luture

AHP contracts. This would negate any tendency to re-

frain from practicing defensive medicine.

Dr. Galyon is in the private practice of orthopedics at 6005 Park Ave.,

Suite 309. Memphis. TN 38119.

Most insurance authorities agree that juries would

impose higher judgments against an AHP than against a

physician, and patients might correctly assume, “I am
not suing my doctor, but only the insurance company.”

This might provide the ultimate deep pocket that would

drive practice costs even higher.

Under this scenario, if a doctor has a bad result, the

AHP might be sued, the jury could award a severe

judgment, and the doctor would not even be able to

defend himself in court. We do not know if such a

judgment would go into the provider's data bank or

not, but it would certainly be entered into his economic

credentialing.

In summary, enterprise liability is a far cry from tort

reform. It is more like cost shifting, which saves no

money for the overall cost of health care. Liability shift-

ing may increase the frequency of lawsuits and the se-

verity of awards, and actually cost the system more.

With managed care there is certainly a change in li-

abilities. More management of physician practices, such

as mandated practice parameters and rigid gatekeeping,

will tilt the comparative negligence claims and awards

to the AHPs, HMOs, and case managers. The treating

physician will still retain some liability for his actions

or inactions. What we need is true tort reform, not such

liability shifting as enterprise liability. /~~ ^
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Special Communication

What’s in a Name . . . ?

BOB VEGORS, M.D.

Gertrude Beezlefetzer sat by her window, watching

Martha White slowly walk up to her doorstep. Martha

took a last drag on her cigarette before knocking on the

door and stepping into the kitchen. “Well, it’s another

gray day,” announced Martha. Left a widow a few years

ago by a man who never had a savings account or

talked with an insurance agent, she was at age 56 on

Medicaid with her last child finishing high school. “I’m

sorry I ever voted for that McWherter!” she spouted an-

grily. “Now he’s even going to stop my Medicaid! Ned-

Care is. . .

“Tenn-Care,” corrected Gertrude, noticing that

Martha's hearing aid was not in.

“Tenn-Cure is going to. . .

“Tenn-Care,” enunciated Gertrude.

“Tin-Can is goi. . .

.”

“Tenn-Care!” screamed Gertrude.

“Call it what you like. Tin-Cup is going to go belly

up, and then I’ll be left with nothing!” She looked

scared, breathless, as vulnerable as she really was.

“How about some lunch, Martha?” Food always had

a calming effect on Martha, whose $100 a month med-

icines sometimes upset her stomach. “And I thought

you had quit smoking.”

“Oh, I did. But then I got so nervous reading about

Ned-Care that I started back. What if I can’t pay for my
medicine? Or they won’t pay my doctor? Or my hospi-

tal isn’t on the list? Or. . .

.”

“Now, Martha, your doctor will always see you and

help you. And I think Tenn-Care may end up more like

the Blue Cross/Blue Shield insurance that I have. Why,

they’re even mentioned in the proposal. It’s almost as if

they wrote it. And th. . .

.”

“And then we could call it Blue-Care!” blurted out

Martha. “Or Tenn-Blue, or just the Tennessee Blues,

and that would make Mr. Handy really proud.”

“Yes, maybe that would be best,” said the resigned

Gertrude, thinking of all that she had read about the

inadequate funding of this proposal. “Well, let’s eat.

Lunch is ready.” And it’s the only free lunch that any of

us will get out of this whole mess, thought Gertrude.

dZP
Reproduced with permission from the Tennessee Society of Internal

Medicine Newsletter. Dr. Vegors, the TSIM Newsletter editor, is with the

Jackson Clinic Professional Association, 616 W. Forest Ave., Jackson, TN
38301. According to Dr. Vegors, Gertrude is his invention.
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supplementation.

A hybrid blending of tolerability and power

that's available for the right patient. Vaseretic

is indicated for the treatment of hypertension

in patients for whom combination therapy is

appropriate.

And an elegant discovery for your practice.
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TABLETS
VASERETIC?
(ENALAPRIL MALEATE-HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE)

USE IN PREGNANCY: When used in pregnancy during the second
and third trimesters, ACE inhibitors can cause injury and even death to

the developing fetus. When pregnancy is detected, VASERETIC
(Enalapril Maleate-Hvdrochlorothiazide) should be discontinued as soon
as possible. See WARNINGS, Fetal/Neonatal Morbidity and Mortality.

CONTRAINDICATIONS: VASERETIC is contraindicated in patients who
are hypersensitive to any component of this product and in patients with a

history of angioedema related to previous treatment with an angiotensin

converting enzyme inhibitor. Because of the hydrochlorothiazide compo-
nent, this product is contraindicated in patients with anuria or hypersensitiv-

ity to other sulfonamide-derived drugs.

WARNINGS: General; Enalapril Maleate; Hypotension: Excessive hypotension

was rarely seen in uncomplicated hypertensive patients but is a possible con-

sequence of enalapril use in severely salt/volume depleted persons such as

those treated vigorously with diuretics or patients on dialysis.

Syncope has been reported in 1.3 percent of patients receiving
VASERETIC. In patients receiving enalapnl alone, the incidence of syncope
is 0.5 percent. The overall incidence of syncope may be reduced by proper

titration of the individual components. (See PRECAUTIONS, Drug
Interactions, and ADVERSE REACTIONS.)

In patients with severe congestive heart failure, with or without associated

renal insufficiency, excessive hypotension has been observed and may be

associated with oliguria and/or progressive azotemia, and rarely with acute

renal failure and/or death. Because of the potential fall in blood pressure in

these patients, therapy should be started under very close medical supervi-

sion. Such patients snould be followed closely for the first two weeks of treat-

ment and whenever the dose of enalapril and/or diuretic is increased.

Similar considerations may apply to patients with ischemic heart or cere-

brovascular disease, in whom an excessive fall in blood pressure could result

in a myocardial infarction or cerebrovascular accident.

If hypotension occurs, the patient should be placed in the supine position

and, if necessary, receive an intravenous infusion of normal saline. A tran-

sient hypotensive response is not a contraindication to further doses, which
usually can be given without difficulty once the blood pressure has increased

after volume expansion.

Angioedema: Angioedema of the face, extremities, lips, tongue, glottis

and/or larynx has been reported in patients treated with angiotensin convert-

ing enzyme inhibitors, including enalapril. In such cases VASERETIC should

be promptly discontinued and appropriate therapy and monitoring should be

provided until complete and sustained resolution of signs and symptoms has

occurred. In instances where swelling has been confined to the face and lips the

condition has generally resolved without treatment, although antihistamines

have been useful in relieving symptoms. Angioedema associated with laryn-

geal edema may be fatal. Where there is involvement of the tongue, glottis or

larynx, likely to cause airway obstruction, appropriate therapy, e.g., subcuta-

neous epinephrine solution 1:1000 (0.3 mL to 0.5 mL) and/or measures neces-

sary to ensure a patent airway, should be promptly provided. (See ADVERSE
REACTIONS.)

Patients with a history of angioedema unrelated to ACE inhibitor therapy

may be at increased risk of angioedema while receiving an ACE inhibitor

(see also CONTRAINDICATIONS).
Neutropenia/Agranulocytosis: Another angiotensin converting enzyme

inhibitor, captopnl, has been shown to cause agranulocytosis and bone mar-
row depression, rarely in uncomplicated patients but more frequently in

patients with renal impairment especially if they also have a collagen vascu-

lar disease. Available data from clinical trials of enalapril are insufficient to

show that enalapril does not cause agranulocytosis at similar rates.

Marketing experience has revealed several cases of neutropenia or agranulo-

cytosis in which a causal relationship to enalapril cannot be excluded.

Penodic monitonng of white blood cell counts in patients with collagen vas-

cular disease and renal disease should be considered.

Hydrochlorothiazide: Thiazides should be used with caution in severe renal

disease. In patients with renal disease, thiazides may precipitate azotemia.

Cumulative effects of the drug may develop in patients with impaired renal

function.

Thiazides should be used with caution in patients with impaired hepatic

function or progressive liver disease, since minor alterations of fluid and
electrolyte balance may precipitate hepatic coma.

Sensitivity reactions may occur in patients with or without a history of

allergy or bronchial asthma.

The possibility of exacerbation or activation of systemic lupus ery-

thematosus has been reported.

Lithium generally should not be given with thiazides (see PRECAU-
TIONS, Drug Interactions, Enalapril Maleate and Hydrochlorothiazide).

Pregnancy: Enalapril-Hydrochlorothiazide: There was no teratogenicity in rats

given up to 90 mg/kg/day of enalapril (150 times the maximum human
dose) in combination with 10 mg/kg/day of hydrochlorothiazide (2 '/’ times

the maximum human dose) or in mice given up to 30 mg/kg/day of

enalapril (50 times the maximum human dose) in combination with 10

mg/kg/day of hydrochlorothiazide (2 V2 times the maximum human dose).

At these doses, fetotoxicity expressed as a decrease in average fetal weight
occurred in both species. No fetotoxicity occurred at lower doses; 30/10
mg/kg/day of enalapril-hydrochlorothiazide in rats and 10/10 mg/kg/day
of enalapnl-hydrochlorothlazide in mice.

When used in pregnancy during the second and third trimesters, ACE
inhibitors can cause injury and even death to the developing fetus. When
pregnancy is detected, VASERETIC should be discontinued as soon as possi-

ble. (See Enalapril Maleate, Fetal/Neonatal Morbidity and Mortality, below.)

Enalapril Maleate; Fetal/Neonatal Morbidity and Mortality: ACE inhibitors can

cause fetal and neonatal morbidity and death when administered to preg-

nant women. Several dozen cases nave been reported in the world literature.

When pregnancy is detected, ACE inhibitors should be discontinued as soon
as possible.

The use of ACE inhibitors during the second and third trimesters of preg-

nancy has been associated with fetal and neonatal injury, including hypoten-

sion, neonatal skull hypoplasia, anuria, reversible or irreversible renal failure,

and death. Oligohydramnios has also been reported, presumably resulting

from decreased fetal renal function; oligohydramnios in this setting has been

associated with fetal limb contractures, craniofacial deformation, and
hypoplastic lung development. Prematunty, intrauterine growth retardation,

and patent ductus arteriosus have also been reported, although it is not clear

whether these occurrences were due to the ACE-inhibitor exposure.

These adverse effects do not appear to have resulted from intrauterine

ACE-inhibitor exposure that has been limited to the first trimester. Mothers
whose embryos and fetuses are exposed to ACE inhibitors only during the

first trimester should be so informed. Nonetheless, when patients become
pregnant, physicians should make every effort to discontinue the use of

VASERETIC as soon as possible.

Rarely (probably less often than once in every thousand pregnancies), no

alternative to ACE inhibitors will be found. In these rare cases, the mothers
should be appnsed of the potential hazards to their fetuses, and serial ultra-

sound examinations should be performed to assess the intraamniotic envi-

ronment.

If oligohydramnios is observed, VASERETIC should be discontinued
unless it is considered lifesaving for the mother. Contraction stress testing

(CST), a non-stress test (NST), or biophysical profiling (BPP) may be appro-
priate, depending upon the week of pregnancy. Patients and physicians

should be aware, however, that oligohydramnios may not appear until after

the fetus has sustained irreversible injury.

Infants with histories of in utero exposure to ACE inhibitors should be
closely observed for hypotension, oliguria, and hyperkalemia. If oliguria

occurs, attention should be directed toward support of blood pressure and
renal perfusion. Exchange transfusion or dialysis may be required as means
of reversing hypotension and/or substituting for disordered renal function.

Enalapril, which crosses the placenta, has been removed from neonatal circu-

lation by peritoneal dialysis with some clinical benefit, and theoretically may
be removed by exchange transfusion, although there is no experience with

the latter procedure.

No teratogenic effects of enalapril were seen in studies of pregnant rats,

and rabbits. On a mg/kg basis, the doses used were up to 333 times (in rats),

and 50 times (in rabbits) the maximum recommended numan dose.

Hydrochlorothiazide: Teratogenic Effects: Reproduction studies in the rabbit, the

mouse and the rat at doses up to 100 mg/kg/day (50 times the human dose)

showed no evidence of external abnormalities of the fetus due to

hydrochlorothiazide. Hydrochlorothiazide given in a two-litter study in rats at

doses of 4 - 5. 6 mg/kg/day (approximately 1 - 2 times the usual daily human
dose) did not impair fertility or produce birth abnormalities in the offspring.

Thiazides cross the placentalbamer and appear in cord blood.

Nonteratogenic Effects: These may include fetal or neonatal jaundice, throm-

bocytopenia, and possibly other adverse reactions which have occurred in

the adult.

PRECAUTIONS: General; Enalapril Maleate; Impaired Renal Function: As a con-

sequence of inhibiting the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, changes in

renal function may be anticipated in susceptible individuals. In patients with

severe congestive heart failure whose renal function may depend on the

activity of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system/ treatment with
angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, including enalapril, may be associ-

ated with oliguria and/or progressive azotemia and rarely with acute renal

failure and/or death.

In clinical studies in hypertensive patients with unilateral or bilateral renal

artery stenosis, increases in blood urea nitrogen and serum creatinine were
observed in 20 percent of patients. These increases were almost always
reversible upon discontinuation of enalapril and/or diuretic therapy. In such

patients renal function should be monitored during the first few weeks of

therapy.

Some patients with hypertension or heart failure with no apparent pre-

existing renal vascular disease have developed increases in blood urea and
serum creatinine, usually minor and transient, especially when enalapril has

been given concomitantly with a diuretic. This is more likely to occur in

patients with pre-existing renal impairment. Dosage reduction of enalapril

and/or discontinuation of the diuretic may be required.

Evaluation of the hypertensive patient should always include assess-

ment of renal function.

Hemodialysis Patients: Anaphylactoid reactions have been reported in

patients dialyzed with high-flux membranes (e.g., AN 69*) and treated con-

comitantly with an ACE inhibitor. In these patients consideration should be

given to using a different type of dialysis membrane or a different class of

antihypertensive agent.

Hyperkalemia: Elevated serum potassium (greater than 5.7 mEq/L) was
observed in approximately one percent of hypertensive patients in clinical tri-

als treated with enalapril alone. In most cases these were isolated values

which resolved despite continued therapy, although hyperkalemia was a

cause of discontinuation of therapy in 0.28 percent of hypertensive patients.

Hyperkalemia was less frequent (ajaproximately 0.1 percent) in patients treat-

ed with enalapril plus hydrochlorothiazide. Risk factors for the development
of hyperkalemia include renal insufficiency, diabetes mellitus, and the con-

comitant use of potassium-sparing diuretics, potassium supplements and/or
potassium-containing salt substitutes, which should be used cautiously, if at

all, with enalapril. (See Drug Interactions.)

Cough: Cough has been reported with the use of ACE inhibitors.

Characteristically, the cough is nonproductive, persistent and resolves after

discontinuation of therapy. ACE inhibitor-induced cough should be consid-

ered as part of the differential diagnosis of cough.

Siirgenj/Anesthesm: In patients undergoing major surgery or during anes-

thesia with agents that produce hypotension, enalapril may block
angiotensin II formation secondary to compensatory renin release. If

hypotension occurs and is considered to be due to this mechanism, it can be

corrected by volume expansion.

Hydrochlorothiazide: Periodic determination of serum electrolytes to detect

possible electrolyte imbalance should be performed at appropriate intervals.

All patients receiving thiazide therapy should be observed for clinical signs

of fluid or electrolyte imbalance: hyponatremia, hypochloremic alkalosis, and
hypokalemia. Serum and urine electrolyte determinations are particularly

important when the patient is vomiting excessively or receiving parenteral

fluids. Warning signs or symptoms of fluid and electrolyte imbalance, irre-

spective of cause, include dryness of mouth, thirst, weakness, lethargy,

drowsiness, restlessness, confusion, seizures, muscle pains or cramps, mus-
cular fatigue, hypotension, oliguna, tachycardia, and gastrointestinal distur-

bances such as nausea and vomiting.

Hypokalemia may develop, especially with brisk diuresis, when severe

cirrhosis is present, dr after prolonged therapy. Interference with adequate
oral electrolyte intake will also contribute to hypokalemia. Hypokalemia may
cause cardiac arrhythmia and may also sensitize or exaggerate the response

of the heart to the toxic effects of digitalis (e.g., increased ventricular mntabili-

ty). Because enalapril reduces the production of aldosterone, concomitant
therapy with enalapril attenuates the diuretic-induced potassium loss (see

Drug Interactions, Agents Increasing Serum Potassium).

Although any chloride deficit is generally mild and usually does not
require specific treatment except under extraordinary circumstances (as in

liver disease or renal disease), chloride replacement may be required in the

* Registered trademark of Hospal Ltd.

treatment of metabolic alkalosis.

Dilutional hyponatremia may occur in edematous patients in hot we;
appropriate therapy is water restriction, rather than administration 0
except in rare instances when the hyponatremia is life-threatening. In a

salt depletion, appropriate replacement is the therapy of choice.

Hyperuricemia may occur or frank gout may be precipitated in ce

patients receiving thiazide therapy.

In diabetic patients dosage adjustments of insulin or oral hypoglyo
agents may be required. Hyperglycemia may occur with thiazide diur

Thus latent diabetes mellitus may become manifest during thiazide therap

The antihypertensive effects of the drug may be enhanced in the post
pathectomy patient.

If progressive renal impairment becomes evident consider withholdir

discontinuing diuretic therapy.

Thiazides have been shown to increase the urinary excretion of ma
sium; this may result in hypomagnesemia.

Thiazides may decrease urinary calcium excretion. Thiazides may c

intermittent and slight elevation of serum calcium in the absence of kn
disorders of calcium metabolism. Marked hypercalcemia may be eviden
hidden hyperparathyroidism. Thiazides should be discontinued before

rying out tests for parathyroid function.

Increases in cholesterol and triglyceride levels may be associated wit!

azide diuretic therapy.

Information for Patients; Angioedema: Angioedema, including laryngeal ed>

may occur especially following the first dose of enalapril. Patients shoul

so advised and told to report immediately any signs or symptoms sugge: 1

angioedema (swelling of face, extremities, eyes, lips, tongue, difficult

swallowing or breathing) and to take no more drug until they have const
with the prescribing physician.

Hypotension: Patients should be cautioned to report lightheadedness t

daily during the first few days of therapy. If actual syncope occurs
patients should be told to discontinue the drug until they have const
with the prescribing physician.

All patients should be cautioned that excessive perspiration and dehy
tion may lead to an excessive fall in blood pressure because of reductic

fluid volume. Other causes of volume depletion such as vomiting or diar

may also lead to a fall in blood pressure; patients should be advised to

suit with the physidan.

Hyperkalemia: Patients should be told not to use salt substitutes contaii

potassium without consulting their physician.

Neutropenia: Patients should be tola to report promptly any indicatic

infection (e.g., sore throat, fever) which may be a sign of neutropenia.

Pregnancy: Female patients of childbearing age should be told about

consequences of second- and third-trimester exposure to ACE inhibitors,

they snould also be told that these consequences do not appear to !

resulted from intrauterine ACE-inhibitor exposure that has been limite

the first trimester. These patients should be asked to report pregnanrie

their physidans as soon as possible.

NOTE: As with many other drugs, certain advice to patients being tre

with VASERETIC is warranted. This information is intended to aid in

safe and effective use of this medication. It is not a disclosure of all post

adverse or intended effects.

Drug Interactions; Enalapril Maleate; Hypotension—Patients on Diuretic Thei

Patients on diuretics and especially those in whom diuretic therapy
recently instituted, may occasionally experience an excessive reducho
blood pressure after initiation of therapy with enalapril. The possibilit

hypotensive effects with enalapnl can be minimized by either discontini

the diuretic or increasing the salt intake prior to initiation of treatment \

enalapril. If it is necessary to continue the diuretic, provide medical supt

sion for at least two hours and until blood pressure has stabilized for at 1

an additional hour. (See WARNINGS.)
Agents Causing Renin Release: The antihypertensive effect of enalapr

augmented by antihypertensive agents that cause renin release (e.g., dii

icsf

Other Cardiovascular Agents: Enalapril has been used concomitantly 1

beta adrenergic-blocking agents, methyldopa, nitrates, calcium-blocl

agents, hydralazine and prazosin without evidence of clinically signifii

adverse interactions.

Agents Increasing Serum Potassium

:

Enalapril attenuates diuretic-indt

potassium loss. Potassium-sparing diuretics (e.g., spironolactone,

amterene, or amiloride), potassium supplements, or potassium-contaii

salt substitutes may lead to significant increases in serum potassi

Therefore, if concomitant use of these agents is indicated because of den
strated hypokalemia they should be used with caution and with freqi

monitoring of serum potassium.

Lithium: Lithium toxicity has been reported in patients receiving lithi

concomitantly with drugs which cause elimination of sodium, indue

ACE inhibitors. A few cases of lithium toxidty have been reported in pat!

receiving concomitant enalapril and lithium and were reversible upon
continuation of both drugs. It is recommended that serum lithium level

monitored frequently if enalapril is administered concomitantly with lithi

Hydrochlorothiazide
;
When administered concurrently the following dr

may interact with thiazide diuretics:

Alcohol, barbiturates, or narcotics—potentiation of orthostatic hypoten:

may occur.

Antidiabetic drugs (orai agents and insulin)—dosage adjustment of

antidiabetic drug may be required.

Other antihypertensive drugs—additive effect or potentiation.

Cholestyramine and colestipol resins—Absorption of hydrochlorothiazid

impaired in the presence of anionic exchange resins. Single doses of ei

cholestyramine or colestipol resins bind the hydrochlorothiazide and red

its absorption from the gastrointestinal tract by up to 85 and 43 pero

respectively.

Corticosteroids, ACTH—intensified electrolyte depletion, particul:

hypokalemia.

Pressor amines (e.g., norepinephrine

)

—possible decreased response to p
sor amines but not sufficient to preclude their use.

Skeletal muscle relaxants, nondepolarizing (e.g., tubocurarine)—poss

increased responsiveness to the muscle relaxant.

Lithium—should not generally be given with diuretics. Diuretic ag<

reduce the renal clearance of lithium and add a high risk of lithium toxl

Refer to the package insert for lithium preparations before use of s

preparations with VASERETIC.
Non-steroidal Anti-mflammatory Drugs—In some patients, the administra

of a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agent can reduce the diuretic, natriun

and antihypertensive effects of loop, potassium-sparing and thiazide diure

Therefore, when VASERETIC and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents

used concomitantly, the patient should be observed closely to determine if

desired effect of the diuretic is obtained.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility: Enalapril in combinat

with hydrochlorothiazide was not mutagenic in the Ames microbial m
gen test with or without metabolic activation. Enalapril-hydrochlorothia;

did not produce DNA single strand breaks in an in vitro alkaline elul

assay in rat hepatocytes or chromosomal aberrations in an in vivo mo

Vaseretic is a registered trademark of Merck & Co., Inc. Manufactured by Merck & Co., Inc. © 1993 DuPont Pharma Printed in U



bone marrow assay.

Enalapril Maleale: Tnere was no evidence of a tumorigenic effect when enalapril was administered for

106 weeks to rats at doses up to 90 mg/kg/dav (150 hmes’ the maximum daily human dose). Enalapril

has also been administered tor 94 weeks to male and female mice at doses up to 90 and 180 mg/kg/dav,
respectivelv, (150 and 3lX) times' the maximum daily dose for humans) and showed no evidence of car-

cinogenicity.

Neither enalapril maleate nor the activ e diacid was mutagenic in the Ames microbial mutagen test

with or without metabolic activation. Enalapril was also negative in the following genotoxicitv studies:

rec-assav, reverse mutation assay with E. coli, sister chromatid exchange with cultured mammalian cells,

and the micronucleus test with mice, as well as in an in viiv cvtogenic study using mouse hone marrow
There were no adv erse effects on reprixluchv e performance in male arid female rats treated with 10

to 90 mg/kg/dav of enalapril.

Hi/drMilorolhin:ide: Two-year feeding studies in mice and rats conducted under the auspices of the

National Toxicology Program (NTP) uncovered no evidence of a carcinogenic potential of

hydrochlorothiazide in female mice (at doses of up to approximately 600 mg/kg/dav) or in male and

female rats (at doses of up to approximately 100 mg/kg/dav). The NTP, however, found equivocal evi-

dence for hepatocarcinogenicity in male mice.

Hvdrochlorothiazide was not genotoxic in vitro in the Ames mutagenicity assay of Salmonella

Im’hiiuiirimn strains TA 98, TA 100, TA 1535, TA 1537, and TA 1538 and in the Chinese Hamster Ovarv

(CHO) test for chromosomal aberrations, or in vivo in assays using mouse germinal cell chromosomes,

Chinese hamster hone marrow chromosomes, and the Drosophila sex-linked recessive lethal trait gene.

Positive test results were obtained only in the in vitro CHO Sister Chromatid Exchange (dastogemcitv)

and in the Mouse Lymphoma Cell (mutagenicity) assays, using concentrations of hydrochlorothiazide

from 43 to 1300 gg/mL, and in the Aspergillus nidnlans non-d function assay at an unspecified concen-

tration.

Hydrochlorothiazide had no adverse effects on the fertility of mice and rats of either sex in studies

wherein these species were exposed, v ia their diet, to doses’ of up to 100 and 4 mg/kg, respectively,

prior to conception and throughout gestation.

Pregnancy; Pregnancy Categoric* C (first tnmester) mi D (second and third trimesters). See WARNINGS,
Pregnancy, EnalnpriTMaleale, Felnl/Neonalal Morbidity and Mortalil i/.

Nursing Mothers: Enalapril and enalaprilat are detected in human milk in trace amounts. Thiazides do
appear in human milk. Because of the potential for senous reactions in nursing infants from either drug,

a decision should he made whether to discontinue nursing or to discontinue VASERETIC, taking into

account the importance of the drug to the mother.

Pediatric Use: Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

ADVERSE REACTIONS: VASERETIC has been evaluated for safety in more than 1500 patients,

including over 300 patients treated for one year or more. In clinical trials with VASERETIC no adverse

experiences peculiar to this combination drug have been observed. Adverse experiences that have

occurred, have been limited to those that have been previously reported with enalapril or

hydrochlorothiazide.

The most frequent clinical adverse experiences in controlled trials were: dizziness (8.6 percent),

headache (5.5 percent), fatigue (3.9 percent) and cough (3.5 percent). Adverse experiences occurring in

greater than two percent of patients treated with VASERETIC in controlled clinical tnals were: muscle

cramps (2.7 percent), nausea (2.5 percent), asthenia (2.4 percent), orthostatic effects (2.3 percent), impo-

tence (2.2 percent), and diarrhea (2.1 percent).

Clinical adverse expenences occurring in 0.5 to 2.0percent of patients in controlled tnals included: (Mi/

As A Whole: Svncope, chest pain, abdominal pain; Cardiomscmar: Orthostatic hypotension, palpitation,

tachycardia; Digestive: Vomiting, dyspepsia, constipation, flatulence, dry moutn; Nenvus/Psychiatric:

Insomnia, nervousness, paresthesia, somnolence, vertigo; Skin

:

Pruntus, rash; Other: Dyspnea, gout, back

pain, arthralgia, diaphoresis, decreased libido, tinnitus, urinary tract infection.

Angioedenta: Angioedema has been reported in patients receiving VASERETIC (0.6 percent).

Angioedema associated with laryngeal edema may be fatal. If angioedema of the face, extremities, lips,

tongue, glottis and/or larynx occurs, treatment with VASERETIC should be discontinued and appropri-

ate therapy instituted immediately. (See WARNINGS.)
Hi/potension: In clinical trials, adverse effects relating to hypotension occurred as follows: hypotension

(0.9 percent), orthostatic hypotension (1.5 percent), other orthostatic effects (2.3 percent). In addition syn-

cope occurred in 1 .3 percent of patients. (See WARNINGS.)
Cough: See PRECAUTIONS, Cough

Clinical Lilvraton/ Test Findings; Seritin Electrolytes: See PRECAUTIONS.
Creatinine. Bind Urea Nitrogen: In controlled clinical trials minor increases in blood urea nitrogen and

serum creatinine, reversible upon discontinuation of therapy, were observed in about 0.6 percent of

patients with essential hypertension treated with VASERETIC. More marked increases nave been

reported in other enalapril experience. Increases are more likely to occur in patients with renal artery

stenosis. (See PRECAUTIONS.)
Serum Uric Acid, Glucose. Magnesium, and Calcium: See PRECAUTIONS.
Hemoglobin and Hematocrit: Small decreases in hemoglobin and hematocrit (mean decreases of

approximately 0.3 g percent and 1.0 vol percent, respectively) occur frequently in hypertensive patients

treated with VASERETIC but are rarely of clinical importarice unless another cause of anemia coexists.

In clinical trials, less than 0.1 percent ofpatients discontinued therapy due to anemia.

Liver Function Tests: Rarely, elevations of liver enzymes and/or serum bilirubin have occurred.

Other adverse reactions that have been reported with the individual components are listed below and,

within each category, are in order of decreasing severity.

Enalapril Miileate—Enalapnl has been evaluated for safety in more than 10,000 patients. In clinical trials

adverse reactions which occurred with enalapril were also seen with VASERETIC. However, since

enalapril has been marketed, the following adverse reactions have been reported: Bodi/ As A Whole:

Anaphylactoid reactions (see PRECAUTIONS, Hemodialysis Patients): Cardiovascular: Cardiac arrest;

myocardial infarction or cerebrovascular accident, possibly secondary to excessive hypotension in high nsk

patients (see WARNINGS, Hi/polcnsion); pulmonary embolism and infarction; pulmonary edema; rhvthm

disturbances including atnal tachycardia and bradycardia; atnal fibrillation; hypotension; angina pectons;

Digestin’: Ileus, pancreatitis, hepatic failure, hepatitis (hepatocellular [proven on rechallenge] or cholestatic

jaundice), melena, anorexia, glossitis, stomatitis, drv mouth; Hematologic: Rare cases of neutropenia, throm-

ooevtoperua and bone marrow depression. Hemolvtic anemia, including cases of hemolysis in patients

with G-6-PD deficiency, has been reported; a causal relationship to enalapril has not been established.

Nernms Si/steiu/Psi/chiatrie: Depression, confusion, ataxia, peripheral neuropathy (e g., paresthesia, dyses-

thesia); Urogenital: Renal failure, oliguna, renal dysfunction (see PRECAUTIONS), flank pain, gynecomas-

tia; Respiralon/: Pulmonary infiltrates, bronchospasm, pneumonia, bronchitis, rhinorrhea, sore throat and

hoarseness, asthma, upper respiratory infection; Skin: Exfoliative dermatitis, toxic epidermal necrolysis,

Stevens-Johnson syndrome, herpes zoster, erythema multiforme, urticaria, pemphigus, alopecia, flushing,

photosensitivity; Special Senses: Blurred visiori, taste alteration, anosmia, con|unctivitis, dry eves, teanng.

Miscellaneous: A symptom complex has been reported which mav include a positive ANA, an elevat-

ed erythrocyte sedimentation rate, arthralgia/arthritis, mvalgia /myositis, fever, serositis, vasculitis,

leukocytosis, eosinophilia, photosensitivity, rash and other dermatologic manifestations.

Fetal/Neonatal Morbidity and Mortaliti/: See WARNINGS, Pregnancy. Enalapril Maleale, Fetal/Neonatal

Morbidih/ and Mortaliti/.

Hiidrdchlorothiazidc—Bodi/ as a Whole: Weakness; Digestin’: Pancreatitis, jaundice (intrahepatic cholestatic

jaundice), sialadenitis, cramping gastric irritation, anorexia; Hematologic: Aplastic anemia, agranulocytosis,

leukopenia, hemolytic anemia, thrombocytopenia; Hi/persensitivity: Purpura, photosensitivity, urticaria,

necrotizing angiitis (vasculitis and cutaneous vasculitis), fever, respiratory- distress including pneumonitis

and pulmonary edema, anaphylactic reactions; Musculoskeletal: Muscle spasm; Nenvus Si/stem/Pstjcliiatric

:

Restlessness; Renal: Renal failure, renal dysfunction, interstitial nephritis (see WARNINGS); Skin: Erythema

multiforme including Stevens-Johnson syndrome, exfoliative dermatitis including toxic epidermal necroly-

sis, alopecia; Special Senses: Transient blurred vision, xanthopsia.

' Based on patient weight of 50 kg.

For more detailed information, consult i/our DuPont Pharma Representative or see Prescribing Information.
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Vanderbilt Morning Report

Periorbital Edema in a Middle-Aged Woman

Case Report
A 57-year-old woman with a history of non-insulin depen-

dent diabetes mellitus, frequent systemic steroid use for urti-

caria, and chronic sinusitis was admitted to Vanderbilt Hospital

for evaluation of persistent left periorbital edema. Five weeks
earlier she had presented herself to Vanderbilt with a two-day

history of swelling of her left eyelids associated with maxillary

sinus pain. She had no fever, but was admitted at that time for

presumed left orbital cellulitis. A CT scan of the head showed
changes in the left retro-orbital fat suggesting an inflamma-

tory process. Treatment with amphotericin-B, vancomycin,

ceftazidime, and rifampin was empirically begun, and the next

day, she had a total left ethmoidectomy and sphenoidotomy.

Cultures from this procedure were negative. During the next

two days, the patient became blind and lost extraocular move-
ment of her left eye. Biopsy of the left orbit with left external

ethmoidectomy and biopsy of the left middle turbinate also

revealed no tumor, granulomas, or organisms, and all cultures

were negative. Amphotericin-B was discontinued, and the pa-

tient completed a ten-day course of intravenous antibiotics.

There was some clinical improvement but she did not recover

her vision. She was discharged taking oral ofloxacin and

amoxicillin clavulanate. Approximately two weeks later the

edema of the eyelid increased, and she developed left temporal

pain. She was readmitted for evaluation.

Physical examination revealed a woman in mild discomfort

with a blood pressure of 160/87 mm Hg, pulse 80/min, respi-

ratory rate 20/min, and temperature 99.7°F. Her left upper and

lower eyelids were erythematous and edematous. The left eye

was proptotic, with conjunctival injection, and the pupil did not

react to light; no extraocular movement could be demonstrated.

Her nasal mucosa was pink and moist. Her neck was supple,

without adenopathy. Cardiac, lung, and abdominal examina-

tions were normal, and the neurologic examination was normal

except for the left ocular abnormalities. Her WBC count was
5,600/cu mm with a normal differential. Glucose was 196

mg/dl. Electrolytes and creatinine were within normal range.

Radiograph of the chest showed no infiltrates or effusions.

An orbital MRI showed persistence of an intraconal and

extraconal inflammatory mass in her left orbit, for which she

had a left medial orbitotomy with biopsy and exenteration of

the apex. The biopsied tissue contained fungi with non-septate

right-angle branching hyphae, consistent with mucormycosis.

Treatment was started with high-dose amphotericin-B (1.2

mg/kg), with clinical improvement. Because the patient’s orbit

had been extensively debrided during the orbitotomy, no fur-

ther surgical intervention was thought to be necessary.

Discussion

Mucormycosis is infection with an opportunistic fun-

gus of the order Mucorales in the class Zygomycetes.

Presented by Stuart L. Cooper, M.D., medical resident, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity Hospital, Nashville.

The most commonly isolated organisms are Rhizopus,

Rhizomucor, and AbsidiaA2 The infection affects pa-

tients with underlying immunologic defects, most com-

monly diabetes mellitus especially with ketoacidosis.

Mucor organisms utilize ketones as an energy source,

and also grow well in the presence of hyperglycemia.

Diabetes also decreases the ability of polymorphonu-

clear leukocytes to kill the organisms. 2 Other predis-

posing factors are renal disease, iron overload (espe-

cially in concert with deferoxamine therapy),

immunosuppressive therapy, kwashiorkor, leukemia,

and neutropenia. 1 -2

The most common form of infection associated with

diabetes is rhinocerebral mucormycosis. The fungus has

a predilection for invading blood vessel walls, and fre-

quently extends into the orbit or posteriorly into the

brain. Symptoms can include headache, fever, and leth-

argy. A black, crusting eschar on the nasal turbinate is

a classical sign. 2 Extension into the orbit may cause or-

bital apex syndrome (ptosis, proptosis, ophthalmoplegia,

neuralgia of the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal

nerve, and vision loss). 3 Other sites of infection and

their predisposing factors are: lung (neutropenia), skin

(trauma), gastrointestinal tract (malnutrition), and cen-

tral nervous system through hematogenous spread (in-

travenous drug abuse). 1

CT scan or MRI can suggest the diagnosis of

mucormycosis, but definitive diagnosis is made by find-

ing the characteristic non-septate right-angle branching

hyphae in affected tissue. 1

Aggressive medical and surgical therapy is essential

to prevent excess morbidity and mortality. Correction of

underlying metabolic disturbances, such as hyperglyce-

mia or acidosis, is critical. In addition, surgical debride-

ment to remove all devitalized tissue is necessary. Re-

peated debridements are often necessary as additional

areas of affected tissue become evident. High-dose am-

photericin-B (1 to 1.5 mg/kg/day) is an important ad-

junct. Once the patient is stabilized, lower doses may be

instituted (0.8 to 1.0 mg/kg/day). 1

REFERENCES
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A Young Leukemic Patient With Headache

Case Report
In April 1993 a diagnosis of acute non-lymphocytic leuke-

mia was made in a 21 -year-old woman who presented herself

with easy bruising and fatigue. She received induction therapy

soon after initial diagnosis, followed by consolidation therapy

in June 1993. She tolerated chemotherapy well and was dis-

charged in late June, apparently in remission. She returned to

the hospital two weeks later complaining of nausea, vomiting,

headache, and double vision. The review of systems at that

time was otherwise negative. She had had a partial thyroidec-

tomy two years earlier for papillary carcinoma of the thyroid.

She did not smoke cigarettes, drink alcohol, or use illicit drugs.

Her medications included conjugated estrogen, potassium chlo-

ride, magnesium oxide, and levothyroxine.

Physical examination revealed a bald woman who was in

obvious distress and was clutching her right eye. Her tempera-

ture was 98.4°F, respirations were 24/min, pulse 64/min, and

blood pressure 120/60 mm Hg. There was mild bilateral

papilledema without hemorrhages, and there was right lateral

rectus palsy. Her neck was supple. Examination of the heart,

lungs, and abdomen was normal, and the neurologic examina-

tion was remarkable only for sixth cranial nerve palsy. Labora-

tory studies were unremarkable. No blast forms were seen on

peripheral smear. MRI of the head was normal. A lumbar

puncture revealed an opening pressure of 450 mm H 2O. There

were no cells in the cerebrospinal fluid, and the CSF protein

and glucose were normal. Her symptoms improved after the

lumbar puncture. Cultures and cytologic examinations re-

mained negative. A diagnosis of pseudotumor cerebri (idio-

pathic intracranial hypertension) was made, and with the ad-

ministration of acetazolamide 250 mg four times daily, she was
discharged in much improved condition.

Discussion

Idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH) was first

described in the late 19th century, and the term

“pseudotumor cerebri" was coined in 1904. The syn-

drome may occur in approximately 15 in 100,000 obese

women, and is characterized by increased intracranial

pressure in the absence of any obvious etiology. It is

probably caused by reduced absorption of CSF. The di-

agnostic criteria are signs and symptoms of increased

intracranial pressure, no localizing findings on physical

or radiographic evaluation, an awake and alert patient,

and an opening pressure over 200 mm H20 on lumbar

Presented by Louise Hanson, M.D., Hugh J. Morgan chief medical res-

ident, Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville.

puncture. Therapy begins with acetazolamide (up to 4

gm/day), which will decrease the production of CSF.

Visual loss is the most serious complication and to pre-

vent it when acetazolamide is not effective, optic nerve

fenestration may be necessary. The use of corticoste-

roids may be helpful. Repeated lumbar punctures will

temporarily improve the symptoms, but since the vol-

ume removed will be repleted within hours it is not an

appropriate long-term strategy. 1

Various conditions and medications have been re-

ported to be associated with IIH. They include conju-

gated estrogens, tetracycline antibiotics, anabolic ste-

roids, and vitamin A derivatives, 2 but it has becpme

more obvious with time that the conditions most com-

monly associated with IIH in the general population are

female sex and obesity. There is the suggestion that sys-

temic lupus erythematosus may be associated with it as

well. More than 90% of all patients with IIH are both

female and obese. The only medicines that may be im-

plicated with some certainty are vitamin A and anabolic

steroids. Estrogens and pregnancy are no longer consid-

ered to be causes, and are not contraindicated in patients

with this diagnosis. Of interest are four prior reports of

IIH following high-dose cytotoxic chemotherapy. In one

of these reported series patients received induction and

consolidation therapy for non-lymphocytic leukemia as

with the patient presented above. 3 The significance of

this is not entirely clear, given the small number of af-

fected patients reported in the literature.

In summary, IIH should be considered in any patient

with signs and symptoms of increased intracranial pres-

sure, especially since this is a treatable disease. MRI
should be done to exclude intracranial lesions (includ-

ing venous sinus thrombosis), and lumbar puncture, an-

tinuclear antibodies, and routine screening labs should

also be done to rule out secondary causes of intracranial

hypertension. r ^
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Department of Health Report

Early Syphilis in Tennessee—1992

R. DAN BURKE

For the first time in almost ten years, the state of

Tennessee reported a decline in early syphilis cases dur-

ing 1991. The state experienced a 32% increase in re-

ported early syphilis in 1987 and the trend continued

through 1990.

In 1991, however, early syphilis declined almost

15%, and an additional 22% in 1992. An examination

of early syphilis morbidity in Tennessee during this pe-

riod shows that 1,404 fewer cases were reported in 1992

than in 1990; 1,322 fewer cases were reported in the

metropolitan regions, representing 94% of the reduc-

tion, and Memphis/Shelby County reported 1,388 fewer

cases during this same two-year period, representing a

46% decline in reported morbidity.

Early Syphilis in Metropolitan Areas

The continued reduction of early syphilis in Mem-
phis parallels the reduction experienced statewide. After

a significant increase of early syphilis in Knoxville in

1991, morbidity declined 35% in 1992. In 1991, 72 of

Knoxville’s 197 annual early syphilis cases (37%) were

reported in the first quarter. This outbreak was “con-

trolled” by temporary duty assignees from the Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta in Janu-

ary, February, and March of 1991, along with several

state disease intervention staff temporarily detailed to

Knoxville during the first six months of 1991.

Chattanooga/Hamilton County has reported dramatic

increases since reporting less than 1% (20 cases) of the

state’s morbidity in 1990. They reported a 170% in-

crease in 1991, and another 293% in 1992. This repre-

sents an amazing 960% increase over 1990. Chatta-

nooga is on course to report 290 cases in 1993—

a

1,350% increase over 1990. While this increase is of

some concern, Chattanooga’s early syphilis morbidity

still represents only 8% of our statewide syphilis.

Early Syphilis By Grand Divisions

An examination of the state’s “grand divisions” re-

veals a typical pattern for syphilis in 1992 relative to

the state’s “west-to-east” sexually transmitted disease

(STD) trend pattern discussed often over the past four

From the Tennessee Department of Health, Nashville. Mr. Burke is di-

rector of the Department's Sexually Transmitted Disease Program.

years. Increases occurred in the western part of the state

from 1985-1990 and large decreases in the eastern one-

third of the state. Increases were gradually demonstrated

in the middle section of Tennessee and the decreases in

the east became smaller and smaller. In 1990, the cycle

was continued with East Tennessee following the trend

first displayed in West Tennessee and later in Middle

Tennessee by reporting significant increases.

In 1991, a new trend began developing in West Ten-

nessee, with reported morbidity declining a significant

19%. Middle Tennessee followed the new pattern with

a less dramatic 10% reduction in early syphilis, while

East Tennessee was still reporting the large increases

(+30%) reported by West and Middle Tennessee during

the previous two years. This trend continued through

1992 (Table 1).

Fig. 1 clearly demonstrates how trends begin in the

western part of the state and gradually move to the east-

ern region.

TABLE 1

TENNESSEE EARLY SYPHILIS MORBIDITY
BY GRAND DIVISION, 1991 VS. 1992

Grand Division

(Regions)

Western

(Memphis/Shelby County,

West TN, Jackson/Madison

County)

Middle

(Nashville/Davidson

County, Middle Tennessee,

Central Tennessee

—

Cookeville)

Eastern

(Knoxville/Knox County,

Chattanooga/Hamilton

County, Sullivan County

East TN, Central Tennes-

see—Chattanooga)

Morbidity %
1991 1992 Change

2,674 1 ,953 -27%

599 450 -25%

300 383 +28%
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Figure 1 . Early syphilis trends by grand division, 1988-1992.

Reasons for the Reduction of Early Syphilis

Clearly, the major reason for the state of Tennessee

reporting a 27% decline in early syphilis is the dramatic

xeductions reported in the three regions reporting the

most early syphilis in 1991—Memphis, Nashville, and

Knoxville. These three regions reported 85% of

Tennessee’s early syphilis in 1991, and in 1992 reported

decreases of 31%, 19%, and 35%, respectively.

This reduction in early syphilis cases is believed to

be due to improvement in disease surveillance brought

about by better laboratory reporting and improved inter-

vention activities. Site visits have been made to labora-

tories performing syphilis tests to encourage weekly re-

porting of positives to the local health department. This

has led to improved processing time and a decrease in

the time for initiating patient follow-up.

Disease intervention activities, including interview-

ing and contact tracing, have improved with availability

of additional staff, resulting in a more manageable

caseload. Staff have been able to provide more thorough

interviews and to obtain detailed information on sexual

partners and associates at risk, who then can be brought

to treatment.

Another contributing factor for the decline in early

syphilis may be the use of ceftriaxone to treat all eligi-

ble cases and contacts for gonorrhea.

Ceftriaxone became the first choice for treatment of

gonorrhea and gonorrhea contacts in July of 1989.

There are several indications in the literature that this

250-mg dosage will likely abort incubating syphilis.

Since the demographic profile of persons with gonor-

rhea in Shelby County (Memphis) is practically identi-

cal to those infected with early syphilis, it is reasonable

to suspect some patients infected and treated for gonor-

rhea may indeed have been exposed to early syphilis

and were incubating the disease. r s'
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Loss Prevention Case of the Month

Defensible Case Made Indefensible

J. KELLEY AVERY, M.D.

Case Report
A 17-year-old boy who -had been autistic since birth and

who had a lifelong history of seizures that proved very difficult

to control had been followed all his life by the same physician,

with frequent help from a neurologist who had also been in-

volved with the patient for a long time. Even with maintenance

anti-seizure medication using combination therapy, seizure ac-

tivity occasionally required IV sedation to interrupt the attack.

During an unwitnessed seizure, the patient apparently fell

and was in considerable pain. The emergency medical service

was notified, and on the initial evaluation before transport

found reflexes in the extremities to be "positive,” but the pa-

tient would grimace and moan when moved. He was therefore

transported on a backboard with a cervical collar and a chin

immobilizer. He was seen in the emergency department (ED)
by his regular primary care physician who, after a difficult

evaluation, concluded that there were no apparent focal neuro-

logic deficits but that there was evidence of significant and

unlocalized discomfort in the patient's neck.

X-rays of the spine were ordered, and both lumbar and cer-

vical films were viewed by the radiologist and the attending

physician. The radiologist reported that the films were nega-

tive. The mother was given extensive instructions on the care

of her son and advised to return to the ED or to the physician’s

office for reevaluation at any time. The attending physician did

document in his office record that he received a phone call

from the mother two hours after the patient’s discharge from

the ED informing him that the patient had had two seizures

before leaving the ED and three more after arriving home.

Again, the mother was advised to bring the patient in for re-

evaluation, but she declined because she could see no change

in her son’s condition after the seizures. It is well to note that

the mother had taken care of this patient for his entire life and

consequently must have become accustomed to all kinds of

unexpected behavior.

The following morning, on routine review of the films

taken at night in the ED, the senior radiologist reported that the

films were non-diagnostic because there was no visualization

of C-7 on any of the views. Before this report could be acted

upon by the attending physician, the patient was brought to the

ED about noon, unable to move his lower extremities, and hav-

ing not urinated since the last seizure the night before. The
presumptive diagnosis at this point was spinal cord injury, and

the patient was transferred to the care of a neurosurgeon in the

medical center.

On CT scanning of the neck no fracture was seen, but there

was a “2 mm” forward subluxation of C-7 on T-l. An emer-

gency exploration of this area with a posterior spinal fusion

was done, and after a prolonged and complicated hospitaliza-

tion, the patient was transferred to a long-term care facility

because continued care at home was not possible.

Dr. Avery is chairman of the Loss Prevention Committee, State Volun-

teer Mutual Insurance Company, Brentwood.

The Case of the Month is taken from actual Tennessee closed claims. An

attempt is made to fictionalize the material in order to make it less easy to

identify. If you recognize your own case, please be assured that it is pre-

sented solely for the purpose of emphasizing the issues presented.

Because of the very serious injury and the devastating neu-

rologic deficit, a multi-million dollar lawsuit was filed, charg-

ing both the attending physician and the radiologist with negli-

gence in “carelessly” failing to clear the cervical spine and
“carelessly” failing to get appropriate consultations. The at-

tending physician was charged with “carelessly” failing to

admit the patient to the hospital for observation and appropri-

ate monitoring during the night.

Loss Prevention Comments
Failure to adequately evaluate the cervical spine

after trauma of any kind is one of those claims almost

automatically considered medical malpractice when a

less-than-desirable outcome follows; in addition, spinal

cord injuries that result in a significant neurologic defi-

cit are among the most expensive. Lifelong care is ne-

cessitated by the deficit and usually must be carried out

in a long-term facility of some kind, with the participa-

tion of various paramedical disciplines.

Although there were obvious problems in defending

this suit, e.g., the failure to get x-ray views of the entire

cervical spine, there were circumstances that should

have mitigated the damages to some degree. The sei-

zures, which were in all probability responsible to some
degree for the neurologic damage, were not the fault of

the physicians involved. The mother’s failure to avail

herself of the offered reevaluation after the post-dis-

charge seizures occurred was not the fault of the physi-

cians. The attending physician had given the mother

good detailed instructions in the care of the patient, and

had described in detail the signs to look for that would

indicate the need for reevaluation. There was the

prompt review of the films in the radiology department,

which had discovered the error. Much time and compas-

sionate concern had been invested by the attending phy-

sician in the evaluation of his patient. Nobody is per-

fect! This is generally understood by a jury when this

kind of prompt discovery of the error is in evidence.

One thing in this case, however, made the dangers of

trial too great to consider. The physicians blamed each

other for the outcome. This injury was serious, the eval-

uation of the injury was less than perfect, there was

great sympathy for this unfortunate patient and his

mother, and the monetary damages were calculated to

be in seven figures. Nonetheless, not even all this made
this case demand settlement. When physicians blame

each other in such a situation, where each has some

obvious responsibility, we lose everything we have

going for us. The settlement required here was almost in

the seven-figure range. The lessons? View all the verte-

brae! Don' t blame each other! ^
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CARE Program Update

Health Care Reform: What Patients Need To Know

ROBERT BOWERS, M.D., Co-Chairman

TMA Communications and Public Service Committee

This year’s autumn breezes will herald winds of

change for Tennessee physicians. President Bill Clinton’s

long-awaited package of health care reforms promises

to introduce radical changes in the nation’s health care

delivery system. The reforms are expected to address

cost-shifting, malpractice laws, and insurance regulations.

As physicians, we must be prepared to answer ques-

tions from patients about what these changes mean and

how they may be implemented. Patients must under-

stand the true meaning of new health care terminology

and the risks associated with some proposals.

• Managed care and managed competition are two of

the terms most likely to be used in discussions of health

care reform. Under managed care, patients will be en-

couraged to join health maintenance organizations

(HMOs), preferred provider organizations (PPOs), or in-

dependent provider organizations (IPOs). These groups

of physicians, hospitals, and clinics have agreed to hold

down costs by limiting hospital days, controlling expen-

sive and unnecessary tests, and steering patients to less

expensive treatment options.

Under managed competition, groups of employers

and individuals will band together to buy health care

coverage as a group. Since these groups represent thou-

sands of potential patients, they should be able to nego-

tiate favorable health care rates for their members.

With or without President Clinton’s initiative, some

Tennessee insurers are already embracing the concepts

of managed care and managed competition expected to

be cornerstones of the administration’s reform package.

Two prominent Middle Tennessee health insurance

plans, covering more than 100,000 patients, have ended

or changed their relationships with several hospitals. In

both cases, new hospitals were designated as the provid-

ers of choice. That means insured patients must visit

these hospitals for outpatient or inpatient procedures.

While these changes are supposed to control costs,

the end-result is that thousands of patients will be

forced to choose new physicians. They must now em-

ploy physicians who have practice privileges at the ap-

proved hospitals.

In major metropolitan areas where many physicians

are likely to have practice privileges at more than one

hospital, the effect won't be as damaging for physician-

patient relationships.

In suburban and rural areas, however, patients may
be forced to drive long distances to visit physicians and

hospitals approved by the insurance company. If they

don't use these providers, patients will have to pay a

higher percentage or the full cost of service.

If these new provider alliances gain favor in Tennes-

see, patients all over the state will be forced to choose

their physicians from a list approved by a faceless cor-

poration. namely the insurance company. Long-standing

relationships between families and physicians will be

severed. Hospitals and clinics that have provided quality

care to families for generations may no longer be used

if the patient wants full coverage for services.

Physician-patient relationships are a sacred part of

the American health care system. Tennessee physicians

value their ability to forge long-term relationships with

patients and their families. These relationships are based

on trust, experience, and shared values.

Long-term physician-patient relationships provide

more than a sense of emotional security to patients.

They also make good medical sense. Knowing a

patient’s family and individual history can help physi-

cians diagnose physical and emotional illnesses. Physi-

cians leant to spot the symptoms of stress, substance

abuse, or domestic violence based on their experience

with patients. Preserving these relationships is crucial in

any health reform scheme.

National surveys have consistently shown that

Americans want the ability to choose their own physi-

cians. President Clinton has pledged to maintain this

right to choose in his reform proposals.

If Tennessee physicians want to preserve physician

choice we must be willing to talk candidly with patients

about health care reform. Encourage your patients to

talk about changes in their insurance benefit plans. Ex-

plain the meaning of complicated business terms. And
make sure your patients understand that changes in their

insurance package don’t have to spell an end to a long

relationship.

Patients have a right to choose and Tennessee physi-

cians must help them preserve that right. r ^
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Some malpractice insurance companies don’t stand long in the

marketplace. They move in and out of the state when they decide

what’s in their best interest. But, unlike those companies, when
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it is planted for the future — your future.
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to provide long-term, stable professional liability coverage.
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The Eyes of PATIENTS Are Upon You

JOSEPH T. PAINTER, M.D.

The Longhorns—that music—and the University of

Texas—have been part of my family all of my life. You
might even say I have orange blood. And that was

Pop's doing, wasn't it, Mom?
As a lot of you know, my father was a geneticist at

the University of Texas. When I was old enough to visit

him at his lab, I remember being hit by this unmistak-

able, strong smell of bananas—from the banana paste

he’d feed his fruit flies.

Often, he would put me to work making that sticky,

sweet-smelling paste. And when I’d finish. I'd watch

him looking into the microscope, analyzing fruit fly

chromosomes. Then he’d fill his pen with India ink, and

he’d carefully draw what he saw.

After months and then years of painstaking work, he

was able to develop a pretty accurate picture of what

human chromosomes look like, and he was recognized

by the National Academy of Sciences for the excellence

of his work.

When I was in premed, my father’s course was re-

quired. Having him as my teacher was a mixed bless-

ing, of course, because he watched when I studied and

when I didn’t. Then, halfway through the year, he was

made president of the University. That made me con-

scious that other folks were also watching what I’d do.

And I felt as if a line of the UT Alma Mater had

been written especially for me: “The Eyes of Texas are

upon you. You cannot get away.”

I confess, I never really wanted to get away. From

Texas, or from the University.

Instead, I’ve always loved being a part of the Uni-

versity family. These are my roots. The people, the

places, the principles that are constants in my life.

Having these folks here from the Longhorn band

makes me feel connected to my roots, and that’s a good

feeling.

We all are most positive and most productive when

we feel connected to our roots, in touch with what’s

constant, even in these changing times.

That’s what I want to talk with you about tonight:

the constants in medicine, and ways that you—as lead-

ers of American medicine—can work together to help

all physicians feel connected to their roots, held firm

Presented as the Inaugural Address of the President at the Annual Meet-

ing of the American Medical Association, Chicago, June 1993.

and nurtured by the deep taproot of medical tradition

and achievement.

What do I mean by the taproot of medicine? The

core values that all physicians share.

Tonight, I’d like to tell you about three core values

and the people who taught them to me, indeed, exempli-

fied them for me. As I do, I hope each of you will recall

when you became rooted in these same professional

values and began thinking how important it is for all

physicians to connect with the core—the taproot of

medicine—now.

Of course my first professional hero was my father.

He set high standards for his own work. To me, he per-

sonified how we got where we are as the most highly

developed and the best medical care system in the

world: through research, through education, through

careful, excellent work.

Scientific excellence is the first constant of medi-

cine. It is a given, a basic, a must.

But you know, while our standard of excellence

must remain constant, scientific knowledge must grow

and keep growing, building on the foundations laid by

generations of hardworking scientists like my father,

like your professors, like many of you.

As a result, though the public doesn’t always seem

to appreciate this, it’s a fact: Medical care today is sim-

ply a much better value than it used to be.

Think back to my father with his fruit flies, his ba-

nana paste, and his India ink. Today, we have electron

microscopy, the Genome Project, genetic markers to

identify risk, and even gene therapy.

Jurassic Park may be a movie, but before long, we’re

going to be able to give gene therapy to human embryos

conceived in vitro, so that parents who are known carri-

ers of genetic diseases can have children who are free of

them.

This opens a whole new world of possibilities to pre-

vent and control disease. Not to mention—new joy for

the families we care for.

And do you know what’s even more remarkable, and

even more valuable to the vast majority of America’s

patients? All of yesterday’s scientific miracles that are

in the mainstream of medicine today.

Many of you were at the Mayflower Hotel in Wash-

ington back in March. That’s where we heard Texas

Senator Phil Gramm tell us: “We have the greatest med-
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ical care system in the history of the world. With all the

talk about all of its problems, if I were the richest per-

son in the world, or the poorest person on the planet,

and I were very ill this morning, I would want to be in

the United States of America.” And he’s right.

High quality care. Wonder drugs and technological

marvels. Routine scientific miracles. The best medical

care in the world. It’s what the American people want.

It’s what they expect—even to the point of taking its

value for granted. And it’s what they get, because every

day, physicians all across our land deliver the highest

value medical “product” in history.

All of this—despite interference, regulation, and liti-

gation. All of this—despite bureaucratic blockage. All

of this—despite the uncertainty and anxiety that always

accompany change. Yes, the unequaled value of medi-

cal science in America is a constant, indeed. But we all

know that scientific excellence is not enough.

And that brings me to the second constant of medi-

cine and the physician who exemplified it for me—

a

teacher I encountered as a third year medical student in

Galveston, an internist named Raymond Gregory, nick-

named “Tiger.”

When you knew you were going on clinical rounds

with Tiger Gregory, you checked everything and

checked it again, because he put you over the hurdles in

the history you took, the examination you did, and the

conclusion you reached.

As the name implied, Tiger could be pretty fierce.

Yet with patients, he was a caring physician, a real

pussycat. Tiger showed how the thorough, demanding,

precise approach of the scientific method can be bal-

anced with the capacity to treat each patient with re-

spect and compassion. He showed it takes training and

experience to master the human side of patient care,

showed that all our knowledge is useless until we add

the personal touch.

That’s when the patient-physician relationship is

bom, the constant of medicine that Tiger Gregory em-

bodied for me. This is the ethical cornerstone of profes-

sionalism, the essence of practice, the heart of care. It’s

a covenant where both patient and physician have both

rights—and responsibilities. And it’s the single point

where the public sees the full value of medicine most

clearly and most personally.

That makes our bond with our patients a constant

source of self-confidence, strength, and stability when

times get tough, and I suggest we can increase this sta-

bility if we extend the way we think about that relation-

ship. Think of it as family.

At our opening session Sunday, Jim Todd said that

unity within our professional family is the key to the

destiny of the House of Medicine. Well, beyond our

family of professional peers, each of us also has a fam-

ily of patients who look to us as their personal physi-

cian, their confidante, their friend. One family, deeply

rooted in the positive experience of medicine. One fam-

ily, nurtured by the taproot of core values we all share.

The last constant is one we will need more than ever

during these changing times. It’s something I learned

when I was a resident at the University of Pennsylvania,

and the professor of medicine was a physician named
Francis Wood. He taught me the third constant of med-

icine: problem-solving skill.

How to take a difficult or complex problem, sort it

out, analyze it and then distill it into the correct diagno-

sis—that’s a skill that all physicians learn, practice, and

perfect, an approach to solving clinical problems that

translates into our work as medical leaders.

If there’s a problem, let’s solve it—together. Let’s

bring people with disparate views together around a

table. Let’s look for the common ground. Once we can

see the common ground, let’s build on it and solve the

problem.

Today, physician leaders must teach the nation to

apply the same process to health system reform. The

symptom is lack of access. The symptom is compro-

mised quality of care. The symptom is escalating cost.

Let’s not just say: “Costs are going up, so why not

cap them?” That’s like saying, “Take two aspirin and

call me in the morning.” It sounds good, but it’s not

going to get the job done.

The point is: a simplistic approach just won’t work.

The quick fix can get you in a worse fix down the road.

Dr. Francis Wood taught me that.

Now, it’s up to us to help teach Washington and the

American people. Teach them to apply rational, step-

by-step problem-solving skills to achieve real solutions

for health system reform. Real solutions for our pa-

tients. For our profession. For the health of America.

Back home in Texas we have a saying: “Be sure you

set the logs in place before you light the fire.”

We thought the President’s health reform proposal

would be a roaring fire by now. But it isn’t. I’m not

even sure all those logs have been cut yet! So what

message can I share at this odd juncture when we’re in

the position of watching an unlit fire?

I ask three things of you, as we meet the challenges

that lie ahead.

First, as individuals: Remember to nurture your

roots—your core values. Return to the common ground.

Refer to the constants as your guide.

Second, as leaders, take this powerful prescription

home to your members and your colleagues and your

students.

Third, apply your diagnostic and prescriptive skills

to achieving real solutions to health system reform.

We’ve done this with Health Access America, and we
can do it with many of the ideas Mrs. Clinton put forth

Sunday.

In all these roles, be nurtured by the deep taproot of

a huge, unified family of patients and physicians work-

ing together to influence health system reform.

I’d like to close by recalling some folks who are the

essence of medicine for me. They are my patients—pa-

tients of longstanding who wouldn’t let me out of their

lives even after I left full-time practice.

I remember one in particular—Dr. Henry Holle.
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He’d been the Commissioner of Health here in Illinois,

and I'd first met him when he was a delegate to the

AMA. Later, he retired to Texas to be close to his son

and namesake, who was practicing surgery there. And I

became his physician in Houston.

For a few years after I went to Anderson, Henry ab-

solutely insisted I keep taking care of him. And how
could I refuse?

Well’ I’d go down and give him an annual checkup

and an occasional visit in between. And whenever he

needed me, he'd call and say: “Joe, this is your one and

only patient.”

But, you know, he really wasn’t my only patient.

Just last month, I got a call from a woman I hadn’t

talked with in 20 years. She was facing tough surgery

and she wanted to know what I knew about her surgeon,

because she needed that special reassurance that only

your doctor can give you.

And the week before that, I had a call from a patient

who'd just learned he has cancer. He knew I was at

Anderson, and he wanted to reconnect. He wanted that

reassurance, too.

And whenever I’m mentioned in the newspapers

back home, I always seem to get several letters from

patients who bring me up to date on what they're

doing, what’s happening in their families, and how their

health is.

What a great feeling to realize these wonderful men
and women aren't just patients—they are family. That’s

the most constant thing of all about medicine, isn't it?

Our patients are not only people for whom we care.

They become lifelong friends who trust us and let us

into their lives. We share their successes and their de-

feats. We know about their children, and their parents,

and their jobs. We even grow old with them.

And every time I hear from one of them, it's just like

somebody back home’s gently singing in my ear:

The eyes of patients are upon you

—

All the lifelong day.

The eyes of patients are upon you

—

You cannot get away.

Do not think you can escape them

—

At night or early in the morn.

The eyes of patients are upon you

—

Till Gabriel blows his horn.

FLIGHT SURGEONS
WANTED.
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paperwork and the enjoyment of a gener-

al practice as an Air Force flight surgeon.
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cover quality benefits, 30 days of vaca-

tion with pay each year and the support

of a dedicated staff of professionals.

Enjoy a true general practice on the
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lenge that will get your medical skills air-

borne. Talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about becoming an Air

Force flight surgeon. Call
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Tennessee medical professionals
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compensation insurance

premium costs with the

Dodson Plan!

a
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association members to help control their workers'

compensation insurance premium costs.

Because earned dividends depend on the claim
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guaranteed. However, Dodson dividends have
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to premium savings! Call today . .
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Pause to Give Thanks

For several hundred years people have observed this time of year as a period of

thanksgiving, but only for the last 130 years has Thanksgiving been a national

holiday in the United States. As physicians we should pause along with everyone

Charles W. White else to give thanks for our blessings. Certainly as we pause we should not forget

that there will be many of our colleagues who will make rounds at the hospital,

will be “on call,” or perhaps will have to work as house officers.

As physicians we certainly have been blessed with many of the material goods

of this world. While we are giving thanks for all of our blessings, we should not

fail to remember to give thanks for the training and abilities that allow us physi-

cians to be of value to our fellow man. Sometimes in the constant battle that is

being waged against those who seek to adversely affect the practice of medicine,

we forget that the object of all of our training, experience, and ability is rendering

quality health care to our patients. At this time of Thanksgiving we should give

thanks for our honorable profession, the high standards that we adhere to, and the

well-deserved reputation we enjoy in our communities. Let none of us forget that

when people give us the privilege of helping them, they are giving us the privilege

of becoming something like God to them. Indeed, we owe thanks to God for giving

us the opportunity of helping our fellow man.
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editorial/

Nixing the Habit

During the time I was in medical school and train-

ing, and for a good many more years after the Sec-

ond World War, medical care was largely a mainte-

nance operation. The course in Preventive Medicine

and Public Health that I had, and that my contempo-

raries with whom I have compared notes had in other

medical schools, was largely instantaneously forget-

table. It’s not that we thought prevention unimport-

ant, if in fact we thought about it much at all. It’s just

that it was an unfocused concept that had largely to

do with proper disposal of excrement, and with im-

munization against whatever diseases one could be

immunized against. Since immunization had mostly

to be initiated early in life, it became, among practic-

ing physicians anyway, the domain of the pediatri-

cians, along with those few dedicated souls who
made a career of public health, a fair number of

whom lost their lives at it.

In the early days after “my” war, Alton Ochsner,

M.D., a New Orleans surgeon, raised virtually the

lone voice crying in the wilderness against the harm-

ful effects of cigarette smoking. At that time, the em-

phasis was on tobacco smoke as a prime causative

factor in lung cancer. Very early in that game the

American Cancer Society took up the challenge, and

today, several decades later, the only holdouts

against the concept are, as one might imagine, the

moguls of the tobacco industry and their minions,

who are conveniently blinded by greed.

Without minimizing the dread of lung cancer,

which is of course deserved, the dread, that is, it is

by no means the sole harmful effect of cigarette

smoking, or even perhaps its most prominent cause

of morbidity. Emphysema, for instance, is a terrible

disease, one that tortures the patient for years before

doing him in, instead of killing him relatively

quickly, as cancer does, and in addition, emphysema

is much more prevalent. Moreover, many, many

other cancers also can claim smoking as a co-factor,

and the highly addicting drug nicotine is important in

the causation of cardiovascular disease. As a cause of

death, cigarette smoking surpasses hard drugs, alco-

hol, automobile accidents, and AIDS combined.

In recent years it has become increasingly appar-

ent that cigarette smoke loosed by smokers into the

environment, referred to descriptively as “second-

hand” smoke, has the same deleterious effects on its

subjects as primarily inhaled smoke. This would

seem to me to belabor the obvious, except that it took

a long time for the concept to even be expressed, let

alone accepted. That having to put up with a smoky

atmosphere was an annoyance, and even an inconve-

nience, for non-smokers was never questioned, even

by the most inveterate smoker, and that it led to

sneezes and watery eyes was common knowledge,

but that elicited only the barest sympathy from many,

perhaps even most, smokers. It was tacitly under-

stood that a polite, “Do you mind if I smoke?” would

receive an equally polite, “No, not at all. Go right

ahead,” even though that was a patent, barefaced lie.

Well, people did mind, and what's more, they took to

expressing that objection in no uncertain terms. Fi-

nally, they have passed laws prohibiting smoking in

virtually all public places in the United States, and

increasingly in other countries as well.
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Welcome as that bit of succor was, though, it did.

and does, nothing for non-smokers who must share

homes with smokers. All those miserable non-smok-

ing souls are made smokers to the extent their hus-

bands, wives, or parents (or even sometimes their

children) are smokers. Characteristically, as with

other incontrovertible evidence demonstrating the ir-

reparable damage cigarette smoke does multiple

body systems, the tobacco industry has taken towards

this newest assault its usual irresponsible, menda-

cious position of totally disregarding the general wel-

fare in favor of its own avarice. Charles Dickens

would have had a field day describing the exploita-

tion of all the little children to satisfy the unconscio-

nable greed of the tobacco barons and the addled

souls those robbers continue duping into their de-

grading addiction. Dickens would have drawn his

readers into tearful empathy for those little tykes. He

would have made you cringe in horror from the pa-

thos in those tragic little eyes peering pathetically

from sunken sockets beneath lagging lids, seeking

some slight solace from the tawdry, tainted environ-

ment they apprehended. But why go on? You already

know the rest—how those little ones themselves will

soon, often even before childhood is out, get hooked

in so vast a number, first on nicotine, then pot, and

ultimately not infrequently on crack. So why don't

you do something about it?

Do what, you ask? Does it not continue to amaze

and depress you that survey after survey of hardened,

addicted smokers who aren't trying to kick the habit,

hardened addicted smokers who are trying to kick the

habit, and all those smokers in between, have shown

without exception that almost without exception their

doctors have never even brought up the subject of

their smoking habits? Not brought the subject up

even in some instances with a patient who is wallow-

ing in misery from emphysema, grasping for breath

as he tries, sometimes successfully and sometimes

not, to negotiate the distance from bed to bathroom

and back to bed again without suffocating? That

scene is a bit of hyperbole, of course, but not by

much, and not at all as it concerns the dereliction of

the medical profession in trying to mitigate it. We
should be ashamed of ourselves!

Enter the pediatricians, or this time more specific-

ally Drs. Wadlington and Riley, whose paper “A

Golden Opportunity” appears as the lead article in

this issue of the Journal. The golden opportunity of

which they speak is the opportunity pediatricians

have to appeal to the parental responsibility and love

felt for those in the nest, a desire that those little ones

sent them from wherever little ones are sent from

will not have to peer pathetically from sunken sock-

ets seeking some slight solace from an environment

tainted tawdrily by their otherwise doting parents’

putrid pacifiers.

Drs. Wadlington and Riley have presented us with

a gold mine of information helpful to you, pediatri-

cian or no, for helping your patients nix their addic-

tion. It has arrived just in time for the American Can-

cer Society’s annual Great American Smokeout, due

later this month—on the 18th, to be exact. Although

pediatricians would seem to have the inside track,

don't add that excuse to the four they gave you for

doing nothing to remedy the situation. Despite what

you read in the papers, the American people still look

with some awe to their own doctors for medical ad-

vice. When you play dumb about their fogging the

atmosphere and befouling the nest, they are going to

think either that you don't care, that you don’t know

any better, or that you do know better but think those

coffin nails aren't really all that bad. They can't bring

themselves to think the first two about their very own

doctor. So what's a person to think otherwise?

Well, you guessed it! The worst. Always the worst.

J.B.T.

Scout’s Honor

On my honor I will do my best

To do my duty to God and my country,

To help other people at all times,

And to obey the Scout Law. . .

.

To keep myself physically fit

Mentally awake.

And morally straight. . .

.

So far as I am aware, there has never been a

higher code of honor and ethics than that of the Boy

Scouts, and though it is not hard to imagine that it

might not always be a popular one, or that there

might be boys who because of it would not join up,

that it would get the Boy Scouts in trouble is. On the

other hand, I suppose to expect that in these conten-

tious, litigious times it might not get them in trouble

is likely naive at best. In any case, it continues to do

that. First, atheists were offended by having to do

their duty to God, since God does not exist. The

courts said they were not required to do their duty to

God unless they were to join the Boy Scouts, in

which case they would be. Their joining, however,

was up to them. Then more recently the homosexual

community became incensed that the Boy Scouts re-

fused to allow homosexuals to become Scout leaders.

It boiled down, in essence, to a difference over what

might be morally straight, the Scout leadership main-

taining that homosexuality did not pass muster. With-
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out taking a stand one way or another on the issue of

either homosexuality or God, the United States Su-

preme Court ruled that as a private institution in

which membership is voluntary, the Boy Scouts as an

institution could require what it pleased for member-

ship and of its leaders. The Scouts had not, however,

heard the last of that.

Every four years the Boy Scouts of America have

a Jamboree, and it has always been customary for the

President of the United States to honor scouting by

addressing the assemblage on its final day. Until last

week, except for President Reagan, who at the time

was recovering from surgery for colon cancer, no pres-

ident has ever failed to appear; Mr. Reagan sent Mrs.

Reagan as his personal envoy. Pleading scheduling

problems, Mr. Clinton last week excused himself from

attending the Jamboree at Fort A.P. Hill just across

the Potomac River in Virginia, and sent the Secretary

of the Interior as his envoy. Mr. Secretary Bruce

Babbitt canceled out at the last moment, using the

same lame excuse, and for the first time in history, in

what was an obvious, deliberate snub, the United

States government was unrepresented at a National

Jamboree of the Boy Scouts of America. I predict

Mr. Clinton has not heard the last of that one, either.

In fairness to Mr. Clinton, he had his hands full at

the time with budget problems, but every president

has always existed more or less from one crisis to

another, and Mr. Clinton’s problems were not

unique, even though his actions were. In any case,

that was patently not the source of pressure to which

the President was paying attention at that particular

moment. His decision to snub the Scouts was a mat-

ter of political expediency. The homosexual lobby is

highly visible, and its voice strident. The Boy Scouts

of America is neither. Typically, they ignored the

snub. There is, however, a vast army of former

Scouts in leadership positions in business, the profes-

sions, and, yes, government, throughout this country

on whom the slight was not lost, and I predict that

such servile adherence to political rectitude by the

White House in that situation is a specter that is

going to return again and again to haunt the Clinton

presidency, which, despite its ostentatious boasting

about what it likes to refer to as a mandate (a tie-

breaking vote by the president of the Senate is a

mandate?), needs all the help it can get. Perhaps it

was just that the President or his advisors believed

that by the time those Scouts became old enough to

do him any damage, he would no longer care. If he

thought that, he is ignorant of the enthusiasm and the

support of former Scouts for the institution of scout-

ing. Not only do they take poorly to its being tam-

pered with; they also take poorly to people not taking

poorly to its being tampered with. And I should think

there are a lot more former Scouts of that persuasion

than there are homosexuals, homosexual fellow trav-

elers, and atheists put together.

Which only goes to prove that with the proper

(likely not the best word here) advice it is not only

possible, but even easy, to put your foot in your

mouth without opening it; what’s more, it is a lot

harder to get it out that way, since opening it for such

a purpose may instead of letting that one out only let

the other one in.

J.B.T.

Time Warp 101

This is a primer, sort of, and you might think from

the title it is for space junkies. In fact, it is about,

again sort of, but not necessarily for, both UFO junk-

ies and anti-UFO junkies; those who are in the mid-

dle might tag along, too, for the ride. I’m really not

the one who ought to be writing anything about

UFOs, since I am aware that this is a controversial

area, and people who have any opinion about it one

way or the other tend to choose up sides over it very

quickly, and are ready to go to war about whether

there is or is not such a thing as an unidentified fly-

ing object. Of course anybody who knows anything

at all about flying will tell you there are always un-

identified flying objects in the sky, but they are not

talking about the kind usually referred to by the acro-

nym “UFO.” What they would be talking about are

things that soon will be identified, or had better be

identified before they mess up somebody’s flight pat-

tern. Radar will usually take care of such identifica-

tion problems, though there are occasional close calls

when the objects remain unidentified too long.

As far as I’m concerned the jury on UFOs, the

kind that carry extraterrestrial beings, is still out,

marking me as an ignoramus in whichever of the two

camps you might happen to be in. Being an ignora-

mus, though, ain’t all bad. We ignoramuses are a lot

easier to deal with than persons who know every-

thing; a lot of those are to be found in both of the

camps I have been discussing. What prompted this

editorial was a piece by my favorite authority on a

lot of things, Erma Bombeck. Erma is more believ-

able than most other authorities in that she doesn’t

lie. If she doesn’t know something, she will tell you

she doesn’t know it. In her piece she maintains that

she can argue credibly on either side of the issue of

UFOs. I believe her, not only because she said so, but

more pointedly, because she did so. Her husband, she

said, will always take the opposite side, whichever.
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I may have misled you by the title of this edito-

rial. It is, as the title proclaims, about warp, and

maybe about time, too, but not necessarily in the

stated sequence. It might be equally useful, or per-

haps useless, for those interested in becoming and

those interested in not becoming space junkies, and

just about anybody else, too, for that matter. Dr.

Bombeck (this is how we always refer to authorities.

The title confers status. Why, I know of one politi-

cian, who in order to be called “doctor,” had his

name changed to Doctor. He then became Mr. Doc-

tor Whatever, but of course he always left off the

Mister, and so was just Doctor Whatever. Why, he

even . . . but that be another story).

Anyhow, Dr. Bombeck, in giving other authorita-

tive views on the subject, quoted a clinical psycholo-

gist who shot the whole notion of UFOs out of the

saddle by a flash of brilliant logic. Quoth he, “To go

to the nearest star is going to take years and years if

you travel at the speed of light, which you can't.

When you got there, would you talk to a drunken

fisherman from Mississippi (Dr.—
I
guess it’s Dr.;

Erma didn't tell us—Terence Sanbeck, the clinical

psychologist, is from Sacramento, California) or

would you talk to a head of state? If you are that

intelligent, you couldn't act that stupid."

Long pause. Long . . . ., long pause.

How stupid? I nearbouts split my sides!!!

I could stop this thing right here, and most of you

could take it from there. But I won’t, because maybe

there are some of you out there who never watch

C-Span or CNN or didn't hear the most recent U.S.

Presidential Inaugural Address, or didn't watch any

of the Democratic National Convention. And that’s

only in the past few months just in the United States.

Try maybe Italy or Japan for a diversion. Or take the

United Kingdom, for example, where Mr. John

Major, the Prime Minister, swore he was not about to

devalue the pound sterling—and promptly did. Now
then, for you fellow ignoramuses, I'll repeat the

question. “When you got there, would you talk to a

drunken fisherman from (cough, cough) Mississippi,

or would you talk to a head of state?”

The homework for Time Warp 101 is to watch

C-Span for at least a half of each day (that’s an eight,

and not a 24, hour day) for a month and then answer

the above question. Take all the time you need. Hint

#1: By no means all of the believers in UFOs are (1)

drunken, (2) fishermen, or (3) from Mississippi (or

even from the South generally). In fact, there are

more of them in California than anywhere else. Hint

#2: The drunken fisherman probably wouldn't lie to

you about anything except maybe (1) his alcohol

consumption, though maybe not even about that.

since you would be a disinterested observer, or (2)

how many fish he caught. It doesn't take a space sci-

entist who knows all about time warp to know the

relative chances there, there being, in case I still need

to draw you a picture, between being lied to by a

drunken Mississippi fisherman or a head of state.

If you were that intelligent, would you talk to a

(not necessarily) drunken fisherman from (not neces-

sarily) Mississippi, or a head of state?

J.B.T.

Cushing’s Reflex and

Intracranial Aneurysm

To the Editor:

I’m writing concerning the article entitled “Cushing’s

Reflex and Intracranial Aneurysm" which appeared in the

August issue of the Journal of the Tennessee Medical

Association (86:343-345, 1993). This article raises ques-

tions in my mind as to the physiologic accuracy as well as

the format of the article itself. In essence, this article by its

title is intending to show a relationship between Cushing’s

reflex and an incidental intracranial aneurysm occurrence.

However, the conclusion mentions nothing about Cush-

ing's reflex and only talks primarily about the incidence of

subarachnoid hemorrhage. Secondly, in the case presented

it is extremely difficult to determine that in actual fact this

patient suffered from a Cushing's reflex. Simply because a

patient has an elevation in blood pressure and a reduction

in heart rate doesn't mean that there is increased intracran-

ial pressure. The author fails to indicate what the intracran-

ial pressure measurement showed, if in fact it was even

measured, and ignores the complete definition of Cushing’s

reflex. Namely, that there is in fact an elevation in blood

pressure with a drop in heart rate with concomitant de-

crease in cerebral perfusion pressure in the range of less

than 30 to 50 mm Hg. Associated with this is a decrease in

consciousness to a comatose state. In fact, many recognize

the Cushing's reflex as a terminal event.

The presence of an aneurysm such as described in this

patient is not in itself a mechanism for raising the intracran-

ial pressure, and its mere presence in a patient with the

aforementioned cardiovascular parameters does not neces-

sarily mean that a Cushing’s reflex is taking place.

Harry Friedman, M.D.
Memphis Neurosurgical Clinic. P.C.

910 Madison Ave., Suite 722

Memphis, TN 38103
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pcr/onol neui/

William J. Black , M.D., Oak Ridge, has been certified as a

Diplomate of the American Board of Occupational Medicine.

In the 1993 Tennessee Senior Games at Clarksville, Jimmy
R. Noonan, M.D., a Dyersburg internist, won gold medals

in swimming in the 200 meter individual medley and the

50, 100, and 200 meter backstroke. He won a silver medal

in the 50 meter butterfly, and a bronze medal in the 400

meter freestyle.

TMA Members Receive AMA

Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician’s Recognition Award during August

1993. This list, supplied by the AMA, does not in-

clude members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation, including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Each application

for the PRA must also verify participation in Cate-

gory 2 CME activities.

Irshad A. Ahmad, M.D., Johnson City

Frances H. Barnett, M.D. , Jasper

Steven J. Baumrucker, M.D. , Rogersville

Lana S. Beavers, M.D. , Shelbyville

Jack P. Byrd, M.D., Memphis
Kenneth W. Carr, M.D., Martin

David C. Chaffin, M.D., Cleveland

Frederick J. Chapin, M.D., Cookeville

Lawrence T. Ch’Ien, M.D. , Chattanooga

Tommy FI. Crunk, M.D., Springfield

Paul E. Dedick, M.D. , Lebanon

Doran D. Edwards, M.D., Erin

Roy C. Ezell, M.D. , Nashville

William JJ. Frist, M.D. , Nashville

James W. Giles, M.D. , LaFollette

W. Robert Gronewald, M.D., Morristown

Patricio A. Alabaca, M.D., Memphis
Douglas E. Jones, M.D., Memphis
Joseph C. Lougheed, M.D., Memphis
Donald D. Owens, M.D. , Memphis
William W. Potter II, M.D., Morristown

Norman S. Propper, M.D., Kingsport

Eric L. Raefsky, M.D., Nashville

Jack C. Sanford Jr., M.D. , Memphis
Alfred I. Shousha, M.D. , Nashville

Ronald S. Smith, M.D., Kingsport

Stanley S. Snow, M.D. , Nashville

Brent A. Soper, M.D., Nashville

John B. Standridge, M.D. , Kingsport

Gertrude O. Stone, M.D. , Antioch

Marion B. Tallent Jr., M.D., Brentwood

Roger Byron Burrus, age 64. Died September 4, 1993.

Graduate of Vanderbilt University School of Medicine.

Member of Nashville Academy of Medicine.

Edward Bullock Rhea, age 89. Died September 20, 1993.

Graduate of Vanderbilt University School of Medicine.

Member of Nashville Academy of Medicine.

William T. Satterfield Jr., age 60. Died September 4, 1993.

Graduate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Consolidated Medical Assembly of West
Tennessee.

new member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new
members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

CONSOLIDATED MEDICAL ASSEMBLY OF
WEST TENNESSEE
Pricilla Sioson, M.D., Jackson

NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Gene Allen Hanna, M.D., Nashville

Dana Shelton Thompson, M.D., Nashville

announcement/

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS

NATIONAL

Dec. 3-5 American Academy of Psychiatrists in Alco-

holism & Addictions—Ritz Carlton, West
Palm Beach, Fla.

Dec. 3-6 Society for Ear, Nose & Throat Advances in

Children—Pittsburgh

Dec. 3-7 American Society of Hematology—Adam’s
Mark, St. Louis

Dec. 3-9 American Epilepsy Society—Sheraton Bal

Harbor, Miami Beach
Dec. 9-12 American Academy of Psychoanalysis

—

Sheraton, New York
Jan. 6-9 National Association of EMS Physicians

—

Ritz Carlton, Naples, Fla.

Jan. 9-12 American College of Nuclear Physicians

—

Pointe Hilton on South Mountain, Phoenix

Jan. 10-14 Society of Uroradiology—Ritz Carlton, La-

guna Niguel, Cal.

Jan. 18-22 American Group Practice Association—Mar-
riott, Palm Springs, Cal.

Jan. 19-23 Association of Academic Psychiatrists—Reg-
istry, Naples, Fla.

Jan. 27-Feb. 1 American Academy of Otolaryngic Al-

lergy—Hyatt Westshore, Tampa
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TMA Alliance Report

Helmets Become Law
Beginning January 1, 1994 all children under the age

of 12 riding on state roads in Tennessee must wear bi-

cycle helmets. The law. sponsored by Senator Doug
Henry and Representative Tommy Head, was passed

near the end of the last legislative session. Montgomery

County Commissioner Rosalind Kurita worked dili-

gently promoting the bill, along with the Tennessee

Head Injury Association. Dr. and Mrs. Robert Sanders,

and the TMA Alliance. Members of the Alliance were

supportive with their attendance at the legislative hear-

ings and with letters and phone calls to lawmakers over

the state.

The following statistics are reported in the American

Academy of Pediatrics Bicycle Safety Education book-

let. In most communities, currently less than 2% of chil-

dren nationwide wear bicycle helmets. Approximately

.600 children under age 14 die from bicycle-related

injuries each year, about 80% of them from head

trauma. This number is more than the combined deaths

from poisonings, falls, and firearm injuries to children.

The helmet is relatively new technology for prevention.

People need to make use of this injury-preventing and

even life-saving protection. The city of Clarksville is

the first city in Tennessee to pass an ordinance requir-

ing helmets for children. It is hoped that other cities will

follow.

The TMA Alliance is making the promotion of the

use of bicycle helmets its Safety Project for the coming

year. It is hoped that donations will be made for provid-

ing helmets to children who cannot afford them. The

Clarksville police are currently lending helmets to chil-

dren until they can purchase them. Since education is

important in making helmets accepted, local auxilia-

ries/alliances will be involved in projects promoting

their use.

Lives can be saved and painful injuries prevented.

The costs associated with head injuries can be astro-

nomical. We know that the efforts of members of the

TMA Alliance will be rewarded by money saved and

deaths and injuries reduced. r~ ^
Carolyn Vann

Safety Chairman

PHYSICIAN RESIDENT ALERT:

IF YOU COULD USE OVER $25,000 A YEAR-
ANSWER THIS AD.

The U.S. Army’s Financial Assistance

Program (FAP) will subsidize training in cer-

tain specialties totaling over $25,000 a year.

Here’s how it breaks down - an annual

grant, plus a monthly stipend and reimburse-

ment of approved educational expenses.

You will be part of a unique health care

team where you will find many opportunities

to continue your education, work at state-of-

the-art facilities, and receive outstanding

benefits.

So, ifyou are a resident who could use

over $25,000 a year, contact an Army Medical

Counselor immediately.

CALL COLLECT:

(901) 725-5852

ARMY MEDICINE. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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American Medical Association
Physicians dedicated to the health of America

For Your Benefit

AMA directs concerns to Congress; sends analysis of Clinton proposal

The AMA told Congress that organized

medicine remains "extremely concerned

that any approach not rely too heavily on

new and complicated levels of government

regulations and restrictive cost contain-

ment."

AMA directed this message to every U.S.

congressional member in a letter outlining

medicine's concerns with the president's

health system reform plan.

"We cannot and will not endorse any pro-

posal that could shortchange our patients,"

the AMA said. This AMA message is time-

ly as Congress begins to analyze and

debate the Clinton administration's plan

and other system reform proposals.

"Health system reform should not install

new structures or limitations that could

artificially limit patient choice, do too little

to ensure high-quality medicine or rob

patients of the security of established

patient-physician relationships," said AMA
EVP James S. Todd, MD.

An analysis was sent with the letter, high-

lighting areas of AMA agreement and dis-

agreement with the Clinton plan. It cited

"substantial differences with certain

approaches in the president's plan."

RUC recommends case management, prolonged service updates

The AMA’s Relative Value Scale Update

Committee, RUC, provided HCFA with

final recommendations for 243 CPT codes

that currently have no assigned value in the

Proposed Rule as published in the July 14

Federal Register.

New code recommendations for case man-

agement and prolonged physician services

address two important developments in

today’s primary care medical practice that

will improve the quality of care while

reducing its costs.

“Care Plan Oversight” codes will fill a

major gap in the coding system by allow-

ing physicians to report case management

of homebound or nursing home patients

who, because of disability, frailty or

distance, cannot get to the office. They als(

are used for the patient whose condition

frequently changes and requires substantia-

care oversight.

“Prolonged Physician Services” codes will

provide incentives for physicians to pro-

vide care in the most appropriate setting,

reducing frequency of expensive emer-

gency department visits and hospital

admissions.

HCFA also intends to provide national

relative values for additional non-Medican

covered services, such as pediatrics and

preventive medicine.

Prepared by the AMA Department of Communications Services. For information, call 800 AMA-321 1, ext. 4416.



TfflA
continuing mcdkol

education opportunity/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME ) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA’ s joint sponsorship ofCME activities. As an accredited

sponsor, TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education, Tennessee

Medical Association, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician's practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff, access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category 1 credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

Dec. 10-1 1 19th Annual High Risk Obstetrical Seminar

Jan. 30-Feb. 5 Practical Aspects of Diagnostic Radiol-

ogy/Medical Imaging VII—Snowmass Vil-

lage, Colo.

Feb. 12-19 MRI Update 1994—Maui, Hawaii

Feb. 27-March 5 3rd Annual Vanderbilt Conference on Infec-

tious Disease at Snowmass—Snowmass Vil-

lage, Colo.

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (615) 322-4030.

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day

to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician’s re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician's Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP, and Continuing Education Units from

Meharry Medical College. Application: For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses, Ph.D.. Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville.

TN 37208, Tel. (615) 327-6235.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

Memphis

Jan. 8-1

1

Comprehensive Trauma $olutions—Beaver

Creek, Colo

Jan. 14-15 High Risk Perinatal Symposium
Jan. 14-15 Perinatal Program

Jan. 14-15 Neurotrauma Program
Feb. 20-25 Update in Ob/Gyn—Grand Cayman Island

March 6-12 Ob-Gyn Ski Seminar—Steamboat Springs,

Colo.

March 12-18 27th Annual Review Course for the Family

Physician

April 2-9 Medicine Update—Maui, Hawaii

April 7-9 Symposium on Critical Care and Emergency
Medicine—Hot Springs, Ark.

June 2-3 1994 General Surgery Update

July 30-Aug. 6 Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics & Gyne-
cology—Destin, Fla.

Knoxville

May 12-14 17th Annual Family Practice Update & Re-

view—Gatlinburg

June 9-1

1

39th Great Smoky Mountains Pediatric Sem-
inar—Gatlinburg

June 12-15 100th Annual Upper Cumberland Medical

Society Meeting—Fall Creek Falls, Pikeville

June 23-25 Infectious Diseases Conference—Gatlinburg

Chattanooga

Dec. 3-4 Medicine Update

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan, Office of

CME, University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,
TN 38163, Tel. (901) 528-5547.

BAPTIST HOSPITAL—NASHVILLE
Dec. 3-4 Endocrine Problems in Primary Care

For information contact the Baptist Center for Medical Ed-

ucation. Baptist Hospital, 2000 Church $t., Box 38, Nashville,

TN 37236, Tel. (615) 340-4800 or (800) 826-9998 Ext 4800.
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Family Practice
Kentucky

General Practitioner or BE/BC family physician needed

for active practice in Kentucky. Modem office with nine

exam rooms located on campus of 50-bed community
hospital. A competitive financial package is being offered.

Call coverage is available with four other family physi-

cians. Contact:
Andy Johns

Physician Services of America®

Suite 250, 2000 Warrington Way
Louisville, KY 40222 or call

1-800-626-1857, ext. 237

EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN

VIRGINIA, BIG STONE GAP: Emergency physician

needed in this growing community hospital that sees

approximately 12,000 ED patients per year. Competi-

tive remuneration. The community offers quality hous-

ing at affordable prices, excellent schools and acres of

underdeveloped scenic land with lakes, mountains and

trails.

Please call Kim Schools, Coastal Emergency Services

of Richmond, Inc., 101 Gateway Center Pkwy., Suite

211, Richmond, VA 23235. Phone (804) 320-7549 or

(800) 277-6638.

Family Practice
Georgia
Family practice physician needed to join four other family

physicians. They have balanced patient mix and great

third-party reimbursement. The large office (staffed by 24)

is located on the campus of the progressive 282-bed re-

gional referral center in the foothills of Georgia. For more

information send CV to:

Andrew Johns

Physician Services of America®

Suite 250, 2000 Warrington Way
Louisville, KY 40222 or call

1-800-626-1857, ext. 237

INTERNIST
We are currently seeking a general internal medicine

physician to join a well-established practice in associa-

tion with a 365-bed, not-for-profit hospital in the South-

east. The hospital has annual revenues of approxi-

mately $133 million. Candidate will be a board-certified

or board-eligible internist. Attractive salary and benefits

package is offered (including immediate vesting in the

pension plan, money purchase and profit sharing

plan).

Contact Mr. John J. Baumann, Vice President of

J.J. & H„ Ltd. at (404) 952-3877.

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs

from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, Route 8, Box 35, Rogersville, TN 37857.

Phone: (615) 272-9163. (EOE)

Hospital-Based Primary Care

•Hospital Based

•Make Rounds

•Paid Relocation

•Excellent Compensation

•Malpractice Insurance

Provided

Southeastern Emergency Physicians, Inc. (SEP) is

seeking hospital-based primary care physicians to

admit and care for unattached patients through the

emergency department. No office hassles or overhead.

Internal medicine or family practice, residency trained

or board certified. Contact Randal

Dabbs, M.D., F.A.C.E.P., at

800*342»2898 for more
information.

SI1
Southeastern

Emergency

Physicians

P.0. Boi 30698 * Kaonlh, IN 37930
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TfllA
The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking

practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office, PO Box 120909, Nashville, TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

PATHOLOGIST—age 31, graduate of University of Mississippi

School of Medicine in 1988—seeks a group or institutional staff prac-

tice in any location in Tennessee. Board eligible. Available now.

LW-2194

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—age 42, graduate of Medical College of

Georgia in 1976—seeks a group, institutional staff, or industrial prac-

tice in a suburban or large city location in East or Middle Tennessee.

Available now. LW-2195

PATHOLOGIST—age 44, graduate of Albany Medical College in

1976—seeks a solo practice as the pathologist or director of labora-

tories in any location in Tennessee. Board certified. Available now.

LW-2196

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—age 58, graduate of University of Ten-

nessee College of Medicine in 1959—seeks a solo, group, or institu-

tional staff practice foremost in Middle Tennessee. Board

certified—allergy/clinical immunology; board eligible—internal medi-

cine. Available now. LW-2197

OTOLARYNGOLGIST—age 43, graduate of Howard University Col-

lege of Medicine in 1975—seeks a group or institutional staff practice

in a suburban or large city location in West Tennessee. Board eligi-

ble. Available now. LW-2198

INTERNIST—age 40, graduate of Vanderbilt University School of

Medicine in 1978—seeks a group practice in Middle Tennessee.

Board certified. Available now. LW-2199

FAMILY PRACTITIONER/GERIATRIC PHYSICIAN—age 41, gradu-

ate of Maulana Azad Medical College (India) in 1974—seeks a group,

institutional staff, industrial, or academic practice in Nashville. Board

certified. Available 1994. LW-2200

GENERAL SURGEON—age 64, graduate of University of Tennessee

College of Medicine in 1954—seeks a practice opportunity in any

location in Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2201

OB/GYN—age 49, graduate of University of the East (Philippines) in

1972—seeks a solo practice in Tennessee. Board eligible. Available

January 1994. LW-2202

PHYSICAL MEDICINE/REHABILITATION PHYSICIAN—age 30,

graduate of Bowman Gray School of Medicine in 1990—seeks a

practice opportunity in East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available Feb-

ruary 1994. LW-2203

PHYSICIANS WANTED

GENERAL/FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Bean Station in

East Tennessee to join a solo practice. Must be board eligible.

Needed now. PW-1184

OB/GYN—needed in Knoxville to join a solo practice. Must be board

certified. Needed now. PW-1185

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Memphis to join a group prac-

tice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1 186

PEDIATRICIAN, FAMILY PRACTITIONER or INTERNIST—needed
in Nashville to join a group practice. Must be either board certified or

board eligible. Needed now. PW-1187

INTERNIST or PEDIATRICIAN—needed in Livingston in Middle Ten-

nessee to join a group practice. Must be either board certified or

board eligible. Needed now. PW-1188

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Livingston in Middle Tennes-

see to join a solo or group practice. Must be either board certified or

board eligible. Needed July 1994. PW-1 189

OB/GYN—needed in Livingston in Middle Tennessee to join a solo or

possible group practice. Must be either board certified or board eligi-

ble. Needed now. PW-1 190

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Lexington in West Tennessee
to join a solo practice opportunity. Must be either board certified or

board eligible. Needed July 1994. PW-1 191

DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGIST—needed in Nashville to join a group

practice. Applicant should be experienced in angio-intervention. Must

be either board certified or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1 192

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—needed in Nashville to

join a group practice. No call, no nights. Needed now. PW-1 193

INTERNIST—needed in Cleveland in East Tennessee to join a group

practice. Must be either board certified or board eligible. Needed now.

PW-1 194
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Endocarditis After Ciprofloxacin

Therapy for Enterococcal

Pyelonephritis With Bacteremia

Gary r. McDonald, m.d.

Introduction

Ciprofloxacin possesses in-vitro activity against

Enterococcus fecalis 12 and carries an indication for

enterococcal urinary tract infections. 3 However, its

usefulness in enterococcal bacteremia remains unes-

tablished.
1 Following is a case of enterococcal endo-

carditis diagnosed after treatment of enterococcal py-

elonephritis with bacteremia using ciprofloxacin

based on disc diffusion test results.

Case Report
A 76-year-old white woman with diabetes mellitus was

transferred to St. Thomas Hospital with presumed prosthetic

valve endocarditis. Ten months earlier she had had aortic valve

replacement for severe calcific aortic stenosis. She remained

well for the next ten months, until she acutely developed fever,

chills, nausea, dysuria, urgency, right flank pain, and pyuria.

She received ceftriaxone intravenously for three days for py-

elonephritis; urine and blood cultures revealed E. fecalis, re-

ported sensitive to ciprofloxacin, imipenem. tetracycline, and

moderate sensitivity to ampicillin and vancomycin by disc dif-

fusion (Kirby-Bauer). She was discharged on ciprofloxacin,

500 mg twice a day. which she took for 12 days, but her fevers

persisted and she was readmitted. Again, she received

ceftriaxone intravenously. Repeated blood cultures revealed a

“streptococcal species,” and an echocardiogram revealed thick-

ening of the aortic valve, prompting transfer.

From the Department of Internal Medicine, St. Thomas Hospital,

Nashville.

Reprint requests to St. Thomas Medical Group, 4230 Harding Road,

Nashville, TN 37205 (Dr. McDonald).

Physical examination revealed fever of 100.4°F (38°C), a

grade 2/6 systolic murmur, and conjunctival petechiae. but no

skin or nail lesions. Lungs were clear. Laboratory studies re-

vealed moderate normocytic anemia and a sedimentation rate

of 120 mm/hr. Because of reported penicillin allergy, she re-

ceived vancomycin and gentamicin. Blood obtained before and

after transfer grew E. fecalis. By the fourth hospital day, blood

cultures were sterile. However, progressive PR prolongation

prompted transesophageal echocardiography, revealing a valve

ring abscess. Her prosthetic valve was replaced, and pathology

confirmed endocarditis. She completed six weeks of vancomy-

cin and gentamicin, and was afebrile at discharge, all antibiot-

ics having been discontinued.

Discussion

Enterococcus fecalis accounts for 2% to 3% of

urinary tract infections in otherwise healthy women,

and only a small number of these develop bacter-

emia. When enterococcal bacteremia occurs, the pos-

sibility of endocarditis should be considered, particu-

larly in patients with known valvular heart disease or

elderly with underlying illness.
1 4 While noting that

“enterococcal bacteremia is not synonymous with en-

docarditis nor does enterococcal bacteremia in most

cases need to be treated as endocarditis,” Maki and

Agger 1 found that the following factors correlated

significantly with endocarditis: community-acquired

bacteremia, isolated enterococcemia, underlying val-

vular heart disease (or simply a murmur), and ab-

sence of an identifiable extracardiac source of infec-
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tion. They recommended that community-acquired

bacteremias, especially with preexisting valvular dis-

ease or no identifiable extracardiac source, be treated

for at least four weeks for possible occult endocardi-

tis. However, polymicrobial enterococcemia or acute

nosocomial enterococcemia in patients without evi-

dence of valvular disease or endocarditis may be

treated for shorter periods based on the primary site

of infection.

In the case described above, pyelonephritis was

treated initially with a cephalosporin, but therapy was

changed to ciprofloxacin based on disc diffusion test

results. Unfortunately, such testing may show in-

vitro susceptibility for enterococci despite lack of

therapeutic efficacy in practice.
1

’5 Because of the

community-acquired bacteremia and preexisting val-

vular disease, this patient merited empiric therapy for

presumed enterococcal endocarditis at the time of

initial bacteremia accompanying her urinary tract in-

fection. This mandates combination therapy with

penicillin, ampicillin, or vancomycin plus an amino-

glycoside, with testing for high level resistance and

synergy. 1,6 Ciprofloxacin has been used to treat en-

terococcal endocarditis in animal models 1 ’4 and as an

adjunct to standard therapy in relapsing endocarditis

in man. 7 This case does not attempt to undermine

such data, but rather should remind clinicians of the

proper course of therapy in cases of community-ac-

quired enterococcal bacteremia, and the shortcom-

ings of disc diffusion testing. As stated by Maki and

Agger in their review of enterococcal bacteremia: “It

is abundantly clear that penicillin alone, cephalospo-

rins . . . semi-synthetic penicillins, erythromycin,

chloramphenicol, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, or

tetracycline, regardless of the results of in-vitro test-

ing by the Kirby-Bauer test, have no role in the treat-

ment of enterococcal bacteremia, even if endocarditis

is unlikely to be present; clinic laboratories should

not report the results of susceptibility tests with these

drugs to enterococcal blood isolates.” 1

Based on the case described, ciprofloxacin should

probably be added to the drugs to be avoided in com-

munity-acquired enterococcal infections with bacter-

emia. Moreover, physicians should notify their mi-

crobiology laboratories of these recommendations to

avoid inappropriate therapy based on misleading sus-

ceptibility test data for enterococcal blood isolates.
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HELP FOR IMPAIRED PHYSICIANS

Through the Tennessee Medical Foundation Committee on Impaired Physicians, the As-

sociation helps doctors who are suffering from alcoholism and drug addiction. The thrust

of the program is rehabilitative, not punitive. The Committee is composed of physicians

who have special expertise in these areas, some from personal experience. Effective

treatment for these illnesses is achieved most easily when the disease is detected early;

family, friends, and associates are urged to avoid misguided sympathy which enables the

condition to deteriorate.

HELP US TO HELP

Call the TMF Impaired Physician Program at (615) 385-3319; outside Nashville call

collect. Telephone message service available around the clock.
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A New World Order:

Is Big Brother Watching

Your Medical Practice?

TAMARA L. MUSGRAVE, M.D.; THERESA GREENE, B.S.N, R.N.;

JEANNE B. STEPHENS, R.N., C.C.R.N.; JO SENSABAUGH, L.P.N.;

KAREN JOHNSON, R.N., M.S.N., C.N.A.; JONATHAN FITTS, M.H.A.

‘There was of course no way of knowing whether

you were being watched at any given moment. It was

even conceivable that they watched everybody all the

time. You had to live—did live, from habit that be-

came instinct—in the assumption that every sound

you made was overheard, and every movement

scrutinized.” 1

This excerpt from George Orwell’s book 1984 al-

most describes the state of the medical field in the

1990s. His book was a warning. It expressed near

despair about the future of man. It warned that unless

the course of history changes, men all over the world

will lose their most human qualities, will become

soulless automatons, and will not even be aware of it.

Could he also have been warning of the coming of

the fourth revolution in medical care—the Era of the

Automatons?

The Revolution in Medical Care

Since the end of World War II, the United States

has seen three revolutions in its medical care sys-

tem. 2 The first revolution spanned from the late

1940s to the mid-1960s. It was the Era of Expansion

characterized by rapid growth in hospitals, number of

physicians, science, and technology. It was also char-

acterized by extension of insurance coverage to the

majority of the population with the passage of the

Medicare and Medicaid legislation of 1966.

All these developments led to the second revolu-

tion in the 1970s and the early 1980s, the Era of Cost

Containment. Within two decades after Medicare and

Medicaid, the cost of health care had risen from 4%
to 11% of the gross national product (GNP), with

predictions of expenditures of 15% of the GNP by

the year 2000. 3

From the Quality Management Office, Department of Veterans Affairs

Medical Center, Mountain Home.

Reprint requests to Quality Management (1 IQ), Department of Veterans

Affairs Medical Center, 1 100 Tunnel Road. Asheville, NC 28805 (Dr.

Musgrave).

In the 1980s, the Era of Assessment and Account-

ability was ushered in to control these costs. It was

widely recognized that to decrease costs without re-

ducing access to care, more would need to be known

about relative costs, safety, and effectiveness of all

that physicians do in the diagnosis and treatment of

disease. Hence, the push to measure quality of medi-

cal care arose not from concerns from the American

public, but from the realization by government agen-

cies that improved quality decreased costs to Medi-

care and third party payors. Most Americans were

satisfied with the care they received; in a survey

done in the late 1980s, over 75% of recently hospital-

ized patients or those who had seen a physician were

completely satisfied with the care and its quality.4

Everyone, however, especially physicians, wants

good quality care, and if a by-product of this quality

is decreased cost, so much the better. So why the

concern? The problem is that cost, not quality, has

been the overriding concern during the Era of

Assessment and Accountability. Big purchasers have

learned they can wield clout, or as the old saying

goes, “He who pays the piper, dictates the tune.” Are

physicians starting to lose control? Is this the dawn

of the Era of the Automatons and Big Brother?

Who’s Dictating the Tune?

As pointed out by Dennis O’Leary, president of

Joint Commission, American industry is a, if not the,

major purchaser of health care.'" Industry is putting

pressure on Medicare, third party payors, its employ-

ees, the government, and physicians to cut the cost.

Cutting the Cost-Medicare-Followed by

Third Party Payors

Medicare sets the standards, with third party pay-

ors following close behind. In 1972, Public Law 92-

603, the Professional Standards Review Organiza-

tions (PSRO) Act, was passed in an attempt to
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establish a national utilization review program for

Medicare patients. 6 Despite professed intentions of

quality improvements, PSROs quickly became

known as agents of cost containment, and empha-

sized dollars saved per dollars spent.

Because of increasing negative publicity and a

lack of ties to quality of care issues, PSROs soon

gave way to Peer Review Organizations (PROs), es-

tablished by the Peer Review Improvement Act of

1982. 7 PROs had to respond to a number of objec-

tives and goals, including shifting care from inpatient

to outpatient settings (less costly), reducing the num-

ber of invasive procedures, reducing adverse conse-

quences of invasive procedures, and reducing read-

missions, a major contributor to the overall costs to

Medicare.6

In an attempt to shift care from inpatient to outpa-

tient settings, preadmission screening or certification

evolved. To be approved for admission to the hospi-

tal, a patient would have to meet pre-established

guidelines. Admission could be denied if the patient

did not meet set criteria for both intensity of service

(services that require a hospital setting) and severity

of illness (sick enough to require hospitalization.) 8

To ensure timeliness of discharge. Medicare imple-

mented concurrent review and discharge screens—re-

viewing charts for the medical necessity and appro-

priateness of continued hospitalization via specific

criteria. To decrease the number of surgical proce-

dures, Medicare began requiring second surgical

opinions.

Medicare took one more giant step toward de-

creasing costs with the passing of the Consolidated

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985. Under

it. Medicare PROs can deny payment to a physician

or hospital for services that are of substandard qual-

ity.
9 Substandard care is care that (1) resulted in an

actual, significant adverse effect (including unneces-

sarily prolonged treatment, readmission to the hospi-

tal, medical complication, physiologic or anatomic

impairment, disability, or death), or (2) presented an

imminent danger to the health, safety, or well-being

of the beneficiary. 9 Furthermore, although providers

have the right to appeal initial PRO determinations of

substandard care, beneficiaries will be notified of

payment denials before appeals are made. 9

Industry and Its Employees

Industry is looking at a number of ways to cut the

cost of health care. Efforts include corporate “Buy

Right” Programs, Medfacts, Health Maintenance

Organizations (HMOs), and case management.

Corporate “Buy Right” Programs were developed

by Walter McClure, a medical cost analyst, to help

companies assist employees in choosing efficient and

good quality health care providers. He argues that

companies can economize and “do right by their em-

ployees" in guiding them to the doctors with high

“batting averages.” 10 The question is, how do you de-

cide which doctors have the highest “batting aver-

ages”? Presently, doctors are judged by quality as-

sessment systems such as the Horn Severity Index

and MedisGroups Staging Systems. 11 These systems

relate outcomes and cost to severity of illness.
1213

But this concept does not necessarily translate into

the quality of care provided.

Medifacts was developed by Bryan Lathem, M.D.,

a North Carolina surgeon, along with Joseph Charles,

who oversees employee benefits for Ryder, a trans-

portation and business firm in Miami. Medfacts com-

puterizes information regarding physician training,

fees, and local hospital privileges, allowing employ-

ees to seek physicians meeting certain criteria.
14

Some firms are pressing employees to shed tradi-

tional free-choice indemnity plans for more cost ef-

fective HMOs. For example, Allied Signal, a New
Jersey technology company, offered employees a

choice of HMOs or free choice indemnity plans. But

the catch is that if the employee chooses the HMO,
he pays a flat $10 rate per visit, and all hospital costs

are paid. If he chooses his own doctor, he has to pay

3% of his salary before insurance contributes any-

thing (i.e., $50,000 salary—$1,500 in medical bills

before insurance will pay). 15

Finally some companies are using case manage-

ment to bring down health care costs. With this ap-

proach, consultants hired by employers identify med-

ical cases likely to become expensive. They then

work with all involved to minimize hospital stays or

find alternate treatments. While this may be effective

in some cases, doctors believe it can lead to poorer

care. “Employers have no interest in this except to

save money,” stated one Oklahoma physician. 16

Government

Besides the numerous programs in which Medi-

care is involved, the federal and state governments

have approved or advocated other legislation in an

attempt to improve quality of care, which would then

have an impact on cost. For instance, the Health Care

Quality Improvement Act of 1986 established the

National Practitioner Data Bank. The purpose of this

data bank is to encourage greater efforts in profes-

sional peer review and to restrict the ability of in-

competent physicians and other health care providers

to move from state to state without discovery of pre-
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vious performance or conduct. Physicians are to be

reported as a result of a settlement or judgment of a

claim of malpractice, when clinical privileges are re-

stricted greater than 30 days, or when disciplined by

state regulatory agencies. These adverse reports are

sent to all state licensing boards where the practi-

tioner is licensed, and can be requested by hospitals

or group practices when the practitioner applies for

privileges, or when application is made to profes-

sional societies.
17

The Office of Technology Assessment, the scien-

tific research arm of the U.S. Congress, has identified

an option—the federal government going one step

further than the National Data Bank to “make qual-

ity-related information continuously available to con-

sumers in hard copy and through computer terminals

in libraries, senior citizen centers, adult education

centers, community centers, and other facilities.

Cable television exposures could be considered as

hotlines that could provide a source of continuous

information.’’ 11

At the state level, Colorado, Pennsylvania, and

Iowa have already passed legislation requiring hospi-

tals to furnish data on medical outcomes—mortality

and severity of illness—to state agencies, who in turn

will issue public reports on "hospital quality.” 1 * This

legislation is passed despite evidence that risk-ad-

justed mortality rates cannot be used alone to judge

quality, since without actual review of care rendered,

they do not distinguish between suboptimal care and

unmeasured differences in patient risk.
14 Also, there

are reports that release of adverse mortality data (also

done by the Health Care Financing Administration

—

Medicare) damages hospitals’ reputations, worries

patients, and makes recruiting staff difficult.
20

New York State has gone a step beyond, denounc-

ing the Joint Commission, surveying hospitals on its

own, and closing them down if performance is judged

by state inspectors to be less than satisfactory. 21

Conclusions

The medical care system is rapidly changing.

Since the end of World War II, it has seen three rev-

olutions—the Era of Expansion, the Era of Cost Con-

tainment, and most recently, the Era of Assessment

and Accountability. The last was ushered in in an

attempt to further decrease costs by monitoring all

that physicians do in the diagnosis and treatment of

disease. Preadmission certification, second surgical

opinions, and continued stay criteria were introduced.

Insurance companies began reviewing physicians’

activities and denying payment for substandard care.

Industry began teaching their employees to "buy

right’’ medical care.

As President Clinton attempts to orchestrate a

fourth revolution in the medical care delivery system,

several key issues remain to be determined. The first

of these will focus on access to the system: Is readily

available, high quality health care the right of every

citizen? If this concept is sustained, wholly or in

large part, how will such a system be financed? If the

cost becomes prohibitive, will the present drive to

achieve measurable quality of care be sacrificed?

And lastly, what will be the role of the primary care-

giver, the physician? Will physicians lose their au-

tonomy entirely, and become salaried workers in a

government-sponsored medical care system? There

is, and should be, a continual quest for a medical

utopia of increased quality and decreased costs. In

this utopic quest, however, will the focus turn from

obtainable quality, causing physicians to lose their

individuality, becoming soulless automatons? Are we

entering a new world order where Big Brother

Watches Your Medical Practice? A
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Go Directly to Jail, Do Not Pass Go, Do Not Collect $200!

—

TennCare Strategies and Antitrust Hazards

MARC E. OVERLOOK
TMA General Counsel

As this article goes to press, the Tennessee Medical As-

sociation faces its greatest challenge for membership advo-

cacy in three decades: TennCare. Member physicians are

demanding, in the strongest terms, that TMA act quickly to

protect their political, legal, and economic interests as state

officials force health care reform on hospitals, physicians,

and Medicaid patients. For many physicians, the temptation

to call for a strike or statewide physician boycott of Tenn-

Care is almost irresistible. Nothing could solidify TMA’s
enemies faster than a strike, and embolden them to file

criminal antitrust charges against TMA or its physicians.

Other physicians ask why TMA cannot tell them which

managed care contract offers the safest haven for TennCare

participation. Indeed, the cry is often
—“What have I been

paying dues all of these years for?”

First, what has TMA been doing in advocating political

change with the TennCare proposal? By now you will have

read several TMA TennCare Alerts. In each one, TMA has

shown how much political gamesmanship surrounds the

TennCare proposal. TMA has been investigating whether

TennCare merits legislative or legal action or both in the

event a blanket waiver is approved by the Department of

Health and Human Services (HH§), or if the nine changes

listed below are not implemented to solve TennCare’s

problems on the front end:

1. Independent actuaries must carefully and objectively

examine TennCare’s hard numbers;

2. TennCare must begin by serving only the current

Medicaid recipient population to prove it is a workable so-

lution to Tennessee’s Medicaid crisis;

3. TennCare must phase in coverage for uninsured indi-

viduals only as its success becomes apparent;

4. TennCare insurers must be precluded from forcing

physicians to participate;

5. The physician gatekeeper system must begin in the

first year of the program, not in the third year;

6. Reimbursement rates must be fair, sufficient to cover

physician overhead and ensure at least a reasonable profit;

7. There must not be unlimited TennCare patient loads

that physicians cannot control;

8. The State of Tennessee must share the financial risk

attendant with the program and not be allowed to shift all

risks to physicians;

9. TennCare must include meaningful tort reform so that

physicians can help managed care companies cut health

care costs without having to practice defensive medicine.

Governor Ned McWherter has stated his abject frustra-

tion with the TMA's advocacy efforts with HHS and the

Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA). He noted

that HCFA was holding up the TennCare demonstration

waiver because of the TMA’s concerns. He also warned

TMA that if physicians did not like the TennCare funding

mechanisms, he would gladly foist a tax on physicians. Ap-

parently, TMA's letters to and visits with HHS and HCFA
officials are working to protect the health care of thousands

of future TennCare patients.

Second, what else has TMA been up to on its member
physicians’ behalf? It has offered member physicians a

TennCare contract review service. At press time, five anal-

yses had been completed and made available to physicians

upon request and through the officers and staff of each

component medical society. Again, however, despite the

many physician requests, TMA cannot tell physicians

which TennCare contracts they should sign. To avoid anti-

trust legal action, they must seek their own legal counsel to

make their own decisions. TMA suggested that physicians

use the analyses as a starting point for discussions with

their own attorneys and the TennCare insurance carriers.

TMA has urged member physicians to continue writing

to HHS and HCFA to express their concerns about the

TennCare waiver request. The importance of these letter

writing efforts cannot be understated, and must continue

with state legislators during 1994. So far, the letters have

had an incredible effect, especially considering that TMA
was told that President Clinton had assured the Governor

that TennCare would be approved on a fast track. In this

same context, TMA will, if necessary, vigorously pursue

legislative relief with the General Assembly in early 1994.

Thus, member physicians were asked to provide their local

state senators and representatives with copies of their cor-

respondence addressed to HHS and HCFA.
TMA considered forming an alliance with Physicians Cor-

poration of America and its Tennessee subsidiary, PCA
Health Plans of Tennessee, to offer the TennCare market a

physician-friendlier competitor. Unfortunately, however,

because of the dearth of accurate information about the

TennCare proposal and the compressed time frames for

starting a network, the TMA Board of Trustees was forced

to stop its alliance efforts. PCA made every reasonable ef-

fort to facilitate the alliance’s formation, but in the end,

both organizations’ efforts were in vain. TennCare was

simply too severely underfunded.

Besides actively advocating significant improvements in

the proposal with letter writing campaigns, phone calls, and
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several meetings with state and federal officials, TMA en-

gaged the Chicago law firm of Sidley and Austin to advise

it on all other options available to assist member physicians

in the evolving TennCare and managed care markets. The
American Medical Association offered its substantial sup-

port with the retention of the Chicago firm and stands

ready to pursue whatever relief is necessary as the final

waiver decision may dictate.

So, what about antitrust law? The TMA has worked

hard to dispel the notion that some physicians have advo-

cated direct group action against the government and vari-

ous insurance carriers. Instead. TMA has advocated that its

members undertake to individually decide what is best for

their patients and their own business interests.

In this reform environment. TMA and its physicians are

easy targets, since several individuals and entities across

the state would like nothing better than to attack the TMA
for potential antitrust violations. In the past, there have

been instances across the nation where certain types of

group action such as strikes have been held by courts to

violate state and federal antitrust laws. The TMA does not

want to give its enemies ammunition to use against it as it

advocates fair physician reimbursement and other positive

changes to the ongoing state and national health care re-

form effort. TMA's enemies would like to paint a picture

showing that TMA (or its member physicians) are striking,

or boycotting TennCare and/or those insurance companies

seeking to participate in TennCare, and that such activities

potentially violate antitrust law. 1 What better way to

squelch TMA’s voice in the TennCare waiver review pro-

cess than by attacking it with an antitrust action?

Thus, those enemies would hope to show that TMA or

its component medical societies told (or suggested to)

member physicians what they should or should not do in

the TennCare market. This is precisely why we must be so

careful. TMA is aiming to steer clear of these types of

claims, especially given the temptation some government

officials have to blame physicians for the Medicaid

system’s woes. Member physicians should note, for exam-

1

There are two critically important federal antitrust laws that relate di-

rectly to group physician activity: The Sherman Act and the Clayton Act.

In combination, these laws prohibit activities that might restrain trade, such

as tying arrangements, exclusive dealing and requirements contracts, price

discrimination, mergers and acquisitions, and joint ventures. The Clayton

Act allows private individuals (not just the state or federal governments) to

sue those persons who violate the act. It provides individual plaintiffs (those

bringing the suit) with the ability to collect triple damages for injuries result-

ing from violation of the antitrust laws.

'The “charity care” deduction of 5% is based on the McWherter

Administration's estimate of the average amount of free care physicians an-

nually provide some of their patients. Accountants call such free care, when

it is unintentionally provided, bad debt. Thus, since the state gets S3 from

the federal government for ever}' SI it contributes, the 5% withhold adds up

to a lot of extra federal money in the program without any real contribution

by Tennessee. TMA has not taken issue with this formula since it did bring

in more federal dollars. The chief problem with the deduction is that it

literally meant that TennCare deduct 5%. as the first of seven withholds,

from the fees that otherwise would be due physicians.

3. One key to avoiding claims is to follow the antitrust law’s policy of

ensuring that market competition is unrestrained. That-policy was articulated

by the United States Supreme Court as follows: “Genuine competitors do not

make daily, weekly, and monthly reports of the minutest details of their

business to their rivals . . . This is not the conduct of competitors but . . .

clearly that of men united in an agreement, express or implied, to act to-

gether and pursue a common purpose under common guide." American

Column & Lumber Co. v. United States, 257 US 377. at 410 (1921).

pie. that Governor McWherter named providers as the

scapegoats when HHS raised concerns about the

Administration's use of the 5% charity care withhold. 2 The
Governor and Finance Commissioner David Manning then

warned that if the charity care formula were rejected, they

would seek to tax physicians and hospitals to fund Tenn-

Care. Ironically, TMA never complained to HHS or HCFA
about the charity care formula. In this same context, the

following list has several strategies you and your society

can use to avoid the antitrust law’s gray 3 areas:

1. Do not stand up at medical society meetings and sug-

gest to your peers that they should not sign a particular

TennCare insurance contract, or that they should boycott

TennCare. If someone does make such a statement, the at-

tendees should be reminded of the importance of physi-

cians making individual decisions as to whether or not to

sign up.

2. Do not take out full-page newspaper ads either as a

medical society or as a group of physicians advocating that

no one in your “group" will participate in TennCare or in a

TennCare insurance company’s plan. Of course, you are

permitted to engage in lobbying activity to defeat Tenn-

Care. It is perfectly acceptable to act in concert for political

change, but it is not acceptable for competitors like physi-

cians to band together to force economic change on busi-

ness entities.

3. Avoid sharing detailed fee or other reimbursement

information with other physicians at society meetings or

anywhere else including the doctors’ lounge at the local

hospital.

4. Do not suggest to other physicians that they should

not participate in a particular insurance carrier's TennCare

plan until the company's fees reach what you consider to

be a reasonable level. Never discuss reimbursement rates of

any kind

—

before, during, or after society or TMA meetings.

5. Do not attempt by peer pressure or by other more

subtle suggestions to your fellow physicians that they not

participate in TennCare or not sign contracts with any one

(or more) TennCare insurance company) ies). There must

not be any effort to coerce or oblige other physicians to act

(or not act) in a certain way within the current and future

TennCare environment.

6. Do not band together to lock out any one or more

insurance carriers from your local geographic area by re-

fusing as a group to sign the carrier’s TennCare contract.

This also applies to lock outs of physicians in your area

whom you feel either should not participate in TennCare,

or should not have signed up with any one or more Tenn-

Care participating insurance carriers.

7. Do not meet with groups of your patients to tell them

not to sign up with any particular TennCare carrier(s).

8. Do not enact ethical rules within your society stating

anything to the effect that it is w'rong for members to par-

ticipate in TennCare, or to control or limit in any way
member physicians’ rights to advertise their services as

TennCare providers. This rule also applies to societal/hos-

pital peer review efforts.

9. Do not attempt to interfere with the business interests

or business relationships of either physicians who seek to

participate in TennCare or insurance companies seeking to

contract with physicians for TennCare sendees in your

area. r y
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Than The Times
In the midst of these uncertain times and

the changing face of the health care

system. State Volunteer Mutual Insurance

Company is remaining the same -

providing your best option for medical

malpractice insurance.

State Volunteer Mutual Insurance Company

For more information,

contact Randy Meador or John Gilbert

P.O. Box 1065, Brentwood, TN 37204-1065;

l-(800) 342-2239 or (615) 377-1999

• Physician-owned and operated

• An A+ (Superior) rating by the

A.M. Best Company

• One of the top ten largest malpractice

insurance companies, ranked by

number of policyholders

• Dividends totaling $78.5 million, paid

annually for 12 consecutive years

• Loss prevention seminars with 10

percent discount

• Free "Tail" coverage for death,

disability and retirement with

no restrictions

• Prior Acts coverage

• $25,000 legal defense coverage

against investigations of:

- Medicare/Medicaid abuse

- COBRA violations

- PRO violations at the

Physician Insurers Association of America
sanction level
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Charles w. White

Christmas

Christmas—this word and this idea form a different mental picture and concept

for each of us. In this day and age in Tennessee many religions and religious

beliefs are represented. Christmas still represents an ideal to all of us of whatever

religious persuasion. Christmas is a time of giving and sharing of whatever we

have with those who have less.

In the medical profession we should share our talents or skills with our patients

or those of our community who are in need. For primary care specialties this may
mean that one could share samples that are dispensed by pharmaceutical company

representatives in some largess. Certainly those in primary care specialties could

attempt to care for patients who are referred to them from the Tennessee Depart-

ment of Health for a Medical Home. This concept, first suggested by the pediatri-

cians to care for children without a primary care physician, has been extended to

encompass any patient needing care who is referred by the Department of Health

to an appropriate physician. Some physicians in some counties in Tennessee have

elected not to be included in this program. One hopes they will all reconsider.

In many counties or municipalities in Tennessee an altruistic concept for a “free

clinic” has arisen, sponsored by a church, civic organization, hospital staff, or local

medical society. These clinics offer care for those who are indigent, out of work,

or otherwise unable to secure medical help. These clinics are representative of the

best in medicine. By “the best” I mean that these clinics embody the concept of

caring and sharing that exemplifies our profession.

I would encourage each Tennessee physician to participate in some form of

sharing his profession and talent with those who are in need, not only during the

Christmas season but throughout the year.
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Warning! Health Care Plan

Hazardous to Patient Care!

Despite its obvious, and in fact critical, timeliness,

I swore off writing anything about this subject, as it

applies at either the state or national level, at least for

now. For reasons that I think will become obvious as

I go along, I am going to confine my remarks here to

President Clinton’s plan, so called, which is presently

floating on a sea of shifting sand inside the heads of

the President and his surrogate. Actually that state-

ment is probably only partially correct, since I sus-

pect the plan is firmly crystallized in the mind of

Mrs. Clinton, who will clearly stop at nothing,

maybe, though not certainly, short of bodily harm, to

effect it—but is still not jelled in the more pliable

mind of the President. In any case, the Congress has

the final judgment, and though I have little confi-

dence in the ability, or even the will, of the Congress

to act either responsibly or wisely, Mrs. Clinton's

crystal edifice is still only a sand castle in its hands,

subject to the whims of a legislative branch that

must, for its very survival, respond to all sorts of ex-

ternal pressures. Though Mrs. Clinton could charm

the socks off General Jackson’s statue, as she amply

demonstrated in addressing the AMA House of Del-

egates, her charm is not even a close second to stay-

ing in office in the priorities of our elected legisla-

tors. Even as they are being enticed by the First

Lady’s dulcet tones, those worthies keep their ears

firmly pressed to the ground listening to the grass

roots grow. As Willie Sutton, perpetrator of the

Brinks robbery, observed when asked why he robbed

banks, “That’s where the money is.”

True enough, there is a written document describ-

ing the “President’s Plan,” though what it actually

says and what the President says it says are suffi-

ciently different to raise eyebrows all over place, at

least among those who have not been seduced. The

seductress has been most successful with the televi-

sion commentators, not unlikely because she is pho-

togenic and speaks well, but her dissembling is be-

ginning to wear thin with the print media, who are

becoming progressively more critical. An example is

a comparison of the document and its varied off and

on the cuff interpretations entitled “Health Plan’s

Devilish Details” that was published in the Wall

Street Journal around the first of October. This

should serve as an example, too, of how current the

news is that makes it into the Journal. Added to-

gether, all this seemed to make a commentary on

anything so nebulous nebulous.

Then one day last week a friend, an esteemed col-

league of ours who is also a past president of the

TMA, called to talk about a few things, and in the

course of the conversation he asked if I were satis-

fied with the way the AMA was responding to the

Health Care package. I replied that, no, I really

wasn’t. We decided that we thought the AMA was

not being as aggressive as we would like. A few days

later Lonnie Bristow, M.D., Chairman of the AMA
Board of Trustees, came to town to speak to the
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TMA Young Physician Section on a Sunday after-

noon, after sitting in with the TMA Board of Trust-

ees all morning. As Chairman of the TMA Delega-

tion to the AMA House of Delegates, I had the

privilege of introducing Dr. Bristow to the YPS, and

having dinner with him the previous evening. From

his comments to the YPS and the Board, and from

my conversations with him at dinner, I became con-

vinced that the AMA is, in fact, responding appropri-

ately to the health care situation.

Taking into consideration the elusive nature of the

situation, and the consequent opportunity to influence

the final legislation in a positive way, the leadership

of the AMA has decided that a confrontation at this

time would be not in the best interests of their con-

stituents and our patients. They are seeking to point

out to the administration and to the Congress that we

are all interested in the same thing: the welfare of

the American public, and that the AMA had in fact

four years ago initiated a program entitled Health

Access America designed expressly for effecting the

administration’s goals, and at much less cost. There

are, in my estimation, many flaws in that package,

too, but they pale into insignificance when laid out

beside the Clinton proposal.

The message is that all is far from lost, but saving,

or trying to save, the day for our patients is going to

require commitment and work on the part of all of

us. We need to focus on the impact on our patients of

loss of the patient-physician relationship, which is

the bed-rock of any satisfactory health care system.

As now proposed, the quality of medical care will

suffer, and there will be little or no choice of either

physician, specialty care, or hospitalization. There will

be financial incentives for the gatekeepers to keep

costs down, making specialty care nearly inaccessible

in many instances. No one is ultimately going to be

happy with the system, and it will be very costly in

morbidity and likely in mortality too. In addition, it

will cost more, and not less, money, due largely to

the additional layer of bureaucracy required to ad-

minister it. Through all of our discussions, our own

financial interests must remain secondary.

As is so frequently the case, our spouses are ahead

of us. They have already been thinking along the

lines of communication, and how to use the political

process to accomplish our goals. Their involvement,

along with their invitation to us to get on board, are

ably discussed in the TMA Alliance Report in this

issue of the Journal. Keep in mind that we are all in

this together, and that the surest way to lose it all is

not to stay together. To divide and conquer us is

Washington's goal.

J.B.T.

Chris’mus Gif 1993

As I have observed on more than one occasion,

often enough in fact that if you’re one of my faithful

readers (in which case, bless your heart) I’m sure

you’re tired of hearing about it, it’s hard to get in the

mood for a Christmas editorial the first of October.

But that's not the fault of Christmas; it’s because we,

or at least most of us, have our eyes firmly fixed in

the wrong place. They are fixed on the season and all

its fixin's, instead of on the person whose birth it

celebrates. That’s the source of our problem, and not

just that problem, either.

What is often lost sight of in all the hustle and

bustle is that Christmas is a Christian celebration not

by custom but by definition. Also often lost sight of

by Christians themselves is the message of Christ-

mas—that God was in Christ reconciling the world

unto Himself. That message was intended to call

forth from the followers of the Christ the same sort

of loving, caring, and giving toward generic others

that God showed toward His creation. It has not quite

worked out that way. In fact, it never did. even from

the first, people being people, and tending to do what

came naturally, which generally has little if anything

to do with loving, caring, and giving except in a nar-

rowly restricted sense.

In its early years, Christianity prospered and

spread rapidly, despite, or rather perhaps because of,

increasing persecution. The devotion of the believers

elicited the accolade, “Behold these Christians, how

they love one another!” No sooner, though, had the

Emperor Constantine accepted Christianity and made

it the state religion than divisions began to fester and

the proponents of various tenets began jockeying for

position, imposing on anyone, Christian or otherwise,

holding any opposing view the very sorts of repres-

sion that had energized them in the first place. In-

stead of loving, caring, and giving, the hallmark of

Christianity, at least the part of it organized into The

Church, became repression, coercion, factionalism,

lust for power, and greed.

Except at Christmas. Then some of the glory of

the Christchild begins to shine through the grimy pa-

tina of The World. Some, but not much. More appar-

ent were repression, coercion, factionalism, lust for

power, and greed, at least in the part of it organized

into The Church.

And, of course. The World. If you want to see the

worst in people bared for public viewing, try the

shopping malls during the holiday season. Note that

now I have shifted from Christmas to The Holiday

Season. To avoid offending anybody, that has now

become the politically correct term. Through the
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slick job of syncratism that the marketers have done

on Christmas and the Jewish Feast of Lights, and just

plain commercialism, Christmas, often complete with

Santa Claus, is a hot item worldwide in places where

neither Christians nor Jews are particularly abundant

and sometimes even downright scarce. For instance,

Christmas, Santa Claus and all, has become one of

the top commercial seasons in Japan. That commer-

cial orientation, incidentally, helped me get in the

mood for a Christmas editorial at this early date,

since Christmas (Holiday?) catalogs have already

been coming in for some time now. That also, not

incidentally, helped a whole lot in turning this Holi-

day (Christmas) editorial into something of a dia-

tribe, a la
,
you might say, Mr. Scrooge.

The Puritans held that Christmas had little to do

with Christ, and forbade its celebration. In any case,

they said, that date was unlikely to have been the

Savior's birthday. It was instead a conveniently pre-

empted pagan feast, one on which the return of the

Sun at the winter solstice was celebrated by the fol-

lowers of Mithra, the Persian Sun god, a popular

Eastern religion of the day. In addition, it was the

time of that annual Roman debauch, the Saturnalia.

Both of those would have been familiar to and often

doubtless previously observed by many of the newly

proselytized Christians. Besides, said the Puritans,

and some others later on, loving, caring, and giving

are attributes that a Christian is obliged to demon-

strate to the world at large each day of the year.

What, then, they asked, was so special about Christ-

mas? So they proscribed it.

Having said all that, I need to add that I person-

ally have no quarrel with any of the ways The Holi-

day Season is marketed or observed (as opposed to

“celebrated,” which is something else again). Like

nearly everybody else, regardless of religious persua-

sion, I suffer from pressures to conform and cele-

brate, which I must confess are largely self-imposed.

I could, after all, join Scrooge in his assessment, which

I sometimes do, and his curmudgeonly lack of obser-

vance of it, which I don’t. That freedom of choice I

suppose gives me no right to complain, but I do any-

how, mostly here. You are free, as well, to ignore me
or to either agree or disagree—even in print, if you

like, so long as you keep it gentlepersonly. (Kindly

note that in keeping with the season I have cleaned

up my act just this once so that this reads politically

correct, demonstrating Peace on Earth, Good Will

Toward Women and Men, so that you won't have to

search so assiduously elsewhere for good will.)

Before I leave off, I wanted to get back to the

matter of Celebrating Christmas, or whatever else it

is that you do at this time of year, even if it is just

celebrating the New Year. A lot has been made, par-

ticularly by an unfriendly press, of the millions of

Americans without health insurance. Mr. Clinton

continues calling our attention to the way their num-

bers are increasing daily. For once, what he says is

all true, and it is a sad commentary. What they all

neglect to add (not, of course, to deliberately mislead

anybody) is that not once has anyone in need of med-

ical care failed to receive medical care. What they

also do not tell you is that the care those needy re-

ceive is in many cases better than what they would

have gotten had they had health insurance. Really,

you ask incredulously? You bet! This is because in-

surers for the most part in my estimation are and

have been proved by a number of studies, as reported

recently in the Wall Street Journal, to be, greed per-

sonified. They impose restrictions on care that might

be embraced by Mrs. Clinton, but would never be

considered by doctors or even hospitals.

How your colleagues are celebrating Christmas or

whatever else it is they celebrate at this time of the

year is described for you by Our Own President, Dr.

Charles White, in His Own Page that immediately

precedes this one. It may never have occurred to

those colleagues of ours that in so doing they were

celebrating Christmas or whatever else it is they cel-

ebrate, because they do it every day of the year, un-

like the hordes of revelers I was so lately deriding;

those revelers only think they are celebrating Christ-

mas, when all they are really doing is going through

the motions of observing The Holiday Season. (Often

when the revelry is all over with they decide that all

they really wanted out of it was out of it, but by then

it was too late.)

If you are not yet a part of that worthy band of

colleagues, join up. Give someone a Medical Home
as a Chris 'mus Gif’ this year, and you will both feel

good.

J.B.T.

John Marsh Frere Jr., age 67. Died October 14, 1993.

Graduate of Tulane University School of Medicine. Mem-
ber of Knoxville Academy of Medicine.

John G. McCarter Jr., age 70. Died September 18, 1993.

Graduate of University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Member of Memphis-Shelby County Medical Society.
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Robert Osmundsen, age 75. Died October 2, 1993. Gradu-

ate of Rochester Medical School. Member of Chattanooga-

Hamilton County Medical Society.

Arthur J. Viehman , age 79. Died October 14, 1993. Gradu-

ate of Vanderbilt University School of Medicine. Member
of Nashville Academy of Medicine.

TMA Members Receive AMA

Physician’s Recognition Award

The following TMA members qualified for the

AMA Physician's Recognition Award during Sep-

tember 1993. This list, supplied by the AMA, does

not include members who reside in other states.

Physicians can receive the PRA certificate valid

for one, two, or three years. For the one-year award,

physicians report 50 hours of continuing medical ed-

ucation. including 20 hours of Category 1; for the

two-year award, physicians report 100 hours of

CME, including 40 hours of Category 1; for the

three-year award, physicians report 150 hours of

CME, 60 of which are Category 1. Each application

for the PRA must also verify participation in Cate-

gory 2 CME activities.

Rex A. Amonette. M.D., Memphis
Larry H. Cox , M.D. , Kingsport

Dennis H. Duck, M.D., Jefferson City

Edduyn A. Figueroa, M.D. , Jackson

Lawrence G. Gardner, M.D., Memphis
Deborah D. German, M.D., Nashville

Charles R. Handorf, M.D., Memphis
Stephen J . Heyman, M.D., Nashville

Robert L. Jackson, M.D., Memphis
Douglas P. Mitchell, M.D., Nashville

Frances K. Patterson, M.D.. Knoxville

James S. Powers, M.D., Nashville

Warren C. Ramer Jr., M.D., Lexington

Russell R. Smith, M.D., Goodlettsville

Mark A. Talley, M.D., Chattanooga

new member/

The Journal takes this opportunity to welcome these new

members to the Tennessee Medical Association.

CHATTANOOGA-HAMILTON COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Ian Z. Chuang, M.D. ,

Chattanooga

Robert A. Coles, M.D., Chattanooga

Leonard J. Hays III, M.D., Chattanooga

Michael C. Hollie, M.D., Chattanooga

Brian E. Ingalls, M.D. , Chattanooga

Monica M. Jones, M.D. , Chattanooga

Arthur A. Kort, M.D. , Chattanooga

Joseph A. Kwentus, M.D. , Chattanooga

David A. Sahaj, M.D., Chattanooga

David M. Salerno, M.D., Chattanooga

K. Bruce Short, M.D., Chattanooga

Alexander A. Stratienko, M.D., Chattanooga

Jay P. White, M.D. . Chattanooga

Christopher E. Young, M.D., Chattanooga

KNOXVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Bret L. Austin, M.D.

,
Knoxville

Raymond Brigg, M.D.. Knoxville

Stephanie B. Cross, M.D., Knoxville

Claire DeCristofaro, M.D. , White Pine

Joe A. Graves, M.D., Knoxville

Douglas Edward Holland, M.D.. Knoxville

William L. Johnson, M.D., Knoxville

Robert Peter Martyn, M.D. , Knoxville

Steve A. Morris, M.D. , Knoxville

Perry Roussis, M.D. , Knoxville

Julio A. Solla, M.D., Knoxville

Donald Wheatley, M.D.. Knoxville

MEMPHIS-SHELBY COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY
James Allen Ameika, M.D., Memphis
Laurie M. Baker, M.D., Germantown

Randall Paul Kuntze, M.D. , Germantown
Regina Suzanne Lindsey, M.D., Cordova

Cynthia W. Lozier, M.D. , Memphis
Fereidoon Parsioon, M.D.. Memphis
David Wallace Peeler, M.D., Memphis
Robert B. Skinner, M.D. , Memphis
Ricky Allen Smith, M.D. , Memphis
Greg L. Thompson, M.D., Memphis
John David Ward, M.D., Memphis
Lance Jefferson Wright, M.D., Memphis

NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Jeffrey L. Herring, M.D. , Nashville

Ramotsumi M. Makhene, M.D., Nashville

David J. Petcu, M.D., Nashville

Donna Dugger Scudder, M.D., Nashville

James G. Whit, M.D., Nashville

Actions of the Tennessee State

Board of Medical Examiners

July 1993

Name: Frederick Aptowitz, M.D. (McMinnville)

Violation: Unethical conduct; gross malpractice.

Action: License summarily suspended.

September 1993

Name: Wade P. Reeves, M.D. (Milam)

Violation: Traded physician drug samples for free

personal prescriptions.

Action: Reprimanded.

Name: William D. Stewart, M.D. (Gallatin)

Violation: Prescribing, ordering, administering,

or distributing amphetamines or amphetamine-like

substances.

Action: Assessed civil penalties totaling $1,000.
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TMA Alliance Report

Be Part of the Solution!

“We will preserve what is best ... an American

solution to an American problem that works for

Americans . .
.”

Hillary Rodham Clinton

AMA House of Delegates opening session

Physicians and their spouses in the Volunteer State

have a reputation for being part of the solution , not for

merely complaining afterwards. And now, that unified

voice, that focusing of all of our efforts together, is

needed YESTERDAY!
Today’s medical practitioner is hearing more and

more about global budgets and spending caps, managed

care and enterprise liability, tort reform, and federal an-

titrust laws. Whatever happened to innovative therapies

and vaccines, quality patient care, access to the physi-

cian of your choice , and the health care system you

were part of! Who is out there to help the physician

make his or her way through the maze of fact and rhet-

oric? Who is there to encourage? Who can say “Yes,

there are other folks out there who do believe in quality

health care, too"'!

Through the Tennessee Medical Association Alli-

ance, physicians’ spouses are dedicated to being there.

to collaborating with you in your efforts to educate the

public and the media. If legislators and their aides need

input about health care issues . . . who are they turning

to for information? Can our legislative partnership be

helpful tomorrow? NO! We need to be involved today ,

not tomorrow when it is time for the final vote! Your

Key Contacts, your personal connections with your

elected officials, your letters to the editor are needed

TODAY! (Did you know 50% of physicians are NOT
registered to vote?)

So how do you get started? TODAY! Put Tuesday

and Wednesday, February 8 and 9, 1994 on your ap-

pointment calendar. Call your spouse . . . make plans

NOW to come to Nashville, both of you. Plan to attend

the TMAA Legislative Workshop. We’ll hear from ex-

perts, federal, state, and local. We'll learn how. We’ll

learn what and why. Then we'll go ahead and show

them who\ Yes, your personal connections with your

legislators will come into good use. . . . Our legislative

partnership is helpful TODAY! r y

Katy Tindall. Chairman

TMAA Legislative Affairs

Are You the Key Contact for Medicine?

Find out at the Legislative Workshop

!

Contact your local medical

society or alliance for

further information.

February 8-9, 1994

Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza

Nashville
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YOCON
YOHIMBINE HCI

Description: Yohimbine is a 3a-15a-20B-17a-hydroxy Yohimbine-16a-car-

boxylic acid methyl ester. The alkaloid is found in Rubaceae and related trees.

Also in Rauwolfia Serpentina (L) Benth. Yohimbine is an indolalkylamine

alkaloid with chemical similarity to reserpine. It is a crystalline powder,

odorless. Each compressed tablet contains (1/12 gr.) 5.4 mg of Yohimbine

Hydrochloride.

Action: Yohimbine blocks presynaptic alpha-2 adrenergic receptors. Its

action on peripheral blood vessels resembles that of reserpine. though it is

weaker and of short duration. Yohimbine's peripheral autonomic nervous

system effect is to increase parasympathetic (cholinergic) and decrease

sympathetic (adrenergic) activity. It is to be noted that in male sexual

performance, erection is linked to cholinergic activity and to alpha-2 ad-

renergic blockade which may theoretically result in increased penile inflow,

decreased penile outflow or both.

Yohimbine exerts a stimulating action on the mood and may increase

anxiety. Such actions have not been adequately studied or related to dosage

although they appear to require high doses of the drug. Yohimbine has a mild

anti-diuretic action, probably via stimulation of hypothalmic centers and

release of posterior pituitary hormone.

Reportedly. Yohimbine exerts no significant influence on cardiac stimula-

tion and other effects mediated by B-adrenergic receptors, its effect on blood

pressure, if any, would be to lower it; however no adequate studies are at hand

to quantitate this effect in terms of Yohimbine dosage.

Indications: Yocon !
is indicated as a sympathicolytic and mydriatric. It may

have activity as an aphrodisiac.

Contraindications: Renal diseases, and patient's sensitive to the drug. In

view of the limited and inadequate information at hand, no precise tabulation

can be offered of additional contraindications.

Warning: Generally, this drug is not proposed for use in females and certainly

must not be used during pregnancy. Neither is this drug proposed for use in

pediatric, geriatric or cardio-renal patients witn gastric or duodenal ulcer

history. Nor should it be used in conjunction with mood-modifying drugs

such as antidepressants, or in psychiatric patients in general.

Adverse Reactions: Yohimbine readily penetrates the (CNS) and produces a

complex pattern of responses in lower doses than required to produce periph-

eral a-adrenergic blockade. These include, anti-diuresis, a general picture of

central excitation including elevation of blood pressure and heart rate, in-

creased motor activity, irritability and tremor. Sweating, nausea and vomiting

are common after parenteral administration of the drug. 12 Also dizziness,

headache, skin flushing reported when used orally. 13

Dosage and Administration: Experimental dosage reported in treatment of

erectile impotence. 1
'
3 - 4 1 tablet (5.4 mg) 3 times a day, to adult males taken

orally. Occasional side effects reported with this dosage are nausea, dizziness

or nervousness . In the event of side effects dosage to be reduced to V2 tablet 3

times a day, followed by gradual increases to 1 tablet 3 times a day. Reported

therapy not more than 10 weeks. 3

How Supplied: Oral tablets of Yocorff 1/12 gr. 5.4 mg in

AVAILABLE AT PHARMACIES NATIONWIDE

bottles of 100's NDC 53159-001

53159-001-10.

References:

01 and 1000 s NDC

1. A. Morales et al.
,
New England Journal of Medi-

cine: 1221 . November 12, 1981

.

2. Goodman, Gilman — The Pharmacological basis

of Therapeutics 6th ed., p. 176-188.

McMillan December Rev. 1/85.

3. Weekly Urological Clinical letter, 27:2, July 4,

1983.

4 . A. Morales etal., The Journal of Urology 128:

45-47, 1982.

YOCOW

Rev. 1/85

PALISADES
PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.

64 North Summit Street

Tenafly, New Jersey 07670

(201 ) 569-8502
1 -800 -237-9083

"Ron’s Rule— I give

myself one week to

meet new people and

start having fun on a

locum tenens

assignment. It hasn’t

failed me yet.”

Ron Richmond, AID,

joined the

CompHealth locum

tenens medical staff

when he completed

his residency. He
wanted to travel. He
loves to meet people.

A little time off sounded

really good. And he thinks being exposed to different types

of medical practice will serve him well when he returns to

his hometown to establish a community health center.

A singer. A board-certified family practitioner. Soft-

spoken for a New' Yorker. Ron Richmond know's. .

.

s a great way
practice medicine

CompHealtti
L OCUM T ENENS

1-800-453-3030
Salt Lake City Atlanta Grand Rapids, Mich.

PHYSICIANS
are announcing opportunities for
serve your country as an Air Force

physician/officer, you can make
professional associations, oPtain
credit and help support the Air

Force mission. For those who qualify,

retirement credit can be obtained as
well as low cost life insurance. One
weekend a month plus two weeks a
year or less can bring you pride and

satisfaction in serving your
country.

Call: (800)624-5293 Or Fill Out Coupon end Mail Today

I

To: TSGT Randy Cook
2400 RRMS/RSH-1
Bldg 729, Room 107

DobbinsAFB.GA 30069-5002

Address,

city .Zip.

Medical Specialty.

.Prior service? Yes No

.

Date of Blrtfi

AIR

A GREATVW TO SERVE
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TfflA
continuing medical

education oppoftunitk/

TMA is accredited by the Accreditation Councilfor Continuing

Medical Education (ACCME) as a sponsor of continuing medical

education for physicians. Nonaccredited organizations may re-

quest TMA' s joint sponsorship ofCME activities. As an accredited

sponsor . TMA is authorized to designate certain CME activities

for credit in the AMA Physician s Recognition Award Program.

TMA is recognized by ACCME as the accreditor of institutions

in Tennessee conducting intrastate CME programs. Any organiza-

tion conducting such programs may apply to TMA for accredita-

tion as a sponsor of CME.
Inquiries regarding TMA joint sponsorship ofCME or applica-

tion for accreditation as a sponsor of CME should be made in

writing to: Director of Continuing Medical Education , Tennessee

Medical Association. PO Box 120909. Nashville. TN 37212-0909.

April 15-16

April 26

April 28-30

May 26-28

June 17-18

July 18-22

July 26-29

H. William Scott Jr. Society Spring Meeting

Laser Assisted Uvulo-Palatoplasty—A New
Treatment for Snoring

Lasers in Otolaryngology—Head and Neck
Surgery

18th Annual Sonography Symposium
Laryngeal Video Endostroboscopy

Contemporary Clinical Neurology—Hilton

Head, S.C.

Contemporary Medical Imaging XI—Hilton

Head, S.C.

For information contact Division of CME, Vanderbilt Uni-

versity School of Medicine, D-8211 MCN, Nashville, TN
37232, Tel. (615) 322-4030.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Published in this section are many educational opportunities which come to

our attention which might be of interest to our membership. As some of

these are very long, full year schedules, and others are detailed descrip-

tions of courses, in order to conserve space, most of them will be published

in only one issue of the Journal.

IN TENNESSEE

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Clinical Training Program

The doctor and faculty plan an individualized program to

meet the physician’s practice needs. This may include contact

with patients, participation in clinical rounds and diagnostic

procedures, interaction with faculty and housestaff, access to

the Medical Center Library and other learning resources, and

other benefits of a preceptorship. AMA/PRA Category I credit

is provided for each hour of participation. Physicians must be

licensed and be in active practice with evidence of liability

coverage.

Ongoing Rounds and Conferences

Arrangements can be made for licensed practicing physi-

cians to attend for credit.

Special Conferences/Seminars

Detailed brochures for the following courses are available.

In some cases, registration numbers are limited.

Jan. 17-21

Jan. 25

Jan. 30-Feb. 5

Feb. 4-5

Feb. 12-19

Feb. 27-March 5

April 15-16

5th International Symposium: Towards Ex-

cellence in Pain Medicine—Curacao, Nether-

lands Antilles

Laser Assisted Uvulo-Palatoplasty—A New
Treatment for Snoring

Practical Aspects of Diagnostic Radiol-

ogy/Medical Imaging VII—Snowmass Vil-

lage, Colo.

Laryngeal Video Endostroboscopy

MRI Update 1994—Maui, Hawaii

3rd Annual Conference on Infectious Disease

at Snowmass—Snowmass Village, Colo

Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery Work-

shop 1994

MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Extended Continuing Education Program

Arrangements have been made with many services and de-

partments in the medical school to allow practicing physicians

to participate in the service’s activities for a period of one day

to one week. This program provides an opportunity for physi-

cians to study in depth for a specified period. The schedule of

activities is individualized in response to the physician’s re-

quest by the participating department. The experience includes

conferences, ward rounds, audiovisual materials and contact

with patients, residents and faculty.

Fee: $75 per day or $275 per five-day week of educational

experience including lunch and parking at Meharry Medical

College. Credit: AMA Category 1 of the Physician’s Recogni-

tion Award, AAFP, and Continuing Education Units from

Meharry Medical College. Application: For information con-

tact Henry A. Moses. Ph.D., Director of Continuing Education,

Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. Todd Blvd., Nashville,

TN 37208, Tel. (615) 327-6235.

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Continuing Education Schedule

Jan. 8-1

1

Jan. 14-15

Jan. 14-15

Jan. 14-15

Feb. 20-25

March 6-12

March 12-18

April 2-9

April 7-9

June 2-3

July 30-Aug. 6

May 12-14

Memphis

Comprehensive Trauma Solutions—Beaver

Creek, Colo

High Risk Perinatal Symposium
Perinatal Program

Neurotrauma Program

Update in Ob/Gyn—Grand Cayman Island

Ob-Gyn Ski Seminar—Steamboat Springs,

Colo.

27th Annual Review Course for the Family

Physician

Medicine Update—Maui, Hawaii

Symposium on Critical Care and Emergency

Medicine—Hot Springs, Ark.

1994 General Surgery Update

Contemporary Issues in Obstetrics & Gyne-

cology—Destin, Fla.

Knoxville

17th Annual Family Practice Update & Re-

view—Gatlinburg
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June 9-1

1

39th Great Smoky Mountains Pediatric Sem-
inar—Gatlinburg

June 12-15 100th Annual Upper Cumberland Medical

Society Meeting—Fall Creek Falls, Pikeville

June 23-25 Infectious Diseases Conference—Gatlinburg

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

TULANE UNIVERSITY

For information contact Mrs. Jean Taylor Bryan, Office of

CME. University of Tennessee, 800 Madison Ave., Memphis,
TN 38163. Tel. (901) 528-5547.

IN SURROUNDING STATES

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY—MISSOURI

March 10-12 Gastrointestinal Surgery

June 24-26 Frontiers in Endocrinology

Jan. 29

Feb. 5

Feb. 11-12

Feb. 19

March 17-19

April 21-23

April 29-30

April 29-30

May 20-21

Advances in Cardiology

Otolaryngology for the Primary Care

Physician

Incontinence Update

Trends in Healthcare: The Adult Diabetic

Human Genetics in Clinical Practice

Pain and Pain Management
Primary Care Symposium III

Current Topics in Pathology IV:

Hematopathology

Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery

For information contact Cathy Sweeney, Office of CME,
Washington University School of Medicine, Box 8063. 660 S.

Euclid Ave., St. Louis. MO 631 10. Tel. (800) 325-9862.

For information contact Office of CME. Tulane University

Medical Center, 1440 Canal St., Suite 1611, New Orleans. LA
70112, Tel. (504) 588-5466 or (800) 588-5300.

TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
159TH ANNUAL MEETING

April 14-17, 1994

Peabody Hotel—Memphis

DISTINGUISH YOURSELF WITH THE

TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION MASTERCARD
Reward yourself with the credit card that

gives you the recognition of being a mem-
ber of the TMA. Accepted at 9 million

locations worldwide, the TMA Gold Mas- I

terCard® is one of the best credit cards

available today because it gives you un-

matched security, value and an edge in

facing financial challenges.

Enjoy the advantages of the TMA Gold

MasterCard without risk ... it is issued

absolutely free of an annual fee for one

full year. The annual fee after the first

year is a low $40 and the competitive

Annual Percentage Rate is just 16.9%.

Other distinct features include a line of

credit up to $50,000 and immediate cash

availability. Extensive travel benefits and

MasterCard* is a federally registered Service Mark of

MasterCard International. Inc., used pursuant to license.

MBNA America* is a federally registered Service Mark of

MBNA America Bank, N.A. The information about the cost

of the card described above is accurate as of 2/92, to find

out what may have changed call 1-800-847-7378 ext. 5000-

CALL NOW TO APPLY!

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

1 -800-847-7378, ext 5000
Be sure to use the priority code when calling: PFIZ.

services provided at no extra cost, included

• Up to $1 ,000,000 Common Carrier

Travel Accident Insurance

• Supplemental Auto Rental Collision/

Loss Damage Insurance

• Up to $3,000 Supplemental Lost

Checked Luggage Protection

• Emergency Cash & Airline Tickets

MBNA America® is one of the world's

leading issuers of credit cards.

Committed to servicing our members'

needs, MBNA America® offers cardhold-

ers 24-hour-year-round Customer Satis-

faction, one hour processing for credit

line increase requests, a lost card regis-

tration service and an emergency replacement

card service.

’Transaction Fee For Bank and ATM Cash Advances:

2% of each Cash Advance: $2 Minimum, $25 Maximum:

Transaction Fee For Premium Access Check* Cash Advances:

1 % of each Cash Advance: $2 Minimum, $1 0 Maximum.

Late Payment Fee: $15. Over-the-Credit-Limit-Fee: $15.
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GROUP PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE

Why are we paying

for someone else
9
s

• Finally. Here is a program specifically designed to reward group practices that have

favorable loss records.

• Earn significant savings for your group.

• Consider the experts who bring you this program:

— MGMA — the nation 's largest professional organization for medical group
managers.

—- The Medical Protective Company, the nation's oldest provider ofprofessional

liability insurance— ratedA + (Superior) by A. M. Best.

— MGIS— one of the nation's leading distributors of insurance programs
and packages.

• Excellence deserves to be rewarded. Call today and discover the benefits your group

can obtain.

professional protection Exclusively since 1833

William C. Starkey, CIC

(615) 661-5933
General Agent

(800)280-1205
5115 Maryland Way, Suite 320

a. m. best a+ (superior) Brentwood, TN 37027
STANDARD & POOR (AA)



1993 MEMBERSHIP ROSTER
TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

An alphabetical listing of the members of the Tennessee Medical Association by component

medical society is published as a service to the membership. An asterisk (*) denotes

physicians exempt from dues. A dash (—) denotes a student member.

BEDFORD COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Barnes, Donald D, Shelbyville
Beavers, Lana Sharon, Shelbyville
Brite, Charles Richard, Murfreesboro
*Cooper, Albert Lee, Shelbyville
Derryberry, John S, Shelbyville
Gipson, Bruce Martin, Shelbyville
Jayakody, Frank Lorenz, Shelbyville
Johnson, Sue Paine Welch, Shelbyville
Magnuson, Carol Lent, Shelbyville
Melson, Danny Lee, Shelbyville
Moulder, Grace E, Shelbyville
Ownby, Fred Dillard, Bell Buckle
Rich, Earl Freeman, Shelbyville
Richards, Aubrey Thos, Shelbyville
Rogers, Benjamin Carl, Shelbyville
Sells Jr, Samuel P, Shelbyville
Stimpson, Charles L, Shelbyville
Stubblefield, Carl Thos, Shelbyville
Womack, Sara, Shelbyville

BENTON-HUMPHREYS COUNTY

MEDICAL SOCIETY

Ali, Maysoon Shocair, Waverly
Ali, Subhi Dawud Suboh, Waverly
Anderson, Mark Warren, Waverly
Blackburn, William H, Camden
Bourne Jr, Robert I, Camden
Butterworth, Joe S, Camden
Curtis, T Randall, Waverly
Dominguez, Noel R, Waverly
Go, Virginia R, Camden
Hartley, Mark F, Waverly
‘Horton, Robt Leslie, Camden
Jackson Jr, Lawrence Richard, Waverly
McClure, Wallace Joe, New Johnsonville
Ojeda, Nestor Armando, Waverly
Skelton, M Angela, Camden
Stephens, Joseph W, Waverly
Vitualla, Agustin V, Camden
Walker, Arthur Winfrey, Waverly

BLOUNT COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Agee, Oliver King, Maryville
Baxter, Lori A, Maryville
Beard, Marvin Robison, Maryville
Bell, W Ken, Maryville
Booher, Robert W, Maryville
Bowen, John H, Maryville
Brown, Edward Francis, Maryville
Burkhart, Patrick H, Maryville
Callaway Jr, Henry A, Maryville
Callaway, James Miller, Maryville
Calvert, David, Maryville
Christofferson, James W, Maryville
Cline, Kim, Maryville
Cline, Richard, Maryville
Coleman, Cheryl E, Maryville
Collins, Tommy Edward, Alcoa
Cowan, John David, Maryville
Cox, David A, Maryville
Crowder, Clay G, Maryville
Dorr, David, Maryville
Durand, Julie Ross, Maryville
Eason, John H, Maryville
Ellington, Eric Patrick, Maryville
Elliott, William Earl, Maryville
Ellis, E Stephen, Alcoa
Elmore, Dale B, Maryville
Evans, Samuel D, Maryville
Flickinger, Ted Lawrence, Maryville
Gallagher, Michael P, Alcoa
Gibson, Ernest Russell, Maryville
Gilley, Sarah Mason, Alcoa
Haralson III, Robert Hatton, Maryville
Haralson Jr, Robt H, Maryville
Hatfield, Charles Newman, Maryville
Haun Jr, Louis Eugene, Maryville
Heiny, Jerome James, Maryville
Henry, James Spencer, Alcoa
Holder, James Thos, Maryville
Holmes, Gregory M, Maryville
Howard, Cecil B, Maryville
Huffman, John Raymond, Maryville
Ingram III, John Jackson, Maryville
Isbell Jr, Homer L, ‘Maryville
Jarvis, S Craig, Maryville
Jones, Donald E, Maryville
Kiefer, Stephen K, Maryville
Kintner, Elgin P, Maryville
Lambeth, Sami S, Maryville
Laughmiller , Roy W, Maryville
Lentz, Julian C, Fayetteville, NC

Leyen, Robt F, Maryville
Mandrell, Joe Thos, Alcoa
Marmon, Kenneth Waldo, Maryville
McAmis, John Carl, Maryville
McCroskey, David L, Maryville
McCroskey, Marye Lois, Maryville
Metelka, Richard C, Maryville
Morgan, Patrick Lee, Maryville
Nelson, Henry Sperry, Knoxville
Newman, David Grant, Maryville
Niethammer III, John G, Maryville
Peterson, Marvin Dean, Maryville
Petty, Cathy Ellen, Maryville
Phelan, Jack Stanislaus, Maryville
Pittenger, John, Maryville
Proffitt, James Nicholas, Maryville
Proffitt, Robert D, Maryville
Radoff, Fredric M, Alcoa
Raper, Charles Allen, Maryville
Ray, Jonathan H, Maryville
Seaton, Robert W, Maryville
Shivers, Selby Britt, Maryville
Simpson Jr, Oscar L, Maryville
Smalley Jr, J Bryan, Maryville
Smuckler, Alan Lee, Alcoa
Snow, David Lloyd, Maryville
Sommerville Jr, Lewis C, Maryville
Souther, Susan, Alcoa
Thompson, Bryan Brooks, Maryville
Thurston, Timothy Wm, Alcoa
Tolhurst, G Fred, Maryville
Trekell, Melissa E, Maryville
Vandergrif f , Harris T, Maryville
Warsinski, Ivy Marie, Maryville
Weatherbee, Taylor Carson, Maryville
Webb, John V, Maryville
Yarborough, John A, Maryville

BRADLEY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Aldrich, William T, Cleveland
Anderson, David, Cleveland
Appling, John Morgan, Cleveland
Arnold Jr, Charles William, Cleveland
Batchelor, Marvin R, Cleveland
Beasley, Robert Alan, Cleveland
Besing, John Wm, Cleveland
Biggs, Thomas Harold, McDonald
Blank, Nancy, Cleveland
Bowers, William D, Cleveland
Brewer, Randall J, Cleveland
Bryan, John Milton, Cleveland
Buchner Jr, William Francis, Cleveland
Byers, Glen Marsh, Cleveland
Byrd, Jack, Cleveland
Catanese, Marlene Ann, Cleveland
Chaffin, David C, Cleveland
Chambers, John Wallace, Cleveland
Champion, James K, Chattanooga
Chastain Jr, Chalmer, Cleveland
Chastain, Allan Chalmer, Cleveland
Chastain, Kent, Cleveland
Chhajwani, Balram L, Cleveland
Clark, Marc Lewis, Cleveland
Coleman, Ronald S, Cleveland
Collins, Larry C, Cleveland
Culpepper, Donnie, Cleveland
Damshala, Nalini K, Cleveland
Daubner, Michael Alan, Cleveland
DeAyala, Ralph E, Cleveland
DeVane, Jerry, Cleveland
DeVane, Jo Lee, Cleveland
Duncan, Eddie Norris, Cleveland
Fernando, Felicito E, Cleveland
Ford, Dennis Clifford, Cleveland
Garst, Steve W, Copperhill
Gibson, Donald Baker, Cleveland
Grafton Jr, Edwin G, Cleveland
Hamilton, Howard Ken, Cleveland
Harting, Don C, Cleveland
Hays, William A, Cleveland
Held, Gordon R, Blairsville, GA
Hendrick, John P, Chattanooga
Huebschman, Jon C, Cleveland
Hughes, Charles Richard, Cleveland
Jackson, Stephen W, Cleveland
Jaggers, John S, Cleveland
Johnson Jr, William Frank, Cleveland

#
Johnson, Daniel V, Cleveland
Johnson, William W, Cleveland
Jones Jr, Frank Kelley, Cleveland
Killen, Gary Wilmar, Cleveland
Killen, Larry R, Cleveland
Kim, Steven, Cleveland
Kimball, Cecil Harry, Cleveland
Knabb, James, Cleveland
Knight, C Dewayne, Cleveland
Krueger, Sylvia Lynne, Cleveland
Kyle III, Clyde Alexander, Cleveland

Kyle Jr, Clyde A, Cleveland
Lee, William R, Ducktown
Marcum, Robert F, Cleveland
Mazzolini, J Michael, Cleveland
McNulty, John Stephen, Cleveland
Miller, Roger Dale, Cleveland
Mitchell, Hays, McDonald
Monnig, Jack Anthony, Cleveland
Murphy, Bill H, Cleveland
Murphy, John Allen, Cleveland
Muths, Frederick A, Cleveland
Newton, Nicholas, Cleveland
Ozawa, T Ted, Cleveland
Pierce, E Harris, Cleveland
Powell, John Manley, Cleveland
Proffitt, William I, Cleveland
Robinson, Donald Edwin, Cleveland
Rogness, John A, Cleveland
Rumble, Michael T, Cleveland
Scruggs, Fenton Lee, Cleveland
Shoemaker, Kenneth E, Cleveland
Smith, Kevin M, Cleveland
Smith, William R, Hilton Head Isl, SC
Snoddy, Janet Elizabeth, Cleveland
Snowman, Brenda, Cleveland
Stanbery II, William Cecil, Cleveland
Stone, James Patterson, Cleveland
Taylor, Owen C, Cleveland
Thurman, James Robt, Cleveland
Tilson, Forrest Blain, Cleveland
Toolsie, Ronald, Cleveland
Vance, Daniel B, Cleveland
Viser, Timothy Allen, Cleveland
Younger, Clyde P, Cleveland

BUFFALO RIVER VALLEY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Alderson, Charles Malcolm, Parsons
Averett, Stephen L, Linden
Barden III, Leroy F, Linden
Coleman, Robt M, Murfreesboro
Cook, William N, Primm Springs
Crider, John Paul, Parsons
Elrod, Parker David, Centerville
Holladay, Bertie L, Centerville

CAMPBELL COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Burrell, John S, Lake City
Cline Jr, Elijah Grady, LaFollette
Cohen, Thomas Leonard, LaFollette
Crutchfield, James Donald, LaFollette
Day, George Louis, Harrogate
Farris, James Clarence, LaFollette
Giles, James W, LaFollette
Hall III, Ronald Daker, LaFollette
Hartman, Ronald D, Jellico
Isham, Charles Aubrey, LaFollette
Jones, John R, Corbin, KY
McRay, David E, Jellico
Prater, Charles Alvin, Jellico
Seargeant Jr, Lee Jess, LaFollette
Shih, Yiu-Fel, LaFollette
Stafford, William Lewis, Louisville, KY
Walker, Jesse Lee, Jellico
Wilkens, Chas Henry, Jellico
Willis, Randall M, Cumberland Gap
Wood, Burgin Henry, LaFollette

CARTER COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Akoury, Dalai A, Elizabethton
Bronson, S Martin, Elizabethton
Burik, Nicholas P, Elizabethton
Caudle, Scott Okrina, Elizabethton
Chambers, Gary R, Elizabethton
Craig, James P, Elizabethton
Crowder, Brenda Jane, Elizabethton
Freeman, John L, Elizabethton
Gallaher, Richard Grant, Elizabethton
Galloway, Richard Eugene, Elizabethton
Gastineau, Jerry Lee, Elizabethton
Hodge, Michael James, Elizabethton
Hopland, Arnold 0, Elizabethton
Laing, Brent D, Elizabethton
Martin Jr, Ricardo S, Elizabethton
May, David P, Elizabethton
May, Floyd E, Elizabethton
May, W Joyce, Elizabethton
Pearson, Elmer Tyler, Elizabethton
Rea, Gregory E, Elizabethton
Reece, Richard R, Johnson City
Slagle, David J, Elizabethton
Taylor, Tedford Steve, Elizabethton
Walter, Robert E, Elizabethton
Wells, Charles J, Elizabethton
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Abell, James E, Hixson
Abramson, Jerome H, Chattanooga
Ackell, Adele B, Chattanooga
Adams, Carol J, Chattanooga
Adams, Charles C, Chattanooga
Adcock, Charles R, South Pittsburg
Aiken, Michael M, Chattanooga
*Aiken, William Prigmore, Chattanooga
Akin, Edgar Danl, Chattanooga
Albritton, John Thos, Chattanooga
Alisago, Hilda, Chattanooga
Allen, Billy Jason, Ooltewah
Allen, George E, Chattanooga
Allen, L Dianne, Ooltewah
*Alper, Charles H, Chattanooga
Alvarez, Richard G, Chattanooga
Amrani, Jacob, Chattanooga
Anderson Jr, George Edgar, Chattanooga
Anderson, Phillip, Chattanooga
Apareddy, Vijaya, Chattanooga
Apyan, Paul M, Hixson
Armstrong, Richard P, Chattanooga
Arnold, Coleman Lee, Chattanooga
*Arnold, Ira L, Chattanooga
Atkinson, Jos Sprott, Chattanooga
Avery, Joel Eugene, Chattanooga
Bacon, Stuart Peter, Dayton
Baker, David, Johnson City
Balfour, H Brian, Chattanooga
Balser, Jeffrey S, Chattanooga
Banks Jr, Woodruff A, Chattanooga
Banks, Sami Louis, Chattanooga
Bareddy, Venkata R R, Chattanooga
Barnes, David R, Chattanooga
Barnett III, Robert M, Chattanooga
Bautista, Juancho C, Chattanooga
Beahm, Thomas M, Chattanooga
Beasley, Glenn A, Chattanooga
Bechard, Douglas L, Chattanooga
Bell, Calvin A, Chattanooga
Benton III, Oliver, Chattanooga
Berglund, Robert K, Chattanooga
*Besemann, E F, Signal Mountain
Binder, Sami S, Chattanooga
Blake, Charles Alan, Harrison
*Blount Jr, Henry C, Chattanooga
*Boatwright, Catherine A, Chattanooga
*Boatwright, Robt W, Hixson
Boaz III, Lonnie R, Chattanooga
Boaz, Valerie A, Chattanooga
Boehm, Peter Eric, Chattanooga
*Boehm, Walter Edward, Chattanooga
Boehm, Walter Michael, Chattanooga
Boiser, Anita Madria, Chattanooga
Boiser, Aristides L, Chattanooga
Bolinger, John McCallie, Chattanooga
Bolton, James P, Chattanooga
Bonder, Michael Ian, Chattanooga
Bookout, Mark William, East Ridge
Bowers Jr, Jemison 0, Chattanooga
Bowers, Robt Eugene, Chattanooga
Bownds, Charles P, Pikeville
Boxell, John Frederick, Signal Mountain
Brackett, Richard W, Chattanooga
*Brackett, William David, Chattanooga
*Brannen, Frank S, Chattanooga
Breen, John M, Chattanooga
Brice, Charles Terry, Chattanooga
Bright III, Thomas C, Chattanooga
Brimi, John Benj, Hixson
Broadstone, Paul A, Chattanooga
Brocker, Gerald K, Chattanooga
Brooksbank, Ronald C, Chattanooga
Brown Jr, Teddy W, Chattanooga
Brown, Howard A, Chattanooga
Brown, Hugh P, Chattanooga
Brown, James W, Chattanooga
Brown, Neil Chas, Chattanooga
Brown, Thomas W, Chattanooga
Bryant, John Frank, Chattanooga
Bryant, Max Vincent, Chattanooga
Buchanan Jr, Thomas F, Chattanooga
Buchner, William Francis, Chattanooga
*Burke, John Arthur, Hilton Head Isl, SC
Burns, Randel Phillip, Chattanooga
*Buttram Jr, William R, Chattanooga
Buttram, Thomas Latham, Chattanooga
Buttram, W Rees, Chattanooga
Caine Jr, Winston P, Chattanooga
Caldwell, Gary Blaine, Chattanooga
Calhoun, Frank, Chattanooga
Campbell, Donald Ross, Chattanooga
Campbell, William O'Neal, Chattanooga
Cannon, Don Allen, Chattanooga
*Canon, Maurice A, Nashville
Carr, Michael Grady, Chattanooga
Carter Jr, Louis L, Chattanooga
Caughran, Bennett W, Chattanooga
Caughran, Donald G, Chattanooga
Ch' Ien, Lawrence Tien-Tso, Chattanooga
Chadwick, Antonia Marie, Chattanooga
*Chadwick, David Airey, Chattanooga
Chaffoo, Richard A K, Hixson
Chamberlain II, Morrow, Chattanooga
Chambless, Kurt Miller, Chattanooga
Chandra, Channappa, Hixson
*Chastain, Cleo, San Antonio, TX
Cheng, Tien H, Chattanooga
Cherry, Collin G, Chattanooga
Chuang, Ian Z, Chattanooga
Clarke, Eric P, Chattanooga
Cleaveland, Clifton Ranee, Chattanooga

Clements, Joel Benj, Chattanooga
Coddington, Robt Chas, Chattanooga
Cohen, Jonathan Stuart, Chattanooga
Coles, Robert A, Chattanooga
Collins, David Newton, Chattanooga
Conn, Eric Hadley, Chattanooga
Corey Jr, James Hicks, Chattanooga
Cox, John Michael, Chattanooga
*Cox, Sue Clarke, Chattanooga
Craft, Phil Douglas, Chattanooga
Cranwell, John D, Chattanooga
Crawley Jr, James F, Chattanooga
Crawley Jr, William D, Chattanooga
Creel Jr, James Heaton, Chattanooga
*Crowell, John M, Chattanooga
*Currey, Joe T, Chattanooga
Currey, Thomas Woodruff, Chattanooga
Currin, Samuel M, Hixson
Curtis, Thomas H, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
Daghlian, Bedros D, Chattanooga
Dalton, Howell B, Hixson
Daniell, Malcolm Butler, Chattanooga
Davidson, Deanna Starr, Chattanooga
Davis Jr, James Phillip, Chattanooga
*Davis, James Wilson, Signal Mountain
Davis, Jimmy B, Chattanooga
Davis, Larry W, Chattanooga
*Demos, Robt G, Chattanooga
Dickinson, Elizabeth B, Chattanooga
Distefano, Deborah D, Chattanooga
Dodson, David Bryan, Chattanooga
Dolan, Patrick F, Chattanooga
*Donaldson, Richard B, Chattanooga
Donaldson, Richard Wm, Chattanooga
Douglas, Michael, Chattanooga
Dowell, William Curtis, Hixson
Dowlen, Steven H, Chattanooga
Drake, James Robt, Chattanooga
Drake, Robert A, Chattanooga
Dressier, Stanley Jay, Chattanooga
Drinnon, William D, Chattanooga
Drucker, David H, Chattanooga
Duffy, Mary A, Chattanooga
Dugan, Philip Jerald, Chattanooga
Duvoisin, Peter Marc, Chattanooga
Dwyer, William Knowles, Hixson
Dyer Jr, William Carl, Chattanooga
Eberle, David E, Chattanooga
Ekman, Stephen J, Chattanooga
Ellis, Eric R, Chattanooga
Ellis, John Clyde, Chattanooga
Elrod, Bruce A, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
Enjeti, Suresh, Chattanooga
Estep, Dennis Paul, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
*Evans Jr, Henry C, Signal Mountain
Evans, John Thos, Chattanooga
Eyssen, James Edward, Chattanooga
Fain III, Guy F, Chattanooga
Farber, Sharon Nancy, Chattanooga
Farr, John F, Chattanooga
Feinberg, Edward B, Chattanooga
Feintuch, Theodore Ard, Chattanooga
Feist, William E, Chattanooga
Fennewald, Clarence L, Hixson
Ferguson, Kevin R, Chattanooga
Fernandez-Cruz, Paz A, Chattanooga
Fischer, Desmond L, Chattanooga
Fisher, Daniel Franklin, Chattanooga
*Foley, James Mitchell, Chattanooga
*Ford, Augustus C, Chattanooga
*Fowler, William Robt, Chattanooga
Francis Jr, Henry M, Chattanooga
Frank, Stuart Ames, Chattanooga
Franklin III, Selmon T, Chattanooga
Franklin Jr, Donald B, Chattanooga
Franklin, John David, Chattanooga
*Frye Jr, Augustus H, Chattanooga
Galbraith, John Neil, Chattanooga
Gazaleh, Shawn, Chattanooga
Geer, Michael R, Chattanooga
Gefter, Jeffrey W, Chattanooga
Gefter, Monica Aviva Leher, Hixson
*Gibson Jr, George Clive, Chattanooga
*Giles Jr, Robt H, Signal Mountain
Ginsberg, Joel Fine, Chattanooga
Gonzalez, Antonio, Chattanooga
*Goodlad, James K, Chattanooga
Goodman, Michael Wm, Signal Mountain
*Graham III, Frank B, Chattanooga
Graham, Gordon D, Chattanooga
Graves, Charles G, Dunlap
Gray Jr, J Kenneth, Chattanooga
Greer, Michael Spencer, Chattanooga
Greer, William C, Chattanooga
Griggs, Lane B, Chattanooga
*Grissom, Wallace Doyle, Chattanooga
Groff, Geoffrey Allen, Chattanooga
Hackworth Jr, John Bible, South Pittsburg
*Hagood Jr, Robt B, Chattanooga
Halfin, Aron, Hixson
*Hall, David Parks, Chattanooga
Hamilton, Dwight A, Chattanooga
Hammock, Mary Cannon, Chattanooga
Hanscom, Alfred C, Chattanooga
Haren, Vincent James, Chattanooga
Harless, Renee R, Chattanooga
Harnsberger, Benjamin Daniel, Chattanooga
Harvey, Hathaway K, Chattanooga
Haskins, Drewry Edgar, Ringgold, GA
Haskins, Joseph- M, Chattanooga
Havron Jr, William S, Chattanooga
*Havron, James Blackman, South Pittsburg
Hawkins, Charles W, Chattanooga
*Hawkins, J Henry, Signal Mountain
Hawkins, Stephen S, Chattanooga
Hayes Jr, Cauley Wilbur, Chattanooga

Hayes, Thomas E, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
Hayman Jr, Kenneth H, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
Hays III, Leonard J, Chattanooga
’“'Headrick, James R, Chattanooga
Hedden, James W, Chattanooga
*Hellmann Sr, Robert S, Chattanooga
*Henning, Harold Berger, Chattanooga
Henry, Warren B, Chattanooga
Herrick, C Neil, Chattanooga
Hertzog, Michael Scott, Chattanooga
Hetzel, Donald P, Chattanooga
Heywood III, Humphrey B, Chattanooga
Hicks, Biram C, Chattanooga
Hill, Russell F, Chattanooga
Hixson, Jack Doak, Chattanooga
Hoback Jr, James William, Chattanooga
Hobgood, Donna K, Chattanooga
Hodnett, Cary G, Chattanooga
Hoeck, Jeffrey, Chattanooga
*Hofmeister, Richard G, Chattanooga
*Holliday Jr, Pope B, Signal Mountain
Hollie, Michael C, Chattanooga
Hong, Moon Wha, Chattanooga
*Hooper, Charles McDowell, Chattanooga
Hopper, Richard E, Chattanooga
Horton, Marshall, Chattanooga
Hua, Vin-Paul, Palmer
Huddleston II, Charles L, Chattanooga
Huffman, David M, Chattanooga
Huffstutter, Joseph E, Chattanooga
Hughes, Alan D, Chattanooga
Hughes, Charles P, Chattanooga
Hunt, Noel Clarence, Chattanooga
*Hutcherson, W Powell, Chattanooga
Ingalls, Brian E, Chattanooga
Iskander, Karim Naguib, Rossville, GA
Jackson, Anthony W, Chattanooga
James, Dabney, Chattanooga
Jemison, David Marshall, Chattanooga
Jennings III, R Hunter, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
Jensen, Robert Lloyd, Collegedale
Jeong, Yune-Gill, Chattanooga
Jezewski, Don Jule, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
Johnson, Brian D, Chattanooga
Johnson, Edward Downey, Sale Creek
Johnson, Kavin J, Chattanooga
Johnston, John T, Chattanooga
Jones, Andrew R, Hixson

Gerald Isom, Chattanooga
Harry E, Hilton Head, SC

Jones, Monica M, Chattanooga
Jones, Roger C, Chattanooga
Jones, Russell A, Chattanooga

Cassell Amanda, Chattanooga
Hytham Ali, Chattanooga
Bruce A, Chattanooga
Hyman M, Chattanooga
Joseph E, Miami, FL

*Killeffer, John Jacob,
,

Signal Mountain
Kim, Wayne Y, Chattanooga

- Kimsey, Charles W, Chattanooga
King Jr, Walter Hughey, Chattanooga
Kirby, Charles A, Chattanooga
*Kistler, Gene Haviland, Signal Mountain
Knight, Frank H, Chattanooga
Kocacitak, Sahin Sban, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
Kort, Arthur A, Chattanooga
Kosanovich, Michael, Chattanooga
Krause, Richard Alan, Chattanooga
Kunda, Prabha A, Chattanooga
Kunda, Sarma R, Chattanooga
Kutzner, Waldemar, Collegedale
Kwentus, Joseph A, Chattanooga
Labrador Jr, Daniel P, Chattanooga
Labrador, Irene J, Chattanooga
Lanham, Gary R, Chattanooga
Lansford Jr, Frederick D, Chattanooga
Lantz, H Joseph, Chattanooga
Laramore, John Wade, Chattanooga
Lasky, Richard Sami, Chattanooga
Lassiter, Lawrence H, Chattanooga
*Lavecchia Jr, Jos V, Chattanooga
Lawrence Jr, Harry M, Chattanooga
Lawwill Jr, Stewart, Chattanooga
Lechler, Donald R, Chattanooga
Leggett, Richard P, Chattanooga
Lewis II, Jay Frederick, Chattanooga
Lewis, Allen David, Signal Mountain
Lilly, Mari Lynn, Chattanooga
Littell III, Lester F, Chattanooga
Little, James P, Signal Mountain
Liu, Chung-Yuen, Chattanooga
*Livingston, Philip H, Chattanooga
Long, Ira Morris, Chattanooga
Love, Michael Allan, Chattanooga
Loyd, James Alan, Signal Mountain
Mabe, Robt E, Chattanooga
*MacGuire Jr, William B, Chattanooga
Mackler, Donald F, Chattanooga
Majeed, Shahul J, Chattanooga
Mance, Cornelius J, Hixson
Mangan, Aloysius T, Chattanooga
Marsh, Clarence Bruce, Chattanooga
*Marsh, William Hollister, Chattanooga
Marshall, Robert N, Chattanooga
Mashchak, C Ann, Chattanooga
Massoud, Hossein, Chattanooga
Matthews, William Edwin, Chattanooga
*McCall, Cooper H, Chattanooga
*McCallie, David P, Chattanooga
McCallie, Jack B, Chattanooga
McCravey, John Wells, Chattanooga
McDonald Jr, Charles D, Chattanooga
McElheney, N Earl, Chattanooga
McGauley Jr, John R, Chattanooga
McGraw Jr, Ralph, Chattanooga

Jones,
* Jones

,

Jordan,
Kadrie,
Kaplan

,

Kaplan,
Kelley,
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McGuire, Susan Kay, Chattanooga
McKinney, James E, Chattanooga
McKoy, Robert Curtis, Chattanooga
McLean, George Wallace, Chattanooga
*McMillan, James Gordon, Jasper
*McNeill, Thomas Pinckney, Chattanooga
Meadows III, William E, Chattanooga
Megison, Donald P, Chattanooga
Melvin, Terry, Chattanooga
Mercado, Avelino Velasco, Chattanooga
Meredith, Gary Eugene, Chattanooga
Metcalfe, James K, Chattanooga
Meyer, Carole M, Lafayette, GA
Michel, Terrel J, Chattanooga
Miller, Frank J, Chattanooga
Miller, Phyllis A Edwards, Hixson
*Miller, Robt T, Chattanooga
Mills, Don Gilbert, Chattanooga
Mills, Gary E, Hixson
Minton, Joseph W, Chattanooga
Mitchell Jr, Jerry Wayne, Chattanooga
Mitchell, Allen M, Chattanooga
Molloy, Ronald Lynn, Chattanooga
Moore, Christopher T, Lookout Mountain
Moore, Hiram Beene, South Pittsburg
Morgan, John Ronald, Chattanooga
Morrison, Richard Clarke, Chattanooga
Morrow III, Sanford H, Chattanooga
Moses, Thomas Edward, Hixson
Moss, William Joel, Chattanooga
Motto, Joseph A, Hixson
Mullady III, Thomas F, Chattanooga
Murray, R Smith, Chattanooga
Myers Sr, Robert W, Chattanooga
Nagle, Lawrence S, Chattanooga
*Nathan, Marvin Myer, Chattanooga
Neall, David Lawrence, Hixson
Nehlawi, Mohammed M, Chattanooga
*Nelson, Roger T, Wildwood, GA
*Newell Jr, Edward Thos, Chattanooga
Nieves-Gonzalez , Alfredo, Chattanooga
Nipp, Ralph Elgin, Chattanooga
Norton, Barry Parker, Chattanooga
O'Connell, Fred H, Chattanooga
O'Neal, David Medford, Chattanooga
Odom, Alan C, Chattanooga
Oh, Sai, Chattanooga
Ordonez, J Enrique, Chattanooga

.*Osmundsen, Robt N, Signal Mountain
Pancake, Bruce D, Hixon
Park, Ih Koo, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
Park, Jung Tae, Whitwell
Parker II, Samuel B, Chattanooga
Parker, Christine W, Chattanooga
Parkhurst, Walter D, Chattanooga
Patel, Haresh D, Chattanooga
Patel, Vijay P, Chattanooga
Patil, Vinit D, Chattanooga
*Patterson, Robt L, Chattanooga
Paty Jr, John Garland, Chattanooga
Payne, Doyce Gene, Chattanooga
Payne, Stanley Ross, Chattanooga
Pearce, Richard G, Chattanooga
Perez, Martin Allen, Chattanooga
Perkins, Thornton Delos, Chattanooga
Perrin, Millard Foy, Chattanooga
Peters, Richard A, Chattanooga
Peterson Jr, Walter A, Chattanooga
Peterson, Thomas R, Chattanooga
*Petty, Wesley Glenn, South Pittsburg
Phlegar, Robert F, Chattanooga
Pitts, David B, Chattanooga
Plinke, Robert, Chattanooga
Poehlein, Richard E, Hixson
Pollock, Phillip Gary, Chattanooga
Pomerance, Glenn Noel, Chattanooga
Portera, Charles Anthony, Chattanooga
Potdar, Anilkumar S, Chattanooga
Prater, Linda K, Chattanooga
Puckett III, Walter, Chattanooga
Quillian, Jesse 0, Chattanooga
Quillian, Joe Anne, Chattanooga
Quinn, James Gilbert, Chattanooga
Ramsey, Millard Wray, Chattanooga
Rawlings Jr, Maurice S, Chattanooga
Rawlings Sr, Maurice S, Chattanooga
Ray, Charles Jackson, Chattanooga
Reddy, Sudhakar K, Chattanooga
Redish, Martin, Chattanooga
Reeves, Michael L, Chattanooga
Reynolds, John Robt, Chattanooga
Reynolds, Thomas M, Chattanooga
Rich, John Stephen, Chattanooga
Richards, Theodore D, Chattanooga
Richmond Jr, James P, Chattanooga
Rimer, Thomas R, Chattanooga
Rissling, Deloris E, Chattanooga
Rittenberry Jr, Andrew B, Chattanooga
Roberts, Richard M, Chattanooga
Robinson, Neal Adams, Chattanooga
Roe, S Michael, Chattanooga
Rogers, Alfred Perkins, Chattanooga
Rogers, Marilyn J, Chattanooga
Rohrer, Jane L, Chattanooga
Rose, Walter B, Chattanooga
Rowe, William Edward, Chattanooga
Royal, James Richard, Chattanooga
Russell, William Lee, Chattanooga
Sahaj, David A, Chattanooga
Salerno, David M, Chattanooga
Santos, Benjamin G, Chattanooga
Sargent, Larry A, Chattanooga
Sarsfield, Jeffrey P, Chattanooga
Sauceman, Stephen P, Chattanooga
Scanland, Jeanne A, Chattanooga
Scheinberg, Marty, Chattanooga

Schmits, G Michael, Chattanooga
Schwartz, Harold Alan, Chattanooga
Scott Jr, Edgar Leonard, Chattanooga
Scott, Wayne, Chattanooga
Seal, Molly Elaine Roger, Chattanooga
Seiters Jr, George Z, Chattanooga
Seman, Charles Frederick, Chattanooga
Sendele, Robert L, Chattanooga
Sheldon, John P, Signal Mountain
Shelton, Geo Washington, Chattanooga
Shenouda, Adel Nemr, Chattanooga
Sherrell, James Wm, Chattanooga
Sherrill, Leroy, Chattanooga
Short, K Bruce, Chattanooga
Shuck III, Edwin H, Chattanooga
Shuck Jr, Edwin H, Chattanooga
Shull, John A, Chattanooga
Shuster, Larry D, Chattanooga
Sienknecht, Charles Wilson, Chattanooga
Sivils, Geo Lete, Chattanooga
Smiley, Francis J, Chattanooga
Smith III, Archibald Y, Signal Mountain
Smith III, Earl E, Chattanooga
Smith Jr, Moore Jackson, Lookout Mtn
Smith, Bill M, Chattanooga
Smith, Stewart Phillip, Chattanooga
Snyder Jr, Paul Edgar, Chattanooga
Solomon, A Lee, Chattanooga
Soteres, Pete Spiros, Signal Mountain
Sottong, Philipp Curtis, Signal Mountain
Spalding, Robt Tucker, Chattanooga
Spitalny, Neil Howard, Chattanooga
St Charles, Christopher S, Chattanooga
Stafford, Florence E, Chattanooga
Stanko, James A, Chattanooga
Stappenbeck, Richard F, Chattanooga
Starr, Harold Jones, Chattanooga
Steele, Mark Alan, Chattanooga
Stem, William Allison, Chattanooga
Sternbergh Jr, W Chas A, Chattanooga
Stickley, Jos Hardin, Chattanooga
Stohler, Dennis L, Chattanooga
Stone, Harry Alfred, Chattanooga
Stone, Larry Dumas, Chattanooga
Stoneburner , Wesley H, Lookout Mtn
Strait, Timothy A, Chattanooga
Stratienko, Alexander A, Chattanooga
Strickland Jr, John E, Chattanooga
Stroud, Mary E Thompson, Chattanooga
Stubblefield, Steven B, Chattanooga
Suggs III, Charles L, Chattanooga
Suggs Jr, Charles L, Chattanooga
Sumfest, Jill M, Wichita, KS
Sumida, Mark S, Chattanooga
Susong, Charles Rodney, Hixson
Swann Jr, Nat H, Signal Mountain
Swift, Charles Ray, Chattanooga
Szczukowski , Myron J, Chattanooga
Talley, Mark A, Chattanooga
Tantihachai, Sithipol, Dayton
Taslimi, Mark, Chattanooga
Taylor Jr, Viston, South Pittsburg
Taylor, George N, Chattanooga
Taylor, Robt Creston, Signal Mountain
Tejani, Sushila N, Chattanooga
Templeton, Thomas S, Chattanooga
Tepley, Lynn B, Chattanooga
Tepper, Bernard, Chattanooga
Thomas, Anita J, Chattanooga
Thomas, Steven Michael, Chattanooga
Thompson, Paul C, Chattanooga
Thorner, Donald R, Chattanooga
Thow, George Bruce, Chattanooga
Tin, Pe Than, Chattanooga
Tiongson, Rodrigo Verzosa, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
Trask, Shawn D, Ft Oglethorpe, GA
Turner, David Herschel, Chattanooga
Turner, Sharlinda B, Harrison
Ulin, A Steven, Chattanooga
Ulin, David M, Chattanooga
Ulin, Louis, Chattanooga
VanOrder, William Edgar, Chattanooga
Vance, Minnie Ratliff, Chattanooga
Vanderbilt, Douglas L, Chattanooga
Vechinski, Thomas 0, Chattanooga
Vieth, Roger Gordon, Chattanooga
Viscomi, Vincent A, Chattanooga
Vivo, Jose A, Tullahoma
Vlasis, Gus John, Chattanooga
VonWerssowetz , A J, Chattanooga
Walton, Harry Lee, Lookout Mtn
Waters Jr, Clyde C, Chattanooga
Watkins, Steven L, Chattanooga
Watlington, Joseph T, Chattanooga
Weathers Jr, William, Chattanooga
Weldon, Thomas Darrell, Ringgold, GA
Wells, James D, Chattanooga
Weng, Jen-Tsoh, Chattanooga
Werchowski, Jeffrey L, Chattanooga
Westermeyer , Marion W, Loma Linda, CA
Wheelock, Argil Jerry, Chattanooga
Whitaker Jr, L Spires, Lookout Mtn
White, J Johnny, Chattanooga
White, Jay P, Chattanooga
White, Judith L, Chattanooga
White, Phil Joe, Hixson
White, William Otis, Chattanooga
Williams III, Sam Jones, Chattanooga
Williams, Robert Henry, Chattanooga
Wilson, Timothy, Chattanooga
Wright Jr, Kinsman E, Chattanooga
Yetter, Christopher R, Chattanooga
Yium, Jackson Joe, Chattanooga
Yood, Stephen H, Chattanooga
Young, Christopher E, Chattanooga
Young, Geo G, Chattanooga

Young, Marion Marshall, Chattanooga
Younger III, Robert E, Chattanooga
Younger, Janara A, Chattanooga

COCKE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Armistead, Daniel, Newport
Brock, Karen Reno, Parrottsville
Conway, Thomas W, Newport
Edwards, Dana Phillip, Newport
Garbarino Jr, A J, Newport
Gray Jr, McDonald, Newport
Hood, Michael T, Newport
Johnson II, H Kenneth, Newport
Kickliter, David J, Newport
McConnell, David H, Newport
Valentine Jr, Fred M, Newport

COFFEE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Anderson, Charles E, Tullahoma
Bard, Ralph M, Tullahoma
Bard, Shirley A, Tullahoma
Birdwell, Joel Stanley, Tullahoma
Brickell Jr, Ralph L, Tullahoma
Canon, Robt Maurice, Tullahoma
Cole, Richard Clinton, Decherd
Cowan, Richard H, Tullahoma
Craig, Allen R, Tullahoma
Davis, Glenn Alan, Manchester
Farrar, Clarence H, Manchester
Fishbein, Richard E, Tullahoma
Freeman, William J, Tullahoma
Galbraith, Bruce E, Tullahoma
George, Wilburn E, Tullahoma
Harris, George A, Manchester
Harvey, Charles Ben, Tullahoma
Kennedy, Jerry Ledford, Tullahoma
Kim, Ho Kyun, Tullahoma
Krick, Joseph G, Tullahoma
Lindsay, James, Tullahoma
Lovejoy, Morris, Tullahoma
Mahan, Ben Bob, Tullahoma
Milam, William M, Tullahoma
Norris, Hunter Willingham, Tullahoma
Ramprasad, Mittur N, Tullahoma
Renner, Michael J, Tullahoma
Ridley, Robert Wendell, Tullahoma
Robison, B Keith, Tullahoma
Russell, Mark Roddy, Tullahoma
Sanders IV, William J, Tullahoma
Sethi, Brahm D, Manchester
Sethi, Chander M, Manchester
Seyler, Clifford Alan, Tullahoma
Snoddy, Claude Collins, Tullahoma
Vallejo, Francisco C, Tullahoma
Vallejo, Luz A, Tullahoma
Webb, Charles Harry, Tullahoma
Wieck, Dennis Joseph, Tullahoma
Yang, Harrison Y, Manchester
Young, Coulter Smartt, Manchester
Yu, Ja Nan, Manchester

CONSOLIDATED MEDICAL ASSEMBLY OF

WEST TENNESSEE

Aguirre, Antonio, Jackson
Alexander, Clyde Vinson, Jackson
Anderson, Charles B, Jackson
Appleton Jr, James Roy, Jackson
Appleton, Nicolas Burns, Milan
Atkins, Jerry Franklin, Huntingdon
Baker, Lt Cl John Q, Scottsdale, AZ
Ball, John J, Jackson
Ballard, Thomas K, Jackson
Barham, Harvey Haywood, Bolivar
Barker, Edward C, Trenton
Barnes Jr, James Walter, Jackson
Barnett II, Hugh Glenn, Jackson
Barnett, Robert J, Jackson
Bhat, Narayana B, Huntingdon
Bicknell, Sidney Lane, Jackson
Bingham, Ron Craig, Jackson
Bishop, John Myron, Somerville
Bond Jr, Elias King, Jackson
Booth, Jack H, Jackson
Boyer, Jay A, Jackson
Bratton, Chris H, Lexington
Brown II, Joe Lawrence, Jackson
Brown, Jane Warne, Jackson
Brueggeman, Michael Wayne, Jackson
Bryan, William David, Jackson
Burleson, David G, Jackson
Burnett, William Franklin, Jackson
Burrus Jr, Swan, Jackson
Cargile, Kenneth Rowland, Jackson
Carruth, Cynthia, Jackson
Carruth, Larry, Jackson
Chandler, John H, Jackson
Chary, Kandala Ram, Jackson
Clark, Curtis B, Sheridan, AR
Cobb, R Michael, Jackson
Couch, Billy Lanier, Humboldt
Cox, Charles William, Jackson
Craig Jr, James Thomas, Jackson
Craig, Carol Shannon, Jackson
Craig, Sterling Ruffin, Jackson
Creech, Erika H, Jackson
Crenshaw, James Harris, Jackson
Crenshaw, Thomas Malcolm, Humboldt
Crook, William Grant, Jackson
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Cunningham, Louis Ernest, Jackson
Curlin, John Paschal, Jackson
Currie, Dean Paul, Jackson
Damian, Myrna Aquino, Jackson
Daugherty, Stephen Franklin, Jackson
DeJarnatt, Alan Carter, Jackson
DeSouza, William Celestino, Rutherford
Deming, Wood M, Jackson
Diffee, James, Jackson
Dinkins, Ruth Eleanor, Medina
Donnell, James Harold, Jackson
Douglass Jr, Roy A, Jackson
*Douglass, Jack E, Jackson
Dowling, Clarey R, Brownsville
Dunavant, Robt Wayne, Bolivar
Dunnebacke, Robert H, Jackson
Duval Jr, J William, Jackson
*Edwards, Edwin Wiltz, Jackson
Edwards, George T, Jackson
Edwards, Nicholas Henry, Grand Junction
Ellis Jr, James Lee, Jackson
*Ellis, John W, Trenton
Ellis, Thomas W, Jackson
Epps, John Michael, Jackson
Erb, Blair D, Jackson
Everett, John E, Jackson
*Fields, James 0, Milan
Figueroa, Edduyn A, Jackson
Fletcher, Walter Frizzell, Jackson
Fly, Randy, Jackson
Foster, Charles Stephen, Jackson
Francisco, Susan Marie, Jackson
*Friedman, Fred M, Jackson
Frost, Charles Lester, Bolivar
Fuller, James, Jackson
Garey, David L, Jackson
Garrard Jr, Clifford L, Jackson
Gilroy Jr, Robert Johnson, Jackson
Goodwin, Stephen C, Milan
*Graves, Oliver Haltom, Jackson
*Gray, Alden Harrelson, Kenton
Gray, Kevin G, Jackson
Grimball, Arthur, Jackson
Guyton, Jos L, Jackson
*Hall, James Wilson, Trenton
Hall, Joe I, Jackson
Hall, Robt Crombie, Jackson
Hammond, Jere D, Jackson
Hammond, Stephen, Jackson
Harmon, Harvey, Jackson
*Harrison, Walton W, Jackson
Hawkins Jr, Raymond, Somerville
Hazlehurst Jr, George E, Jackson
Henderson, Reggie A, Lexington
Herron, Bruce Emerson, Jackson
Herron, Charles Burkhead, Jackson
Hertz Jr, Charles S, Jackson
Higgs, Bobby Clark, Jackson
*Hill, Robt S, Jackson
Hockaday Jr, Edward Everette, Jackson
Holancin, John R, McKenzie
*Holmes, Chester L, Ellison Bay, WI
Homra, Ronald, Jackson
Honeycutt, Daniel Lee, Jackson
Hopkins, Sharon D, Jackson
Hornsby, Jerry, Jackson
House, Ben Fred, Jackson
Houston, Benny Cortez, Jackson
*Hubbard, Geo Baker, Jackson
^Humphrey, Tom Neal, Selmer
Humphreys, T James, Jackson
Jenkins, John M, Jackson
Joglekar, Shirish S, Jackson
Johnson, Jennifer, Jackson
Jones, Kent L, Jackson
Jordan, Frank E, Jackson
Kee, Jimmy W, Jackson
Kendall, John Allen, Jackson
King, Darrel Chambers, Henderson
King, James D, Selmer
Kirby, Keith, Humboldt
Kirkland, Ronald H, Jackson
*Koonce, Duval Holtzclaw, Jackson
Koonce, Edward D, Jackson
LaFont, Donald Sharp, Jackson
*Langdon Jr, James A, Jackson
Larsen, David, Jackson
Lents, Russell S, Jackson
Lewis, Donald Ray, Jackson
Lewis, Marvin, Jackson
Linder, Tim, Lexington
Livermon Jr, Jefferson F, Jackson
*Lowry, Maurice N, Lexington
Maley, Bruce B, Jackson
Mandle, Robt Bennie, Jackson
Matthews, John T, Jackson
Mayfield, Russell W, Bells
McAdoo, Michael A, Milan
McAfee, William Cleveland, Jackson
McCall, Charles, Jackson
*McCallum, Oscar M, Henderson
McCrudden, Brian E, Jackson
Mclver, Harold Thomas, Jackson
McKnight, Donald, Jackson
McKnight, Frank S, Somerville
McNeill, Scott Shawn, Jackson
Meriwether, John Henning, Jackson
Middleton, Augustus L, Jackson
Miller Jr, Jesse A, Jackson
Misulis, Karl E, Jackson
Morgan III, James 0, Jackson
Muir, Eric, Jackson
*Myhr, Lamb Bolton, Beech Bluff
Neblett, John W, Jackson
Nelson, Michael William, Jackson
Oakes, Gary Randall, Nashville

Oberg, Richard A, Jackson
Owens, Scott Emerson, Jackson
Pakis Jr, George, Jackson
Palmer Jr, Edmund T, Jackson
Patel, Hasmukh Dahyabhai, Trenton
Patel, Pravin, Bolivar
Payant, Joseph A, Jackson
Payne, James Allen, Jackson
Pechacek, Alan, Jackson
Peeler, Harry Lee, Selmer
Pennington, Frank R, Jackson
Permenter, William D, Jackson
Peters, Jerry D, Jackson
Phillips, Tony N, Jackson
Price Jr, James Alfred, Jackson
Ramer Jr, Warren Carlton, Lexington
*Ramer Sr, Warren C, Lexington
Reese, Eugene P, Jackson
Rhea Jr, Karl, Somerville
Rhea, Karl Byington, Somerville
Rhear, R Wayne, Jackson
Rheney, Molly McLemore, Jackson
*Richards, Aubrey, Whiteville
*Riddler, John Garth, Jackson
Robbins, Russell Hugh, Jackson
Roberts, William H, Jackson
Rogers, Lisa Marie, Jackson
Routon, William Robert, Humboldt
Rowland, Jos Perry, Jackson
Schlamp, Allen Lee, Jackson
Schwartz, Paul E, Jackson
Scott, Augustus Barnett, Jackson
Scott, Mary Lynn, Jackson
Sharpe Jr, Benjamin Weeks, Jackson
Shaw Jr, John L, Jackson
Sheppard Jr, Lee C, Jackson
Shore-Lowry, Susan Denise, Jackson
Sioson, Pricilla, Jackson
Sisco, Stephen Ray, Jackson
Skau, Randell S, Milan
Smelser, Michael Harding, Adamsville
*Smith Jr, Montie E, Selmer
Smith, Clyde E, Jackson
*Smith, Harris L, Jackson
Smith, James Hagy, Selmer
Smith, Robt Jos, Jackson
Smith, Theresa Troutt, Jackson
Souder, Bob Tyler, Jackson
Spalding, Alanson R, Jackson
Spencer, Donald R, Brownsville
Spruill Jr, James Henry, Jackson
Spurlock, S Randall, Jackson
*Stauffer, Chas C, Jackson
Stepp Jr, William P, Jackson
*Stewart, David Earl, Brownsville
Stone, William Kirk, Jackson
Stonecipher, Lowell F, Jackson
Story, William Charles, Jackson
Stripling, Jack Clements, Lexington
Swindle, James Tyler, Jackson
Taylor, Jackie L, Jackson
Taylor, Ronald F, Jackson
Thomas, George Emanuel, Jackson
Thomas, James Louis, Jackson
*Thompson Jr, John Robt, Jackson
*Thornton Jr, John C, Brownsville
Tillman, Ronald C, Alamo
Torstrick, Robert F, Jackson
Tozer, Kenneth, Milan
*Truex, S Allen, Jackson
Tucker Jr, Robt Taylor, Jackson
Twilla, Ronald G, Milan
Underwood, David W, Jackson
Vegors, Robert A, Jackson
Verheeck, Kenneth, Jackson
Vinson, Harold Wallace, Selmer
Wainscott, William Keith, Jackson
Warmbrod Jr, James G, Jackson
Warren, Kenneth William, Jackson
Webb, Jimmy Franklin, Jackson
Welles III, Edward Hunter, Jackson
Wheatley Jr, Kenneth, Jackson
White Jr, Charles, Jackson
White, Charles Wesley, Lexington
White, Jerald Wayne, Brownsville
White, Lamar Arthur, Friendship
*Williams Jr, Allen N, Jackson
*Williams, James Henry, Milan
Williams, James Larry, Trenton
Williams, Philip Gray, Milan
Williams, Richard Larry, Jackson
Williams, William Keith, Jackson
Williamson III, F E, Jackson
Wilson, Donald Allen, Jackson
Wilson, Jerry P, Jackson
Wilson, R L, Henderson
Winkler, Volker Gert, McKenzie
Witherington III, James B, Jackson
Woods Jr, William H, Jackson
Woods, Arthur M, Jackson
Wright III, Lucius F, Jackson
*Wyatt, Geo Breckenridge, Jackson
*Wylie, Paul Eve, Jackson
Yarbro, George, Jackson
*Yarbro, Harold R, Jackson
Yarbro, Scott, Jackson

CUMBERLAND COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

*Barnawell, James Ross, Crossville
Baylosis, Roberto B, Crossville
Bell, Christopher M, Crossville
Bilbrey, Richard Lee, Crossville
Bise, Stanley L, Crossville
Braun, Richard C, Crossville

Callis, James Taylor, Crossville
*Campbell Jr, James T, Crossville
Campbell, David Edward, Crossville
Clark, Jack Crowley, Crossville
Clayton, Thomas Edward, Crossville
Cravens, R Gene, Crossville
*Deatherage, Philip M, Crossville
*Dougherty, John H, Fairfield Glade
Duer, Carl Thos, Crossville
Durham, Beatrice L, Crossville
*Ervin Jr, Paul A, Crossville
*Evans, William Elkinton, Crossville
Fox, Mark Alan, Crossville
Guthrie, Fred A, Crossville
Hall, Danny, Crossville
Ivey, Donathan Miles, Crossville

*Ivey, R Donathan, Crossville
Kimbrell, Keith M, Crossville
Lee, Mark K, Crossville
Lindsay, Jack Wasson, Rockwood
Litchford, David Williams, Crossville
Mayfield, Robert D, Crossville
Monaghan, T Gavin, Crossville
*Munson, Frederick Wm, Crossville
Nichols, Robert, Crossville
Olaechea, Reinaldo A, Crossville
Patterson, Larry E, Crossville
Perrigan, Dale, Crossville
Reed, Larry Dewayne, Crossville
Robertson, Joseph D, Crossville
*Seaton, Stuart P, Johnson City
Sentef, Mary, Crossville
Sherrill, John Branson, Crossville
Simpson, Jon A, Crossville
*Wallace, Joe Kenneth, Crossville
Wood Jr, Robt Hancock, Crossville

DeKALB COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Blevins, Melvin L, Smithville
Cripps, Hugh Don, Smithville
Darrah, David Edward, Alexandria
Hooper, Doug G, Smithville
Rhody, Jack R, Smithville

DICKSON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Anderson, Stanley Martin, Dickson
Bell Jr, Walter A, Dickson
Close, Louis Ward, Dickson
Collins, Clyde E, Dickson

*Cook', Mary Baxter, Nashville
Drihnen, Danl Brooks, Dickson
Gordon, Jeffrey, Dickson
Gorzny, Jan M, Dickson
Hayes, Phillip Walton, Dickson
Hutchens, Zachary McVey, Centerville
*Jackson, James T, Dickson
Jackson, James W, Dickson
Koomen, John C, Dickson
Luplow, Rolland, Dickson
Mahan, Marcelle, Dickson
Mani, Venk, Dickson
Mills, Van F, Dickson
Morse, John C W, Dickson
Orgain, Robert W, Dickson
Pham Ngoc Thuan, Robert, Dickson
Salyer, John R, Dickson
Sexton, John Thomas, Centerville
Smith, Bobby Joel, Dickson
Thompson, Bill, Dickson
Wiser, Eldred Houck, Dickson

FENTRESS COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Allred, Baley Fred, Jamestown
Allred, Jonathan David, Jamestown
Carroll, Ramon Leonard, Jamestown
Jo.shi, Dilip N, Jamestown
Smith, Jack Calvin, Jamestown
*Turner, Shelby Oscar, Clarkrange

FRANKLIN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Bagby Jr, Richard A, Winchester
Blanc, Peter L, Dallas, PA
Boyanton, Lia Cecilia, Cowan
Boyanton, Walter J, Estill Springs
Brewer, John Mark, Monteagle
Fort Jr, Dudley Clark, St Andrews
Frye, Jeffrey L, Winchester
Greer, Patrick Roddy, Winchester
Hood, Dewey Woodrow, Decherd
Horton, Craig M, Winchester
Hubbard, Rex, Winchester
*Johnson, Gerald Eugene, Winchester
Kennedy, Elaine, Winchester
Petrilla, Diane L, Sewanee
Petrochko, Nicholas, Winchester
Smith, Thomas Anderson, Winchester
Stensby, James G, Winchester
Stockton, David L, Tullanoma
Templeton, John Waggoner, Winchester
Williams, Jennie Lynn, Decherd

•Worthington, Bryan, Winchester
-Zimmerman, Thomas F, Winchester
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GILES COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

‘Agee, Robt B, Pulaski
Bell, Joseph Taylor, Pulaski
Burger, Charles W, Pulaski
Cox, Malcolm A, Pulaski
Davis Jr, Buford Preston, Pulaski
Fentress, J Vance, Ardmore
Foronda, Armando Cabot, Pulaski
Haney, Charles D, Pulaski
Murrey, William Harwell, Pulaski
‘Owen, William Kendrick, Pulaski
Owings, Jon M, Pulaski
Sakow, Henry A, Pulaski
Savage, Stephen Ross, Pulaski
Ziauddin, Mohamed, Pulaski

GREENE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Aasheim, Richard J, Greeneville
Austin Jr, Joseph W, Greeneville
Austin, Maynard Wade, Greeneville
Barnes, Lloyd Rogers, Greeneville
Bean, Michael Wm, Greeneville
Beckner III, Thomas Folsom, Greeneville
Buckman, David D, Greeneville
Chapman Jr, Walter Clay, Greeneville
Cobble, Douglas Catron, Greeneville
Cole, Ronald Arthur, Greeneville
Diez D'Aux, Robert C, Greeneville
Easterly Jr, James F, Greeneville
Ellenburg Jr, Luke Lamar, Greeneville
*Ellenburg, Luke L, Greeneville
Flohr, Robert Stephen, Greeneville
‘Gibson, Rae B, Greeneville
Giles, Stanley A, Greeneville
Hartsell, Michael H, Greeneville
Holt, Bevley D, Greeneville
Hoppe, Gordon Paul, Greeneville
‘Horner, Nathan P, Greeneville
Keebler, Ben Jennings, Greeneville
Marsa, Gordon L, Greeneville
Mason, Walter Lawrence, Greeneville
Mathews Jr, Kenneth M, Greeneville
Mathiesen Jr, K Marlin, Greeneville
McKinney, James Ray, Greeneville
McNiel, Frank H, Mosheim
McNiel, Janet, Mosheim
Metcalf III, Dee Lamar, Greeneville
Montgomery, Charles Alexander, Greeneville
Myers, Frederick J, Greeneville
Nelson, Harry C, Greeneville
Odell, Michael J, Greeneville
Patterson, David Oscar, Greeneville
Reardon, Peter, Greeneville
*Reviere, Calvin Barton, Greeneville/
Rodgers, James Steven, Greeneville--'
Schams, Scott Thomas, Greeneville
Scott, William Joseph, Greeneville
Shaw, John Louis, Greeneville
Smead, William J, Greeneville
Stanley III, Richard E, Greeneville
Strange, E Brad, Greeneville
Strimer, Robert M, Greeneville
Sullivan Jr, Timothy J, Greeneville
Susong, Kenneth Clark, Greeneville
Turk, Ronald E, Greeneville
Villeneuve, Victor, Greeneville
Webster, Thomas Moore, Greeneville

HARDIN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Blankenship Jr, H, Savannah
Churchwell, A Grigg, Savannah
Greene, Richard S, Savannah
Lard, Janet Kaye, Savannah
Lay, John Danl, Savannah
Rao, Gade, Savannah
Roe, Thomas Vance, Savannah
Smith, Michael L, Savannah
Thomas, Howard W, Savannah
Thomas, James Howard, Savannah

HAWKINS COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Alder, Joe Cullen, Rogersville
Baird Jr, Renfro B, Rogersville
Gibbons, William E, Rogersville
Goyeau, Francis, Rogersville
Huffman, Charles D, Rogersville
Marcelo, Bernardino D, Rogersville
Marcelo, Josefina Q, Rogersville
Verzosa, Manuel S, Rogersville

HENRY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Adams, Robert D, Paris
Campbell, William Russell, Paris
Duckworth, Hugh, Paris
Garrett, Glenn Sanders, Paris
Griffey Jr, Walter P, Paris
Gronski, Henry W, Paris
Harrison, Terry 0, Paris
McGee, James W, Paris
McIntosh, Barry Park, Paris
Mobley Jr, Emmett P, Paris
Mobley Jr, Joe Dick, Paris
Neumann Sr, John E, Paris
Norman, Dwight Michael, Paris
Rhea Jr, William Gardner, Paris

Robertson, James Buford, Paris
Sleadd, Frank Bland, Paris
Swanson, Roger Thomas, Paris
Tusa, Vince Chas, Paris
Walker, Charles Allen, Paris
Wood, Thomas Charles, Paris

JACKSON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Byrne, Gregory L, Gainesboro
Dudney, Elijah Morgan, Gainesboro

KNOXVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE

Aaby, Gene Victor, Knoxville
*Acker Jr, Jos E, Knoxville
Acker, James Jos, Knoxville
Acker, John H, Knoxville
Acuff, William Joseph, Knoxville
Adams, Arthur F, Knoxville
Adams, Linas J, Knoxville
Adams, Terry Lee, Knoxville
Akin, Hobart E, Knoxville
Alexander, J Sidney, Knoxville
Allsop, Bruce N, Knoxville
Ambrose, Paul Seabrook, Knoxville
Ambrosia, John M, Knoxville
Anderson, Mark D, Knoxville
Anderson, Thomas I, Knoxville
Andrews, Edmund B, Knoxville
Ange, Charles Gilmer, Knoxville
Ange, David Westley, Knoxville
Annand, David W, Knoxville
Antonucci, Richard A, Knoxville
Arnold Jr, Henry Grady, Knoxville
Arwood, Don C, Knoxville
Austin, Bret L, Knoxville
Austin, Stephen B, Knoxville
*Avera, John W, Knoxville
*Avery, Bebe Anne Bass, Knoxville
Avery, Robert Bruce, Knoxville
Avery, Shirley Bannister, Knoxville
Ayres, Mike, Knoxville
Baddour Jr, George R, Knoxville
Baddour, Larry M, Knoxville
Bailey Jr, William Ross, Knoxville
Bailey, W Kevin, Knoxville
Baker Jr, Martin Ross, Knoxville
Baker Jr, Paul D, Knoxville
Baker, James W, Knoxville
‘Bankston, Floyd N, Knoxville
Barefoot, Thomas K, Knoxville
Barnes III, Robert L, Knoxville
Barnett, Charles F, Knoxville
Barron, Freddie T, Knoxville
Beahm, Walter Clarence, Knoxville
Beals, Danl Franklin, Knoxville
Beals, Joe Duncan, Knoxville
Bedwell, William Howard, Knoxville
Beeler, T Craig, Knoxville
Bell III, W Reid, Knoxville
Bell, John Henry, Knoxville
Bell, John L, Knoxville
‘Bell, Spencer Y, Knoxville
Bellingrath, Len F, Knoxville
Bellomy, Bruce B, Knoxville
‘Benedict, Walter Hanford, Knoxville
Benhayon, Jack, Knoxville
Benton, James Carl, Knoxville
Bevelhimer, Ann S, Knoxville
Biggs, Albert W, Knoxville
Biggs, Monte Bruce, Knoxville
Birdwell, David Allen, Knoxville
Bishop Jr, Archer W, Knoxville
Bishop, Harry Louis, Knoxville
Black Jr, Joe Wm, Knoxville
Black, William D, Knoxville
‘Blair, Corrie, Loudon
Blake Jr, John R, Knoxville
Blake, Lynn French, Knoxville
Blakeley, Russell R, Knoxville
Blossom, Gerald Lee, Knoxville
Bogartz, Leon Jacob, Knoxville
Bost, William Eugene, Knoxville
‘Boswell, Wade H, Knoxville
Boyce, Stephen G, Knoxville
Brabson, Leonard Allison, Knoxville
‘Bradsher Jr, Jacob T, Knoxville
Brakebill, Larry C, Knoxville
‘Branson, Aubra David, Knoxville
Bresee, Stuart J, Knoxville
Brewer, Michelle L, Knoxville
Brig, Raymond, Knoxville
‘Brimi, Robert John, Knoxville
Brinner, Richard A, Knoxville
Britt, James Clyde, Knoxville
Broady, Joseph Leroy, Knoxville
Brooks, James G, Knoxville
Brooks, R Christopher, Knoxville
Brooksbank, Roger A, Knoxville
Broome, Monroe A, Knoxville
Brown IV, Lytle, Knoxville
‘Brown Jr, Frederick F, Knoxville
Brown, Leonard W, Knoxville
Bryan, Ronald Wm, Knoxville
Bullock, Pamela Stephens, Knoxville
Buonocore, Edward, Knoxville
Burdette, James A, Lenoir City
Burkhart, James M, Knoxville
‘Burkhart, John H, Knoxville
Burkhart, John McLain, Knoxville
Burkhart, William L, Knoxville
Burns Jr, E Brantley, Knoxville

Burns Jr, James L, Knoxville
Bushkell, Lawrence L, Knoxville
Bushore, John Thos, Knoxville
Byrd, William George, Knoxville
Campbell Jr, John E, Knoxville
Campbell, John Wilson, Knoxville
Campbell, Morris Dean, Knoxville
Campbell, Philip D, Knoxville
Campbell, Willard B, Knoxville
Capps, Robert J, Knoxville
‘Carlomagno, Oscar Mario, Knoxville
Carlson Jr, C Sanford, Knoxville
‘Carlson, C Sanford, Knoxville
Carpenter, Kenneth B, Knoxville
‘Carr, Frederick W, Knoxville
Carter, Peter W, Knoxville
Cates Jr, Harold E, Knoxville
Cauble, Dan W, Knoxville
‘Caylor, Lloyd G, Knoxville
Chaudhuri, Udit, Knoxville
Cherry, Ronald R, Knoxville
Chesney, John Tucker, Knoxville
‘Chesney, Luther W, Knoxville
Chironna, Robert L, Knoxville
Chobanian, Sarkis J, Knoxville
‘Christenberry Jr, Henry E, Knoxville
Christenberry Jr, K W, Knoxville
‘Christian, Henry S, Knoxville
Christiansen, Deborah J, Knoxville
Cloud, William Wiley, Knoxville
Cohn, Richard A, Knoxville
Cole, Robt Reland, Knoxville
Collier Jr, Robt Hoyal, Knoxville
Collins, Mary Patricia, Knoxville
‘Collmann, Irving Reid, Knoxville
Comas, Frank Vilanova, Knoxville
‘Congdon, Charles C, Oak Ridge
Congleton III, Lee, Knoxville
Conley, Dean Raymond, Knoxville
‘Conner, Edward D, Knoxville
Cooley, Caroline E, Knoxville
Cooper Jr, John Harrison, Knoxville
Cooper, John Franklin, Knoxville
Copas, Pleas R, Knoxville
Corey, David Anthony, Knoxville
Coughlin Jr, Dennis, Knoxville
Cox, David Allan, Knoxville
Crawley, Robert A, Knoxville
Creutzinger, David J, Knoxville
Cross, Stephanie B, Knoxville
Crumley, Joe C, Knoxville
Cunningham, Leslie B, Knoxville
Dabbs, Randal L, Knoxville
‘Dalton, Morris Norton, Knoxville
Davis, John V, Knoxville
‘Davis, Lloyd Cleveland, Knoxville
Davis, Stephen C, Knoxville
Dawson, John T, Knoxville
DeBusk, Charles H, New Tazewell
DeCristofaro, Claire, White Pine
DeFiore Jr, Jos Chas, Knoxville
DeLeese, Joseph S, Knoxville
DeLozier, Joseph B, Knoxville
DePersio, John E, Knoxville
DePersio, Richard J, Knoxville
Degnan, Jonathan N, Knoxville
Demers, Robert G, Knoxville
Dickson, Mitchell A, Knoxville
‘Diddle, Albert W, Knoxville
Dieter, Raymond Andrew, Knoxville
Dill, Stephen H, Knoxville
Dilworth, Lee R, Knoxville
‘Dobbins, William T, Loudon
Dobbs, Tracy W, Knoxville
Dodd, Susan Price, Knoxville
Doiron, Clint T, Knoxville

‘Domrn, Sheldon Edward, Knoxville
Dorsey, Larry, Knoxville
Dougherty Jr, John H, Knoxville
Dougherty, Robt Edward, Knoxville
Dover, Norris L, Knoxville
‘Downs, James E, Knoxville
‘Duffy, Mary Brock, Knoxville
‘Duncan Jr, Raphael H, Knoxville
‘Duncan, Orville Jack, Knoxville
Dyer, Michael L, Knoxville
‘Earnest Jr, Charles R, Knoxville
Earnhardt, J William, Knoxville
Ebenezer, Albert C S, Knoxville
Eberle, Andrea J, Knoxville
Eberts, Thomas, Knoxville
Eisenstadt, Michael L, Knoxville
Elam, Curtis Jay, Knoxville
Elder, Robert F, Knoxville
Ellenburg, Donald T, Knoxville
Elliott, Michael B, Knoxville
Ellis, Roy C, Harrogate
Ely, Daniel S, Knoxville
Embry, Jerry J, Knoxville
Enderson, Blaine L, Knoxville
England, W David, Knoxville
Erickson, Richard James, Knoxville
Fardon, David Favreau, Knoxville
Farris, Richard Kent, Knoxville
‘Fecher, Mark P, Knoxville
Feld, Neil, Knoxville
Fillmore, Geo Edward, Knoxville
Finelli, Robert Edward, Knoxville
‘Finer, George H, Sarasota, FL
Fogle, Richard Alien, Knoxville
Foster, Jerry M, Knoxville
Foster, William Edwin, Knoxville
Frame, Barry D, Knoxville
Frame, Scott B, Knoxville
Franklin, Stephen R, Knoxville
Freeman, Coy, Knoxville
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*Frere Jr, John M, Knoxville
Frieder, Barry Wayne, Denver, CO
Froula, Paul Douglas, Knoxville
Fry Jr, Mellon Alma, Knoxville
Furr, Fred M, Dandridge
Gagliardi, Marty P, Knoxville
Gammeltoft, Karsten, Knoxville
Garber, Brian H, Knoxville
*Garcia Jr, Jos Isabel, Knoxville
Gardner, William Henry, Knoxville
Garrett Jr, Albert S, Oak Ridge
Gaylord, Mark S, Knoxville
*Gee Jr, George Leonard, Knoxville
Gentry, Robt Homer, Knoxville
Gerkin, David George, Knoxville
Ghori, Abdul H Khan, Knoxville
Gilbertson, Robert B, Knoxville
Gillespie, Richard Allen, Knoxville
Gitschlag, Gary N, Knoxville
Gitschlag, Kamilia F, Knoxville
Glatt, Herbert J, Knoxville
Gleaves Jr, James E, Knoxville
Glover, A Michael, Knoxville
Godwin, Charles Wayne, Knoxville
Goldman, Mitchell H, Knoxville
Googe Jr, Joseph M, Knoxville
Googe, Paul B, Knoxville
Goudelock, D Stevenson, Louisvilbe
Gouffon, Charles Allen, Knoxville
Gould, Howard R, Knoxville
Graham, Randal 0, Knoxville
Graves, Joe A, Knoxville
Gray, Frank Benton, Knoxville
Green, Daniel M, Knoxville
Green, Linda, Knoxville
Greene, James Allen, Knoxville
Greenwood, Jeffery D, Knoxville
Griffith, Robt Carl, Knoxville
Grimes, Alan Jackson, Knoxville
Grossman, Allan M, Knoxville
Gyurik, Catherine E, Knoxville
Haase Jr, Theodore F, Knoxville
Hahn, Jan T, Lenoir City
Hall, Don J, Knoxville
Hall, Robt Edmund, Knoxville
Hall, Stephanie, Knoxville
Hall, William C, Knoxville
Hampton, Bert Allan, Knoxville
Hanna, Wahid T, Knoxville
Haq, Jamshed U, Knoxville
Harb, Jos W, Knoxville
Hargrove, R Leslie, Knoxville
Harp, Daryl L, Knoxville
Harris Jr, David J, Knoxville
Harris, Christopher D, Knoxville
*Harris, Robt Wayne, Knoxville
Harrison, John E B, Knoxville
*Harrison, William Blair, Loudon
Harville, Lacy Edward, Knoxville
Hassell, David F, Knoxville
Hatcher, Paul A, Knoxville
Hauge, David H, Knoxville
Hayworth, Ray Milton, Knoxville
Hecht, Jeffrey S, Knoxville
Heiser, Don Richard, Knoxville
Hembree, Douglas Kirby, Knoxville
Hemphill, James Louis, Knoxville
Hendrick, Sophia J, Knoxville
Henry, Bertram Rowe, Knoxville
Henschen, Bruce L, Knoxville
Hetrick, Thomas Henry, Knoxville
Hicks Jr, Howard Kenneth, Knoxville
*Hicks, Howard Kenneth, Knoxville
Higgins, Thomas G, Knoxville
Hightower, Michael D, Knoxville
Hill, Hubert Cawood, Knoxville
Hitch Jr, James Parks, Knoxville
Hoadley, Stephen D, Knoxville
*Hobart Jr, Richard Loren, Powell
Hodge, Frederick Wm, Knoxville
Hodges, Patrick James, Knoxville
*Hoey, David Francis, Knoxville
Holland, Douglas Edward, Knoxville
Holmes, William S, Knoxville
Holt, E Michael, Knoxville
Hookman, Lawrence D, Knoxville
Horton, W Don, Knoxville
Hoskins, John C, Knoxville
Hovis, William Marvin, Knoxville
*Howard Jr, G Turner, Knoxville
Howe, John W, Knoxville
Hubbard, Elizabeth W, Knoxville
Hubner, Karl Franz, Knoxville
Huddleston, Charles Irving, Knoxville
Hudgens Jr, James F, Knoxville
Hudson Jr, Arnold R, Knoxville
*Huggin, Perry M, Redlands, CA
Hurst, Fred Alan, Knoxville
Huskey, Larry Cecil, Knoxville
Hutchins, Stephen F, Knoxville
Hutson, Charles Combs, Knoxville
Hyatt, Hugh Crockett, Knoxville
Hyde, Gilbert L, Knoxville
*Idol, Enoch Colvin, Knoxville
Ivens, Mark Young, Knoxville
Jackson, Robert C, Knoxville
Jeffries, Glenn Edward, Knoxville
*Jenkins, Astor L, Knoxville
Jennings, Jeffory G, Knoxville
Jobson, Kenneth 0, Knoxville
Johnson Jr, J Breese, Knoxville
Johnson Jr, William Reeves, Knoxville
Johnson, Clifford, Knoxville
Johnson, Jerry Richard, Knoxville
Johnson Sr, Joe Breese, Knoxville
Jones, Francis S, Knoxville

Jones, Michael E, Knoxville
Jost, Richard Raymond, Spring City
Jourdan, Paul Leon, Knoxville
*Joyce, Margaret Eliz, Ocean Springs, MS
Julius, Clark Eldon, Knoxville
Kabbani, Sam A, Knoxville
Kaserman, Fred B, Knoxville
Kattine, Anthony Albert, Knoxville
Kelly, Arthur Pat, Knoxville
*Kennedy, A Glenn, Knoxville
*Kennedy, John Olney, Knoxville
Kennedy, Michael B, Knoxville
Kerns, Ross E, Knoxville
Kesterson, Gregg H D, Knoxville
*Kesterson, John E, Knoxville
Khairollahi, Vali, Knoxville
Killeffer, Fred Ayres, Knoxville
Kincaid, Geoffrey C, Knoxville
King, Irvin Ray, Knoxville
King, Jack Donald, Knoxville
King, Jeffrey T, Knoxville
Kiriluk, Randy M, Seymour
Kirk Jr, Clifford C, Knoxville
*Klein Jr, Victor Hill, Knoxville
Klein, Carl John, Knoxville
Klein, Frederick A, Knoxville
Kliefoth III, A Bernhard, Knoxville
Knowling, Robt Edward, Knoxville
Koefoot Jr, R Bruce, Knoxville
Koenig, Thomas M, Knoxville
Krisle III, George Menees, Knoxville
Kropilak, Michael D, Knoxville
Kubota, Thomas T, Knoxville
Lacey III, John W, Knoxville
Laing, William Gavin, Knoxville
Lassiter, Alan K, Knoxville
Latham, Kent Emerson, Rockwood
Law Jr, William M, Knoxville
Law, John L, Knoxville
Law Sr, William M, Knoxville
Lazarus, Stephen M, Knoxville
LeBel, Serge, Knoxville
LeTard, Francis X, Knoxville
Leahy, Michael Douglas, Knoxville
Leisy, Marilyn A, Knoxville
Lemler, Jerry B, Knoxville
Leonard, Joe H, Knoxville
Lester, Thomas Edward, Knoxville
Lethco, Gary W, Knoxville
Lewis, Gloria L, Knoxville
Lighter, Donald E, Knoxville
*Lincoln, Thomas A, Knoxville
Lindsay, William C, Knoxville
*Line, Felix Glen, Knoxville
Littlefield, Thomas R, Knoxville
London, Frank, Knoxville
Lorch, Vichien, Knoxville
Lowry, Randolph M, Knoxville
Lozzio, Carmen Bertucci, Knoxville
Luna, Joe Louis, Knoxville
Luttrell, Arvell Stanley, Knoxville
Lyons, Jack David, Knoxville
Mack Jr, John W, Knoxville
Maddox Jr, John R, Knoxville
Madigan, Robt Regis, Knoxville
Maggart, Michael L, Knoxville
Magness, Linda K, Knoxville
Maguire Jr, J Kimbro, Knoxville
Malone Jr, Edward M, Knoxville
Mancebo, Gerald L, Knoxville
Mandojana, Ricardo M, Knoxville
Manning, Richard 0, Knoxville
Marcy, John Sami, Knoxville
Mardini, Antoin, Knoxville
Marshall, John Housden L, Knoxville
Martin, Robert 0, Knoxville
Martyn, Robert Peter, Knoxville
Massingale, H Lynn, Knoxville
Masters, Steven Bradley, Knoxville
Mathews, Carl Leslie, Knoxville
Mathien, Gregory Mark, Knoxville
Maves, Barry V, Knoxville
*Maynard, Margaret Agnes, Atlanta, GA
McCallen, Perry Boies, Knoxville
*McCammon, Curtis P, Knoxville
*McCampbell, Bruce R, Knoxvi'lle
McCauley Jr, Lowell L, Knoxville
McCollum, Lionel D, Knoxville
McCormack, Greg W, Knoxville
McGhee, William Edward, Knoxville
McGinn, Larry Dean, Knoxville
McGinnis, Carroll William, Knoxville
McKenzie, Donald Keith, Knoxville
McKenzie, Jerome F, Knoxville
*McKinney, Marion Berry, Knoxville
McKissick, William R, Knoxville
McPeake III, William T, Knoxville
Meadows, Robt Walter, Knoxville
Meisenheimer , Stephen L, Knoxville
Meyers, Anthony L, Knoxville
Miale, Thomas D, Knoxville
Michaelson, Barry I, Knoxville
Miller Jr, Carter F, Knoxville
Miller Jr, James H, Knoxville
Miller, Christopher A, Knoxville
Miller, Michael M, Knoxville
Miller, Thomas R, Knoxville
Miller, William Obed, Knoxville
Millwood, Roger H, Maryville
Minardo, Joseph D, Knoxville
Minteer, William J, Knoxville
Misra, Sarada N, Knoxville
Mitchell, Donald Eugene, Lenoir City
Mitchell, Michael E, Knoxville
*Mitchell Sr, Foy B, Knoxville
Moffett, Steven R, Knoxville

Montgomery Jr, John Lee, Knoxville
Montgomery, Jos Tucker, Knoxville
Montgomery, Robert N, Knoxville
Moon, Jos Benjamine, Knoxville
Moore Jr, John David, Knoxville
Moore Jr, Merrill Dennis, Knoxville
Moore, Robert Saylor, Knoxville
Mooreside, Douglas Edward, Knoxville
Moreno, Francisco G, Knoxville
Morgan, Tommy E, Knoxville
*Morgan, Travis Eugene, Knoxville
Morris, Steve A, Knoxville
Morris, Steven Allen, Knoxville
Morton, Anthony W, Knoxville
*Moseley, James E, Knoxville
Mounger, Emerson Jay, Knoxville
Mueller, Robt Louis, Knoxville
Mumford, Mark S, Knoxville
Murray Jr, Edward Lee, Knoxville
Muse Jr, William Scott, Knoxville
*Muse Sr, William S, Knoxville
Mutter, Mitchell L, Knoxville
Myers, James David, Knoxville
Natelson, Stephen Ellis, Knoxville
Naylor, Paul T, Knoxville
Neal, Richard Charles, Knoxville
Neff, John C, Knoxville
Nelson Jr, Henry S, Knoxville
Nelson Jr, John R, Knoxville
*Nelson Jr, William Alexander, Knoxville
*Nelson, Bill M, Knoxville
Nelson, Mark L, Knoxville
Newton, Kristy L, Knoxville
Nguyen, Donald H, Knoxville
Norwood, Christopher W, Knoxville
*Noxon, Elvin B, Knoxville
Noxon, Jean K, Knoxville
O'Brien, Patrick, Knoxville
O'Connor Jr, Charles M, Knoxville
0' Kelley, Kenneth R, Knoxville
Obenour, Richard A, Knoxville
Ogden, Harry K, Knoxville
Otis, Michael Vaughn, Knoxville
Overholt, Bergein F, Knoxville
Overholt, Robert Marion, Knoxville
Owen, J David, Knoxville
*0zdil, Turan, Knoxville
Pack, Ronald Lynn, Knoxville
Page, Casey Jay, Knoxville
Paine Jr, Raymond Lee, Knoxville
Palatinus, Jos, Oak Ridge
Panella, Timothy J, Knoxville
Pannocchia, Luis C, New Tazewell
Pardue, Randy T, Knoxville
Park, Soung-Ho, Knoxville
*Parsons, Roy B, Kodak
Passarello, Michael J, Knoxville
Patil, Vijaya R, Knoxville
*Patterson Jr, Reese W, .Knoxville
*Patterson Jr, Robt F, Knoxville
Patterson, Frances K, Knoxville
*Patterson, William L, Knoxville
Patteson, Stephen K, Knoxville
Paulsen, William Allen, Knoxville
*Peagler, Charles Gerald, Knoxville
Pedigo, Randall E, Knoxville
Peebles, Fred Neal, Knoxville
Peeden, Joseph N, Knoxville
Peeden, Paula Z, Knoxville
Peeler, Molly M, Knoxville
Perry, Ronald Howard, Knoxville
Petty, Albert M, Knoxville
Pharaoh, James D, Knoxville
Phelps Jr, Preston V, Knoxville
Phelps, Richard W, Knoxville
Phillips, Michael D, Knoxville
Pickett, James C, Alcoa
Pienkowski, Marek M, Knoxville
*Pierce, Ira S, Knoxville
Pierce, Truett H, Sneedville
Place, James G, Knoxville
Pliagas, George A, Knoxville
Pool, Michael L, Knoxville
Porter, F Raymond, Knoxville
Powers, Laura B, Knoxville
Powers, Timothy P, Charleston, SC
*Powers, Wilson Watkins, Knoxville
Presswood, James J, Knoxville
Pride, H Hammond, Knoxville
Prince, Mark D, Knoxville
Prinz, Stephen C, Knoxville
Pritcher, G Mark, Knoxville
*Prose, James Clinton, Knoxville
Purkey, Janet L, Knoxville
Purvis, John T, Knoxville
Quilty, Charles L, Louisville
Rader, Gregg M, Knoxville
Rader, Karen T, Knoxville
*Range, John A, Knoxville
Rankin, David M, Knoxville
Raulston Jr, Kenneth L, Knoxville
*Rawson, Freeman L, Knoxville
Reath, David B, Knoxville
Reed, Steven W, Knoxville
Reese, Kenneth C, Knoxville
Regester Jr, Rolland F, Knoxville
Reid, William Stuart, Knoxville
Reynolds, Charles W, Knoxville
*Richards, Paul D, Knoxville
Rimer, Ronald Lee, Knoxville
Rist, Toivo E, Knoxville
Roberts, Jeffrey R, Knoxville
Robertson, John Burr, Knoxville
Robinson, Richard Walter, Knoxville
Rochester, John Crawford, Knoxville
Rodgers Jr, John C, Knoxville
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*Rogers, Jerry Ray, Norfolk, VA
*Rogers, William Klar, Knoxville
Rose III, Richard C, Knoxville
Rosenbloom, Scott A, Knoxville
Roussis, Perry, Knoxville
Rowe, Buford E, Knoxville
Rowe, Cecil Darrell, Knoxville
Royer, John M, Knoxville
Rudolph, Burton M, Knoxville
Rueff, David Anthony, Knoxville
*Rule III, William, Knoxville
Rule, Jack Andrew, Knoxville
Rule, Kenneth Andrew, Knoxville
*Rule, Kenneth Boyd, Knoxville
Russell, Robt Claude, Knoxville
Russell, Stephen A, Knoxville
Rutherford Jr, Charles E, Knoxville
*Rutherford, Kyle Otis, Knoxville
Rylands, John Craig, Knoxville
Sain, Robt Lynn, Knoxville
Sandberg, Ronald Kenneth, Knoxville
Sanders, Jerry E, Knoxville
Sanders, Steven Allen, Knoxville
Scariano Jr, Jack E, Knoxville
Schaumburg, Edwin W, Knoxville
Schneider, William James, Knoxville
Schwarz, Susan M, Knoxville
Scott, John Christopher, Knoxville
Seals, James L, Knoxville
Seals, Roy Lee, Knoxville
Seaton, Douglas Y, Knoxville
*Segars, James Hugh, Knoxville
Semmer, John R, Knoxville
Serrell, Paul Burt, Knoxville
Sevilla, Evelyn A, Knoxville
*Sexton Jr, Richard Carr, Knoxville
Sexton, David G, Knoxville
Sexton, David Herron, Oak Ridge
Shay, Robert J, Knoxville
*Shea Jr, Walter C, Lenoir City
Shepherd, T Preston, Knoxville
Shupp, David L, Knoxville
Siddiqi, Naseemul Haq, Knoxville
*Sienknecht, E Charles, Knoxville
Silver, H Steven, Knoxville
Simmons, John D, Knoxville
Simmons, Reynald T, Knoxville
Simons, Jon Ruric, Knoxville
Slutzker, A David, Knoxville
Slutzker, Daniel M, Knoxville
*Smeltzer, Charles C, Knoxville
Smith Jr, George Walton, Knoxville
Smith, Bruce A, Knoxville
*Smith, Eugene Baxter, Knoxville
Smith, Joe S, Knoxville
Smith, Louis A, Knoxville
Smith, Michael G, Knoxville
Smith, Richard S, Knoxville
Smith, Robt Lloyd, Knoxville
*Smith, Vernon I, Louisville
Smith, William N, New Tazewell
Solla, Julio A, Knoxville
Solomon, Alan, Knoxville
Soss, Sheldon Barry, Knoxville
Sowell, Jonathan W, Knoxville
Spann, Scott Weaver, Knoxville
Spiegelman, Gary A, Knoxville
Springer, Michael A, Knoxville
Staley Jr, John R, Knoxville
Stallworth, William Park, Knoxville
Stancher, John A, Knoxville
Stanley Jr, Lowell D, Knoxville
Stiles Jr, James H, Knoxville
*Stockman, John Milton, Knoxville
Stockton, M David, Knoxville
Sugantharaj, Christiana R, Knoxville
Sullivan Jr, Thomas Alan, Knoxville
Sullivan, William Ross, Knoxville
Sundahl, C Gerald, Knoxville
Tarwater, Jean Cate, Knoxville
Tatum, Robert K, Knoxville
*Tauxe, Edward L, Knoxville
Taylor, James Walter, Knoxville
Taylor, Kenneth M, Knoxville
Teague, Dale Alexander, Knoxville
Terry, William F, Knoxville
Thomas, T Darrell, Knoxville
*Tipton, William Marshall, Knoxville
Tompkins, Forrest G, Knoxville
Toney III, Lee E, Knoxville
Toyohara, Hiroshi, Knoxville
Traylor, Thomas Reid, Knoxville
Treat, Elmer Lawrence, Knoxville
Trent, Billy Carl, Knoxville
*Trent, Lucian Williams, Knoxville
Trivedi, Nayana M, Knoxville
Trofatter Jr, Kenneth F, Knoxville
Trudell, Randall G, Knoxville
Turner, Dean Montgomery, Knoxville
Turner, James Espy, Knoxville
Tyler Jr, William Alexander, Knoxville
Underwood, Michael D, Knoxville
Uri, Margaret, Knoxville
Valentine, Robert G, Knoxville
Vandergriff, William Lowell, Knoxville
Vannoy, John F, Knoxville
Vick, George W, Knoxville
Vickers Jr, Marvin Haber, Knoxville-
Vinsant, Christopher - L, Knoxville
Wade Jr, Dwight Robt, Knoxville
Wakefield, Paul H, Knoxville
Walker, Bruce Edwin, Knoxville
Walker, Kelley Denise, Knoxville
Wall, James Wheland, Knoxville
Wallace, Sidney L, Knoxville
Waller, David H, Knoxville

Wallis, Donald Edwin, Knoxville
Walters, William J, Knoxville
*Walton Jr, Clifford L, Knoxville
Walton, Norman C, Knoxville
Ware, Robt Edwin, Knoxville
Warrick, Jay H, Knoxville
Watson, David Theodore, Knoxville
Watts, Glenn Ferrell, Knoxville
Webber, Geo Robt, Knoxville
Weissfeld, Steven C, Knoxville
Wender, Chas M, Knoxville
*Whanger, Herbert Noel, Knoxville
Wheatley, Donald, Knoxville
White, Robert F, Knoxville
Whitehurst, James H, Knoxville
Whittington, John Wm, Knoxville
Whittle, Robert Bruce, Knoxville
Wilhoite, Scott L, Knoxville
Williams Jr, Charles H, Knoxville
*Williams, Muriel Lester, Knoxville
Williams, Richard E, Knoxville
Williford, William N, Knoxville
*Willingham, Richard B, Knoxville
Wilson Jr, Stephen G, Knoxville
Wilson, David D, Knoxville
Wilson, Robin Terrell, Knoxville
*Winebrenner , John Danl, Knoxville
Winn, Donna Marie, Knoxville
Wittke, Paul Edward, Knoxville
Wohlwend, Chas David, Knoxville
*Wolaver, John Harrison, Knoxville
Wolfe, J Frederick, Knoxville
Wood, George H, Knoxville
Wooten, B David, Knoxville
Wooten, Paul T, Knoxville
Worden, James P, Knoxville
Worthington, W. Hall, Knoxville
Wright, Glenn E, Knoxville
Yates, James Douglas, Knoxville
Yatteau, Ronald Francis, Knoxville
Youmans, William Tinsley, Knoxville
Young, Thomas L, Knoxville
Young, Vernon Hutton, Knoxville
*Young, Vincent T, Concord
*Zachary, Eugene G, Knoxville
Zimmerman, Andrew W, Knoxville
*Zirkle Jr, Geo Andrew, Knoxville
*Zirkle, Chas Rankin, Knoxville
Zirkle, Peter Kevin, Knoxville

LAKEWAY MEDICAL SOCIETY

*Alexander, William King, Morristown
*Allen, Erman Dale, White Pine
Amador Jr, Jose Garcia, Morristown
Anderson, C Cole, Morristown
Andrews, Douglas Eugene, Morristown
Ballard, Peter Francis, Morristown
Barclay, Lee Roy, Morristown
Barham, James E, Morristown
*Bellaire, Mack J, Tulsa, OK
Blake, Cleland Conway, Morristown
Booker, Burt L, Morristown
*Brock, Howard Thos, Morristown
*Bryan, Leander C, Rutledge
*Bukeavich, Alfred Peter, Morristown
Bukovitz, Mary Elizabeth, Morristown
Carver, Michael C, Morristown
*Cawood, David Clayton, Jefferson City
Chung, Sung Jang, Morristown
Clark, Peter, Morristown
Cooze, Derek A, Morristown
Darby, Dewayne P, Jefferson City
*Duby Jr, Clarence Jos, Morristown
Duck, Dennis Howard, Jefferson City
Ellis Jr, John W, Jefferson City
Ellis, Frank S, Morristown
Fetzer Jr, John Woodrow, Jefferson City
Fulk, Charles S, Morristown
Greene Jr, David Louis, Morristown
Gronewald, William Robert, Morristown
Gutch III, William John, Morristown
Harris Jr, William B, Morristown
Helms, Crampton Harris, Morristown
Hill, Tenny Jacob, Rutledge
Horner III, John C, Morristown
Howard, Jessie Eugene, Jefferson City
Hunt, Robert M, Morristown
Jamison, R Alan, Morristown
Kim, Joo-Taek, Morristown
Kinser, John H, Morristown
Lane, Robert A, Morristown
Lindsey, Charles Hugh, Morristown
Little Jr, Frank B, Morristown
Lowry III, Orlanda Raymond, Morristown
Lynch, Everette G, Morristown
McKnight, Russell Delbert, Morristown
McLemore, Wayne L, Morristown
McNeil, David Wyatt, Morristown
Merritt, 0 L, Dandridge
*Milligan, Frank Leslie, Jefferson City
Milligan, Leslie, Jefferson City
*Muncy, Estle Pershing, Jefferson City
Page, Wayne C, Morristown
Patton, Lance S, Jefferson City
Payne, Steven D, Morristown
Perez, Ivan, Morristown
Perry, Patricia, Morristown
Potter III, William Walter, Morristown
Presutti, Henry J, Morristown
Reed, Paul Emory, Sneedville
Renner Jr, Omer Clyde, Morristown
Sams, Josiah B, Morristown
*Scott, Charles Seale, Morristown
Tindall, J Raymond, Morristown

Toffoletto, Larry M, Morristown
Trusler, Powell Maden, Morristown
Wee Eng, Jose L, Morristown
Willbanks, David Verner, Morristown
Yacono, John V, Morristown
Yates, Raymond Bernard, Morristown
Zirkle, John W, Jefferson City

LAWRENCE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Berry, Frances A, Lawrenceburg
Credico, John Dominic, Lawrenceburg
Crowder Jr, Virgil Holt, Lawrenceburg
*Crowder, Virgil H, Lawrenceburg
*Davidson, Boyd P, Lawrenceburg
Dobias, Matthew Charles, Lawrenceburg
Everett, Leon E, Lawrenceburg
Henderson, Norman Leroy, Lawrenceburg
Hudgins, J Carmack, Lawrenceburg
Khatri, Haresh H, Lawrenceburg
Mangubat, Jaime Virata, Waynesboro
Mauricio, Lilia D, Lawrenceburg
Methvin, Ray Elwin, Loretto
*Parrish, Villard, Lawrenceburg
Qualls, Jerry Franklin, Lawrenceburg
Shah, Jayraj C, Lawrenceburg
Staley, Homer Lee, Lawrenceburg
Sutherland, W Shaen, Lawrenceburg
*Taylor, Carson E, Lawrenceburg
Thomas, Henry Lewis, Lawrenceburg
Turman, Alfred, Lawrenceburg
Wheelhouse, Walter W, Lawrenceburg
Wilson, Clayton Don, Lawrenceburg

LINCOLN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Barnes, Larry W, Fayetteville
Cobb, Rudy Theodore, Fayetteville
Gowda, H R Mallappa, Fayetteville
Holder, Terry Scott, Fayetteville
Jeffres, Earl M, Fayetteville
Jones, William R, Fayetteville
*Marshall, Clyde B, Ardmore
McCauley, David R, Fayetteville
Morrison, Theresa, Fayetteville
Norman, Warren T, Fayetteville
Norskov, William Richard, Fayetteville
Patel, Yashwant P, Fayetteville
*Patrick Jr, Thomas Alex, Fayetteville
Ralston Jr, Fred, Fayetteville
Spears, William Kyle, Fayetteville
*Toone, C Doyne, Myrtle Beach, SC
Young Jr, Richard Wilson, Fayetteville
*Young, William Me Kinney, Fayetteville

MACON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

^Chitwood Jr, Charles C, Lafayette
*Deck Jr, Marvin Edward, Lafayette

MARSHALL COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Alfredson, David G, Belfast
Bone, George, Lewisburg
Harnisch, Kurt, Lewisburg
Hays, Danny, uewisburg
*Leonard, John Clarence, Lewisburg
Lewis, Melvin Glenn, Lewisburg
Nash, Timothy A, Lewisburg
Phelps Jr, Kenneth J, Lewisburg
*Phelps Sr, Kenneth J, Lewisburg
*Poarch, William Saxon, Lewisburg
Rutledge, Jones Flanagan, Lewisburg
Surber, Jerry Lee, Brentwood
Tepedino, Michael J, Lewisburg
VonAlmen, Jos Franklin, Lewisburg
*Wolcott, Eugene S, Franklin

MAURY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Adams, Jeffrey Thomas, Columbia
Andrews, Claudia S, Columbia
Atnip, Charles D, Columbia
Bain, Robert A, Mount Pleasant
Ball, Charles A, Mount Pleasant
Barr, Ralph I, Columbia
Berry, Sidney A, Columbia
Broadway, Carol, Columbia
Brown, Jerry M, Columbia
Brown, John PW, Columbia
Choksi, Amit A, Columbia
Clifford Jr, Rufus R, Columbia
*Cooper, Earnest H, Hixson
Dake, Thomas Scott, Columbia
Daniel, Eslick Ewing, Columbia
Daniels, David Allen, Columbia
Davidson, Randall L, Columbia
Davis, Karen Fisher, Columbia
Davis, Patricia Clifford, Columbia
Denney, Thomas Wade, Columbia
Dirr, L Y, Columbia
Duncan, Thomas Ray, Columbia
Ferrell, Harold Wiley, Columbia
Fiedler Jr, Geo Adolph, Columbia
*Gardner Jr, Carl C, Columbia
Gardner, Benny A, Columbia
Gordon, Timothy Edward, Columbia
Gray, Susan Thomas, Columbia
Hargrove, Joel T, Columbia
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Harmon Jr, Roy F, Columbia
Harris, Gaylon Lee, Columbia
Hartman, Patrick Erwin, Columbia
Harwell, Valton Carden, Columbia
Heard, George J, Columbia
*Helm, Harry C, Columbia
High, Ben Greer, Columbia
Hunter, Thomas A, Columbia
Jameson III, Chet Houston, Columbia
Jernigan, William N, Columbia
King, James Claude, Columbia
Kirkpatrick, Jeff C, Columbia
Kustoff, Ralph, Columbia
*Langa, Ambrose M, Columbia
*Lay, Allyn Monroe, Columbia
Leach, James W, Columbia
Maloof III, John A, Columbia
Marshall, James H, Columbia
*Mayfield Jr, Geo Radford, Columbia
McClure, Robert Wallace, Columbia
McKee, Mary S, Columbia
*Miller, Clay R, Columbia
Monroe, Linda P, Columbia
Moore, Kenneth Lynn, Columbia
*Nickell, Lawrence R, Columbia
Olson, John Richard, Columbia
Overton, Mary E, Columbia
Owens, Susan Jennings, Columbia .

Parey, Stephen Edwin, Columbia
Podgorski, Gary Thomas, Columbia
Poling, Rodney A, Columbia
Pulliam, Cary Watson, Columbia
Rayburn Jr, M Taylor, Columbia
Richardson Jr, James W, Columbia
Robinson II, William Allison, Columbia
Rodriguez, Emilio J, Columbia
Simmons, Stephen P, Columbia
Sisk, Andrew Webb, Columbia
Smith, Anthony L, Columbia
Smith, Kenneth Dale, Culleoka
Stewart, William R, Columbia
Strickland, Raymond C, Columbia
Stults, Richard, Columbia
Thompson Jr, Robt Guerin, Columbia
Toban, M Moataz, Columbia
Vinson, Billy Joe, Columbia
Vinson, Janice Marie, Columbia
Vire, C Gordon, Columbia
*Ward, Leon S, Columbia
Wendt, Charles Diller, Columbia
White, Thomas Ray, Columbia
Wiesman, H James, Columbia
Wilburn, Charles D, Columbia
*Wilkes Jr, James Wallace, Columbia
*Williams Jr, John 0, Mount Pleasant
Worthman, John Frederick, Columbia
*Young Jr, Thomas Kay, Columbia

McMINN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Bledsoe Jr, Robert E, Athens
Bolin, William R, Athens
Bowers, William Richard, Athens
*Boyce, James Reid, Athens
Breeden, Kimberly T, Athens
Brumback, Daniel Christian, Athens
Burroughs II, Wallace F, Athens
*Carroll, Charles Thomas, Athens
Cleveland, James Franklin, Englewood
Cox, Charles Boggess, Etowah
*Davis, William Mayfield, Athens
Foree Jr, William Edwin, Athens
Hargis, Larry Jackson, Athens
Hewgley Jr, Robert G, Athens
Hewgley, Robt Gardner, Athens
Holliday, H Joseph, Athens
*Jones, Milnor, Athens
Lee, Yung Gil, Etowah
Lemings, Stephen, Loudon
Martin, Clyde, Athens
Maynard, Chris L, Athens
McKenzie, John Carl, Athens
Meyer, Charles Thomas, Etowah
Mitchell Jr, Foy B, Athens
Mokal, Albert Joseph, Loudon
*Montgomery Sr, John L, Knoxville
Morris, William Gourrier, Athens
*Powell, Jess A, Athens
Schwiger, Paul, Athens
Sharpe, Charles Richard, Athens
Slowey III, James Fergus, Athens
Snider, Iris G, Athens
Soni, Harish Babulal, Etowah
Soni, Renuka Harish, Etowah
*Trotter, Robt Wm, Athens
Wallace, Jeffery, Athens
*Whittle Jr, Herbert P, Loudon

MEMPHIS-SHELBY COUNTY

MEDICAL SOCIETY

Abell, Thomas, Memphis
*Ackerman, Robt F, Memphis
-Adams, David Lee, Hixson
Adams Jr, John Robert, Memphis
Adams Jr, William Milton, Memphis
*Adams, John Q, Collierville
*Adams, Lorenzo H, Memphis
Adams, Robert Franklin, Memphis
Adams, Robert L, Memphis
Adcock III, Frank John, Cordova
Addington, Milton Brent, Memphis
*Adkins, Henry Leigh, Memphis

*Adler, Justin H, Memphis
Adwell Jr, Charles Edward, Memphis
Aguillard, Susan Mack, Memphis
-Aikens, Chris H, Memphis
*Aivazian, Garabed Hagop, Memphis
Akbik, Mohamad J, Memphis
Akers, Howard Thos, Memphis
Akins, Charles D, Memphis
Akins, Steven L, Memphis
Albritton, John Fortune, Memphis
Alexander Jr, Albert M, Memphis
Ali, Zenab Ahmed, Memphis
Alissandratos , Jane K, Memphis
Allbritton, James F, Memphis
-Allen

,

Gisele, Memphis
Allen Jr, Ray Maxwell, Memphi
*Allen

,

Chester G, Memphis
Allen, Lee, Memphis
*Alley

,

Franklin H, Somerville
Alston , George P, Memphis
Alston , James Mark, Memphis
Ameika , James Allen, Memphis
Amonette, Rex Allen, Memphis
Anderson, Joe Pat, Memphis
Anderson, Keith, Memphis
Andrews, C Radford, Memphis
-Anfinson, Scott Michael, Memphis
Angel, John Joseph, Memphis
*Anishanslin, Donald N, Collierville
Apperson, John W, Memphis
Applegate, William Brown, Memphis
-Arehart, David, Memphis
Arkin, Charles Richard, Memphis
Armstrong, John Dale, Memphis
Arnold, Thomas W, Memphis
Aronoff, Philip Melvin, Memphis
Arrindell, Edmond Llewellyn, Memphis
Ash, Judy Jo G, Memphis
*Aste, J Malcolm, Memphis
-Atchley, Neal William, Memphis
*Atkins, Leland Langston, Memphis
Atkinson III, Edward, Memphis
Atkinson, Richard Agard, Memphis
Atwood, John Wesley, Memphis
Austin, John Lindsay, Memphis
-Avery, Melissa V, Memphis
Awdeh, Mahir Ramiz, Memphis
Aycock Jr, William Wallace, Memphis
Babin, Richard W, Bartlett
-Bailey, Michael, Memphis
Bailey, James Wesley, Memphis
*Baird, John Wm, Memphis
Baker, Irvin C, Memphis
*Baker, Jos E, Memphis
Baker, Laurie M, Germantown
*Baker, Malcolm A, Arlington
Bale, Geo Franklin, Memphis
Ballenger, Reid Peter L, Memphis
Bang, Hoi Jine, Germantown
*Barber, Roy M, Memphis
-Barger, Amy, Memphis
-Barnard, Edgar Benton, Memphis
-Barnes, Edward Kirk, Memphis
Barnes, Grover W, Memphis
Baron, Michael John, Memphis
-Baronowski, Robert Paul, Memphis
*Barr, James R, Memphis
-Barrett, Kimberly Gaye, Memphis
-Barrick, Kecia Michelle, Memphis
Basarrate, Anne Marie, Cincinnati, 01

Baskin, Reed Carl, Memphis
Bates, Richard Greene, Memphis
-Baymiller, Scott P, Memphis
Beale, Howard Leo, Memphis
-Bearden, Carrie Patton, Memphis
Beatus Jr, Benjamin Louis, Memphis
Beaty Jr, James Harold, Memphis
-Becker, Paul Lawrence, Memphis
-Becker, Stephanie, Memphis
Beckford, Neal Stanley, Memphis
-Beightol, Karin A, Memphis
Bell, Steven Hunter, Memphis
Bellott Jr, Arthur L, Memphis
Bellur, Srinath N, Memphis
Bennett, Jason M, Memphis
Bennie, Jonathon E, Memphis
Bentley, Amy Elizabeth, Memphis
-Benton, Mary Elizabeth, Memphis
-Berry, Timothy Bryan, Memphis
Berry III, Allen D, Memphis
Berry, Karen Waldrip, Memphis
Bertorini, Tulio E, Memphis
-Beuerlein, John Thomas, Memphis
Bicknell, Bennett W, Memphis
Bielskis Jr, William M, Memphis
Biggs, Jack, Southaven, MS
*Biles Jr, James D, Memphis
-Bingham, Van, Memphis
Birdsong Jr, Emmett S, Memphis
Blackwell, Carolyn Fiser, Memphis
Blair, John Rodney, Memphis
*Bland Jr, Basil A, Memphis
*Bland, Geo B, Memphis
*Bleecker, Philip B, Memphis
Blumen, Herbert, Memphis
Blumenfeld, Harry Bernard, Memphis
Blythe III, Jos Alfred, Memphis
Boals III, Jos Calloway, Memphis
-Boals Jr, James William, Memphis
Boals, James Wm, Germantown
-Boatman, Brian Glen, Memphis
Bobo, Robt Thompson, Memphis
Boehm, Robert M, Memphis
-Bookout, John Scott, Memphis
Boom, Alan Dexter, Memphis
*Boone, Howard A, Memphis

Boone, James E, Memphis
Boone, Thipavan, Memphis
-Boruff, Jeffrey Scott, Memphis
Boston, Barry, Memphis
Boswell, Richard Lee, Memphis
Boulden, Thomas F, Memphis
*Bouldin, Mary E, Clarksdale, MS
Bourland Jr, Robert Leon, Memphis
Bourland, William Landess, Memphis
*Bowerman, Earl P, Memphis
Bowron Jr, James Shelby, Memphis
Boyd Jr, Allen Street, Memphis
*Brady, Boyer M, Memphis
Brady, Michael Batson, Memphis
Brantley, J Hays, Memphis
Brazzel, Richard A, Memphis
Bridges, Arnold D, Memphis
*Bridges, James T, Memphis
Britt, Louis Goodno, Memphis
Broady, Roy Cox, Memphis
Bronstein, Maury W, Memphis
Bronstein, Michael S, Memphis
Brooks, Brown, Memphis
Brooks, Maria Teresa, Arlington
-Brown, Chandra, Memphis
-Brown, Shannon C, Memphis
Brown, Ann Dail, Germantown
Brown, Charles H, Memphis
*Brown, James S, Memphis
Brown, William Raymond, Mt Pleasant, SC
Brunt, Charles Hal, Memphis
Bryant, James W, Memphis
Buchalter, Robt, Memphis
-Buchanan, Mark Gary, Charleston, SC
Buchignani, John Shea, Memphis
Buchignani, Joseph Anthony, Memphis
Buckley Jr, Madison H, Memphis
Buckley, William Paul, Memphis
Bucy, William Wesson, Germantown

-Bueno, Frances, Memphis
Burch, James Reginald, Memphis
-Burk, Thomas Andrew, Memphis
Burke, Larry D, Memphis
Burkle III, Geo Henry, Germantown
-Burnett, Jill, Memphis
Burnett, Charles Roland, Memphis
Burruss, George Lewis, Memphis
Burton, Pamela Marcena, Memphis
Burton, William Duer, Memphis
Busby, Micky L, Memphis
-Butler, Jonathan William, Memphis
Butler, Dorothy Ann Hicks, Memphis
Butler, Richard Mason, Memphis
Buttross, John Boustany, Memphis
*Buxton, Bertram H, Marco Island, FL
-Cain, Stephanie Smith, Memphis
Calandruccio, James Howard, Southaven, MS
*Calandruccio, Rocco A, Memphis
Caldwell, Edward Prichard, Memphis
-Calfee, Michael David, Memphis
*Callison, Maston K, Memphis
Canale, Dee James, Memphis
Canale, Mary Elizabeth, Washington, DC
Canale, Sturla Terrance, Memphis
Cancio, Consolacion V, Memphis
*Cannon, Bland Wilson, Vero Beach, FL
Cape, Charles Albert, Memphis
*Caradine Jr, Robt Sidney, Memphis
-Carden, Kelly A, Memphis
-Cardosi, Richard Joseph, Memphis
Carnesale, Peter Guydon, Memphis
-Carpenter, Sharon Denise, Memphis
Carraher, John B, Memphis
Carro, Manuel F, Memphis
Carruth, Paul C, Cordova
*Carruthers Jr, Danl F, Memphis
Carson, Ricky Reynolds, Memphis
Carter, Lee M, Memphis
Carter, Belvia, Memphis
Carter, Charles L, Memphis
*Carter

,

Harvey Wallace, Memphis
Carter, James Roland, Memphis
-Caruso, Janis

,

Memphis
Cashion, Ernest L, Germantown
Casini

,

Michael Peter, Memphis
Castellaw, Mark Allan, Memphis
Cattau Jr, Edward Leroy, Memphis
-Chambers Jr, John Wallace, Memphis
Chance, Joseph Walker, Cordova
Chapman, Cathy, Memphis
*Chappell, Fenwick W, Memphis
-Charles, Kelli Michelle, Memphis
Charles, Steve, Memphis
Chase, Nancy Ann, Memphis
Cheek, Richard Calvin, Memphis
Chesney, Carolyn M, Memphis
Childers, Jennifer W, Memphis
-Childress, Gregg, Memphis
Childress, Rommel Gabriel, Memphis
-Chism, Sheryl Chantay, Memphis
Christian, Claiborne A, Southaven, MS
Christopher, Robt Paul, Memphis
Chu, George, Memphis
Chuang, Howard J, Memphis
Cicala, Roger Stephen, Memphis
Clarendon, Colin C D, Memphis
Clark Jr, Dwight Witt, Memphis
-Clarke, Catherine Jane, Memphis
*Clarke, Charles L, Memphis
-Claussen, Peter Valentine, Memphis
Clemons, Mark P, Memphis
Clogston, Charles, Memphis
-Cloud, Mark William, Memphis
-Cobb Jr, David Lawrence, Memphis
*Cocke Jr, Edwin W, Memphis
Cockroft, Robert Lawrence, Germantown
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Cohen, Alan Jay, Memphis
Cohen, Lawrence Louis, Memphis
Cole III, William L, Memphis
Cole Jr, F Hammond, Memphis
*Cole, Francis Hammond, Memphis
Cole, Frederick L, Memphis
-Collins, Leslie Susan, Nashville
*Collins, Blaine C, Memphis
*Collins, Frank H, Memphis
-Conrad, Michael James, Memphis
Conrad, Lynn, Memphis
*Conway, John Patrick, Memphis
-Cooper, Steve W, Memphis
Cooper, Charlie Walter, Memphis
-Copeland, John, Memphis
-Copeland Jr, Jessie Lee, Memphis
Copeland, Geo D, Memphis
Corley, Glenna J, Tuscola, IL
Cornelius, Leland Raeburn, Germantown
Couch Sr, Charles E, Memphis
Counce, Michael F, Memphis
*Courington, Doris Payne, Memphis
Cowan Jr, George S M, Memphis
Cowles, Stefan Joseph, Memphis

-Cox, Christopher Ramsey, Memphis
-Cox, Gregory, Memphis
Cox III, Sam J, Memphis
Cox, Clair Edward, Memphis
Cox, Linda Kay, Memphis
Crabtree, Barry Dewayne, Cordova

-Craig, Laurin A, Memphis
-Craig, Michael Scott, Memphis
Craig, Jim C, Memphis
Crater, Glenn D, Memphis
Craven, Rufus Edgar, Memphis
Crawford, John D, Collierville
Crenshaw Jr, Andrew H, Memphis
Crenshaw, Thomas H, Memphis
Creson Jr, Thomas K, Memphis
Crews, John T, Memphis
Crisler Jr, Herman A, Memphis
Croce, Martin A, Memphis
Crockarell, John Reams, Memphis
Crone, Robert A, Memphis
Crosby, Virgil Glenn, Memphis
-Crowe, Leigh Ann, Memphis
Crupie, Joseph E, Memphis
Crutcher, Nancy, Memphis
-Cummings, Allison C, Memphis
Cummings, John M, Memphis
*Cummins, Alvin Jos, Memphis
-Cunningham III, Thomas M, Memphis
Cunningham, Dale Preston, Germantown
Cunningham, David Lane, Memphis
Cunningham, Mark Lane, Memphis
Curie, Ray Eugene, Memphis
Currey, Thomas Arthur, Memphis
Curtis, Karen Louella, Memphis
Dabney, Cynthia A, Memphis
Dang, Luu Huy, Germantown
Daniels Jr, William Ward, Cordova
-Darling, Jama M, Memphis
Darville, Gregory Leroy, Memphis
Daugherty, David R, Cordova
Davidson III, Orin L, Memphis
-Davis, Matthew P, Memphis
Davis Jr, Jesse Theo, Memphis
Dawoud, Samir Riad, Memphis
-DeBruycker, Timothy M, Memphis
DeFranco, Joseph A, Memphis
*DeMere, McCarthy, Memphis
*DeSaussure Jr, R L, Memphis
DeSnazo, Michael Henry, Memphis
-DeVersa, Peter R, Memphis
DeWeese, Melvin Wayne, Memphis
Dean, Patrick Joseph, Memphis
Deaton, William Jerry, Memphis
Dellinger Jr, Hubert L, Memphis
Dempsey, Buckley Kinard, Germantown
Dempsey, Thomas Jackson, Memphis
Dennis, Laurence L, Memphis
Denton Jr, Randy L, Memphis
-Deppen, Cathy Alice, Memphis
Deshaies, Roger, Memphis
Dewane, Joseph C, Memphis
-Dewey, W Chapman, Memphis
Digaetano, Dolores Maria, Cordova
*Diggs, Lemuel Whitley, Cordova
Dilawari, Raza Ali, Memphis
Dirghangi, Jayanta, Memphis
Dirmeyer, Phillip Hays, Memphis
Disney, Jere Michael, Memphis
Dobson, John M, Memphis
-Dobyns, Perry, Memphis
-Dockery, Brian Keith, Memphis
Dodd, Richard W, Memphis
Dohan Jr, Francis Curtis, Memphis
Donahue, David J, Memphis
Dorian, John Bernard, Memphis
Dorroh, Charles William, Memphis
-Doty II, John D, Memphis
*Dowling, Charles Victor E, Memphis
Downey, Richard S, Memphis
Dragutsky, Michael Steven, Memphis
Drake, Arnold Mannas, Memphis
Drenning, Paul Thomas, Memphis
Drewry Jr, Richard Danl, Memphis
-Driggers, Rita Wesley, Memphis
Duberstein, Larry Edwin, Memphis
Duckworth, John Kelly, Nesbit, MS
Duckworth, Nancy C H, Memphis
Dugdale, Marion, Memphis
Duggirala, Vijaya L, Memphis
-Duke, Anton L, Memphis
*Duke, Don DeWindle, Memphis
Duke, Robert Aubrey, Memphis

Dunavant Jr, William David, Memphis
*Dunavant, William David, Memphis
-Dunaway, Peter, Memphis
Dunaway, Dan Alexander, Memphis
Duncan, Jerald Mark, Cordova
Duncan, Thane Edward, Arlington
Duncan-Cody, Barbara A, Memphis
-Dunlap, Chris, Memphis
*Durfey, John Quincy, Ft Walton Beach,
Eason, Hamel Bowen, Memphis
Eastmead, Donald Joseph, Memphis
Economides, Nicholas-John, Memphis
Edelson, Michael L, Memphis
Edmonson, Allen S, Memphis
Edwards Jr, Lelon 0, Germantown
Edwards, Mark S, Memphis
Edwards, Neil B, Memphis
Efird III, Walter Guy, Memphis
Eggers, Frank M, Memphis
-Eidson, Timothy, Memphis
-Eikholz, James Noah, Memphis
Eldridge, Russell M, Memphis
-Ellzey, John A, Memphis
Emerson, Donald Stewart, Memphis
Emmett, John Roy, Memphis
Engelberg, Jerry, Memphis
Ennis, Kenneth A, Memphis
Ennis, Richard Lyn, Memphis
Ensor, James K, Memphis
Entman, Howard, Memphis
*Erickson, Cyrus Conrad, Memphis
Ernst, Thomas Lynn, Memphis
*Etteldorf, James N, Memphis
*Ettman, Irving Kelsey, Memphis
*Evans, Milton Lee, Memphis
*Everett Jr, Bennett E, Memphis
-Eyring II, Edward Joseph, Memphis
Fabian, Timothy Charles, Memphis
Falvey, William Davis, Memphis
Fancher, William H, Memphis
Fanning, David, Memphis
Faquin, Cornell Chas, Memphis
-Farnsworth, Samuel Eric, Memphis
Farrar, Thomas Crowell, Nashville
*Farrar, Turley, Pelzer, SC
*Farrow Jr, C Creston, Memphis
-Feagins, Stephen Ray, Memphis
Feild, James Rodney, Memphis
*Feinstein, Harold, Memphis
Feler, Claudio A, Memphis
Felker, Richard Edwin, Memphis
Ferguson, John Mitchell, Memphis
Ferguson, Robert, Memphis
Ferrell, Thaddeus Hagan, Memphis
Fesmire, William Murray, Memphis
Fidler Jr, William Jonas, Memphis
-Finch, Max Cortez, Memphis
Fink, Robert David, Memphis
Finn, Cary Martin, Memphis
-Finney, Patrick, Memphis
Fisher Jr, Joseph N, Memphis
*Fisher, Danl F, Memphis
Fisher, Robert Moore, Memphis
Fitch, Sarah, Memphis
Flanagan, William H, Memphis
Fleming, Irvin Durant, Memphis
Fleming, James Christian, Memphis
Fleming, Julian Glenn, Memphis
Fleming, Richard M, Memphis
Flinn Jr, George Shea, Memphis
Flinn, Carl Edwin, Memphis
Florendo, Noel Tadiar, Memphis
Flowers, Wm Parks, Memphis
Fodiman, Martin S, Germantown
Foley, Kevin T, Memphis
Foner, Max, Memphis
Foropoulos, John E, Memphis
Fortune, James Everett, Memphis
Foster, Michael E, Southaven, MS
Fountain Jr, Francis F, Memphis
Fowler Jr, John W, Memphis
Fowler, Tommy S, Germantown

-Fox, James E, Memphis
-Fox, John Robert, Memphis
-Fox, Lana G, Memphis
Fox, Teresa Otey, Memphis
Francis III, Hugh, Memphis
Francis Jr, Hugh, Memphis
Francisco, Jerry Thos, Memphis
Franklin, Edgar R, Memphis
Freeman III, Barney Lynn, Memphis
Freeman, Jerre Minor, Memphis
*French, William E, Germantown
Friedman, Harry, Memphis
Friedrich, Angela, Memphis
-Frigon, Vaughn A, Memphis
-Frizzell, Bart, Memphis
Frommlet, Michael, Germantown
-Fung, Hui-Ning, Memphis
Furr, Philip Marvin, Memphis
*Fuste, Ricardo R, Key Biscayne, FL
Futrell, Thomas Walter, Memphis
Gaber, Ahmed Osama, Memphis
Gaillard, Thaddeus B, Memphis
Gaines, Kenneth J, Memphis
Galindez, Elaine G, Hixson
*Galindez, Telmo, Memphis
-Galloway, Andrea, Memphis
Galyean, James R, Memphis
Galyon, James Theodore, Memphis
Gamble, Lawrence L, Memphis
Gammill, Stephen Lane, Memphis
-Gannaway, William, Memphis
-Gannon, Brian S, Franklin
Gant, Linda L, Cordova
-Gardner, J Eric, Memphis

Gardner Jr, Lawrence G, Memphis
Gardner, John Harvey, Memphis
Garrett Jr, Harvey E, Memphis
Gavant, Morris Leonard, Memphis
*Gay, James R, Lakewood, PA
Gayden, Evelyn Wilkerson, Memphis
Gayden, John 0, Memphis
Gehi, Mohan M, Memphis

FL -Geisler, William M, Memphis
Gelfand, Michael S, Memphis
-Gentry, Shawn N, Memphis
George, David Lewis, Memphis
George, Lewis Watson, Memphis
George, Morris, Memphis
Gerald, Barry Elmo, Memphis
-Gernt, Paige Renee, Memphis
Geshke, Terrence Edward, Memphis
Gettelfinger, Thomas C, Memphis
-Getzoff, Andrew, Memphis
-Gillenwater , David Ray, Church Hill
*Gilluly, John Jos, Memphis
Gilmore, James C, Memphis
*Ginn, Bobby H, Memphis
Gipson, Stephen Lavon, Memphis
*Gish, George Edward, Memphis
-Givens, Preston G, Memphis
Givens, James Robt, Sylvester, GA
Glotzbach, Raymond E, Memphis
-Goff, Sharon Denise, Memphis
Gold, Robert E, Memphis
Goldin, Melvin Lester, Memphis
Gollamudi, Subba R, Memphis
Gooch, Jerry Burton, Memphis
Goodman, Jack A, Memphis
Goodman, Ralph C, Memphis
-Goodwin, Brenda, Memphis
Gore, Margaret, Memphis
Goshorn, Neumon Taylor, Memphis
Gotten Jr, Nicholas, Memphis
*Gotten, Nicholas, Memphis
-Gouden, Michael R, Memphis
-Gourley, Korin L, Memphis
*Gourley, Robt Dunseith, Memphis
Gragg, G Winston, Memphis
-Grant, Christy Anne, Memphis
Gratz Jr, John Fisher, Memphis
Graves Jr, Lester R, Memphis
Graves, Stanley, Memphis
Gray, Bruce Frank, Memphis
-Green, Jeffrey W, Germantown
Green Jr, James Butler, Memphis
Greene Jr, Robert W, Memphis
Greenwell, Thomas D, Memphis
Greer, Jack Ewell, Memphis
-Grey, Elizabeth Nani, Memphis
-Griffin, Chad Aubrey, Memphis
Griffin, Daniel Eugene, Memphis

-Griffith, Mack Wilson, Memphis
Grimm, Leander Morel, Southaven, MS
Grise, Jerry Wade, Memphis
Grobmyer III, Albert Jos, Memphis
*Grobmyer Jr, Albert Jos, Memphis
Grogan Jr, Fred T, Cordova
Grossman, Ronald K, Cordova
Gubin, Steven Sydney, Memphis
Guinter, Robert H, Collierville
-Gurevitch, Earl Jeffrey, Memphis
Guyton, James L, Memphis
Hackman, Bela Bernat, Memphis
-Hagler, Heidi Elizabeth, Kingston
*Haimsohn, James S, Memphis
Halford III, Hollis H, Millington
Halford, Jack Richard, Germantown

-Hall, Denver Ray, Memphis
Hall, Johnnie Cameron, Germantown
*Hall, Sylvia A, Memphis
*Halle, Margaret J A, Memphis
-Hamada, Omar, Memphis
Hamby, Donald Lynn, Memphis
Hamilton III, Fred H, Memphis
Hamilton, Emily Thomas, Memphis
Hamilton, Ralph F, Memphis
Hamilton, Ralph S, Memphis
Hamlett III, James M, Memphis
Hammond, Mark L, Memphis
*Hamsher, John B, Memphis
Handorf, Charles Russell, Memphis
-Hankley, Daniel, Memphis
Hanson, Charles C, Memphis

-Hardels, Gregory P, Memphis
Hardin, William G, Memphis
Harkess, James W, Memphis
-Harper, Melinda C, Memphis
Harriman, Mark S, Memphis
Harrington, Oscar B, Memphis
Harris, Buford Terrell, Memphis
Harris, John Joel, Memphis
Hartman, Laura Jan, Memphis
Hasen Jr, Howard B, Memphis
*Hasen, Howard B, Memphis
-Haskins III, Thomas G, Knoxville
Hatch Jr, Fred E, Memphis
-Hausmann, James Stanford, Memphis
*Hawkes, C Douglas, Marco Island, FL
*Hawkes, Jean Murray, Marco Island, FL
*Hay, Cyril Leon, Memphis
Hayes III, Wayland J, Collierville
Hayes, William Timothy, Memphis
Haykal, Radwan F, Memphis
-Hays Jr, Edwin Carlton, Memphis
Hays, Rachael Ann, Memphis
Headley, Arthur Stacey, Memphis
Hefner, Denise M, Memphis
Heilman, Michael D, Memphis
Henard, Donald Claude, Memphis
*Hendrix Jr, James H, Memphis
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Henley III, Russell G, Memphis
Herndon Jr, Bruce Wayne, Memphis
Herrera, Fernando A, Memphis

-Hethmon, Carol-Lynn B, Memphis
-Heverly, Skip, Memphis
Hiatt, Roger Lew, Memphis
Hickerson, William L, Memphis
Hickey Jr, Homer David, Memphis
Hidaji, Faramarz F, Memphis
Higdon, Dennis Alan, Memphis
Higginbotham, Thomas Wayne, Memphis
-Hill, Pamela McQuillen, Memphis
*Hill, Fontaine S, Memphis
Hill, John Roy, Memphis
Hill, Melanie Carol, Hixson
Hilsenbeck Jr, John Robert, Memphis
Himmelstein, Stevan, Memphis
Hines III, Elbert E, Memphis
Hines, Leonard Harvey, Memphis
Hinson, Mark Sidney, Memphis
Hixson, Sherman D, Memphis
Hodges, John Mclver, Memphis
-Hoffman, Paul Erich, Memphis
Hoffman Jr, Walter K, Memphis
Holcomb, Randall L, Memphis
Hollabaugh, Robt Sterling, Memphis
Holland, Nancy Elizabeth, Memphis
Hollis, David 0, Memphis
Holloway Jr, David Hoyt, Memphis
*Holmes, James Elmore, Memphis
-Holyfield, Christina Ann, Memphis
-Hood, Roy L, Memphis
Hood, Stephen Thos, Memphis
Hopkins, Jack T, Memphis
Horne, Arthur E, Memphis
*Horton, Glenn Edward, Memphis
*Hotchkiss, Hubert Leech, Brentwood
Houk, Larry W, Memphis
*Housholder, Charles H, Memphis
*Houston, John L, Memphis
Howser, John Patton, Memphis

-Hubbard, Jason R, Memphis
Hubbard, Ronald Eugene, Memphis
-Hudson, Clay B, Memphis
Hudson, Joseph S, Memphis
Huffman, John David, Memphis
*Hughes Jr, Felix A, Memphis
Hughes, Allen Holt, Memphis
*Hughes, James Gilliam, Memphis
*Hughes, John Davis, Germantown
Hughey, John R, Memphis
-Hulse, Michael Andrew, Memphis
Hummel, John Vernon, Germantown
Humphreys, Robert A, Memphis
-Hunt, Elbert Anthony, Memphis
Hunt, James Calvin, Memphis
Hunt, Shirlene, Memphis
Hunter Jr, Alton Lee, Memphis
Hunter, Sami E, Memphis
Iansmith, David Hayden S, Memphis
*Ijams, Joe Hartley, Memphis
Ilabaca, Patricio A, Memphis
*Ingram, Alvin John, Memphis
-Irwin, Craig, Memphis
Jabbour, C Eugene, Memphis
Jabbour, J T, Memphis
Jacewicz, Michael, Bartlett
-Jackson, Samuel David, Memphis
Jackson, Robert Lewis, Memphis
*Jackson, Thomas M, Memphis
Jacobs, Arthur Elliott, Memphis
Jalfon, Isaac Mitrani, Memphis
*James, Hal Pearson, Memphis
Jameson, William Dean, Memphis
Jauchler, Gerard W, Memphis
-Jefferies, Lynn, Memphis
Jenkins, George W, Memphis
Jenkins, Gregory Keith, Memphis
Jenkins, Jon Calvin, Memphis
Jennings, David Keith, Memphis
Jerkins, Gerald Ray, Memphis
*Jerome, Anthony Paul, Memphis
Jobe, Mark Tilden, Memphis
Joe, Penn Quork, Memphis
-Johnson, Steven P, Memphis
Johnson, James Gibb, Memphis
Johnson, Janet K, Cordova
Johnson, Larry Holliday, Memphis
Johnson, Robert Alan, Memphis
Johnson, Ronald Jackson, Memphis
-Jolley, Kellie A, Memphis
-Jones, Jeffrey N, Memphis
*Jones Jr, George, Germantown
*Jones Jr, Sidney D, Memphis
Jones, Bradley K, Memphis
Jones, Clay V, Memphis
Jones, James Wesley, Cordova
Jones, Joe Paul, Memphis
Jones, R Luby, Southaven, MS
Jones, Robt Riley, Memphis
Jones, Wesley Earl, Memphis
Jordan, Charles Andres, Memphis
Joyner, Royce Etienne, Memphis
Justis, E Jeff, Germantown
Kahn, Sherman Elliot, Memphis
-Kalish, Robin, Memphis
Kamin, Ehud Ron, Memphis
Kandalaft, Victoria A, Memphis
Kang, Andrew Ho, Memphis
-Kanos, Charles C, Memphis
Kaplan, Edward Steven, Memphis
Kaplan, Robt Joel, Memphis
Kaplan, Stanley Baruch, Memphis
Karkera, Mohandas S, Memphis
Karr, Barbara Geater, Memphis
Kassees-Wahid, Laila, Memphis

*Kasselberg, Lyman A, Memphis
Kasser, Christine L, Germantown
Katz, Paul Jay, Memphis
-Kazempour, Ace, Memphis
Keegan, Mary Leigh, Memphis
Keizer, Laverne R, Memphis
Kellermann, Arthur L, Memphis
Kellett, Gary Leon, Memphis
Kelley, Bobby Jerald, Memphis
-Kelly, Wayne Scott, Memphis
Kendrick Jr, William Riley, Memphis
Kennedy, A Franklin, Germantown
Kerlan, Robt Ashley, Memphis
*Kessler, Henry G, Memphis
Khandekar, Alim, Memphis
Khandekar, Sophia Haque, Memphis
Khuri, Radwan R, Memphis
Kiefer, Patsy R, Memphis
Kiledjian, Vartkes, Memphis

-Kim, Marianne H, Memphis
Kimball, Noah Braden, Memphis
Kimzey, Gary, Memphis
-Kinder, John R, Memphis
-King, Joanna, Memphis
-King, Matthew J, Memphis
King Jr, William Scott, Memphis
King, Billy W, Millington
*King, Charles Mack, Memphis
King, Paul, Olive Branch, MS
King, Stephen R, Memphis
King, Truman Franklin, Memphis
Kington, John Michael, Memphis
Kinnard, Jennifer J, Memphis
-Kirk, Gregory L, Memphis
Kirkpatrick, Robt Dean, Memphis
Kirschman, Jeffrey C, Memphis
Kitabchi, Abbas Eqbal, Memphis
Klara, Peter Michael, Memphis
Klein, Linda M, Memphis
Klein, Timothy, Memphis
-Knight, Penny L, Memphis
Knight, Charles W, Memphis
Knight, William H, Memphis
Knott, David Howard, Memphis
-Kobes, Peter J, Memphis
-Koelsch, David W, Memphis
Koleyni, Asghar, Memphis
*Koonce, Marshall Lynn, Memphis
*Kossmann, Charles E, Memphis
Kraus, Alan Jeffrey, Memphis
*Kraus, Alfred Paul, Memphis
Kraus, David H, Memphis
Kraus, Gordon Jerome, Memphis
Kraus, Melvin M, Memphis
Kraus, Robert M, Memphis
Kreth, Timothy Kerwin, Memphis
Kriger, Sidney H, Memphis
Krisle Jr, Joe Richard, Memphis
Kronenberg, Joel I, Memphis
Kudsk, Kenneth Allan, Memphis
Kulp, Roy, Memphis
Kumar, A P Mahesh, Memphis
Kuntze, Randall Paul, Germantown
Kuykendall Jr, Nathaniel, Memphis
-Kuzucu, Mark E, Memphis
*Kyle, Jos Warren, Memphis
*LaVelle Jr, Herman G, Memphis
LaVelle, David G, Memphis
-Lacy, Michael, Memphis
Land, Mack A, Memphis
*Landsee, Carl Geo, Millington
Landy, Stephen Hall, Memphis
Langford Jr, C Thomas, Memphis
Langsdon, Phillip Royal, Germantown
Larkin, Charles Newton, Memphis
Lasater, Olga E, Memphis
-Lassiter, Gregory, Memphis
Laster Jr, Robt Eugene, Memphis
*Lathram Jr, Marvin W, Memphis
Laughlin Jr, Albert E, Memphis
*Laughlin Sr, Albert E, Memphis
-Lavely, William Calvin, Memphis
Lawrence, Jesse Alvah, Memphis
-Lawson, William Edward, Memphis
*Lawson, Robt Edward, Memphis
Lawson, Ronald D, Memphis
Lazar, Edward Harry, Memphis
Lazar, Rande H, Memphis
Lazarov, Stuart J, Cordova
-LeBel, Joseph S, Memphis
Lebovitz, M A, Memphis
Ledes, Claude, Memphis
Lee, Ling Hong, Memphis
Lee, Sidney Reaves, Memphis
*Lefkovits, Aaron M, Deerfield Beach, FL
Lemmi, Helio, Memphis
Lemmi, Michael A, Memphis
-Lentz, Jonathan, Memphis
Leventhal, Marvin R, Memphis
Levinson, Michael Jay, Memphis
Levitch, Melvyn Abraham, Memphis
Levy, Joe S, Memphis
Lewis, Myron, Memphis
-Libby, Elizabeth L, Memphis
Lieberman, Gerald J, Memphis
Lieberman, Phillip Louis, Memphis
Light, William Harry, Germantown
-Ligon, Jeff Jackson, Memphis
Linder, Hilary Francis, Memphis
Lindermuth, John R, Memphis
Lindsey, Regina Suzanne, Cordova
Ling, Frank W, Memphis
Linn, John Edward, Memphis
*Lipscomb, Alys H, Memphis
Lipsey, Geo Gartley, Memphis
Litch Jr, Melvin, Memphis

-Little, James P, Memphis
*Livermore Jr, Geo R, Memphis
-Long, Mark Anthony, Memphis
*Long, Charles Edward, Memphis
Long, Diane M, Memphis
Long, Thomas E, Memphis
*Long, William E, Memphis
-Looney, Jeffrey Ray, Memphis
*Lougheed, Joseph C, Memphis
Love, Varna Mae Peyton, Memphis
*Lovejoy, George S, Memphis
*Loving, Martha A, Memphis
-Lowe, Stephen C, Memphis
Lozier, Cynthia W, Memphis

-Lucas, Todd, Memphis
Lunceford, Travis E, Memphis
Luther, Robt Wayne, Memphis
Lynch, Michael Hardy, Memphis

-Mabry, Iris Renee, Memphis
Mabry Jr, Edward Hays, Memphis
*Mabry, Edward Hays, Memphis
Machin, James Elliott, Memphis
*Mackey, William Frederick, Memphis
Maddux Jr, H Benjamin, Memphis
*Maddux, Holt Benj, Memphis
Maduska, Albert Lowell, Memphis
Magee, Timothy Michael, Memphis
Magill, Hubert Lynn, Memphis
Mahan, Meredith Lynn, Memphis
-Major, John Scott, Memphis
-Mancell, Jimmie, Memphis
Mandell, Alan I, Memphis
Mangiante, Eugene C, Memphis
-Mann, Pamela Ruth, Memphis
Mann, James Alan, Memphis
Manugian, Arsen, Memphis
-Manzo, Andrea R, Memphis
Mariencheck, William Irvin, Memphis
Marker, Howard Wm, Memphis
*Markle, Philip Metric, Germantown
Marshall, Daniel P, Memphis
Marshall, Michael Ralph, Memphis
-Martin, Amy G, Memphis
-Martin, Debra M, Memphis
Martin Jr, Henry Frank, Memphis
Martin, Daniel C, Memphis
Massie, James D, Memphis
-Mathews, Jeffrey A, Calhoun
*Matthews, Oliver S, Memphis
Mauldin, Gregory, Grayson, GA
-Maull, Chris Doyle, Memphis
*Mayer, Raymond Franklin, Ward, AR
-Maynard, Samuel L, Memphis
-Mays, Bryce C, Memphis
Mays, Kit Sanford, Memphis
McAfee, James Earl, Memphis
-McAllister II, Jonathan, Cleveland
*McCall, John William, Blowing Rock, NC
McCalla, Mary Rainey, Memphis
McCallum, Lee Wilkes, Memphis
McCaslin, Mark D, Dallas, TX
McCloy, Randolph M, Memphis
-McClure, Daniel Joe, Memphis
McClure, James G, Memphis
*McCool, D C, Memphis
McCormack, Harold Arthur, Memphis
McDaniel III, Carter E, Memphis
*McDaniel, E F, Memphis
McDonald, Mary Neumann, Memphis
McDonald, Michael Baird, Memphis
McEwan Jr, Robert C, Memphis
McGee, Jesse Edward, Memphis
McGehee, J Lucius, Memphis
McGowan, Leslie R, Memphis
McGrew III, Frank A, Memphis
McKenzie, Eugene Eaton, Memphis
McLarty, Alexander M, Memphis
*McLarty, Barney Estes, Memphis
McLemore Jr, Thomas E, Arlington
McLendon, Richard Ellison, Memphis
McLeod, Alan Jay, Memphis
-McMackin, Vanessa, Memphis
-McNall, Rene Yvonne, Bartlett
McSwain, Harold M, Memphis
-Memzer, Frieda M, Memphis
-Merhoff, Vance F, Memphis
Meriwether III, Thomas W, Memphis
Merritt, Lauren N, Memphis
-Mestemacher , Nellie Smith, Memphis
Metzger, William Edgar, Memphis
Meyer, David, Memphis
Michael, Ronald C, Memphis
*Miles, Robert Millard, Memphis
*Milford Jr, Lee Watson, Memphis
Miller III, Robert Horace, Memphis
*Miller, Fountain Fox, Memphis
Miller, Joe Hardy, Memphis
Miller, Mark P, Cordova
Miller, Marvin Tyrone, Memphis
*Miller, Richard Alvah, Memphis
*Miller, Richard B, Memphis
Miller, Stephen Thomas, Memphis
Miller, Thomas Iva, Memphis
-Milligan, Kerry, Memphis
*Mills, George T, Monroe, NC
*Milnor Jr, J Pervis, Memphis
Minkin, Irving C, Memphis
-Mishra, Susmita, Memphis
-Mitchell, Gregg E, Memphis
-Mitchell, Gregory C, Memphis
Mitchum, James R, Memphis
*Mitchum, William Robson, Memphis
*Mobley, Everett C, Memphis
*Moeller Jr, Benjamin A, Eads
Moffatt III, William Lee, Memphis
*Mogan, Edward Nenon, Germantown
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Moinuddin, Mohammed, Memphis
Moinuddin, Shamim, Memphis
Monaghan, Thomas W, Memphis
Monger Jr, Ralph Horace, Memphis
-Montgomery, Stephen Anthony, Memphis
Montouris, Georgia D, Memphis
-Moomey Jr, Charles Bruce, Memphis
-Moore, Jeffrey N, Memphis
*Moore Jr, Fontaine B, Memphis
*Moore Jr, Moore, Memphis
*Moore, David F, Memphis
Moore, James A, Memphis
*Moore, Marion Robertson, Memphis
Moore, Sarah E, Memphis
-Moretta, Anthony C, Memphis
Morgan, Jack Colbert, Memphis
Morisy, Lee Richard, Memphis
-Morris, John Thomas, Memphis
Morris, Glenn Scott, Memphis
Morris, John Thos, Memphis
Morris, William Randolph, Germantown
Morrison, Larry Burt, Memphis
Morrison, Michael Burch, Memphis
Morrison, Robert E, Memphis
Morse, William Hal, Memphis
Moser, Davis D, Memphis
Moshier, William Hill, Memphis
*Moss, J Palmer, Memphis
Moss, Mary Thomas, Memphis
*Moss, Thomas Chester, Memphis
Moss, William Benjamin, Memphis
Motley, Thomas Earl, Memphis
Motley, Todd Seth, Memphis
Moustafa, Salwa, Memphis
Muhlbauer, Michael Scott, Memphis
*Muirhead, Ernest Eric, Memphis
Mullen, Jesse G, Memphis
Mullins, Calvin J, Memphis
Munn, Charles W, Bartlett
Murdock, Wade Thos, Memphis
-Murff, Harvey Johnson, Memphis
*Murphey, Francis, Naples, FL
Murphy, James Garnett, Memphis
Murphy, Patrick J, Memphis
*Murrah Jr, William Fitzhugh, Memphis
Murray, Ian Farrell, Memphis
Murrmann, Susan G, Memphis
Myers, William Stanley, Memphis
-Naddy, Gibran B, Hampshire
Nadel, Alan Marc, Memphis
Nakashima, James J, Memphis
-Nash, Dana A, Memphis
Nash, John Paul, Memphis
Nauert, Timothy Craig, Memphis
Nawaf, Kays, Memphis
-NeKoorad, Haleh, Memphis
Neal, Mary E, Cordova
-Neblett, Paul D, Memphis
-Newman, Jerry Glynn, Memphis
Newman, Jeffrey Miles, Memphis
-Newton, Tara Lee, Shelbyville
-Ng, Chun Leung, Memphis
Nichols III, Lorenzo D, Memphis
Nikolovski, Oliver T, Birmingham, MI

-Nix, Jeffrey Alan, Memphis
Nobles Jr, Eugene Rodman, Memphis
Noe, Horace Norman, Memphis
*Norman, Robt Sidney, Germantown
North, William C, Memphis
Nyalakonda, Ashok Rao, Memphis
O'Brien Jr, Thomas F, Memphis

-O' Cain, Heather, Memphis
O'Connell, John F, Germantown
O'Sullivan, Patrick Jos, Memphis
Ogle, Evelyn B, Memphis
Okrah, Amos, Memphis
-Oldham, Teresa A, Memphis
*01im, Charles Burton, Memphis
Olinger, Rodney Glenn, Memphis
Opie, Joseph Charles, Cordova
*Orman, Jos Cooke, Memphis
Orpet Jr, P E, Memphis
-Orthoefer, Carl, Memphis
Osborn, Frank Jackson, Memphis
Osborne, Pamela Thompson, Memphis
Oster, Catherine J, Cordova
Oswald, William J, Memphis
Outlan, John Edward, Collierville
Outlan, William F, Collierville
Owen Jr, Edmond W, Memphis
-Owens, Schwanda Gail, Memphis
Owens, Donald D, Memphis
Owens, James Harvey, Memphis
*Packer, Henry, Memphis
Page, Gene Ruffner, Memphis
Paidipalli, Babu Rao, Memphis

-Pal, Mimi Indrani, Memphis
-Pallera, Arnel, Cordova
Palmer IV, Robert E, Memphis
Palmieri, Genaro Miguel A, Memphis
-Palmieri-Sevier, Ana K, Memphis
-Park, Christin C, Memphis
Parker, Donald W, Memphis
Parker, Jos, Memphis
Parks, Frank D, Collierville
-Parnell Jr, Donald Hudson, Memphis
*Parrott Jr, Charles William, Memphis
Parsioon, Fereidoon, Memphis
Parvey, Louis S, Memphis
*Paster, Sami, Santamunich, CA
Pasternack, Morris, Memphis
Patchen, Mary Jane Ilsemann, Memphis
Pate, James W, Memphis
-Patel, Alpa V, Memphis
-Patel, Shilpa, Memphis
-Patel, Sushil Raj, Memphis

Patel, Paul P, Memphis
-Patterson, Kirsten J, Memphis
Patterson III, Russell H, Memphis
Patterson, Anthony Lynn, Memphis
Patterson, Charles Richard, Memphis
Patterson, Kelly, Memphis
Patterson, Sam Polk, Collierville
Patterson, Stanley Martin, Memphis
-Patton, Christopher M, Memphis
Paul, Raphael Nathan, Memphis
Payne Jr, Earnest B, Memphis
Payne, Paul A, Memphis
Pearson, Richard McQuiston, Memphis
-Pecha, Marc Daniel, Memphis
Pedigo, Phillip Adler, Memphis
Peeler, David Wallace, Memphis
Peeples Jr, John D, Memphis
Pender Jr, John Vincent, Memphis
-Pendergrass, Margaret B, Memphis
Perry, Edgar Emrich, Memphis
Petri, Jan H, Cordova
-Pham, Loc B, Memphis
-Pharris, Larry J, Memphis
Phelps, William Charles, Memphis
-Phillips, Timothy D, Memphis
Phillips Jr, F Edward, Memphis
Phillips, Barbara Lynne, Memphis
Phillips, Barry Brent, Germantown
Phillips, David L, Memphis
Phillips, Douglas R, Memphis
Phillips, Jerry Clyde, Memphis
Phillips, William Earl, Memphis
-Philyaw, Kathy Renee, Cordova
Photopulos, Guy J, Memphis
Pian Jr, Maurice C, Memphis
Pierce, Julia A, Memphis
Pigott, John D, Memphis
Pinson, E Louise, Memphis
Pinstein, Martin Lee, Memphis
-Pirani, John F, Memphis
Pitcock, James Allison, Memphis
Platkin, Alan Bailey, Memphis
Plunk Jr, Otis A, Memphis
Polly, Stuart McGrath, Memphis
-Pomphrey, Margaret Anne, Memphis
Porter, Columbus Hassell, Birmingham, AL
Porter, William Richard, Bartlett
Porterfield, James G, Memphis
Posey, Michael Evans, Memphis
Poston, William Mason, Memphis
-Powell, Timothy John, Memphis
Powell, Carroll E, Memphis
Pratt, Edward S, Memphis
Pratt, Thomas H, Memphis
Price, James Howard, Memphis
Price, Robert Allen, Memphis
Pridgen, Stephen Allen, Memphis
Pridgen, William Roby, Memphis
Prieto Jr, Luis Carlos, Memphis
Pritchard, Frances E, Memphis
Proctor, Russell Jay, Memphis
Pruitt, David B, Memphis
-Puckett, Kim Leigh, Memphis
Pulsinelli, William A, Memphis
Putman, Billie Harold, Memphis
Quigley, Karen K, Memphis
Quimbayo, Jose A, Tampa, FL
Quinn III, Peter Jos, Memphis
Rada III, John B, Memphis
Raghavaiah, N V, Memphis
-Ragsdale, Timothy F, Memphis
Ragsdale, K Blake, Memphis
Rahman, Mahfuzur, Memphis
Raines, Edwin Allen, Memphis
Raines, Richard Brodnax, Memphis
Raines, Samuel Lucas, Memphis
Rainey, William Thomas, Memphis
Rains III, Boyce Manrin, Memphis
Ramanathan, Jaya, Memphis
Ramey III, Danl Randolph, Memphis
Randolph, Paul Douglas, Memphis
Rao, Bhaskar Narayan, Germantown
Ray, Morris William, Memphis
-Rayudu, Sreedhar Rao, Germantown
Reaves, Edward McCormick, Memphis
Redden, Ruth Anne, Memphis
-Reddick, Bradley H, Memphis
Reed, Cheston Murray, Memphis
Reed, Edward Wilson, Memphis
Reed, Mark Loyd, Memphis
Reeder, Robt Canada, Memphis
Reese Jr, Harvey C, Memphis
Reese, Halden Eugene, Memphis
Reid, David Hollis, Cordova
Reid, Ishmael S, Memphis
-Reimers, Elizabeth E, Memphis
Reisser Jr, John Milton, Memphis
Reiter, Amanda M, Jackson
Rentrop, Walter Anton, Memphis
Rentrop, William Emil, Memphis
Reyes, Nora V, Memphis
Reynolds, Gary Lynn, Memphis
Rhea Jr, Hal S, Memphis
Rice, Steven Nicholas, Memphis
Richards, Randolph M, Memphis
Richardson III, Robert L, Memphis
Richardson Jr, Robt Lee, Memphis
Richardson, Elbert Greer, Memphis
Richey, E T, Memphis
Ricker, Shali M, Nashville
Riggs Jr, William Webster, Memphis
Riggs, Charles R, Memphis
-Rigsby, Thomas W, Memphis
Riley, Frances Osborn, Memphis
Ripps, Barry A, Memphis
Roane, Jourdan Archibald, Cordova

Robbins Jr, Samuel Gwin, Memphis
Robbins, Edward T, Memphis
-Roberson, Arthur E, Memphis
Roberts, Larry K, Memphis
-Robertson, Donya Burroughs, Memphis
-Robertson, Jennifer Shaw, Memphis
Robertson, James Thos, Olive Branch, MS
Robertson, Jon Hobson, Memphis
Robinson Jr, Chas G, Memphis
Robinson Jr, John Edward, Memphis
Robinson, James A, Memphis
Robinson, Lloyd Edward, Memphis
Robinson, Wiley Thomas, Memphis
Robison Jr, Lowell Benj, Memphis
Rodney, William M, Memphis

-Rojas, Phil Andrew, Memphis
Rojas, Norberto, Memphis
Roney, Ronald Steven, Memphis
Rosen, Gerald Michael, Memphis
Rosenberg, E William, Memphis
Rosenberg, Zachary, Memphis
Rosensweig, Jacob, Memphis
-Ross, Shea O'Neal, Memphis
Routt Jr, William Edward, Memphis
Ruch Jr, Walter Allwein, Memphis
Rucker, James Daniel, Germantown
Ruleman, Chester Allan, Memphis
-Rumley, Carla R, Memphis
Runyan Jr, John Wm, Memphis
-Rushing, Rodney Scott, Memphis
Rushing, Van, Memphis
-Russell, Kimberly Ann, Memphis
Russell Jr, John Murray, Memphis
Russell, Thomas Anthony, Memphis
-Russo, Robert Anthony, Memphis
Russo, William Louis, Memphis
-Rutherford, Joe Bostick, Memphis
Sabbah, Ronnie, Cordova
Sacks, Harold Samuel, Memphis
-Sadler, Scott Michael, Memphis
Safley Jr, Charles Franklin, Memphis
Sage, Fred P, Memphis
Saino, James D, Memphis

-Saito, Kaori, Memphis
Salazar, Jorge E, Memphis
Salcedo, Eduardo A, Memphis
Samaha, Joseph K, Memphis
Sammons, Lehman Clark, Cordova
Samuels, Alan Danl, Memphis
Sander, Craig J, Memphis
-Sanders, Chris D, Memphis
Sanders, Frederick D, Memphis
Sanford Jr, Jack Carter, Memphis
Sanford, David Marshall, Memphis
Sanford, Robert Alexander, Memphis
Sauter, Robert F, Germantown
Saxton Sr, Grady L, Memphis
-Scales Jr, Thomas Risdon, Memphis
Schaeffer Jr, S J, Memphis
Schaeffer, Alan R, Memphis
Schaffer, Donald Earl, Memphis
Schanzer, Mary Cathleen, Memphis
Scheer, Thomas Frederick, Memphis
Schettler, Betty J, Memphis
Schettler, William Heymoore, Memphis
Schlesinger, Victor Adler, Memphis
Schoettle Jr, G Phillip, Memphis

-Scott, Stephanie Ann, Memphis
Scott III, Benjamin F, Memphis
Scott Jr, Daniel J, Memphis
Scott, Edward Patton, Memphis
Scott, Hugh, Memphis
Scott, Jos Manson, Memphis
Scott, Randall Lee, Memphis
Scruggs, Jerry L, Memphis
Seale, James, Memphis
-Searcy, Harriett E, Memphis
Sebes, Jeno Imre, Memphis
Segal, Anthony, Memphis
Segal, Jack, Memphis
Segal, Maurice P, Memphis
Segal, Robert Henry, Memphis
Segerson, Edward C, Memphis
-Sellers, Angela D, Memphis
Sexton, Ray Owen, Memphis
Shapiro, Marvin Louis, Memphis

-Shaw, Merri, Cookeville
Shea III, John Joseph, Memphis
Shea Jr, John Jos, Memphis
Shea Jr, Martin Coyle, Memphis
Shearin, Robt P N, Memphis
Shell III, Dan H, Memphis
Shelton, Brixey R, Memphis
Shelton, Thomas B, Memphis
Shiftman, Stephen Murray, Memphis
Shults, Stephanie Renee, Memphis
Shurley III, William R, Cordova
Siegel, Barry Ross, Memphis
Siegel, Jerome Seymour, Memphis

-Sieveking, Nicholas E, Memphis
Sievers, Richard E, Memphis
Sikes, James C, Memphis
Silverman, Michael N, Memphis
Simmons, Bryan Paul, Memphis
Simmons, James C H, Memphis
Simpson, Joe Leigh, Memphis
Sims, Clifford W, Memphis
Sisk, Thomas David, Memphis
Sissman, Paul R, Memphis
Skaggs, Marvin Richard, Memphis
Skinner, Edward Folland, Memphis
Skinner, Robert B, Memphis
Sloas, David Dale, Memphis
Slutsky, Avron Abe, Memphis
Smiddy, Joseph C, Memphis
Smiley, Linda M, Memphis
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-Smith, C Christopher, Memphis
-Smith, Tamra Lee, Kingston
Smith, Clyde Gaylon, Memphis
Smith, Kirby Lee, Memphis
Smith, Ricky Allen, Memphis
Smith, Stanley L, Memphis
Smith, Vincent D, Memphis
Smith, W Chapman, Memphis
*Smythe Jr, Frank Ward, Memphis
Snider, Charles V, Memphis
Snyder, Dowen Ervin, Memphis
*Sohm, John J, Memphis
Solomito, Vincent Lee, Memphis

-Solomon, Dennis R, Memphis
Soskel, Norman Terry, Memphis
Spears, Hubert Earl, Memphis
-Speckhart, Susan Ashley, Memphis
Spencer, Judy, Memphis

-Spigel, David, Memphis
Spiotta Jr, Eugene J, Memphis
Spiotta, Eugene Jos, Memphis
Spiotta, Larry B, Memphis

-Sprouse, Richard, Memphis
Stallings, John M, Memphis
Stanford, Carl Cooper, Memphis
Stanford, James Franklin, Memphis
Stanley Jr, Thomas V, Memphis
*Stark, Ray Gingles, Memphis
Starr, Jason Leonard, Bellingham, WA
Stein, Lee S, Memphis
Steinman, Fred, Memphis
Stentz, David L, Memphis
Stephens, Raj K, Germantown
*Stepp, William Price, Memphis
Stern, Thomas Neuton, Memphis
*Stevenson, Cleo Wilson, Memphis
*Stevenson, Edward N, Memphis
Stevenson, Robin Malcolm, Memphis

-Stewart, Michael Todd, Memphis
Stewart, David G, Memphis
*Stewart, Marcus Jefferson, Memphis
Stewart, Sherrill Bryce, Memphis
Strasberg, Gary David, Memphis
*Stratton, Henry Thos, Memphis
Strock, Sylvia S, Memphis
*Stubblef ield, Robt J, Memphis
-Studtmann, Karl Eric, Cordova
Sullivan, Jos Albert, Memphis
Sullivan, Rhonda, Memphis
Summitt, Robert Layman, Memphis
Sutherland III, Arthur J, Memphis
Swamy, Aligiri, Memphis
-Swords Jr, Robert Lee, Memphis
*Sydnor, Elmer W, Memphis
Tabor, Owen Britt, Memphis
*Tacket, Hall Sanford, Memphis
Tag, Arnold R, Memphis.
-Takayama, Megumi, Memphis
Tanenbaum, Mark Harris, Memphis
Tanner, Paul Russell, Memphis

-Taylor, Greg M, Memphis
Taylor III, Herbert A, Memphis
Taylor Jr, William Wood, Memphis
Taylor, Edwin Oscar, Memphis
Taylor, John Charles, Memphis
Taylor, Martha Neumann, Memphis
Taylor, Susan, Memphis
Taylor, William Z, Memphis
Teague, Paul Ford, Parsons
Teague, Todd A, Memphis
-Teaster, David Sean, Memphis
Tejwani, Indurani A, Memphis
-Templeton, Lucinda, Memphis
Templeton, Terry P, Memphis
Terhune, Ronald Lytle, Memphis
Thayer, Gilbert M, Memphis
Thomas Jr, Lloyd R, Germantown
Thomas, Dianna J, Memphis
Thomas, Oswald Henry, Bartlett
-Thompson, Christopher O'Neal, Memphis
-Thompson, Heather, Memphis
-Thompson, Keith Shannon, Memphis
Thompson, Barry F, Memphis
Thompson, Greg L, Memphis
Thompson, Paul Andrew, Memphis
Thompson, Terry L, Memphis
Thompson, Tommy C, Memphis
Thomsen, William B, Memphis
-Thorburn, Gerald M, Memphis
Threlkeld, Michael Gavin, Memphis
Threlkeld, William Cleage, Memphis
Tickle, Sami Milton, Memphis
Tidd, Margaret Elizabeth, Memphis
-Tidwell, Stephen Craig, Jackson
-Tinker, Cory Ray, Memphis
-Tipps, Jeffrey E, Memphis
Tipton, Robert Eugene, Memphis
Todd, Margaret Ryan, Memphis
Todd, Tanja Lu, Memphis
-Tolbert, Audrey Karen, Memphis
Tonkin, Allen K, Memphis
Tonkin, Ina L D, Memphis
Tooms, Robt Edwin, Memphis
-Torbett, Lea, Memphis
Tosh, John Williams, Memphis
Townsend III, Arthur M, Memphis
Trautman, Robert J, Memphis
Treadwell III, George H, Memphis
Trew, Gary F, Memphis
-Trombley, Paul, Germantown
Trotter, Michael, Memphis
Troutman, Tammy R, Memphis
-Tsai, Judy, Memphis
Tuberville, Audrey Whaley, Memphis

-Tucker, Tammie M, Memphis
*Tullis Jr, I Frank, Memphis

Tullis, Kenneth Frank, Memphis
*Turley Jr, Hubert King, Memphis
*Turley Jr, John C, Memphis
*Turman, Prentiss A, Memphis
Turner, Geo Randolph, Memphis
Turner, James E, Germantown
Turner, Jan Lewis, Memphis
*Tyler, Louis Edward, Memphis
*Tyrer Jr, Austin Roy, Memphis
*Tyson Jr, William T, Memphis
-Tysz, Samantha, Memphis
Upshaw, James Jerry, Memphis
Upshaw, Jefferson Davis, Memphis
Usdan, David Aaron, Memphis
-Utley, Jennifer E, Memphis
Utley, Anne Clark, Cordova
*Vaccaro, Eugene A, Memphis
-Vandergrif f , Joseph V, Memphis
-Vargas, Kenneth Eugene, Memphis
Varner Jr, Claude, Memphis
Varner, James Carroll, Memphis
Vasu, Renga I, Memphis
Vera, Santiago R, Memphis
Verner, Walter Eugene, Memphis
Vernon, Michael Lee, Germantown
Vieron, Leonidas Nicholas, Memphis
*Vincent, John Robt, Walls, MS
-Vinson, John W, Memphis
Voeller, Guy R, Memphis
Vogelfanger, Roger B, Memphis
Vookles, John Thorn, Memphis
Vu, Trong Van, Memphis
Wade, W Burke, Memphis
Wake, Robert William, Memphis
*Wakham, James Dale, Johnson City
-Waldrup, Phillip D, Memphis
-Walker, Lottie Ann, Memphis
Walker Jr, Parks W, Memphis
Walker, Frances Carolyn, Memphis
Walker, Robert A, Germantown
Walker, William Alan, Memphis
*Walker, William White, Memphis
Wallace Jr, Charles Russell, Memphis
*Wallace, James Ashford, Memphis
*Wallace, Peter B, Memphis
Wallstedt, Bruce A, Memphis
Walsh, John Thomas, Memphis
Walsh, William K, Memphis
Walzer, Yair, Memphis
Ward, John David, Memphis
Wardlaw, Lee Lyle, Memphis
Warner Jr, William Charles, Memphis
Warner, Ronnie M, Memphis
Warr III, Otis Sumter, Memphis
*Warr, Otis S, Memphis
Warren, Jeffrey S, Memphis
*Watkins, William W, Memphis
Watridge, Clarence B, Memphis
Watson, Donald C, Memphis
Watson, Susan R, Memphis
Weatherly, Mark Willard, Memphis
-Webb, Michael R, White Pine
Webber, Ben Porter, Memphis
Webber, Katherine A, Memphis
Weber III, Alvin Julian, Memphis
Weber, Bill Carl, Memphis
Weeks, Albert E, Memphis
Weems, Jos Lell, Memphis
Weems, Thomas Doyle, Memphis
Weinberg, Joseph A, Germantown
Weinstein, Joseph Seth, Memphis
Weir III, Alva B, Memphis
*Weir Jr, Alva Bowen, Memphis
-Weiss, Kenneth S, Memphis
Weiss, Joseph F, Memphis
Wells, Mark S, Memphis
Wells, Van Henry, Memphis
*Wennemark, James R, Germantown
Wesberry Jr, Jesse Malpass, Columbus, MS
Wesberry Sr, Jesse Malpass, Memphis
Wesche, W Allen, Memphis
West, Harold Maxell, Memphis
West, James M, Memphis
Westmoreland, Daniel K, Memphis
Wheeler, Laurie C, Memphis
Whitaker, Toni M, Memphis
-White, Beverly Suzanne, Memphis
-White, Jennifer Claire, Memphis
White III, Thomas Jefferson, Memphis
White Jr, James Harold, Memphis
White, Chas Edward, Memphis
White, Frank Louis, Memphis
*White, William Guerin, Memphis
Whitehead, William Jerry, Germantown
Whitlock, Lawrence Wayne, Memphis
*Wiener, Isadore David, Memphis
Wiener, Robt Alan, Memphis
Wilder, William Wiggins, Memphis
Wilhite, Joe Lynn, Memphis
-Wilkinson, Kimberly Sue, Memphis
Wilkinson, Ephriam Bailey, Memphis
-Williams, Trilby E, Memphis
Williams, Beverly D, Memphis
Williams, Deborah Lynn, Memphis
*Williams, Horace Glenn, Memphis
Williams, Hugh Hernes, Cordova
Williams, Keith Dawson, Memphis
Williams, Mark A, Memphis
Williams, Paul Herbert, Memphis
Wills, Gordon Lee, Memphis
Wilson, Arthur J, Memphis
Wilson, Donald Bruce, Memphis
*Wilson, Harry Williamson, Memphis
*Wilson, James E, Memphis
Wilson, John McCullough, Memphis
Wilson, Raymond Edward, Cordova

Winfield, Alan C, Germantown
Winfield, David Franklin, Memphis
-Winkelmann, Julie Anne, Collierville
-Wisniewski, Joseph M, Chattanooga
Witherington, John M, Covington
Witherspoon Jr, Frank G, Memphis
Wolf, Rodney Yale, Memphis
Wong, Kenneth, Bartlett
-Wood, Kenneth W, Memphis
Wood II, George W, Memphis
*Wood, Matthew W, Memphis
Wood, Thomas Oval, Memphis
-Woodall, Cynthia C, Memphis
Woodall Jr, Jesse C, Memphis
Woodall, Charles Jackson, Memphis
Woodall, Melanie L, Cordova
Woodbury Jr, George, Memphis
Woodbury, Geo Robt, Memphis
Woodbury, Linda L Plzak, Memphis
-Woodfield, Shannon Lee, Memphis
-Woods, Dexter, Memphis
Woodside, Jeffrey R, Memphis
*Woolley, Clifton Ward, Memphis
Wooten, Richard Lindsey, Memphis
Wooten, Robert Strode, Memphis
*Workman Jr, Claude H, Marietta, GA
*Worrell, Jerry Lewis, Memphis
Wortham III, George F, Memphis
Worthington, Julian Mack, Memphis
*Wrenn Jr, Earle L, Memphis
Wright II, Phillip E, Memphis
Wright Jr, Leonard D, Memphis
Wright, Becky Buckley, Memphis
Wright, Dana John, Memphis
Wright, Lance Jefferson, Memphis
Wruble, Lawrence David, Memphis
*Wurzburg, Henry, Memphis
-Yarber, Robert H, Memphis
Yarbrough, Robert R, Memphis
*Yates

,

Claude Frank, Memphis
Yates, Linda Kay, Cordova
Yates

,

Scott W, Memphis
Yeates

,

Laura,r Memphis
*Young, Jack G , Memphis
*Young, Jean Anne, Memphis
Young, Mark S , Memphis
Younger , Carl Thomas, Memphis
Younis

,

Ramzi Tamer, Memphis
-Zachary, William Henry, Memphis
Zane.lla Jr, John, Memphis
Zanone, Michael T, Germantown

MONROE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Allen, James Lester, Sweetwater
Carpenter, Douglas R, Madisonville
DeFreitas, Eric Allan, Sweetwater
Evans, Thomas S, Sweetwater
Gazewood, John D, Madisonville
Gettinger, Joshua S, Madisonville
Harrison, Celia Huddleston, Philadelphia
Harvey, William L, Sweetwater
Hays, Robt Danl, Cleveland
*Hyman Jr, Orren Williams, Sweetwater
Levin, Barbara Ann, Madisonville
Lowry, Frank H, Madisonville
Ness, James W, Tellico Plains
Snyder, Edward D, Sweetwater
Villanueva, Ramon, Sweetwater
Zee, Paulus, Sweetwater

MONTGOMERY COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Anderson, Paulette
.
D, Clarksville

*Atkinson, Edward R, Clarksville
Baggett, Henry W, Clarksville
Beazley, William Cooper, Clarksville
Bellenger, James F, Clarksville
Bendt, Robert Richard, Clarksville
Boyd, Alton Reuther, Clarksville
Bradley, Joel F, Clarksville
Brandon, Gilbert T, Clarksville
*Brewer, Carlos B, Clarksville
Bush, Joel Gregory, Clarksville
Butler, Thomas W, Clarksville
Carrigan, Vernon M, Clarksville
Cha, Paul Sangyong, Clarksville
Cole, Herbert Rowland, Clarksville
Crawford, Donald A, Clarksville
Creekmore, Harry S, Clarksville
Cunningham Jr, Thomas M, Clarksville
*Doane Jr, Samuel N, Clarksville
Doty Jr, Robert D, Chapmansboro
Durrett Jr, Dawson W, Clarksville
*Farrar, James Thos, Clarksville
Faust, Larry M, Clarksville
Ferraraccio, Blaise E, Clarksville
Futrell, Danny W, Nashville
Glassell, Edwin C, Clarksville
*Griffin, V H, Clarksville
Gullett, David Laird, Clarksville
Hall, Billy T, Clarksville
Hall, Michael Stanley, Clarksville
Harris-Ford, Laurie Ann, Clarksville
Hong, Doug Un, Clarksville
Hooker, Michael D, Clarksville
Hudson III, William D, Clarksville
Hudson, Robert W, Clarksville
Humberd, Quentin A, Clarksville
*Iglehart, Bryan T, Clarksville
Jordan, Edwin Constantine, Clarksville
Kennedy, Howard R, Clarksville
Kent, Stephen W, Clarksville
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Koehn Jr, Robt C, Clarksville
Kurita, George I, Clarksville
Larkins, Gary L, Clarksville
Ledbetter, Buford B, Clarksville
Lee, Robt Henry, Dover
Lemoine, Fritz F, Clarksville
Lett, James C, Knoxville
Ligon, Douglas Wister, Erin
Limbaugh Jr, James W, Clarksville
Lind, Roger Charles, Clarksville
Lowe Jr, Reginald S, Clarksville
Lowy, Sam J, Clarksville
Luton, Oaklus Sami, Clarksville
*Lyle, William Green, Clarksville
Martin, Daniel Ernest, Erin
McCampbell, Frank G, Clarksville
McClure III, Christopher C, Clarksville
McLaughlin, Steven G, Clarksville
Miles Jr, Joseph Wm, Clarksville
Miller, David Stuart, Clarksville
Mitchum, Albert Jackson, Clarksville
Moessner, Harold F, Clarksville
Montgomery, Tony Johnson, Clarksville
Moore, W R, Clarksville
Peacher, Terry Gene, Clarksville
Pedigo Jr, W Joel, Clarksville
Perales, Angel U, Dickson
Peterson, Keith D, Clarksville
Porter, Douglas Dwight, Clarksville
Prine Jr, William Wesley, Clarksville
Resta, Bart J, Clarksville
Richardson, Donald Ray, Clarksville
Roads, Timothy R, Clarksville
*Ross, John W, Clarksville
Saleh, Adel S, Clarksville
Salyers, Steve G, Clarksville
Setzkorn, Ronald Karl, Clarksville
Siler, Rita Anne, Clarksville
Silvey, Gary Lynn, Clarksville
Smith, James Roy, Clarksville
Steely, William Morris, Clarksville
Vann, Harold Francis, Clarksville
Vermillion, R J, Clarksville
Walker, Joe R, Clarksville
*Wall Jr, William H, Clarksville
Williams, David B, Clarksville
Wilson, Frank, Clarksville
Wright Jr, John Fay, Clarksville
Youngblood, Robert Carter, Clarksville

NASHVILLE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE

DAVIDSON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Abbott, Julie Lunsford, Brentwood
Abisellan, Georgina A, Nashville
Acree, Maurice Mason, Nashville
*Adams, Crawford, Duck Key, FL
Addlestone, Ronald B, Nashville
Adkins, Robt Benton, Nashville
Adkins, Royce Terrell, Goodlettsville
Adkins, Thomas G, Nashville
Agbunag, Arnulfo Abat , Madison
Akin, Gordon Clay, Nashville
Akin, Judith Blevins, Nashville
*Alcantara, Ildefonso A, Nashville
Alexander Jr, Clyde W, Nashville
Alexander, Dave A, Nashville
Alexander, William Frederick, Nashville
Alfery, David D, Nashville
Alford Jr, William Cutter, Nashville
Alford, Robert H, Nashville
*Allen Jr, Joseph H, Nashville
Allen Jr, Newton Perkins, Nashville
Allen, Terry Reynolds, Nashville
Allen, Vaughan Arthur, Nashville
Allen, Verne Elwood, Nashville
*Alley Jr, J Clyde, Nashville
*Allison Jr, Fred, Nashville
Alpdr, Benjamin J, Nashville
Altenbern Jr, Douglas Carlton, Nashville
Altenbern, Darrington P, Nashville
Ammarell, Robert L, Nashville
Anand, Vinita, Nashville
*Anderson Jr, Arthur R, Nashville
Anderson Jr, Edwin B, Nashville
Anderson Jr, James E, Nashville
*Anderson Jr, James S, Nashville
Anderson, Allen F, Nashville
Anderson, Edward Eugene, Nashville
*Anderson, Edwin B, Nashville
*Anderson, Elbridge E, Hermitage
*Anderson, H R, Nashville
Anderson, John Eugene, Nashville
Anderson, William Clyde, Nashville
Anderson, William Joseph, Nashville
Arendale Jr, Charles R, Nashville
Arendall II, Rex E, Nashville
Arnett, Darrell G, Nashville
Arnold, Edward Stanley, Nashville
Arnold, Fredrick S, Nashville
Arnold, Larry Totty, Nashville
Arrindell, Everton Leroy, Nashville
Arrowsmith, Peter Noel, Nashville
Asher, Harvey, Nashville
Asher, Jordan Ross, Nashville
Atkinson III, Ralph C, Nashville
Austin, John Clayton,- Nashville
Avant, Geo Ray, Nashville
Averbuch, Mark Stephen, Nashville
Avery, James Kelley, Nashville
Aylor, Sarah Brown, Nashville
Baer, Harry, Nashville
Bailey, Allan H, Nashville
Baker, Jack R, Nashville

Baker, Thurman Dee, Nashville
Baldwin, James Marvin, Ashland City
Ballinger, Jeanne F, Nashville
Ban, Thomas A, Nashville
*Bandy, Preston H, Nashville
Barnes Jr, Maurice C, Nashville
Barnett, Donald R, Nashville
Barnett, Patrick A, Nashville
Barnett, Paul Harold, Nashville
Barnett, Robt Burton, Nashville
Barton, Ben R, Nashville
Barton, David, Nashville
*Bass, Allan Deimage, Nashville
Batalden, Paul B, Nashville
Batchelor, E Dale, Nashville
Batson, Jack Miller, Nashville
*Batson, Randolph, Troy, AL
Baucom, William E, Nashville
*Bayer, D Scott, Nashville
*Beazley, Luthur, Nashville
Beck, Charles Bernard, Madison
Beck, Larson Dale, Madison
*Beckwith, Merton M, APO, AE
*Begtrup, Robert 0, Nashville
Belden, Richard A, Nashville
Bell, Robt Le Roy, Nashville
Bender Jr, Harvey W, Nashville
Bennett Jr, Bobby G, Nashville
Bennie, Jeffrey Barker, Nashville
Benning, Thomas R, Nashville
Benson Jr, Ralph C, Nashville
*Benson, George N, Nashville
*Benz, Edmund Woodward, Nashville
Berger, Brian Lee, Nashville
Berger, Kurt Vincent, Nashville
Berklacick, Frank Martin, Nashville
Berman, M Lawrence, Nashville
‘Bernard, Louis J, Nashville
‘Bernard, Stanley, Nashville
Bernet, William, Nashville
Berrie, Warren R, Nashville
Berry, Jeoffrey, Nashville
Besharian, Charles M, Nashville
Best, Tony P, Nashville
*Beveridge, John H, Nashville
Bienvenu, Gary Louis, Brentwood
Bihl-Miranda, Patricia M, Nashville
Bilhartz, David L, Nashville
Biliyar, Vedavyasa B, Nashville
*Billings Jr, Frederic T, Nashville
Binkley Jr, William Joseph, Madison
Birdwell, Ben Jason, Nashville
Bishop Jr, Eugene L, Nashville
*Bishop, Lindsay K, Nashville
Bishop, Michael Robt, Nashville
*Bistowish Jr, Joseph M, Nashville
*Black Jr, James N, Tenafly, NJ
Blake, Maryanne, Nashville
Blanton, Donald McLain, Nashville
Bodner, Stanley Jacob, Hermitage
Boehm, Frank Henry, Nashville
Bolds, John Michael, Nashville
Bolin, Marion G, Nashville
Bolus Jr, David Norman, Nashville
Bomboy Jr, James D, Nashville
Bonau, Roger Anthony, Nashville
Bond III, John Benjamin, Nashville
Bond, Arthur Gernt, Franklin
Bond, John Benj, Nashville
Bone, Robert Carver, Lebanon
Bonner, Kevin Joseph, Brentwood
Bookman, James Andrew, Madison
Booth Jr, Glenn H, Nashville
Bottomy, Michael Bruce, Nashville
*Bounds Jr, Geo Wm, Nashville
Bowers, Patricia Lynn, Nashville
-Boyles, Janet K, Nashville
Brackin Jr, Henry B, Nashville
Bradham, W Glenn, Nashville
*Bradley, Cloyce F, Nashville
Brakefield, James Marion, Nashville
Brandes, Jan L, Nashville
Brannon, C Travis, Nashville
Brantley, Barrett Duane, Nashville
Braren, H Victor, Nashville
Breinig, John Boyers, Nashville
Breiten, Leslie B, Nashville
Brennan, Rhonda Kay, Nashville
Bressman, Phillip L, Nashville
Brigham, Kenneth L, Nashville
Brimmer II, Robert A, Nashville
Brin, Edward Neal, Nashville
Brock III, John W, Nashville
Brodows, Robert G, Brentwood
Brothers, John Cunningham, Nashville
Brown Jr, Walter U, Nashville
Brown, Douglas H, Nashville
Brown, Kermit R, Nashville
Brown, Mary Jane, Brentwood
Brown, Pamela E, Goodlettsville
Brown, Phillip Pendleton, Nashville
Browne, Edward W, Nashville
Bruner, Joseph Paul, Nashville
Bruno III, John, Nashville
*Bryan, John 0, Nashville
Bryant, James David, Nashville
Bryant, Susan H, Nashville
‘Buchanan Jr, Robert Norman, Nashville
Buchanan, Richard Durr, Brentwood
Buckspan, Glenn S, Nashville
Bueno, Reuben A, Nashville
Burbank, Sally Willard, Nashville
Burch Jr, Roy Perry, Brentwood
*Burd, Jos G, Nashville
Burkhalter , Michael Terry, Nashville
Burks, Helen C, Hendersonville

Burnes, James Edmond, Madison
Burnett, Lonnie S, Nashville
Burns, Gerald Robt, Nashville
Burrichter, Calvin A, Nashville
Burrus, Daniel S, Nashville
Burrus, Geo Robt, Nashville
Byrd III, Benjamin F, Nashville
*Byrd Jr, Benjamin F, Nashville
Byrd, J W Thomas, Nashville
Cadena-Cucta, Guillermo, Nashville
Cage, John Bright, Nashville
Caldwell Jr, Benjamin H, Nashville
*Calhoun, Calvin Lee, Nashville
Callaway, James J, Nashville
Callaway, Michael Denney, Nashville
Callaway, Thomas Haile, Nashville
Campa III, John A, Nashville
Campbell, Susan B, Nashville
Campbell, Thomas W, Nashville
Campbell, W Barton, Nashville
Canale Jr, Daniel D, Nashville
‘Cannon II, Richard 0, Nashville
Cannon Jr, Charles Grady, Nashville
Canter, Jeffrey Alan, Nashville
*Card, Wm Judson, Madison
Carlsen, Andrew B, Nashville
Carlson, Brian Richard, Mt Juliet
*Carney Jr, Sam W, Madison
Carpenter Jr, George K, Nashville
Carr, Mark Barham, Nashville
Carter, Jeffrey B, Nashville
‘Carter, Oscar Willis, Nashville
Cartwright, Pete S, Nashville
Cassell, Norman M, Nashville
Castelnuovo-Tedesco, P, Nashville
Cate, Ronald C, Nashville
Cato, James Robert, Nashville
*Cazort, Ralph J, Nashville
*Chalfant, Robt L, Nashville
Chambers, Jill F, Nashville
Chang, Pong Moon, Nashville
Chapman, John Edmon, Nashville
Charles, Philip David, Nashville
Chazen, Eric Martin, Nashville
Cheij, Abraham Pacha, Nashville
Chern, Andrew Lawson, Nashville
Chisolm Jr, Joe M, Nashville
Christenberry , Robert H, Nashville
Christofersen, Mark R, Nashville
Classen, Jeannine Archer, Madison
Clendenin III, Robert, Nashville
Clinton, Mary E, Nashville
*Cobb Jr, Cully A, Nashville
Cochran, Robt Taylor, Nashville
Cohen, Alan Gary, Nashville
Coker, Wesley Louis, Nashville
Coles III, John H, Nashville
Collins, Robert S, Madison
Coltharp, William H, Nashville
Concepcion, Raoul S, Nashville
Connor, Dan E, Madison
Conrad, James Francis, Nashville
Cooke, Geo Edward, Nashville
Cooper, Robert S, Nashville
Coopwood, William Eugene, Texarkana, TX
Corbin Jr, Charles, Nashville
*Cothren, Frederec B, Chattanooga
Cothren, Jackson Danl, Nashville
Cotton Jr, Robert Bell, Nashville
*Couch Jr, Orrie A, Nashville
Couden, Vincent Robt, Nashville
Coulam, Craig M, Nashville
Cowden, Charles Marshall, Hendersonville
*Cowden, Frederic Eugene, Nashville
*Crafton, George B, Nashville
Crafton, George West, Madison
Crane, Jos Michael, Madison
‘Crane, Paul Shields, Nashville
Crawford Jr, Walter Morgan, Nashville
Creech, Robert H, Nashville
Crenshaw, Marshall H, Nashville
Crenshaw, William Bryant, Nashville
Crook Jr, Jerrall Paul, Nashville
Crook, Angus M G, Nashville
Crook, Jerrall Paul, Nashville
Cross, David L, Nashville
Crumbo, Donald S, Nashville
Cushman, Arthur Robt, Madison
D'Amico, Stephen J, Nashville
Dalton, John Charles, Nashville
Daniell, James F, Nashville
Dao, Anh Huu, Nashville
*Darby, William Jefferson, Thompson Station
Dash, Lamarr A, Franklin
*Daugherty, Philip V, Nashville
Davis Arnold, Evelyn J, Brentwood
Davis Jr, Thomas Joel, Nashville
Davis, Ben Weldon, Nashville

Carla Suzanne M, Nashville
Geo William, Nashville
Ivan R, Nashville
J Lucian, Nashville
Michael David, Nashville
Richard John, Nashville
Theodore W, Nashville
William Gray, Madison

Day, Bruce Edward, Madison
Day, T Wayne, Nashville
DeLozier III, Joseph B, Nashville
DeLozier, Jan S, Nashville
DeMent, Samuel Houston, Greenwood, SC
Deason, Deborah R, Nashville

Mark Arey, Nashville
Michael Donahue, Nashville

*Delvaux Jr, Thomas C, Nashville
Dillard Jr, Sami Henry, Brentwood

Davis,
Davis,
Davis

,

Davis,
*Davis

,

Davis,
*Davis

,

Davis,

Deaton,
Decker,
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Dittus, Janet L, Franklin
Dixon, Bryce William, Nashville
Doak, William Melville, Donelson
Dodd, Robert T, Nashville
Doering, Tracey Ellen, Nashville
Donovan, Kevin L, Nashville
Dopp, Alan C, Nashville
Dorsey, Douglas Russell, Nashville
Doss, W Gordon, Hendersonville
Doster Jr, Robert T, Nashville
Dow III, Frederick Thompson, Nashville
Downey, Willima Lee, Nashville
*Downs, Howard S, Hendersonville
Doyle, Deborah R, Nashville
Dozier Jr, J Emmett, Nashville
*Driver Jr, L Rowe, Nashville
*Dubuisson, Ray L, Nashville
Dudley, B Stephens, Nashville
Duffy, Karen Barr, Madison
Dunbar, Laura L, Nashville
Duncan, Gary Wm, Nashville
*Duncan, Geo E, Nashville
Duncan, Thomas C, Nashville
Dundon, Mary Catherine, Goodlett sville
Dunkerley Jr, Robt C, Nashville
Dunn Jr, B Rentz, Nashville
Dunn, Geo Dewey, Nashville
Dutton, William Patterson, Nashville
Dyer, David N, Nashville
Dyer, Eric L, Nashville
Earthman, Webb Johnston, Nashville
Ebert, Michael H, Nashville
Eckstein, Charles W, Nashville
Edwards Jr, William H, Nashville
Edwards, Joe Michael, Nashville
Edwards, Michael Ernest, Brentwood
Edwards, Robt Harvey, Nashville
Edwards Sr, William H, Nashville
Eisert, Donald Ramon, Nashville
Elam III, Roy Oscar, Nashville
Elam, Lloyd Chas, Nashville
Elliott, James H, Nashville
Ellis, Darrel L, Nashville
*Ellis, James W, Nashville
Ellis, Michael C, Madison
Elrod, Burton F, Nashville
Elson, Melvin Leslie, Nashville
Emerson, Clifton W, Nashville
Emerson, Edwin Boyette, Nashville
Emfinger, C Wesley, Nashville
Ensalada, Leon D, Nashville
Entman, Stephen S, Nashville
Escobar, Alfonso, Nashville
Eskind, Irwin Bernard, Nashville
Eskind, Jeffery Bein, Nashville
Eskind, Steven J, Nashville
Estes, Robert L, Nashville
Estopinal, Marcel R, Nashville
*Evans, Hillis Floren, Madison
Evans, Janet E, Nashville
Ewers, E William, Nashville
*Eyler, Don L, Salem, AL
Ezell, Gilbert D, Nashville
Ezell, Meredith A, Nashville
Ezell, Roy Clay, Nashville
Faber, Robt Branch, Nashville
Falk, Randall M, Nashville
Farrar, William Taylor, Nashville
Fassler, Cheryl Ann, Nashville
Faulk Jr, Wallace H, Nashville
Faulkner, Charles Taylor, Nashville
Faulkner, Lee Ann, Nashville
Faust, Thomas Wilson, Nashville
Felch, James W, Franklin
Felts, Stephen Karey, Nashville
Feman, Stephen S, Nashville
Fenichel, Gerald Mervin, Nashville
Ferguson, Harold Austin, Nashville
Fields, James P, Nashville
Fields, John Pershing, Nashville
Finch, William Tyree, Nashville
Finke, Frederick Leroy, Nashville
Fishbein, Joseph H, Nashville
Fisher, Benjamin, Nashville
Fisher, Jack, Nashville
Fleet Jr, William F, Goodlettsville
Fleischer, Arthur C, Nashville
Fleming Jr, James H, Nashville
Fleming Jr, Ross, Nashville
Fleming, Philip Edward, Nashville
Fletcher, Christopher W, Nashville
Fletcher, Suzanne M, Brentwood
Flexner, John Morris, Nashville
Flora, Mark Dudley, Nashville
Foley, Gerald J, Nashville
Foose, Jeanne Marie, Nashville
Ford, Dianne J, Madison
‘Foreman, Howard R, Nashville
Foster, Henry Wendell, Nashville
Foster, Nelson Ray, Nashville
Fowinkle, Eugene Wesley, Nashville
Fowler, S Benjamin, Nashville
Fox, Richard Allen, Nashville
Francis, Robt Stanley, Nashville
Franklin, Alan J, Nashville
Franklin, Jerry M, Nashville
Frederiksen, Rand Terrell, Nashville
Freeman, Mark Pearce, Brentwood
Freeman, Rufus Jack, Nashville
Frenchman, Khushru H, Hendersonville
Frexes-Steed, Maria E, Nashville
Frey, Walter Willis, Nashville
Friddell, Thomas James, Nashville
Friedman, Wallace L, Nashville
Frist Jr, John C, Nashville
Frist, Robt Armistead, Nashville

Frist, William Harrison, Nashville
Frist Sr, Thomas F, Nashville
Fry, James Alan, Nashville
Fullerton, Randy Curtis, Nashville
Furlow, William Loomis, Nashville
Gaines, Donald Lee, Nashville
Gaither, Douglas Hamilton, Nashville
*Gant, Julian C, Loma Linda, CA
*Gardner, Charles Kurtin, Nashville
Garman, Richard W, Brentwood
*Garrett, Sam Young, Nashville
Gaskin III, Hubert Samuel, Brentwood
Gaskins, Fay M, Nashville
Gaston, Robert B, Donelson
Gaume, James Alan, Nashville
Gavigan, William Mitchel, Nashville
Gaw, David Wisdom, Nashville
*Gaw, William Richard, Nashville
Geddie, Danl Clark, Nashville
Geer, Richard John, Nashville
Genca, Erol, Nashville
Gentry, Harold Leffel, Madison
German, Deborah C, Nashville
*Gessler, Carl Newton, Nashville
Ghosh, Sudhir C, Brentwood
Gibson, John Ragan, Nashville
Gill, Charles McClelland, Nashville
Gilmer, Ronald K, Nashville
Ginn, H Earl, Nashville
Givens, Dingess M, Nashville
Glascock, Frank B, Nashville
Glasscock, Michael E, Nashville
Glassford Jr, David M, Nashville
Glassman, Armand B, Nashville
Glazer, Mark D, Nashville
Glick, Alan Douglas, Nashville
*Glover Jr, John P, Nashville
Gluck Jr, Francis W, Nashville
*Gobbell Jr, Walter G, Nashville
Gold, Michael H, Nashville
Goldfarb, Mark S, Nashville
Goldner Jr, Fred, Nashville
‘Gomez, Paul Chas, Nashville
Goodin, Julia C, Nashville
Goodman, Bruce Randolph, Nashville
Goodman, William M, Madison
Gore, Johnny Elmo, Nashville
Gorstein, Fred, Nashville
Gotterer, Gerald S, Nashville
Gowda, Hiranya C K, Nashville
Graber, Alan Lee, Nashville
*Graham Jr, Louis S, Nashville
Graham Jr, Robert P, Nashville
Graham, Steven Donald, Nashville
Graham, Thomas P, Nashville
Granda, Antonio Medardo, Nashville
Grant, Burton Paine, Nashville
Graves Jr, Herschel A, Nashville
Gray, George F, Nashville
Gray, Roland William, Nashville
Greco, Frank Anthony, Nashville
Green Jr, Paul A, Nashville
Green, James Donald, Nashville
‘Green, Louis D, Brentwood
Green, Neil Edward, Nashville
Greenbaum, Ralph Martin, Nashville
Greer Jr, Clifton E, Nashville
Greer, John Pettry, Nashville
Gregory II, James P, Nashville
Gregory Jr, Marvin Geer, Nashville
Gregory, David Wilson, Nashville
Gremillion Jr, Daniel E, Nashville
Griffin, John Jos, Nashville
Grinde, Stephen E, Nashville
Griner, Winston H, Nashville
Griscom, John Hooper, Nashville
Groos Jr, Erich Bryan, Nashville
Groos, Erich Bryan, Nashville
‘Grossman, Laurence A, Nashville
Grove, R Barry, Brentwood
Growdon Jr, James Harold, Nashville
Guenst, John Martin, Nashville
Guillermin, John Philip, Hermitage
Gunn, Michael G, Nashville
Gurley, Larry D, Nashville
Gutow, Gary Sami, Nashville
Gutow, Richard Fineman, Nashville
Hagan, Geo Bryant, Madison
Hagan, Keith W, Nashville
Hagan, Kevin F, Nashville
Hagenau, Curtis James, Nashville
Haines Jr, Charles Edgar, Nashville
Hainsworth, John D, Nashville
Haley Jr, Robt Leo, Madison
Hall Jr, Wallace Howard, Nashville
Hall, Hugh David, Nashville
*Haltom, Thomas Branson, Nashville
Hamberg, Marcelle Robt, Nashville
Hamburger, Norman J, Brentwood
Hamilton, James Richard, Nashville
*Hamilton, William M, Highlands, NC
‘Hammonds, Roy Glenn, Nashville
Hampf, Carl R, Nashville
Handte, Robert E, Brentwood
Hanes, Thomas Eugene, Madison
Hannah, Gene Allen, Nashville
‘Hansen, Axel Carl, Nashville
Hardin, Robert Allen, Nashville
Hargreaves, Ray, Nashville
Harper, Marion Cal, Nashville
Harris, Gamal Allob, Nashville
*Harris, Jackson, Nashville
Harris, Perry Felton, Nashville
Hart, James Robert, Nashville
Hartness, William Owen, Nashville
*Harvey, Alexander Earle, Murfreesboro

Harwell Jr, William Beasley, Nashville
Harwell, Aubrey B, Nashville
Hausmann, Jan M, Nashville
Hawkins, Rowland Speck, Nashville
Hayes, James T, Nashville
Haynes Jr, J Brevard, Nashville
Haynes, James Hugh, Nashville
Haynie, H Campbell, Nashville
Hays, James Wm, Nashville
Hays, Michael W, Nashville
Heflin, A Clyde, Nashville
Heil, Paul Jacob, Nashville
Heim, Craig Reed, Nashville
Heitz, Julian C, Nashville
Helderman, J Harold, Nashville
Heller, Richard Moss, Nashville
Helme, James B, Nashville
Henderson, James Porter, Nashville
Henderson, Robert R, Nashville
Henry, Douglas C, Nashville
Henson, Alan Stuart, Hendersonville
Herring Jr, Robert William, Brentwood
Herring, Jeffrey L, Nashville
Herrington Jr, John L, Nashville
Herzfeld, John G, Nashville
Hester, Ray Willis, Nashville
Heyman, Stephen Joel, Nashville
High, James Marshall, Madison
Hightower, Danl Russell, Nashville
Hill, David Edwin, Nashville
Hill, George Alan, Nashville
Hill, Warren Thos, Hendersonville
Hill, William Harold, Madison
Hillard, Irving Ringo, Nashville
Hills, Edward Rudolph, Nashville
Hines, Stephen L, Nashville
Hinton, Alice A, Nashville
Hirsch, M Bruce, Nashville
Hirshberg, Charles Snyder, Nashville
Hitchman, James Kenneth, Nashville
Hobdy, Charlie Joe, Nashville
Holcomb III, George W, Nashville
Holcomb Jr, Geo W, Nashville
Holcomb, Timothy Owen, Mt Juliet
Hollender, Marc Hale, Nashville
Holliday, Hugh Douglas, Nashville
Hollinger, Bruce, Nashville
Holmes III, Geo Landis, Nashville
Holzen, Thomas W, Nashville
Hood, Rob Reid, Nashville
Hoos, Richard T, Nashville
Hopp, Stanley G, Nashville
Horn, Robt Gordon, Nashville
Horowitz, David Harvey, Nashville
Horton Jr, Frederick T, Nashville
Horton, Bennett Franklin, Knoxville
Houston, Mark Clarence, Nashville
Howell Jr, Everette Irl, Nashville
Howerton, Henry Clayton, Nashville
Howerton, Richard Allen, Nashville
Hsueh, Yerng Terng, Nashville
Huber, Thomas J, Hendersonville
Huddleston, Charles H, Nashville
Hudgins, James M, Nashville
Huff, John Gregory, Nashville
Humphrey, Stephen P, Madison
Humphreys, Jerry Kay, Hermitage
Hunt, Jerry Cheek, Madison
Hurt, Jos Edward, Nashville
Huston, Joseph W, Nashville
Hutton Jr, Vernon, Nashville

Robert M, Nashville
Steve A, Nashville
Jeffrey Lawrence, Nashville
Robt Winston, Nashville

Isenhour Jr, Albert P, Nashville
Ismail, Muhammad Sami, Nashville
Ivie, Jos McKinney, Nashville
Jack, Robert Allen, Nashville
Jackson, C Gary, Nashville
Jackson, Roger Theodore, Nashville
Jacobi, Susan M, Nashville
Jacobs, Jos Kenneth, Nashville
Jacobson, Ned R, Nashville
Jacokes, Mark Warner, Nashville
Jamieson, Robert C, Nashville
Jamison Jr, Dale H, Nashville
Jao, Henry C, Madison
Jarvis, David Alan, Nashville
Jennings, Henry S, Nashville
Jerkins, Gary W, Nashville
Jerkins, Terri Wood, Nashville
John Jr, James Thos, Nashville
Johns, Karla J, Nashville
Johnson Jr, Benjamin Wilbur, Nashville
Johnson Jr, Ira T, Nashville
Johnson, David Horton, Nashville
Johnson, Harry Keith, Nashville
Johnson, James Wm, Nashville

John Settle, Nashville
Mark Lanier, Nashville
Robt Marshall, Nashville

Johnston, Robt K, Nashville
Johnston, William D, Nashville
Jones III, Howard W, Nashville
Jones Jr, Orrin Lester, Nashville
Jones, Bruce E, Nashville
Jones, Claudia K, Nashville
Jones, David Nando, Nashville
Jones, David Scott, Nashville

Edmund Palmer, Nashville
Frank Emerson, Nashville
James Donald, Nashville
John Donald, Brentwood
Phillip R, Nashville

Hutton,
Hyman,
Hymes,
Ikard,

Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,

Jones

,

Jones,
Jones,
Jones,
Jones,
‘Jordan, Thomas Malone, Nashville
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Juliao, Saul A, Brentwood
Kaiser, Allen B, Nashville
Kambam, Jayakumar Reddy, Nashville
Kaminski, Michael James, Nashville
Kaplan, Herman Jacob, Nashville
Kaplan, Peter Robt, Nashville
*Karzon, David Theodore, Nashville
Kasselberg, Alfred Guy, Nashville
Kaufman, Alan Joel, Nashville
Keane, William Sherman, Nashville
Kendall, Cyrus Erve, Hendersonville
Kendrick, Will Davis, Nashville
Kennedy, J Allen, Nashville
Kenner III, Wm Davis, Nashville
Kennon Jr, William G, Nashville
Keown, Mary Elizabeth, Nashville
Keyser III, John Edward, Nashville
Khan, Qamar Ali, Nashville
Kidd, Jennifer Kay, Nashville
Killman, Kathryn, Nashville
Kilroy, Anthony Waldo, Nashville
Kimbrell Jr, Fred Taylor, Donelson
King Jr, Lloyd E, Nashville
King, Jeffrey L, Nashville
Kinney, Steven R, Nashville
Kirchner Jr, Frederick K, Nashville
Kirchner, Sandra Lynne G, Nashville
Kirshner, Howard S, Nashville
Knapp, David S, Hendersonville
Knoll, L Dean, Nashville
Knox III, George Phillip, Nashville
Koch, Michael 0, Nashville
Kochtitzky, Otto M, Nashville
Koenig, Leonard J, Nashville
Kondis, Deborah Jean, Nashville
Kourany, Ronald Frederic, Nashville
Kramer, Lee F, Madison
Kreegel, Drew A, Nashville
Kurtz, Bryan R, Nashville
Kuzur, Michel Elias, Madison
Kyger, Kent, Nashville
Kyser, James Gregory, Nashville
LaVoi, Samuel Jos, Nashville
Lamar, Ruth Elaine, Nashville
Lamb, John Wm, Nashville
Lamb, Roland D, Nashville
Lamballe, Adrian K, Nashville
Lancaster, Lifford Lee, Madison
Lanford, Gregory Bryan, Nashville
Larson III, Theodore Carl, Madison
Latham, Robert Harry, Nashville
Latour, Dana L, Franklin
Latour, Paul A, Nashville
Laughlin, Lawrence Paul, Nashville
Lavely Jr, Horace T, Nashville
Lawrence Jr, Granville A, Nashville
Lawrence, Jeffrey P, Nashville
Laws, Kenneth Howard, Nashville
Lawson, Albert Robt, Murfreesboro
Layton, Brent Thomas, Nashville
LeCorps, Patrick J, Nashville
LeQuire, Virgil S, Nashville
Lea IV, John W, Nashville
Lea, Clark D, Nashville
Leavell, Sandra Reese, Nashville
Ledbetter, William Henry, Nashville
Lee, David Granville, Nashville
Lee, Stanley M, Nashville
Lee, Thomas Warren, Nashville
Leeper, H Brian, Brentwood
Lefkowitz, Lewis B, Nashville
Leftwich, Russell B, Nashville
Lentz, Jos Francis, Nashville
Leonard, John Martin, Nashville
Lester, James Peyton, Nashville
Levine, Jon Howard, Nashville
Levitt, Michael J, Nashville
Lewis, Malcolm R, Nashville
Lewis, William I, Nashville
Lidstone, John David, Nashville
Light, Richard T, Nashville
Lilly, Edwin Jacob, Nashville
Limbird, Thomas J, Nashville
Link, John Louis, Nashville
Linn, Joanne Lovell, Nashville
Linn, Robt J, Nashville
Lipscomb Jr, Albert Brant, Nashville
Lipscomb, Albert Brant, Nashville
Lipson, Paul Jay, Nashville
Lisella, Richard Scott, Nashville
Lloyd, Kenneth Michael, Nashville
Long, Ruth Barron, Nashville
Long, Wendy Jo, Nashville
Long, William Royston, Nashville
Loveless Jr, James Alva, Nashville
Loven, Keith H, Hendersonville
Lovvorn Jr, Harold N, Nashville
Lowe, Whitson, Nashville
Lubow, Lawrence D, Nashville
Lundin, Linda S, Nashville
Lyle, Philip Lewis, Nashville
Lynch, John Brown, Nashville
MacMillan Jr, Charles W, Nashville
Macey Jr, John W, Nashville
Mack Jr, Harry Russell, Nashville
Macmillan, Robt Duncan, Nashville
Madden Jr, James Jos, Nashville
Magee, Michael J, Nashville
Mahler, D Mark, Nashville
Makhene, Ramotsumi M, Nashville
Mallard, Robt Elwood, Nashville
Manalac Sr, Abelardo Z, Mt Juliet
Marney, Samuel Rowe, Nashville
Martin III, Raymond S, Nashville
Martin, Richard B, Nashville
Martinez, Rogelio R, Nashville

Melkin,
Mencio,

Miller,
Miller,
Miller,
Miller,
Miller,
Miller,
Millis,

Mason, Thomas Emmett, Atlanta, GA
Massie, Ralph W, Nashville
Maxwell, G Patrick, Nashville
Mayes, Ben Richardson, Nashville
Mayes, Charles Eugene, Nashville
McAlister, Aileen Hood, Nashville
McAndrew, Mark Phillip, Nashville
McCall, Herbert Travis, Franklin
McClellan, Robert E, Nashville
McCombs, Paul Raymond, Nashville
McConnell, Conn M, Madison
McCracken, Robert Lazear, Nashville
McDonald, Edward C, Nashville
McFerrin, James R, Nashville
McGehee, James Bartley, Nashville
McGinnis, Charles W, Nashville
Mclnnis, John Cameron, Nashville
McKay, Charles E, Nashville
McKee, David Earl, Madison
McKenna, Samuel Jay, Nashville
McLeod, Alexander C, Nashville
McMurray, M Charles, Nashville
McNabb, Paul Carter, Nashville
McPherson, Ewing William, Nashville
McRae, John Radford, Nashville
Meacham, Patrick W, Nashville
Meacham, William Feland, Nashville
Meador, Clifton K, Nashville
Meador, Keith G, Nashville
Meadors III, Marvin Porter, Nashville
Meadors, Michael H, Nashville

Stephen Pellar, Nashville
Gregory A, Nashville

Mendoza, Daniel, Hendersonville
Menzie, James W, Nashville
Merrill, Walter Hilson, Nashville
Merritt II, Cullen R, Nashville
Meyer Jr, Alvin Henry, Donelson
Meyers, Laura L, Nashville
Michael, Paul R, Nashville
Milek, Michael A, Nashville
Miller Jr, James Olney, Madison
Miller, Andrew Herron, Nashville

Bonnie Mersky, Nashville
Joe M, Nashville
John M, Nashville
Michael E, Franklin
Michael Peter, Nashville
Robert F, Nashville
James Brown, Nashville

Minch, F Michael, Nashville
Minton, Lee Roy, Nashville
Miranda, Fernando T, Nashville
Mishu, Dina Hanna, Goodlettsville
Mitchell, Carl Edward, Nashville
Mitchell, Douglas Park, Nashville
Mitchell, Larry M, Nashville
Mitchell, Michael Thomas, Nashville
Mixon, James Christopher, Brentwood
Montesi, Scott Anthony, Nashville
-Montgomery, Lee, Nashville
Montgomery, Marcia A, Nashville
Moore, James N, Nashville
Moore, Walton Louis, Brentwood
Moran, Houston, Nashville
Moreau, Gordon A, Nashville
Moredock, Gerald Michael, Nashville
Morehead, V Tupper, Nashville
Morgan III, Walter McNairy, Nashville
Morgan, David H, Nashville
Morgan, Susan Lynn, Antioch
Moroney, David M, Nashville
Morris Jr, John A, Nashville
Morrow, Jason Drew, Nashville
Morton III, Charles E, Nashville
Moss III, Charles Albert, Brentwood
Moulton, Patrick Howard, Nashville
Moyers, James Richard, Nashville
Mulherin Jr, Jos Louis, Nashville
Murphy, Patrick Brian, Nashville
Murray Jr, Robert C, Nashville
Murray, Michael James, Nashville
Murray, Robert E, Nashville
Nadeau, John Hugh, Nashville
Neaderthal, Robert Lee, Nashville
Neblett III, Wallace W, Nashville
Neff, Betty K, Nashville
Nelson, Loren Douglas, Nashville
Nemec, Dewey G, Nashville
Nesbitt Jr, Thomas E, Nashville
Nesbitt, Tom Edward, Nashville
Netsky, Martin Geo, Atlantic Beach, F'.

Netterville Jr, John T, Brentwood
Newsome III, H Clay, Nashville
Ng, Christopher C, Nashville
Nichols, Daryl L, Nashville
Niedermeyer, Michael E, Nashville
Norris, Margaret Swann, Nashville
Norton, Charles Glenn, Nashville
Norton, Douglas Edward, Nashville
Nunn, Paula S, Nashville
Nylander, Barbara Hartkop, Nashville
Nylander, William Arthur, Nashville
O'Brien, Kevin Michael, Brentwood
O'Day, Denis Michael, Nashville

, Oakley, Jennifer Lynne, Nashville
Oates, John Alexander, Nashville
Odom II, Harrell, Nashville
Oglesby, John Wills, Nashville
Oldfield, Elizabeth L, Nashville
Oldham, Richard Randolph, Nashville
Ollapally, Elsie P, Nashville
Olsen, Douglas Ole, Nashville
Olson, Barbara Jean, Nashville
Orcutt, Thomas William, Nashville
Orland, Richard A, Nashville

Orth, David N, Nashville
Ossoff, Robert H, Nashville
Overfield, Ronald Edwin, Nashville
Owen, Robt Carroll, Nashville
Owens, Julie Lynne, Nashville
Ownbey, Richard Phillip, Nashville
P'Pool Jr, Bruce, Nashville
Page Jr, Harry L, Nashville
Page, David Lee, Nashville
Palacio-Del Valle, Gustavo, Nashville
Pardue, Chris C, Nashville
Paris, Trevor Hambling, Madison
Parker, Roy W, Nashville
Parris, Winston Clive Vic, Nashville
Parrish, Carolyn M, Nashville
Parrish, Thomas Franklin, Nashville
Partain, C Leon, Nashville
Pasipanodya, Alphonse, Nashville
Pass, Bernard J, Nashville
Pass, Lawrence J, Madison
Pate, John Kirby, Nashville
Patikas, Takis, Nashville
Patten, W Thomas, Goodlettsville
Patterson Jr, Robt C, Nashville
Patterson, Arthur Knox, Nashville
Patterson, Warren R, Nashville
Payne, William Faxon, Nashville
Pecache, Conchita T, Madison
Peek, Julie Thomas, Nashville
Peerman Jr, Charles G, Nashville
Peery Jr, Clarence E, Nashville
Pelerossi, Mark Francis, Nashville
Pendergrass, Henry P, Nashville
Penley, William Charles, Nashville
Pennington Jr, Jefferson, Nashville
Pennington, Thomas G, Nashville
Perales, Maria Isabel, Nashville
Perales, Pedro Juan, Madison
Perler, Geo L, Nashville
Perlman, Stewart Neal, Nashville
-Perry, Stephanie R, Nashville
Perry Jr, Frank A, Nashville
Perry Jr, James Murray, Madison
Perry, Stephanie Mouton, Nashville
Perry, Stephanie White, Nashville
Persse, Timothy F, Nashville
Petcu, David J, Nashville
Peters, John Edward, Nashville
Petracek, Michael Ray, Nashville
Petrie, William M, Nashville
Pettit, William Albert, Goodlettsville
Pettus Jr, Robt L, Madison
Pettus, William Harold, Nashville
Phillips, Daniel L, Nashville
Phythyon, James Martin, Nashville
Pickens Jr, David R, Nashville
Pierce Jr, Edgar H, Nashville
Pierce, Elizabeth P, Goodlettsville
Pierce, Vinton Douglas, Nashville
Pietsch, John B, Nashville
Pilkinton, Robt Dale, Madison
Pinto-Cisneros, Socrates, Smyrna
Piper, Sharon Marie, Nashville
Poag, Kenneth Leslie, Nashville
Pomeroy, Howard Clifton, Nashville
Porch III, Phillip P, Nashville
Porch Jr, Phillip P, Nashville
Porter III, Lester L, Nashville
Potanin, Constantine, Nashville
Potts, Thomas Edward, Nashville
Powers, James S, Nashville
Prakash, Andani Siddappa, Nashville
Prakash, Rudra, Brentwood
Pratt, Stephen M, Nashville
Presley, Richard Eldon, Nashville
Pribor, Hugo C, Nashville
Price, Ann Hutcheson, Nashville
Price, James Sterling, Nashville
Price, John Duncan, Nashville
Priest II, Edward M, Nashville
Pruitt, Ronald E, Nashville
Quimby Jr, Charles Willis, Franklin
Quinn, Robert S, Nashville
Quinn, Robert W, Nashville
Quisling, Richard W, Nashville
Raefsky, Eric Lee, Nashville
Rainey, Richard Epes, Goodlettsville
Raja, K M, Nashville
Ralph Jr, William Bennett, Nashville
Ramos, Andres A, Nashville
Ramsey, James Albert, Brentwood
Ramsey, Lloyd H, Nashville
Rao, Babu V, Nashville
Ray, Wesley Clark, Antioch
Reddy, Churku Mohan, Nashville
Reddy, Tanuja, Nashville
Reed, Michael Christopher, Nashville
Regan, Judith J, Nashville
Regen Jr, Eugene M, Nashville
Reid, Michael L, Nashville
Reilly, M Kathleen, Nashville
Rembert, Francis Marion, Nashville
Renfro Jr, Roy James, Nashville
Renfro, Roy James, Nashville
Reynolds, Vernon Harry, Nashville
Ribeiro, Lenor De Sa, Nashville
Rice, Jack 0, Nashville
Rice, John Ralph, Nashville
Rice, Ronnie Neal, Hendersonville
Richards, Bruce Earle, Nashville
Richards, James P, Nashville
Richards, Sherrie Anderson, Nashville
Richie, Robt Eugene, Nashville
Ricketson, Robt A G, Nashville
Riddell, Douglas H, Nashville
Riedel, Robert David, Nashville
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Ries, William Russell, Nashville
Riestra, Jorge Casanova, Nashville
Ripley, Robert C, Nashville
Rivas, Alejandro A, Old Hickory
Robbins II, Lansdon B, Nashville
Robertson, Randolph H, Nashville
Robinette Jr, Charles L, Nashville
Robinson Jr, N David, Brentwood
Robinson, Patricia, Nashville
Robinson, Robert Willard, Nashville
Robinson, Roscoe R, Nashville
Rocco, Vito K, Nashville
Rochester, Richard Earle, Brentwood
Rodes II, W Dyer, Nashville
Rodriquez, R Michael, Nashville
Rogers, Judson E, Nashville
Ro jas-Brassett i , Jorge, Nashville
Rosen, Barrett Frank, Nashville
Rosen, Howard E, Nashville
Rosenblatt, Paul Allen, Nashville
Rosenblum, Howard H, Nashville
*Rosenblum, Marvin Jonas, Nashville
*Rosenblum, Solomon A, Nashville
*Rosenfeld, Louis, Nashville
Ross, Joseph C, Nashville
*Ross, Peirce M, Nashville
Rowe, David M, Nashville
*Roy, Robt M, Nashville
Ruark, Deborah S, Hermitage
Rubinowicz, Richard, Nashville
Runyon-Hass, Arthur, Nashville
Rush, Charles Bennet, Nashville
Russell, Robert Vance, Nashville
Rutherford, Edmund J, Nashville
Rutledge, Sami Benton, Nashville
Ryu, Chi Yol, Madison
Sacks, Eugene I, Brentwood
Sacks, Glynis Ann, Nashville
Sadler, Robt Neil, Nashville
Salcedo, Pepito Yapit, Madison
Salyer, Howard Lee, Nashville
*Sampson, Louis, Nashville
Sanders III, Dan Sumner, Nashville
*Sanders Jr, Dan Sumner, Nashville
Sanders, Harvey Stanford, Nashville
Sanders, Mitchell Keith, Nashville
Sandidge, Paula Conaway, Nashville
Sandidge, Robin Elizabeth, Nashville
Sanes Jr, Gilmore M, Hendersonville
Santi, Michael Thomas, Nashville
Sarratt, Madison H, Nashville
Satcher, Serena Maria, Nashville
Sator, Inocentes A, Old Hickory
Satterfield, Robert G, Donelson
Sawyers, John L, Nashville
Sawyers, Julia Edwards, Nashville
Schaffner, William, Nashville
Schatz, Mary L Pullig, Brentwood
Schillig, Stephen, Nashville
Schneider, Richard Paul, Nashville
Schoettle, Timothy P, Nashville
*Schulman, Herbert J, Nashville
Schultenover , Stephen John, Nashville
Schultheiss, David Earl, Nashville
Schwaber, Mitchell Keith, Nashville
Schwartz, Jonathan Martin, Nashville
Schweikert, John Robt, Nashville
Schweikert, Nancie R, Nashville
Scobey, Jos Wilburn, Madison
*Scott Jr, Henry Wm, Nashville
*Scoville Jr, Addison B, Sanibel, FL
Scoville Jr, George S, Nashville
Scudder, Donna Dugger, Nashville
Sears, Kenneth Lewis, Nashville
Seitz, Paul A, Nashville
*Sell, C Gordon, Nashville
*Sell, Sarah Hamilton, Nashville
Sergent, John Stanley, Nashville
Seshul, Michael Boyd, Nashville
Settle, Charles Sidney, Nashville
Sewell, Robt Alvin, Nashville
Shack, Robert Bruce, Nashville
Shackleford, E Conrad, Hendersonville
Shaff, Max I, Nashville
Shankle, Nelson Edward, Nashville
Sharp, Kenneth W, Nashville
Sharp, Vernon H, Nashville
Shearer, Cynthia Lee, Nashville
Shell Jr, William Alfred, Nashville
Shenai, Jayant P, Nashville
*Sheridan Jr, William F, Nashville
Sherman, Deborah D, Nashville
Shields, John Alfred, Nashville
Shmerling, Abram Carl, Nashville
Shousha, Alfred, Nashville
-Showalter, Patrick, Nashville
Shull Jr, Harrison J, Nashville
*Shull, Harrison J, Nashville
Shultz, Thomas Francis, Nashville
Shuman, Todd A, Nashville
*Shupe, David Ralston W, Nashville
Siegel, Marc N, Nashville
Sikes, J Gregory, Nashville
Silbert, Burton, Nashville
Simpson, Lucien Caldwell, Nashville
*Sims, Norman Le Master, Hendersonville
Singh, Alvin R, Murfreesboro
*Skinner, William, Nashville
Slaton, Paul Ernest, Nashville
Slonecker, William Thomas, Brentwood
Smallwood, Geoffrey H, Nashville
Smith Jr, Grover R, Nashville
Smith, Bradley Edgerton, Nashville
Smith, Charles Burnett, Nashville
Smith, Charles Ray, Nashville
Smith, Harold Patton, Nashville

Smith, Langdon G, Antioch
Smith, Murray Wilton, Nashville
Smith, Raphael Ford, Nashville
Smith, Russell R, Goodlett sville
Smith, Samuel A, Brentwood
Smith, William B, Hendersonville
Snell Jr, James D, Nashville
Snell, Barbara B, Nashville
Snow, S Steve, Nashville
*Snowden, Mary Ann R, Nashville
Snyder, Howard Marc, Nashville
Snyder, Robt Bruce, Nashville
Sofranko, Jos Edward, Madison
Somayaji, Buntwal N, Nashville
*Son, Choon Duck, Lyles
Soper, Brent Aleshire, Madison
Spalding, Michael Jon, Nashville
Spaw, Albert T, Nashville
Spengler, Dan M, Nashville
Sperring, Steven J, Nashville
Spickard, W Anderson, Nashville
Spigel, Stuart Chas, Nashville
*Sprofkin, Bertram E, Nashville
Sprouse, Daphine, Nashville
Srinivas, Naveen, Nashville
Stabile, Michael J, Nashville
Staggs, Stephen Michael, Brentwood
Starkey, Thomas D, Nashville
Starnes, Daniel L, Nashville
Steier, Jill, Hendersonville
Stein, Richard S, Nashville
Stein, Robt Elliot, Nashville
Stevens Jr, Frank W, Nashville

* Stevens , Frank Wilson, Nashville
Stewart III, William R C, Nashville
*Stewart, Lee Wm, Nashville
Stewart, Radford C, Nashville
Stewart, Richard Baird, Nashville
-Stoffel, Christine Marie, Nashville
Stoll, Brian D, Nashville
Stolz, Margaret M, Nashville
Stone, Gertrude Oehmig, Nashville
Stone, William John, Nashville
Stoney, William Shannon, Nashville
Storey, David Wayne, Hendersonville
Stouder, Dennis Alan, Nashville
Stowers, Stewart F, Nashville
Strange Jr, Glen J, Nashville
Stratton, Charles W, Nashville
Strayhorn III, William David, Nashville
Strickland, William Garrison, Nashville
Stricklin, George P, Nashville
Striepe, Volker, Nashville
Strimas, John Howard, Nashville
Strode, Wilborn D, Nashville
Stroup, Steven L, Nashville
Strupp, John Allen, Nashville
Stubblefield, Mark Thomas, Nashville
Stumb, Paul Rust, Nashville
Sullivan, James N, Nashville
Sundell, Hakan Wilhelm, Nashville
Sunga-Guevara, Marietta, Madison
Susskind, Cynthia G, Nashville
Sussman, Craig Richard, Nashville
*Sutherland Jr, Arthur J, Nashville
Swanson, Gary D, Franklin
Swenson, Brian Robert, Nashville
Switter, David John, Nashville
Taber, David S, Nashville
Tacogue, Loyda C, Nashville
Tallent Jr, Marion B, Brentwood
Tannenbaum, Jerome S, Nashville
*Tanner, John M, Nashville
*Tarpley, Edward Lewis, Nashville
Tarter, Stanley Keith, Nashville
Tate, Harry T, Madison
Tate, Steven M, Brentwood
Taylor, Dean Gates, Brentwood
Terry, Richard B, Nashville
*Teschan, Paul Erhard, Nashville
Tetzeli, John Paul, Nashville
*Thach Jr, Andrew Blaine, Nashville
Thomas Jr, Clarence S, Nashville
Thomas, E Dewey, Nashville
Thomas, Jane M, Nashville
Thomas, Michael Carey, Nashville
Thomas, Thomas C, Nashville
Thombs, David Dawson, Nashville
Thomison Jr, John B, Brentwood
*Thomison, John B, Brentwood
Thomison, Rena M, Nashville
Thompson Jr, John G, Nashville
Thompson, Dana Shelton, Nashville
Thompson, Harold D, Brentwood
Thompson, Julia, Goodlettsville
Thompson, William Clark, Nashville
Thorne, Chas B, Nashville
Thornton, Spencer P, Nashville
Thurman, Grafton H, Madison
Thurman, Stephen S, Nashville
Ticaric, Stephen Theodore, Madison
Tilley, Kenneth Shannon, Nashville
Tipton, Edmund F, Nashville
*Tirrill III, Willard 0, Nashville
Titus III, William P, Nashville
*Todd Jr, Kirkland W, Nashville
Tomichek, Richard C, Nashville
Tompkins, Thomas E, Nashville
Toomey, Thomas Philip, Nashville
Tosh, Robt H, Nashville
Townes, Alexander S, Nashville
Trabue, Anthony E, Nashville
Trapp, John Douglas, Nashville
*Traughber Jr, Leslie E, Nashville
Travis, Lawrence Warren, Nashville
Treadway, Chas Richard, Nashville

Triggs, Elizabeth Grimes, Nashville
Trochtenberg, David Scott, Nashville
Tucker Jr, Aubrey Lee, Nashville
*Tudor Jr, John M, Nashville
Tumen, Jon Jay, Nashville
Turner, Bruce Irwin, Nashville
Turner, Dorothy J, Nashville
Turner-Graham, Cynthia A, Nashville
Turpin, Buford Paul, Madison
Urbanek, Anthony P, Nashville
Uskavitch, David R, Nashville
Valosik, Robert A, Springfield
VanBuren, David Howard, Nashville
Vandevender, Frank Karl, Nashville
Vanhooydonk, John E, Nashville
*Viehman, Arthur J, Madison
Vincent, James L, Nashville
Vora, Pravinchandra Z, Nashville
Vosberg, Diane Marie, Nashville
Wadley, Fredia S, Nashville
Wadlington, William B, Nashville
Wagstrom, Lois, Nashville
Wahl, Robt Wilhelm, Nashville
Walpole Jr, Howard T, Nashville
Walwyn, Lloyd A, Madison
Wampler, John Millard, Nashville
Ward Jr, James W, Madison
*Ward, Russell D, Nashville
Ware, Nancy Lynn, Nashville
Warner, John J, Nashville
Wasudev, Geeta Pramod, Nashville
Wasudev, Pramod B, Madison
Watson, Horace Eugene, Nashville
Watts, David Reed, Nashville
Wayburn Jr, Gates Jordan, Nashville
Weaver, Gregory R, Nashville
Webb, Roseanna Aileen, Nashville
Weil, Howard L, Nashville
Weinberg, Jane Ruth, Nashville
Weindling, Steven M, Nashville
Weiss, Manuel Robert, Nashville
Wells, Chas E, Nashville
Werkhaven, Jay A, Nashville
Werther, John Robert, Nashville
Wesley, Ralph E, Nashville
West, W Scott, Nashville
Wheeler, Arville Vance, Nashville
Wheeler, Paul W, Nashville
Wheelock, John B, Nashville
Whetsell Jr, William 0, Nashville
Whit, James G, Nashville
White, Houston Wayne, Nashville
Whitfield Jr, Thomas C, Brentwood
Whitfield, Jeff David, Nashville
*Whitfield, Joe T, Franklin
Whitworth, Christine M, Nashville
Whitworth, Pat W, Nashville
Whitworth, Thomas Clayton, Nashville
*Wilkinson, Erie Ewing, Nashville
Will, Melissa A, Nashville
Williams Jr, W Carter, Nashville
Williams, Adrienne M, Monroe, LA
Williams, Laura L, Nashville
Williams, Lester F, Nashville
Williard, Kenny F, Nashville
Willis, Larry Gale, Nashville
Wilson, James Phillip, Nashville
*Wilson, Wendell Winfred, Old Hickory
Winek, David K, Nashville
Winter, Eugene J, Nashville
Winterland, Anne Woeste, Franklin
*Witherspoon, Frank G, Nashville
Witherspoon, John D, Nashville
*Witthauer, Norman Everett, Nashville
*Witztum, Harry, San Diego, CA
Wolf, Bruce Lee, Nashville
Wolfe, Lawrence Kenneth, Nashville
Wolfson, Sorrell Louis, Nashville
*Womack Jr, Frank C, Franklin
Wood, Geo Wallace, Nashville
*Woodcock Jr, Clarence C, Nashville
*Woodfin, Mose Clarke, Madison
*Woods, John Robt, Ocala, FL
Wooten III, N Eric, Nashville
Workman III, Claude H, Nashville
Worrell, John Anthony, Nashville
Worthington, William B, Nashville
Wouters, Susan L, Brentwood
Wouters, Ben, Brentwood
Wray, Taylor M, Nashville
Wright Jr, Francis Hamilton, Nashville
Wright, Doris Jacquelyn, Nashville
Wright, George D, Nashville
Wright, John Kelly, Nashville
Wyatt, Kenneth N, Hendersonville
Yadav, Anant, Nashville
Yarbrough, Mary Idyle, Nashville
Yates, David Robt, Hermitage
Yates, H Kendle, Jacksonville, FL
Ynares, Christina M, Nashville
Young, Larry Creston, Nashville
Youree, Cynthia C, Brentwood
Zellem, Ronald T, Madison
Zimmerman, Carl Wayne, Nashville

NORTHWEST TENNESSEE ACADEMY

OF MEDICINE

Algee Jr, Wyatt R, Dyersburg
Allison, Jack R, Huntingdon
Ashley, Jon Stephen, Dyersburg
*Baird, Jesse P, Dyersburg
‘Banks, Thomas V, Dyersburg
Beale, Hobart H, Martin
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Blanton III/ Marvin A, Union City
Boston, Thomas E, Dyersburg
Bradberry, Sam W, Union City
Brown, Bruce B, Union City
Butler Jr, Arden Jones, Ripley
Butler, Harold Dee, Union City
Cameron, Robt Lynn, Union City
Carr, Kenneth, Martin
Caylor, Jim A, Dyersburg
Chu, Roy W, Dyersburg
Clendenin Jr, Robt E, Union City
Connell, Joseph D, Dyersburg
Cruthirds, Terry Park, Martin
David, Mary Stuart, Dyersburg
David, Walter E, Dyersburg
Duncan, William Lloyd, Martin
Eason, William, Martin
Edwards-Davidson, Lesa Karen, Greenfield
Elam, Morris Greg, Martin
Fan, Sik Man, Ripley
Fava, Anthony Joseph, Charleston, SC
Freeman, Gordon R, Dyersburg
Gooch, Allen Christopher, Troy
Guthrie, David Porter, Dyersburg
Hale, John W, Union City
Harrington, Robt Lee, Dyersburg
Harris, Lee S, Dyersburg
Haynes Jr, Douglas B, Dyersburg
Heck, Michael . J, Dyersburg
*Hill, Chesley Hester, Troy
Hill, Robert Paul, Troy
Hinds, Michael, Martin
Huff, Carl Wayne, Martin
Hunt, Joe, Ripley
*Inclan, Aurelio Peter, Germantown
Jernigan, Jerry Marshall, Dyersburg
Johnson, Eloiett, Dyersburg
Jones, David D, Martin
Joyner, Johnny Barry, Dyersburg
*Kerr, Robt Thompson, Dyersburg
Kimberlin, G Danny, Paris
King, Elton Aaron, Dyersburg
Lawrence, Roy Finch, Union City
Lewis, Rodger Patrick, Union City
Looper, Fred B, Dyersburg
Lyerly, Donald Newton, Martin
Maloney, Kenneth Roscoe, Dyersburg
Marsidi, Paul, Union City
Martin, Betsy Harris, Dyersburg
Melton, Stevens D, Dyersburg
Moore III, Fred, Dyersburg
*Moore, James Chalmers, Dyersburg
Mulay, Ramakant M, Dyersburg
Noonan, James Rothwell, Dyersburg
Patrick, Robert G, Martin
Phillips, William Leroy, Newbern
Porter, Nathan F, Greenfield
Ragsdale, James Howard, Union City
Reaves, John Andrew, Dyersburg
Reynolds, James Ralph, Dyersburg
Robbins, Billy Gerald, Halls
Sanner, Robert F, Union City
Schleifer III, Grover F, Union City
Shore, James Wm, Martin
Smith Jr, 0 Kay, Martin
Smith, James Herman, Dyersburg
St Clair, David Smith, Union City
Stewart, Charles V, Dyersburg
Swetnam, Jeffrey Allen, Dyersburg
Thompson, Thomas Reece, Dyersburg
Thornton Jr, W I, Dyersburg
Torres, Jose, Dyersburg
Tucker, William Henry, Ripley
Warner, Lynn Andrew, Dyersburg
Webb, Claude Raymond, Ripley
Wolfe, James Hardy, Dyersburg
Wong, Luis, Ripley
Young Jr, Robt Roger, Union City

OVERTON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Cox, Michael Thomas, Livingston
Jones III, Albert A, Livingston
Mason, Larry, Livingston
Miller, Richard, Livingston
Quarles Jr, Will G, Livingston
*Roe, Jack Michael, Livingston
Smith, C Gray, Monterey

PUTNAM COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Adams, Robert Ralph, Cookeville
Artress, F Lynn, Cookeville
Barnard Jr, Vaughn N, Cookeville
Barnes, Sam Taylor, Cookeville
Bertram, Katherine Alice, Cookeville
Bertram, Philip, Cookeville
Bremer, Joyce Faye, Cookeville
Breyer, James L, Cookeville
Chapin, Frederick J, Cookeville
Clark, Jack L, Cookeville
Coonce, Daniel F, Cookeville
Crosier, Jefferson Ward, Cookeville
DeBerry, James T, Cookeville
Derryberry, Walter E, Cookeville -

Donovan, Daniel H, Cookeville
Douglas, Dale E, Cookeville
Flatt , Steven G, Cookeville
Francis, William Clark, Cookeville
Franklin, Lloyd Douglas, Cookeville
Glasgow, Samuel McPheeters, Cookeville
Goff, Katherine W, Monterey
Goryl , Stephen V, Cookeville

Gray, James C, Cookeville
Grisolano, James Martin, Cookeville
Hall, R Glenn, Cookeville
Hall, Richard S, Cookeville
Hassler, Lloyd R, Cookeville
Hensel, Albert Earl, Cookeville
Hollmann, Carl M, Cookeville
Humphrey, William Merritt, Cookeville
Ivey, George L, Cookeville
Jackson Jr, John M, Cookeville
Jain, Pushpendra K, Cookeville
Jordan III, Charles Edward, Cookeville
Klein, Karl, Cookeville
Lawrence, Thomas L, Cookeville
Limbacher, John P, Cookeville
Love, Stewart T, Cookeville
Lowe, Jere W, Cookeville
McKinney, James Davis, Cookeville
Moore Jr, John T, Algood
Moore, Lee Stuart, Cookeville
Pippin, Michael S, Cookeville
Rayne, Frederick S, Cookeville
Reckrey, Gloria Anne, Cookeville
Samples, Randall Gary, Cookeville
Shaw, James William, Cookeville
Shipley, Thurman, Cookeville
Smith, Sullivan K, Cookeville
Stuber, Harry L, Cookeville
Talmage, James B, Cookeville
Tansil, Donald Wayne, Cookeville
Taylor, William Snodgrass, Cookeville
Vossel Jr, Louis F, Cookeville
Wahl, Joseph W-, Birmingham, AL
Williams, Claude M, Cookeville
Womack III, Charles T, Cookeville
Zimmerman Jr, Guy, Byrdstown

ROANE-ANDERSON COUNTY

MEDICAL SOCIETY

Ahler, Albert Julian, Harriman
Allen, Janet, Oak Ridge
Barron, David Michael, Oak Ridge
Barry, Frederick James, Oak Ridge
Bennett, William, Harriman
Bernstorf, Robert C, Oak Ridge
Bigelow, Robt Ramsey, Oak Ridge
Bingham, Terry M, Harriman
Bishop, Archer W, Clinton
Black, William John, Oak Ridge
Block Jr, Clement H, Oak Ridge
Boye Jr, Harry George, Rockwood
Brantley, Richard Green, Oak Ridge
Bridgeman, Pamela A, Oak Ridge
Brown Jr, Geron, Oak Ridge
Brown, Roy Chester, Oak Ridge
Bruton Jr, Charles W, Oak Ridge
Bunick, Elaine, Oak Ridge
Caldwell Jr, Thomas C, Oak Ridge
Caldwell, Marvin Gene, Oak Ridge
Carter, J Brad, Oak Ridge
Casey, Robert Reid, Oak Ridge
Caster, C Nicholas, Coalfield
Chasan, Stuart Alan, Oak Ridge
Clary, Thomas L, Oak Ridge
Compton, David R, Oak Ridge
Conrad, Daniel E, Oak Ridge
Corea, Charles Joseph, Harriman
Cunningham, Elbert C, Kingston
Darling Jr, Charles Ellett, Oak Ridge
DePersio, John D, Oak Ridge
DeVega, Armando Fernando, Knoxville
Dew, Richard Allan, Oliver Springs
Dotson, Robert Scott, Oak Ridge
Eatherly, Joseph Bruce, Oak Ridge
Fortney, T Guy, Oak Ridge
Fuller, Robert Paul, Oak Ridge
Genella Jr, Frank H, Oak Ridge
Gentry, Robert E, Knoxville
Gillespie Sr, James Trigg, Oak Ridge
Goswitz, Francis Andrew, Oak Ridge
Goswitz, Helen A Vodopick, Oak Ridge
Gowder, Timothy Dennis, Oak Ridge
Gupton, Henry, Clinton
Gurney, Charles Bryson, Oak Ridge
Hardy, William P, Oak Ridge
Harrison, Stephen H, Oak Ridge
Hartman, Donald Lee, Oak Ridge
Heald, David Grant, Oak Ridge
Hedden Jr, Henry, Clinton
Heintz, Richard, Knoxville
Hellmann Jr, Robert S, Harriman
Henry Jr, James E, Oak Ridge
Hicks, William M, Clinton
Hilton, James Isaiah, Oak Ridge
Hoover, Gregory K, Oak Ridge
Howard, Robt G, Oak Ridge
Jernigan, John Forrest, Oak Ridge
Jones, H Stratton, Harriman
Jones, Otis W, Oak Ridge
Kaebnick, Ernest Elliott, Oak Ridge
Kerley, Harold Eugene, Oak Ridge
King, Avery Parsons, Oak Ridge
Krishnan, Lalita, Oak Ridge
Lawson, M Wendell, Oak Ridge
Lech, Ronald, Oak Ridge
Lee, Larry H, Oak Ridge
Lew, Ira Eugene, Oak Ridge
Long, David Dale, Oak Ridge
Loy, William Allen, Oak Ridge
Luckmann, Kenneth F, Oak Ridge
Lushbaugh, Clarence C, Oak Ridge
Lynch, Thomas P, Oak Ridge
Lynnes, Howard M, Rockwood

Lyon, Joseph S, Oak Ridge
McKellar, Duncan, Oak Ridge
McMahon, Cletus Joseph, Oak Ridge
McMillin, Rodney M, Harriman
McNeeley, Edward Trent, Norris
McNeeley, Howard B, Norris
McNeeley, Samuel Gene, Norris
Metcalf IV, Joseph, Oak Ridge
Metcalf, Thomas H, Oak Ridge
Michel, James, Oak Ridge
Miller Jr, Kenneth T, Oak Ridge
Mitchell, Charles Stone, Oak Ridge
Molony, William Lawrence, Oak Ridge
Neal, Gary W, Oliver Springs
Oesch, Timothy Ralph, Oak Ridge
Palmer, Etna Little, Oak Ridge
Paret, Robert W, Oak Ridge
Parrish, Richard E, Oak Ridge
Parrott, James A, Oak Ridge
Pearson, Randall E, Oak Ridge
Peters, Scott W, Oak Ridge
Posman, Clifford L, Oak Ridge
Prater, William K, Oak Ridge
Preston, Lewis Frederick, Oak Ridge
Pugh Jr, William W, Oak Ridge
Reid, Francis R, Oak Ridge
Ricks, Phillip M, Oak Ridge
Roberts, Anne Sanchez, Oak Ridge
Rouse, James M, Oak Ridge
Schultz, Richard L, Oak Ridge
Seay, David Worrell, Oak Ridge
Sensenbach, Charles Willis, Oak Ridge
Sharma, Mukesh K, Oak Ridge
Sharp, Donald Alan, Oak Ridge
Sisk, John R, Knoxville
Smalley, Lee Alan, Oak Ridge
Snodgrass, John Vass, Rockwood
Spray, Paul Ellsworth, Oak Ridge
Stanley, David Granville, Clinton
Sterling, Steven Lloyd, Oak Ridge
Stevens III, Geo Miller, Oak Ridge
Tedder, Miriam B, Harriman
Thomas, Daniel Martin, Clinton
Thurston, Floyd E, Oak Ridge
Tittle, Joe Evan, Oak Ridge
Upchurch, D Thomas, Oak Ridge
Vargas, Eugenio, Oak Ridge
Walker, Robert Earl, Oak Ridge
Weems, Alan McMurry, Oak Ridge
Weight, Glen R, Oak Ridge
Welch Jr, John Wm, Oak Ridge
Willett, Dwight H, Kingston
Wray, Ronald K, Oak Ridge
Zanolli, Gino, Oak Ridge

ROBERTSON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Bassel, John Burr, Springfield
Crunk, Tommy M, Springfield
Gray, James Travis, Springfield
Hartzheim, Paul D, Springfield
Hayes, Warren G, Springfield
Jackson, John McReynolds, Lebanon
Krueger, Thomas C, Springfield
Kumar, Sarbjeet Singh, Springfield
Lewis, W Michael, Greenbrier
O'Donnell III, John Wm, Springfield
Quarles, James Richard, Springfield
Stone, William Pipkin, Springfield
Turner, John Bunyan, Springfield
Webster, Raymond Harris, Springfield

RUTHERFORD COUNTY/STONES RIVER

ACADEMY OF MEDICINE

Abernathy, James P, Murfreesboro
Adams, Carl E, Murfreesboro
Akin, Harold T, Murfreesboro
Al-Abdulla, Abdul-Sahib M, Murfreesboro
Alexander, John Hutchins, Murfreesboro
Allen, James T, Murfreesboro
Bailey, Joseph C, Murfreesboro
Beasley, Timothy J, Murfreesboro
Bell, Richard Bryan, Murfreesboro
Boerner, James L, Murfreesboro
Boone, Joseph E, Murfreesboro
Bradley Jr, Donald H, Murfreesboro
Brown, William Andrew, Murfreesboro
Bryant, Gary B, Woodbury
Bryant, Rodney Craig, Woodbury
Bryant, William Arthur, Woodbury
Bullock, Sally H, Murfreesboro
Butler Jr, Henry K, Murfreesboro
Byrnes, John M, Smyrna
Caissie, Kenneth F, Murfreesboro
Campbell, Jerry N, Murfreesboro
Carter, Dennis C, Murfreesboro
Carter, James T, Murfreesboro
Carter, Sam Frank, Murfreesboro
Chandler, Charles G, Murfreesboro
Clark, S Kathleen, Murfreesboro
Cleveland, Robert R, Murfreesboro
Cohen, Henry A, Barrington, RI
Corlew, Daniel Scott, Murfreesboro
Davison, Bernard S, Murfreesboro
Dixon, John Herman, Murfreesboro
Dodd, David T, Murfreesboro
Dray, Robert J, Murfreesboro
Eckles, George, Murfreesboro
Farooque, Ahmed I, Murfreesboro
Galloway, Russell E, Murfreesboro
Galloway, Sherry J, Murfreesboro
Garner Jr, James W, Murfreesboro
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*Garrison Jr, Sidney C, Murfreesboro
Garrison, R James, Murfreesboro
Goodman Jr, Charles E, Murfreesboro
*Green, Richard E, Woodbury
*Hauser, Fred Warren, Murfreesboro
*Hay, Sam H, Murfreesboro
Hazley, Andrew John, Murfeesboro
Hester, George S, Murfreesboro
Hopkins, G David, Murfreesboro
Hornsby, Robert Preston, Murfreesboro
Hudson, David Lee, Murfreesboro
*Hutchison, Norton H, Brentwood
Ingle, Robert P, Murfreesboro
Jekot, William J, Murfreesboro
Johns, 0 Tom, Murfreesboro
Johnson, David L, Murfreesboro
Johnson, Ray C, Murfreesboro
*Kaufman, James Kenneth, Murfreesboro
Knight, Joseph C, Murfreesboro
Knight, Robert T, Murfreesboro
LaRoche, Elizabeth R, Murfreesboro
LeDoux, Paul David, Murfreesboro
Lewis, Charles W, Murfreesboro
Lien, George Harrison, Murfreesboro
Long, Sammie Inez, Nashville
Lovelace, Fred R, Murfreesboro
Lowe, Lisa Lynn, Murfreesboro
Lowery, E Ray, Murfreesboro
McKnight, David T, Murfreesboro
McPherson, Warren F, Murfreesboro
*Moore, Ralph B, Candler, NC
Mullen, Stanley P, Woodbury
Murphy, Wayne, Murfreesboro
Noah, William H, Murfreesboro
Nunnery, James A, Murfreesboro
*Odom, Eugene P, Murfreesboro
Odom, Steve G, Murfreesboro
Ours, David E, Murfreesboro
Owen, Ann B, Murfreesboro
Pearson, John G, Murfreesboro
Polk, T Allen, Murfreesboro
*Ransom, Robert G, Murfreesboro
Rekha, Gollakota Satya, Johnson City
Reuhland, Leon L, Woodbury
Richerson, Dennis Ray, Murfreesboro
Rogers, Richard A, Murfreesboro
Rudd, J Daniel, Murfreesboro
*Shacklett, William W, Murfreesboro
Shelton, Ben A, Smyrna
Shepard, Theodore G, Murfreesboro
Singh, Ravi P, Murfreesboro
Smith, Radford, Murfreesboro
Soper, Richard Graves, Murfreesboro
Starrett, James Alan, Murfreesboro
Swafford Jr, Carl A, Murfreesboro
*Tenpenny, James W, Murfreesboro
Thompson, Brian M, Murfreesboro
Tolbert, E C, Murfreesboro
Tuma, Robert P, Murfreesboro
Turner, Thomas A, Brentwood
Westmoreland, M Wayne, Murfreesboro
Williams, Kenna Jane, Murfreesboro
Williams, Olin, Murfreesboro
Winters, Deborah Ann, McMinnville
Witt, Terry J, Murfreesboro
Wolf, Herbert Richard, Woodbury
Young, J Howard, Murfreesboro

SCOTT COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Coffey, David B, Oneida
Grigsby, David A, Oneida
Hall, Thomas K, Oneida
Huff, Maxwell E, Oneida
*Leeds, Horace Mott, Oneida
Newell, Barbara Steed, Hopkinsville, KY
Perry, Larry E, Oneida
Spjuth, Sven Olof, Oneida

SEVIER COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Bozeman II, Charles H, Sevierville
*Broady, Robert A, Sevierville
*Hickman Jr, James H, Kodak
Higgins, Laura E, Sevierville
Jacobs Jr, John C, Sevierville
Kidd Jr, Charles E, Sevierville
Knopp, Frank, Sevierville
McGaha, Samuel W, Sevierville
*Murphy, Richard S, Kodak
*Roach, Charles L, Sevierville
Smith, Steven M, Sevierville
Sonner, John L, Sevierville
Tolley, Vincent Blane, Sevierville
*VanArsdall, James R, Blountville

SMITH COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Bratton, Edgar K, Hartsville
Duke, Roger, Carthage
*Green, Hugh E, Carthage
*Petty, David G, Carthage
Rutherford, Richard T, Carthage
West, Michael H, Carthage

SULLIVAN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Adams, Wesley F, Bristol
Addington, Darryl Stephen, Kingsport
Agel, John Frederick, Kingsport

Aguirre, Dennis Manual, Bristol
Alley, Edmond Lynn, Kingsport
Armstrong, Joseph R, Bristol
Aspley, Donald, Kingsport
Bachman Jr, Harry Wilson, Bristol
Baker, Richard Dudley, Kingsport
Ballington, Karen Louise, Bristol
Bechtel Jr, Jack T, Bristol
Bell, William M, Kingsport
Bertuso, John Richard, Kingsport
Bible, Michael W, Bristol
Bice, Charles Robert, Kingsport
Birkitt Jr, Glenn Hunter, Bristol
Blanton Jr, Frank S, Bristol
Blickenstaf f , Theron, Kingsport
Bockian, Herbert Harold, Bristol
Boggan, Michael D, Kingsport
Boling, Frederick F, Kingsport
Bookout, J Michael, Kingsport
Booze, George W, Kingsport
Bowman, James H, Bristol
Boyd, Arthur Morgan, Kingsport
Boyle, Gary, Bristol
Boyle, J William, Kingsport
Brasfield, Jim C, Bristol
Breeding, Samuel David, Kingsport
*Brinkley, Billy Booth, Bristol
Brock Jr, Howard Thos, Kingsport
Broglio, Anthony Lee, Bristol
*Brookshire Jr, Paul F, Kingsport
Brown, Henry James, Kingsport
Buddington, Richard S, Bristol
Bulle, Thomas Michael, Kingsport
Bush, Gary Edward, Kingsport
Butterworth Jr, Jackson, Bristol
Byers Jr, John G, Bristol
Byrd, Keith Harold, Kingsport
Calcote, Claude McGhee, Bristol
Caldwell, Ronald David, Bristol
Carr, Henry Austin, Bristol
*Carter, Edward Kent, Naples, FL
Carter, Locke Yancey, Kingsport
Carter, Richard S, Kingsport
Casey, Gary Quillen, Kingsport
Cassedy, Kelly James, Kingsport
Catlin, Roger W, Bristol
Chamberlin, Marian L, Kingsport
Chandler, John M, Bristol
Chapman, Charles Emmitt, Bristol
Chapman, John L, Kingsport
Chartier, Gilbert John, Kingsport
*Chew, Nathaniel John, Bristol
^Christensen, Robt Chas, Kingsport
Clark, James W, Church Hill
*Clark, Warner L, Church Hill
Colquitt, Landon Armstrong, Kingsport
Coogan, Joan C, Bristol
Cooper, Joe Byron, Kingsport
Cowan Jr, Bennett Y, Bristol
*Cowan, Bennett Young, Bristol
Cowden, David Anthony, Kingsport
Cox, Larry H, Kingsport
*Crawford, Alvin S, Hilton Head Isl, SC
*Credle, William Swindell, Hilton Head,
Crockett Jr, Claude H, Bristol
Crowder, Jack Roberts, Kingsport
Davis, R Alan, Bristol
Dickerson, Daniel Lawrence, Kingsport
Doell, Robert J, Kingsport
Donaldson, Robert C, Blountville
*Doty Sr, Robert D, Kingsport
Dyer Jr, William Mills, Kingsport
*Early, James Lawrence, Bristol
Edenfield, Mark E, Kingsport
Emery, Mark W, Kingsport
*Erwin, J W, Bristol
Estes, Terrell C, Bristol
*Exum, William Allen, Kingsport
Falconer, Randall J, Kingsport
Feit, Richard A, Kingsport
Ferguson, Jere W, Bristol
Fincher Jr, John A, Bristol
Fleenor, Michael R, Bristol
Flora, Don Atlee, Kingsport
Fontaine, Darryl, Kingsport
Foster, Larry J, Kingsport
Foster, Richard W, Bristol
Franzus, David Harold, Kingsport
Funke, Robert H, Kingsport
Gantt, Pickens A, Kingsport
*Garfield, Claude R, Kingsport
Garriott, David Kent, Kingsport
Gaylor, Walter R, Bristol
Geer, Robt Mac, Kingsport
Gendron, R M, Kingsport
Ginn, David Roy, Kingsport
Ginther, Jeffrey P, Bristol, VA
Glasgow, Robt Morris, Bristol
*Golden, Billy N, Kingsport
Gonce, Joel D, Kingsport
Gorrell, Alan L, Abingdon, VA
*Green Jr, Waverly S, Bristol
Green, Edmon Lee, Bristol
Greene, Charles David, Kingsport
Greene, Thomas C, Bristol
Griffin, William C, Kingsport
*Grigsby Jr, William C, Bristol
Grigsby, William Paul, Kingsport
Groce, Ann, Kingsport
Gwaltney, David Nelson, Bristol
Haddad, Michel Nasri, Kingsport
Harris, Wesley J, Bristol
*Harrison Jr, William, Kingsport
*Harter, Basil T, Bristol, VA
Hereford, John R, Kingsport
Hernandez, Gustavo E, Kingsport

Herzog, John L, Bristol
Hicks, Mack L, Kingsport
Hire, Ervin A, Kingsport
Hoffer, Phillip Franklin, Bristol
Hoffnung, Jack, Bristol
*Hogan Jr, Marshall Davis, Kingsport
Houston, Charles Stephen, Kingsport
Hubbs, Doris Taam, Kingsport
Hudson, William Dudley, Kingsport
Hunter, Ronald W, Kingsport
Hutchison Jr, John E, Bristol
Jackson Jr, Henry Guy, Kingsport
*Jamison, King Arcy, Bristol
Jarboe, Edith Rodgers, Blountville
Jayne Jr, J Lawrence, Bristol
*Jernigan, Robt H, Kingsport
Jewell, Neal A, Bristol
Johnstone, William H, Bristol
*Jones, Robt Clark, Kingsport
Jones, Samuel Riddle, Kingsport
Kappa, Jeffrey Ray, Kingsport
Kazmier, W Jan, Kingsport
Keith, Robt Earl, Kingsport
Kelly, Ronald Clark, Bristol
Kidwell Jr, E R, Kingsport
*Kiesau, Kenneth Rudolph, Kingsport
Klinar, Daniel Franklin, Kingsport
*Knapp, John Allen, Montrose, PA
Knickerbocker, Fred Ray, Bristol
Kurre Jr, Jos H, Bristol
Kutty, I N, Kingsport
Ladley, Herbert Deross, Kingsport
Lane, David L, Kingsport
Lapis, James L, Bristol
Ley, Joseph Anthony, Kingsport
Link, Nelson Edward, Bristol
London, Jerry Frank, Kingsport
Lowry, Kermit, Bristol
Lymberis, Marvin, Kingsport
Lynch, Kenneth Clyde, Kingsport
MacDonald, R Scott, Kingsport
*Maloy, Jos Kenneth, Kingsport
Marshall, John M, Kingsport
*McConnell, Fredrick Gray, Kingsport
McCoy, James L, Kingsport
McGinn, Debra Lee, Kingsport
McGuire, James Eldridge, Kingsport
Mcllwain, William A, Bristol
McKay, Robert D, Bristol
McMurray, John Mark, Kingsport
Melvin, Frank Michael, Kingsport
Michals, Herbert James, Kingsport
Miller, Bradley Willis, Bristol
Miller, David, Kingsport
Miller, Jerry Lee, Kingsport
Mills, Jeri, Kingsport
Mishkin, Fredric Ronald, Kingsport
*Mitchell, Joe Elias, Bristol, VA
Moffet, Eric David, Kingsport
Mooney, Neil Francis, Bristol
Moore III, John H, Kingsport
Morgan, Steven W, Bristol
Morris, Lawrence Ray, Kingsport

SC Morton, Ralph F, Kingsport
Mosrie, Azett Jimmie, Kingsport
Murray Jr, Marion Julian, Bristol
Nagalla, Lakshman R, Bristol
Neely, E R, Kingsport
*Nichols Jr, James B, Kingsport
Nicley, Floyd Edward, Bristol
Northrop, Robert Edwards, Kingsport
Olney, La Verne E, Kingsport
Patton, Charley Mack, Kingsport
Patton, Robt Carroll, Kingsport
Peavyhouse, Joel Q, Kingsport
Penny, Richard M, Bristol
Perlman, Paul Elliot, Kingsport
*Pettigrew, James Andrew, Jonesborough
Phillips, James B, Kingsport
Phillips, James Curtis, Kingsport
Phillips, Michael S, Kingsport
Platt, William Marshall, Kingsport
*Powers Jr, John S, Kingsport
Propper, Norman S, Kingsport
Quinn, Donald, Blountville
Rash, J Patrick, Kingpsort
Reddick, Lovett P, Kingsport
*Reed, John S, Kingsport
Reiff, Robert H, Kingsport
Renfro, Clay Arlen, Kingsport
Repass, Robt A, Bristol, VA
Reynolds Jr, Leslie B, Kingsport
Ridgeway, Nathan Alvah, Kingsport
Robbins, Jeffrey Philip, Bristol
Roberson, Travis Hubert, Church Hill
*Rogers, Malcolm E, Kingsport
Rolen, Alvin Curry, Bristol
Rosser, Robert A, Kingsport
Russell, David Paul, Bristol
Salcedo, Julio A, Kingsport
Sargent, Jeffrey Dale, Bristol
Schermer, William J, Bristol
Schilling, David E, Church Hill
Sewell, David H, Kingsport
Sides Jr, Paul J, Kingsport
Sikora, Frank Steven, Bristol
Slaughter, Frederick D, Bristol
Slocum, Carl Wm, Kingsport
Smiddy, Joseph F, Kingsport
Smith, Galen R, Kingsport
Smith, Ken W, Kingsport
*Smith, Lyle R, Kingsport
Smith, Ronald Steven, Kingsport
Smith, William David, Bristol
Sobel, Abraham Isaac, Kingsport
Solomon, Dale E, Kingsport
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Spear, John Michael, Bristol
Springer, Douglas John, Kingsport
Standridge, John B, Kingsport
Strader, Lorenzo D, Bristol
Strang Jr, Robert T, Kingsport
*Strang, Robt Tudor, Kingsport
Stubbs, Hal Session, Bristol
Sulkowski, Viktor P, Kingsport
Sullivan, Hugh Milton, Kingsport
Sullivan, Michael Jude, Kingsport
Talton Jr, Brooks M, Kingsport
*Todd, Thomas C, Bristol
Turner, Harrison D, Kingsport
Valdes-Rodriguez, Antonio, Kingsport
*Vance Jr, Frederick V, Bristol
Wadewitz, Peter, Kingsport
Weir, William Strickland, Bristol
Westerfield, Larry H, Kingsport
Westmoreland, Dennis G, Kingsport
Whisnant, William Howard, Bristol
*Whitaker Jr, Sidney S, Bristol
*Whitt, Hiram Jackson, Kingsport
Wike, Sidney Alfred, Bristol
Williams, Robt Herman, Kingsport
Williams, Timothy Michael, Kingsport
Wilson III, Robert John, Memphis
Wilson, Earl K, Bristol
Windes, Lois H, Kingsport
Winsor, Michael Jon, Kingsport
Wolfe, James W, Gate City, VA
Wood Jr, Matthew W, Bristol
Wyker, Arthur Townsend, Kingsport
Young, Ruth T, Kingsport
Zaidi, Sarfraz Ali, Bristol

SUMNER COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Bartek, Anne P, Gallatin
Bartek, John G, Gallatin
Beaver, B Daniel, Portland
*Blackshear, J R, Gallatin
Brown, Lloyd Tynte, Gallatin
Cagle, Diedre, Gallatin
Caldwell, William Rudolph, Gallatin
Carey Jr, Jack Willard, Hartsville
Carter, Thomas Foster, Westmoreland
Case Jr, Kenneth Ryon, Gallatin
Cox, Joe David, Gallatin
Critz, George Theodore, Gallatin
Diaz, Michael C, Hendersonville
*Dittes, Albert G, Portland
Flynn, John, Nashville
Furman, John Robert, Madison
Gillespie, James Robert, Hendersonville
Goodin, Ellis Len, Gallatin
Handal, Albert M, Portland
Hill, Ted W, Gallatin
Hooper Jr, H Wayne, Gallatin
Hooper, Halden Wayne, Gallatin
King, A Sidney, Gallatin
Lanz, Elwin, Hendersonville
Lilly, James Aaron, Gallatin
Linden, Barry E, Hendersonville
Little III, Walter F, Hendersonville
MacConnell, Clayton, Gallatin
Massey, William Roe, Gallatin
McAleavy, John C, Hendersonville
McCuskey, Scott, Hendersonville
McDaniel, Robert E, Gallatin
McNulty, John P, Portland
Miller, Ronald V, Gallatin
Mitchell, Elizabeth, Gallatin
Mitchell, Robert T, Gallatin
Newsom, David L, Gallatin
Ponce, Lu, Portland
Roth, James Edwards, Hendersonville
Ruark, Charles S, Old Hickory
Ruckle, R H, Portland
Sanders, Clarence Ramey, Gallatin
Simonton Jr, Ralph W, Portland
Spencer, Charles Norman, Gallatin
Stewart, William David, Gallatin
Thompson, John K, Gallatin
Todd, M Alfred, Gallatin
Tormes, Felix R, Hendersonville
*Troutt Jr, James R, Gallatin
Varner, James W, Hendersonville
*Wallace, John B, Gallatin
Webb, Robert T, Gallatin
Webster, Robt Clayton, Gallatin
Wesley, Raymond, Hendersonville
White, Joan W, Gallatin
Willis, Robert A, Gallatin
Wolfe, Jimmy Vernon, Madison

TIPTON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

‘Alexander, Warren Alison, Covington
Beasley, Jimmie L, Covington
Bolton, Travis Leon, Covington
Broffitt, Samuel L, Covington
Cannon Jr, Jesse J, Covington
Crown, Loren Arthur, Memphis
Goode, Fletcher Howard, Millington
Ho, Juinn H, Millington
‘Hyatt, Norman Lyle,' Covington
Janovich, John R, Covington
Jonas, Karl C, Covington
Matthews, Barret, Covington
McCullough, Billie S, Covington
‘Ruffin Jr, James S, Covington
Vaughn, Hugh Wynn, Munford
Viprakasit, Dejo, Covington

Viprakasit, Suttiwara, Covington
‘Witherington Jr, A S, Munford
‘Witherington, James D, Memphis

WARREN COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Bigbee, Wallace Burns, McMinnville
Bratton, David M, McMinnville
Burck Jr, Harry E, McMinnville
Caten, Joseph, McMinnville
Chastain, Bryan D, McMinnville
Davis, W Glenn, McMinnville
DelValle, Rene Carlos, McMinnville
Elder, Ronald Bruce, McMinnville
Fisher, Jos F, McMinnville
Gaw, J C, McMinnville
Glenn, Robert F, Hickory, NC
Glover, Dannie Welden, McMinnville
*Harris, Hoyt C, McMinnville
Haynes, Douglas Brandt, McMinnville
Jacobs, G Jackson, McMinnville
*Knochs, Uldis A, Palm Coast, FL
McAbee, Wendell V, McMinnville
Mukherji, Barunditya, McMinnville
Pedigo, Jeanne M, McMinnville
Pedigo, Thurman Lee, McMinnville
Ragsdale, Tommy Mac, McMinnville
Rhinehart, Margaret Wrenn, Spencer
*Smoot, Bethel Campbell, McMinnville
Sorensen, Kent W, McMinnville
Spivey, Oscar Smith, McMinnville
Troop Jr, Joe Raymond, McMinnville
Whitmore, Mark Allan, McMinnville
Woodlee, Jimmie Dale, McMinnville

WASHINGTON-UNICOI-JOHNSON COUNTY

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

-Abercrombie, John, Johnson City
-Absher, Dale, Johnson City
Ahmad, Irshad, Johnson City
Aiken, Marc A, Johnson City
-Alessandria, Marc L, Johnson City
Alison, Harold W, Johnson City
-Allen, Bill, Johnson City
Allen, Charles Edward, Johnson City
Allen, Robert C, Johnson City
-Anderson, Stephanie, Johnson City
Archie, David S, Johnson City
Atwell, Phyllis Sage, Johnson City
-Awasm, Serge-Alain, Adelphi, MD
-Bailey, Tracey, Johnson City
Bailey Jr, William P, Johnson City
-Baker, Kelly, Johnson City
-Batson, James, Johnson City
Battle Jr, James Wayne, Johnson City
Battle, Gay Kirchner, Johnson City
Beaver, Walter Richard, Johnson City
-Becker, Jill, Johnson City
-Bell, Jerald, Nashville
-Bender, Luvenia W, Johnson City
-Bendfelt, Carlos E, Johnson City
-Bennett, Stephen, Johnson City
Berk, Steven L, Johnson City
Berry, Boyce M, Johnson City
Bertotti, Marian L, Johnson City
-Bhadresh, L Bhakta, Johnson City
-Bivens, Jennifer M, Johnson City
Blaik, Ziad, Johnson City
Borel, Terry C, Johnson City
Borthwick, Thomas R, Johnson City
*Bowman, Joseph R, Johnson City
Box, Stephen T, Johnson City
Boyd, Kendall H, Johnson City
Bray, Elizabeth S, Johnson City
Bridgforth Jr, William Adams, Johnson City
-Brien, Patrick Livingston, Johnson City
Broadwell, Freeman Edward, Johnson City
Browder, Isaac W, Johnson City
Brown Jr, Paul Edward, Johnson City
-Buchanan, James Kevin, Johnson City
Budd, Duane Coleman, Johnson City
-Burness, Margerie, Johnson City
-Campbell, Keith, Johnson City
*Campbell, E Malcolm, Piney Flats
Cancellaro, Louis A, Johnson City
Caravello, Peter M, Johnson City
Cheek Jr, Samuel B, Johnson City
-Chiverton, James Alfred, Johnson City
Chung, Sue Yong, Johnson City
Clark, Robt L, Johnson City
Clemons, Donald E, Johnson City
-Cole, James K, Johnson City
-Cole, William C, Johnson City
Cole, Charles Pittman, Johnson City
Cone, William Joseph, Johnson City
Coogan, Philip S, Johnson City
-Copley, DeAnn, Johnson City
*Cosby Jr, Lewis F, Johnson City
-Crabtree, Andy, Johnson City
-Crider, Steven S, Johnson City
*Crockett, Douglas Harman, Johnson City
Crozier Jr, James E, Johnson City
-Culbert Jr, William, Johnson City
Cupp Jr, Horace Ballard, Johnson City
Cutshall, Kenneth E, Johnson City
David, Daniel J, Johnson City
DeTroye, Robert J, Johnson City
DeWitt, Jan Allen, Johnson City
Dengler, John Martin, Johnson City
Dennis, Robt G, Johnson City
Deshmukh, Kiran Manohar, Johnson City
Dhaliwal, Avtar Singh, Johnson City

*Doak, Alfred D, Johnson City
*Doane, David G, Johnson City
-Dodd, Elizabeth, Johnson City
Donahue, Don, Johnson City
Donovan, Brian P, Johnson City
Donovan, Mark L, Johnson City
Dossett Jr, Burgin E, Johnson City
-Douglas, Michael Lee, Johnson City
Downs, Christopher J, Gray
Drumwright, Curtis K, Johnson City
-Dube, Mike, Johnson City
-Duncan, Lisa, Johnson city
Dunkelberger , Brian H, Johnson City
Dunworth, Robert G, Johnson City
*Edens, Fred R, Johnson City
Edwards, Thomas A, Johnson City
Elliott, Richard Levere, Johnson City
*Ellis, MacKinnon, Gray
-Ellzy II, James, Johnson City
-Erikson, Amy L, Knoxville
Evans, James, Johnson City
-Everhart, Anthony Todd, Johnson City
Farrow, Jeff Richard, Johnson City
Fenley, John D, Johnson City
-Fields, Jason B, Johnson City
-Fields, Michael, Johnson City
Fish, Charles Abraham, Johnson City
Fleenor, Karen E, Johnson City
-Flint Jr, Bryan Allison, Jonesborough
-Fluellen Jr, Charlie, Johnson City
Freemon, David Noble, Johnson City
*Fulton, Lyman Avard, Mountain Home
*Gage, Kathleen, Johnson City
-Gallo, Gary, Morristown
*Garland, Newton Farr, Johnson City
Gibson Jr, James W, Johnson City
Gibson, Mary Jane, Johnson City
Gillespie, Chris L, Gray
-Gilmore, Roger, Johnson City
Godfrey, James Hodge, Johnson City
*Gordon Jr, Lawrence E, Johnson City
Gorman, Paul W, Johnson City
Goulding III, E Clarence, Johnson City
Goulding Jr, Clarence E, Johnson City
Graham, Larry Gill, Johnson City
-Grindstaff, Alan, Johnson City
Gubler, Robt Jay, Johnson City
-Gulati, Sandy, Johnson City
-Hagerty, Cooper Phillip, Bristol
Haley, Tony O'Neal, Johnson City
*Hall, Ben David, Johnson City
Hamati, Fawwaz Ibrahim, Mountain Home
Hamel, Steven C, Johnson City
*Hankins, Walter Douglas, Johnson City
-Harkleroad, Leigh Karen, Johnson City
Harris, Arthur Sale, Johnson City

-Harrison, Jeremy, Johnson City
Hartley, Frederick C, Johnson City
Hatjioannou, Jason T, Johnson City
Haws, Claude C, Johnson City
-Hayes, Danese F, Johnson City
Hemphill, Chris B, Johnson City
Herd, J Kenneth, Johnson City
Herrin, Charles Bomar, Johnson City
Hillman, Charles Harlan, Johnson City
Hines Jr, Robert Stickley, Johnson City
Hinton, Philip J, Johnson City
Holbrook, John L, Johnson City
Hollier, Paul A, Erwin

-Holmes, Pat, Johnson City
*Holsey Jr, Royce L, Naples, FL
Howell, Mark Allan, Johnson City

-Huber, Timothy E, Johnson City
Huddleston IV, Sam W, Johnson City
Huddleston, Sam N, Johnson City
Huddleston, Thomas L, Johnson City
Hudson, Larry D, Johnson City
Hutchins, Robert Gordon, Johnson City
Hyder Jr, Nat Edens, Johnson City
Jelovsek, Frederick R, Johnson City

-Jernigan, Perry D, Lexington, KY
Jernigan, Thomas W, Johnson City
Johnson Jr, Frank P, Johnson City
Johnson, Calvin John, Johnson City
Johnson, John C, Johnson City

-Jones, Jay J, Johnson City
Jones, David W, Johnson City
Jordan Jr, L Collier, Johnson City
Joshi, Piyush N, Johnson City
Katras, Anthony, Johnson City
Kennedy, Wm Ennis, Johnson City
Kimbrough, Barbara Olson, Johnson City
Kimbrough, Stephen M, Johnson City
Kincaid, William Ralph, Johnson City
-Kirby Jr, Dale Scott, Johnson City
Lacey, David W, Johnson City
Lamb, Ray, Johnson City
Lang, Forrest, Johnson City
Lapham, Craig A, Johnson City
Lawson, Elizabeth Anne, Johnson City
*Lawson, John Fuller, Johnson City
-Ledes, Chris, Johnson City
Lloyd, Jacqueline Jordan, Johnson City
*Long, Carroll Hardy, Johnson City
-Lopez, Steven, Johnson City
Lopez, Alfonso D, Johnson City

-Lowe, Bridgett, Johnson City
Lurie, David P, Johnson City
-Maddox, J Alan, Johnson City
-Maddox, J Mark, Johnson City
Maden, William L, Johnson City
Mahoney, James Cooper, Johnson City
Manginelli, Stephanie N, Johnson City
-Markham, Larry, Johnson City
*Mathes Jr, W T, Johnson City
Mathew, William H, Mountain Home
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May, Scott E, Johnson City
-Mays, William Kendall, Johnson City
McCartt, Alan N, Johnson City
McCoy, Sue, Mountain Home
-McCurry, Paul, Johnson City
McGinnis, Thomas Bryan, Johnson City
McGowan Jr, Winford R, Johnson City
McGowan, Judson C, Johnson City
McGowan, Ronald L, Johnson City
-McLemore, Cheryl, Johnson City
-McLevain, Karie Ann, Johnson City
*Meeks, Edwin A, Jonesborough
Mehta, Jay B, Johnson City
Messerschmidt , William H, Johnson City
*Mettetal, Ray Wallace, Johnson City
Michal, Mary L, Johnson City
-Miller, Rodney Lee, Johnson City
-Miller, Sue Davenport, Jonesborough
-Miller Jr, Alvin J, Jonesborough
Miller, John Me Clellan, Johnson City
*Miller, W Rutledge, Blowing Rock, NC
Mills, Ralph L, Johnson City
Mitchell, Jarlath J, Johnson City
-Mobley, Pam, Knoxville
Modica, Louis A, Johnson City
Moffatt, Lawrence Strong, Johnson City
Monderer, Rachel, Johnson City
Montenegro, Franklin, Johnson City
-Morelock, Brooks G, Johnson City
Morgan Jr, Calvin Vere, Johnson City
-Morris, Carl Timothy, Johnson City
Moss Jr, Harry Cowan, Johnson City
Moulton II, David F, Johnson City
Moynihan, Patricia C, Johnson City
Myers, Kevin James, Johnson City
-Nason, Barron Scott, Johnson City
Nery-Manalo, Nora, Johnson City
-Nguyen, Phil, Johnson City
-Nichols, Phillip Lynn, Johnson City
-Norman, Steve, Johnson City
*01sen, Orland Stenberg, Johnson City
-Onedera, Helen, Johnson City
-Osborn, Laurie, Johnson City
-Owen, Randy, Johnson City
-Palmore, Dorothy, Johnson City
*Parker Jr, Charles 0, Johnson City
-Payne, Lisa E, Johnson City
Pearson, James M, Johnson City

-Pectol, Wes, Johnson City
-Perez, Rodney A, Johnson City
-Perry, Jack, Johnson City
Peyton, Richard R, Johnson City
*Platt, John P, Hilton Head, SC
*Potter Jr, Thomas P, Johnson City
Powell, R Page, Johnson City
-Quesinberry , Jennifer L, Johnson City
Rabon, Randal J, Johnson City
Rainwater, Dennis L, Johnson City

-Rakes, Kimberly, Johnson City
-Ramsey, Melissa H, Johnson City
Ramsey, Glynda Jo Fox, Johnson City
*Range, James Jacob, Johnson City
Rannick, Gilbert A, Johnson City
-Ray Jr, Bobby, Johnson City
Rice, Mark J, Johnson City
-Roberson, Donna Rose, Hoover, AL
-Robertson, Nancy D, Johnson City
Roe, David P, Johnson City
Rollins, Edward S, Johnson City
Rollins, Susan Davidson, Johnson City
*Ruffin, Clarence Lee, Johnson City
-Saint, Wendy Nannett, Johnson City
-Salansky, Renee Abbott, Johnson City
*Sams, James Mac, Johnson City
-Sanderson, James Lowell, Johnson City
Schmidt, Lawrence W, Johnson City
*Scholl, Geo Kenneth, Johnson City
Schueller, William Alan, Johnson City
-Scranton, Richard, Johnson city
Seifer, Frederic D, Johnson City
Sentell, Marcia M, Johnson City

Shahbazi, Michael F, Johnson City
-Sharp, Philip, Johnson City
*Shelton, Alvin Dillard, Johnson City
Shepard, Frank Michael, Johnson City
*Sherrod, Howell Hood, Johnson City
*Sholes Jr, Dillard M, Johnson City
Sholes, Christopher W, Johnson City
Sibley, David A, Johnson City
Sibley, Denise Swink, Johnson City

-Simon, Anabela Simon, Johnson City
-Smith, David, Johnson City
-Smith, Timothy Dwayne, Johnson City
Smith, Barbara J, Johnson City
Smith, J Kelly, Johnson City
Smith, Richard S, Kingsport
Smith, Steven M, Johnson City
Soike, David R, Johnson City
-Southerland, Crystal, Johnson City
Spady, Michael, Johnson City
Spannuth, C L, Johnson City
Spence, George Ian, Johnson City
Stanton, Paul Eugene, Johnson City
*Steffner, Edward Benj, Johnson City
-Stone, Elizabeth Lee, Johnson City
Sykes, Ted Ford, Johnson City
Tabor, David C, Johnson City
Taylor, Nancy Lynn, Johnson City
Taylor, Robert A, Johnson City
Thomas, Eapen, Johnson City
Thur De Koos, Paul, Johnson City

-Urban, Laura, Johnson City
Vandiver Jr, Clayton J, Johnson City
Vermillion, Stanley E, Johnson City
-Vincent, Philip, Collegedale
Votaw, May Louise, Johnson City
Waggoner, Harry N, Johnson City
Walters, David N, Johnson City
Walters, Phil Vernon, Johnson City
Ward, John Arthur, Johnson City
Watson, Scott Dale, Erwin
Webb, Clinton Steve, Johnson City
Welch, David B, Johnson City
Whitson, Michael L, Johnson City
Wiegand, Clifford F, Johnson City
Wiley Jr, William Arthur, Johnson City
-Williams, Sandra Graves, Jonesborough
Williams, Elizabeth A, Johnson City
Williams, G Alex, Johnson City
Williams, Henry Jackson, Johnson City
Williams, Marcus G, Johnson City
Williams, William T, Jonesborough
Wilson, David M, Johnson City
Wilson, G Dean, Johnson City
Wilson, James Marion, Johnson City
Winton, George B, Johnson City
Witt, Peter C, Johnson City
*Wofford, Chas Parker, Johnson City
Wood, James Fowle, Johnson City
-Woody, Dawn, Johnson City
-Wudel, Leonard J, Johnson City
-Wyatt, David J, Johnson City
Wyche, Donald B, Johnson City
Wyche, Mary, Johnson City
-York, Jackie, Johnson City
-Yost, Tony, Johnson City

WHITE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

*Andrews, W H, Sparta
Baker Jr, Robert F, Sparta
*Baker, Robert F, Sparta
Bradley, Donald Hughes, Sparta
Drake, Alan, Sparta
Gentry, Chet Mason, Sparta
Johnson, Joel F, Sparta
Lytle, Francisca VanGeloven, Tazwell, VA
*Mitchell, Charles A, Sparta
Nesbett, Billy C, Sparta
Smith, Leighton H, Sparta

WILLIAMSON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Bethurum, Alva Jefferson, Franklin
Brooks, Arthur Scott, Franklin
Browne, Harry G, Nashville
Clarke, Lois, Franklin
Coggeshall, Jack W, Franklin
Cook, Jeffrey Wade, Franklin
Cook, W Gregory, Franklin
Curtis, Shannon, Franklin
Dodge, Kenneth Brenton, Franklin
Duncan, John W, Franklin
Dykes, Katherine Anne, Franklin
Erlich, Wolf J, Cheshire, CT

Evins, Starling Claude, Franklin
Ferrell, M Craig, Franklin
Goldberg, Ronald Howard, Franklin
*Guffee, Harry Jasper, Franklin
Hagen, Ronald A, Franklin
Haley, Fred L, Franklin
Halliday, William R, Nashville
Himmelfarb, Elliot Harvey, Franklin
Hollister, Robt Morris, Franklin
Holly, Howard Rhea, Franklin
Hutcheson Jr, Robt Henry, Franklin
Jantz, Thomas Augustus, Franklin
Kennedy, James S, Franklin
Lane, Richard Geoffrey, Franklin
Langford, Michael D, Franklin
Lee, Anthony Joel, Franklin
Locke, Joel R, Franklin
Manson, James Edward, Franklin
McGinley, James Henry, Franklin
Meneely, Raymond L, Franklin
Miller, Philip G, Franklin
Mishu, Mona Kirma, Brentwood
Mullins, W Michael, Franklin
Nagy, Huba, Franklin
Netherton, Cynthia L, Franklin
Oldham, Robert Kenneth, Franklin
Parsons, Paul D, Franklin
Phillips, James Eugene, Franklin
Rhea, Karen Ann, Franklin
Russell, Henry P, Franklin
Savage, H Bryant, Franklin
Stilwell Jr, Charles A, Franklin
‘Swann, Maj Steven Walter, Brentwood
Thomas, Paul A, Franklin
Wallwork, J Caleb, Brentwood
White, Bobby Joe, Franklin
Williams, Wayne Patrick, Franklin
Willoughby, Jos Leeper, Franklin
York, Douglas Clifton, Franklin

WILSON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Bradshaw Jr, James C, Lebanon
.Brown, Barry J, Crossville
Caudill, Lloyd D, Lebanon
Dedick, Paul, Lebanon
Farrar, Henry C, Carthage
Ferguson, Morris Dean, Lebanon
Gill, Charles M, Lebanon
Grime, Harvey H, Lebanon
*Lowe, Charles T, Lebanon
*McFarland, Sam B, Lebanon
McKinney, Roger E, Lebanon
Mitchell Jr, Charles A, Lebanon
Morris II, James W, Lebanon
Pawlowski, W Yvonne, Lebanon
*Puryear, Thomas Richard, Lebanon
Robertson, Geo Wm, Lebanon
Rogers, Carl W, Lebanon
Sorrels III, Hardie Vaughan, Lebanon
Takegami, Ken Takeshi, Brentwood
‘Turner, Robert Phillips, Nashville
Warren, Larimore, Lebanon
West, Richard Joe, Lebanon
Wiggins, Bernard A, Lebanon

DECEASED PHYSICIANS—1993

Ackaouy, Geo E A, Athens
Burrus, Roger Byron, Nashville
Carroll, David S, Memphis
Classen, Kenneth Leon, Madison
Cox, David Lemuel, Kingsport
Dallas, John L, Kingsport
Donnell, Mark L, Madison
Gondo, Juan, Kingsport
Grossman, Milton, Nashville
Halford Jr, Hollis H, Memphis
Hamilton, William Thomas, Memphis
Hawkes, Alfred Kenneth, Memphis
Johnston, Leland Mann, Jackson
Kingsbury, Edward P, Union City
Kirk, Durwood L, Chattanooga

Klotz, William F, Memphis
Knowles Jr, William W, Smithville
Lane, James Davidson, Jackson
Mason, William W, Mount Dora, FL
Mayfield, Leroy H, Memphis
McCarter Jr, John G, Memphis
McKinney, James W, Memphis
McPeake, William T, Loudon
Metts III, Vergil L, Brentwood
Money, Roy Wilson, Hermitage
Morrison Jr, Richard S, Johnson City
Noel Jr, Philip Jordan, Nashville
Northern Jr, William L, Memphis
Payne, Francis Homer, Knoxville
Pearson, Randall Eugene, Kingsport

Reed, Warren G, Knoxville
Reynolds, James Eugene, Signal Mountain
Rhea, Edward Bullock, Old Hickory
Satterfield Jr, William T, Jackson
Shelton, James R, Heber Springs, AR
Stevens, Thomas F, Knoxville
Swart Jr, Edwin Gifford, Cleveland
Turney, M Frank, Knoxville
Ward, James William, Nashville
Warder, Thomas F, Jacksonville, FL
Wilson, John McQuiston, Memphis
Wilson, Robert Burton, Huntingdon
Wilson, Vernon Earl, Mt Pleasant, SC
Wolfe, Wayne Harvey, Jackson
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Tennessee medical professionals

can cut their workers'

compensation insurance

premium costs with the

Dodson Plan!

TMA endorsed the Dodson Plan in 1979 as a way for

association members to help control their workers'

compensation insurance premium costs.

Because earned dividends depend on the claim

expenses of all TMA members, they cannot be
guaranteed. However, Dodson dividends have
been returned 1 1 out of 13 years!

By making employee safety a top priority, TMA
members are improving their chances of earning

a dividend each year like the 20% return of premium
worth $198,435.00 paid in 1990!

The Dodson Plan can put you one step closer

to premium savings! Call today . .

.

1
-800-825-3760

Ext. 2990

underwritten

Casualty Reciprocal Exchange
member

DODSON GROUP
9201 State Line Rd.

Kansas City, MO 64114
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FOR SALE OR LEASE

BEDSIDE PORTABLE ULTRASOUND

EXCELLENT FOR
CAROTIDS, ABDOMEN, THYROID

TRAINING INCLUDED

Contact D.H. Gaither, M.D., 104 East Park Drive,

Brentwood, TN 37027; phone (615) 373-5700.

Hospital-Based Primary Care

•Hospital Based •Excellent Compensation

•Make Rounds •Malpractice Insurance

•Paid Relocation Provided

Southeastern Emergency Physicians, Inc. (SEP) is

seeking hospital-based primary care physicians to

admit and care for unattached patients through the

emergency department. No office hassles or overhead.

Internal medicine or family practice, residency trained

or board certified. Contact Randal n n Southeastern

Dabbs, M.D., F.A.C.E.P., at W 1| Emergency

800*342*2898 for more U T| Physicians

information. p.o. Bo» 30698 • Knivlle, IN 37930

PHYSICIAN NEEDED
Excellent opportunity for a general internist or family

practitioner for full-time employment in a new spinal

cord injury facility. Flexible work schedule that could

include both ambulatory and inpatient care. Multidisci-

plinary rehabilitation of new injuries and care of gen-

eral medical problems of non-recent injuries make up

the clinical responsibilities. Experience in spinal cord

injury care would be helpful but not a requirement.

Excellent retirement system and salary based upon

qualifications, experience, etc. Contact: VA Medical

Center, 1030 Jefferson Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104;

phone (901) 577-7373, Attn: Dr. William Bickers (FAX

901/577-7251).

FAMILY PRACTITIONERS
Rural community health centers located in beautiful

mountains of northeast Tennessee are accepting CVs
from Family Practitioners for a staff physician position

at the Bluff City Medical Clinic in Sullivan County.

Guaranteed salary with excellent benefits including

paid malpractice insurance, continuing education as-

sistance, a retirement program, and moving expense

allowance. Approved loan repayment site.

Contact Ms. Taunja Bogart, Rural Health Services

Consortium, Route 8, Box 35, Rogersville, TN 37857.

Phone: (615) 272-9163. (EOE)

EMERGENCY MEDICINE OPPORTUNITIES

THE STERLING GROUP

TENNESSEE: Emergency Medicine Staff Opportunities

available; Volumes ranging from 13,000-18,000 annual visits,

highly competitive compensation, low cost health and disability

insurance, NO RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS. BE/BC in primary

care specialty. Please contact Donna Masney at 1-800-874-4053

for more information.
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TfflA
The TMA Placement Service is a public service designed to assist physicians seeking

practice opportunities in Tennessee and communities seeking new physicians (fee-

for-service agency inquiries not accepted). For information contact the Placement
Service Office. PO Box 120909. Nashville. TN 37212-0909—(615) 385-2100.

LOCATIONS WANTED

PATHOLOGIST—age 44, graduate of Albany Medical College in

1976—seeks a solo practice as the pathologist or director of labora-

tories in any location in Tennessee. Board certified. Available now.

LW-2196

GENERAL PRACTITIONER—age 58, graduate of University of Ten-

nessee College of Medicine in 1959—seeks a solo, group, or institu-

tional staff practice foremost in Middle Tennessee. Board

certified—allergy/clinical immunology; board eligible—internal medi-

cine. Available now. LW-2197

OTOLARYNGOLGIST—age 43, graduate of Howard University Col-

lege of Medicine in 1975—seeks a group or institutional staff practice

in a suburban or large city location in West Tennessee. Board eligi-

ble. Available now. LW-2198

INTERNIST—age 40, graduate of Vanderbilt University School of

Medicine in 1978—seeks a group practice in Middle Tennessee.

Board certified. Available now. LW-2199

FAMILY PRACTITIONER/GERIATRIC PHYSICIAN—age 41, gradu-

ate of Maulana Azad Medical College (India) in 1974—seeks a group,

institutional staff, industrial, or academic practice in Nashville. Board

certified. Available 1994. LW-2200

GENERAL SURGEON—age 64. graduate of University of Tennessee

College of Medicine in 1954—seeks a practice opportunity in any

location in Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2201

OB/GYN—age 49, graduate of University of the East (Philippines) in

1972—seeks a solo practice in Tennessee. Board eligible. Available

January 1994. LW-2202

PHYSICAL MEDICINE/REHABILITATION PHYSICIAN—age 30,

graduate of Bowman Gray School of Medicine in 1990—seeks a

practice opportunity in East Tennessee. Board eligible. Available Feb-

ruary 1994. LW-2203

OPHTHALMOLOGIST—age 60, graduate of Vanderbilt University

School of Medicine in 1957—seeks a group practice in East or Middle

Tennessee. Board certified. Available now. LW-2204

ANESTHESIOLOGIST—age 34, graduate of Meharry Medical Col-

lege in 1990—seeks a solo or group practice in any location in Ten-

nessee. Board eligible. Available now. LW-2205

PHYSICIANS WANTED

PEDIATRICIAN, FAMILY PRACTITIONER or INTERNIST—needed
in Nashville to join a group practice. Must be either board certified or

board eligible. Needed now. PW-1187

INTERNIST or PEDIATRICIAN—needed in Livingston in Middle Ten-

nessee to join a group practice. Must be either board certified or

board eligible. Needed now. PW-1188

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Livingston in Middle Tennes-

see to join a solo or group practice. Must be either board certified or

board eligible. Needed July 1994. PW-1189

OB/GYN—needed in Livingston in Middle Tennessee to join a solo or

possible group practice. Must be either board certified or board eligi-

ble. Needed now. PW-1190

FAMILY PRACTITIONER—needed in Lexington in West Tennessee

to join a solo practice. Must be either board certified or board eligible.

Needed July 1994. PW-1191

DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGIST—needed in Nashville to join a group

practice. Applicant should be experienced in angio-intervention. Must

be either board certified or board eligible. Needed now. PW-1192

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—needed in Nashville to

join a group practice. No call, no nights. Needed now. PW-1193

INTERNIST—needed in Cleveland in East Tennessee to join a group

practice. Must be either board certified or board eligible. Needed now.

PW-1194

FAMILY PRACTITIONER or INTERNIST—needed in Nashville to join

a group practice. Must be board eligible. Needed now. PW-1195

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN or FAMILY PRACTI-
TIONER—needed in Maryville in East Tennessee to join an institu-

tional staff practice. Needed now. PW-1196
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IntroducingA Bill That

Actually Gets Smaller OverTime.

Y)UrSi The older your receivables

get, the less they’re worth.

Between 90 and 180 days, the value of past due

receivables decreases Vi% every day.

And, at 180 days, your receivables are worth one

third of the original value. That’s only 33 < on

the dollar.

Don’t wait to collect what’s yours. Put l.C. System

to work for you. We’re endorsed for debt collection

services by more than 1,000 business and professional

associations nationwide, including yours.

Call l.C. System today. Before your money“‘^
1-800-325-6884

Endorsed by Tennessee Medical Association

I.C. System
• The System Works

8
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